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c File Edit Formula Format Data Opt 

l_No_r _rna_l __I[±] I+ + ~=~ ~ ~ OOZ 
Quick, pick afimctio11. 1hat ~how the Too/bar UXJrks: easy access to ei>eryday features. For instance, to get a quick column total, simply hit the Autosum"button, and there you go. 

nEVE N UE 3 

C..\Odo 18< .845 203.JXI m .66l 
M-=o 49,292 •9.785 50.283 
Urd:f'dStale1 1.232.300 l ,355.5XI 1.219.977 

ll o•lh Anumcn I 166.437 1,608.r.45 1.193.92] 

Fr4ne6 181.815 1il4.0S7 203.791 
G~~'l!i' 300,075 31&9.690 373.387 
Otntf El.lccit41't 61.&15 92,42) 184,046 
Unhd r.1ogdom 61 ,615 67.777 74,555 

Eumpa 616,150 723,977 83&.579 

Au1tidia 48,392 53.231 58.554 
J.io.. •39.931 879.862 1.759,n4 
Kore-41 4).993 65.990 S8.9ilS 
1..... 65,990 82,488 10).110 

Fm£ad 598,Jm 1.081.Sn 2.020,)73 

Create an instant report: hit the outlining anvw to collapse or expand your UXJrksheet, showo1g 

as much or as little detail as you need to. 1hen create a cha1t in one step, d<;play 


i right on the worksheet, and voila-w/ia/you see on-screen is what you get at the printer 


+ 

just a point and a c/d do the 
trick :charting J onna/ changes, 

macros, you name it. 

http:1.081.Sn
http:1.193.92
http:1,608.r.45


· 
Help 

Excel 
lS Window 

...... ... ...... .. .-1, 1 1 

But Microsoff 
Excel 3.0 for WindowsN 

Mi'Wi~°!o!l:%/,~e~'ds~~1,ing has changed all that 
With plenty of easy-to-use fea

tures like the Toolba( you may start 
to think ofMicrosoft Excel 3.0 as an 
extension ofyour thought process in
stead of a spreadsheet. 

Which makes it easy for you to 
do some powerful things, such as con
solidating up to 255 worksheets at a 
time, regardless offormat or structure. 

Or take Solver. It lets you start 
with a desired result and work back
wards to find the variable you need. 

It's also easy to share results 

There's one very with other Windows applications, like 
important factor that MicrosoftWordforWindows. (Just what 
most spreadsheets don't youti expect from the people who pio
know how to handle: you. neered the first Windows spreadsheet.) 

And Microsoft Excel reads and 
writes Lotuse files. And converts 1-2-39 

macros. And offers online help to guide 
you through your transition from Lotus 
to the friendliest spreadsheet ever seen 
on the personal computer. 

Finally, consider that, even ifyou 
are using Lotus 1-2-3, you can upgrade 
to Microsoft Excel 3.0 for only $129: 
Just see your local reseller or give us a 
call at (800) 323-3577, Dept.W15. 

Microsoft Excel and you. It all 
adds up. 

•Pfus faeight and appl cable saW ta.:. Offergood/Of' cummt 0W11en ofLotus 1-2-3. SupetCatc~ (Juattro• PnJ and VP Planner. Please allow 2·4 uieeks for deli1Je11upd11 1eceipl <Iorder by Microsofl. Offer e.rpires 12/31191. L mil ane po c11.s/ome1': Re.seller prices 
moy vary. Call/or :t~fr1'11 r1~11'.mlnl.r.. OfferKoodo111J in the SO United States. <Cl 1991MicrosoftCorporatitm.A/l1ighl! reserotd.Printed in the US.A In llw United States, call (800) 323'1571. Ikpt. Wl5. Fbr itl/ormaticn mi• : In_ Canada, call (800) 
563·9048: 01ltside IM UPtllld Stairs. and Caru:rdd, call (206) 936-8561. Miooscft and the Microsoft logo are registered llodenia1ks and Autosum. Too/bar and Windou.5 ore l~s of Miw3sofl Carpom/it;m. Lotus and 1-2·3 are regntered trodemadu of 
Wus ~Cmpcrolirm. 



Sometimes sh~will 

slow you down. 


Now there's a LaserJet fast 
enough and smart enough to 
keep the whole group happy. 
The HP LaserJet III Si printer. 
Al7ppm powerhouse 
designed for high volume. 
And multiple users. 

With the LaserJet IIISi, your 
users are up to speed the 
moment they give the "print" 
command. HP's RISC-based 
formatterand the PCL5 

printer language, with on
the-fly typeface scaling, yield 
fast results. Even on the most 
complex documents. 
The LaserJet IIISi meets the 
needs ofyour shared work
groups with a new standard 
for 110 performance. All you 
do is slide the optional inter
face card into the back of the 
printerand it's network ready. 
HP's cards allow your net-

Adobe and PostScript are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. in the U.S. a nd other countries. 

Microsoft is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corp 

"Suggested U.S. I i psice. © 1991 Hewlett-Packard Company. PE 12lll0. 


Speed 
• 17ppm 
• RISC-based formatter 
• PCL5 (optional Adobe" 

PostScript9) 
Paperllandling 

• 1\vo 500-sheet input trays 
• 500-sheet output tray 
• 50,000 duty cycle 
• Optional two-sided 


printing 

• Optional envelope feeder 

Netwrkitg 
• Novell, Microsoft" LAN 

Manager, IBM LAN 
Server, 3 COM+ Open, 
AppleTalk (EtherTalk or 
Local1alk) 



And sometimes it'll 

get you there faster. The 17ppm


LaserJet IIISi printer. 


work to transfer data directly 
to the printer at up to 180 
Kbytes per second. That's 25 
times faster than a typical 
parallel connection. 
And since every workgroup 
has special needs, this versa
tile LaserJet offers software
selectable language switching. 
And a range ofpaper-handling 
features. 

For all its capabilities, the 
LaserJet IIISi is priced atjust 

$5,495~ So ifyou're ready to 
satisfy the whole network, call 
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 2134 
for more information and the 
name ofyour nearest author
ized HP dealer. 

LaserJet Printers 

When it's important to you. 


F//89 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 
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the bar" on personal computing? 
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Market Share 
'cco1 [w121 45 . 0~lo
Jfl\'.ElO - @SUM(B ' 

I 

B 

9 

10 Revenues $1 ,260,000 

11 Costs $850,000 I 

12 Profit $410,000 


30.0o/o 

Buy a ZEOS. 

Get a Bundle! 

Now, Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows 
and Ami Pro 2.0 are included 
with every ZEOS Windows 
system. Details inside! 



TAKE YOUR PICK! 


Choose From 4Great 
Money Saving Pac 

Or Specify'6ur Own Custom Configuration! 

ZEOS COMPLETE SYSTEM PACKAGE #1 
Start with the processor and speed of your choice then 
add plenty of future upgradability! 
• IMB ofhigh speed 53ns DRAM, expandable to a system 

total of 32MB right on the motherboard. 
•Ultra-fast 42MB IDE hard drive with its own cache. 
• l.2MB or l.44MB Teac® floppy drive. 
• ZEOS 14" flat screen Hi-Res amber monitor with 

Tilt & Swivel. 
• Shadow RAM and EMS. 
• ZEOS/RS 101 SpaceSaver keyboard. 
• Two serial, one parallel and one game port built right 

on the motherboard. 
• 7-16,1-8 bit expansion slots. 

80387 math coprocessor 
support for '386 systems. 

• Rugged ZEOS SpaceSaver 
case with twin cooling fans 
for added reliability. 

• Seven drive bays and our cus· 
tom 300 wtt power supply 
for your future expansion!

• hrludes ZEOS 24-hour-a-day 
toll free Technical Support 
and Customer Satisfaction 
Package. Yes! 

INCREDIBLE UPGRADE 
PACKAGE#2 
We take Package #1 and upgrade your 
F.ditor's Choice system to include: 
• 2 full Megabytes of rip-roaring 53ns 

DRAM. (There's nothing faster!) 
•Our lOOMB IDE hard dnve with cache. 
• Both the Teac l.2MB and l.44MB floppy 

drives. Top quality drives! 
• The awesome Diamond SpeedStar 

HiColor VGA graphics card complete 
with lMB DRAM. 

• ZEOS 14" Hi Res VGA Mono Monitor 
with Tilt & Swivel. 

•Lotus 1-2-3 Windows, Ami Pro 2.0, 
Microsoft Windows, DOS 5.0 plus a 
genuine Microsoft Mouse! 

ASlOUNDING UPGRADE PACKAGE #3 
Add even more memory, a larger drive. And more savings! 
• 4 full Megabytes of high speed 53ns DRAM. 
• 130MB IDE hard drive with built-in cache. 
•Both Teacfloppies-the l.2MB and 1.44! 
•The Diamond HiColor VGA card with IMB DRAM. 
• ZEOS 14" High Res 1024x768 non-interlaced VGA 

Color Monitor with Tilt & Swivel. 
•Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, Ami Pro2.0, Microsoft 

Windows, DOS 5.0 plus a Microsoft Mouse! 

THE ULTIMATE UPGRADE PACKAGE #4 

PACKAGES 2, 3 & 4 INCLUDE LOTUS BUNDLE! 

Pkg.#1 Pkg. #2 Pkg. #3 Pkg.#4 

38 25 $ l 3 9 p $ 2 9 9 ~ 
6

$ ] 4 9 I $ 3 0 9 ~386-33 

$ l 5 9 p $ 3 l 9 ~486SX-20 

486-33 $ l 7 9 $ 3 3 9 ~ 

$199 $249 

$209 $259 

$ 2 l 9 $269 

$239 $289 

A d I 2 Oa(hny price for a 1 2 Battie. 

Lotus Software 
Bundle! 

For a limited time 

only, order any ZEOS 

Windows system (like 

packages 2, 3 and 4 


above) and we will also 

include Lotus 1-2-3 

for Windows and 


Ami Pro2.0
at no additional 


charge! 


Now, memory goes to 8M B 
and the drive to 210MB. The 
ultimate power user's dream 
machine. Fantastic! 
• 8 full Megabytes of high 

speed 53ns DRAM. 
• 210MB IDE hard drive with 

its own built-in cache. 
• Both Teac floppies! 
• The Diamond Hi Color VGA 

card with lMB DRAM. 
• ZEOS 14" High Res 

1024x768 non-interlaced 
VGA Color Monitor with 
Tilt & Swivel. 

•Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, 
Ami Pro2.0, Microsoft Windows, 

DOS 5.0 plus a Microsoft Mouse! 


ORDE RNON TCDL FREE 

800-423-5891 


MasterCard, VISA, 

Am Exp, Discover, 2-Card and COD. 

Open 2 4Hours a Day, 3 6 lilays a Year! 


Putehase mders subject to awroval. All ptices and specifications ares u b t<j c~e without notice. Please call to confirm pricing, specification and warranty details. Microsoft arx:t 
Windows are tradema1i<sof MicmsoftCorporntion. Z-Ca1d, SpaceSaver and ZEOS a1e lladema1ks of ZEOS International Ltd.. 530 5th Avenue, N. W., St. Paul, MN 55112USA()1991. 





ZEOS. YOUR 

EVERY ZEOS WINDOWS SYSTEM ALSO INCLUDES 

LOTUS 1-2-3 FOR WINDOWS PLUS AMI PRO 2.0! 


Upgradable. High perfonnance. Low cost Unbelievable? Believe it! 

Because now ZEOS9 gives it all to you in one complete package. 


Harnessing the ZEOS power and value you want is easy. Simply pick 

your processor, then your package and your price. Package #1 gets you 

up and running for a Ve1Y reasonable price. Then you can add even 

more options and savings with Packages 2, 3 or 4 and receive VGA, 

additional memory, a laiger drive and more. Not only that, but you11 also 

receive Windows 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, Lotus' great new word 

processor Ami Pro 2.0, MicJVsoft DOS 5.0 plus a genuine Microsoft 

Mouse. Nobody gives you this combination of hardware and software. 

It's exclusively yours, exclusively from ZEOS! 


S®Upgrac 
FANTASTIC PERFORMANCE. 

When we first sat down 
to design these new sys
tems, we wanted compu
ters that would blow the 
doors offanything else out 
there. Plus, we wantfil you 
to be able to upgrade from 
one CPU to another as your 
computing requirements 

I Ami.Pro changed, without having to 
"'"""'"",._,.,,,_, buy an entirely new system. 


The results? 

Incredibly low cost, high 


performance systems so 

very advanced you can move freely from the '386 family of processors to 

the latest' 486s all without a moments hesitation. 


Choose from either high speed '386-25 and 33MHz systems, either 

cached or non-cached, plus the '486SX and '486-33 MHz with or without 

a secondary cache. Whichever you choose you know that as your com

puting requirements change, your processing power can change as well. 


ROOM TO EXPAND. POWER TOO. 
ZEOS gives you everything you need now plus room to expand in the 


future. We've freed two nonnally occupied expansion slots by placing our 

high speed IDE hard drive and floppy drive interfaces right on the main 

board. Then we put the high speed serial, parallel and game ports on the 

motherboard too. The result? 


Eight expansion slots, seven of which are available for your future use! 

And another important expansion feature: our 300wattpowersupply. All 

the pure clean power you need right now, plus plenty of power for the future. 


What about space? Your new ZEOS Space-Saver case comes complete 

with seven drive bays. Yes, it's actually smaller than many cases offering 

only five drive bays! 




EXTRA COOLING MEANS 
LONGER LIFE. 

F.ach ZEOS system includes not one 
but tuxJwhisperquietcoolingfans. Why?Miaosott 
Because whether you expand your system 
or not, the cooler it runs, the longer it 
will last. 

And every ZEOS system is UL® Listed. 
This listing means your entire system (not 
just the power supply) has metthe stringent 
safety requirements of Underwriters Labo
ratories. We believe UL listings say a lot 
about quality. And UL safety listings are 

lbles &Lotus! 
something most of our competitors don't (or can't) provide. At ZEOS, 
quality and safety are important to us. You are important to us. 

24-HOUR-A-DAY TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT! 
Most of our competitors still offer only part time technical support 

Yet for the last two years ZEOS technicians have been helping cus
tomers just like you-24 hours adey, 365 days a year. Add to that our 
30-Day Absolute Satisfaction Money-Back Guarantee, One Full Year 
Limited Warranty and our Express Replacement Policy, and we know 
you're going to be very satisfied. We don't just say it. rte guarantee it. 

ORDER 'YOUR OWN ZEOS TODAY! 
Selecting your new ZEOS system is easy. Choose from any of the 

money-saving packages shown here. Or let your friendly and knowl
edgeable ZEOS Systems Consultant help you configure exactly what 
you want from our huge selection of upgrades and options. Buying 
your new ZEOS system is perhaps the best purchasing decision 
you11 ever make! 

Simply pick up the phone and give us a call toll free at 800-423-5891. 

ORDER NOW TOLL 
FREE: 800423-5891 
AND DON'T FORGET 
THE OPTIONS! 

Because every ZEOS 
system is custom-built, 
you can choose from a 
huge selection of hard 
drives, video packages 
and many other op
tions. On-site service 
is available too. Call 
800-423-5891 for 
details. 

ZEOS SYSTEMS
A FEW EXPERT 
OPINIONS: 

PC Magazine, 
"Out of 104 
machines from 58 
companies•.• For 
Overall Excellence 
we selected ZEOS 
International.. :' 

lnfoWorld, "We 
find the ZEOS '386 
an excellent value. 
Speed: Excellent. 
Compatibility: 
Excellent. Value: 
Excellent:' 

Government 
Computer News, 
"Arguably the 
fastest MS-DOS 
and OS/2 micro 
in the world:' 

PC Magazine, 
Editor's Choice, 
"The ZEOS blows 
away every other 
computer.•• a 
smart choice:' 

ZEOS SYSTEMS. 

A SMART CHOICE 

INDEED! 
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BYTE Topic Index and Author Guide 
This index helps you find articles that contain information on each of the listed topics. (The topic list changes each month.) 

Combined with the table of contents (page 4) and the Editorial Index by Company (page 340), you can identify articles by type, 
subject, title, author, or product discussed. , 
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Introducing new dBFast™ The first 
and only dBASE™ compatible 
database and dBASE/X-Base lan
guage for Windows. It's the fastest, 
smartest and easiest way for millions 
ofusers and developers to join the 
Windows revolution. 

dBFast helpsyou create powerful, 

graphical database applications quickly and 


easilY with pull-down menus, check boxes, 

radio buttons and even bitmap images. 


~•.4'11 ~ '6; 
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Your applications will really come to life 
with multiple colors and Jon ts. 

Graphical, colorful dBFast will 
bring new life to all of your existing 
dBASE programs. 

Liven them up with multiple, 
movable windows, pull-down I!-;-
menus, check boxes, dialog -. _ , 
boxes, radio buttons, push -- · . v 

buttons and bitmap pictures. · ~ 
dBFast also helps you ere-~ 

ate new dBASE programs quickly and 
easily. Unlike other Windows develop

/ 

dBFast 

• 

• 

ment systems that 
force you to learn a 
new language, dBFast 
allows dBASE, Fox and 
Clipper developers to 
use the language they 
already know with more than 200 
extensions and an interactive editor, 
compiler and linker. 

And full industcy standard DDE 
and DLL protocols allow your pro
grams to communicate with other 
Windows applications. 

So call 1-800-645-3003 and we'll 
rush you a free Demo Disk 

Call right now. 
After all, Jt 
 <111 

haven't you OMPUTER 
waited long SSOCJAB~ 
enough? Software wperiorby-Je;, 

f 
© 1991 Computer Associates International. Inc.. 711 Stewart Avenue. Garden CitY. NY 11530-4787. All trade names referenced are trademarks or regis tered trademarks of their respective companies. 
dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate Corporation. 
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File Edit View 

Tile Toolbar/etsyo11 doeveryday tlzi11gs wilh the dick of a b11//011. 

.~. -~ I~,__ .,._ -

Enclosed ll Uie inform1tion you requested aboul Ei110Chmb. 

lliis year's excursion will include climb1 m France. Switzerland. and Italy. Our iµec1alty 11 
adventurous II • i.liiefdot. ~ , You may jom th e 
tour"• ntijlle (cos l 11 broken down y country), however. we t"[..!{:nend that to ge t ti 1 e 
most oul of the expen ence, you sign up fot the entite excutsior,, ~ili .nis packe t and 
contact us so~nl ~ lif:ii§.i 

~ ~ I~ 

Reammgi 1ig a doc11me11t co11ld11't be mzy easier. 

With 11ew Word 2. ~011 ca11 drag a11d drop text wherever you uxmt. 


•••4 x 4 Table .· .;:_· r: ..,. _.... ., ' 

All it takes is 011e click 011 the Click this Toolbarb11//011 a11d 
Toolbara11d presto, i11sta11t tables. get i11sta11t btdlets. 

Microsoft Wor 
Insert Format Tools 

:1.
:a:
!-

- -
···---

- -+= +=-. . 

111 e mollse makes ezoeryday tasks 
as easy as click, click, click. 



EMO.DOC 
......Table Window tlelp ..... 


Click here to make cham. Click hereto check spelliug. C/ickheretozoom in 

Introducing newWord for \\1ndows 2.0. 

~ \Vhenrtconlesto 

word processing, really 
nothing could be nlore 
natural than using the 
all-new Microsofr \Vord 
for \Vindows': You see, 
\Vord 2.0 nlakes those 
everyday word process

ing tasks renlarkably easy. 
Which nleans you can now concen

trate on what you're actually doing. Rather 
than how you're actually going to do it. 

This is possible for a nunlber of 
reasons. Like our unique Toolbar'" feature. 
It lets you do those things you do nlost 
often with one sinlple click of a button. 

Of course, looks count for sonle
thing, too. \Vith \Vord you can bring in a 
table of nunlbers fronl Microsoft Excel. 
Or with the new built-in drawing, charting 

and shading features, along with the ability 
to nlove anything on-screen with a drag 
and drop, you'll find yourself adding sonle 
very very cool effects. 

Best of all, nlaking the nlove is 
easy-so easy there's alnlost no downtinle. 
For instance, ifyou type in a\VordPerfect" 
keystroke, \Vord will denlonstrate the 
equivalent COnlnland right in your docu
nlent. Plus, existing \VordPerfect files as 
well as other popular word processing file 
formats are perfectly usable in \Vord. 

You get all of this and nlore when 
you upgrade to \Vord for only $129~ So 
give us a call at (800) 323-3577, Dept. \V3. 

You'll quickly see that nothing could 
be nlore natural. 

•Offergood forcu1 rent licenstes of ~rdf\:efect, MultiMate, UbrdSta1; MS 'MJrd/or DOSand lX!pCajlVritt.. Please ollOUJ 2·4 weeks for delivery u{.>?:tf' recei'pt oforder by Microsoft. Offer elpires 313MJ2. lim1~ one per customeT. Reseller prices may 001)', Call 
for syst~m requirements. Offer good only in the SO Uniteµ States. © 19~1 MirmsOP. CDr/IOmliD!L Ail nghts re~nw:J. Printed in the US.A: In the Ufrill.'tlo S!ales, call (800) :J23·3S'?i Dept. W3 Forinfonnatimi onlY: In Canad~. call (80oJ 56.3-9048: outside 
the Umted States and Canada. call (2{J6) 93&8661. Microsall is a registered troilt.'1'JarA and Too/bar and W1ndoU's are trademarks ofMtetosoft Corpa1utwn. Ubrdhifect u a reg1ste1t?d budemaJ'k ofthe Ubrdibfect C(J1'f'<>fotwn. 



EDITORIAL 


DENNIS 
ALLEN 

NEW ERA 

OF COOPERATION 


W
hether IBM and Apple can succeed with their 
new venture, the PowerPC, is not nearly as 
important as the fact that IBM and Apple have 
a joint venture. This alliance is important be
cause it signifies a move toward common sys

tems that can ease the pangs of incompatibility. More 
than anything else, this joint venture demonstrates a de
sire by both companies that disparate computers be able 

to use the same software and 
The giants IBM and Apple information. 

For the moment, let's not 
join forces in a question if the computer world 

ought to revolve around IBM milestone alliance and Apple. It does, and IBM 
and Apple are the hands-downin personal computing 
winners for mind-share in this 
industry. Other alliances be

tween other companies have come before, but none with 
so much fanfare. No other two companies have heretofore 
taken such diametric stands in the market. That IBM and 
Apple found a reason to cooperate on any scale means 
something. 

Consider how corporate America computes today: 
Most office workers have DOS systems on their desks, the 
art and creative departments have Macs, the technical 
and engineering departments have Unix-based worksta
tions, and accounting uses the company's mainframe. 
The realized promise of "connectivity" has become a 
large and intricate patchwork that even rocket scientists 
don't fully understand. Just try to make DOS systems, 
Macs, Unix-based workstations, and mainframes talk to 
one another at your company. It isn't easy, and you may 
go nuts trying. 

You don't have to be a rocket scientist, though, to fig
ure out that all those systems could be more useful if 
only they could share information. This computing syn
ergy is more than just likely-it's inevitable. The divisions 
and departments of a business must work together to 
compete in a global market. And that's the driving force 
behind the IBM and Apple alliance. 

Why it took so long for IBM and Apple to do some
thing I'll leave for the Harvard School of Business to 
answer. For now, what matters is that these two compa
nies have recognized the need, albeit on a relatively small 
scale, for computers-and computer companies-to 
cooperate. 

What all this means is that we can look forward to 
networked computers that are truly networked. The pow
er of a single desktop computer will be the sum of all 
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the computers on the network. In short, the network will 
be the computer. 

As for the PowerPC, it pools the diverse expertise of 
IBM and Apple. IBM's prowess in hardware design and 
development is legendary. Yet, IBM's success in the op
erating-systems-and-user-interface arena has been un
derwhelming. Apple's success, on the other hand, is di
rectly tied to the efficient and friendly Mac operating 
system and user interface. The first PowerPC may not 
fully exploit these strengths, but we should expect more 
if this joint venture continues. Also consider the Mo
torola factor: That company's CPU ship technology and 
potential should not be overlooked. 

Of course, the IBM and Apple venture is not the final 
solution, and only time will tell if the PowerPC is even 
part of the solution. The IBM and Apple alliance is, how
ever, a milestone, and it represents a tearing down of a 
wall that has separated the two largest blocs of personal 
computers and users. Moreover, the IBM and Apple al
liance ushers in a new era of cooperation in the comput
er industry. 

The State of BYTE 
I feel privileged and honored to take the role of BYTE's 
new editor in chief. BYTE's readers are the most influ
ential and demanding computer users and buyers in the 
world, and the relationship that BYTE has with its read
ers is unlike that of any other magazine. You've come to 
expect a lot from BYTE: fairness in reporting, in-depth 
and objective product reports and reviews, and clear ex
planations of the technologies that affect how you use 
your computer and make purchasing decisions. 

In short, you've recognized BYTE as the authority of 
the personal computer industry. That's no wonder, given 
the considerable expertise of the BYTE editorial staff. 
Nowhere in the world is there a more experienced group 
of computer journalists than at BYTE. Their backgrounds 
vary from writing and editing to designing pen-input sys
tems to developing databases and applications software 
to programming for the space shuttle, and to more indi 
vidual experience than can be I isted here. 

What you can expect in the future is more of BYTE's 
authoritative voice to separate truthf rom marketing hype 
and to put all this computing technology into a usable 
perspective. Leading BYTE's efforts to meet your ex
pectations will be exciting and, I'm sure, challenging. 

- Dennis A llen 
Editor in Chief 

(BIX name "dallen'~ 



New ObjectVision"' 2.0 is the 
easiest way to -create your own 
Windows software appli
cations. Fast. In fact, if you 
own Windows, you need 
ObjectVision to build software 
that is custom tailored to your 
specialized job or process. 
And ready-to-go applications 
are even included free, mak
ing it easy to get started. 

Visual Programming 
ObjectVision uses a revolu
tionary concept in software 
called visual programming. 
This uni~ue technology 
enables anyone to create inter
active Windows applications 
without programming! Plus, you 
get instant access to your business 
data, no matter where it resides. 
So you are always informed. 

llr.1 -. , ....  NI ___,.. ~ 

And if you are 
a programmer, 
ObjectVision gives 
you access to the 
most advanced 
Windows features available, 
including complete support for 
Dynamic Link Libra1ies (DLLs), 

Dynamic Data 
Exchange 
(DDE) and 
Object Link
ing and 
Embedding 
(OLE). Now 
you can proto
type and 
create com

plete Windows applications fast, 
without w1iting a single line 
of code. 

BORLAN D 

Introducing Borland's ObjectVision 2.0 

Instant Business Software! 


Software Craftsmanship 

New Enhanced 

Features 


• 	ObjectBar"' provides imme
diate access to tools 

• Property Inspector speeds 
development 

• 	Easy access to data in 
Paradox,® dBASE,® Btrieve 
and ASCII formats 

• 	 New Event Trees give you 
complete control over your 
application 

• 	Query By Form retrieves 
only the data you need 

• Password protection 
• 	One-to-many data 


relationships 

• Free runtime included! 

With ObjectVision you can create 
intelligent applications that help 
you make decisions, take actions, 
prompt for input, link to multiple 
databases, run other applications 
and more! 

Instant Savings! 
It has never been easier to 
develop your own business 
software. Buy ObjectVision 2.0 
now for only $14995 (suggested 

retail price) and receive a $10 
rebate direct from 
Borland.* To order 
or to upgrade your 
current version of 
ObjectVision ... 

See your 
authorized 
dealer today, 
or call now 
1-800-331-0877' 
Dept. 5117 

·011eren ds March 31. 1992. Rebate available for product purchased through dealer only. Obtain rebate card lrom dealer at time ol purchase Dealer prices may va1y. All pricesa;e io U.S.dollars. All Borland products are 1rademarks ol Borland International, Inc. 
Copyright© 1991 Borland lntemalionat Inc.All rights reserved .Bl 14SJA 
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By nO\V, you're probably aware that an Apple~ Macintosh~ 
personal computer was designed fram the very first chip to 
work tlle same, intuitive way that you do. 

Whatyoumaynotkn.ow, however, is that aMacintosh 
was also designed to work with other personal computers. 
Including the MS-DOS PCs you already own. 

In fact, Macintosh is the only family of personal 
computers to offer built-in networking and file sharing as 
standard equipment. 

You can use aMacintosh to access almost any main
frame, minicomputer or workstation. Including IBM, DEC, 
Hewlett-Packard, Prime, Cray and Sun. 

You can also access resources such as network file 
servers and mainframe sessions simultaneously. And then 
cu~ paste and move files between them. (ll·y doing that on 
an ordinary DOS computer.) 

Yoo can even easily connect aMacintosh with any cfEi1-
cs] 


CJ 

d 

't11/_1.v1111mli<S:J_fll'C, a .wjt1mre-/Jmed MS-!XJS e11111/a/or fro111 !11.li/{11ia So/11/ions /uc. Or oueo(/111() c 111 jinn OmUNI! Micro, !be Mac286 or OtmtNe386. © 0 9tlf~ie Co111/mle1; In~ A{J/Ne, //Je .~/Ne logo, Maciutmh aud "11Je/XJJl'l!r 
lmde11111rk ofHe11•/e//-PackardC0111/K11ty. l' r iisn reh<>l<Tedl 1 " d 111/lln'i11e t:Olb/ntler, Inc. Cfl(V i rrreNilllrnf !mde111ark ofCrl(Y R e ' ed r11:trJ1bis/l tr.1/e111nrk o(S1111 Microsyrte111s, Inc. NeA~nre i<n regi<leml 
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industry-standard Token-Ring or Ethernet network. And 
share files andprintersover Novell NetWare, Banyan VINES, 
IBM LAN Server or Microsoft LAN Manager networks. 

Best of all, only Macintosh offers asin~e, consistent, 
intuitive way of accessing and working with information, no 
matter what computer its located on. 

And, of course, Macintosh also has the power to run 
MS-DOS software; and lets you exchange information with 
aPC on astandard 3~" floppy disk. 

Tudays family of affordable Macintosh computers 
offers you more choices and more flexibility than any other 
personal computer. So your people can work in whatever 
wayworks best for them, while you preserve your investment 
in the networks and PCs you already own 

For the name of the authorized Apple reseller near 
you, call 800-538-9696, ext. 330. Yru'll find that '
Macintosh has tlle power you can real!yconnect 
with. The power to be your bese 
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LAN Champion 

C ongratulations to Wayne Rash Jr. on 
his excellent article "Defending Your 

LAN" (October 1991) . I know how much 
effort it took me to come to practically 
identical conclusions. His article will save 
a Jot of effort for people who are involved 
in planning and designing LANs. Other 
articles by Rash have also been very good, 
but this one is the best summary of this 
kind I have seen. 

Paul Hofer 
Zurich, Switzerland 

Looking at Outlook '92 

for telephone service and on-line service 
makes personal use prohibitively expen

DIWENIJING YoUlt LAN sive. Business users in rural areas are 
also well aware of the added expense they 
incur, particularly when they might 
want access during prime time. 

I know of no on-line servicethathas 
provided equal access to rural customers. 
If one existed, I would be among the 
first to subscribe. 

Don Messenger 
Beryl, UT 

our technology forecast (OutlookY '92) was one of the more interesting 
issues of the year. It reinforced my opinion that Alan 
Kay is one of the few people who truly see (and have 
seen) the future of computing accurately. If his call for 
the use of "agents" does not come to pass, we may be
come inundated with information. At times, too much 
information is worse than too little, as it can lead to inde
cision when a decision is time critical. 

Len Gaska 
Pasadena, CA 

Give OS/2 a Chance 

I want to thank Jerry Pournelle for bringing so many 
interesting facets of personal computer technology to 

light. I cannot tell you how pleased I am to see that he 
and others at BYTE have recently begun to focus more at
tention on reliability and quality in software. Over the 
past several years, I have seen many PC users increasing
ly plagued by problems. 

Here at JPL, rebooting a DOS-based system several 
time!> daily is typical. Most of those in the area where I 
work are engineers who use compilers, word proces
sors, graphics programs, and network software to con
nect with a mainframe computer. I am certain that 
there is a serious loss ofproductivity due to the inadequa
cies of DOS. 

Last year, I became so annoyed with the situation 
that I set about the task of finding a solution. What I 
found was OS/2. Having used the system for over a 
year, I can tell you that it is rock solid. True, OS/2 has 
had problems. The print drivers didn't always work 
properly, and there has been precious little applications 
software. However, these problems are not fundamen
tal-they are solvable problems. In fact, practically all 
the problems with the current 16-bit version of the sys
tem have already been fixed. 

More significant is the fact that the current version is 
only a 16-bit system and does not fully utilize the 386 
hardware. It appears that this problem will be redressed 
shortly. The upcoming 32-bit OS/2 promises to be every
thing that Windows should have been. 

I urge Jerry to try OS/2 on some programs, such as 
Aldus PageMaker, that put multi threaded programming 
techniques to good use. It's really quite impressive. 
Fair warning, though. The current version ( l. 3) is not en
tirely satisfactory in that applications software is still a 
mite scarce and the DOS box, while good, can be taken 
hostage by network drivers. 

continued 

I greatly enjoyed Outlook '92 and would like to add 
some observations to the discussion of business wish 

lists and productivity. 
We don't need software with more never-needed fea

tures. We need software with better information about 
how it works. Wonderful examples that come to mind 
include the briefbut lucid descriptions of extended and 
expanded memory that accompany Intel's AboveBoard 
products and Quarterdeck's memory management 
software. 

Users want to be comfortable with software in the 
way that they are with Lotus 1-2-3. Although most new 
spreadsheets outperform 1-2-3, users have remained 
Joyal because they have finally (after years of use) 
achieved unity with the software. It has become an ex
tension of themselves and no longer requires a conscious, 
arduous effort to use. Lotus has maintained this gemiit
lichkeit by retaining its menu-bar interface painstakingly 
across upgrades, including the new Windows version. 
This stability has made Lotus 1-2-3 a trustworthy 
product. 

Ernie Leute 
Marlboro, NJ 

n "Are On-Line Services Delivering?" (OutlookI '92), the considerations relevant to delivering services 
to customers were well developed. However, the article 
ignored completely the real question of access, a major 
consideration for many Americans who live outside ur
ban areas. 

Access is merely a matter of on-line costs to those 
who live where a local phone number allows unlimited 
access to information services. It is quite another matter 
for those who live outside those areas. The combined cost 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please double-space your 
letter on one side ofthe page and include your name and address. 
Letters two pages in length or under have a better chance ofbeing 
published in their entirety. Address correspondence to Letters Edi
tor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NHO 3 4 5.li>u 
can also sendletters via B/Xmail c/o "editors. " 

Your letter will be read. but because ofthe large volume ofmail 
we receive, we cannot guarantee publication. We also reserve the 
right to edit letters. Jr takes about four months from the time we 
receive a letter until we publish it. 
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We slash interface 

development time· across 


DOS, UNIX, XENIX, VMS... 

(and we can prove it!) 

C-Programmers: 
See for yourself how 

Vermont Views™ 
can help you create 

powerful user 
interfaces~whatever 
your environment! 

If you want to create sophisticated 
user interfaces-and save tremendous 
time and effort doing it-Vermont 
Views is exactly what you need. 

Vermont Views isn't just a com
mon interface package. It's a deep, 
flexible, menu

operates completely driven screen 
designersupported independent of hard
by a C library of ware, operating 
over 550 functions. system, and database. 
It lets you create Any interface you 

create can be portedthe ultimate user 
easily among DOS,interfaces for 

Fast prototypes, 
faster applications. 

With most systems, you have to 
throw away your prototypes when 
coding begins. But with Vermont 
Views, prototypes become the actual 
applications! 

Menus, data-entry forms, and all 
screen features are usable in the final 
applications without change. So not 
only do you avoid creating code 
from scratch once, you don't have 
to do it twice! 

It's the 
universal solution. 

Vermont Views 

complex database applications-in 
a fraction of the time it would take 
to code them yourself! 

With Vermont Views, you create 
screens interactively. Designing is fast, 
and creative. And changes-both tiny 
adjustments and huge reworks-are 
incredibly easy. 

Pull-down menus, window-based 
data-entry forms with tickertape or 
memo fields, scrollable form regions, 
choice lists, context-sensitive 
help ... All these interface objects 
(and more) are immediately 
accessible. And with Vermont Views, 
even terminal-based applications can 
have the elegant features usually 
found only on micros. 

©Copyright 1991 

Vermont Creative Software 


UNIX, OS/2, XENIX, and VMS. 
You can use Vermont Views with 

any database that has a C-language 
interface (including Oracle, Informix, 
db_Vista, and C-Tree). You can run 
it on PCs, DEC, NCR, HP, AT&T, 
and other systems. You don't have 
to pay runtime fees or royalties. 

graphics as well as text modes! 
Don't take our word for it-put 

Vermont Views to the test. Call or 
fax now for your personal, free 
demonstration kit. It includes a DOS 
demo diskette and complete 
instructions for trying Vermont 
Views on your terminal, via modem. 
Or order Vermont Views with our 
60-day, money-back guarantee. 

Either way, you'll see immediately 
that Vermont Views is a cut above 
the rest. · 

Call for your 
FREE demo kit! 
800-848-1248 


And full library source is ' ,.,,0,,~ ~""'. ,. • ,.,..~ 
available, too. trr.-:..:;, .-.,, ·_.,.,,"'"',.,.,:; · 

What's more, your DOS •;;~.- ::;.-,; .... 
applications can have full ~.::·" 
mouse control, and work in 

Vermont 

Creative 

Software 


Pinnacle Meadows -
Richford, VT 05476 USA 
Phone: (802) 848-7731 (Please Mention 
FAX: (802) 848-3502 "Offer #262") 
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AMO Introduces The World's First 

386 Microprocessor With 3-VoJt Technology. 


1\vostandard dry-cell batteries.There's Thanks to the low-voltage Am386 micro
really nothing special about them. Aside from processors. laptop. palmtop and notebook 
the fact that they can run a powerful. .,,.,,~--~-·- computer designs will become smaller. lighter. 
portable 386 computer for a full ji . : f II and more powerful than ever before. 
eight hours. Provided ofcourse. that 1! 1 I With battery life of up to eight 
portable is built around a low- '~-~-~·~ 1 

hours or more.That's a full day's 
• 1fr 25MHz DXLVw1dllic21MHz SXLVmc 

voItage Am386™ 
microprocessor worth of 386 performance-the per"""i111Mri11r0Fr1111c111111111a 

901 Thompson Place. P.O . Bex 1.151.Sunnyvale.C/\.9<1088 ( 1'91 Adv<incedMicroDcvices. lnc. "Were Not YourCompetition" is a servicemc1rk1mdf\m·!l:S6 



+ 


I 


formance you need to run sophisticated 
applications like Windows'"3.0. 

And rest assured the low-voltage Am386 
microprocessors are proven compatible 
and comply fully with JEDEC standards for 
low-power. 3-volt computing.We can even 
supply you with the 3-volt EPROMs your sys
tems will need. Other 3-volt system logic 
is also readily available. 

For more information on the low-voltage 

I 
+ 

+ 


Am386 microprocessors call AMD today at 
1-800-222-9323.You'll never look at dry-cell 
batteries the same way again. 

~ 

Advanced Micro Devices 

"We're Not YourCompetition'.'SM 

is ;i trademark of J\dvanccd Micrn Devices. !nc.J\11 !mmd or producr names mentioned urctrad<-'milrks or rc~1s1crcd tradcmarksoftheir respective holders 
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-
Nevertheless, I can keep the system running almost 

indefinitely while compiling and debugging computer 
programs, connecting to a network, communicating 
over a modem, running a word processor, and using a 
spreadsheet. And I never hang the computer. 

Richard E. Hodges 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, CA 

Computer Conferences 

I was pleased to read "Getting Groups rn Schedule" 
(September 1991) . However, you didn't take aim at the 

real problem: Where is the computing power in the 
meeting room? 

Directly linked to corporate needs today is the re
quirement to connect computer technology with meeting 
management. With a firm grasp on tradition, corpora
tions tend to create an effective "bottleneck" of informa
tion prior to a meeting. High technology prepares mate
rials and organizes conference logistics. But once the 
meeting is under way, it is guided by traditional tools 
such as the flipchart. 

I recently witnessed a meeting that was completely 
aided by a computer. The excitement I felt at the meeting 
was curbed only by the present lack of information on 
this subject. In keeping with BYTE's ability to maintain a 
sharp eye on new ideas, a follow-up article on the in
volvement of computers in meetings would, in my opin
ion, benefit many of your readers. 

Christine A. Sudore 
Rochester, NY 

More on OSI 

B arry Nance's "Interoperability Today" (November 
1991), while presenting some very good informa

tion, contained some technical errors. After his discus
sion of the Clarkson packet driver, Nance got some of the 
Open Systems Interconnection levels confused, particu
larly when he was comparing TCP/IP with Novell's 
SPX/IPX. 

IPX and IP serve virtually the same function and 
exist at the network layer of the ISO-OSI model. They 
both provide internetwork routing and a global inter
network address space. 

Nance seemed to indicate that IP is a session-layer 
protocol, which is incorrect. TCP and SPX are both 
transport-layer protocols. SPX is a sequenced packet 
protocol while TCP is a reliable byte stream protocol. 
Thedifferencehas more to do with how data is pre
sented to the application. Both are reliable end-to-end 
protocols that work on top of an unreliable internetwork 
protocol. 

Nance also got RPC confused and placed it at the 
transport layer. RPC is an application-layer protocol. It 
provides a machine-independent way of looking at data 
objects and translates from one machine architecture to 
another. RPC uses XDR, which is a presentation-layer 
protocol that Sun RPC (one implementation of RPC) runs 
over either TCP or UDP transport. There is nothing in
herent in the design of Sun RPC that would keep it from 
running on top of any other transport protocol. 

Nance also confused SPX and put it at the session 
layer. SPX is a transport-layer protocol. The interface to 
SPX is at the session layer. 

Smoot Carl-Mitchell 
Austin, TX 

You 're absolutely right: I should have been a bit clearer 
about IP, 1CP, /PX, SPX, and NetBIOS. IP is somewhat 
like /PX, and SPX is somewhat like NetBIOS. RPCsfell 
into the transport-layer discussion just because I wanted 
to talk about transport-layer independence, which RPCs 
depend on heavily. 

Comparing existing protocol stacks to the OSI model 
is something like comparing apples and oranges. Some 
people will see the similarity in the geometries ofthe ob
jects while others will focus on the differences in the tex
tures and the colors. 

Until companies actually start using OSI, though, 
comparisons liketheone I madeare going to be fuzzy 
around the edges. And that was my main point: We are 
quite a distance away from the level ofinteroperability 
that vendors are claiming for their products. 

-Barry Nance 

Good Viruses? 

A small controversy has arisen over so-called benefi
cial computer viruses. This class of software con

sists of reproducing programs (REPs) that perform use
ful functions, such as clearing your system of destructive 
viruses or updating versions of spreadsheets. 

Unfortunately, even when the intentions of the REP ' s 
creator are honorable, many things can go wrong with vi
ruses ofany sort. I would like to suggest that the follow
ing procedures be adopted by anyone who creates self
promulgating algorithms. 

I. In addition to the standard DOS or system directo
ries, a REP directory should also be kept. All REPs 
should be programmed to copy themselves into this di
rectory. For convenience, the REP directory could also 
be divided into subdirectories such as mail, updates, 
and miscellaneous. 

2. Because REPs are limited to one spot on the hard 
disk, they can, at installation, check to see if a copy al
ready exists. That way, people won't end up with a 
thousand copies of a program, which potentially can hap
pen with viruses. 

3. Before any copying can be done, the REP must ex
plain what type of program it is, its purpose, who pro
grammed it, its origins, its size, and other important 
details. It should then ask permission of the user before 
copying itself into the system. 

Because REPs reproduce themselves openly, it might 
be wise to remove program reproduction control entirely 
from REPs and give the job to an outside receiving pro
gram. Then viruses wouldn't be able to move directly 
onto your hard disk except through this receiver. 

Ifyou are a programmer who wants to experiment 
with "beneficial viruses," I urge you to do so. Just be 
very careful in your undertaking. • 

Nathaniel I. Schiffman 
East Brunswick, NJ 
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MICROSOFT 

SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

r o o L s 

Gqiphic prooftl)at develoJ?ing

Wmdows apps IS now easier. 


Take a look at Microsoft® QuickC®for Windows"'. 
Its Windows-hosted, so you can edit, compile, and debug 

inside a single environment. Click on the ToolbarlU to choose 
frequently-used functions, from changing fonts to setting break
points.Workspace templates let you save your screen layouts, 
so you can reload them quickly from another session. 

Plus, a remarkable tool known as QuickCase:W lets 
you create every element in your user interface with a few 
strokes of a mouse.Then it automaticallygenerates the C source 
code you need. 

All ofwhich lets you create more applications. And more 
kinds of applications: C programs that call Windows APis, 
graphical front-end programs for FORTRAN and COBOL, 
and C DLLs for other programs. 

We suggest a visit to your Microsoft dealer. Because 
with QuickC for Windows, seeing is believing. 
© 1991 Miavsij Corporatio,,. All rights resented. Printed it1 thc U.S.A hisidetluSOU1u·1ro States. call (800) 54H261. Dcpl. V75:outsidct li e50Ur1ilcd States. call 
(206) 936-8661. In Canada. call (416) 568-350.1. Microsoft, CodeView, MS-DOS, QuickC af/d lltt Microsoft logo are rrgislerrd trademarks and U'indows, and 
Toolbara1'e ftademarlts ofMiaw:Jft Cor(X11afio1L •&used he1-ein, ~oos 1efers to MS-DOS and PC-DOSopcra/ing systems. 

U!E QuickCase:Wto draw the p aphical elements of 

yo11r Windows program, from menus and 

dialog /Jo.res to c111so1s and icons. Then, 


let Qz1ickCase:W generate commented e;,pert·level C 

so11rce code f <r the design that yoilt<e created. 


Qz1ickC for Windo11~ s11pports a wide range of 
breakpoint types, from breaking at a location b b1-eaking 

on a Windou~ proced11re when a message is receh<ed. 

P R 0 G R A M M E R'S T I P S 

Key Features 
• 	Windows-hosted integrated development 

environment including an editor, compiler, 
and debugger: 

• 	All you need to write a Windows-based 
program. 

• 	QuickCase:W generates source code from 
your program design and regenerates the code 
if you change the design. 

• 	Wide range of breakpoint support, including 
breaking at a location, breaking when an 
expression has changed, and breaking at a Win
dowsprocedure when a message is received. 

• 	Complete printed and online documentation 

on the Windows APL 


• 	Toolbar for quick access to frequently used 
editing and debugging functions. 

• 	Save Workspace and Load Workspace for 
saving and restoring window positions and 
breakpoints. 

• Syntax highlighting in editm: 
• Customizable tools menu allows you to run any 

Windows or DOS" program from within the 
QuickC for Windows environment. 

• 	QuickWin library for converting well-behaved 
C programs for DOS to Windows programs. 

• Generates Windows Executables, Windows 
Dynamic Link Libraries, QuickWin Execut
ables for the Windows environment, and 
MS-DOS" Executables. 

• To rebuild your character-based 
DOS applications to run under 
the Windows environment, select 
the "QuickWin EXE" Project type 
in the Options menu. 

• Use the new and improved Dialog 
Editor wquickly and easily design 
dialog boxes for your programs. 

MiclOsott 




The Ultralite SL/20 is 
just one of the many 

innoPations NEC 
has brought to portable 

computing. Others 
include the first color 

laptop, the first 
portable Docking 

Station and the 
first 486SX laptop 

with 256 colors 
at 640x 480 

resolution. 

The new NEC Ultralite SL/20 
is the most versatile notebook 

.computer you can buy. 
And you can put that in writing. 

Is the pen mightier than the keyboard? In the case of the new NEC 

UltraLite® SL/20 and SL/20P, it's actually a tie. Both are driven by a power

ful 386SL, 20MHz processor with 16KB cache, for enhanced performance. 

Both have an 80MB hard drive with factory-installed MS-DOS® and 

Windows~ And with 2MB of standard RAM (expandable to 8MB), each 

has the capacity to handle your most demanding applications. Both are 

extremely lightweight. Both provide superior power management, giving 

you 3 to 7 hours of battery life. And each can serve as a desktop you 

can take anywhere, thanks to a full-function portable Docking Station:M 
. 

But this is where the similarities end. And the versatility begins. Because 

although the SL/20 offers the option to upgrade to pen computing, it's 

already a reality with the SL/20P. So you can forget the mouse. And use 

your finger or pen to open a window or access a file. You'll be able to 

work with NEC's standard UltraDraw'M software. So you can capture 

signatures. Annotate documents. Do sketches. Or create charts. And you'll 

be ready for Windows for Pen Computing:M with its handwriting recogni

tion and pen editing capabilities. The UltraLite SL/20 and SL/20P. Now, 

whatever you can put in writing, you can put into a computer. 

Call 1·800·NEC·INFO (in Canada, 1-800·343·4418), or NEC FastFacts at 1·800-366-0476, #ULSL20 (857520), for immediate literature. 

C&C 
Computers end Communications 
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INGRAM B 
· ~'' "';t., EST1•1 Ell SELLERS LIST 
I 

NOVEMBER 1991 Based 0 n Actual Units Shipped (U.S.) 

WEEKS 
RANK ON CHART 

• DESKTOP PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS 

1 37 COREL DRAW • COREL SYSTEMS 

2 176 PAGEMAKER • ALDUS 

3 10 HARVARD GRAPHICS RELEASE 3.0 • SOFIWARE PUBLISHING 

4 42 ADOBE TYPE MANAGER FOR WINDOWS • ADOBE 

5 10 FACELIFT FOR WORDPERFECT • BITSTREAM 

6 71 FLOWCHARTING 3 • PATTON & PATTON SOFTWARE 

7 66 HARVARD GRAPHICS RELEASE 2.3 • SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 

8 12 ORG PLUS ADVANCED • BANNER BLUE 


(716) 423-8200 

Ingram Micro is the world's largest software distributor. 
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MICROBYTES 


Apple's Quicklime to Make Its Mark This Year 

QuickTime, the Apple protocol for the handling of time-variant data such as 
animation and video, is conceptually interesting, but not much has been avail

able for users to evaluate what all the excitement is about. With Apple gearing up 
to make QuickTime generally available at January's MacWorld Expo in San Fran
cisco, the mainstream ofusers should get a firsthand look at what was reportedly one 
of the technologies that most intrigued IBM executives when the two companies be
gan talking last summer about their historic partnership. 

Apple developers have had alpha and beta versions of QuickTime available to them 
since last May. WordPerfect and Acius announced last August that their products 
will be revised to support QuickTime mo vi c(a.s QuickTime data is called) embedded 
in documents. But those revised programs haven't been released yet. 
The QuickTime architecture, which requires a 68020 or higher to run, is a scalable 

one that includes features that are not immediately obvious. Currently optimized for 
16-bit color (which is ample for most of the colors in the NTSC video spectrum), 
the architecture allows data to be displayed with a standard window size of 160 by 
120 pixels, or roughly a fifth the size of a Mac screen. The window size can vary, 
but current Apple-supported compressors/decompressors are optimized for this 
window size. Smaller windows make the data transfer rates more manageable, 
which means faster window refreshing. 

One of the more flexible features of QuickTime is that movies can contain mul
tiple video and audio tracks so that versions of video data can be optimized for 
and played back on different hardware platforms. QuickTime's Component Man
ager checks to see what hardware resources are available and can alter display pa
rameters to best fit the system. The Component Manager also supports multiple au
dio tracks for different languages in the same movie. 

The first QuickTime applications expected to be available are editors that let you 
create QuickTime movies. Apple has distributed demonstrations of some of these 
programs with the developer-only beta version of the QuickTime CD. Indeed, Ap
ple distributed HyperCard XCMDs on the QuickTime CD, letting HyperCard serve 
as a record/playback vehicle for QuickTime. 

Most editors (e.g., SuperMac's ReelTime, which was bought by Adobe and re
named Premiere) record and play back data that is compressed/decompressed on the 
fly. An exception to this is the DIV A Videoshop program, which records directly 
to a hard disk without compression for postproduction choice of compression. The 
$595 program can also use image filters from Adobe's Photoshop, as well as its own 
preset transition libraries, to manipulate video. Other editors are more specialized 
(e.g., Light Source's VideoSequencerQT, a $595 editor/control program made for 
recording QuickTime movies on NEC's PC-VCR). VideoSequencerQT is based on 
MovieTime, a QuickTime editor from Light Source that was present on the de
veloper beta CDs. 

Within the next six months, multifunction boards for QuickTime will appear that 
will probably have a video digitizer/capture function, a compression accelerator, and 
possibly a VCR controller (a la Sony's V-Box, which serves as an interface between 
computers and Sony consumer products, or Light Source's application for NEC's 
PC-VCR). Such a board would allow for larger movie displays without the per
formance hits. You can also expect "content providers," such as Disney, Warren New 
Media, and ABC Interactive, to make waves in the QuickTime field. 

QuickTime is an exciting technology for those who have the required hardware to 
support it, especially memory and hard disk space. Apple hopes that QuickTime will 
"raise the bar" on what is expected of personal computing. 

-Lany Loeb 

NANOBYTES 

Following an investigation into 
the acts, policies, and practices of 
China with respect to the protec
tion and enforcement of intellectu
al property rights, the Bush ad
ministration made public a list of 
Chinese products that may be 
subject to punitive tariffs. A 
spokesperson for the U.S. Trade 
Representative said that the admini
stration picked products that 
would least affect U.S. consumers 
and manufacturers. The full Iist of 
products is extensive and includes 
petroleum products, textiles, and 
electronic instruments. China was 
negotiating with the U.S. to solve 
the problems, but the talks stalled. 
China can still negotiate a settle
ment before the 30-day public 
comment period expires. O 

A U.S. District Court in Texas 
has denied Intel's preliminary in
junction to enjoin Cyrix from sell
ing its family of high-performance 
math coprocessors. Judge Paul 
Brown of the District Court for the 
Eastern District of Texas in Sher
man ruled that-at the prelimi
nary injunction stage-Intel has 
not met its burden of establishing 
that parts manufactured for Cyrix 
by SGS-Thomson violate a cross
licensing agreement between 
SGS-Thomson and Intel, nor that 
the parts infringe on an Intel 
patent. (Intel filed the federal
court injunction seeking to prevent 
Cyrix from selling its FasMath co
processors last May.) D 

PanPlace Systems and Servio 
say that they will cooperatively in
tegrate and market their products 
by joining ParcPlace's Object
works\C++ and Servio's Gem
Stone object database manage
ment system. Applications created 
with Objectworks\C++ can now 
store and manage persistent C++ 
objects within GemStone. o 
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Onlyone math coproces
with the 

When you enhance your Intel CPU No wonder Intel's been the de facto standard in 
lru11wrr1..-rkrrlhuf}••1<11r with an Intel Math CoProcessor, math coprocessors for the last ten years. r•"'•"r¥1""·~ · . 

you're destined for good karma. Intel Math1C0Processors are also compatible 
It's simple. They were both with more than 2,100 applications. They come with 

invented by Intel, the micropro a lifetime warranty. And they now account for nine 
cessor leader. And they were specifically designed out of ten math coprocessors currently in use. All 
to work together, ensuring 100% compatibility. of which should effectively put your mind at peace 
©1992 Intel Corporation. i386 and i387 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 



sor has achieved oneness 
Intel CPU. 

when you buy one. (800) 538-3373. It has everything you need to find 
It's all part of Intel's commitment to providing complete enlightenment. 


powerful solutions today, with industry-leading 

microprocessors, plus the enhancements for even 

greater performance. Today and down the road. 
 intel.

To receive a detailed information packet about 

the full line of Intel Math CoProcessors, call The Computer Inside.™ 
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Microsoft Gets Closer to DEC NANOBYTES 

Microsoft needs a big three-initial com
pany to help put Windows on the cor

porate desktop, and now that the software 
giant has broken up with IBM, DEC seems 
to be the replacement. Two weeks after 
DEC announced support for Windows, 
saying that the Microsoft environment 
would be integrated into DEC's enterprise 
systems, Microsoft returned the favor. 

At DEC's introduction of new Mips pro
cessor-based RISC products, Microsoft 
demonstrated the forthcoming Windows 
NT operating system running on DEC's 
new Personal DECstation machines. In an 
understatement, Paul Maritz, vice presi
dent for advanced operating systems, said, 
"We have been working to adapt NT to 
the DEC workstation I ine ." Maritz went 
on to list the milestones in what he called 
"the Digital/Microsoft partnership": their 
common membership in the Advanced 
Computing Environment (ACE) Initiative; 
DEC as the largest OEM (via Pathworks) 
for Microsoft's LAN Manager; DEC's 
TeamLinks for Windows; and now, 
the implementation of Windows NT on 
DECstations. 

Microsoft says that it expects to have a 
"broad" developer's release of NT for 
RISC in the first half of this year, with a 
general customer release to follow in the 
second half. A developer's release of NT 

for Intel platforms is already shipping. 
Significantly, The Santa Cruz Opera

tion's Open Desktop was not part of the 
formal program at the DEC event. SCO's 
Scott McGregor, vice president of gener
al-business units, was mentioned as a par
ticipant, but his name was not listed on 
any of the presentation slides, and he did 
not appear on stage. When asked after
ward why SCO's ODT was not featured, 
McGregor said that "Microsoft is better
pressed." (In other words, Microsoft gets 
more attention from the press.) McGregor 
also said that "Digital has a coup in getting 
NT running on its platform." 

DEC has previously touted the advan
tages of SCO's ODT as the ACE Initia
tive operating system of choice. DEC is 
working on theODT kernel and also has a 
financial stake in the ODT operating sys
tem. When asked about a possible shift in 
DEC's emphasis from ODT to Windows 
NT, McGregor made an apparent refer
ence to Apple and IBM, saying that any 
shift "may have more to do with other 
large companies than [with DEC's] rela
tionship with Microsoft." 

A DEC official said that the company 
has an excellent relationship with SCO but 
added, "Clearly, there are two markets 
we're looking at." 

-Ellen Ullman 

IBM Details Reorg, Makes Units Autonomous 

After weeks of rumor and speculation, 
IBM announced that it will reduce its 

worldwide work force by about 20,000 
employees and will reorganize to offer 
more independence and autonomy to its 
operating divisions. Part of the reorgani
zation involves the creation of a new En
try Systems Technology organization that 
is intended to speed up the development of 
personal computers. 

The sweeping changes will involve cre
ating new business units from some of 
IBM's existing product lines. The com
pany's high-end printers and printing ser
vices will now be handled by a wholly 
owned $2 billion subsidiary called Pen
nant Systems (Norwalk, CT). IBM's $11 
billion in storage products, including disk, 
tape, and optical subsystems, will become 
a "line of business" based in San Jose, 
California. The company's hiring and re
cruiting needs will be fulfilled by a sub
sidiary called Employment Solutions. 

Wherever possible, IBM will allow its 

new units to operate like stand-alone en
tities. Employment Solutions will be able 
to market its services to other companies, 
while IBM marketing and services com
panies will be encouraged to "provide in
tegrated offerings from among the best 
products, services, and technologies from 
across the industry, including non-IBM 
products if required." 

The financial results of individual units 
will be disclosed to the public, and each 
unit will be permitted to implement man
agement and measurement systems that 
are appropriate to its line of business, 
rather than those dictated by the central 
IBM organization. To keep all these dis
parate organizations working together, 
IBM will establish an executive steering 
committee to coordinate the efforts of 
the enterprise systems, storage products, 
networking products, programming sys
tems, and technology products of all the 
individual units. 

-Andy Reinhardt 

In a move to enlarge its user base 
of professional tax preparers, 
ChipSoft, publisher of tax prepa
ration software for the Mac, 
Windows, and DOS, purchased 
the assets of Park Technologies, 
including TaxEase for DOS. Ac
cording to a ChipSoft spokesper
son, current customers of Park 
Technologies (Clifton Park, NY) 
will be transferred to ChipSoft 
products. D 

Phoenix Technologies says that it 
is working on a Postscript Level 
2-compatible version of its Phoe
nixPage PostScript interpreter. It 
also says that the interpreter will 
be a fully compatible emulation 
of the interpreter in the current 
Apple LaserWriter Ilg printer. 
Phoenix says that it is on its way 
to achieving Level 2 compatibility 
and has integrated extensions for 
composite fonts, the CMYK 
(cyan, magenta, yellow, black) 
color model, advanced color 
halftoning, compatibility with the 
Adobe Type Manager font sys
tem, and better disk management. D 

GenRad and Tokyo Electron, 
Ltd. have combined forces to cre
ate a new test and measurement 
system for LCD substrates that the 
two companies say could reduce 
the overall cost of color portable 
computers. According to a Gen
Rad spokesperson, GenRad and 
TEL jointly developed the GTS-1 
system to solve the problem of ex
tremely low yields and consequent 
high-production costs of LCDs. 
With the GTS-1 LCD Test and 
Measurement System, thin-film
transistor LCD manufacturers will 
be able to detect, locate, and diag
nose faults on TFT glass sub
strates, or ~oundations, he said. o 

Borland International has had 
discussions with Apple and is 
"trying to work out a coherent 
database strategy on the desk
top," Borland CEO Philippe Kahn 
said. However, he also said that 
discussions were in the prelimi
nary stage. D 
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Unprecedented 32-Bit 

Programming Power in a Singl 


age: WATCOM C8 


WATCOM C8.5/386 Op g· 
Compiler and Tools includes: 

~ 	Royalty-free 32-bit DOS 
Extender 

~ 	True 32-bit Windows 
GUI Application Kit 

~ 	Fast, Tight, Reliable 
32-bit Code Optimizer 

~ Licensed Microsoft 
Windows SDK 
Components 

~ 	Interactive Source-Level 
Debugger 

~ 	Execution Profiler 

100% ANSI and SAA compatible: 

C8.5/386 passes all Plum Hall Validation 

Suite tests. 

Comprehensive tool set includes a 

debugger, linker, profiler and much more. 

Microsoft extensions simplify porting of 

16-bit source. 

DOS extenders supported include 

Phar Lap, Rational and Ergo. 

Extensive third party support includes 

products to help with windowing, 

communications, C++ development and 

graphics. 

AutoCAD ADS development and 

debugging support. 


DOS Extender Features 
C8.5/386 includes DOS/4GW, a 32-bit 
DOS extender developed by Rational 
Systems and based on the industry
leading technology of DOS/16M, Key 
features include: 
•Royalty-free runtime license 
•Virtual memory support up to 32Mb 
• 25K real mode memory footprint 
• DPMI support (DOS, Windows DOS 

Box, etc.) 
• VCPI and XMS (himem.sys) compatible 

32-bit Windows Kit 
Develop and debug true 32-bit GUI 
applications and 32-bit DLL's. Using 
32-bit addressing, GUI applications can 
exploit the flat memory model to 
overcome inherent Windows memory 
constraints. Straightfonvard memory 
allocation makes Windows application 
development easier. Key components 
include: 
• Supervisor for executing 32-bit 

applications and DLCs under Windows 
•Debugger for 32-bit applications and 

DLI:s under Windows 
• Licensed Microsoft SDK components 
•Access to Windows API from 32-bit 

code through special libraries 
• 387 math co-processor emulation 
• 32-bit C library for Windows 

• 100% ANSI C Optimizing Compiler 
Tools set components: 
•Protected-mode version of Compiler 
•Royalty-free DOS Extender with VMM 
support• Licensed Components of the 
Microsoft Windows SDK • Interactive 
Source-Level Debugger• Linker 
• Protected-mode version of Linker 
•Profiler• Object Code Librarian 
• Object Code Disassembler • MAKE 
Facility• Patch Facility• Object Module 
Convert Utility• Windows Supervisor 
• Bind Facility for Windows Applications 
• 386 Run-time library object code 
•Special 32-bit libraries for Windows API 
• 386 Graphics Library for Extended DOS 
applications• 386 Run-time libraries for 
Windows 

Also available: 
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386 
Includes I00%ANSI FORTRAN 
optimizing compiler and all tool set 
components listed above for C8.5/386. 

Platforms 
Host environments: 
DOS, Extended DOS, Windows DOS 
box, OS/2 1.1 or later 
Target environments: 
Extended DOS, Windows, Windows 
DOS box, AutoCAD ADS, embedded 
systems 
Novell's Network Cfor N IM's includes 
C8.5/386 

Price: $995 
1-800-265-4555 

415 Phillip Screet, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
N 2 13X2 Tel. (519) 886-3700 F aJ(519) 747-4971 

WAlIDM C and Lighming Device are u ademarks of WATCO\f 
Systems Inc. OOS/4G and DOS/lt.M are [rademarks of Rai:ionaJ 
Systems Inc. Other trademarks are the piopcrries ci 1heir 1i;:spccrive 
owners. c Copyright 1991 WATCOM Products Inc. 
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Mccaw Cellular and Oracle Announce Data· 
Broadcasting Venture 

McCaw CellularCommunicationsand 
Oracle have announced that they will 

develop and test a new form of high-speed 
data-broadcasting technology that prom
ises cost and performance improvements 
over existing data distribution methods, 
such as fSDN or modems. The technology 
will also allow the point-to-multipoint 
transmission of any digitized data to ap
proach speeds today offered only by ex
pensive satellite transmission and high
speed leased-line configurations. 

The service is intended for use by busi
nesses and individuals. McCaw and Oracle 
are looking to provide a more economical 
way of distributing news, stock quotes, fi
nancial data, and weather maps. The com
panies claim that the technology will also 
make applications such as the electronic 
distribution of documentation, the inex
pensive delivery of computer software, 
and the communication of fax and E-mail 
traffic in laser-print quality economically 

viable. Other potential applications include 
the distribution of music, photos, directo
ries, reference books, and marketing in
formation. 

Given McCaw's participation in the ven
ture, it's not surprising that testing will 
initially be on the company's cellular fre
quency. However, the partners will apply 
for an experimental license from the FCC 
to test data broadcast technologies in the 
1.85- to 1.99-GHz bandwidth. The com
panies claim that they will be able to de
ploy the service without disrupting the op
erations of other spectrum users or existing 
customers. 

For Oracle, already a leader in the data 
storage and retrieval business, the venture 
represents a new opportunity in data de
li very and distribution. Both firms indi
cated that it will be several months before 
the tests are completed and a decision to 
proceed is reached. 

-D. L. Andrews 

Network Wires Can Really Sing over Copper 

The appetite for network bandwidth is 
insatiable, especially in image- and dig

ital-video applications. But the cost of buy
ing and installing fiber -optic cable to im
plement a Fiber Distributed Data Interface 
(FDDI) network is so high that several 
LAN hardware companies are now ex
ploring ways to boost data rates over con
ventional wiring. 

The latest player to join the race is Mi
crodyne (Alexandria, VA), which an
nounced late last year a network-interface 
card that the company says will let con
ventional IBM Token Ring LANs operate 
at the FDDI data rate of I00 Mbps. The 
Microdyne EXOS 505S controller, with a 
suggested retail price of $1495, is avail
able now in limited quantities for ISA-bus 
systems. Volume quantities should be 
available in the first quarter of this year, 
with versions for the Micro Channel and 
EISA bus set to follow later this year, the 
company says. 

The difference between Microdyne's 
scheme and earlier proposals is that the 
Microdyne scheme layers on top of exist
ing Token Ring LANs. Instead of having 
to install a $10,000 FDDI hub concentra
tor and fiber-optic cable, you can attach 
workstations to an existing $500 IBM mul
tistation access unit (MAU) using stan
dard shielded twisted-pair (STP) wiring 

and running TCP/IP and the NetWare op
erating system. 

The advantage of the EXOS 505S, says 
Microdyne president and CEO Phil Cun
ningham, is that it goes beyond lower 
costs. Higher data transfer rates move large 
files around the network faster , and having 
a greater amount of available bandwidth 
lets more nodes coexist on the same phys
ical LAN. Whereas a typical Token Ring 
might have a feasible upper limit of about 
250 nodes, Cunningham says, by using the 
Microdyne network interface, customers 
will be able to put 500 nodes on the same 
network without bridges or routers. 

Microdyne is not the only con1pany 
working on ways to boost data rates over 
conventional wiring. A method to achieve 
vastly higher network throughput over cop
per wire was announced last summer by a 
group of companies known as the Un
shielded Twisted-Pair Development Fo
rum. The UDF scheme, commonly re
ferred to as CODI (Copper Distributed 
Digital Interface), uses FDDI network pro
tocols and offers I 00-Mbps performance 
over voice-grade unshielded twisted-pair 
cable, the type found in offices and used 
for telephones. UDF member companies 
include Apple, AT&T, British Telecom, 
Crescendo Communications, Fibronics, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Ungermann-Bass. 

NANOBYTES 

DEC is preparing to manufacture 
and sell versions of Microsoft's 
leading Windows applications that 
have been improved to support 
DEC networks and the file for
mats that its integrated office-sys
tems environment calls All-In-I 
uses. According to DEC, the 
TeamLinks line of distributed 
applications will improve the abil
ity of teams and workgroups to 
share, retrieve, and display data. 
The Team Links environment is 
built on Path Works. As one DEC 
spokesperson said, the announce
ment signals the company's will
ingness to move from its termi
nal-based, VAX-only time
sharing model to that of client/ 
server computing across many 
platforms. D 

In a related announcement, Lotus 
Development said that it will ex
tend its suite of leading Windows 
applications to support the Team
Links environment, including Lo
tus 1-2-3 for Windows, Ami Pro 
for Windows, and Freelance 
Graphics for Windows. D 

Light Source is developing a pro
gram for the Mac II and the NEC 
PC-VCR video-recording system 
that allows you to perform frame
accurate video editing. The NEC 
PC-VCR (see "Computers Go 
Video with NEC's PC-VCR," 
September 1991 BYTE) is a VHS 
VCR that can be completely con
trolled by a personal computer 
through the VCR's 25-pin RS-232 
connector. Light Source's NEC 
Video Sequencer allows Mac I I 
users to precisely edit video 
on a frame-by-frame basis using 
the computer and two of NEC's 
PC-VCRs. The Video Sequencer 
allows you to build video-clip 
footage into video databases. D 

Farallon has decided to concen
trate its focus on networking. The 
company has sold its Mac
Recorder sound input digitizing 
technology and rights to its 
SoundEdit software to Macro
Mind/Paracomp. D 
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NEC introduces 
a 486 series 
that has 
a built-in survival 
instinct. 



Next time )'OU need a mission
critica/ PC or network ser,ier, 
here~ somelhing you mighl 

wan/ ro rhink abour: NEC 
is one ofa handful of 
companies Iha/ have 
received the Deming 

Award, the highest 
honor bestowed in the 

quality assurance 
field, on jive 

separate 
occasions. 

NEC's new PowerMate Express 
Series. A lesson in survival 
and security. 

Imagine a line of affordable 486 

PCs and towers that is completely 

modular and upgradable. 

Now imagine how secure you'd 

feel in your decision to purchase 

such a system. A system that 

would not only meet your needs 

today, but also adapt to changing 

technologies. 

We adapt to your environment. 

With NEC's new PowerMate• 

Express'" Series, you get total sub

system modularity and scalability, 

including CPU, memory, video, 

disk subsystems, and EISA option 

slots at no extra cost. All working 

in balance with each other. 

And flexible enough for your 

"particular needs. 

An easy-open chassis 

design, featuring thumb 

screws and snap-in 

device rails, gives you convenient 

access to all internal subsystems. 

Standard SIMM sockets-16 of 

them-provide for easy, 

inexpensive memory 

expansion. 

You can add an 

MIS-preferred EISA 

SCSI host adaptor. 

And choose from three video 

options-Base VGA, 1024 VGA, 

even BITBLT EVGA for 

graphics-intensive applications. 

In short, you can configure your 

system exactly the way you want it. 

128-bit memory path gives us 
quicker reflexes. 

Instead of the traditional 32-bit 

memory path, our PCs have one 

that's four times as wide, guaran

teeing you 0-wait state 

performance even 

at faster processor 

speeds. Giving you 

the ability to handle 

data-intensive 

applications or 

networking 

demands with ease. 

Our best feature hasn't been 
invented yet. 

Perhaps the best feature of the 

PowerMate Express Series is its 

ability to reduce the possibility 

of your system becoming obsolete 

soon after you buy it. 
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Our CPU 

scalability 

starts at 

486SX/20 for 

only $2,999* and 

goes up through 

486SX/25, 486/33, 

and beyond. 

All at affordable 

prices. 

What's more, our 

modular systems are ready for 

the next generation of Intel" · 

microprocessors, and adaptable to 

new developments in video and 

memory technologies. 

We can take the heat. 

We've given each of our PCs 

generous power supplies to handle 

even the most power-hungry 

components. As well as a three-

or four-fan array, to enable 

your system t<? keep cool-and 

keep working-under any amount 

of pressure. 

Proof that a well-balanced 
system is a weapon. 

Scalability. And balance. In the 

end, that's what distinguishes our 

486 computers from others in 

their class. 

Just look at a side-by-side com

parison of our features versus 

COMPAQ's and AST's. 

We think it's further proof that 

investing in a PowerMate Express 

Series PC or tower could very well 

be one of the best decisions you'll 

ever make. 

A decision that will help you 

survive in today's business 

environment. And tomorrow's. 
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For more information, cal/ J.800 NEC.INFO 

(in Canada. I-800-343-4418). or N EC Fas/Facts 

at 1-800-366-0476. #XPRESS (977 377), for 

immediate lilerature. 
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Because + is the way you want to go. NEC 
Circle 84 on Inquiry Cord. 
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At the time of the announcement, 
Crescendo vice president of marketing 
Marleen McDaniel said that CODI would 
permit network connections in the price 
range of $3000 per port, versus the $8000
per-port cost that is typical of fiber-optic 
FDDI. The key technological breakthrough 
of CODI was in its use of an encoding 
technology called PR-4 that Bell Labs de
signed into a chip. McDaniel said that PR
4 required less power and operated at a 
lower frequency than traditional FDDI, 
which made it possible to run at a blister
ing !OD-Mbps rate over unshielded twist
ed-pair cabling while still complying with 
FCC Class B regulations. At about the 
same time, National Semiconductor and 
Cabletron proposed a similar standard us
ing data-grade unshielded twisted-pair 
wiring. This proposal was intended to ad
dress concerns about data integrity in 
voice-grade cabling. 

According to Asb jorn Sorhaug, vice pres
ident of engineering for M icrodyne, all the 
proposals using unshielded twisted-pair 
cabling suffer from the potential for un
acceptably high levels of electromagnetic 
emissions. "When you're running at such 
a high frequency, the cable becomes like 
an antenna," he said. "In a sense, you're 
running a radio station, and the FCC 
doesn't like that." Besides, he adds, it cre
ates potential security problems from elec
tronic eavesdropping. 

Another proposal last summer came from 
a group of companies that includes AMO, 
ChipCom, DEC, Motorola, and Synoptics. 
This method also uses 1 OD-Mbps FDDI 
protocols but specifies shielded twisted
pair to address the RFI problems of un
shielded wires. Microdyne says that its 

new controllers are fully compliant with 
this proposed specification and even use an 
AMO FDDI chip; the capability to run 
through a standard Token Ring MAU is 
layered on top of the so-called FDDI/STP 
scheme. 

UDF members contend that the prob
lem with using shielded cable is that it 
isn't nearly as widely installed as un
shielded twisted-pair. "If you 're going to 
go to the trouble of installing shielded ca
ble, you might as well put in fiber because 
it's so much more reliable," says Bill 
Panepinto, director of marketing for Fi
bronics. Fibronics has introduced an in
terim solution, a multiport lOBase-T con
centrator that bridges to FDDI, permitting 
unshielded twisted-pair Ethernet LANs 
to be inexpensively connected to fiber 
backbones. 

Charlie Robbins, an analyst with the Ab
erdeen Group in Boston, takes a different 
view. Noting that STP is widely used in 
the IBM Token Ring world, Robbins says 
that he is "intrigued by the simplicity" of 
the Microdyne product because it requires 
an existing Token Ring interface card with 
a new board. 

The problem for users is that none of 
these implementations has yet been stan
dardized. Both the UDF and FDDI/STP 
groups approached IEEE and ANSI stan
dards bodies last fall, seeking sanction of 
their proposals, but they were rebuffed. 
Sorhaug says that he is "fairly sure" that 
the standards committees will revisit the is
sue and approve a specification in the fu
ture. Notwithstanding resistance from the 
standards groups, sending data over copper 
wires will become common. 

-Andy Reinhardt 

Microsoft to Develop Open Class Libraries 

A s part of its object-oriented software 
strategy, Microsoft intends to create 

and use a group of class libraries that it 
calls the AFX (Application Frameworx) 
Class Libraries. The libraries will be part of 
a total software environment resting on 
top of the operating system and GUI that 
will work both as part of Microsoft Win
dows and as an extension to Windows, the 
company has disclosed. 

Microsoft says that the AFX Class Li
braries are not a "closed system," and it 
intends for other software vendors to use 
them and their architecture to extend Mi
crosoft Windows. The company calls its 
current Windows programming tools, 
which lie directly above DOS and Win
dows, the "Microsoft Windows Frame

work and Foundation." The AFX Class 
Libraries will be the next layer up: Pro
grammers will be able to call them to sim
plify the work of creating Windows ap
plications. Extensions to Windows, such as 
those already developed for multimedia 
and pens, will fit into the same model at the 
level of AFX Class Libraries. Because this 
will be an open architecture, Microsoft ex
pects that third-party class libraries will 
also be added to the Windows environ
ment. 

The class libraries will be programmed 
in future object-oriented languages from 
Microsoft, such as its forthcoming C++, 
and perhaps an object-oriented version of 
BASIC or Visual Basic.• 

-Owen Linderholm 

NANOBYTES 

John Landry, formerly the exec
utive vice president and chief 
technology officer for Dun & 
Bradstreet Software Services, has 
been named senior vice president 
of software development and chief 
technology officer at Lotus De
velopment. Landry replaces Frank 
King, who has resigned, and will 
report to Lotus's president and 
CEO Jim Manzi. The company 
has also announced a series of 
cost-saving initiatives, including 
an approximate 10 percent reduc
tion of full-time employees, 
tighter controls over discretionary 
expenses, and efforts to reduce fa
cilities costs. D 

Solbourne Computer (Long
mont, CO) has reduced prices for 
its desktop workstations and 
servers, including a markdown of 
the S4000 Desktop Server to 
$2995. The company says that the 
S4000 is now the lowest-priced 
SPARC system on the market, of
fering $117-per-MIPS price/per
formance. D 

Nantucket said at its developers 
conference in Miami that it is 
working on two separate projects 
for Clipper. The company is work
ing on a new version of its DOS
based Clipper development sys
tem for mission-critical business 
applications. The company hopes 
to eventually release a product 
based on its Nantucket Future 
Technology project that will let 
developers create applications on 
one platform and then compile 
and I ink under several others. 
Products originating from the new 
technology will likely be incom
patible with today's Clipper and 
unable to offer acceptable perfor
mance running under GUis. D 

While Borland gets press on its 
new Windows-hosted C++ envi
ronment, Microsoft continues to 
work on its own C++ compiler for 
Windows. Stewart Chapin, group 
product manager for languages at 
Microsoft, confirmed that the com
pany is working on such a project.• 
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Identical Project Different Project Manager 

canYou Spot llie Difference? 


Efficiency. Accuracy. Dependability. ment of resources and gives you comple-
Reguiredskills for any project manager. But not 1; CASuperProject tion dates you can bet your career on It's 

(i\\'1tl ~s common as you'd think. In a re~ent 1; als~ incr~dibl_Y easy to use. You can create 
=~~- independent study of the five leadmg pro- 1: projects m mmutes.~ 
~ ject managers-all scheduling the same j. .. . And with a few clicks of the mouse, you'll have pre
- project-the completion dates varied by as sentation quality Gantt, PERT, Cost/Resource and 
J;:.~1;:;;;;~~~!,. much as five months. Work Breakdown charts. 

rht 9os. CA-SuperProject®finished first in 214 So call 1-800-645-3003 today to find out the location 
working days. Microsoft®Project finished last in 323 · of your nearest dealer. Because jiQ·&.&BLJTERll>· 
workinp days. once you've worked with the most- 'IYtr 

Thats why serious project managers trust CA-SuperProject. efficient project manager, the difference 'SSOCIATES 
It offers more efficient scheduling algorithms, better manage- will be obvious. Sdfv0 r es u f'B', ·b~ es ; 9 
© 1991 Computer Associates International. Inc .. 7ll Stewart Avenue. Garden Ci ty. NY 11530-4787. Al trade names referenced are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

·March 1991 study published bylSoftDecision, Inc.. including CA-SuperProject2.0. Microsoft Project For Windows, Symantec's Timeline 4.0. ABTProject Workbench and Scitor's ProjectScheduler-5. 
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Behold the newToshiba T4400SX And for added expandability and 

notebook-the first 486SX computer connectivity, there are built-in parallel, 
to off er all the power and performance serial, video, keypad/board, mouse 
ofa desktop computer while freeing and bus expansion ports. There's even 
you from the tyranny of the nearest lfyou choose the 
electrical outlet. 95" diagonal LCD 

display, youtertheFor starters, theT4400SX offers versatility of 64 
a 25 MHz 486SX microprocessor with gray scales as well 

as high-resolutionSK internal cache, 640x480VGAon 
upgradable to a theblackand white 

ultra thin screen.full 486DX. Plus 
an SO MB hard a dedicated modem slot for an optional 
drive and stan- internal cellular-ready, 9600 bps fax or 

credit card- <lard 2MB RAM, standard modem. 
sized memory modules to expandable to All thatin an ultra-strong 11.7"Wx expandstandard2MB RAM 
tolOMBforaddedspeedand 10 MB. 8.3" Ox 2.2"H carbon fiber-reinforced 
multi-tasking capabilities. TheT4400SX case weighing only7.25 lbs thatfilii into 
is the only notebook computer that half a brief case. 
offers a high-speed Gas Plasma screen, 
which means no mouse blur. And its 
100:1 contrast ratio delivers seven times 

On those occasionsthe contrast ofa typical LCD display. , when youre actu

Or ifyou prefer, you canchoose ally at your desk, 


you canplugyourour 9.5"diagonal LCD display, the most T44D.1.".X into 
state-of-the-art LCD available, with 
uncompromising clarity from the black all standard 
and white ultra thin screen. desktop hard

ware connecBoth offer a 640 x 480 VGA high tions and e.1:
resolution display as well as the graphic pandability. 

versatility of16 gray scales 
for the gas plasma screen 
and 64 gray scales forthe 
LCD screen. 

For familiarity and ease 
ofuse, theT4400SX has a full of our full line of Toshiba portables, call 
function keyboard with standard us at 1-800-457-7777. 
size keys and key spacing. We'll send you information that 

The NickelCadmiumbat can lead to only one conclusion about 
tery provides more than three desktop computers: 
hours ofcomputing power. Our Going. Going. Gone. 
AutoResume feature allows 

In Touch with Tomorrow you to shut down and start up 
precisely where you left off. TOSHIBA 
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Keyboardless 

Sense 

STAN MIASTKOWSKI 

Is your computing future a kcyboarclless one?DFM eschews pen-
Many companies are betting millions that users 

computing fads and will collectively spend multiple millions for pen
or touchscreen-based systems and will relegate 

makes the Travelite their keyboards to the trash heaps of computing 
history. But hold on a minute. While visions of 

a practical and cost· big bucks dance in the heads of marketing execu
tives, users may have a different idea. Frankly, effective portable tool I'm just not ready to abandon my keyboard for 
my day-to-day writing and editing chores. What's 

next? Fre• Flintstone's stone tablet along with a hammer and chisel? 
Certainly, there is a bright future for keyboardless systems for many vertical mar

kets. (Your UPS driver carries a sophisticated pen-input system right now.) But for 
many users, systems available now-while interesting glimpses of developing tech-

The DFM Travelite is designed for on-the-go computing and comes complete with 
a.fitted case. 
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nology-aren't all that useful. They're 
usually very expensive, and handwriting
recognition software just plain doesn't 
work reliably yet. 

A Unique System 
Of all the keyboardless computers that I've 
seen, a new system from a small company 
based in West Des Moines, Iowa, is the 
best example of a truly useful portable 
computer. The TraveLite from DFM Sys
tems is a unique system whose design and 
details break away from the conventional 
wisdom of keyboardless computers. It 
works, and it costs thousands of dollars 
less than competing systems. 

In the world of computer makers, DFM 
isn't exactly a household name, but it's 
not a new company. DFM (originally Di 
etary Food Management) made a name for 
itself in the not well-known but large ver
tical market for dietary management sys
tems in hospitals and institutions. Com
pany officials saw tha t their clients needed 
truly portable and easy-to-use systems. 
The result is the TraveLite, and DFM de
cided to market it to a larger universe. 

The basic TraveLite is a box that mea
sures 5 'h. by I 2 'h. by l 'h. inches and weighs 
in at 5'/, pounds. Inside the box is 2 MB 
of RAM, a 20-MB hard drive, and (most 
surprisingly) a 12-MHz 286 processor. In 
this era where most computer makers make 
you feel deprived if you have anything 
less than a 50-MHz486, why would DFM 
use what some people feel is a dinosaur 
of a processor? 

There are some very good reasons. A 
286 is orders of magnitude less expensive 
than a 386 or 486, keeping the cost down. 
Then, too, it draws much less power and 
requires few support chips. Perhaps most 
important, a 286 is all that's needed for 
the kind of application that the TraveLite 
shines at. 

Despite its small size, the TraveLite bris
tles with ports and connectors. There's a 
microphone/headset port; serial, parallel, 
and headset ports; and places to hook up an 
external keyboard, external monitor, bar 
code reader, and charger. Also included 
is a large connector for a future docking 
unit. 

It 's in the Touch 
The real heart of the Tr ave ListcelO
inch diagonal LCD touchscreen. It's your 
garden-variety cold-cathode fluorescent 
backlit version, and it's EGA compatible. 
This is another area where DFM has 
eschewed conventiona l wisdom . You 
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simply don't need a VGA-com
patible display for the kind of 
application that the TraveLite 
is used for. An EGA display 
system is less expensive to 
make,andi tJseslittlepower. 

The touchscreen has 1000- by 
1000-pixel resolution. For most 
applications, a fingertip is all 
that's needed to do your work. 
A plastic stylus is included for 
precision work (e.g., entering 
characters or drawing). 

Perhaps the most surprising 
and ultimately most useful fea
ture of the touchscreen is that 
when you touch it, what you 
might call a "virtual keyboard" 
appears on the screen. It's a 
screen image of a standard 
QWERTY keyboard, which 
you can type on. Although my 
initial reaction was skeptical, 
the more I used it, the more I 
liked the concept and imple
mentation. It just plain makes a 
great deal of sense to be able 
to type what you need on the 
screen instead of wrestling with 
a handwriting-recognition pro
gram, most of which are 
finicky. 

A standard keyboard is avail
able as an option for the Trav
eLite, but I found that I just didn't need 
it. Although I wouldn't want to type the 
Great American Novel on the touch
screen's virtual keyboard, it doesn't take 
long to get used to it. I used it along with a 
plain-vanilla ASCII text editor to create a 
few memos and notes. The on-screen key
board was all that I needed. 

Doing Some Work 
The unit I tested came with a variety of 
sample programs, including trucker's trav
el information and paperwork applications 
and record keeping for doctors and nurses. 
One fascinating and useful option is voice 
annotation. For example, a nurse can re
cord voice notes about a patient. A micro
phone is built into the front of the Trav
eLite, and comments are digitized and 
stored on the hard disk. 

Most purchasers of a unit I ike the Trav
eLite are likely to develop their own cus
tom applications. The unit comes with 
EazyTouch, a custom development envi
ronment. What 1found fascinating about it 
is its range. Even if you're a nonprogram

mer, you can easily develop a simple ap
plication. For more advanced developers, 
a library of Microsoft C-compatible li
brary routines access the TraveLite's 
touchscreen and voice capacities. Even 
more impressive, you can incorporate a 
group of BIOS-resident programs that can 
pop up over the top of any commercial 
DOS program, letting you use the Trav
eLite's special capabilities with off-the
shelf software. 

The TraveLite doesn't come with a flop
py drive, but once again, it's not needed for 
typical applications. Of course, you do 
need to get your applications loaded onto 
the unit's hard disk. You can use the Trav
eLite's optional built-in modem, but that's 
a slow way to do it. 

DFM has another accessory-TLRe
mote-that makes the job considerably 
more painless. TLRemote is a LapLink
like file transfer program that's fine-tuned 
for the TraveLite. With its serial cable, 
TLRemote lets you take control of the 
drives on a remote computer, easily trans
ferring files to the TraveLite. 

Loading Up with Options 
Although the basic TraveLite 
is configured with almost ev
erything you'll need for day
to-day work, DFM will be 
making a number of options 
available, including higher-ca
pacity hard drives and faster 
processors. These will add to 
the price and will shorten bat
tery life. (The unit I tested ran 
about 3 hours on a charge.) 
Also on the horizon is a wire
less Ethernet connection and, 
eventually, true handwriting
recognition software. 

With a price tag of $3250 in 
its base configuration, the 
TraveLite is less than half the 
cost of competing units, which 
seem to be forever aiming at 

· those elusive "power execu
tives" and "early adopters." At 
that price, it has an excellent 
shot at being purchased in 
quantity for a wide range of 
users. Right now, it's quite a 
conversation piece, drawing 
puzzled looks and a small 
crowd in an airport lounge. But 
that will change as systems like 
it become more common. 

By integrating tried, true, and 

The Travelite 's optional keyboard is esselllialfor application 
developmelll. 

reasonably priced technology 
into an eminently useful package, DFM 
has done it right. I'm still not ready to toss 
my keyboard, but I found that the Trav
eLite grew on me the more I used it. It just 
could be that this is a harbinger of the next 
generation of portable computing. • 

Stan Miastkowski is BYTE 's senior editor 
for new products. He can be reached on 
BIX as "sta11111." 

THE FACTS 

TraveLite 
$3250; accessory prices not 
available at press time 

DFM Systems, Inc. 
1601 48th St. 
West Des Moines, I/\ 51l265 
(800) 336-5483 
(515) 225-6744 

fax: (515) 225-0388 
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do they
call it a dongle? 

of code. 
It took time. Years in fact. 

But he did it. He wrote the 
most powerful computer 
program in the world. Now 
came the hard part. Selling it. 

The Most Powerful 
Program in the World 

Determined to make those 
long years pay off, he called 
on every distributor, VAR and 
dealer in the world. He drove 
from Beantown to San Diego. 
Flew from Dublin to Borneo. 
Everyone loved the program. 

So he sold a few. Only 
a few. 

Back in Boston he 
waited. After a long year 

with only 13 orders he set 
out to see what happened. 
As he drove across the 

country and 

flew around 


the world he 

discovered! everyone 

knew about his program. 
Everyone had it too. 

The Global Marketplace 
From Paris to Prague, his 
program was everywhere in 
Europe. When he got off the 
plane in Hong Kong he found 
his program stacked to the 
ceiling in every computer 
store. Amazed in disbelief, he 
bought a hundred cartons 
of cigarettes and a hundred 
pounds of Indonesian 
coffee and flew 
back to Boston. 

Beaten, battered 
and bruised he went 
back to the drawing 
board. This time he 
would really 
change the face of 
the software industry. 
He would develop a device 
that would prevent 
unauthorized distribution of 
software programs. 

Call It What You Like 
He developed a hardware 
key. His peers applauded his 
efforts. Finally, a solid solution 
for revenue protection. 

But he didn't know 
what to call it. He thought 
of naming it after an exotic 
place he visited in his travels. 
Madagascar was a bit too 
long, though. 

"Name it after you, 
Don!", urged his peers. 
So he did. Soon 
everyone was calling 
the key a dongle, • 
after Don Gall  .. 
the lonely software 

developer who did 

what he had to do. 


You've Come 

ALong Wa'1, Baby 


Today, dongles are different. 
Fact is, they've come a long 

way. Leading the 
~ industry with 

' security solutions, 
Rainbow Technologies 

~ has changed the face of 
hardware keys. They work 
with multiple applications, 
are programmable and 
network versions control 

concurrent usage. And 

they're always transparent 

to the end-user. 


Sentinel Family 
from Rainbow 

.Truth is, more and more 
developers are using keys. 
And the Sentinel Family is 
the most widely used in the 
world. In fact, over 6,000 

developers use Sentinel from 
Rainbow. Why? They are 
simply the most effective, 
reliable and easy to implement 
keys on the market. 

Learn more about securing 
your software 

and how keys 
provide developers 
with extra value. 
Call for a free copy 

of "The.Sentinel 
Guide to Securing 

Software." And see 
just how easy it is to 

install a hardware 
key into your 
application in just 
minutes. Try it 
with our low cost 
Sentinel 
Evaluation Kit. 
Order one for 
your DOS, OSl2, Windows, 
Macintosh or UNIX based 
application. 

And remember, when 
you need a dongle, you need 
Sentinel - the only dongle 
Don Gall would use. 

C A LL 

800/ 852-8569 
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE 


TO SECURING SOFfWARE 


;Enr1na

Sec u n ·t fin# rb u reefs cttwa r e 

Some call it adongle. Those who know, call it Sentinel. 


92 92 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 • 7141 454-2 100 • fa x7141454-8557 
International offices arc located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France. 
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Macs and PCs: 

Together at Last 


TOM THOMPSON 

The latest version of For several years, Farallon Computing's Timbuktu 
software let Mac users connect to other networked 

Farallon's Timbuktu Macs to transfer files and to view their screens. 
If you had the appropriate access rights, you could 

provides remote even control the remote Mac's mouse pointer and 
keyboard. In the hands of a network manager who access and viewing must occasionally guide novice users through ba
sic operations or the corporate network, Timbukcapabilities that span 
tu's remote-control capabilities can be a lifesaver. 


dissimilar computers If you're on the road with a Power Book or an Out

bound Systems notebook, a special version called 


Timbuktu/Remote lets you control your office Mac via modem. 

Controlling PCs 
Unfortunately, for the computing world at large, Timbuktu worked only with Macs. This 
is no longer the case. An early glimpse of Timbuktu 5.0 shows that it can view or con
trol PCs that are connected to an AppleTalk network and running Windows 3.0. Nor is 
this capability one-way, because the Windows version of Timbuktu 5.0 lets a PC user 
view and control Macs. 

Installation is simple for the Mac. Insert the Timbuktu floppy disk and launch the 
Apple Installer application. It first lets you choose the target computer's operating sys-

tern (System 6.0.x or System 7.0), and it 
then copies the appropriate Timbuktu desk 
accessrny (DA), Timbuktu INIT, and satel
lite files (e.g ., a help file) to the Mac's 
System Folder. 

The Timbuktu !NIT allocates memory 
for Timbuktu's off-screen buffer at boot 
time and installs patches that intercept 
QuickDraw's screen graphics operations 
and relay them to a remote computer. The 
DA handles access and user preferences. 
Also, it is what you use to start or stop a re
mote screen session. The Mac must be 
connected to an AppleTalk network, ei
ther LocalTalk or Ethernet. You reboot 
the Mac, personalize your software, and 
are ready to go. 

For the PC, you first install a network 
card that supports AppleTalk. You have a 
number of cards to pick from: Farallon 's 
own PhoneNet Card PC (ISA bus), Day
Star Digital's LT2000 PC Card (ISA or 
Micro Channel architecture bus), or Day
na's DL/2 LocalTalk Card(Micro Channel 
bus). For Ethernet, there's 3Com's Ether
Link cards (ISA and Micro Channel bus), 
and there's IBM's T oken Ring Network 
PC adapter (ISA and Micro Channel bus) 
for use with Token Ring networks. You 
then install PhoneNet Talk, Farallon's soft
ware that implements AppleTalk proto
cols for PCs. 

The PhoneNet Talk software is actually 
a set of TSR programs that must be run to 
install the low-level AppleTalk protocols. 

continued 
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Screen 1: The Mac version ofTimbuktu being used to co111rol 
Windows. You can operate Mac so.fiware and then click on 
the background window to regain co111rol of the PC when re
quired. The white poi111er belongs to the remote PC; the 
black poi111er is the Mac's. 
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Screen 2: Not to be outdone, the Windows machine can also 
co111rol the Mac. Note the similarity of the Timbuktu i111e1f11ce 
between the two machines. The four buttons, when 
clicked on, connect you to a remote computer screen or 
initiate file transfers. 
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PhoneNet Talk provides printing and 
AppleShare (file-server access) services 
for DOS-handy even if you're not run
ning Windows. If you so choose, you let 
the installation program modify your AU
TOEXEC.BAT file with a set of com
mands that automatically sets up the Ap
ple Talk connection when the PC boots. 
Farallon hopes at a future date to closely 
integrate PhoneNet Talk with the Win
dows environment as a driver. 

Finally, you run Farallon's INST ALL 
.EXE program inside Windows 3.0 and 
answer some basic questions, such as to 
what directory to copy the Timbuktu soft
ware, and whether or not you want Tim
buktu to load automatically when the PC 
boots. As with the Mac, once you start the 
TB2.EXE program and customize the soft
ware, you're ready to start. 

My Experience 
I loaded a beta copy of Timbuktu 5.0 (Mac 
version) on a Mac Quadra 900 with 4 MB 
of RAM, a 160-MB hard drive, a Super
Mac Technology Thunder/24 display 
board, and an AppleColor I 3-inch monitor. 
I also tried it on a Mac Ilci with 8 MB of 
RAM, an 80-MB hard drive, a Super Mac 
Spectrum/24 PDQ, and a SuperMac 19
inch monitor. 

T he PC version of Timbuktu 5.0 was in 
stalled on a Compaq Deskpro 386/20 with 
6 MB of RAM, a 130-MB hard drive, a 
VGA display, and an ancient Apple Lo
calTalk PC card, the predecessor to Faral
lon 's PhoneNet Card PC. 

As you can see in both screens, Faral
lon 's designers made the Windows inter
face match the Mac's as much as possi
ble, which makes life a lot easier forthose 
people whose work bounces them between 
the two platforms. Setting access rights 
for controlling, observing, or transferring 
files is simply a matter of clicking on icons 
in the Timbuktu window. 

These four icons set access rights for 
controlling the computer running Tim
buktu. You can arrange passwords that let 
a guest (remote) user control your com
puter or only view what's going on. Other 
passwords let users send files one-way to 
you or exchange files (two-way transfers). 
This lets you set up groups or individuals 
that can perhaps only transfer files, while 
others can only view your screen, de
pending on the password you give them. 

A master password prevents a remote 
user from accessing Timbuktu itself and 
modifying your preference settings or ac
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cess rights. Once you've selected the zone 
and target computer (either Mac or PC), 
clicking on one of the buttons connects 
you to that computer, to control it, to view 
its screen (termed observing in Farallon's 
parlance), or to transfer files to or from it. 

If you have the memory, a Mac con
necting to a Mac (or a PC connecting to a 
PC) will observe the remote computer's 
screen in color. A Mac can view Windows 
screens in color, but as screen 2 shows, 
PCs observing color Mac screens get only 
a black-and-white image. Work is being 
done to correct this limitation, but that's 
how the early beta software behaves. 

If you're controlling the remote com
puter, you have two pointers present on 
the screen: your own and the remote's, 
which dwells in the Timbuktu window. 
Moving your pointer over the Timbuktu 
window slaves the remote pointer to the 
motions of your mouse; moving it outside 
the window relinquishes control. In situa
tions where the remote's screen is larger 
than your own (a common occurrence 
when connecting to a Mac), you can scroll 
about the remote screen using the Tim 
buktu's window controls. 

Screen updates from one computer to an
other were sluggish at times, but that's 
something that can be chalked up to Lo
calTalk's I imited throughput and the over
head incurred translating QuickDraw calls 
into Windows' graphics device interface 
and back. Naturally, remote-session oper
ating over Ethernet or Token Ring would 
perform better. 

Interestingly, screen updates from the 
Deskpro onto the Quadra's display were 
fast enough to play Solitaire, which is an 
application that makes intense demands 
on the mouse and screen drawing. This 
occurred even though the screen updates 
had to traverse Loca!Talk, a Cayman Sys
tems' GatorBox gateway, and onto 
B YTE's Ethernet netwo rk, where the 
Quadra hangs out. Apparently, the 
Quadra's faster processing speed boosts 
the rate of the screen-translation algo
rithms. 

Trying to control the Quadra from the 
Deskpro was a tad difficult: The Quadra's 
pointer tracking lagged the Deskpro's sig
nificantly, making clicking and dragging 
operations tricky. Again, LocalTalk's 
bandwidth probably is the culprit here. 
Despite these quirks, the software seems 
stable enough. There were no system 
bombs and few Windows unrecoverable 
applications errors. In the future, Farallon 

plans to expand Timbuktu 5.0's network
ing capabilities to work with other PC net
work cards. 

Is It for You? 
Who needs a product I ike Timbuktu 5.0? 
Network managers who supervise a net 
work composed of am ix of PCs and Macs 
will need it. MacFolk in the field who need 
to do more than print or copy files at the 
office-the capabilities supplied by Ap
pleTalk Remote Access-will use Tim
buktu 5.0 to remotely edit documents and 
leave messages or run applications that 
would overwhelm their notebook com
puters. Because Timbuktu runs over Ap
pleTalk Remote Access, the need for a 
special Timbuktu/Remote version disap
pears. Thus, you can now use the same 
copy of Timbuktu 5.0 for office network 
control or remote-control access when 
you're in the field. 

Timbuktu 5.0 weaves a new level of in
teroperability between different computers. 
Farallon's upgrade lets you sit down in 
front of one computer-it doesn't matter 
which one-and simply run another com
puter's software. Now that's cross-plat
form interoperability. • 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior technical 
editor at large. He has a B.S.E.E. degree 
from Memphis State University. He can 
be reached on BIX as "tom tl10mpson" 
or on Applelink as "T .THOM P SON." 

THE FACTS 

Timbuktu 5.0 
Price and availability not set at press 
time. 

Requiremems: 
The Mac version requires a Mac 
Plus or higher with I MB of RAM 
running System 6.0.5 or with 2 MB 
of RAM running System 7.0. Color 
viewing requires more memory. The 
PC version requires a PC running 
Windows 3.0 and having a VGA 
display. 

Farallon Computing, Inc. 

2000 Powell St., Suite 600 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

(415) 596-9100 

fax: (415) 596-9020 
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Borland Ct+ or Microsoft C? 

Either way, your choice for building multi-megabyte applications is simple -

Phar Lap's 286IDOS-Extender~M 


It's never been so easy. 
You've been hearing a lot lately about DOS extend
ers and their ability to let you create programs that 
can access memory beyond the 640K DOS limit. 
Now Phar Lap makes it easier than ever! With our 
286\DOS-Extender and your Borland C++, 
Microsoft C or Microsoft FORTRAN compiler; 
you've got all the tools you'll need to quickly and 
easily build multi-megabyte protected-mode appli
cations -often by simply relinking without making 
source code changes. 286 IDOS-Extender enables 
you to build programs that have room for more 
features and capabilities, without having to suffer 
with overlays or EMS. And you can finally access 
all the memory available in your machine- up to 16 
megabytes! 

Continue using your entire Borland 
or Microsoft toolkit! 
That's right... now you can develop multi-mega
byte protected mode applications with the standard 
Borland and Microsoft tools you're used to! 
286\DOS-Extender is compatible with both the C 
and C++ compilers included in Borland C++, 
Borland's Turbo Debugger, the Microsoft C and 

Microsoft FORTRAN compilers, and Microsoft's 
linker and CodeView debugger. You can even use 
Turbo Debugger to debug a Microsoft C program! 
286 IDOS-Extender is designed to work seamless
ly with these three widely-used compilers in order 
to make protected mode development easier for you. 

Total compatibility. 
Because 2861 DOS-Extender is embedded into 
your program, it is invisible to the end-user. Your 
program looks exactly like any other DOS applica
tion. There's no new operating environment for 
your end-users to buy or learn. Any of the 30 mil
lion 80286, 386 or 486 PCs that run DOS can run 
286 IDOS-Extender: And because Phar Lap prod
ucts support the XMS, VCPI and DPMI industry 
standards, applications built with 286 IDOS
Extender can run under a variety of environments 
besides DOS, including DESQview and all three 
modes of Microsoft Windows 3.0. 

From the leader in protected mode 
development tools. 
Phar Lap is also the developer of the award
wmmng 386 IDOS-Extender'", which has been 

used in over 800 applications including AutoCAD 
386 and IBM's Interleaf Publisher. 386 IDOS-Ex
tender is designed for programs that require the 
ultimate in 32-bit speed and performance on 386 
and 486 PCs. By utilizing either of Phar Lap's 
DOS-Extenders, developers are keeping their 
competitive edge and delivering all the features 
and capabilities their customers need. 

So if DOS is looking smaller than ever; call Phar 
Lap today. 

And C what it's like beyond 640K. 

Phar Lap 2861DOS-Extender SDK 
1#1 open a world of memory'." 

P h a r S oLfti'llpl' e c . 
60Abe r At:ooe 
C a m b rMAdl<l!38 , 
617-661-1510 
F Alll\7-876-2972 

Tiademark holders: 2861005-Extender", 3861DOS-Extender" -Phar Lap Soltwa1<, 
Inc.; Interleaf Publisher"' - fnterleaf, Inc:.; Windows•• - Microsoft Cmp,; DESQview·• 
Quarterdeck Office Systems. Registered trademark holders: Phar Lap* - Phar Lap 
Software, Inc.; AutoCAD• - Autodesk, Inc.; Borfand~. Turba OeOOgge~ - Borland 
[nternational, Inc.; IBM• - IBM Corporation; CodeVieW', Microsoft*, MS-DOS• 
Microsoft Corp. 
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Two 600-dpi Postscript Desktop Printers 


W hat's so special about the 
QMS-PS 815 MR? Not 

much, except its size, its qual
ity, its ease of use, and its 
PostScript ability. And what's 
so special about Lexmark ' s 
IBM LaserPrinter IO Model 
30? Not much again, except its 
size, its quality, its ease of use, 
and its PostScript ability. 

The Lexmark (an IBM al
liance company) printer is a 
tad smaller at 1 0 liy 14X inch
es. The 815 MR is a beefier 18 
by 25 inches. Both desktop 
gems come from leaders in the 
printer field, and both use a 
proprietary new imaging tech
nology that is similar to the 
technique used in the Hewlett-Packard 
LaserJet III . The 815 MR uses a Canon 
print engine, while the Model 30 uses its 
own. As for speed, the Model 30 steps 
ahead with a score of 10 pages per minute 
compared to 8 ppm for the 815 MR. 

If you don't know anything about Lex
mark and have never seen its products, it 
might sound I ike yet another laser-printer 
manufacturer producing yet another set of 
compatible laser printers. But that would 
be a wrong impression. Lexmark is es
sentially the printing division of IBM spun 
off into a separate company. Currently, it 
makes all the IBM laser printers. 

Installing the Model 30 is straightfor
ward. It ships with the toner cartridge in 
place, and it took less than 10 minutes to 
set up the basic unit. 

Lexmark is justifiably proud of the print
er's paper-handling capabilities. It can ac
cept an additional 500-sheet paper tray on 
top of the 200-sheet tray it comes with . 
Both can be set to link together. The print
er is also designed to print envelopes 
smoothly without creasing, wrinkling, or 
bending them. 

The 815 MR features a 20-MHz 68020 
microprocessor with 6 MB of RAM (ex
pandable to 8 MB), and it comes with 45 
Adobe typefaces. The LaserPrinter 10 
Model 30, on the other hand, comes with 
only 1 MB of RAM standard, but it ' s 
upgradable to 4 MB when you add a 
PostScript card. The Model 30 comes with 
16 Adobe fonts. 

On ru s wllf lZl tJ r e1t h Model 30 is its 
ability to accommodate a second paper 
tray for a total capacity of 700 sheets. The 
815 MR comes with only one paper tray; 
you'd have to upgrade to the 825 MR to 
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use dual trays. Both printers, however, of
fer plug-and-play ease of use, ease of main
tenance, and good print quality. The abil
ity to use plain paper while maintaining 
near-typeset quality is an added bonus in 
both printers. 

The retail price of the 815 MR is $1800 
more than that of the Model 30. This can 
be justified by features such as switchable 
resolutions, automatic emulation switching, 
simultaneous connectivity, and varied 
paper-handling ability . Resolutions are 
switchable between 300 and 600 dots per 
inch, which you can select through soft
ware or the front-panel menu. The Laser
Printer IO Model 30 prints at 300 dpi in 
its base configuration. When you add the 4 
MB of RAM and the PostScript card, it 
prints at 600 dpi. 

A special AI-based sensing technology 
makes automatic emulation switching pos
sible with the 815 MR, sensing the printer 
language called for (i.e., PostScript, Print
er Control Language, or other emulations). 
This auto-sensing, when it's coupled with 
its network capabilities, makes the 815 
MR a prime contender for use as a net
work printer. 

The 815 MR has AppleTalk, RS-232, 
and Centronics parallel interfaces. Its si
multaneous interface ability lets you keep 
all these interfaces active at the same time. 
The Model 30 can be hooked up to Token 
Ring and Ethernet networks, or optionally 
to AppleTalk networks. 

Finally, both printers come with a mul
tilingual keypad and an LCD on the front 
panel that gives you the status ofyour print 
job in an easy-to-read format. 

These two printers were designed to 
serve two different needs, and their costs 

are an indication of this. The 
QMS-PS 815 MR is a first-class 
PostScript printer in a small 
configuration designed to meet 
the needs of anyone from the 
lone desktop publisher to indi
v id ua ls in small networked 
workgroups. For $1800 less, 
you get business-class 
PostScript in the IBM Laser
Printer 10 Model 30, which is 
an example of IBM quality. 
The printer's add-on PostScript 
capability offers business users 
the opportunity to take advan
tage of basic PostScript quality. 

-Anne Fischer Lent 
and Owen Linderholm 

THE FACTS 

QMS-PS 815 MR 
$5495 

Basic configuration: 
20-MHz 68020 processor; 6 MB of 
RAM; AppleTalk, RS-232, and 
Centronics ports; 45 resident fonts; 
and a Canon SX print engine. 

QMS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 81250 
Mobile, AL 36689 
(205) 633-4300 
fax: (205) 633-0013 
international fax: (205) 633-0020 
Circle 1204 on Inquiry Card. 

IBM LaserPrinter IO Model 30 
$2395; with 4 MB of RAM and 
PostScript emulation board, $3693 

Basic configuration: 
20-MHz 68020 processor, I MB of 
RAM, RS-232 orCentronicsparal
lel interface, 26 resident fonts , Lex
mark print engine, a resolution of 
300 dpi, and a printing speed of 10 
ppm. Expandable to 4 MB of RAM, 
Adobe PostScript, and a resolution 
of 600dpi. 

Lexmark International, Inc. 
740 New Circle Rd. 
Lexington, KY 40511 
(800) 315-2468 
(606) 232-3000 
Circle 1 205 on Inquiry Card. 









0286 Processor 
2MBRAM 
1.2MB 5.25"Drive 
l.44MB 3.5" Drive • 
40MB 17ms IDE Drive 
witb 32KCache 
16-Bit VGA with 512K 
14"C!)stil Scan 1024 
Qltof GA M,onitor 

Parallel/2 SCrial Pons 
I PS/2 Mouse Port 
124-KeyAnyKey™ Keyboard 
~soos• s.o 

1)45 
/ 

Intel®80386SX Processor 
2MB RAM 
l.2MB 5.25" Drive 
l.44MB 3.5" Drive 
40MB I7ms IDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16-Bit VGA with 512K 
14" Crystal Scan 1024 
Color VGA Monitor 
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
I PS/2 Mouse Port 
124-Key Any Key Keyboard 
Microsoft® Mouse 
MSDOS5.0 
MS Windows™ 3.0 

$1445 

33 MHZ 386 

Intel 80386S 
32K CacbeliAM 
4MBRAM 
l.2MB 5.25" Drive 
I.44MB 3.5" Drive 
80MB 17ms IDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16-Bit VGA with 512K 
14"Crystal Scan 1024 

4MBRAM 
I .2MB 5.25" Drive 
I .44MB 3.5" Drive 
80MB I7ms IDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16-Bit VGA with IMB 
14" Crystal Scan I024NI 
Color GA Monitor 

Color VGA Monitor I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
124-Key AnyKey KeyboardI Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
Microsoft MouseI PS/2 Mouse Port 
MS DOS 5.0124-Key AnyKey Keyboard 

Microsoft Mouse 

MS DOS 5.0 

MS Windows 3.0 


$1745 
33 MHZ 486 

Intel 80486 Processor 

64K Cache RAM .~ 

8MB RAM 
 {IJllJ
I.2MB 5.25" Drive 
l.44MB 3.5" Drive 
200MB 15ms IDE Drive with 

f 	64K Multi-Segmented Cache 
16-Bil VGA with I MB 
14•Crystal Scan 1024Nl . 
COi VGA •or ' 

BEST BUYS 
•	 Get our 33 MHz 386 system, 

same configuration as listed, 
with a 120MB IDE hard drive 
instead of the 200MB drive. 

$2145 

MS Windows 3.0 

$1895 

Intel 80486 Processor 
128K Cache RAM 
8MB RAM 
l.2MB 5. 25"Drive 
I .44MB 3.5" Drive 
340MB I5ms SCSI Drive with 
I28K Multi-Segmented Cache 
37-Bit EISA SCSI Controller 
16-Bit VGA with IMB 

stal Scan 1024Nl 
GA~nitor 

lel/2 ~al Ports· 
ry AnyKe Key 

• 	 Same features as our 33 MHz 
486 system except this machine 
has 4MB RAM instead of 8, 
and a I 20MBIDE hard drive 
instead of the 200MB drive 
in our standard configuration. 

$2495 
IMCLUDED WITH EVERY SYSTEM: 
•One-year warranty• 30-day money-back guarantee• Lifetime toll-free 
technical support • Free on-site service to most locations • Free bulletin 
board technical support• Software and optional peripherals installed at 
factory• Software diskettes and comprehensive hardware and software 
manuals provided 

Sales Hours: 7am-l0pm Weekdays, 9am--'pm Saturdays (CST) 
Service Hours: 6am-Midnight Weekdays, 9am-2pm Saturdays (CST) 

All prices are sub jeer to change. Prices do not include shipping. 
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Word Gathers Steam 

W ord for Macintosh 5.0 
updates both the look 

and the guts of the best-selling 
productivity package for the 
Mac. The improvements make ~~:Iii :;HJ"./. ;.. i~~.ntK!'";:·:lf ,_,~!e·U ?tt ~int' .~ S I=,

1 •• ' 1r,:l1• • -' •• .. 1•n••. Y i 1 ~ -..· , <· .. ..., : ~ ..,,.;.; 1 · 1 · .~ 
the package more attractive to •:1·Y':'lr.~.µ¥;.r: J-alt"~.-~ ~~;rf!' ... ,.IE 

.;.s:i, .- .).TJ.JO · ~" a· , f .,..K.J. i.::.1': , !..!!! ?h·a.-:1{.:,t.u.•: vlt:,.. ~!A:/novices and experienced users 
r I _.,, ,.. ... fl,..., _fll l,_:L• ••':,.,,' ...... I I ill •I•'•"' .. .. l'f • !_I (~ J.1Jt.. 

J:Lnh.'1: t: t..111:.u-.'lllKJ'.l.I "--.,_..._.._.-.,.:·r."t't .a.1:1 :-.W !XT1..ralike. 
:.L ...."9• ."Ll.·>.4.J :1 

Word is a full-featured pro
gram that includes an integrat  ..: :,..- ... .. ...,.·... :,
ed spelling checker, a grammar 
checker, a the'sa urus, and a 
graphics editor. Although it ' s 
a large and complex package, 
installing Word for Macintosh 
is a breeze. The installation pro ; • • ,.;:!_ >" I .f ~ •.:.::.!J:::.~ • ~ -1 ~ .:. :.- 0 I ~•. v I 

: •c I : • c : I) :s. 1J: l : I !' : I ·· I ) oI - ~~Igram does a ll the file copying 
and decompression. You need l!li!;,,~:::;:::;..:911 ig(C"~\:.!ol' ~ ~~<c..:- ,w)
only swap disks and indicate 
your default typeface. 

Word 5.0 is a modular program. Many of 
its features are available through plug-in 
modules that you can leave out (using an 
option in the installa tion program) if you 
don't have the disk or memory space. You 
can also upgrade modules or add new ones . 
later. Among the features available as mod
ules are voice annotation, the graphics ed
itor, and a Find File function, which lets 
you tag and retrieve files by filename, title, 
subject, author, contacts, version, or key
word. A future module, WordBasic, will 
implement a programmable macro lan
guage for Word. 

The entire package takes up about 6Y, 
MB of disk space. You can run Word in a 
megabyte of memory, but only if you don't 
install the grammar checker. 

Word 5.0 sports a new look. It includes a 
Ribbon-similar to the one on Word for 
Windows-that gives you single-click ac
cess to commonly used formatting fea
tures (e .g., type style, font, type size, jus
tification, line and paragraph spacing, tabs, 
columns, and the graphics editor). The 
Ribbon makes Word easier for new users 

and more convenient for experienced ones. 
Although it runs under System 6.0.2 or 

higher, Word runs best under System 7.0. 
With this version, you get the benefits of 
Balloon Help, TrueType fonts, and Pub-

THE FACTS 

Word for Macintosh 5.0 
, 

$495; $129 upgrade from Word 4.0, 
Microsoft Write, MacWrite, Nisus, 
WordPerfect, or WriteNow 

Requirements: 
System 6.0.2 or higher and I MB of 
RAM (2 MB is recommended). 

Microsoft Corp. 

1 Microsoft Way 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(800) 426-9400 
(206) 882-8080 

fax: (206) 883-8101 

Circle 1206 on Inquiry Card. 
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lish/Subscribe. You also have 
access to Microsoft's Object 
Linking and Embedding tech
nology, which lets you embed 
objects created with other pro
grams in Word documents . 
When you access the object to 
modify it, it calls its parent ap
plication to let you do the 
work. The Equation Editor in
cluded with the package uses 
OLE to 1et you create and 
modify equations from within 
Word. OLE is built on top of 
System 7.0's Apple events ar
chitecture. 

Microsoft hopes to establish 
OLE as a standard for interap
plication messaging and pro
cessing on the Mac . Given 

Microsoft's dominance in the Mac appli
cations software market, and Apple 's foot
dragging on defining a core suite of Apple 
events, don ' t bet against 0 LE. 

Because of its nature, OLE is ideal for 
automating multiapplication procedures. 
It also points out the crying need for a stan
dard interapplication scripting language 
for System 7.0 . Word Base may make do 
for Microsoft applications, but a tool with 
a wider scope is desperately needed. 

Other features in Word 5.0 include Drag 
and Drop, which lets you move text with
out cutting and pasting; Print Merge Help
er, which guides you through the process 
of creating and using mail-merge files; im
port facilities for the more popular DOS 
and Mac word processing formats; and 
graphics-conversion utilities. 

Word for Macintosh 5.0 is a significant 
upgrade that broadens its appeal. With its 
modular design and OLE capability, you 
can use it as the centerpiece of your ap
plications suite. Even as a stand-alone 
product, I highly recommend it. 

-Bob Ryan 

A Desktop System in a Briefcase 

N umerous manufacturers have claimed keyboard, expansion capabilities, and so excellent thin-film-transistor (TFT) color 
that their portable/laptop/notebook sys forth. If you only could fit that into your display or a monochrome gas-plasma ver

tems would bring us the "powerof a desktop briefcase, you'd always have your work sion. You also can opt for permutations 
in a portable package." With the Toshiba station with you. That's exactly what the of the 25- and 33-MHz DX and SX pro
T6400, this claim has become a reality. T6400 provides in a 13-pound package cessors and the 120- and 210-MB ( 19-mil 

A typical high-performance DOS-based that measures 15Y, by IOY, by 4 inches. The lisecond) hard d1ives, placing the suggested 
desktop system has a 33-MHz 486DX, 20 only kickers are that you have to plug it retail p1ice in an area from around $5700 to 
MB of RAM, a 210-MB hard drive, a Su in and that it is expensive. more than $9700. Some options include 
perVGA display, a full 10 I-key detached You can have the T6400with Toshiba's memory-expansion cards (the basic sys-
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tern comes with 
4 MB of RAM), 
modems, carrying 
cases, external flop
py drives, external 
tape backup, and 
more. 

The 1 0 ~ch di
agonal color dis
play gives you a 
choice of 256 col
ors in 640- by 480
pixel mode, and the 
color and contrast 
are excellent. The 
gas-plasma display 
operates in VGA 
mode with 16 
shades of gray and, 
according to Toshi
ba, provides a con
trast ratio at least 
seven times that of 
a standard VGA display while operating at 
I 0 times the speed. 
The T6400 is loaded with connectors, 

ports, and little doors to its innards. RAM 
expansion cards fit in two slots in the main 
unit covered by the detachable keyboard. 
The box includes a full-size 16-bit ISA 
expansion slot, a slot for a Toshiba mo
dem, and a 150-pin expansion port. Inter
face connectors include those for a 15-pin 
Super VGA, a 25-pin parallel printer/ex
ternal floppy drive, a nine-pin serial port, 
one each for a PS/2-style mouse and key
board, and an RJ -11 . 

Toshiba is hoping that you ' II make the 
T6400 your primary machine. It even in
cludes two power cords: one for your desk 
and one for your brief case. 

This concept of the "universal personal 
computer" isn't a new one. Visionaries 
(and marketing vice presidents) have been 
talking about it for years. It was largely a 
pipe dream until now, but the technology 
that makes it possible finally exists and is 
(relatively) affordable. 

There are only two things on my wish 
list. First, I'd like true portability via bat
tery power. There are those who do need it. 

THE FACTS 

Toshiba T6400 
with a 33-MHz 486DX, 4 MB of 
RAM, a 210-MB hard drive, a 1.44
MB floppy drive, TFT color, DOS 
5.0, and hypertext documentation, 
$9749 (with gas-plasma display, 
$6999) 
with a 25-MHz 486SX, a I 20-MB 
hard drive, and TFT color, $8449 
(with gas-plasma display, $5699) 

Options: 
RAM cards: 2 MB, $435; 4 MB, 
$699; 8 MB, $1335 
2400-bps MNP level 5 V.42bis 
modem, $259 

Toshiba America Information 
Systems, Inc. 
Computer Systems Division 
9740 Irvine Blvd. 
Irvine, CA 92718 
(800) 334-3445 
(714) 583-3000 
fax: (714) 587-6034 
Circle 1207 on Inquiry Card. 

Second, lower pricing would make it more 
competitive (although you can make a 
good argument that you'd have to buy two 
machines otherwise). 

-(;e 11 eS mar t e 

Instant Presentations: Just Add Freelance 


Presentations of one sort or 
another have always been 

an integral part of the business 
world. However, the advent of 
computer technology has upped 
the ante in the unending com
petition for the customer's dol
lar and the boss's eye. A few 
simple graphs or hand-drawn 
overheads just don't cut it any 
more. You now need style with 
the substance. 

Software for creating presen
tation graphics has evolved 
with computer technology. I've 
tried several packages over the 
years and have always been 
frustrated by the long learning 
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Free lance. U:ra hies· M,:,, l l:it-'LAN.1-'Ht curves involved-in many 
cases, they were on a par with 
learning to use a full-fledged 
desktop publishing package. 
With Freelance Graphics f o 1 • 

Windows, those frustrations 
have all disappeared. Lotus has 
designed a revolutionary pre
sentation graphics package that 
lets you concentrate on gener
ating your presentation instead 
of on learning how to use the 
package. 

The program includes an on
line tutorial called QuickStart. 
Its SmartMasters offer fill-in
the-blanks ease of use. And the 
program offers single-click 



ONLY ZORTECH™C++ OFFERS 

ATRUE MULTI-PLATFORM 


COMPILER AND MUCH MORE. 

When it comes to building larger, 

more complex applications, C++ is 
the language of choice.And now with 
Zortech C++, Symantec presents 
the only C++ compiler that provides 
professional tools for Windows~ 
DOS and OS/2 in a single, integrated 
package. 

Zortech C++ goes·well beyond 
the other C++ and Ccompilers 
by delivering more of the tools serious 
programmers demand-plus a col
lection of exclusive features designed 
to increase your productivity and 
reduce your development time. 

All of which means you'll 
get your applications to mar
ket faster than ever before. 

For starters, our 
unique WINC libraryauto
matically converts DOS 
command line 
programs to true 
Windows applica
tions. And you won't 
need to switch . 

171e securitydevelopment ofone compiler across 
systems, because inultip/epla(frm11s has never been ll!O'l'e )! braneS and Other tOO]S. 
you'll have the essential W.itlt Zorteclt C+ -tdeveloping That's probably why

applicatwri.~ ltasneverbeen easier .flexibility of mov or more rt.tficient. more and more corporations
ing to different platforms. 

Zortech C++ even includes 
royalty-free 32-bit and 16-bit DOS 
extenders, for the cost-effective devel
opment of programs with advanced 
memory requirements. 

And since Zortech C++ pro
vides absolutely everything you need 

rr- (01- t? edit, compile,
\\lrf\\ (\\ . ,- Im~ and debug.any 
~lYM Wmdows apph-

W~ ~I ~~f~i£~~ttIN~~I. 
\ ll Windows SOK. 

1 ' I We've also added 
\i ~, ~ a help compiler 

and engine,a 
Zorteclt C+·/dramatically cuts resou:ce 

your multi platform development compiler,
time by supporting tlie complete Windows 

range ofP Carclutectures. h d 
ea er 

files and libraries, and printed SOK 
documentation. 

For unmatched performance, 
Zortech C++ offers globally optimiz
ing compilers that boost program 

speed and signif1cantly reduce 
program size. So regard

less of the platform, 
Zortech C++ delivers 

performance and security 
where it matters ... in your 

finished application. 
Infact, as the safest choice 

you can make, Zortech C++ 
ensures total C++ and ANSI C 
compatibility. It's also supported by 

] d' th. I- t t·1·t· ~a 11:g lfC par YU 11 1es, 

are moving to Zortech C++ for their 
application development. 

UPGRADE TO ZORTECH C++ 
FOR JUST $199. 

There's never been a better time 
to take advantage of the world's first 
multiple-platform C++ compiler. 

Because, for just $199, users ofBorland 
C++ and Microsoft Ccan now up
grade to Zortech C++ For Windows, 
DOS & OS/2-that's a savings of $5001* 

And if your applications require 
even greater numerics support, pick 
up the Zortech C++ Science and 
Engineering Edition (which offers 
everything from the Windows, DOS 
and OS/2 version, along with the 
M++ array language extension, 
IEEE-754 and NCEG 91-015 numer
ical support, and much more). 

Zorteclts i111.l11strial·strengtlt compitm· breaks 
tlu'Ollglt tlie D0 gjl() Kbarrier, enabling you to 
develop programs ofup to 1 MB and beyond 

Either way, you'll get unmatched 
Zortech quality backed by Symantec's 
outstanding service and support. 
So visit your dealer or call us at 
1-800-228-4122, Ext. 804Y for more 
information about Zortech C++ 
and our competitive upgrade offer. 

WWW 
lORHCH- (++

ForW11Jdows.OOS50SI<! 
---~-"'""~i..,...,.,,..~ 

SYMANTEC. 


'Promolio11e11dsMnrch ;JJ, 1992.OJ]er_qwl i11 the CSa11rl Cn11nrln 011/y. /11 Cn11nrln, mil J.SOO·~M2211i. f/Jr111orri11formnlio11 i11 f:urope,cal/ .1J:lJ;15JJJI. 111 .411.1·tmlin,cnll 6/'U?9-65?7. f:i•erywhere else, call ~08-i!52.:J5'10. 
© 1991 Syma11tec C01paration. AJI ri9hl~ rtsrn't'd. Zarted1 fa a trademark ofSymantec C01pornlio11. AIJ otlwr brand or product 11amr.;o 111c11tio11ed are trademarko; or regi.\·tered trademarks oftheir re.\pective ltolders. 
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THE FACTS 

Freelance Graphics for Windows 
$495; upgrade from current Free
lance or other presentation graphics 
package, $ 150 

Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Cambridge Pkwy. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 577-8500 
fax: (617) 693-1299 
Circle 1208 on Inquiry Card. 

access to menu commands. 
Installing Freelance was easy, albeit time

consuming. That's not surprising, because 
the package takes up over l 0 MB of hard 
drive space after all the files on the instal
lation floppy disks have been uncom
pressed. Yes, that's a lot of space. But 
when I saw how much presentation 

groundwork Freelance contains, I was sur
prised that it didn't take up more space. 

How do you create a presentation with 
Freelance for Windows? It couldn ' t be 
simpler. First you choose a "look" from 
Freelance's 60 SmartMaster sets of pre
designed presentation formats, each with 
nine page layouts for titles, bullet charts, 
graphs, symbols, and combinations. The 
majority of the SmartMaster sets are in 
full color, but if you don ' t have access to a 
color output device, there is also a gener
ous selection of monochrome sets that look 
great when printed on your garden-vari
ety laser printer. 

Once you choose a look, you merely fill 
in the blanks. As you can see from the 
photo, you click your mouse on the area 
you want to work on. For text, you just 
type away. For graphics, you can use an 
on-screen browser to select from hundreds 
of symbols that are included with the pack
age. But Freelance goes way beyond sim
ple symbols. It includes 96 predefined 
chart styles, each of which can automati

cally 1 ink to external data (e.g., a Lotus 
1-2-3 spreadsheet). 

Although Freelance easily imports data 
from almost any popular application, it's 
most closely integrated with (surprise!) 
Lotus's suite of applications. Running 
Freelance with 1-2-3 for Windows and 
Ami Pro 2.0 (which feature Lotus's mov
able, customizable Smartlcons) gives you 
what amounts to a state-of-the-art desk
top. (Freelance is also mail-enabled with 
cc:Mail I. l .) 

Freelance Graphics for Windows let me 
put together a moderately complex real
world presentation within half an hour of 
installing the package. Try that with any 
competing product. What impressed me 
most about the program was how Lotus 
has integrated a true revolution in ease of 
use with a program that pushes techno
logical and feature barriers. Lotus's pro
gramming wizards are finally delivering 
the long-promised benefits of the Win
dows environment. 

~ t a 1M as t k o ws k i 

Weitek Introduces a New Kind of VGA Card 


A t last year's spring Comdex, one of 
the biggest product announcements 

was Weitek's W5086 user-interface con
troller chip. The W5086 encodes some of 
the key functions of the Windows 3 .0 
graphical device interface, which signifi
cantly speeds up Windows and Windows 
applications. 

Weitek has now gone one better and de
signed a Windows adapter card based on 
its W5086 chip. While most Super VGA 
cards on the market today are aimed at 
graphics applications, Weitek Power for 
Windows targets the business segment. 
The card speeds up screen performance of 
typical business applications by speeding 
up functions such as text scrolling, cutting 
and pasting, page preview, moving and 
resizing windows, and line drawing. The 
card affects text processing, as opposed to 
graphics processing, because it processes 
BitBlt and LineDraw functions . These 
functions are accelerated because they 
don't have to be processed by the CPU. 
Instead, they are processed directly by the 
W5086 chip on the card. · 

I noticed an appreciable speed increase in 
my word processing and database appli
cations, but I was immediately impressed 
by how the card affects Windows alone. 
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Weitek claims a doubling in Windows' 
performance while maintaining VGA com
patibility (i .e ., a maximum resolution of 
I024 by 768 pixels noni nterlaced with 16 
colors). 

I tested a preproduction version of Wei
tek Power for Windows. It came with a 
batch file for installation and a beta mon
itor setup utility. Weitek promises a user 
friendly Windows drivers installation rou
tine with its production cards. The monitor 
setup utility in its final form will include a 
user interface and presettings for popular 
monitors, according to Weitek. 

Weitek Power for Windows is an ISA 
card that plugs into a 16-bit AT-type ex
pansion slot. The card comes with a Mode
Set utility that lets you tune it for your par
ticular monitor. A custom setup lets you set 
vertical refresh rates, screen centering, and 
screen size for each of the graphics and 
extended-text modes available. 

With all the graphics accelerators out 
there, why would anyone need the Weitek 
card? The answer is that Weitek Power 
for Windows may be all you need. It offers 
a high-quality, low-cost alternative for 
those who run primarily word processors, 
spreadsheets, and other text-oriented ap
plications under Windows 3.0. There's no 

need to spend extra money on higher
priced graphics chips when your applica 
tions are mostly text processing. But there 
are other reasons to purchase this card. It's 
a high-quality VGA card that can replace 
your current graphics card, and you get 
the added bonus of a speed increase un
der Windows. • 

-A II II eF'is C It eJ.m II t 

THE FACTS 

Weitek Power for Windows 

$299 


Requirements: 
A 286, 386, or 486 with an ISA or 

EISA bus, 640 KB of RAM, a 40
MB hard drive, a VGA interlaced 

or noninterlaced monitor, and 

Windows 3.0. 


Weitek Corp. 

I 060 East Arques Ave. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(408) 738-8400 

fax: (408) 739-4374 

Circle 1 209 on Inquiry Card. 
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The Miu=ft Windowsgraphical environment letsyou 
hatoe multipie windou~ in your FORTRAN 

applications. 1his means that ym am resize and scroll 
input and outputdispla)~ to view data... 

Wmdows helgs FORTRAN 

users create bigger apps. 


·: : With the new Microsoft®FORTRAN Professional 
Development System version 5.1, your existing code taps into 
the power ofthe Microsoft Windows"' graphical environment 
FORTRAN 5.ls new QuickWin library lets you develop 16-bit 
apps that access greater memory than ever before - breaking 
the 640K barrier on 286 and 386 machines. 

You can use the FORTRAN QuickWin library to take 
advantage of multiple 1/0 windows, multitasking, and cut 
and paste. Or write FORTRAN routines called from mixed
·	language Windows apps. And FORTRAN 5.1 has Program
mer's WorkBench, with a new CodeView® debugger and 
Source Browsei: 

To see the advantages of bigger, multi-windowed 16-bit 
applications, give us a call at (800) 541-1261, Department R34 
and order your FORTRAN update today. 

... and to analyze data, simpiy cut and paste your 
FORTRAN 011tp11t into programs such as 

MicroStJjt Excel for Windows and you can view it 
instantly in graphical fonn. 

Key Features 
•Create Windows .DLLs in FORTRAN using • Complete online documentation for the 

new or existing code. FORTRAN language and all compile and 
• QuickWin Features: link switches. 

· QuickWin child windows are easily created • DOS and OS/2 run-time libraries are com
using the OPEN statement patible with other Microsoft languages. 

· User-defined positioning and titles fcr child • Floating-point support includes co-processor, 
windows. emulation, and alternate math libraries. 

· Automatically generated scroll bars for out • 1 0 ONNSI 7 7compatibility and numerous 
put that extends past a single screen. IBM~ VAX"' and ANSI 8X extensions. 

• CodeView debugger supports DOS: • New BYTE keyword emulatesVAXdaa types. 
Windows-based and OS/2® applications. • Language Extensions include DOUBLE 

• Extended CodtYiew debugger fur large DOS COMPLEX variables, precision and maxex
programs. 	 ponent inquiries. 

P R 0 G R A M M E R'S T I P S 
•Use the new /MW option with the 


FL command to invoke the Quick

Win librmy. For example: "FL/MW 

MYAPPFOR" is all ittakes to make 

MYAPP a Windows-based program. 


• Use the ALLOCATE statement to 

dynamically size arrays and to 

access more than 16MB ofmem01y 

on a 386.'" 




NEWS 

Notebook 
Networking 

Designed as a network
ing notebook computer, 

the Sparcbook 1 SPARC
based workstation includes 
SunSoft's Solaris 2.0 and 
DOS emulation. The unit in
tegrates scalable RISC tech
nology, Unix System V re
lease 4.0, and portability 
with networking and 
communications. 

The Sparcbook uses the 
CY7C-601A-25UC SPARC 
integer unit running at 25 
MHz. With 64 KB of zero
wait-state cache RAM, the 
computer includes 32 KB of 
track cache and an average 
access time ofless than 22 
ms. You get 85- or 120-MB 
capacity on the hard drive, 
with the choice of a second 
hard drive of either capacity 
in place of the standard 
3 lh-inch floppy drive. 

The sidelit paper-white 
640 by 480-pixel resolution 
screen has a monochrome 
LCD and simulates up to 64 
gray scales. A 2400-bps 
modem with SendFax capa
bility at 9600 bps is stan
dard. The keyboard allocates 
one key position as the 
mouse key. 
Price: Starts at $4950. 
Contact: Tadpole Technol
ogies, Inc., 8310 Capital of 
Texas Hwy. N, Suite 375, 
Austin, TX 78731, (512) 
338-4221; fax (512) 338
4462. 
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card. 

The size ofa book, Gulliver easily 
goes places. 

WHAT'S NEW • SYSTEMS 


A notebook work.station, the Sparcbook 1 has an Ethernet 
interface. 

Gulliver Travels 

Adictionary-size tower 
computer, the 8-pound 

Gulliver has a network port 
for linking up to your LAN. 
The 33-MHz 386's optional 
Ethernet card works with 
NetWare and NetWare Lite. 

With 1 MB of video 
RAM, VGA capable of 1280
by 1024-pixel resolution, 
and a 2400-bps data/9600
bps fax modem on-board, 
the basic Gulliver includes 
three 16-bit expansion slots, 
an 1/0 controller, and a 1.44
MB floppy drive. Building 

on the basic sys
tem, Standard 
System I adds 2 
MB of RAM 
(expandable to 32 
MB), a 100-MB 
hard drive, a IO 1
key keyboard, 
DOS 5.0, Win
dows 3.0, a 
mouse, and a 
Super VGA 
monitor. Standard 
System II gives 
you4 MB of 

RAM (expandable to 32 

MB) and has a 210-MB hard 

drive. 

Price: $1695 to $3375. 

Contact: Newmarket Com

puters, 140 Variel Ave., 

Woodland Hills, CA 

91367, (818) 703-0800. 

Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card. 


A Notebook 
with an Angle 

Featuring a slide-and-tilt 
mechanism at the base of 

the LCD to improve angle 
adjustability, the Profession
al II notebook computer has 
an electroluminescent-backlit 
supertwist display with 
640- by 480-pixel resolution. 
A 20-MHz 386SX ma
chine, the Professional II has 
2 MB of RAM (expandable 
to 4 MB) and includes a math 
coprocessor socket. Other 
features are a 1.44-MB flop

py drive, a choice of a 40
or 80-MB hard drive, serial 
and parallel ports, and 
ports for an external moni
tor, keyboard, and floppy 
drive. 
Price: $2399. 
Contact: Darius Technol
ogy (U.S.), Inc ., 22028 26th 
Ave. SE, Bothell, WA 
98021, (206) 483-8889; fax 
(206) 486-2577. 
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card. 

Powerful Images 
Use New 
Technology 

B ased on NEC's Image 
technology, the Power

Mate Image 386/33i com
puter has the power of a file 
server. Image Video, a 
local video bus designed into 
the PC, eliminates any 
video bottleneck by operat
ing at the same speed as the 
processor. ImageSync lets 
the computer sense when it 
is connected to an NEC 
MultiSync FG monitor and 
adjust to the best frequency 
for the highest possible re
fresh rate. 

With Super VGA on the 
motherboard, the PowerMate 
Image 386/33i supports 
noninterlaced resolutions of 
up to l 024 by 768 pixels in 
16 colors. It has 4 MB of 
RAM (expandable to 64 
MB via SIMMs), 32 KB of 
cache, and 128 KB of 
BIOS-upgradable flash ROM 
on the motherboard. You 
have a choice of a 60- or 
120-MB 3 lh-inch IDE hard 
drive and the option to up
grade to a 5 1.4-inch floppy 
drive from the standard 3 ~
inch drive. Interfaces in
clude serial and parallel 
ports, a VGA display port, 
and a PS/2-style mouse port. 
Price: $2799 to $3499. 
Contact: NEC Technol
ogies, Inc., 1414 Massachu
setts Ave., Boxborough, 
MA 01719, (508) 264-8000. 
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card. 
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Ink-Jet Plotter 
Makes CAD 
Fast and Flexible 

T he HP DesignJet plot
ter, a large-format 

monochrome ink-jet plot
ter, is based on Hewlett
Packard ink-jet technology. 
Able to print on most media, 
the DesignJet plotter fea
tures Intel's 32-bit 960 
embedded RISC processor, 
enabling it to produce a 300
dpi E-size plot in less than 6 
minutes and a D-size plot in 
less than 3 minutes. 

Geared for small groups 
that use CAD software on 
PCs or workstations, the 
plotter lets you work in draft 
or final mode. You choose 
the mode from the front 
panel, from which you also 
select your line width, which 
can be from 0.2 mm to 12 
mm. Standard interfaces are 
Centronics, serial ports, 
and a modular interface slot 
that accepts optional HP in
terface cards for network or 
HP Interface Bus connec
tions. The plotter uses HP 
Graphics Language/2 and 
HP's Raster Transfer Lan
guage, which lets you im
port data in raster format 
from scanned line drawings 
or other raster applications. 
Price: $10,995. 
Contact: Hewlett-Packard 
Co. Inquiries, 19310 Prune
ridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 
95014, (800) 752-0900. 
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Cord. 

Laser Printing 
onLANs 

T he Laser Matrix 1000 
Model 6 continuous

form laser printer features 
PostScript and Hewlett-Pack
ard Laser Jet III emulation. 
Able to automatically switch 
between the languages, the 
printer selects the proper one 
based on the document to 
be printed, eliminating the 

WHAT'S NEW • PERIPHERALS 


The HP DesignJet plotter features a RISC processor. 

need for different printers 
on a LAN. The Laser Jet III 
emulation uses the same In
tellifont scaling technology 
and typefaces used in HP's 
LaserJet III printers. 

With its i960 32-bit 16
MHz RISC processor and 
82961KA controller-on-a
chip from Intel, the Laser
Matrix 1000 Model 6 prints 
high-resolution graphics for 
such applications as labels 
and bar codes at 16 ppm, or 
1000 lines per minute. It 
has automatic linefeed at the 
end of a job and horizontal 
and vertical forms position
ing in I- to 3-inch 
increments. 
Price: $5495. 
Contact: Output Technol
ogy Corp., 2310 North 
Fancher Rd., Spokane, WA 
99212, (800) 468-8788 or 
(509) 536-0468; fax (509) 

533-1280. 

Circle 1276 on Inquiry Cord. 


Ergonomic 
Keyboard 

T he ergonomically de
signed Alps MDSIOl 

keyboard uses a single 
sheet of conductive elasto
meric rubber instead of indi
vidual key switches. The 
conductive rubber protects 
the keyboard from dust and 
spills. 

Cable exits on the right, 
left, and center of the key
board provide connection 
flexibility. Variable tilt and 
cylindrical, step-sculptured 
keys are standard. An auto
sensing device lets the key
board automatically config
ure to any PC; an optional 
adapter lets you use the 
keyboard with a PS/2 
computer. 
Price: $85. 
Contact: Alps America, 
3553 Nor th First St., San 
Jose, CA 95134, (800) 825
2577. 
Circle 1277 on Inquiry Cord. 

It's Clearly 
a Mouse 

T ransparently showing 

off its electronics, the 


mouse called Crystal is 

Microsoft and Mouse Sys

tems compatible. With soft

ware-adjustable resolution, 

the three-button see

through Crystal ships with a 

9-pin to 25-pin adapter for 

serial port compatibility. 

Price: $69.99. 

Contact: Suncom Technol

ogies, 6400 West Gross Point 

Rd., Niles, IL 60648, (708) 

647-4040. 

Circle 1278 on Inquiry Cord. 


External Keypad 

I n addition to the standard 

10 number keys and math


ematical functions, the ex

ternal numeric Kensington 

Key Pad provides function 

and cursor keys to speed up 

number entry and access to 

communications programs. 

Designed for use with Mac 

PowerBook computers, the 

keypad comes in a protec

tive carrying case. 

Price: $139.95. 

Contact: Kensington 

Microware, Ltd., 2855 Cam

pus Dr., San Mateo, CA 

94403, (800) 535-4242 or 

(415)572-2700;fax(415) 

572-9675. 

Circle 1279 on Inquiry Cord. 
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WHAT'S NEW • ADD-INS 


Incremental 
RAM Upgrade 

Designed for the Mac 
PowerBook notebook 

computers, the Power
Memory expandable RAM 
cards are available in fixed 
and flexible RAM configura
tions. The cards let you 
increase the memory of a 
PowerBook up to 8 MB. 

The fixed RAM card 
uses standard printed-circuit
board technology to pro
vide 2 MB of additional 
RAM. The flexible RAM 
card uses a flexible printed 
circuit board to provide 
either 2 or 4 MB of RAM. 
Both flexible versions in
clude a socket that accepts 
any 2- or 4-MB fixed RAM 
card designed for the Power
Books, providing an addi
tional upgrade path. 
Price: $399 to $999. 
Contact: PSI Integration, 
Inc., 851 East Hamilton 
Ave., Suite 200, Campbell, 
CA 95008, ( 408) 559-8544; 
fax ( 408) 559-8548. 
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card. 

2-D 
Acceleration for 
Sparcstations 

The GXtra/W SBus 
Graphics Subsystem is a 

single-slot SBus card that 
provides 2-D acceleration, an 
8-bit color frame buffer, a 
Sun-4-style keyboard, and a 
mouse. Based on Weitek's 
8720 integrated graphics 
controller, the GXtra/W 
draws at a rate of 100 million 
pixels per second for all 
2-D applications and runs 
most Sun software. It is 
available in resolutions of 
1600 by 1280, 1280 by 1024, 
and 1152 by 900 pixels. 
Price: $3050. 
Contact: Tech-Source, 
Inc., 442 South North Lake 
Blvd., Suite 1008, Alta
monte Springs, FL 32701, 

Designed for the Mac PowerBook, PowerMemory h 1s a fixed 
or flexible configuration. 

(407) 830-8301; fax (407) 

339-2554. 

Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card. 


Multistation 
Adapter 

The VGNA 8514 Multi
Station Adapter has a 

resolution of 1024 by 768 
pixels with 256 colors. The 
newest product in Advance 
Micra's UnTerminal line, 
the VGNA 8514 supports 
two 8514 users per board and 
four boards per system. 

As do other UnTerminal 
MultiStation Adapters, the 
VGNA 8514 connects stan
dard PC displays and AT 
keyboards to a 386 or 486 
machine to create fast text 
and graphics multiuser sta
tions. You work as if at a 
stand-alone PC, with com
plete serial and parallel sup
port. The adapter can be a 
maximum distance of 250 
feet from the PC server. 
Price: One-user base sys
tem, $1595; second user 
module, $995. 
Contact: Advance Micro 
Research, Inc., 2045 Corpo
rate Court, San Jose, CA 
95131, (408) 456-9400; fax 
(408) 456-9430. 
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card. 

Super VGA 
and More 

The Quick-VGA Combo 
adapter from STB is a 

Super VGA adapter with 
additional features. Add-ons 
include one parallel and 
two serial ports, an IDE hard 
drive controller, a dual 
floppy drive controller, and 
a Microsoft-compatible 
mouse port. The board takes 
up a single slot on the 
motherboard and comes with 
a three-button mouse. 

Resolution provided by 
the Quick-VGA Combo is as 
high as 1024 by 768 pixels 
in 16 colors, and the board 
supports as much as 512 
KB of video memory. 
Drivers are included for 
Windows 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3, 
Ventura, WordPerfect, 
CADKey, and OS/2. The 
serial and parallel inter
faces have configuration op
tions, and the IDE control
ler supports AT or XT 
drives. 
Price: $199. 
Contact: STB Systems, 
Inc., 1651 North Glenville, 
Suite 210, Richardson, TX 
75081, (214) 234-8750. 
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card. 

Put Your 
Mac Quadra in 
Overdrive 

T he Quadra/Overdrive, 

a variable-speed acceler


ator for Mac Quadra com

puters, can run at the Quadra 

700's and 900's speed of25 

MHz, as well as at 33 MHz. 

The device plugs onto the 

motherboard, leaving the 

Mac's PDS and NuBus slots 

open. You add the Quadra/ 

Overdrive without soldering 

or pulling chips. 

Price: $349. 

Contact: Newer Technol

ogy, 7803 East Osie St., 

Suite 105, Wichita, KS 

67207, (800) 678-3726 or 

(316) 685-4904. 

Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card. 


Motion Control 
on the Mac 

The nuStep, a three-axis 
stepper motor control 

board for NuBus-based 
Mac computers, is a general
purpose motion controller 
compatible with full-step, 
half-step, and microstep
ping motor drives. With a 
programmable step rate of 
up to 750,000 steps per sec
ond for open- or closed-
loop motion control, nuStep's 
command set has more than 
40 high-level functions for 
setup, control, and status 
read back of motion system 
parameters. 1/0 capabilities 
include end-of-travel limit 
switch inputs, home switch 
input, general-purpose digi
tal 110 lines, and optional 
quadrature encoder feedback 
inputs. 
Price: $1595. 
Contact: nuLogic, Inc., 
475 Hillside Ave ., Needham 
Heights, MA 02194, (617) 
444-7680; fax (617) 444
2803. 
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card. 
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Accelerated Database Performance 
Compared to conventional relational databases, retrieval 
of records can be 10-20---even 50 times faster with 
db VISTA III from Raima. 

Propelling The Biggest Names In Business 
Companies like General Motors, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, 
Eastman Kodak, Rockwell and others are using 
db_VISTA III in their competitive environments. Today's 
most critical, most demanding applications demand the 
high performance of db_VISTA III. 

Powerfully Efficient Leading-Edge Technology 
Raima's combined technology merges the flexibility of 
relational databases with the lightning speed and efficient 
storage of the network model. It's written entirely in C, 
so you can "fine-tune" the db_VISTA III engine for 
optimum performance in any application. 

Put Yourself In Fast Company 

Give yourself the competitive advantages of db_VIS'D\ ill: 

• Speed-faster access to data 
• Portability-supports most environments 
• Royalty-free-increase your profits 
• Source Code Available-total programming flexibility 
• Full Raima support services-including training 

Whether you're writing a stand-alone DOS application, 
or one for UNIX accessing thousands of records, 
db_VISTA III will put your application on the fast track. 
Race to the phone and call for more information! 

In the U.S. or Canada, call: 1-800-DB-RAIMA 
In Washington state or international, call: (206) 747-5570 

~RAIMA
1

MI 
~ CORPOR A TION 

Relational B-tree indexing. Network data model. Relational SOL query and report writer. Single & multi-user. Automatic r e c o iB Cl ci yr.te .fni:tinildgrity.Specifications S u p p ow.IE, {)NX, UL TI« ,UNIX System V ,Berkeley 4 . /IJX SunOS, SCO, MS DOS, MS Windows, and OS/2. Mo !CIC o mp i ahdt!AN s u p p o r t e < 

Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Fax: (206)747-1991 
International Distributors: Australia: 61 2 419 7177 Belgium: 32 2 734 9818 Finland: 358 080405350 France: 33 I 46 09 27 84 Germany: 49 7022 34077; 49 0214 91051 Italy: 39 49 829 1285 a: 
Japan: 81 33 865 2140 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 00 The Netherlands: 31 215 946814 Norway: 472 38 48 88 Singapore: 65 334 0061 Sweden: 46 13 111 588 Switzerland: 41 64 517475 ~ 
Taiwan: 886 2 552 3277 United Kingdom: 44 992 500919 Copyri1:11r©191J2/foimul'mpor11rio11 All ri1:l1tHt:.'it:fl'l'.I. PhoJo: D1ild.11Fol/L"lfl' m 

Circle 103 on Inquiry Card. 
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WHAT'S NEW • CONNECTIVITY 

DAT Intelligent 
Device 

The DAT-Link intelli
gent device lets you use 

your computer's SCSI bus 
to communicate with and 
control a digital audiotape 
(DAT) recorder or player, as 
well as connect to CD play
ers. Since the external device 
is not dedicated to a spe
cific computer, you can use it 
with most machines that 
use SCSI or SCSI-2 as ape
ripheral control bus. 

DAT-Link can transfer 
stereo music or sound from a 
digital audiotape to the hard 
drive of a computer and from 
the computer to the DAT re
corder. You control the DAT 
recorder from the computer 
via the DAT machine's infra
red remote control, using a 
built-in infrared transceiver. 
DAT-Link records and 
plays back digital audio at 
sample rates of 32, 44.1, or 
48 kHz at 16, 20, or 24 bits. 
Price: $3995. 
Contact: Ariel Corp., 433 
River Rd., Highland Park, 
NJ 08904, (908) 249-2900; 
fax(908)249-2123. 
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card. 

Peer-to-Peer 
E-Mail on 
NetWare Lite 

L iteMail, designed for 

peer-to-peer LANs using 


NetWare Lite, has E-mail, 

phone message, and real

time chat features. Futur

us's "bumpable" technology 

lets you add users one by 

one, bumping up the number 

of users allowed on the net

work each time you add 

someone. 

Price: $39.95 per work

station. 

Contact: Futurus Corp., 

3131 North I-10 Service Rd., 

Suite 401, Metairie, LA 

70002, (800) 327-8296 . . 

Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card. 


DAT-I.ink lets your computer control stereophonic sound. 

Printer Sharing 
on PCs and Macs 

With the JetWay 
printer sharer, as 

many as eight PCs can si
multaneously access a printer 
at a speed of 115,200 bps. 
The unit, which has from 256 
KB to 4 MB of buffer mem
ory and turbo speed, works 
with laser or dot-matrix 
printers. The JetWay has four 
or eight serial input ports 
and one parallel output port. 

You configure theJetWay 
from the keyboard, giving 
each port its own baud rate, 
number of copies, and end
of-file time-out values. Vel 
cro fastenings let you mount 
the JetWay right on the 
printer. When used with a 
LAN, the JetWay enables 
isolated PCs and servers to 
share a printer. 
Price: Four-port unit, 
$345; eight-port unit, $545. 
Contact: ASP Computer 
Products, Inc., 160 San Ga
briel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 
94086, (408) 746-2965; fax 
(408) 746-2803. 
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card. 

T he serial QuadLink 
automatic printer sharer 

lets you connect as many as 
four Macs and PCs to a sin
gle printer; you can daisy
chain QuadLinks to allow ac

cess to additional users. 
The device's automatic 
search function scans all 
four ports for incoming data. 
When it detects data from a 
computer, it locks that com
puter to the printer until the 
data transmission is com
plete. After a time during 
which no data is detected, 
QuadLink frees the printer 
for use by the other 
computers. 

QuadLink is also avail
able in a parallel con
figuration. 
Price: $179. 
Contact: Kansai Electric, 
USA, 2005 Hamilton Ave ., 
Suite 220, San Jose, CA 
95125, (800) 733-3374 or 
(408) 377-7062; fax (408) 

377-7085. 

Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card. 


Access 
Network Data 
Transparently 

L AN Manager 2 .1 facili
tates connectivity across 

diverse clients and servers. 
Network management capa
bilities are improved and 
tight integration with Win
dows 3.0 lets you transpar
ently access data across Net
Ware, AppleTalk, Unix, 
OS/2, and VMS servers. 

Enhanced Windows con
nectivity includes persistent 
network connection, which 
automatically reconnects you 

to the network when your 
workstation is rebooted. 
With the new NetWare con
nectivity, you can connect to 
LAN Manager and Net
Ware servers simultaneously 
from DOS and Windows. 
Improved management tools, 
an SNMP agent, and Net
View agents help integrate 
LAN Manager services into 
your network. 
Price: Basic 10-user Server 
Pak, $1995. 
Contact: Microsoft Corp., 
1 Microsoft Way, Redmond, 
WA 98052, (206) 882
8080; fax (206) 883-8101. 
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card. 

Multiport 
Expander 
for the Mac 

T he MP-91 MultiPort 
Expander, a completely 

software-controlled multi
ple serial port switch for 
Macs equipped with an 
Apple Desktop Bus, is pack
aged with the necessary 
hardware and software to add 
and control as many as six 
serial devices, such as 
printers and modems, elim
inating the need to change 
plugs on the back of the 
Mac. The System 7 .0-com
patible MP-91 is controlled 
by Point-and-Click Acces
sory software, which in
stantly selects the serial de 
vice you've chosen. You 
can save port-selection setups 
so that you needn't reselect 
ports at each reboot. 
Price: $169. 
Contact: Silicon Valley 
Bus Co., 22546 Summit Rd. , 
Los Gatos, CA 95030, 
( 408) 353-6600; fax ( 408) 
353-1007. 
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card. 
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TURN THE PAGE... 
WE HAVE 
THOUSANDS 
MORE PRODUCTS 
TO CHOOSE FROM! 

ur. ~w11cn-i.~t 
Facelt 

BORI AND 

Applic ation 
ObjectVision 2.0 
Paradox 3.5 
Special Edition 

Quattro Pro 3.0 
Sidekick 2.0. 
Turbo C++ 
wfTurbo Vision 

Turbo Debugger &Tools 
Turbo Pascal 6.0 
1 u rP<b;cel Pro 6.0 

World of C++ Video 

CASEWORKS 
CASE:W 
CASE:W Corporate Editio1 
CASE:PM for Cor C++ 
CASE:PM for COBOL 

DIGITALK 
SmalltalkN 
SmalltalkN 285 
Smalltalk/V PM 
Smalltalk/V Windows 
'll!:K !:ni:TW4RF 

TGL 2D/3D 
TGL Professional 
TGUUtilities 

FAIRr.OM 

c-tree Plus 
Faircom SQL Server 
faircom Toolbox 
r-tree 

r.1=11111~ 

ll/\ ~TreCI:i 

GX Graphics 
GX Text 
PCX Prag.Toolkit 
Proteus 5.0 

l:fMPFI !:nFTW4RF 

L ~nroua 
C-terp 
C-terp 386 
PC-Lint 
PC-Lint 386 

ureeme(jl i..omm ++ 
Greenleaf Comm Library 
Greenleaf DataWindows 
Greenleaf Financial Math L 
Greenleaf Financial 

Math Lib.++ 
Green leaf functions 
Greenleaf Super funct ions 
GreenleafViewComm 
Greenleaf ViewComm ++ 
1:111 r.nMPllTFR 

3-in-1 CiC++ 
OynamicOb1ect C/C++ 
ObjectTable C/C++ 
INTFR!:nlll 

PolyMake 
PVCS Pofessional 
Sage Professional Editor 

Or. HALO IV Imaging Pak 
HALO Desktop lmager 
HALO FIX 

MS CProf. Devel. Sys. 
MS COBOL 
MS FORTRAN 
MS Macro Assembler 
MS Office for Windows 
MS OS/2 
Present. Mgr. Softset 

MS Pascal 
MS QuickBASIC 
MS QulckC I/Windows 
MS Visual Basic 

MK~ AWK 

MKS LEX & YACC 
MKS MAKE 
MKS Programming Platl 
MKS RCS 

MKS Toolkit 
MKS Trilogy 
MKS VI 

Code Base 4.2 
Code Base++ 

SILVERWARE 
SilverClip SPCS 

BLACKSMITHS 
C-CALL 
C-CMT 
C-OOC 
C-LIST 
C-METRIC 
C-REF 

BRIEF 
BRIEF & dB RIEF 
CHARGE 
C-Worthy 
w/ Source 

Link&Locate 386 
SoftProbe 86/TX 
SoftProbe 386/SIM 
SoftProbe 386/TX 

WA TCOM FORTRAN 77/381 
WATfOR-77 3.1 

Call FAX cetenirM 
(908) 389-8173 
for instant additional 
information on the 
best selling products 
highlighted in the 
green shaded areas. 

All pfcducts are trademarks or registered trademarkso !!heir respective companies. Prices subjecl to change without notice. 
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CFile Management 
Btrieve 
CData Manager 
Code Base 4.2 
c-tree Plus 
Essential Btree 
Fair com SOL Server 
Toolbox, Prof. Edition 
Toolbox, Special Edition 

CGeneral Libraries 
CTOOLS PLUS 
CUtility Library 
Greenleaf Functions 
Greenleaf SuperFunc. 
Turbo CTools 

CMemory Managemenl 
"C"EMM 
HEAP Expander 
Hold Everything 

CScreens 
C-scape 
CWorthy 
Greenleaf Data Windows 
HI-SCREEN XL 
Panel Plus 11 
Vermont Views 
Vitamin C 

vr -~rrccn 

FOSIERV.6EEECTI 

ANISAVI NG SI 


C- Additional Products 
Bar Code Library 
Clear Plus for C 
Code Check 
C-Doc 
MKS LEX & YACC 
Objective C 
Oxygen 
PC Lint 
PCYACC Professional 
TimeSlicer 

C-Translators 
BAS-C 

Commercial 
286 Version 

FOR-C 

Ctt Libraries/Utilities 

3 -in- 1for C++ 

BrieforC++ 

C++Views 

Codebase ++ 

DynamicObject for C++ 

Greenleaf Comm C++ 

M++ 

Object Graphics 
 !E 
Object Manager ~ 
ObjectT able for C++ 229 
Rogue Wave Math.h++ 
Rogue Wave Tools.h++ 
TIER 
Win++ 
Zinc Library 
for DOS &Windows 

COBOL 

Micro Focus COBOL/2 

w/TOOLSET 


Personal COBOL 

MS COBOL 

Realia COBOL 

Clarion Personal 
Clarion Professional 
Clear Plus for dBase 
Clipper 
DClip 
Data Boss 3.5 
dBASE Ill+ 
dBase IV Devel. Edition 
dGE 
Dr. Switch-ASE 
Flipper 
FoxBASE 
FoxPro 
FoxPro Distribution Kit 
FlJNCKy Library 
Paradox 3.5 
O+E Server 
Q+EOatabase Library 
OuickSilver 
R&R Code Generator 
R&R Report Writer 
SilverComm 
Silver Pak 
Superbase 4 
T-BASE l'J'J 

O~ II Touch & Go 
Programmer II 

Debuggers 

Periscope Debuggers 

Documentation 

All Clear 

Interactive Easyflow 

Source Print 

Tree Diagrammer 


DOS Extenders 
Ergo OS/286 Dev.Kit 

Editors 

Brief 

EOIX 

KEOIT 

MKS VI 

Multi Edit 

Multi Edit Professional 

Norton Editor 

Professional Editor 

SPF/PC 

Vedit Plus 


AVAILABLE! IF YOU DON'T SEE 

WHAT YOU WANT CALL US!l !I 


386/486 Development 
Intel 386/486 Code Builder 
Lahey EM/32 w/OS 386 
LPI Basic 386 
PharLap38 6Oas Extender 
PharLap 386 VMM 
WATCOM C8.5/386 
WATCOM Fortran 771386 
Zor1ech C++ Devel. 3.0 

Assembly/Disassembly 
Advantage Disassembler 
DIS DOC Professional 
MS Macro Assembler 6.0 
Sourcerw/ BIOS Pre-Pree. 
Spontaneous Assembly 
Turbo Debugger &Tools 

Basic Compilers 
MS Basic Prof. Dev. Sys. 
MS Quick BASIC 
Visual Basic 
ZBasic PC 

Basic Libraries & Utilities 
DB/Lib Professional 
GraphPak Professional 
Pro Bas 
ProBas HyperHelp Toolkit 
ProBasTelecom Toolkit 
Pro Bas Toolkit 3.0 
Pro Math 
ProScreen 
P.D.O. 
QuickPak Professional 
OuickScreen 
Quick Windows Advanced 

C/C++ Compilers 
Borland C++ 
& Application Frameworks 

Instant C 
LPI C++ 
Microsoft C6.0 
w/ PC Lint 
w/ Wind Dev Toolkit 

MS QuickC 
MS QuickC for Windows 
MS QuickC w/QuickASM 
TurboC++ 
w/TurboVision 

WATCOM C8.5 
Zortech C++ 3.0: 

Developer's Edition 3.0 
Science & Eng. 3.0 

CAScTOOLS 
Analysis Manager 3.0 
EasyCASE Plus 3.0 
EasyCASE Professional 3.0 
Personal CASE 

C-Code Generators 
CSource w/ Source 
PRO-C 

C Communications 
BreakOut II 
CAsynch Manager 
Essential Comm 
Greenleaf Commlib 
Greenleaf Vie wComm 
SerialTest 
SilverComm CAsynch 
View232 

489 
1089 

CALL 
435 
259 
579 
579 

CALL 

279 
209 
99 

139 
169 
105 

349 
69 

139 
89 

142 
129 
159 
109 
70 

109 
109 
89 

115 
179 
129 
119 

299 
499 
419 

CALL 
299 
409 
449 
69 

125 
139 
69 

139 
369 

599 
849 

175 
449 
589 
179 

499 
695 

189 
139 
259 
287 
319 
259 
215 
149 

Embedded Systems 
C6 TO PROM 
link & Locate++ Ext. 
Paradigm LOCI\ TE 

Expert Systems 
Best Choice 3 
Database Toolkit 2.0 
Knowledge Pro 
Logic Gem 

129 

329 


C A ~ 


79 

115 
339 
105 



FORTRAN 
Lahey F77L 
Lahey Personal FORTRA~ 
MS FORTRAN 

Graphic Libraries 
Baby Driver 
BLACKHAWK dGT 
Essential Graphics GUI 
Essential Graphics Kernel 

GrafPrint 
GSS Graph.Dev. Toolkit 
GX Effects 2.0 
GX Graphics 
GXText 2.0 
Halo Professional 
Menuet 

w/Source 
SUNSHOW Products 
TGL 2D, 3D 
Victor Image Library 

Hardware/Peripherals 
Genius Mice 
Pioneer Modem 
Voyager Modem 
UFO Modem 

Linkers/Profilers 
Blinker 
Charge 
Plink86 Plus 
.RTLink/Plus 

OS/2 
CASE: PM for Cor Ctt 
GUI Prag. Facility 

SHIELD Series 
Smalltalk/V PM 

Pascal 
Asynch Library 
Object Professional 
Power Tools + 
Topaz 
Topaz Multiuser 
TSR's Made Easy 
Turbo Magic 
Turbo Pascal 6.0 

Turbo Plus 5.5 
Turbo Professional 
Turbo Vision Toolkit 

Prototyping 
Dan Bricklin 's Demo II 
Proteus 5.0 
Show Partner F/X 

Version Control/Make 
MKS MAKE 
MKS RCS 
Poly Make 
Prolessional PVCS 
Sourcerer's Apprentice 
TLIB 

3-in-1 for C 
Actor 
Actor Professional 
CASE:W 
CASE:W Corporate 
CODE PAD for Windows 
dB FAST/Windows 
Db xSHIELD 
OialogCoder 

Drover Toolbox/Wind. 
OynamicObject for C 
lnstallSHIELD 

LogSHIELD 
MemSHIELD 
MEWEL 
MS Windows Devel. Tlkit 
Multiscope for Windows 
Object Manager 
Object Table for C 
ObjectVision 
ProtoView 
RFFlow 
Smalltalk/Windows 
Sourcerer 's Apprentice 
ToolBook 
Whitewater Res. Tlkt 
WindowsMAKER Prof. 

Utilities 

386MAX 
ASM Flow Professional 
Blue MAX 
Central Point Backup 
Dynamic Memory Ctl. 
El-Install 
HIJAAK 
Hold Everything 
Info Spotter 
INST ALIT 
lnstallBoss 
l abel Master 
MenuBank 
MKS TOOLKIT 
Move'em 
Norton Anti-Virus 
Norton Commander 
Norton Utilities 6.0 
Opt- Tech Sort/Merge 

Utilities continued 
Precursor 
SpinRite II 
Squish Plus 
SUNSHOW Image Libry. 
Switch-It 
Tree86 
UpShot 
Zeno 

Windows Applications 
Communications 
Crosstalk for Windows 
Dyna co mm Asynch 
Faxitfor Windows 
WIN Connect 
WinFax 

Environment 
Windows3.0 
w/MS Mouse Bus 

MS DOS 5.0 Upgrade 

Database & Forms 
dBFAST/Windows 
Form Base 
Object Vision for Windows 
SOL Windows 
Superbase 4Windows 

Graphics/Publishing 
Adobe Illustrator/Wind. 
Adobe Streamline/Wind. 
Corel Draw 2.0 
Micrografx Charisma 
Micrografx Designer 
MS PowerPoint 
PageMaker 
PC Paintbrush/Windows 
Publisher's Type Foundry 
Ventura Publisher 

G U A R A N!TEE:JElll I 

Products listed here are 
backed by the following 
guarantee: Should you see 
one of these products listed 
at a lower price in another ad 
in this magazine. CALL US ! 
We'll match the price. and still 
ofler our same quality service 
and support! 

Terms of offer: 
• Ollergoodthroughfebruary29.1992 
• Applicabletopricingoncurrent 

versionsofsoftwarelisled. 
• Februaryissuepricesonly. 
• Ollerdoesnotapplylowards 

obviousenorsin compelitors'ads. 

·s u bt ~a tmtE ;r .. m n 

ADivision of Voyager Software Corp 
1163 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702 

Paranet Turbo 
PC Tools Deluxe 7.0 

POLICIES1-800-445-7899 
Phone Orders 

Corporate: 800-422-6507 Mon-Fri 8:30 AM-7PM EST, Sat 930-230 

(CORSOFT Oivision) EST. We accept MC, Visa ,AMEX. Domestic 
shipments, please add SS per item forInternational: 908-389-9228 
shipping/handling by UPS ground. For 

Customer Service: 908-389-9229 domestic COO shipments, please add S3. 
Canada: 800-445-7899 Rush service available. 

Fax: 908-389-9227 
 Mail or FAX /lnternationa I/ POs 
FAXcwrn: 908-389-8173 Phone number requiredwith order. 

Circle 68 on Inquiry Card. 

F AX tc r ~ !II IJ 8-8l 1 1 3 

Call from your FAX telephone and follow the 

instructions to receive more information on 

the productsfeatured above! 


Corporate Accounts 

Call CORSOFT, our corporate sales division. 

Ask about volume purchase agreements. 


Returns 

Subject to S25 processing charge. 


•All prices subject to change without notice. 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 


Apprentice 
Performs 
Windows Magic 

S upport for Windows is 
included in Solution Sys

tems' upgrade of Sourcer
er's Apprentice. Version 2.0 
of the configuration man
agement system, which also 
runs under DOS and OS/2, 
lets you organize your proj
ects however you choose. 
Yoo can file your projects by 
source, object, or headers 
for immediate module 
access. 

The professional version 
of the program includes secu
rity, compression, archiv
ing, and additional reporting 
features and also offers 
automatic support for Novell 
file servers. The Windows 
version allows direct access 
to Brief for file editing and 
can interface with Microsoft 
Word for Windows. 

Solution Systems also of
fers a language-independent 
make facility. MakeKit 
works with Brief and Sour
cerer's Apprentice to per
form routine programming 
chores. Using Sourcerer's 
Apprentice's time/date 
stamps, the Unix-style util
ity can recompile changes 
since your last build. You 
can run MakeKit from within 
the Briefedit buffer, al
though the company says that 
the program interfaces with 
all other editors and make 
utilities. 
Price: Sourcerer's Appren
tice 2.0: Windows Profes
sional, $599; DOS or OS/2 
Professional, $499; DOS or 
OS/2 Personal, $199; 
MakeKit: $149; bundled 
with Sourcerer's Appren
tice for DOS or OS/2, $579. 
Contact: Solution Systems, 
372 Washington St., Welles
ley, MA 02181, (800) 677
0001 or (617) 431-7445; fax 
(617) 431-8419. 
Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card. 

IL _J 

The working window (left) displays files that Sourcerer 's 
Apprentice has checked out for editing, while the window on 
the right shows the status ofthe modules. 

QueryDOS Sees 
Your Hard Disk 
as a Database 

QueryDOS, described 
by its developer as the 

first operating-system 
query language for the PC, 
views each file and direc
tory on your hard disk as an 
individual record. By de
fining your files as units 
composed of name, exten
sion, size, date, time, and at
tribute factors, Query DOS 
can perform various pro
cesses on them. The pro
gram is capable of processing 
files and directories recur
sively and will automatically 
create any needed directo
ries while doing so. 

As you process files, 
Query DOS lets you set filters 
for processing only these
lected files and also permits 
processing of system and 
hidden files. Query DOS ac
cepts several input syn
taxes, including standard 
DOS, dBase-style English, 
an abbreviated syntax based 
on Unix and C, or a combi
nation of all three formats. 

Other features offered by 
Query DOS include basic sta
tistical compilation; mathe
matical, string, and logical 
functions; contiguous com
mand execution; and three 
levels of file deletion. 
Price: $149. 
Contact: Backus-Naur, 
Inc., 920 Yonge St., Suite 
200, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada M4W 3C7, (416) 
323-0406; fax ( 416) 323
9684. 
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card. 

AnX-Based 
Debugger for 
Real-Time Unix 

The release ofLdb from 
Lynx brings to market a 

debugging tool for real-
time Unix and Posix that op
erates in the X Window 
System environment or 
ASCII terminal mode. Ldb 

·offers source- and kernel
level debugging of multiple 
threads and multiple pro
cesses. The program's 
main features include signals 
debugging; support for 
break, watch, and trace 
points; stepping; and stack 
examination. Ldb can also 
debug a program on a re
mote system via an Ethernet 
link. 

According to Lynx, Ldb 

is the only debugger to offer 
a true X/Motif interface. 
The initial release of Ldb 
supports only LynxOS. 
Price: $895. 
Contact: Lynx Real-Time 
Systems, Inc ., 16780 Lark 
Ave ., Los Gatos, CA 
95030, (408)354-7770; 
fax(408)354-7085. 
Circle 1294 On Inquiry Card. 

Check Your 
05/2 2.0 Code 
for Portability 

T he software develop
ment tool CodeCheck/2 

now comes in a 32-bit ver
sion that runs under OS/2 
2.0. The expert system 
from Abraxas Software eval
uates OS/2 2.0-developed 
C and C++ source code for 
portability to other environ
ments. You can use Code
Check/2 to check for com
patibility with DOS 5 .0, 
Windows 3.0, OS/2 1.0, 
and other 16-bit environ
ments. 

The program supports all 
major C andC++ compiler 
variants, including versions 
produced by Microsoft, Bor
land, Zortech, AT&T, and 
Meta Ware. You can use 
CodeCheck/2 with IBM's 
WordFrame/2 programmer's 
workbench to recognize 
and resolve conflicts between 
OS/2 2.0 code and the envi
ronment to which you intend 
to port it. 
Price: $695. 
Contact: Abraxas Soft
ware, Inc., 7033 Southwest 
Macadam Ave ., Portland, 
OR 97219, (503) 244-5253; 
fax (503) 244-8375. 
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card. 
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From Cto Shining C++ 

Borland Covers the Territory 


Whether you're progra111111i11g in C or C++, 
DOS or Windows, Borland has you covered 
with the most advanced family of program
ming tools available. 

New! Borland C++ 3.0 

for a new dimension 


in professional programming 

For mission-critical applications in Windows 
or DOS, you need the power and perfor
mance of an advanced language compiler. 
Borland C++. the development system 
designed for prolessionals, lets you reach 
new vistas of productivity in C and C++ 
programming. Global optimization and 
enhanced compiler performance give you 
fast code fast. The ObjectBrowser"' 
simplifies class relationships. Resource 
Workshop lets you create great 'Windows 
resources, WinSight'" helps you track win
dows 111essages and EasyWin" converts DOS 
programs to Windows just by recompiling. 
Turbo Debugger,® Turbo Assembler® and 
Turbo Profiler'" are also included. Borland 
C++ is the solid choice !"orprolessional 
development for $495"'· 

New! Borland C++ 

& Application Frameworks 3.0 

-a quantum leap forward 


Ifyou can't afford to waste time and man
power wrestling with Windows AP! or 
constructing a user interface, you need 
BorlandC++ & Application Frameworks. 
Our application frameworks cut develop
ment time by giving you sleek, intuitive user 

interfaces and high-level objects that 
you can bolt right onto your applications 
or customize in anyway you wish. The 
Ohject\\'indows" application framework 
streamlines Windows develop111e11t. 
Turbo Vision'" for DOS gives you si111ilar 
capabilities for a character-based e11vi
ro11111e11t. Borland C++ & Application 
Frameworks is the powerful choice for C 
and c++' for an investment or just $749"'. 
Borland C++ included. 

Turbo C++ is the starting 
point for Cand C++ 

To begin C or C++ programming in 
DOS, you need a compiler that helps you 
master both C and object-oriented C++. 
Turbo C++ gives you a fast start ''~th online 
context-sensitive help, tutorials and exam
ples that you can paste into your own 
programs. But Turbo C++ is more than 
a tutor, it's a great C and C++ compiler. 
Turbo C++ has won PCM11g11;:,i11c's 
Teclmical Excellence Award, 13 YT E 
magazine's Award o!" Excellence and many 
more. F'or a compiler that's easy enough to 
start with yet powerful enough to stay with, 
you need Turbo C++. Only $99~'. 

Turbo C++ & Turbo Vision 
gives you a head start 

The combination of Turbo C++ and the 
Turbo Vision application framework for 
DOS shortcuts development time by giving 
you a ready-made user interface with 
menus, scroll bars, mouse support, and an 

event-driven architedure that you can plug 
1ight into your applications. High-level 
objects such as an editor, a calculator, a 
calendar and more are ready for you to add 
to your applications with just a few lines of 
code. Ifyou want the fast path for DOS 
programming, choose Turbo C++ & 
Turbo Vision. A lot of power for 8199". 
Turbo C++ included. 

New! Turbo C++ for 

Windows 3.0 is the fast track 


for Windows programming 

Turbo C++ for Windows makes Windows 
programming in C or C++ easy---even ii" 
you've never programmed for Windows 
before. Graphical tools simplify develop
ment and help speed you along. Resource 
Workshop lets you create great new 
Windows resources for your existing applica
tions or for any new program you w1ite. You 
can visually design your own resources or 
use Borlaml's own Custom Controls. The 
ObjectBrowser graphically shows you class 
relationships, and Ohject\Vindows gives you 
a ready-made graphical user interface that 
you can use with your own application. 
Easy Win lets you convert DOS applications 
to run in a Window just by reco111pili11g. 
Designed exclusively for Windows to give 
you the best Windows applications for 
only $149"'. 

See your dealer today 

or call now 


1-800-331-0877, Dept. 5251 


B 0 R L A N D 

The Leader in Object-Oriented Programming 

P1iting is i'1 U.S. dollilrs. Dealer p1ices mJy va1y. Otfer good ii US. aoo Canada only.Copy1ight© 1991 Bo1land International. Inc. Al 1ighls reserved. Al Bo1IJndproducts~ 11ademarks cd Ba1IJnd lntemationJI, Inc Bl 1426A 

Circle 23 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 24). 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • BUSINESS SOFTWARE 


Business 
Savvy Without 
anMBA 

The maker of the Busi
ness Insight strategic 

analysis program now of
fers it in a service-industry 
version. The DOS program 
asks you questions about your 
business plans, forms a 
model of your business's 
characteristics, and com
pares the model to an indus
try standard. Business In
sight analyzes your business 
by pointing out inconsisten
cies in your implementation 
plans, rating key operations 
factors, and offering im
provement ideas. 

Business Insight forthe 
Service Industry contains a 
knowledge base that offers 
perspectives on businesses of 
all types, covering every
thing from the medical in
dustry to the auto service 
business. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: Business Re
source Software, Inc., 2013 
Wells Branch Pkwy., Suite 
305, Austin, TX 78728, 
(800) 423-1228 or (512) 
251-7541; fax (512) 251
4401. 
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card. 

Accounting and 
More in One Box 

T he most popular mem
bers of Great American 

Software's One-Write Plus 

family of small-business 
software products have 
been integrated into a single 
DOS-based program. Ac
counting Works consists of 
integrated accounting, pay
roll, bill collection, vendor 
correspondence, and back
up tools. The program pro
vides linking with Lotus 1
2-3 and other spreadsheets, 
and it lets you access and 
share data among modules. 

Great American has also 
developed a point-of-sale ac
counting system for small 
businesses. Retail Express 
manages checkout func
tions, prints itemized re
ceipts and invoices, and re
ceives and tracks inventory. 
The program also generates 
sales and reorder reports, 
does cost tracking, and per
forms price checking and 
correcting. 

Business Insight measures your plans against factors critical to 
your success. 

Price: Accounting Works, 

$299; Retail Express, 

$199.95. 

Contact: Great American 

Software, 615 Amherst St., 

Nashua, NH 03063, (603) 

889-5400; fax (603) 881
9337. 

Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card. 


GoldMine Adds 
Sales Forecasting 
and Faxing 

G oldMine 2.0, a new 
version of the contact 

manager/groupware pro
gram for networked PCs, of
fers graphing and faxing, 
sales forecasting analysis and 
report generation, and other 
features. The new version 
has a Common User Ac
cess-like interface and sup
ports document manage
ment. 

The program provides a 
multiuser system for tracking 
interactions with customers 
and prospects. Other im
provements are enhanced 
scheduling, remote-site data 
transfer, mail and messag
ing, task delegation and noti 
fication, and indexing on an 
unlimited number of fields. 
Price: $295; five network 
users. $695: each five addi

tional users, $695. 
Contact: Elan Software 
Corp., 4917 Gerald Ave., 
Encino, CA 91436, (800) 
654-3526 or (818) 999-9872. 
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card. 

Evaluate 
Salespeople 
Before You Hire 

Evaluating a potential 
salesperson's skills can 

be a real game of chance. 
Lousig-Nont has developed a 
program that takes the 
guessing out of the hiring 
process. 

Sales Success Profile is 
designed to measure a sales
person's skills in 12 areas. 
The questionnaire-style eval
uator determines the sub
ject's scores in comparison to 
the program's statistical 
scoring database, which is 
based on a sampling of 
11,370tests. SSP generates a 
written report of the sales
person's scores and rankings 
and develops an analysis of 
his or her strengths, weak
nesses, and selling style. 
SSP also includes a training 
report module that provides 
individualized training tips 
and sales advice. 

The program does not 
test personality, according to 
Lousig-Nont, because per
sonality-based sales tests 
identify traits, not skills. 
Price: $30 per copy in mul
tiples of20, plus a one-time 
support fee of $100; quan
tity discounts available. 
Contact: Lousig-Nont & 
Associates, 3740 South Roy
al Crest St., Las Vegas, NV 
89119, (800) 477-3211 or 
(702) 732-8000; fax (702) 
732-1572. 
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card. 

Comparative 
graphing 
capabilities are 
included in 
Accountin.1? Works. 
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The new multi-mode VEDIT PLUS is 

the only text editor you will ever need! 

The most powerful text editor for program 

development and text processing 
• Drop-down menus, mouse support 
• Columnar blocks, regular expressions, undo 
• Also VEDIT for $69, VEDIT Jr. for $29 

The new VEDIT PLUS is today's finest programmer's editor. 
Small (BOK) and lightning fast, it is written entirely in assembly 
language. VEDIT PLUS is the only programmer's editorthat can 
edit any text or binary file you will ever encounter. 

Incredibly, VEDIT is over 20 times faster than other editors on 
just a 3 megabyte file. When editing multi-megabyte files, only 
VEDIT has the speed to get the job done. 

The extensive compiler support runs popular compilers and also 
your favorite linkers, debuggers and Make from within VEDIT. It 
even integrates tools from different vendors. When shell ing to 
DOS, VEDIT swaps itself and TSRs out of memory, giving you 
as much as 620K of available memory for compiling the biggest 
programs. Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of a powerful 
editor with the convenience of an integrated environment. 

VEDIT PLUS has every advanced feature you might expect. 
Simultaneously edit numerous files, split the screen into windows, 
search/replace with regular expressions. Automatic indent, block 
indent, parentheses matching and block operations by character, 
line, file or column speed program development. Word wrap, 
paragraph formatting, justification, centering and many printing 
options are ideal for text processing. 

VEDIT PLUS has the most powerful macro programming lan 
guage of any editor. It eliminates repetitive editing tasks and lets 
you create your own editing functions. It includes testing, branch
ing, looping, user prompts, keyboard input, string and numeric 
variables, complete control over windows plus access to hard
ware interrupts, memory and 1/0 ports. Source level debugging 
helps you develop new macros quickly and easily. 

The fastest text editor for mainframe, 

CD ROM and other huge files 


• Edit up to 2 Gigabyte text, binary, mainframe files 
• Edit in ASCII, EBCDIC or Hexadecimal 
• Emulate Wordstar, Word Perfect, Brief, vi, others 
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Until now, few PC text editors could even begin to handle huge 
mainframe, CD ROM, postscript, plotter output and other multi
megabyte files. The new VEDIT PLUS, with its unique virtual 
memory management, handles them all effortlessly. 

Edit in ASCII , EBCDIC or Hexadecimal modes, or split the screen 
for any combination of modes. File modes support DOS text, 
UNIX text, binary and many fixed length record formats. 

DOS QNX 

XENIX . FlexOS . 

UNIX I 0 

An intuitive user interface with drop down menus, hot keys, 
mouse support, optional scroll bars, context sensitive help, point 
and shoot file selection, 1000 level undo and unlimited keystroke 
macros make VEDIT PLUS easy to use, easy to learn. And it can 
emulate the keystrokes of almost any editor you already know. 

Everything in VEDIT PLUS is configurable. The keyboard layout, 
the screen colors, the way control characters, long lines and 
window borders are displayed, and much more, is all configured 
with easy to use menus. 

Confidently order your copy of VEDIT PLUS today; it comes with 
a 30 day money-back guarantee. VEDIT has been the choice of 
100,000 programmers, writers and engineers since 1980. 

VEDIT PLUS - DOS single user license: $185; DOS network 5 
user license: $295; UNIX/XENIX, QNX, FlexOS/IBM 4680 single 
CPU license: $285. Site license pri~ing is available. 

24-Hour Bulletin Board 
A fully functional demo version of VEDIT PLUS and a shareware 
version of VEDIT Jr. are available on our BBS at 1-313-996-1304. 

Toll Free: 1-800-45-VEDIT (1-800-458-3348) 
Telephone: (313) 996-1300, Fax: (313) 996-1308 
Mail: P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 Greenview Data 
VEDIT is a registered trademark of Greenview Data, Inc. Brief is a trademark 
of Solution Systems. Sage Professional Editor is a trademark of lntersolv. 

Circle 35 on Inquiry Card. 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW• SCIENCE I ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 


Analysis 
Software from 
Board Maker 

T here's a new player in 
the data acquisition soft

ware business. Analogic, 
known mainly for its data ac
quisition board business, 
now offers TurboLab and 
TurboLab Pro. The post
acquisition DOS-based soft
ware lets you analyze data 
and display it in a graphical 
format. 

TurboLab includes a for
mula processor that contains 
over 70 mathematical and 
analysis tools, including 
spectral analysis and fast 
Fourier transform calcula
tions. Yoo can display as 
many graphs as are viewable 
on your monitor, and each 
graph can display multiple 
signals. With the profes
sional version ofthe program, 
you can import and analyze 
data from a board while 
you're on-line. You can also 
output TurboLab graphs to 
printers or plotters. 
Price: $1495; professional 
version, $1995. 
Contact: Analogic, 360 
Audubon Rd., Wakefield, 
MA 01880, (508) 977
3000; fax (617) 245-1274. 
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card. 
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The number ofgraphs you display with Turbolab is limited 
only by your ability to see them. 

An Equation for 
Every Experiment 

T ableCurve helps you 
determine the best equa

tion to fit your experimen
tal data. Version 3.0 ofthe 
Jandel Scientific program 
automatically fits and ranks 
3318 linear and nonlinear 
equations by a user-defined 
order of best fit. You can 
add two of your own equa
tions to the 3304 linear and 
14 nonlinear equations in
cluded with the program. 
Other features are zoom, 
axes scale adjustment, stan
dard error listing, and a full 
numeric summary for each 

TableCurve tests 3318 possible equations against your plotted 
data to find the best fit. 

curve fit. 
Yoo can import data to 

the program from Lotus 
1-2-3, SigmaPiot, Quattro 
Pro, and other file formats, 
and you can generate code 
for any of the built-in equa
tions. TableCurve supports 
PostScript drivers. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: Jandel Scientific, 
65 Koch Rd., Corte Madera, 
CA 94925, (800) 874-1888 
or ( 408) 924-8640; fax ( 408) 
924-2850. 
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card. 

dV/dt Draws 
Diagrams for You 

By automating the task 
of drawing timing dia

grams, dV/dt 3.10 and 
dV/dt Test Vector Generator 
(TVG) 1.02 let you design 
and analyze what-if condi
tions on your Mac or PC. 
The two new products from 
Doctor Design provide a 
link between timing diagram 
accelerators, documenta
tion, and design synthesis 
and simulation tools. 

d V/dt and TVG tie in to 
Accel, Data 1/0, and other 
design verification and syn
thesis tools . They can also 
import files from documen

tation packages such as 
WordPerfect, Microsoft 
Word, and any Macintosh, 
DOS, or Windows program 
that allows graphics to be im
ported. dV/dt's other new 
features include graphics ex
portation via Inset System's 
Hijaak, multiple font sup
port, seamless integration 
with TVG, and graphical 
view simulation from any 
simulator by means ofa link 
to Source III test vector 
translation software. 
Price: dV/dt for DOS or 
Mac, $695; TVG, $495; both 
dV/dt and TVG, $995. 
Contact: Doctor Design, 
Inc., 5415 Oberlin Dr., San 
Diego, CA 92121, (619) 
457-4545; fax (619) 457
1168. 
Circle 1302 on' Inquiry Card. 

Data Modeling 
and CASE 
in One Package 

T he new tool package 
from Visible Systems in

cludes the latest release of 
Arthur D. Little's Informa
tion Resource Management 
Aid, Visible Analyst Work
bench (a general-purpose 
CASE tool) . A new interface 
lets you import Irma-origi
nated associative data models 
into the Workbench reposi
tory for code generation. 

The Irma/Workbench 
combination runs on PC sys
tems and supports Arthur 
D. Little's Strategic Informa

tion Value Analysis and As

sociative Data Modeling 

methodologies. You can im

port ADM data to the Work

bench for use with the 

Workbench's entity relation

ship modeling, data-flow 

diagraming, and prototyping 

features. 

Price: $15,000. 

Contact: Visible Systems 

Corp., 950WinterSt., Wal

tham, MA02154, (617) 

890-2273; fax (617) 890
8909. 

Circle 1303 on lnauirv Card. 
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JimSe.(r11w11.1; PC Week, Septem/Jer , 1991 

"Most Valuable Software 
Product of the Year." 

l'CC0111pu.ti11u, COMDE\; Octo/Jer, 1991 

"I can't imagine anyWmdows 
user who won't want to own 

this magnificent, cost-effective 
collection.. .the most profound
changes in the Wmdows envi

ronment since the introduction 
ofWmdows 3.0 itself." 

PC illuuazi11e, Se1i1e111/Jer, 1991 

"Norton Desktop for Wmdows 
has 'Software Product of the 

Year' written all over it" 
/1 (0[11• ~1 rb'fpte111/Jer, 1991 

"While upcoming Wmdows 3.1 
will improve the File Manager, 

it won't surpass S~mantec's 
offering. Norton Desktop adds 

a new spark to Wmdows." 
lJ.11/e, September, 1991 

"Norton Desktop shines in file 
management." 

111.e Wa.11 Street Journ.a.I, Oclo/Jer, .19 91 

"For Wmdows users... 
shopping for the best Wmdows 
utilities bargain around, this 
is the answer. Every Wmdows 

user should have it" 
PC Co111pulinq, /J e c e 111 WfJJ r , 

"Run, don't walk, to the near
est store and snap one up." 

f]!Jle, Se1ite111/Jer, 1991 

'' 
[ile Qisk ~i•w Lonfigure Iools !l!indow 
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Accessories Games 
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NORTON DESKTOP FOR WINDOWS: 
INTUITIVE FILE MANAGEMENT PLUS A 

FULL SET OF INTEGRATED UTILITIES. 
ALL FOR $149:' 

No wonder the Norton Desktop'" for Windows is 
getting unan imous rave reviews. It 's the idea l 
co mpa nion l'or Windows. 

It's the seamless, fully integrated interface that 
makes tile and prog ram management as easy as 
pointing, dra gging and cli cking. Plus a compre hen
siveset ol'lrn ilt-in utili tics  au tomatic lilacli up, 
Un Erase~' ( restore deleted fil es), Super Fine! ,"' (to 
locate mispl aced fil es), and Disk Doctor;" ( recovers 
cra shed tiles and disks). Plus a gallc1y of screen 
savers, an ico n edi tor, and much more. The Norton 
Desk top I' or Windows makes ll'orki ng ll' ilh Wi ndows 
far easier and more productive. 

In short, it's the best thing that ever happened 
l o Windoll's. Hun to your local dealer and sec. For 
the name of tho dealer nearest you. ca ll SYMANTEC.1 - 8 0 0 - 14 II xt.7 2 9 ·OIY4 0 8 - Zlffi27-0 . 

Circle 120 on Inquiry Cord. 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • CAD AND GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 


Vellum in 3-D 

V ellum 3D is Ashlar's . 
entry in the 3-D CAD 

software market. The wire
frame modeling tool is cur
rently available for the 
Mac, and a Windows version 
is in the works. 

Vellum 3D includes an 
on-screen trackball that you 
manipulate to alter the view 
of your model. The program 
provides top, side, isomet
ric, and trimetric views of 
your design, and the track
ball lets you rotate the views 
for unlimited viewing op

. tions. The program also pro
vides a 3-D version ofthe 
Drafting Assistant. As you 
draw, the Z-Drafting Assis
tant automatically aligns 
geometric design elements, 
such as center points, inter

. sections, and perpendicu
lars, in 3-D. 

According to Ashlar, you 
can export drawings through 
a PICS filter for shading. 
Vellum 3D lets you calculate 
surface areas but not 
volume. 
Price: $2495. 
Contact: Ashlar, Inc., 
1290 Oakmead Pkwy., Sun
nyvale, CA 94086, ( 408) 
746-1800;fax(408)746
0749. 
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card. 

New Features 

for Personal 

Designer 


V ersion 5. 0 of Personal 
Designer incorporates 

major additions to Comput
ervision's 3-D geometric 
modeling package. The 
program still offers 3-D geo
metric modeling and Bezier 
surfaces but now features a 

Vellum JD 'son-screen trackball (lower left) lets you rotate 
your design for alternative views. 

database capacity of 64,000 
entries and alternative on
screen and tablet menus. 
Further enhancements in
clude a bundling of the Per
sonal Designer Surfaces op
tion, NURB curves and 
surfaces, alternative menus, 
drive sweeps along multiple 
curves, and many more 
features. 

The 2-D version of 
Personal Designer, Micro
Draft, has also undergone 
revisions. MicroDraft in
cludes the same changes as 
Personal Designer 5. 0 and 
also supports multiple 
views. 

Both programs are avail
able for DOS systems; Unix 
versions will be available in 
February. 
Price: Personal Designer: 
PC version, $3995; Unix ver
sion, $4495; MicroDraft: 
PC version, $1995; Unix ver
sion, $2495. 
Contact: Computervision, 
100 Crosby Dr., Bedford, 
MA 01730, (617) 275
1800. 
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card. 

Put an End 
to LAN Chaos 

T o help you keep track 
of your LAN compo

nents, Nodemap lets you di
agram and document all the 
connections between your 
networked devices. You can 
use it to create, modify, 
and print multilevel dia
grams. Nodemap uses stan
dard telecommunications and 
network planning symbols 
and provides automatic text . 
formatting and line route 
generation. 

Nodemap runs on PCs 
and all networks, according 
to Haventree. You can ex
port Nodemap diagrams to 
such desktop publishing 
and graphics packages as 
PageMaker 3. 0 and Corel
Draw 2.0. 
Price: $250. 
Contact: Haventree Soft
ware, Ltd ., P.O. Box 1093, 
Thousand Island Park, NY 
13692, (613) 544-6035; fax 
(613) 544-9632. 
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card. 

SPREAD THE WORD 
Please address new product information to New Products Editors, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Better 
yet, use your modem and mail new product information to the mi
crobytes. hw or microbytes. sw conferences on BIX. Please send the 
product description, price, ship date, and an address and telephone 
number where readers can get more inf<rmation. 

CAD/CAM File 

Access Via 

Your Database 


I t takes many workers to 
bring a finished product to 

market, but, as often hap
pens, few of the people along 
the production route have 
access to designs and data 
while that information is in 
a CAD or CAM format. 
Checkmark is designed to 
improve communication, 
quality, and productivity in 
manufacturing settings by 
providing everyone in the 
production process access to 
design information without 
having to reproduce blue
prints or models. 

The program uses an 
IGES format to access data 
created with CAD or CAM 
software and also supports 
DXF and auto-industry file 
formats. With Checkmark 
you can call up CAD or 

· CAM files for dynamic 3-D 
viewing, commentary, or 
entity checking without mak
ing permanent changes to 
the master data. 

Checkmark is available 
in three versions: Check
mark View, a view-only 
configuration; Checkmark, 
for 3-D wireframe viewing, 
mark-up, and checking; and 
Checkmark Plus, which 
lets you view, mark up, and 
check 3-D sculptured sur
face data. 

The program runs on 
PCs and Unix workstations. 
Price: Checkmark View, 
$995; Checkmark, $1995; 
Checkmark Plus, $4995. 
Contact: Micro Engineer
ing Solutions, 26200 Town 
Center Dr., Novi, Ml 
48375, (313) 347-9650; fax 
(313) 347-1893. 
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card. 
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Multiprocessing System 


..,. 64-bit 267MB/s frilly symmetric 
multiprocessing bus 

..,. Four48650MHz CPUs with 
up to 512KB write-back cache 

..,. 	 EISA bus for 
high-performance 1/0 

..,. Up to 512MB of ECC memor:Y 

..,. Fully scalable and field 
upgradable 

..,. All EISA peripherals available 
from Mylex; Mylex BIOS 

..,. UNIX V4, Novell NetWare 
286/386, SCO MPX, MS-DOS, 
Windows 3.0 and LAN 
Manager supported 

Aval all @I, 1992 

CPUB<Brd 

l\tlultiprocessor lnten·upt Cont1·oller 

EISA Bus Interface Backplane ECC Memory Controller 



system Boards 

EISA 486 System Board 
..,_ 486DX 33MHz'' 
..,. 14.5 MIPS performance 
..,. 128KB ofexternal 

write-back cache 
..,. 8 EISA bus slots 
..,_Integrated VO- IDE, 

floppy, parallel, serial 
ana PS2 mouse ports 

..,. \Veitek 4167 socket 

..,. Surface mount design 

..,_ 1vlylex BIOS 

MNE486 

ISA 486 System Board 
..,_ 486DX 33/SOMHz'' 
..,. 	 14.9 MIPS performance 

at33MHz 
..,. 64 to 256KB ofexternal 

write-back cache 
..,. 7 I SA bus slots 
..,_On-board VO- IDE, 

floppy. serial and 
parallel ports 

..,. Weitek4167 socket 

..,. Surface mount design 

..,_ J'Vlylex BIOS 

MD1486 

'" 5 0 lVllhilable QI, 1992 
"'"' Available QI, 1992 

'""' Available Q2, 1992 



SCSI HostAdapters 


EISA SCSl-2 Host Adapter"'' 
"'Five SCSl-2 (fast and wide) channels- each channel supports 

up to 20 MB/speak throughput 
"'Intel i960CA RISC processor; up to 64MB ofwrite-back cache 
"'Striping with built-in support for various RAID levels 
"'Disconnect/reconnect, scatter/gather, command queuing, 

duplexing, mirroring and spanning 
"'Fault tolerance features include automatic drive failure 

detection, hot replacement and transparent rebuild 

EISA SCSl-2 Host Adapter''"'" 
"'Fast and wide SCSI-2 providing 20MB's peak throughput 
"'EISA bus-master transfer rates up to 33MB's 
"'Support for all popular SCSI devices 
"'Disconnect/reconnect, scatter/gather, synchronous drive 

support, duplexing and mirronng 
"'DOS, OS/2, Unix, NetWare 

EISA SCSI Host Adapter 
"'Intel 80376; up to 8MB 

cache 
"'EISA bus-master trans

fer rate up to 33MB/s 
"' Disconnect/reconnect, 

scatter/gather, mirror
ing, duplexing and tape 

backup 


.... DOS, OS/2, UNIX, I 
SCO UNIX, NetWare, 
Windows 3.0 · · 



Disk Array S~m 


..,. Fastest disk array subsystem 
on the market-includes disk 
array enclosure, controller, 
host adapter and software 

""Five SCSI-2 (fast and wide) 
channels- each channel 
supports up to 20MB/s peak 
throughput 

..,. EISA host adapter uses Intel 
i960CA 32-bit RISC processor 

..,. Up to 64MB ofwrite-back 
cache 

..,. Modular support for single
ended or differential SCSI 
channels 

..,. Flash EPROMs for easy 
firmware field upgrades 

..,. Striping with built-in support 
for various RAID levels 

..,. Disconnect/reconnect with 
full multi-threading, 
scatter/gather, command 
queuing, duplexing, mirroring 
and spanning 

..,. Fault tolerance features in
clude automatic drive failure 
detection, hot replacement 
and transparent rebuild 

Available QI, 1992 

DA C 9 ltl OJ si\td a p l e r 



Ethernet LAN Adapters 


Multi-Channel Ethernet LAN Adapter'·"·' 

.,.. Four lOBase-T Ethernet ports 

.,.. Four Intel 82596 32-bit Network Interface Controllers (NIC) 

.,.. 256KB dual-ported SRt\M (64KB per NIC) 

.,.. Intel 82355 EISA bus-master interface controller 

.,.. Up to 16 ports per host with four LME596 adapters 

.,.. Supports Novell NetWare3.ll, UNIX 1CP/IP and NDIS 

EISA Ethernet LAN Adapter 

.,.. DP8390 Network Interface 
Controller 

.,.. EISA shared-memory transfer 
rates up to 16MB/s 

.,.. Support for both thick- and 
thin-Ethernet interfaces 

.,.. Novell certifled 

.,.. Supports Novell Net\Vare I 

2.15, 2.2, 3.0, 3.1and3.11, UNIX, 

and OS/2 LAN Manager ·· : · 


ISA Ethernet LAN Adapter 

.,.. DP8390 Network lnterface 
Controller 

.,.. Shared-memory transfer 
rates up to 2MB/s 

.,.. Support for both thick- and 
thin-Ethernet interfaces 

.,.. Supports Novell NetWare LNl390A 
2.15, 3.0, and 3.1 and UNIX 

http:3.1and3.11
http:NetWare3.ll


Graphics Controllers 

EISA Graphics Controller ,,,, 

111> TI34020 40MHz 
graphics processor 

Ill> 1600 x 1200 non
interlaced resolution 

111>8 bit-planes for 256 
simultaneous colors 

111> TIGA2.05 compatibility 
111> VGA on-board 
111> Drivers for Windows 

3.0, AutoCAD and 
X-Window 

EISA Graphics Controller 
111> TI34020 32MHz 

graphics processor 
Ill> 1280 x 1024 non

interlaced resolution 
111> 8 bit-planes for 256 

simultaneous colors 
Ill> TICA 2.05 compatibility 
Ill> VGA on-board''" 
Ill> 	 Drivers for Windows 

3.0, AutoCAD and 
X-Window 

EISA Graphics Accelerator 
Ill> S3 graphics accelerator 
Ill> EISA bus data transfers 
Ill> 1280 x 960 x 16 or 1024 x 768 x 256 resolution 
Ill> 100% VGA compatible 
Ill> Drivers for Windows 3.0, AutoCAD, 

X-Window; GEM 3.1 and many more 

ISAGraphics Accelerator 
111> S3 graphics accelerator 
Ill> ISA bus data transfers 
Ill> 1024 x 768 x 256 resolution 
111> 100% VGA compatible 
Ill> Drivers for Windows 3.0, 

AutoCAD, X-Window; GEM 3.1 
and many more 

http:TIGA2.05


ex HasYou 
Covered Worldwide. 

For more information on Mylex products, please callyour closest distributor 

or contact us at 1-800-77-M\~EX or 1-510-796-6100. Or, fax the domestic sales 

department at 1-510-745-8016 and international sales at 1-510-745-7521. 

U.S. Distributors 
Ingram/Micro D 

Tel: 1-800-456-8000 
Merisel 

Tel: 1-800-637-4735 

Canada 
Sidus Systems, Inc. 
• Thornhill, Ontario 

Tel: 416-882-1600 
Fax: 416-882-2429 

•Ottawa, Ontario 
Tel: 613-749-2443 
Fax: 613-749-3850 

•Vancouver, BC 
Tel: 604-322-1711 
Fax: 604-322-1722 

• St. Laurent, Quebec 
Tel: 514-731-9050 
Fax: 514-731-1069 

Australia/
New Zealand 
Computa Vision 
• lYlelbourne 

Tel: 613-877-2700 
Fax: 613-877-2614 

•Sydney 
Tel: 612-957-3477 
Fax: 612-957-2866 

Lingo Computer 
Systems Ltd. 

Tel: 649-3079-025 
Fax: 649-3079-026 

IPC New Zealand 
Tel: 649-79-7052 
Fax: 649-3076-412 

Europe 
Austria: 
Astco 

Tel: 43-1-330-7941 
Fax: 43-1-330-79412 

Belgium: 
Celem Computers 

Tel: 32-41-67-64-34 
Fax: 32-41-67-65-15 

Datatech-S. Service 
Systems 

Tel: 32-3-326-32-37 
Fax: 32-3-326-32-96 

Denmark: 
Delfi Technology NS 

Tel: 45-44-99-09-00 
Fax: 45-44-99-09-46 

Finland: 
Mikrolog Ol Ltd. 

Tel: 358-0-804-611 
Fax: 358-0-803-6617 

France: 
D.J'Jllag 

Tel: 33-1-30-21-50-69 
Fax: 33-1-30-21-17-86 

Nucleus 
Tel: 33-1-69-07-61-99 
Fax: 33-1-69-07-82-3 

Polywell Computers 
Tel: 33-1-49-63-32-88 
Fax: 33-1-48-61-18-26 

Germany: 
lnterquad Computer 

Tel: 49-6104-6999-0 
Fax: 49-6104-6558-2 

Lobster Computer 
Tel: 49-30-618-40-80 
Fax: 49-30-618-80-95 

Geva Datentechnik Gmbh 
Tel: 49-2404-5500-0 
Fax: 49-2404-5500-99 

Greece: 
Digital Technology 
Hellas 

Tel: 30-1-956-7842 
Fax: 30-1-956-7631 

Hungary: 
Pentacomp 

Tel: 36-1-182-0385 
Fax: 36-1-182-0385 

Italy: 
Jen Elettronica 

Tel: 39-733-224-012 
Fax: 39-733-224-035 

Norway: 
Jotronics NS 

Tel: 47-4-66-37-91 
Fax: 47-4-66-66-40 

Plus Data 
Tel: 47-4-55-50-22 
Fax: 47-4-55-21-61 

Spain: 
Galileo lngenieria Y 
Servicos 

Tel: 34-22-200-200 
Fax: 34-22-202-882 

Sweden: 
Gluggstorps 
Argenturer AB 

Tel: 46-418-500-15 
Fax: 46-418-504-72 

Shelif Elekronics AB 
Tel: 46-8-32-26-09 
Fax: 46-8-31-56-19 

Switzerland: 
Paradigm Computer 
Peripherals 

Tel: 41-56-95-15-55 
Fax: 41-56-95-15-05 

The Netherlands: 
Geveke Electronics 

Tel: +31-20-5861580 
Fax: +31-20-58615655 

Hazecamp 
Computers B.V. 

Tel: 31-15-141-979 
Fax: 31-15-136-401 

United Kingdom: 
ADC 

Tel: 44-203-715-858 
Fax: 44-203-714-462 

Ideal Hardware 
Tel: 44-81-390-1211 
Fax: 44-81-399-4382 

Westbase Technology 
Tel: 44-291-430-567 
Fax: 44-291-430-484 

Yugoslavia: 
Drzavna Zalozba 
Slovenije 

Tel: 38-6-121-1626 
Fa."\'.: 38-6-121-5675 

Mytex Corporation 
34551 Ardenwood Blvd., Fremont, CA 94555-3607 

CD 1991. Mylcx Corporation. Spc1.:ifii.::ltions subject ta change wi1hon1 not ice. The Intel Inside Logo 
is a trndcm<lrk of ln1cl Corporation. All tradcm;1rks arc the propcny of 1hcir rcspc(,.·tive holden. 

NIL Systems Integration 
Tel: 38-61-372-809 
Fax: 38-61-372-809 

Tbe Middle East 
Egypt: 
Metra Computers 

Tel: 202-3474783 
Fax: 202-3610475 

Saudi Arabia: 
Electrical and Electronic 
Contracting Co. 

Tel: 966-2-6690221 
Fax: 966-2-6690225 

Turkey: 
Karma Bilgisayar Sanayi 

Tel: 90-1-1740068 
Fax: 90-1-1730535 

Pacific Rim 
Hong Kong: 
Madihurst Limited 

Tel: 852-529-0356 
Fax: 852-866-2691 

Quest Computer 
Tel: 852-548-9129 
Fax: 852-858-0045 

Korea: 
Harsper Technology, Inc. 

Tel: 822-578-2477 
Fax: 822-578-6955 

Singapore: 
Pet Computers Service 
PTELTD. 

Tel: 65-296-7222 
Fax: 65-296-1293 

South America 
Argentina: 
Centro Instrumental 

Tel: 54-41-66616 
Fax: 54-41-24-4763 

Brazil: 
Quantum Computadores 

Tel: 55-11-212-4644 
Fax: 55-11-212-2934 
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Save Windows 
Backups 
from DOS 

D istinct Back-Up for 
Windows lets you re

store backups done under 
Windows from DOS without 
having to reins ta I I Win
dows. Version 2.4 of Distinct 
Back-Up features data
compression rates that aver
age 60 percent; password
protection capabilities; and 
support for PCX, TIF, and 
other graphics file formats. 

Distinct Back-Up for 
Windows lets you do back
ground backups of your 
hard disk while you work 
with your word processor or 
other Windows applications. 
You can do full, i ncremen
tal, separate incremental, 
differential, and full-copy 
backups. You can select files 
for backup by tagging, 
using wild cards, or specify
ing a date range. Using 
icons, you can back up one 
project with different 
methods. 

The program includes a 
user-programmable reminder 
that prompts you to perform 
regular backups onto floppy 
disks or onto your network 
server. Distinct Back-Up 
runs over LAN Manager, 
Novell, Banyan, DecNet, and 
NFS networks. 
Price: $129. 
Contact: Distinct Corp., 
P.O. Box 3410, Saratoga, 
CA 95070, (408) 741-0781; 
fax (408) 741-0795. 
Circle 1002 on Inquiry Cord. 
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DACK-UP 

Distinct Back-Up lets you tag particular directories and files 
for backup. 

PC Rx Cures 
What Ails 
Your System 

B y incorporating an in
telligent on-line filter, 

PC Rx constantly searches 
for viruses without requiring 
scan pattern updates. The 
utility from Trend Micro De
vices identifies boot-sector 
viruses in floppy disks and 
quarantines the infected 
disks. PC Rx also monitors 
your hard drive, conven
tional and extended memory, 
boot sector, and .EXE and 
.COM files for viruses. The 
program can detect more 
than 700 known viruses, the 
company says, and can even 
alert you to the presence of 
unknown viruses. PC Rx 
runs under Windows. 
Price: $69. 

PCRxalerts you 
to undiscovered 
viruses, claims 
Trend Micro 
Devices. 

Contact: Trend Micro De
vices, 2421 West 205th St., 
Suite D-100, Torrance, CA 
90501, (213) 782-8190; fax 
(213) 328-5892. 
Circle 1001 on Inquiry Cord. 

Network 
Compatibility 
in a Flexible Tool 

By combining security 
and antivirus tools in a 

single utility, Dynamic 
SuperLock provides protec
tion for your PC. Version 
3.02 includes virus detection 
and removal, screen-burn
out protection, automatic 
user log-off, batch-job lock
out, data-file encryption, and 
password protection. Dy
namic SuperLock also lets 
you disable particular 
drives or write-protect them 
for specific users. You can 
use Dynamic SuperLock 
over Novell, LANtastic, 
and other networks. 
Price: $308. 
Contact: ElectroDynam
ics, Inc., 6053 Southwest 
Atterbury, Lawton, OK 
73505, (405) 536-8762; fax 
(405) 536-4638. 
Circle 1003 on Inquiry Cord. 

Tape Backup 
for OS/2 

T ape backup, data-con
version, and file transfer 

capabilities are included in 
NovaWare for OS/2. The 
utility from NovaStor 
comes with NovaBack (an ar
chiving, backup, and resto
ration software package), a 
tool that transfers data sets 
between mainframes and 
PCs, and a data conversion 
utility that lets you transfer 
data from an input file to an 
output file . 

The program lets you 
customize a system for unat
tended backup, and it sup
ports a variety of backup 
media. NovaWare is avail
able with an optional C pro
grammer interface that lets 
you access tape drives with 
your own code. 
Price: NovaBack, $295; 
NovaWare, $1595. 
Contact: NovaStor Corp., 
30961 Agoura Rd., Suite 
109, Westlake Village, CA 
91361, (818) 707-9900; fax 
(81 8) 707-9902. 
Circle 1000 on Inquiry Cord. 

Tame Your 
Multitasking 
Environment 

B y limiting the polling 
of inactive tasks open in 

your multitasking environ
ment, Tame speeds up your 
DOS applications. The 1.6
KB TSR program redirects 
your CPU's attention from 
query activities to active 
tasks. The program works 
with Windows, Desqview, 
and other multitasking 
environments. 
Price: $79. 
Contact: PowerSoft, Inc ., 
P .O . Box 956338, Duluth, 
GA 30136, (800) 437-4128 
or (404) 418-0821; fax (404) 
623-4503. 
Circle 1035 on Inquiry Cord. 
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Automate 
Your Fax Board 

T eleForm turns your fax 
machine into a remote 

data terminal by combining 
forms-design and scanning 
capabilities with send/re
ceive fax support in a single 
product. 

Running under Win
dows, TeleForm lets you de
sign forms that can include 
fills, checkboxes, and 
artwork. Using your PC 
and PC fax board, you can 
distribute forms to selected 
fax machines. The recipient 
can fill out the form and fax 
it back to your PC, where 
TeleForm, running in back
ground mode, receives and 
saves the data. The pro
gram lets you export the data 
in an appropriate file for
mat, including dBase, Para
dox, and DIF. 

Teleform is used in 
forms-oriented applications 
(e .g., sales orders, survey 
compilations, and expense 
reports). 
Price: $995. 
Contact: Cardiff Software, 
Inc., 531 Stevens Ave., 
Building B , Solana Beach, 
CA 92075, (619) 481-2255; 
fax (619) 481-4198. 
Circle 1004 on Inquiry Card. 

VideoDirector 
Turns Videos 
into Stars 

I nstead of editing your 
home videotapes by hand, 

you can now use VideoDir
ector and your Amiga to get 
the job done. The system 

NEWS 
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TeleF orm uses your fax machine to send and receive forms and 
process the gathered information. 

comprises VideoDirector 
software, an infrared re
mote controller, and a serial 
port interface for your VCR 
or camcorder. 

To use VideoDirector, 
you need a source machine 
(either a camcorder or a 
VCR) with remote, control
L, or LANC inputs; a desti
nation VCR; an Amiga com
puter; and a TV. The 
system lets you view your 
videos on the TV monitor 
and select clips using the 
computer to control the 
camcorder and VCR. Video
Director's editing features 
include push-button copying 

VideoDirector 
keeps a database 
on each clip of 
your final video, 
including its date, 
content, and 
location on the 
tape. 

and clip cutting, pasting, 
and grouping. The system 
supports Digital Creation's 
SuperGen genlock for addi
tion of titles or graphics. 
Price: $199.95. 
Contact: Gold Disk, 5155 
Spectrum Way, Unit 5, Mis
sissauga, Ontario, Canada 
L4W SAi, (416) 602-4000; 
fax (416) 602-4001. 
Circle 1005 on Inquiry Card. 

Generate 
Macros 
with Keystroke 

KeyStroke runs trans
parently beneath DOS 

applications and watches 
for repetitive keystroke pat
terns. On detecting such a 
pattern, the program sounds 
a tone to alert you and auto
matically generates a macro. 

You can use KeyStroke 
with word processing, data
base, and other programs. 

It lets you define your own 
macros and is compatible 
with such networks as 
Novell, 3Com, and 
Microsoft. 
Price: $29. 95. 
Contact: Micro Logic 
Corp., P.O . Box 70, Depart
ment P, Hackensack. NJ 
07602, (800) 342-5930 or 
(201) 342-6518; fax (20 I) 
342-0370. 
Circle 1007 on Inquiry Card. 

Street Maps 
Available 
on CD-ROM 

D igitized street maps of 
the U.S. and Puerto 

Rico are now available on 
CD-ROM . Streetlnfo for 
DOS incorporates data 
from the U.S. Census Bu
reau's 1990 files into a 10
disc set. 

Streetlnfo presents maps 
showing streets, address 
ranges per block, highways, 
waterways, railroad tracks, 
municipal boundaries, and 
bridges. According to Map
lnfo, you can combine 
Streetlnfo's content with 
other DOS-based data 
without further processing or 
conversion. The program 
lets you overlay information 
forterritory analysis. You 
can pinpoint locations on a 
map or enter an address to 
find its geographical 
location. · 

Streetlnfo lets you im
port data from file formats 
such as Lotus or dBase. 
You simultaneously view 
your data as maps, graphs, 
or rows and columns. 
Price: Regional discs, 
$3995 each; 10-disc set, 
$30,000. 
Contact: Maplnfo Corp. , 
200 Broadway, Troy, NY 
12180, (800) 327-8627 or 
(518) 274-8673; fax (518) 
274-0510. 
Circle 1006 on Inquiry Card. 
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42MB Hard Drive. lMB RAM, SuperVGA 

80386 25MHZ 32 bit CPU 
I MB RAM-Expandable to I 6M B 
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor 
512K Super VGA Card 
l .2MB Floppy Disk Drive (add $65 f <l!nd Fl o p p y ) 
42MB IDE Hard Drive, 28ms 
Desktop Style Case 
220W Switching Power Supply 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
Full I Year Limited Warranty-Parts and Labor 

$1295.00 

42MB Hard Drive, lMB RAM, Mono Monitor 

I MB RAM-Exp. to 4MB(286) or 8MB(SX) 
12" Monochrome TTL Monitor, 720x348 res. 
MonoGraphic Card, Hercules Compatible 
l.2MB Floppy Disk Drive 
42MB IDE Hard Drive, 28ms 
Desktop Style Case, 220W Switching PS 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
Full 1 Year Limited Warranty-Parts and Labor 

3868X/20

$845.00 
286112 

$645.00 
3 8 6 8 Xfl 

486/33 Features 
80486 33MHZ 32 bit INTEL CPU 
4MB RAM-Expandable to 32MB 
AMI BIOS with Extended CMOS Setup 
256K Static RAM Cache 
8 Expansion Slots (ISA 16 bit) 
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, 1024x7tiK,.28nundot 
lMB VGA Card, resolves 1024x768 at 256 colon 
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives 
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms 
Desktop Style Case (Towt r Option Available) 
220W Switching J>ower Supply 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
MS-DOS 5.0, Serial Mouse included 
Full 1 Year Limited Warranty-Parts- and La 

ElB4ByllOm,3Zbltllu• 11Cfd$1000 
~ ..., ...... _ ,,.........y 

9ony1304 (f!Ol1 )n1Mtffed) ld4$4IO 
2GOllB tDE (18'11•) odd S300 

386/33 Power System 
1 !I MBHard Dr i v4lMBRAM Super VGA 

80386 33MHZ 32 bit CPU 
4MB RAM-Expandable to 32MB 
64K Cache-Expandable to 128K 
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, I O 2 4 x 7 6 
512K Super VGA Card, I O 2 4 xii till!ti: o I 
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives 
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms 

614" SuperVGA, S12K VRAM add SJSO • • 

00 BOMB Hard Drive, 19ms add $100 - $ 120MBHardDrlve,19ms addS200795 • Memory Upgrade (per MB) add $65 

fi\s.oos 5.o (with 'system Purchase Only) sss 
Logltech Mouseman, Serial . $69 
Logllech Mauseman, Bus $79 
Logltech Trackman, Serial $89 
Logltech Grayscale Scanman $315 
TEAC 1.2 Floppy $65 
TEAC 1.44 Floppy wl bracket · $69 
Mlcrosclence 8040, 42MB IDE HD, 23ms $235 
Conner 30104, 120MB IDE HD, 19ms $415 
120MB Tape Backup $275 
CM7 SuperVGA. 14" (Interlaced at 1024, .28 dol} $345 
CMS SuperVGA, 14" (Non-Interlaced 1024, .28 dot) $475 
AM9 SuperVGA, 14" (Sony Tube, Non-Intl., .25 dot) $575 

- I-· 

Retail Hours 
Mon-Sat 9am-6pm 

Eastern/Central/Pacific Time 

Su~aJl81:',~~pm 
Tukwila, WA 


Locations ONLY 


Desktop Style Case 
220\V Switching Power Supply 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
MS-DOS 5.0, Serial Mouse included 
Full I Year Limited Warranty-Parts/ abor 

0~~~:~n: $1695 °
LOW PRICE!!! • 

N o n - I n t 8 W G ~mmld o (t S o •• 1J' b o kl IDSO 
16" N o n - I n t 8 V G 1'241111mld o t a d ill50 
20"Non-lnt8WGaced CALL 

Above Video Upgrades include 1 1111 VGA Card 

Quality Service and Support Since 1984 

Locations Nationwide NowoPENINATl.ANTA. GA! 

_,...... ,,,__~.....WlJJ!!l!w ~ 
Mail Order Hours 9am-6pmCentralTime 1-800-966-5825 

SOUTHWEST REGION NORTHWEST REGION 
170 I Greenville Ave. #602 2 U2 N. C ollin s I 077 3 SW Bvtn.-Hill s. Hwy 14220 NE 20th #0 

Ri chardson. TX 75081 Arlingt on, TX 7601 I Beavenon, OR 97005 Belle vue. WA 98007 

(214)690-6110 (817)265-1883 (503)671-0961 (206)643-2673 
GREATERATI.ANTA4151 Bcltlinc Rd. # 120 1211 0 Westheimcr I 7338 SouthccnLcr Pkwy. 

.UCh.l STAR INTEHNATIONAL Addison, TX 75244 

(214 )702-8588 
Houston, TX 77077 

(713 )497-7887 
T uk wila .WA 98 188 

(206)575-9060 
5939 Jimmy Carter Blvd. 

Norcross. GA 30071 

(404)416-9605 

Circle 571 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 572). 



WordPerfect 
for Windows 
Is Here at Last 

T he Windows version of 
WordPerfect uses typical 

Windows features, includ
ing a button bar that you can . 
customize, Dynamic Data 
Exchange, and a ruler that 
you can turn on and off. 
WordPerfect adds its own 
functions to the Windows 
environment with tools such 
as menu-definable table 
creation, graphic-image 
viewing and rotation, and 
manual kerning. The pro
gram lets you do near-desk
top-publishing-quality page 
layout, with ruler-based 
controls for column width 
andjustification, TIFF and 
other file format import ca
pabilities, word wrap, and 
other functions. 

WordPerfeel 5 .1 for 
Windows files are compatible 
with WordPerfect 5. for 
DOS files. The Windows 
version also supports on
the-fly conversion of many 
major word processor files, 
including Ami Pro, Micro
soft Word, WordStar, and 
straight ASCII text. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: WordPerfect 
Corp ., 1555 North Technol
ogy Way, Orem, UT 
84057, (800) 451-5151 or 
(801) 225-5000; fax (801) 

228-5077. 

Circle 1008 on Inquiry Card. 


Edit Documents 
in DOS 
Character Mode 

P FS:Write, Spinnaker 
Software's DOS-based 

word processor, lets you 
create and edit docu
ments in DOS graphics 
mode (i. e ., WYSIWYG). 
You can make changes to 
your documents (e.g. , scal
ing fonts) and see the re-
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You can define text style, design charts, and import graphics 
without ever leaving your WordPerfect document. 

Start-Up 
Develops New 
OCR Technology 

T he English-language 
optical character recog

nition program developed 
by ExperVision uses a tech
nology called Machine
Learned Fragment Analysis 
to recognize a variety of 
typefaces while retaining font 
size, style, and formatting, 
including multiple columns 
and tables. TypeReader for 
Windows 3.0 is the first pro
gram from ExperVision. 
The company says it plans to 
release an MLFA-based 
product later in the year that 
will fulfill ExperVision's 
original mission to develop a 
software-only OCR pro
gram that accurately recog
nizes about 7000 kanji 
characters. 

MLFA focuses on a 
small number of stable areas 
of a character that differen
tiate it from other letters and 
numbers. In MLFA, the 
stable fragments of the char
acter image are seen 
through the eyes of a mathe
matical model. Character 
similarities and differences 
are identified so that the so
lution is narrowed to one 
character. 

TypeReader is compat
ible with most scanners, in
cluding models produced 
by Abaton, Hewlett-Packard, 
and Sharp. The program 
runs under Windows and 
supports direct file output 
from such applications as 
WordPerfect, Microsoft 
Word, Lotus 1-2-3 , and 
ASCII. 
Price: $895. 
Contact: ExperVision, 
Inc., 3590 North First St., 
San Jose, CA 95134, (408) 
428-9444; fax (408) 456
0823. 
Circle 1011 on Inquiry Card. 

suits instantly. The current 
version of the word pro
cessor is based on Spin 
naker 's Word Publisher 
product. 

PFS:Write includes scal 
able fonts with the ability to 
view and edit in actual, re
duced, or enlarged size. You 
can create documents with 
up to four columns of text. 
Price: $129. 
Contact: Spinnaker Soft
ware Corp ., 201 Broadway, 
Cambridge, MA 02139, 
(617) 494-1200; fax (617) 

494-1219. 

Circle 1010 on Inquiry Card. 


A Writer's 
Toolkit 
for Windows 

T he Windows 3.0 ver
sion of the Complete 

Writer's Toolkit offers 
seven tools that integrate with 
word processing programs, 
such as Microsoft Word for 
Windows and Ami Pro. 
The program includes a new 
tool called the Dictionary 
of Common Knowledge, 
which has been excerpted 
from Houghton Mifflin's 

Dictionary ofCultural lit
eracy and quickly puts infor 
mation regarding geogra
phy, history, literature, 
politics, and science at your 
fingertips . The Complete 
Writer 's Toolkit also offers 
reverse searching; for exam
ple, to find the word that 
means the white of an egg, 
search for any definition 
with the words white and egg , 
and the dictionary will find 
the word albumen . 

The seven-tool program 
supports all Windows word 
processors, according to 
Systems Compatibility. You 
can install any number of 
the tools. 

The seven tools include 
Houghton Mifflin's Correc
Text Grammar, Style, 
Punctuation, and Spelling 
Checker; The American 
Heritage Dictionary; Roget's 
II Thesaurus; The Concise 
Columbia Dictionary of Quo
tations; Houghton Mifflin' s 
Abbreviation Program; Writ
ten Word III-Principles of 
Grammar & Style; and the 
Dictionary of Common 
Knowledge. 
Price: $129. 
Contact: Systems Compati
bility Corp ., 401 North Wa
bash, Suite 600, Chicago, 
IL 60611, (312) 329-0700; 
fax (312) 670-0820. 
Circle 1009 on Inquiry Card. 
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High CIC++ 32 Bits! 
Under Construction! 
Goos News! A.MD, IBM, Intel, NCR, ans others 
have long relies on MetaWare's reputation for high
quality, 32-bit sevelopment tools. Now, with their 
OEM support, we're sesigning ans builsing a better 
C++ compiler  ans inclusing with it our globally 
optimizing High C ®. 

-

We began this project with our cornerstone: the While we provise a C++-tailores sebugger 
rock-solis High C compiler, with asvances for DOS 386, High CIC++ avoiss propri
global optimization ans 32-bit case-genera etary tools (such as linkers) that restrict 
tion technology. Are you beginning to your flexibility ans compatibility with 
migrate from C to C++? MetaWare's other languages. You can communi
"lncremental Strengths" feature allows you cate with others such as FORTRAN ans 
to buils upon Cone C++ block at a time. Pascal. High CIC++ will support 

Am29K, 386-486, i860, AIXIESA, 
High CIC++ provises a level of intuition 680x0, ans SPARC. 
ans infonnation not available in previous 
tools. Superior error, warning, ans information High CIC++ will be the intelligent choice 
messages help you resolve ambiguous calls. The for professional sevelopers. 
compiler shows you which function is selectes 
suring overloas resolution, or presents the choices, 
if ambiguous. The messages give you line and MetaWare® 

INCORPORATEDcolumn numbers, ans point to multiple occurrences 
when appropriate. 

Multi-Language, Multi-Platform 
Compiler Products for 
Professional Sojtware Developers 

2161 Delaware Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5706 • (408) 429-6382 • FAX (408) 429-9273 
MetaWare, the MetaWare logo, High C, and Professional Pascal1 are registered trademarks of MetaWare Incorporated. Other names are trademarks of lheir respective companies 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • PROJECT MANAGEMENT 


Time Line Keeps 
Your Projects 
on Track 

Enhancements to Sy
mantec's project man

agement program provide 
managers with improved 
scheduling, data-modeling, 
and workgroup-connectivity 
capabilities. Tools such as 
individual resource calen
dars, task splitting, and 
multiple-project resource lev
eling let you schedule the 
progress of your projects 
based on related events, 
such as employee vacations, 
resource availability, and 
staff changes. 

The DOS-based program 
lets you define more than 160 
data columns. You can im 
port files directly from 
Symantec's Windows proj
ect planner, On Target, and 
you can link to On Target 
schedules. You can share 
schedules over most net
works, including Novell Net
Ware and IBM Token Ring. 
Price: $699; network 
nodes, $599. 
Contact: Symantec Corp., 
10201 Torre Ave., Cuper
tino, CA 95014, (408) 253
9600; fax (408) 253-4092. 
Circle 1012 on Inquiry Card. 

Track 16,000 
Resources with 
One Program 

T he new version of In
staPlan EMS project 

management software fea
tures enhancements to its 

Friday 8-ftay-FV92 9:88 Press [/J for Hain ftenu 
Heco•nendations Hesource: Prod ftgr, 3, Engineers 
ASAP CErf,Splitl, 49.9 days, 18-Apr-FY92 9:88thru19-Jun-FV92 16:88 . Future. 

92 93 
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Develop E glneers• 199.Bd 
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Time Line illustrates your personnel, time, and other resources 
to help keep your projects on track. 

preview- and output-device 
capabilities. InstaPlan EMS 
4.0 lets you examine and 
change your charts and re
ports before you print them. 
You can keep track of 16,000 
resources per project, and 
members of your project 
team can access the pro
gram via Novell and 3Com 
networks. 

InstaPlan 's other new 
features include support for a 
mouse, support for all Post
Script output devices, and a 
zoom tool for closer exami
nation of certain areas of 
your chart. The cost man 
agement function alerts you 
to overscheduled resources, 
and the program uses a large 
question mark to call your 
attention to conflicts and 
impending deadlines. 
Price: $549. 
Contact: Micro Planning 
I nterna tiona I, Inc., 655 Red
wood Hwy., Suite 311, 
Mill Valley, CA 94941, 

(415) 389-1420; 
fax (415) 389
8046. 
Circle 1014 
on Inquiry Card. 

lmtaPlan 's new 
zoom feature lets 
you view PEKI
Gantt charts in 
detail. 

Project 
Management 
for Windows 

Executive for Windows 
3.0 offers personal and 

group management under 
Windows 3.0. It has Message 
Handling Service-compat
ible E-mail, a multiuser data
base, a group scheduler, a 
word processor, and inte
grated desktop tools. 

Executive for Windows' 
desktop tools include a dead
1 ine monitor, a calendar, a 
telephone directory, and a 
message system. The multi
user database is dBase I I I 
Plus compatible, and the 
hypertext word processor can 
import and export files to 
Microsoft Word for Win
dows, WordPerfect, and 
ASCII. The program's group 
scheduler can automatically 
find the best time for a meet
ing. The program is Net
BIOS compatible. 
Price: $249; six-user LAN 
license, $445 . 
Contact: FinalSoft Corp., 
Atrium Office Park, 3900 
Northwest 79th Ave., Suite 
215, Miami, FL33166, 
(800) 232-8228 or (305) 

477-2703; fax (305) 477
0680. 

Circle 1013 on Inquiry Card. 


Negotiate 
Like A Pro 

T he Windows version of 
Negotiator Pro has been 

introduced by its developer. 
Negotiator Pro supports Win
dows' Dynamic Data Ex
change, allowing you to 
merge the program's expert 
advice with data from such 
applications as spread
sheets, word processors, and 
databases. 

Negotiator Pro gives you 
insight into cross-cultural, 
international, and gender 
relations. The personality
profile tool anticipates your 
negotiation style and that of 
your opponent. To help you 
keep track of all this infor
mation, the program con
tains a planning feature. 
Price: $999. 
Contact: Beacon Expert 
Systems, Inc., 35 Gardner 
Rd., Brookline, MA 
02146, (617) 738-9300; fax 
(617) 734-3308. 

Circle 101 S on Inquiry Card. 


WAN Scheduling 
Via E-Mail 

Calandar provides 
networked DOS users 

with appointment- and task
scheduling tools. The pro
gram distributes scheduling 
data via E-mail. Calandar in
cludes support for cc: Mail, 
Banyan Vines Mail, and 
other E-mail packages. 
Price: 10-user license, 
$395; 50-user license, $695. 
Contact: Microsystems 
Software, Inc., 600 Worces
ter Rd., Framingham, MA 
01701 £508)626-8511; fax 
(508) 626-8515. 
Circle 1034 on Inquiry Card. 
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Ithasrecentlybecomeapparentthatupgradable,modularcomputersystems SUMEX Corporation, incorporated in 1985, is engaged in thedevelopment, 
are an excellent approach to preserving a buyer's investment. manufactureandmarketingof"upgradable, modularcomputers''. Following 

SUMEXCorpomtionisintroducing 
anew ,low-cost upgradablecom
p u ter system line called 
DATAstation/M. Itisupgradable 
from 386SXto386DX to486SXto 
486DXby changing a single Pro
cessorModule. This upgrade pro
cedure is very simple. It does not 
require any jumperorswitch set
tings. The system will automati
cally reconfigure. The system 
memory will also automatically 
rescaletomatchtheCPU Module 
( ! 6-bitor32-bit)sothatno"bottle
neck" is createdto hinder theCPU 
perfonnance. 

the current introduction, there willUpgradable Non-upgradable 
beahigh-power,32-bitEJSA-MCASUM EX AST Dell PC Brand 

386SX CPU 25MHz 16MHz 20MHz 25MHz 
Memory 2MB 2MB 2MB 2MB 
1.2MB FD Included Included Included Included 
1.44MB FD Included Not incl. Included Included 
Hard Disk 40MB 40MB 40MB 40MB 
Serial Port 2 2 2 2 
Parallel Port 1 1 1 1 
Mouse Port 1 1 1 1 
Mouse Included Not incl. Included Included 
VGA Card 1MB Not incl. 1MB 1MB 
VGA Monitor 1024x768 Not incl. 1024x768 1024x768 
MS DOS 5.0 Included Not incl. Included Included 
Windows Included Not incl. Included Included 
Price $1 ,595 $2,895 $2,516 $1,825 

based modularcomputerproduct 
line. SUM EX is a company that 
dares to innovate. 

SUMEXCorporationisalsopoised 
to grow. The leading-edge tech
nologies, competitive pricing, and 
comminnentto total customersat
isf action are some of the solid 
building blocks for SUMEX 
Corporation'sgrowth. 

Give us a call today and find out 
how you can betterpreserve your 
computerinvesnnent. 

DATMnfuo/M 
Modular, UpgradableSystems 

386DX/33 $2,395 
4MBRAM.64KBCache,!20MBHD 

486SX/25 $2,795 
4MBRAM.64KBCache,!20MBHD 

486DX/33 $3,395 
4MBRAM.64KB Cache.200MBHD 

DAT Astationl M includes SVG AMouse, Windows 3 .0.and DOS 5.0 

NaIEBOO~ 

386SX-20...$1695 
•2MBRAMexp. to8MB 
•3.5" I.44MB FD 
•60MBHD(opt. l 20MB) 
• 2Serial/1 Parallel/VGA Ports 
•Dual Batteries (5 hours) 
•Built-inA C& Car Adaptors 
•Carrying Case/MS-DOS 
•6.38lbs including batteries 

BFSIBUY 
386SX...$879 

•IMBRAM 
• l.2MBOR 1.44MBFD 
•40MBIDEHD ( 1: 1) 
•2SerialI1 Parallel Ports 
•IOI Key Keyboard 
• IMBSVGACard 
•SVGAMonitor(1024x768) 
• Desktop or M iniTowerCase 

3 Workstation 
Network...$2599 

•386SX-16MHz 
•IMBRAM 
• l .2MBOR I .44MBFD 
•40MBIDEHD(l:l) 
• 2 Serial I I Parallel Ports 
• I 0 I Key Keyboard 
•MonochromeMonitor 
•Hardware/Cables/Software 

Orhersysrems and configw·•rions avai lahle -ca/If order ails. 

C SUMEX 

~ CCBPCBATIO. 

1-800-257-8639 
Toll Free (800) 25SUMEX 


Hours: 9 AM-6 PM M-F, PST 

Telephone: (714) 563-7456 FAX: (714) 563-1 804 


431 N. Brookhurst Street, Unit 130, Anaheim, CA 928 01 


Prices &. specifications subjccl to change withoul notice_C.:il\ for dc1a ils of tcm t!' & condi lions. Alt 
trademarks be long to 1hcirrcspcc1ivccompanics. "'Refunds do nOI inc lude shipp ing & handling cha rge .~. 

Rc1um Au1horiza1ion Number is required before returning products. 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • BUSINESS TOOLS 


Take Your 
Inventory 
over the LAN 

PC Census, a program 
that scans PCs to iden

tify the applications and 
add-in cards installed at your 
business, now collects this 
information over a LAN. If 
the program encounters an 
unknown system or applica
tion, you can add brand and 
model data at the PC, and the 
program will remember the 
fingerprint for future 
reference. 

PC Census has two 
pieces of software: A collec
tor scans the PCs to take an 
inventory, and the adminis
trator loads the scan results 
and creates a dBase-compat
ible database. From that 
data, the program can gener
ate reports indicating what 
applications you use in a 
business and which PC is 
supposed to have a specific 
hardware card. PC Census 
identifies major applications 
down to their version num
ber, and it can also identify 
hardware by model and 
manufacturer. 
Price: 20-PC starter kit, 
$295; volume discounts are 
available. 
Contact: Tally Systems 
Corp. , Buck Rd., P.O. Box 
70, Hanover, NH 03755, 
(800) 262-3877 or (603) 643
1300; fax(603) 643-9366. 
Circle 1019 on Inquiry Card. 

A Terminal 
Emulator 
Plus Two 

Anew database utility, 
terminal emulator, and 

office automation system 
make up IMS Soft ' s suite of 
business programs. Data
Flow lets you view, format, 
search, and sort dBase, 
Paradox, and ASCII text 

PC Census scans your system's hardware and software and 
provides manufacturer and serial-number data. 

files. You can customize 
your data format and create 
data links between files. 
The program features pat
tern-finding and -selection 
capabilities. 

According to IMS Soft, 
lnfoTerm lets you emulate 
TeleVideo, Wyse, and 
other terminals on your PC . 
InfoTerm uses Novell's 
TCP/IP and can support rates 
of up to 38,400 bps. 

The Linked Electronic 
Office package for Unix fea
tures word processing, 
E-mail, a calendar, and 
scheduling tools. You can in
tegrate LEO with other 
software and have it function 
as client and server. 
Price: $89.95 for DataFlow 
and Info Term; pricing for 
LEO not yet determined. 
Contact: IMS Soft, 15760 
Ventura Blvd., Suite A-5, 
Encino, CA 91436, (818) 
784-6890; fax (818) 784
6552. 
Circle 1017 on Inquiry Card. 

Meet Your 
Office Needs 
with POS 

T he Personal Office 
Series offers novice PC 

users a trio of GUI-based 
applications at a reasonable 
price. POS comprises 
GeoWorks Writer, Designer, 
and Desktop. Each of the 
programs includes a run-time 
version of the company 's 
PC/GEOS graphical-comput
ing environment and fea
tures full WYSIWYG. 

Geo Works Writer is a 
word processor that features 
mouse-driven desktop pub
lishing tools. Writer lets you 
select and modify type
faces, format columns, and 
import graphics. The de
sign program provides exten
sive graphics tools, clip art, 
and templates. Desktop fea
tures a disk and file man
ager with a personal informa
tion system. The program 
includes a DOS shell, a file 
manager, a calendar, and 
the GeoComm communica
tions program. 
Price: $69.99 per program. 
Contact: GeoWorks, 2150 
Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 
94704, (510) 644-0883; fax 
(510) 644-0928. 
Circle 1016 on Inquiry Card. 

Windows 
Form Designer 

W indForm, a program 
for creating, editing, 

and managing forms in 
Windows 3.0, lets you fill 
forms with data and store 
the data in ASCII format. A 
TSR overlay manager lets 
you overlay fonts or forms on 
top of any application data, 
a feature that lets you use the 
forms' formats in a DOS 
environment. 

WindForm lets you 
merge data from other appli
cations into a form and can 
scan and import graphics 
files. It ships with a Hew
lett-Packard ScanJet scanner 
driver. 
Price: $179.95. 
Contact: Ibis Software, 
Inc., 625 Second St., Suite 
308, San Francisco, CA 
94107, (415) 546-1917; fax 
(415) 546-0361. 
Circle 1020 on Inquiry Card. 

Templates for 
Your Favorite 
Spreadsheet 

T emplates developed 
and documented by fi

nancial experts from CFO 
Magazine are now available 
in a program for Lotus 
1-2-3, Quattro Pro, and Ex
cel. CFO Spreadsheet Appli
cations are available as sin
gle modules or as a four
package set. 

The four modules are 
cash management, tax strate
gies, capital budgeting, and 
advanced topics, with six 
templates provided for each 
topic. 
Price: Single modules, 
$99.95; complete set, 
$299.95. 
Contact: Intex Solutions, 
Inc ., 35 Highland Cir., 
Needham, MA 02194, 
(617) 449-6222. 
Circle 1018 on Inquiry Card. 
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Model 

c Size 

R Dot Pitch 

T Screen 

Resolution 
(Max) 

Video 
Bandwidth 

Hor. 
Sync 

Ver. 

Power Source 

AJ3l A]l AI 

14" 

0.28 mm 0.39mm 

Non-Glare 

1024x768 1024x768 
640x480Non-Interlaced Interlaced 

65 Mhz 45 Mhz 30 Mhz 

(30-38)/48 Khz 30-38 Khz 30-33 Khz 

50-90 Hz 

AC 115/230 V Selectable, 50/60 Hz 

•Compatible: 
Auto-sizing, auto-phasing, and automatic 

horizontal scan-rate adjustment, 30-38Khz 

CAJID, plus 48Khz CAN). 


•Reliable: 
Arcus's 0.2% defect rate surpasses industry 

standards. 


• Guaranteed: 
Arcus VGA monitors from TECH 101 feature 
an extended 13-month warranty. 

ARCUS T~anufactured By ~ELT~ 
• TOSHIBA l 7" & 21" flat square high resolution 

color monitors are available. 

TECH 101 INC. 
17962 Sky Park Cir,, Suite E. Irvine, CA 92714 

Tel: (714) 263-5252 Fax: 014) 852-1448 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • GRAPHICS I ILLUSTRATION 


Graphics Tools 
tor the Nonartist 

T he developer of the 
high-end paint program 

PC Paintbrush now offers 
an entry-level image editor 
aimed at business users. 
PhotoFinish lets you enhance 
scanned photos, drawings, 
or clip art and import the 
images into drawing, word 
processing, presentation, or 
layout applications. 

You can use the program 
to convert images between 
256-color or gray scale, 24
bit color, or 16-bit color. 
Graphics tools include 
fountain pen, airbrush, and 
special effects (e.g., mo
tion-blur and cloning). 

PhotoFinish runs under 
Windows and supports prac
tically every image scanner 
on the market, according to 
ZSoft. The program sup
ports PCX, BMP, and other 
file formats, and it is com
patible with applications by 
Aldus, Microsoft, and other 
vendors. 
Price: $199. 
Contact: ZSoft Corp., 450 
Franklin Rd., Suite 100, 
Marietta, GA 30067, (404) 
428-0008; fax (404) 427
1150. 
Circle 1023 on Inquiry Cord. 

Merge Graphics 
with Striking 
Results 

T he Juggler incorporates 
graphics-file conversion 

and image enhancement 
with drawing capabilities in a 

..1· ., j ·111 ··11 ·• tl 'I' ' ·ii :ii .l .!i !lii ·111n 

PhoroFinish 's toolbox (upper right) lets you group related tools 
under a single icon. The program lets you print poster-size 
output ro multiple pages. 

Windows package. This 
combination lets you use 
high-quality graphics in 
word processing, desktop 
publishing, and presenta
tion applications. 

You can use the Juggler 
to import, combine, and 
merge multiple images of 
different formats. The pro
gram converts images to the 
new file format for integra
tion into such applications 
as WordPerfect, Corel Draw, 
and PC Paintbrush. The 
Juggler's image-enhance
ment features include 
stretch, flip, rotate, and clip. 
You can control the colors, 
gray scales, contrast, and 
brightness of your graphics. 
Price: $249.95. 
Contact: Jewell Technol
ogies, 130 Nickerson St., 
Suite 105, Seattle, WA 
98109, (800) 284-2574 or 
(206) 285-6860; fax (206) 
285-7340. 

Circle 1022 
on Inquiry Cord. 

You can use the 
Juggler to merge 
and overlay 
unlimited numbers 
of images 
regardless oftheir 
formars. 

Graphicway 
Leaps from QNX 
to Windows 3.0 

Graphicway, the presen
tation software for the 

QNX and DOS operating 
systems, is now available in a 
Windows 3.0 version that 
combines high-end illustra
tion, text, and charting. 
Graphicway for Windows 
supports extrusion, 128 
predefined charts, and con
version of Type 1 Adobe 
fonts to Bezier curves. It can 
also convert text to Bezier 
curves. The program lets you 
work in wireframe and pre
view mode and supports 
WYSIWYG editing. It 
comes with a library of clip 
art and can fit text to any 
path, Tilcon says. 

Graphicway is also avail
able in a version for develop
ers. You can embed Graph
icway in an existing 
application to generate 
graphical reports from any 
ASCII source. 
Price: $495; developer's 
edition, $695. 
Contact: Tilcon Software, 

Ltd., 38 Antares Dr., Suite 
300, Nepean, Ontario, 
Canada K2E 7V2, (800) 665
5928 or (613) 226-3917; 
fax (613) 226-3631. 
Circle 1021 on Inquiry Cord. 

GIF Provides 
Extensive 
Graphics Tools 

P ainting, image pro
cessing, and video cap

ture are just a few of the 
graphics tools that Tempra 
GIF has to offer. You can 
use GIF on your Windows, 
DOS, or OS/2 system to 
perform such image-editing 
functions as washing, 
blending, antialiasing, free
hand drawing, and palette 
adjustment. The program in
cludes 256 colors, patterns, 
pens, and geometric tools 
(e.g., lines and polygons). 
Image-file formats supported 
by Tempra GIF include 
TIFF, WIN, GIF, and PCX. 

When used with Digital 
Vision's ComputerEyes/RT 
video digitizing board, GIF 
is capable of real-time video 
capture. Once you've cap
tured your video images, GIF 
lets you do frame-by-frame 
image editing. 
Price: $149. 
Contact: Mathematica, 
Inc., 402 South Kentucky 
Ave., Lakeland, FL 33801, 
(800) 852-6284 or (813) 682
1128; fax (813) 686-5969. 
Circle 1024 on Inquiry Cord. 

With a price rag of$149, 
Tempra GJFwill blow 
your mind. 
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rr he value of a network is in the information it can 
deliver. On CD-ROM, today, is everything from 
U.S. Census data to multimedia training for Lotus 

·· · applications to databases specific to healthcare, 
legal, and accounting professionals. 

It's why large Novell, IBM, and other networks found at 
government, educational, and corporate sites are installing 
CBIS CD-Server TM towers and CD ConnectionTM software at 
an astonis°hing pace. 

The Connectivity Company That Speaks CD-ROM. 
CBIS is the only CD company with a networking back
ground. Since 1979, we've developed products for LANs
so we take CD-networking a giant step further. Our CD 
products allow LAN users to concurrently access data . ..even 
if it's the same page from the same CD. 

Our Competitors Run Out of Memory with 
Some CDs ... We Don't. MSCDEX isn't needed. 
Occupying as little as 1 KOf base memory per 
workstation, our system has very low RAM 
overh~ad requirements. 

CODE: 180292 
Prict.>s & tl'chnic<il specilications subject to chil!tge. 
Netwprk-05. NNwork-05 Plus, CD Connection and CBIS 
CD 5'.'l'\'l'r ar t' trademarks of CRIS, Inc. All other company 

EDITORS' or brn_nJ nanws are lrad~marks 0r registered trademarks 
CllOICF. of their r~spt.>ctive comp.-u1ies. 

Network-OS Plus™-The CD-Ready Network That 
Costs Under$200 per User. In the very near future, CD 
drives will be as common to networks as hard disks and 
laser printers, today. CBIS has a feature-rich, peer to peer 
NetBIOS LAN with built-in growth potential and flexibility. 

A dedicated server's not needed. Start with as few as 
two workstations and share a network modem, printers, 
disk drives, and DOS programs and files. When ready, you 
can add our award-winning CD system, FAXboard sharing, 
remote communications & Powerserve Plus,™ high
performance server software that supports 255 users. 

The Most Compatible 0K Network Comes with Free 
Tech Support. Network-OSTM runs on almost every flavor 
of PC using over 50 network boards, including Ethernet, 
ARCnet, Token Ring and Micro Channel. 

~ 	 Get the CD-ROM Networking Story TODAY. 
Call CBIS today for complete details on how CDs 
and networks work together.· All products are 
immediately available and come with a 30-day 
money-back guarantee. Demo disk available. 

CALL: 404/446-1332 
Reseller Inquiries Invited 
CBJS, INC., 5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., 
Bldg 100/170, Norcross, Georgia 30092 

Circle 592 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 593). 



From CAD to 
Computer-Aided Designing 



,... 
,............ 

~······••••••••J ••••••••• ........... 

600 X 600 DP 


Specifications: 
~-B15MR 

•8 PPM •HP Series llP Emulation (PCL4) •Unlimited Monthly Duty Cycle 
•600 X 600 DPI •Optional font cartridge support •All Interfaces active at the same time 
•6 Megs of RAM •Automatic Emulation Switching •Apple Talk, Parallel, Two Serial Interfaces 
•45 PostScript Fonts • 1 Vear Warranty, parts and labor •Face Up and Face Down Paper Output Trays 
•20 MHz 68020 Processor •Supports Type 1 and Type 3 fonts •Single or Dual Bin version (QMS PS-825 MR) 

......... -··- ..-.: lA~E~-llf~
···-· -·· --· . . ... --· -· . 
······-----------------------~ 6711 C SiERRA Cr. TECHNOLOGIES 

DubliN, CA 94568 (5 l 0) 829,,92 l 5 

=-= -
GovERNMENT, CoRpORATE & Sdrnol P.O.'s WElcoMEd. 

PIEASE cAll foR IAsER CARrnidqE REcycliNG INfoRMATioN. 
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NEWS 


Breaking into WINDOWS 
has Navar Bean Easier 
Introducing WinTRAN™, the object-oriented Windows™ development 
environment that lets you manipulate named visual objects instead of 
windows. Applications developed with WinTRAN contain from one half 
to one tenth the lines of code of Windows applications developed with 
other methods. And, Win TRAN applications are written in standard 
programming languages such as C, C++, or Pascal. Best yet, Windows 
applications developed with WinTRAN can be ported to other GUI 
environments such as OSF/Motif without change to user interface 
descriptions or code. Yes, its never been easier to break into Windows. 

Call today for more information 1-800-257-4888 

Help Is 
on the Way 

S ystem compatibility 
testing is now available 

for your Macintosh hard
ware and software. Help 
identifies problems with 
start-up documents, system 
settings, improperly in
stalled files, damaged files, 
and insufficient memory. 
The program also tests for 
incompatibilities between 
system hardware and soft
ware, and applications and 
system software (including 
System 7 .0). 

After determining where 
the snags in your system are, 
Help outlines the steps you 
must take to resolve them. 
Teknosys offers a subscrip
tion service that provides 
users with quarterly up
dates of the program's 
knowledge base and any 

WHAT'S NEW• HELP UTILITIES 


;i; Fiie Edit Ulln~ows 

J~ Reporl E!JI 

Di agnosl i c .Results 
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•·110ilablewNehis ..,1Nltl1Mt wif1 ..1~t.One11101y 

I 
, I 

Help discovered one critical problem for this user: The start
up document conjlicts with 32-bit addressing. 

software upgrades that are 3923 Coconut Palm Dr., 

released. Suite 1 1 Ir11mpa, FL 

Price: $149; annual sub 33619, (813) 620-3494; fax 

scription, $75. (813) 620-4039. 

Contact: Teknosys, Inc., Circle 1025 on Inquiry Card. 


Here's Help 
for Your 
Help Desk 

S upport Express offers 
features that allow you 

to answer questions quick
ly, track requests, and report 
on the activities of the help 
desk. You can use the cus
tomer's description of a 
problem as text in searching 
the database for a solution. 
Support Express delivers 
acceptable performance on 
286 and lower machines, the 
company says. 
Price: $1495; five-user 
LAN version, $2495. 
Contact: Software Market
ing Group, Inc ., 108 Third 
St., Suite 201, Des Moines, 
IA 50309, (800) 395-0209 or 
(515) 284-0209; fax (515) 
284-5147. 
Circle 1026 on Inquiry Card. 

2483 Old Middlefield Way, Suite 224, Mountain View CA 94043 

Windows is a tradi::mark. of Microsoft Corpora lion. Win TRAN is a trademark of Guidi:: ware Corporation 
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satisfaction-PC 
Week poll. 

In competition against other top CAD· 
software for pe1fo1mance, hardware 
compatibility, ease of use and value, 
f.asyCAD 2 handily won the award that 
counts most-User Satisfaction (1989, 
1990). Now the best is even better. 

You Pay Only $199.00 for the 
Pro~am CAD Users Rate 
Numberl. 

PC WORLD said it best, 
to-leam program is blindingly fast, and 
its flexibility, wealth of features and 

can deliver for just $199.00? 

Number 1in user 

"This easy

what f.asyCAD 2 

Plot to file means you can store 
drav.~ngs on disk now and send it 

to the printer later. And it supports 
Pos!Script printer fonts and line weight 
controls. 

More features, less money
guaranteed. 

No other CAD software gives you so 
many features for so little money (and 
a 30-day money back guarantee): 
Customizeable 
pull-down menus, 
script and macm 
capabilities that 
automatecomplex 
or repetitive tasks, 
DXF for exchang
ing drawings and 

Expanded, productivity
boosting associative 
dimensioning. 

f.asyCAD 2's associative dimension
ing feature allows you to rotate, stretch 
or change the scale factor of a draw
ing and all dimensions are instantly 
updated to reflect the change. This 
includes ordinate, angle, radius and 
diameter as well as other dimension 
formats. Ycu never have to erase or 
re-enter dimensions. 

excellent user 
inteiface match those of professional 
programs costing thousands ofdollars 
more." 

In fac~ because it is written entirely 
in assembly language experts say 
f.asyCAD 2's speed rivat CAD packages 
costing up to twenty times more. 
So why spend well over $2000 to get 

Whisk through even the 
largest drawings. 

An enhanced memory manager lets 
you\vork through tre largest dra\vin~ 
faster than ever. 

files with other 
CAD programs and spread sheets. The 
list goes on. 

Call 1(800)874-4028 now for more 
information, plus the name ofyour. 
nearest dealer. Ifyoualready own 
EasyCAD, ask about our special trade
up programs. 

EVOLUTION 

COMPUTING 
437 S. 48th St., Ste. 106 
Tempe, AZ 85281-9936 
1(800)874-4028 

© 1992 Evolulion Computing 
EasyCAD2 is aregistered trademark of Evolution Computing 

Circle 569 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 570). 



Win a $1,000 gift certificate to PC or Mac Connection! 
Please fill out the fallowing information, fold form and 
mail today to be entered in the drawings: 

nue_______ _________ _____ 
Company ___________________ 

Ma iAdldress, _ __________ ___ ____ 

Phone Number,__________________ 

Fold here first.~ 

BUSINESS REPL V MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 10 PETERBOROUGH. NH 

NO POSTAGE 

NECESSARY 


IF MAILED 

INTHE 


UNITED STATES 


POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

11\JTE 
Attn: Julie Perron 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
PO Box 809 
Peterborough, NH 03458-9979 

III 11111 I I 11 I11 I , I , I , I 11 I1 I, I11 I1I11 I111 II 1I11 .11 .. I 

Fold here second/ 

·Tape closed. Please DON'T staple. 



1992 BYTE Readers' C 

Instructions: For each of the following categories (whereappropriate), please check the product you consider BEST for business use. Chet 

Desktop Computer - PC 
A LB Ru ss i Vn!i el3&1(], 386SX02 48603 486SX04 

AST Premium II .. .3860s 386Sx0 s 48601 486Sx0 a 

Compuadd... .. . 38609 386Sx010 486011 486Sx012 
Compaq DeskPro..386013 386SX014 48601s 486Sx016 

Dell System......... 386011 386Sx010 4860rn 486Sx020 

EverexStep .... ....386021 386Sx022 486023 486Sx024 
Gateway 2000.. 38Us 386Sx02s 486021 486Sx02a 

Hewlell·PackardVectra386029 386SX03o 486031 486Sx032 
IBM PS/2 ...........386033 386SX0 3, 48603s 486Sx03s 


NCR............... .386037 386SX03a 486039 486SX04o 


Northgate. .... 3860., 386Sx042 486043 486Sx0.. 

Tandon .. . 38604s 386Sx04s 486041 486Sx04a 

Tandy. ...... .. ... 386049 386Sx0so 4860s1 486Sx0s2 
Zeos.... ......... 1860s3 386Sx054 4860ss 486Sx0s s 
Other PC desktop:._________ _ 

Desktop Computer - Macintosh 
Apple Macintosh Classic or Classic 11 .. ........ 0 1 
Apple Macintosh llf x.. ... .. ... ....... .......... .... .. 0 2 
Apple Macintosh llsi. .......... .... ..... ...... ........ .. ..03 
Apple Macintosh llcilllcx ....... ........ ................ ... ..0 4 
Apple Macintosh LC. . .. Os 
Apple Macintosh Ouadra ... .. .. .. ... ... .... .... ... 0 s 
Other Apple Macintosh: 0 1 

Workstation 
DEC. write in model:_________ 0 ,. 
Hewlett-Packard 9000...... .... .................. ...Os 
IBM RS/6000. ..... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. 0 s 
MIPS, write in me 0 7· 

NeXT Dimension .... 0 10 
Silicon Graphics Iris... . .. .. 0 11 

Sun SPARCstationELC... .. 0 12 
Sun SPARCstation IPX ... 013 
Other workstation: 014 

Modem, 9600 bps 
Hayes Optima 96 ... ................... 0 1 
Hayes Ultra 96 .. .............. ... ...... ..................02 
Intel 9600EX. ..... ., ... ... .. .. ... .. ................. . .03 
Multi·Tech, write in model: O .. 
Practical Peripherals PM9600SA. . ... .. .. ..... .. .. .. . .0 a 
Prometheus ProModemUltima .. ..... ... .. . .0 9 
Racal Vadic, write in model: 0 10. 
Telebit OBtazec. .... ........................... .. ...... .. .D 1J 

UDSFasTalkV.3 ................................ :J,. 
USRobotics, writ< :J 1s. 
Other modem: 0 <B-

Portable/Notebook Computer 
Apple Macintosh Powerbook. .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. . ... 0 1 

AST Premium Exec .................. ...... ... ........... 02 

AT&TSafari NSX/20 .. . ...... .... .... ........ ... .. ..03 

Compaq LTE 386s/20. ..... ..... ... .... .. .. .0 4 

Dell NX20 .. . .... .. ....Os 

EverexTempo LX .. .... ... ....... .......... .. .. .............Os 

IBM L40SX ... ... ................ ............ ...... ..... . .01 
NEC U ltraitE . . ......... .... .Oa 
Sharp 6200.. ... .... .. ... .. ... .. . .0 9 
Tandy 3810 HD ..................... ....... 0 10 
Texas Instruments 1 inSX .........0 11 

Toshiba T2000SXe. . .. ........... .. .. .. 012 
Toshiba T2200SX .. .......... ... .. ..................... 013 
Zenith MastersPort : 0" 
Zeos Notebook 386. .... ... ..... ... .. ...... .. .. 0 1s 
Other portable/notebook 0 1s 

Handheld/F 
Atari Portfolio . .. . 01 
Casio Boss .. 02 
Hewlett-Pack . 03 
Psion ... ........ . 04 
Poqet. ...... ... ..... .. Os 
Sharp Wizard .. . . . ... ...... .......... Os 
Other handheld/palmtop:________01 

Monitor 
Apple Color RGB ..0 1 
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 16L . .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. . ...0 2 
Nanao T560i. . 0 3 
NEC MultiSync FG ................ ....... 0 4 
Panasonic P1395. ... .... ... .. ..... ....... . Os 
Radius, write in modet:________,Ds 
RasterOps, wrilP modet Q9. 
Tatung, write in 0 12. 
ViewSonic 7 .. 0 os 
Other monitor: 016 

Laser Printer 
Apple LaserWriter Ilg.. 01 
Apple Personal LaserWriter II Nl 02 
Canon LBP-4 Plus .. ... .... ....... .03 
GCC Technologies B .................. 04 
Hewlett-Packard llp F ............... .. Os 
Hewlett-Packard lllp. ... .. ..... Os 
Hewlet-Packard lllsi ............................ .. .07 
IBM LaserPrinter 10 . . .... ..... ... ................. Oa 
Okidata OL830. .. .. ......... ......... 09 
NEC Silentwriter .. ................... 010 
OMS410 .... o,, 
OMS 815ro<o..... . 012 
Texas Instruments Microlaser. . . ....... ....... ....0 13 
Other laser printer: 0" 

Video Board - MS-DOS/Windows 
ATI 8514 Ultra.............. .. ............. .. 01 
ATl VGA Wonder XL . 02 
Boca SuperVGA.... .. 03 
Cardinal VGA732 .. ........ ................... .. .04 
Hercules, write in model:________ Os. 
Orchid ProDesigner llS ... Oa 
Paradise (W. Digital), wri 09. 
Video Seven VRAM II . ... ..... .. ........ ..0 o3 
Other video board: 0 ,. 

Video Board - Macintosh 
Apple8·24GC. ...... .. ..... .. ....... ...... .. .. .CJ 1 
Radius Precision Colt ................... :J2 
RasterOps 24XLTV. . ..... 0 3 
Supermac Thunder/24 ............. ........... ......... 04 
Other video board· 0 s 

Word Processing - MS-DOS/Windows 
Describe................ ........... .......... ........ ........ .. . 0 1 

Lotus Ami Pro 2.0 ..... .. ..... . 0 2 
Microsoft Word 5.x .... .. .. .D 3 
Microsoft Word for 'I' 04 
NBI Legacy 1.x. .. - . 0 s 
SPC Professional Write 2.x .. ...... . .... .. Os 
SPC Professional Write Plus .. . 0 1 
WordPerfect 5.1. ... .... ... .... ......... .Oa 
WordStar Professional 6. . 0 9 
WordStar for Windows. ....... ... .. .... .. ... .. .. .. 0 10 
Other word processor: 0 11 

Word Processing - Macintosh 
ClarisMacWrite 111 .x. . ... ....... .... .... ... .............CJ, 
Microsoft Word 5.0... ... . .. .. ..... ........ ..... :J 2 
Paragon Concepts Ni .. .... .. .. ... ... .. ... :J3 
T/Maker WriteNo•" ? . . .. .... .. . . .. .. . . . ... .. . ... .. . .. :J 4 
WordPerfect2.x... .. .. ..... ... ... .. .. .............. :ls 
Other Mac word processor. Os 

CAD - MS-DOS/Windows 
AmericanSmall Business Computers DesignCAD 3D 0 1 
Ashlar Vellum for Windows . ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .... .0 2 
Autodesk AutoCAD 11.,.. ... . .. 0 3 
Autodesk AutoSketch .... 0 4 
Computervision DesignView 2.x . .. Os 
EvolutionComputing EasyCad 2..... .0 s 
Evolution Computing FastCa~ . . 0 1 
Foresight DrafixCAD Ultra/3E ...... ....... .. .Oa 
Foresight Drafix Windows CA .0 9 
Generic GADD 5.x .. ..... .. ... .. .. ...... ..... .. .... .... . 0 10 
Intergraph Microstation . .0 11 

Other DOS/Windows CAD 0 12 

CAD - Macintosh 
Ashlar Vellum ... ..0 1 
Claris CAD. ................. .02 
DesignCAD Macintosh .. ... ...... .... ..03 
Other Macintosh CAD:_________04 

Contact Managers/PIMs 
askSam ............................... .. ..0 1 
Chronologic Instant Recall 2.x.. .... .. .02 
Chrones Software Who What VI .............. ..03 
Contact Software ACT 2.x .. ...... ......0. 
Lotus Agenda 2.x. .. .......0 s 
Micrologic Info Select 2. x.... .. ..... .. ... ...... Os 
Polaris PackRat 4.0. ... ..0 1 
Prisma Software Your Way........ . .. .0 a 
Richmond Technologies Maximizer.,........ . . 09 
Other contact manager:. ________010 

Database Managers, Programmable 
MS-DOS/Windows 
Blyth Omnis V . ... o , 
Borland dBase IV.. . .02 
Borland Paradox 3.x 0 3 
Clarion Professional Develope .. .. .... .. .. ..... .. . 0 4 
Computer Associates DBFast .. .................... ..... Os 
DataEase............... ... ...... Os 
Fox FoxPro 2.0 ................... .... . 0 1 
Microrim RbasE . ... .... .... .. .. .. .. . . .. 0 a 
Nantucket Clip~ . .D9 
Oracte6.2 . .. .......... .. ..... 010 
Software Publishing Superbase 4. . .0 11 

Other DOS/Windows database:______012 

Database Managers, Programmable 
Macintosh 
Acius4th Dimension. . .. ........ .... ......0 1 

Blyth Omnis ... .............. ......... ....... ...... ... .. 02 

Claris FileMaker .. . .. .. .. .... .. ... . .0 3 
Other Mac database 0 4 

Database Client/Server 
Microsofl/Sybase SOL Server........ .. CJ , 
Gupta SOLbase Server. ... :J2 
Novell Netware ___ :J3 

Oracle Server ...... .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. ..... ... ..... .. . .. . .. .:J 4 
Other database clienUserver: 0 s 



:/Joice Awards Survey 

konly ONE item per category. Fold survey and return, no postage necessary, or fax to (603)924-2530. 

Desktop Publishing - MS-DOS/Windows 
Aldus PageMaker4.0for Windows ... .... .... ......01 

Logitech Finesse.... ...... .. ..... 02 

Microsoft Publisher 1.x for Windc .OJ 

Power Up Express Publisher 2.x .. 0 • 

Spinnaker PFS: First Publisher ................. _..... 0 s 

Timeworks Publish It.. .0 s 

Unison World Avagio ... ........ .. .... . 0 7 


Ventura Publisher 4.x for Windows. ·· ·····-· ···· ·· .. .. 0 a 

Other DOS/Windows DTP: Qg 


Desktop Publishing - Macintosh 
Aldus PageMaker 4.x. .. .. ....... .. .... .. . ...01 
Letraset Design Studio .02 
Timeworks Publish It 2 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. •.....• ... ... .OJ 
QuarkXPress 3.x. ....... ... ... ...... . . ... .. ..0. 
Ventura Publisher: .. ......... ........ ..... .... .... Os 
Other Mac DTP: O s 

Desktop Publishing - UNIX 
Elan Avalon Publisher .. ... . ........... ... .. .0 1 


FrameMaker.. ... . _...... 02 

lnterleaf TPS/Slim ... . . . . .. DJ 

Island Write/Paint/Draw.......... .. O, 

Other UNIX DTP:__________O s 


E-Mail and Workgroup - DOS/Windows 
Action Technologies The Coordinator 11. .. .. ....0 1 


DaVinci Email for Windows.. ... .. ... OJ 

EnableSoftware Higgin< ... .... .................O, 

Lotus CC:Mail .. ... . 0 s 

Lotus Notes.. 0 s 

Microsoft Mail . ... 0 1 

WordPerfect Office .. . .0 a 

Other E-mail/workgroup: Qg 


Access Technology forComment .. ... ..0 2 


E-Mail and Workgroup - Macintosh 
Lotus CC:Mail.. ....01 

Microsoft Mail.. ... ... .. ....... .... .... ... ........02 

Other E-maillworkgroup: 0 3 


Graphics - MS-DOS/Windows 
Adobe Illustrator 4.0 .. .. ........... .01 

Aldus Freehand ... ........ 0 2 


Autodesk 3D Studio.. .......o. 

Computer Associates Cricket Graph 1.x ... . . 0 s 

Computer Support Arts &Letters 3.x . . .. .. .0 s 

Corel Draw2.xforWindows.. ... .............. ... .. .. .. .. 01 

Electronic Arts Deluxe Paint II.. . .. Os 


Other DOS/Windows graphics·______O,. 


Artline 2.x... ............ .. .. . . .... . ..... 0 3 


Lotus Freelance Graphics for Window1 .. ....0 9 


Micrografx Designer... .. .0 10 


RIX Softworks WinRix.. ...... .... .. .. ... . . ... 01l 

SPC Harvard Draw for Window! . ... .. ... .... ..... .0 12 

ZSoft Publisher's Paintbrush for 1ws .. ........ .0 13 


Graphics - Macintosh 
Adobe Illustrator 3.x. 0 1 


Claris MacDraw Pro · J 2 


Deneba Canvas 3.x. I, 

Electronic Arts S!udio/321.1 ........ ............... .O. 

Other Mac graphics: 0 s 


Network Operating Systems - DOS/OS/2 
Arlisoft LANtaslic. ............ ... ... ..... ..... .. ... .... ....... 0 1 


Microsoft LAN Manage• ? v DJ 

Novell NetWare 3.1 L ... .... ..... .. ...... .... ....... . .O. 

Novell NetWare 286.. ... Os 


Banyan VINES 4.x. . ..... .. ... . .. .. ... . .. . ..... 0 2 


Performance Technology PowerLAN... ......... .. 0 s 

Other DOS/OS/2 network OS:_ _____ 01 


Network Operating Systems - Macintosh 
Apple AppleShare 3.0... .......... ...... ... ......... ..... .. 0 1 


Novell NetWare ~ " 0 2 


Sitka TOPS 3.x .... ..... .. .. ....... .... ...... ..... Q3 

Other Mac network OS: O, 


Memory Managers 

Helix Software Netroom ....... . 

PharLap 386/vmm 

Qualitas 386Max 5.x 

Quarterdeck QEMM 386 .. 

Other memory mgr:________ 


Optical Character Recognition 

CaereOmnipage Professional 1.x ...... 01 

Calera WordScan+ .. ... ......... ...... ..... .. 02 

OCR Systems Read Righi 3.x for Windows .. .DJ 

Other OCR:___________ a. 

Operating Systems/Environments 
Apple System 7.0 . ........... ............ ... .... ....... . 01 
Digital Research DR-DO ...................... .. )2 
Geoworks Ensemble 1.x .... :J3 
Hewlett-Packard New W :J, 
IBM OS/2 1.x/2.x.. Js 
Interactive UNIX . ......... .. :ls 
Microsoft MS-DO: )7 
Microsoft Windows J.u . :la 
Quarterdeck DesqView ... .... 09 
SCO Open Desktop ... 0 10 
Sun SunView. ...... ..... ...... ... .. . o .. 
Sunsoft Solaris 
OtherOS:._ ___________Q ,3 

Programming Language - DOS/Windows 
Asymetrix Tool Book ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. . .. ......... 0 1 


Borland ObjectVision 2.1........ . :::12 

Borland Turbo C ~ .+ :J3 

Borland Turbo Pm 6.x. ... ... O, 

Microsoft BASIC 7. . .. ........ .. .... ..•.. .... .0 s 

Microsoft C 6.x. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. . ..... . 0 s 

Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.x ........... ...... ..... ... .. .. .. 0 7 


Microsoft QuickC 2.x .. .. ..Os 

Microsoft Visual BASIC ................ .... ..... ..... .... Qg 

Watcom CB.51386.. .. ..... ..... 010 

WhitewaterGroupActor3 .x ..... ............... ....0 11 

Within Realizer.. .. .. .. ... .. .. ...0 12 

Zortech C + lx ....... . .. ..013 


Other programming language: 0 14 


Programming Language - Macintosh 
AppleMPW....... ........ .... ...... ... ... .. .. ..... ....... .... 0 1 


Silicon Beach Supercard 1.l .... ..... .... .. OJ 


Other programming language Os 


Claris HyperCard 2.x .. ... .. .. ... . ........ .. ... 0 2 


Symantec Think Pascal 3.x ...0 • 

Symantec Think C. .. . 0 s 

TGS Prograph 2.x .. .. Os 

Zortech C + lx . .. ...0 7 


Project Management 
Co mpAJstseor6 iJ ~ ~ e . ~.. r ,n ; .. e.. c..t .0 1 

Harvard Project Manager. . . .02 

lnstaplan 5000 .. ........ .. ............... . ... 03 


Microman. . o . 

Micro Planner International. .. . .O s 

Microsoft Project 1.x for Windows ... .Os 

Primavera SureTrak Project Scheduler. ... .07 


Symantec 0 nTarget . _........ .. _... _.. .. .. • .. . Os 
Symantec Time line 5.0 .... ... . .. .......... ..... .. ..Qg 
Other project mgr:.__________ 010 

Spreadsheet - MS-DOS/Windows 
Borland Quattro Pro 3.0 . .01 
Computer Associates CA-Compete . 02 
Computer Associates Supercalc5.x .DJ 
lnformix Wingz 1.x . . .. . . . ..• .. :J' 
Lotus 1·2-3 2.313.x . .. ........ .... .... ......... Os 
Lotus 1-2-3 for Wini ..... :ls 
Microsoft Excel 3.x . .. ..0 1 
Microsoft Excel 3.x :Ja 
Other spreadsheet: Qg 

Spreadsheet - Macintosh 
Claris Resolve . .0 1 


lnformix Wingz .. . .. 02 

Lotus 1-2-3 Mac. ........ ......... .. . ... OJ 

Microsoft Excel.. .. .. .0, 

Other Mac spreadsheet:________ Os 


Utilities - MS-DOS/Windows 
Central Point Software PC Tools Deluxe 7.x . 0 1 

Fifth Generation Direct Access 5.x ..... .. . 0 2 


Fifth Generation Fastback Plus 3.x .. .. .. OJ 

Gibson Research Spinrile II 2.x .... O, 

hDC FileApps... .... .................. ......... .. ... . . .0 s 

Lotus Magellan 2.x.. .......Os 

Mace Utilities 1990.... . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. ... . 01 

Multisoft PC-Kwik Power t'aK n . ...... , ,_ .. .. 0 a 

Norton/Symantec Desktop for Wini ... ... .0 9 


Norton/Symantec Utilities6.x ... ............0 10 

Traveling Software Laplink Pro 4.1 011 

XTree Gold2.x .. . 0 12 

Other DOS/Windows utilities: 0 13 


Utilities - Macintosh 
Central Point Mac Tools Deluxe ............. ., 01 

CESoftware QuicKeys . .0 2 


Fifth Generation Fastback 112.x .. ................. ..OJ 

Norton/Symantec Utilities Mac .... Q, 

On Technology On Location .. .... Os 

Symantec Utililies (SUM) II 2.x . Os 

XTree Mac. .. .. . .0 1 

Other Macintosh utilities:_ _______ Os 


Over NII r d wcftrfd u cd ft h Me a r : 
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Attention! 

You Can Win 


$1000 


in Gift Certificates for 

Computer Products from 


PC or Mac Connection 

by Participating 


in the 1992 BYTE 

Readers' Choice Survey! 


"Our BYTE Readers' Choice Awards come from a singular 
source - you, the reader. You are the expert end users 
of today's hardware and software. What you have to say 
by your votes is important to the industry. And when 
BYTE readers speak, the industry listens." 

Dennis Allen, Editor in Chief, BYTE 

To be eligible to win a prize, fill in your choice of products in the various categories. Be sure 
to fill in the prize drawing form on the back, and mail to BYTE today. The winning products 

will be announced in an upcoming issue of BYTE. 

Deadline for entry in prize drawings is March 1, 1992. 

There will be three winners selected randomly, each receiving a $1 ,000 gift certificate. 


Winners will be notified by March 15, 1992. 
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1REE PROD~UCT INFORMATION 

Mail Your Completed Card Today. For Quicker Response, Fax to 1-413-637-4343! 
Circle the numbers on Inquiry Card which correspond to Check all the appropriate answers to questions " flt Print Your name and address and mail. or tax 10 
inquiry numbers assigned to items of interest to you. through "E". 1 -4 13-637- 4 3 4 3 

r-------------------------------------------------------· 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. A. What Is your primary job tunction/prlnclpal area ot D. What operating systems are you currently using7 (Check all 

responslblllly7 (Check one.) that apply.) 

NAME 1OMISIOP 4 D Sates/Ma1keting 12 0 PCIMSOOS 150 UNIX 
2 OProgrammc1 /Systems Analyst 5 O tngineer/Sc1entist 13 0 DOS + Wind°"' 160 MacOS 

TITLE 3 D Adm1nislration/Managemen! 60 01her 1400&'2 110VAXIVMS 

8. What is your level of management responslbltlty? E. For how many people do you in'1uence the purchase ot 
7 D Senior·laiel 9 D Prolessiooar hardware or sottware7 
8 0 M1ddlel•iel 18 0 1-25 20 0 51-99 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD. Dealer, Consullant)7 19 0 26-50 21 0100 or more 
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J E R R Y 
POURNELLE 

THE HIGH END 

A
few readers have written to ask why I spend so 
much time with high-end equipment, so I'll start 
by answering that. 

My first microcomputer, Ezekial (or Zeke I), 
cost $12,000 in 1976. About half of that cost 

was for a Diablo letter-quality printer; the rest was for the 
computer kits, the cost of having Tony Pietsch and his 
Caltech crew build them, systems integration, and soft
ware. That was a lot of money in those days: what I got 
was a 64-KB system running at 2 MHz, two 8-inch flop
py drives capable of storing 128 KB per disk, Digital 
Research CP/M and utilities, Microsoft BASIC, and a 
word processor called Electric Pencil. 

I had to borrow the money to buy that machine, and it 
was worth every cent, because it greatly increased my 
productivity as a writer. I loved it, and that led to this 
column. 

Within two years after I bought Zeke, you could have 
bought his like for a quarter of what I paid. It's the same 
now: the high-end stuff you can't afford today will be 
affordable in a year or two, and three years from now, you 
won't know how you lived without it. Meanwhile, you get 
this advantage: my playing with this stuff not only brings 
it to your attention but also gets folded back into the sys
tem design. Sometimes you see that happen, but often 
you don't: sometimes I won't write about a system until 
companies have taken it back and made some design 
improvements. 

If I've drifted just a bit toward high-ticket items re
cently, it's largely because there are so many of them. I 
always try to include shareware and tips for making do 
with older and cheaper equipment; alas, if page count is 
tight, that's often what's cut. I'll pay more attention to that 
in the future. 

Setting Up 
I've been setting up a new Arche Legacy 486. I recom
mend 486 systems to anyone who can possibly afford 
them; and i ~1ou can't get a 486, you might think about 
a temporary stage with a cheap 386SX until you can. 
My reasoning is this: the 286 was not well designed, and 
it isn't much good for multiple task-switching operations 
usil1g Desqview, Windows, or OS/2. The least you ought 
to have is a 386SX. 

Full 386DX machines are very good, and if you in
stall a math chip-there are many available now-they 
will do just about everything. I'm writing this on Big 
Cat, an older Cheetah 386/25 with a 387. However, it's 
about as cheap nowadays to manufacture a 486 system as 

ILLUSTRATION: STE VE TURK <!) 1992 

it is to build a 386 with a math chip; the 486 is more ef
ficient than the 386. As to why you want the math chip, 
believe me, you do: more and more software takes ad
vantage of it even if you don't know it. From spread
sheets to math programs, a math chip speeds things up. 

The new Arche Legacy 486 is a 33-MHz machine 
with 8 MB of memory on the motherboard and a 200-MB 
SCSI hard drive. Its first task will be to function as a test
bed for a lot of other stuff: my 
major precaution against mis- The latest, most 
chief is always to have a good 
fast system totally isolated from expensive computer 
my network and to put every
thing new on that. The Arche technology will 
486 is a bit too good a system eventually trickle down 
to stay in that duty, but just now 
I don't have another test-bed to everyone 
system, and I do have the 
Arche system available. 

Arche equipment is solid and 
well designed and comes with a 
90-day on-site service warran
ty. You can extend that to two 
years of on-site service for only 
$149. As it happens, my previ
ous Arche 486 was an experi
mental model, and the contract
service people came out to 
replace the motherboard. I was 
quite favorably impressed, and 
they had no idea who I was. In
c id enta 11 y, the new mother
board design was, in part, due 
to problems I'd detected, and 
I'm pleased to say that the new 
system has none of them. 

Lap Link Pro 4.0 
The Arche 486 replaces an ex
perimental 486 that was getting 
increasingly flaky. No one 
wants an unreliable machine, but clearly, the one ma
chine that has to work properly is the one used to test 
other equipment. The first task was to transfer the soft
ware from the old machine to the new one. 

Neither machine was, nor would be, on a network, so 
I had to use some kind of port-to-port transfer. Normal
ly, if the machines are close enough together-these 
were-I use LapLink 3.0 (LL3) in parallel-turbo mode, 
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but I just got a copy of the new LapLink 
Pro4.0. 

LapLink Pro has many features not 
available in LL3. The most spectacular is 
that it will send files, and itself, over a mo
dem. Sending itself takes about 15 min
utes at 2400 bps. After you are done, 
LapLink Pro will try to speed things up; 
once you have Laplink Pro running prop
erly at home, you can set it to answer the 
phone and do file transfers from anywhere. 
You can (and should) set things to require 
a password. The package comes with the 
new LapLink "designer" serial and paral
lel cables. 

The tower-configuration experimental 
machine that I was transferring from kept 
crashing, and I was getting worried. I'd 
already opened it and taken out every un
necessary board; that kept it running a I it
tie longer between crashes, but every few 
minutes the screen would dissolve into 
white goo, and there was nothing for it but 
to turn it off for a while. This made a great 
opportunity to test LapLink Pro, which is 
much easier to restart after interruptions. 

What I'd done was create on the Arche 
system a subdirectory called Old486, and 
under that, I'd created subdirectories called 
CI, D !.. .MI, corresponding to the sub
directories on the older machine, which 
had been set up under DOS 3.3 and thus 
had no logical drive larger than 32 MB. 
LapLink Pro then took over and created 
subdirectories on the target drive as need
ed. The only problem was the constant in
terruptions from the machine crashing. 

Then inspiration hit. I expect you've al
ready figured it out. I took off the cover, 
got a large electric fan, and set it on the 
floor to blow across the motherboard. 
Yoila! After that, everything went auto
matically. Because Laplink Pro uses a 
file-compression system, it's much faster 
than the old LL3. For example, I recently 
sent (in parallel mode) 35 MB compris
ing over 1300 files and requiring creation 
of about a hundred subdirectories between 
the Cheetah 486 and the Arche 486; total 
time, 13 minutes. That's fast. 

LapLink Pro has a lot of new smarts 
about file dates and duplicates. If the times 
on the two machines differ, La plink Pro 
notices and asks if you want to do some
thing about it. The command screens are 
quite unlike those of the old LapLink we 
all know and love; fortunately, they're just 
as intuitive-or almost so. In old LapLink, 
to "tag" a file for sending, you push the t 
key. That does nothing in LapLink Pro, 
and it took me a while to figure out that 
the space bar now does that job. Even so, 
although the machine kept crashing every 
few minutes, I got LapLink Pro running 
without opening the manual. 
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I since have read that book, and I ad
vise you to do so: LapLink Pro is just 
crammed with new features worth know
ing about. There's even a small text editor 
so that you can modify a file before send
ing it. The manual is well written. 

There's more, all good. Once again 
Traveling Software has come up with a 

Laplink Pro's 

most spectacular 

feature is that it will 

send files, and itself, 

over a modem. 

-
genuine improvement to a product that 
was already as good as anything in the 
field. Highly recommended. 

Tooling Up 
Once I had everything off the old machine, 
it was time to clean off its disk. It's prob
ably paranoid of me, but I always do that 
before sending anything back. I don't re
ally suppose anyone is going to use Norton 
Utilities to restore erased files-but I did 
once get a test machine that had not been 
erased at all, and it contained the previ
ous evaluator's Quicken files of personal 
finance, the telephone numbers of her pe
diatrician and psychiatrist, and even a lot of 
personal letters as well as evaluation soft
ware. She'd wish she used Norton Utilities' 
WIPEDISK if she knew what she left on 
there .... 

Anyway, I set it up to do WIPEDISK 
on every logical drive, including C. That 
took a while, but it 's thorough. 

While that was running, I installed Nor
ton Commander on the new Arche. l no 
longer routinely install the Norton Editor, 
but I find I really can't do without Com
mander. Even though MS-DOS 5.0 has a 
neat little full-screen editor available at all 
times, I find I generally use Commander's 
text editor for I ittle jobs like adjusting 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT; 
absolutely nothing beats Commander for 
copying or moving files from one directo
ry to another. It's also great for managing 
MCI Mail. I don't like DOS shells much, 
but I sure do like Commander. 

After that it was Norton Utilities 6.0 I, 

which is enough of an improvement over 
versions 4.5 and 5.0 to be worth getting: 
version 6.01 puts back the neat features 
of 4.5 that were missing in 5.0 and adds 
new capabilities. Norton Utilities has file 
recovery, of course, but it also has direc
tory sorts, a file finder, a batch enhancer 
that lets you build batch files that do use
ful work, and other such stulT. Like Norton 
Commander, it's something I don't like to 
be without. 

I then installed Q&A 4.0, which I've 
said enough about before. It's the database 
and word processing program of choice at 
Chaos Manor. Others may be more pow
erful, but none are easier to leam----Or eas
ier to use once learned. While I was at ii, 
I put in GrandYiew, Symantec's outline 
program. I have discovered over the years 
that although I approve of outline pro
grams, I tend to use them less and less. 
However, when I'm trying to put together 
an essay on a new subject, I'm glad to have 
an outliner, and GrandYiew is the one I'm 
used to. 

Minor Problems 
Next, I connected the Corel SCSI Con
troller Board that runs the daisy chain with 
the Pioneer Dual Optical Disk Drive and 
the Pioneer 6-Disc CD-ROM Mini
changer. These won't stay on a test-bed 
machine long: they're assets I need on the 
network, but they're also a fair test for the 
Arche's compatibility. 

I opened up the Arche to inse11 the Corel 
SCSI Controller Board. There's only one 
8-bit slot in the Arche; for some reason, 
that slot is up at the top nearest the drive 
cages. I had three cards to inse11: the Corel 
SCSI, Brown-Waugh Publishing's Sound 
Blaster, and an Intel Net Satisfaxion 
fax/modem card. Since the Corel SCSI is 
an 8-bit board, it seemed reasonable to put 
it in the 8-bit slot. That meant sliding it 
under the cables going from the disk drive 
controller card. There were a couple of 
other cables running nearby, including the 

· ones that led to the Arch e's primary serial 
and parallel ports. 

I inserted the card and turned on the ma
chine. It trundled for a moment and then 
reported, "CMOS battery low. Press to 
continue." Oops, thought I: one of those 
cables was the CMOS battery cable, and 
I'd knocked the battery connector loose. 
Nothing for it but to remove the Corel 
board, reach down under the disk cage, 
and push the battery connector fiimly into 
place. No problem. It was tedious and 
took longer than I expected, but it wasn't 
difficult. 

I turned the machine on. 
No CMOS at all. No access to the hard 

drive. Nothing. I would have to set all 
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the single source 
for advanced EISA 
technology. 

ADVANCED EISA &MODU
LAR CPU MOTHERBOARDS 
With AMI leading the way in EISA 
motherboard designs, you \\'ill benel'il 
from bulletproof' performance and proven 
reliability. 

• EZ-Flex-A new modular CPU design 
ortering easy upgrades to future 
technology. 
• Enterprise II-A proven EISA per
former, popular for critical applications. 

THE LEADING 
EISA BIOS 
AMI is the world-

EISA UTILITIES MAKE THE JOB 
SIMPLE 

AMI designed and 
developed the EISA 

Configuration l't ilit.v 
to make r:onf'iguring 

EISA products a snap. 
Run the ECU and seleC't 

the auto configuration option, 
or modify the l/Oports, inter

rupls, or DMA settings as you desire. 

EISA ADD-ON CARDS 
The Fast Disk EISA SCSI Host Adapter. 
with a 
c·ombination 
of J(j MB 
cache, and 
intelligent 
:38(iSX l/O management, is the fastest SCSI 
I1ost adapter on the 111 arket today. Looi; to 
AMI !hr other EISA cards in the near future. 

THE AMI DIFFERENCE 
A~ll's expert.ise cov<~rs the entire EISA 

environment. With research, engineering 
wide standard for 

BIOS. AMI's EISA BIOS provides the 
reliability, compatibilit.v,and lcatures ~ and support !'unctions under one roof,-you desire. Plus, it's compatible 
with AMI's BIOS Configura
tion Uti lity, providing 
on-site customization 
for the Integrator 
or OEM. 

- - A/vi! is unmatched in knowledge- -~~ and support. Call A~ll, and 
w - you will unde rsland why

AMI AMl's "monopoly" on 
EISA makes it the 
onl> gamein t0\\'11. 
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that information again. 
Only one problem. What kind of drive 

did I have? The Arche comes with quite a 
good user's manual, but there are several 
options for hard drives; the Arche manual 
referred me to the documents furnished 
by n1y hard drive manufacturer; and there 
were no documents from the hard drive 
maker. I didn't even remember how 1 arge 
the hard drive was, much less how many 
heads and sectors it had. 

Of course this was on a Friday after

noon. The Arche switchboard said every
one had gone home. By pleading, I got 
them to see if anyone was still there, and, 
by luck, someone was. That was the good 
news. The bad news was that the com
pany ships those machines with several 
different kinds of hard drives, and nei
ther they nor I had the foggiest notion of 
which kind this was. Moreover, the disk, 
which is a tiny little half-height affair, 
is securely caged into the system. For
tunately, with the aid of a strong 1 ight, I 

Move toWindows,

staywith theVAX.,, 


Considering Windows? But can't afford to lose contact 
with your host? KEAterm 420 is the solution: DEC VT420 
terminal emulation software for Windows 3. Now, you can 
have the best of both worlds' 

KEAterm 420 is a true Windows 3application which 
provides the functionality of DEC'sVT420, VT320 and 
VT220 terminals in a window. KEAterm 420 version 2 
gives you the features that count: multiple pages, multiple 
sessions, file transfer, multilingual support (English, French 
and German~ script language and ODE support as well as 
network connections. Using the familiar Windows interface, 
KEAterm makes it easy to move between servers, hosts 
and PC applications. With KEAterm, you can do it easier, 
do it faster, do it better! 

To tie it all together, use KEA 's network connection 

software: KEAlink LAT, KEAlink TCP/IP, and KEAlink 
!PX for concurrentlyconnecting to your Novell network 
and your VAX or UNIX host. To eliminate keyboard 
remapping, select KEA'sP owe rt Si t~aiiayout 
keyboard to plug into your PC. And if you'rea DOS or 
UNIX user, KEA Systems offers the ZSTEM family of 
VT graphics and text emulation software for desktops 
running DOS or UNIX. 

Forsuperior PC·VAX·UNIX connectivity, call today' 

KEAS y s t t!.tttsl . 
0 r d elr- sB: Oll-- ffi760 
Telephone: (604) 431·0727 
Fax: (604) 431-0818 

VT Emulation UnderWmdows 

KEA Systems Ltd., 3738 North Fraser Way, Unit IOI, Burnaby, BC, Canada VS) 5 G I. 
The KEA logo. KEAterm, KE/\link, ZSTEM and PowerSlation are lrademarks of KEA Syslems Lid.All other brand and producl names are trademarks or 

registered trademarks of lheir respec live holders. Copyright© KEASYSTEMSLTD.1991. All rights reserved. 
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was able to read off just enough infor
mation from the disk to allow the folks at 
Arche to look it up. Type 4 7, 987 sectors, 
and so on. I entered the information into 
Setup, noted that the time and date were 
still right even though we'd lost battery 
power, and fired up. All was well. The 
machine ran just fine. 

This leads me to a suggestion: why not 
put the CMOS information on a stickeron 
the inside of the machine's cover? Leave 
space for changes if you update. Then you 
will always have the information. I'm do
ing that on all my machines, but I strong
ly suggest that manufacturers do the same 
when sending them out. I told the Arche 
people this, and they said that they liked 
the notion. 

Anyway, it was now time to install the 
Corel SCSI software. Like many modem 
machines, the Arche comes with one 5:4
inch A drive and one 3~-inch B drive. The 
Corel CD-ROM software comes on a 3~
inch disk. Insert it into the B drive and log 
on. Look at the directory; no problem. 
Type Install. 

"Sector Not Found Error." 
I figured the drive had gone bad; after 

all, I'd installed all the Symantec software 
using that B drive, so it wasn't likely any
thing had happened to it. Oh well, no real 
problem: via LapLink Pro, I already had 
the Corel software on the Arche's hard 
drive. Go there and type Install-and 
discover to my horror that the installation 
program works only from a floppy disk. 
Well, all right, that's easy enough, too: 
format a floppy disk in the B drive, copy 
everything to it, and type Install. It 
seemed an odd procedure, but it worked 
fine, all automatic. Shortly, I had six CD
ROM drives. The Corel installation rou
tine is quite simple to use. 

Next was the Pioneer read/write opti
cal disk drive. Corel has an installation 
program for that, too. When I inserted the 
disk, I got "Sector Not Found Error." OK, 
maybe the drive's going flaky. At least it 
reads disks it has formatted. So, format 
a disk, copy everything to it-but .there 
wasn't enough room on the disk, at which 
point I was enlightened. Of course there 
wasn't enough room, and of course the 
drive couldn't read normal 3~-inch disks. 
Go into Setup, and, just as I thought, the 
default for a floppy drive is l 2 MB. Tell 
the machine that's a 1.44-MB floppy drive, 
and it has no problems. Sigh. 

Once that was done, the Corel software 
for accessing the Pioneer read/write drive 
installed without difficulty. By way oftest, 
I copied about 10 MB over to the Pioneer 
and back again. The I 0 MB included Wing 
Commander, so when I got things copied 
back again, I fired up a game and learned 



Take it from the critics, Coherent 
is so close to UNIX, you won't 
believe your eyes. Or the price. 
"Mark Wi.lliams Co. seems 
to have mastered the art 
ofillusion; Coherent comes 
so fully qualified as a UNIX 
clone, you find yourself thinking 
'I can't believe it's not UNIX' " 

-Sean Fulton, UNIX Today!, 
November 2 61~90 

"...(Coherent) may be the best thing 
that has happened to UNIX yet." 

-William Zachmann, PC Week, 
November 5 ~990 

"If you want to come as close as you 
can to real UNIX for a low price, 
COHERENT can't be beat." 

-Warren Keuffel, Computer Language 
Magazine, November1990 

"If you want a UNIX-like develop
ment and learning system for less 
than $100 ... I don't see how you can 
go wrong with Coherent." 

-David Fiedler, BYrE Magazine, 
November1990 

OVER 30,000 USERS, 
AND MORE EVERYDAY! 

Why is Coherent now the 
world's best-selling UNIX clone? 

MWC . SCO 
COHERENf Xl'NIX 2 8 ' 
Ve13iller:iion2. 

No. of Manuals 1 8 

No. of Disks 5 21 

Kernel Size 64K 198K 

Install lime 20-30min. 3-4 hours 

Suggested Disk Space lOmeg 30meg 

Min. Memory Required 640K 1-2 meg 

Performance* 38 .7 sec 100.3 sec 

Price $99.95 $1495.00 

'Byte Exec! benchmark, 1 000 t e l'llili2oMiHZJ 8 6 . 
Hardware requirements: 1.2 meg5W' orl.4meg31'>' floppy, 
and hard di>k. 

NEW RELEASE 3.2 

$99.95* 

Because like the original UNIX, 

Coherent is a powerful, multi-user, 
multi-tasking development system 
with a complete UNIX-compatible 
kernel and C compiler. 

Features include Lex and Yacc, 
a vi editor, SCSI support and UUCP 
capabilities. 

And Coherent comes with a full 
set of over 200 UNIX commands 
including text processing, program 
development, administrative and 
maintenance functions. All of it fully 
documented in our highly acclaimed 
1200 page manual. 
WHAT UNIX WAS l\JEANT TO BE. 

Unlike current versions of 
UNIX, Coherent is lean and efficient. . 
Small and beautifully powerful, the 
way UNIX was originally designed. 

Coherent runs on affordable 
286 as well as 386 and 486 based 
IBM-PCs and compatibles with 
space to spare. Enough space to keep 
DOS co-residing on your hard disk. 

And it's so fast to install, so fast 
to learn and just so fast, Coherent 
leaves UNIX in the dust. 

HARD TO BELIEVE? 
IT KEEPS GETIING BEITER. 

Like Coherent, all Mark 
Williams products are incredible 

values. Including regular updates 
with new and enhanced features. Our 
write-your-own device driver kit. 
And COHware, contributed software 
on diskette. 

There's also on-going free tech
nical support via telephone. An 
active user network and a UUCP 
Bulletin Board System. Plus, with 
our new 3.2 release: 
• A new Korn shell with sophisti

cated command-line editing. 
• Postscript and PCL support for 

troff adding access to hundreds of 
new fonts. 

• Improved UUCP support. 
• International keyboard and 

character set support. 
TAKE60DAYSTO 

CONVINCE YOURSELE 
Will you agree with the critics 

and Coherent's 25,000-plus users? 
Try it. And if you don't think 

Coherent is everything you ever 
wanted in UNIX, we'll refund your 
money. No problem. No hassle. 

You can't go wrong. So get to 
a phone, FAX or mailbox now and 
order Coherent today. At $99.95, 
it's unbelievable. 

1-800-MARK WMS 
(1-800-627-5967or1-708-291-6700) 

FAX 1-708-291-6750 
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two things: it worked fine, which wasn't 
surprising; and the Arche 486/33 is much 
too fast to play Wing Commander on. I've 
got to the point where I can play on the 
Cheetah 486/25, but I don't think I' 11 ever 
be able to play on the Arche without using 
something 1 ike the shareware AT-Slow 
program. That's one speedy machine. 

QEMM-386 6.0 
OK, I had the Arche working with both 
CD-ROM and the Pioneer read/write drive, 
and I had 500 KB of memory available. 
Alas, many programs require more than 
that. Time to try a memory manager. 

Last month I had some problems get
ting Windows to work with QEMM and 
ended up using 386Max. This upset Quar
terdeck something awful. It turns out that 
QEMM will work fine with Windows, in
cluding Windows 3. 1; it's just that you 
have to invoke Windows with the WIN 
/D:X command. I'm not precisely sure 
why, but I'm told it's a bug in the Mi
crosoft code. In any event, Quarterdeck 
says that the next version of QEMM will 
fix everything; meanwhile, you should do 
WIN /D:X to invoke Windows. 

This all seemed reasonable, so I let 

QEMM 6.0 install itself. I put it that way 
because I didn't have to do any work at 
all; Quarterdeck has done a really good 
job with their installation software. It au
tomatically runs the Optimize program 
that mucks around putting TSR programs 
and drivers into high memory. I ended up 
with 588 KB of temporary program area 
(TPA) even with the optical drive and CD
ROM software installed. Quite respectable. 
Of course, when I REMed out the CD
ROM and optical disk drivers, I had over 
620 KB ofTPA. 

QEMM 6.0 has a new "stealth" tech
nology: this is a fancy name for an ability 
to recover even more memory by putting 
certain ROM data out in extended mem
ory. You find out if you can use stealth by 
invoking Optimize /ST. I'd already tried 
that on my Cheetah 386/25, and it worked 
just fine, with the bottom-line result that 
with DOS 3.3, LANtastic, and a Hitachi 
CD-ROM implemented, I still have 
Desqview windows of577 KB . 

When I tried it on the Arche, though, I 
got the message that you can't use stealth 
on that machine. At the moment, none of 
us know why. "Something in the BIOS" is 
the general consensus. Arche and Quar

terdeck are both working on the problem, 
and they expect to have that taken care of 
before you read this. Even without stealth, 
QEMM 6.0 works as well as any other 
memory manager I've tried, but there's no 
reason why stealth shouldn't work on the 
Arche. 

Once I had QEMM up, it was time to 
try Desqview itself. The trick is to REM 
out the DOS=HIGH statement in your 
CONFIG.SYS, because Desqview will 
make much better use of that memory area 
than DOS can . This was all very well, but 
I wasn't getting very large Desqview win
dows no matter what I did. Finally, l went 
into the System Setup and disabled various 
features, but it didn't help. One thing I did 
learn: on an Arche 486, you must not dis
able the shadow RAM. If you do, the ma
chine won't boot. That's surprising, and 
neither I nor the technical-support people 
at Quarterdeck know why. It's something 
else to refer to Arche. 

Eventually I got 576-KB Desqview win
dows without the Corel SCSI drivers; with 
them it's 528 KB, which is respectable, 
but it would be higher if the stealth fea
ture could be used. I'll keep working on it. 
What I really want is Desqview windows 

Rte r Stephenson, LAN Tinws 

Ron Wlu ·tePc Com,, ,_.
"The p 1'u''!lff 

"The perfect solution to 
the nagging problem 
daily backups~' 

backed ST-60 successfully 
that h up ~stubboft'I PC

ad reJected htape units!' ot er 

David Claiborne, PC VJi1 k 

"Ease of use and special
features make it the 

CHIP (Germany) 
Heiner Etzler, - e real 
"Backup mad 
easy~top-rated product~' 
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Run with ULSI Math Coprocessors 

Applications Run Faster 
The Math•Co"' 83C87 (DX) and 83S87 
(SX) math coprocessors from ULSI 

Systems are complete double-CMOS, 
I -micron technology chips. As a result of 
this superior architecture, the Math•Co 
coprocessors can perform floating-point 
mathematics in fewer clock cycles than 

needed by the standard Intel 80387. 

Keeps on Running-
Lifetime Warranty 
ULSl Math•Co coprocessors have the 
industry's best Mean Time Between 
Failure (MTBF) rating-which is why 

we're able to offer the industry's only 
lifetime warranty. 

Runs on Everything 
Math•Co coprocessors are plug-in 
compatible with the IBM PC and PC 

clones. And they're 100% software 
compatible. 

Runs Lean-
Low Power Consumption 
The Math•Co SX is ideally suited for 

laptop and portable IBM PC and PC 
compatible computers. It has a "sleep" 
mode feature which enables it to draw 
minimal power while in an idle state. 

Operating Speed Availability 
DX: 16, 20, 25, 33 and 40MHz 
SX: 16, 20 and 25MHz 

Instruction Ma L h· Co ln1d 

Add 3 12 

MPY 12 17 

DIV 40 77 

SQRT 37-41 97 ~ 
RE!\! 6H-72 81 ,, 

ULSI 

HEADQUARTER 5 HORT MME RI GAll E 5 I NT NIHIONAIS Al E 5 

& DI 5 TRI BUT I ON &DISTRIBUTION 

Ulli S yst e oisq c . UI1S Ma r k e tNbtllll~Ame r i ca UIS IMa r k e tEiuor gi p e 
58 Daggett Drive 4 412 Spicewood Springs Road. The Old Laundry 
San Jose. CA 95134 Sui1e 106 70 Sou1h View Avenue 
Te I: 408-943-0562 Austin, TX 78759 Caversham, Reading 

Berkshire RG<! OHQ 
Fax: 512-795-9959 

Fax: 408-943-0106 Tel: 512-795-8033 
England SYSTEMS 
Tel: 0734-462247 
Fax: 0734-461920 

Math•Co is a registered trndcmark of ULSI Systems. Oiiier product names arc trademarks and/or trade names o( their respective manufacturers. 
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large enough to let me run Windows 3. I 
inside one of them and still have my CD
ROM and optical disk drives. 

If I'm not using Desqview, I leave the 
DOS=HIGH statement in CONFIG.SYS 
and get a TPA of 628 KB with both CD
ROM and optical disk drive for Windows. 
That's about as good as I'm going to get, 
stealth or no stealth. 

The result is that I've put QEMM 6.0 
into all the machines at Chaos Manor. Rec
ommended. 

Windows 3.1 
Microsoft says that by the time you read 
this they will have released Windows 3. I, 
and you 'II have seen a lot of articles about 
it, so it's pointless for me to go into de
tails. The important thing is that I installed 
Windows 3.1 from scratch on the Arche 
486. This takes about half an hour, but it 
sure beats trying to transfer an already-in
stalled Windows from some other ma
chine: that will really drive you nuts. For 
safety's sake, I disabled QEMM and the 

OROER INFORMATION: Canadian residents 
please add 7% GST (Ontario residents add 8% 

Build and simulate both Analog and Digital circuits. 

ElectronicsWorkbench® 

"Electronics Workbench s pretty amazing." 

.I e ' " rPy111mell£'. Plt.O .. li(/r1W11r/rl 

" ... a marvellous learning and teaching tool.. . .'1 

Arr Sol.1/Jerg. Erlir11r-i11-clti£f M11dem Electm11ics 

"Building a circuit is simple and intuitive." 
Q.. Jeff IJ11/t:nw11 , C11//l/mter Edit11r, Radi11-Electro11ics Magu:i11e 
~----------- -- ----- - ---- -- --- -- -- ---------- - --- - -- - ------
Yes, I want Electronics Workbench® in my computer! 

Check the version you want: 

D MS-DOS 5.25' 0 MS-DOS 3.5' 

Personal $ 99.00 
Personal Plus $199.00 
Personal Plus Mac $199.00 
Professional $299.00 

Name: 

Address:________________ 

City: ______State: ____ Zlp: ____ 

Tel: ( Fax: 


MCNISNAMEX# 


Signature: __________Exp. ____ 


PST plus 7% GST). All orders please add $15_00 REOlJIREMENTS • Personal/Personal Plus Versions: IBM PC/Kf/AT or 
shipping and handling. All prices in US $. 0 Her PS/2 or !rue compalible wilh 512 kB RAM: Microsolt-compatible mause: 
available only in N. America. graphics display; two floppy drives or hard disk: MS-DOS 3.0 or laler 

• Professional Version: 640 kB RAM; EGNVGA graphics: hard disk. : Return to: • Personal Plus Mac Version: Macin!osh Plus, SE. SE30. Mac II, Interactive Image Technologies ltd. 

' Byte Offer FEATURES • Persona l Version: builds circuits containing 20 components 


: 908 Niagara Falls Boulevard ~~r!,8~!; ~ ~~~;na~nis'u:_ ~er'~l~;~l~~~~v~~~~s ~~~!a~;~ ~i~~~ed' 

• North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060 circuit tracing with an unhm11ed* number of components EGA/VGA
• Tel: (416) 361-0333 suppon. 

:__F~ _~~61 ~~~·~7_9~ _ _ ___________ ~".'."~-~·~ Y_':e_alfl ~I;: _~elfl '!_ •_'.'a~a3~ -'- __________ , 
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Corel SCSI chain during installation; when 
I was done, I reenabled both. 

The only disconcerting feature was 
when the Windows installation program 
went ranging through the C drive looking 
for applications. Of course, there were a 
lot of them, since I'd transferred all those 
files from the older machines. No harm 
done, except I now have about a zillion 
.PIF files. 

For Windows you want DOS=HIGH. 
You also must invoke windows with the 
WIN /D:X command. Provided you do 
that, Windows goes just fine with QEMM. 
If you have Norton Desktop, there is an 
idiot error message to the effect that "no 
association exists for X," but ignoring it 
doesn't do any harm. 

CorelDraw 2.0, CD-ROM Edition 
There's not much to say about this pro- ' 
gram; that is, it's going to be reviewed by 
nearly everyone, and it will win a bunch of 
awards, and ought to. It's the best drawing 
program I've seen. The CD-ROM has 
thousands of clip-art pictures, some really 
beautiful. Hundreds of fonts. The tools 
work. If you're into ai1work on a PC, get it. 
Highly recommended. 

Norton Desktop 
This is another one I've mentioned before. 
If you use Windows, do yourself a favor 
and get Norton Desktop. It makes Win
dows easier to use and considerably more 
fun. It accesses your peripherals, such as 
CD-ROM and optical drives. It under
stands what Windows is doing somewhat 
better than Windows does. The newest 
version corrects a couple of minor prob
lems when working with Windows 3.0a 
and 3. I. 

One caution: it does use a lot of hard 
disk space, depending on the options you 
select. I have a lot of hard disk space and 
selected all the options. Anyway, when I 
do Windows, Norton Desktop goes in as 
well. Recommended. 

Flashdrive 

The tendency is toward big, powerful lap

top machines. I'm presently carrying the 

Texas Instruments 3000 WIN SX, which, 

unsurprisingly, is a 386SX that runs Win

dows. I do like it. It's as powerful as my 

old Zenith Supersport SX and weighs 

about one-third as much; still a bit heavier 

than I like, but nothing I can't live with. 


Roberta, knowing that I'll always carry 
a big machine, generally opts forthe small
est and lightest thing she can use, which 
turns out to be her old standby, Toshiba
san, the Toshiba T 1000. Toshiba-san 
stopped working briefly last month, but 
that was fixed by replacing his battery, 



Power Packed &Built To Last. 


STAl~DARD 200XT $69 STANDARD220 $99 CP160 $169 

Economical This UL approved, fully tested Economical This UL approved, fully tested Original Portable Upgrnde Double your 
unit is one of the best generic 200s available. unit is one of the best generic 220s available. power with our direct replacement CPI 60. 
Costs no more than our Standard 150 it replaces. Ideal for basic systems. Allows 286, 386, and hard disk upgrades. 

SILENCER 200 $129 SILENCER 220 $139 CD270 $249 

Ultra-Quiet Stop thatirritating noise with 
the Silencer 200. Its large, low speed, German 
fan keeps yoursystem 5° to 15° cooler and 84% 
quieter. \firtually inaudible! Great in the 
executive suite or home office. 

TURBO-COOL 200 $169 

Ultra-Quiet Unrattle your ne1ves with the 
Silencer 220. Its custom, tbm110.rt11timl~y
co11trol/rd fan maintains the correct system 
temperature while reducing noise by up to 95%. 
Great in the executive suite or home office. 

TURBO-COOL 300 $189 

Deskpro Upgrade The power user's power 
supply! Our direct replacement CD270 gives 
your 80861286/386 Deskpro up to 70% more 
power and the reliability it deserves. Prevents 
nuisance rebooting. Advanced design includes 
autoselect 11 OV/220V 2-year warranty. 

High Performance Put AT power and 200% 
morecoolingunderthe hood ofyour PC/XT 
with our UL approved Turbo-Cool 200. Its 
patented twin fan, sloped-cover design keeps 
your system 30° to 45° cooler, preventing data 
errors and other heat-related problems. Perfect 
for hot rod PCs and Mini A1s! 

TURBO-COOL 300S $169 

Slim and Powe1ful Give your Slimline or 
Mini-Tower computer up to I00% more power 
and cooling with our low profile, direct 
replacement 1\irbo-Cool 300S. With a peak 
capacity of over 350 watts, it will easily start 
even the largest hard drives and peripherals! 

Silcrn:cr, Turh11-Ci1d,~ nd lnntrSnurl'c m tr:J<km.uhuf PC: Po ...er & C:<~1lin~. lnr. C:om rmi 
"Jnd Dc\~prnare rq.rlMl'f t1\ll~tkm~rh 1/ Cmnr~11 Computer Cmpor~l~m. 

High Perfomiance Upgrade your AT/386 
with our powerful 1\irbo-Cool 300. This 
popular OEM unit features built-in line 
conditioning, UL/CSA/TUV approval, 2-year 
warranty, and a high-capacity, tbei111ost11timlfr
co11trolled fan that automatically keeps your 
system up to 35° cooler. Great value1 

TURBO-COOL 450 $349 

.Maximum Perfonnance The choice of PC 
professionals, our 'Ii.1rbo-Cool 450 features 
built-in line conditioning, autoselect input, 
independent regulation, external DC voltage 
adjustment, triple-stage output filter, 50cfm 
cooling fan, IJL/CSA/TUVapproral, 100,000 
Hr. MTBF and 2-year warranty! !deal for 
high-end workstations and network file servers. 

Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, .MC, COD or PO on approved credit. 

INTERNAL UPS! 


" AB x c e h- r wit 
- PC Magazine. IJov. 27, 1990 

Our UL approved InnerSource is the first 
AT/386 power supply with ab11ilt-i11 UPS. 
Its auto-recharge battery provides up to 15 
minutes of reliable backup power for both 
your PC and monitor. This integrated 
protection costs less than a bulky 550VA 
external UPS, and it saves space, too. A 
Novell NetWare interface is available. $395 

/Ill PllWER ~ lllllll/Nli, /NII. 
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • FAX (619) 931-6988 
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1 Exxon 

2 General Motors 

3 Mobil 

4 Ford Motor 

5 IBM 

6 Texaco 

7 E.L du Pont 

8 Standard Oil (Ind .) 

9 Standard Oil of Cal. 

10 General Electric 

11 Gulf Oil 

12 Atlantic Richfield 

13 Shell Oi l 
14 Occidental Petroleum 
15 U.S. Steel 
16 Phillips Petroleum 

17 Sun 
18 United Technologies 

19 Tenneco 

20 ITT 

21 Chrysler 

22 Procter & Gamble 

23 R.J . Reynolds Ind. 

24 Getty Oil 

25 Standard Oil (Ohio) 

26 AT&T Technologies 

27 Boeing 

28 Dow Chemical 

29 Allied 

30 Eastman Kodak 

31 Unocal 

32 Goodyear 

33 Dart & Kraft 

34 West inghouse Elec. 

35 Philip Morris 

36 Beatrice Foods 

37 Union Carbide 

38 Xerox 

39 Amerada Hess 
40 Union Pacifi c 
41 General Foods 
42 McDonnell Douglas 

43 Rockwell Int. 
44 PepsiCo 
45 Ashland Oil 
46 General Dynamics 

47 3M 

48 Coca-Cola 

27million 


49 Consolidated Foods 

50 Lockheed 
51 Georgia-Pacific 

52 Monsanto 

53 WR. Grace 

54 Signal Companies 

55 Anheuser-Busch 

56 Nabisco Brands 

57 Johnson & Johnson 

58 Coastal 

59 Raytheon 

60 Honeywell 

61 Charter 

62 General Mills 

63 TRW 

64 Caterpillar Tractor 

65 Aluminum Co. of Amer. 

66 Sperr~ 

67 Gulf ·& Western Ind. 

68 Continental Group 

69 Bethlehem Steel 
70 Weyerhaeuser 

71 Ralston Pu rina 

72 Colgate-Palmolive 

Americans can't read. 

And guess who pays the price. 

While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it 's paying an 

added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy. 
Believe it or not, 27 million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 million are literate 

on only the most mioimal level. That adds up to almost one third of Oll entire population ... and 
probably a disturbing number of }W remployees. 

What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculat()'. Illiterate adults make up 50%-7fPAI of 
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $237 billion in lost earnings. They swell 
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8 billion. 

Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of 
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people 
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the 
costliest loss of all. 

What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can 
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a 
more literate community. 

The Ii rststep is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1 • 8 0 0 • 2 2 <I' Jinll• 1hl coupon be
low. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your company has ever taken. 

Aliterate 
America 
is a good 
investment. 

r 

I 
I [J I want my company to JOln the fight against illiteracy. 

Please send brochure with additional 1nformatton 

I 
lJ W e want to discuss funding the Co ah hon for Loteracy 

Please have a repre'ientat111e contact rne 

I Name _______________ 

I r.ue ---------------

1 Company------------- 

1 Addres.s. --------------

1 (oly -------- Sldle __ lop __ 

I Phone------- --------
Pfease return 10 (Odhl1on for literacy 

Business 01\11S1on 

I
1 PO 80. 81826 

Lincoln. NE 68501 1826 

L __ 
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and he's as good as new. 
Of course, "good as new" is relative. 

Toshiba-san came with DOS 2.11 in ROM. 
There's no hard drive, and the floppy disk 
is a sing le-density 3l1-inch one holding 
730 KB. T his means that in addition to the 
Tl 000, you carry a word processing flop 
py disk, a data floppy disk, a communi
cations floppy disk, and so on; and if you 
are working on several projects, each prob
ably gets a d isk. None of th is is any great 
hardship, but it is a minor inconvenience. 

T he so lution would be a hard drive, 
preferably battery-powered, small enough 
to tuck into your briefcase or wrap up in an 
old shirt and stuff into checked luggage. 
T hat's Flashdrive. The physical box is 
about the size of a sma ll modem. It con
nects to the TI000 through the printer port 
wi th a supplied cable; there's an output 
printer port on the drive box. 

You can buy The BSE Company ' s 
Flashdrive with a hard disk installed, or 
you can get its case, electronics, and soft
ware and furnish your own. Unless you 
know what you 're doing, I'd advise getting 
the preassembled version. 

Software installation is simple once 
you've prepared for it; that is, Flashdrive 
requires that its own device driver (only 
about 2 KB) be loaded by CONFIG.SYS 
in the root directory or the boot drive, and 
you must boot up with DOS 3.0 or higher. 
Since the TI 000 normally boots DOS 2 .11 
from a ROM drive, there's nothing for it: 
you need to make up a boot floppy disk 
with DOS 3.0 or higher (1used3.3). Alas, 
you can't boot from Flashdrive itself. 

In my case, I made a DOS 3.3 boot (sys
tem) disk and copied XCOPY and CHK
DSK (which are DOS-version specific) to 
it. Then I ran Flashdrive's installation pro
gram. Everything worked fine, and I found 
that I have 32 MB on one logical drive 
and 9 MB on another; they 're labeled 
drives G and H. 

That done, it was time to transfer in 
some software. First I installed LapLink 
Pro. Then I connected the LapLink paral
lel cable to the Cheetah 486. 

That didn't work: if you connect the 
TI 000 to another machine through the par
allel port, the hard drive won't work (al
though it works if you connect to a print
er). The simple solution is to connect 
through the serial port; that works fine. Of 
course, it's slow. For that matter, the whole 
disk operation is fairly slow, but it's much 
faster than a floppy disk. 

I could also have installed the Flash
drive software in one of the other ma
chines-DOS and Windows see Flash
drive as another logical drive on a 11 j)OS 
3.0 or higher system-and used the drive 
itself for software transfer. 

Co 11 t i 1111 e d 
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PC Magazine caught us speeding. 


NPacificPage XL beats HP on Laser/et 

PostScript printing// 


Do you use a shared printer? If
FASTEST PRINTING SPEED. 

you do, you'll definitely want theLOWEST PRICE. 
speed of PacificPage XL Because out

PacificPage XL is fast. So fast, put is printed so fast, other users 

that PC Magazine has cited it for ex won't have to wait for their jobs to 

ceeding the speed print. 
limit of Hewlett Make a quick 
Packard's Postscript® price/performance 

Cartridge by more comparison and 

than six times. you'll see 

If by chance the PacificPage XL is the 

speed doesn't sell "PacificPage x L provides tl1e fastest 
Postscript printing available 011 a desktop." 

smart choice! 

you, the low price 

will. Because it's the one feature of 35 POSTSCRIPTCOMPATIBLEFONTS 
PacificPage XL that doesn't exceed 

HP's cartridge.* Acquiring stylish, professional 
How do we get it to work so fast? looking output is easy with Pacific

It's really quite simple. We've taken Page XL. Because
COUR IER 

our award-winning Postscript lan we've included 35 
SWISS (Helv)guage emulation cartridge called fully scalable 

PacificPage P•E, and combined it SWISS NARROW Apple LaserWriter 
(Helv Narrow) 

with a high speed accelerator board equivalent fonts.DUTCH ITm s RmnJ 

that installs easily into your LaserJet These high qual
ZAPF

IIP, III, IIID or IIIP printer memory ity Bitstream deCALLIGRAPHIC 
signs provide youITC AVANT GARDE 

speeds are boosted with the tools 
ITC BOOKMAN 

by the fast Intel you need to cre
CENTURYi960™ RISC pro ate output that

SCHOOLBOOK 
cessor that's shines. For even 
mounted on greater versatil

ITC Zapf Dingbats; the board ity, PacificPage *}:' OE;.t*+@+
alongside XL supports 

Sy ml!I o2 MB of Bitstream's 
~ •<l>fcx:"fNX;t"An Intel i960 RISC printer Speedo fonts and processor 011 the accelerator Eachtypcslyle comes in no1mal, bold,


board he/ ps tile Pacific Page memory. italic and bold italic treatmentH:o:cept 
 Adobe Type 1for Chancery, Zap! Dingbats, and 
XL print graphics more Symbol 

P CMagazine, June 2 5 J 9 9 1 

100% POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE 

COMPATIBILITY - GUARANTEED 


Today, many HP LaserJet users are 

lead to believe that only true Adobe 

Postscript gives true Postscript capa

bilities. The truth is, PacificPage XL 

rm.1Solp1 me ou1pm 
llom t\ 1~ p lt- L~S<·tWllC L'f 
llNTX 

provides exactly 

J>ostSc1ipt file output from 
Last'l'lct Ill will\ l'acificl'ag~XI. 

"Pacific Page XL swi~ /y and acrnrately renders 
some test EPS files that other interpreters distort 

and had no trouble wit ii any of tile large and 
complex images used for testing." 

the same graphics capabilities for your 

LaserJet as Adobe Postscript. Exactly. 

So you can pay more for a name and 

get less for your money. Or you can 

pay less and, in addition to speed, get 

all of Postscript's powerful graphics 

functions. If you can create it, 

PacificPage XL can rt•············•lt,
print it. We're so GUARANTEED sure of it that we 

+ OH YO UR + 
give you our 60 day )!ONEY BACK 

money back guarantee of satisfaction. 

For more information or a dealer 

near you, contact Pacific Data 

Products, 9125 Rehco Road, San Diego, 

and 3 CA 92121 , (619) 597-4610, Fax than six times as fa st as "Tile native 3 5 
the HP PostScript fonts. (619) 552-0889. Postscript compatible 

Cartridge." font.s in PacificPage XL 
are Bit.stream designs, 
some of tl1em superior 
to Adobe's version." 

•Suggested 1tst price effective 8/ 15/91 and includes the cost of 2 MB of memo1y. Quotes reprinted from PC Maga. 
zine, June 'ZS, 199\. <O 1991 Ziff Communications Company. PacificPage XL and PacificPage P•E are trademarks of Pacific PACIFIC 

Data Products. lnc. Adobe and Postscript are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc. HP and LaserJet are registered 
trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Company. i960 is a trademark of In tel Corporation. All other product, company, and type DATA PRODUCTSface names are trademarks of the company or manufacturer respectively. 

EUROPEAN OFFICES, Geneva Tel (41) 22.41.26.50, Fa. (41) 22.41.06.82, franre Tel (33) l 39 23 20 00, Fax (33) 
I 39 63 31 20, U.K. Tel (44) 442 23 14 14, Fax (44) 442 23 65 40. © 1991 Pacific Data Products, Inc. 

http:22.41.06.82
http:22.41.26.50
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We can now boot Toshiba-san from 
ROM, insert the Q&A Write disk, and be
gin work, exactly as always; later, we can 
bring out the boot floppy disk and set the 
hard disk for work back in the hotel room. 
Flashdrive takes up very little room in 
checked luggage or will work from nickel
cadmium batteries right on the airplane. 
All told, a welcome addition to the TI 000. 
Recommended. 

Electronics Workbench 
I got interested in electronics when I was 
about l 0 years old. Of course, that was 
during World War II; electronics experi
mental kits were hard to come by. The best 
book I could find in the Memphis library 
was called Understanding Radio, and it 
was mostly about Model 01 A vacuum 
tubes; indeed, everything electronic used 
vacuum tubes. After the war, I got some 
cheap surplus equipment working, but I 
wasn't able to do a lot of the experiments 
I'd have liked. My high school physics lab 
had less equipment than I did. 

Electronics Workbench bills itself as 
"The electronics lab in a computer," and 
that pretty well describes it. Of course, it is 
in a computer: experiments run with Elec

tronics Workbench get about the same re
sult that you'd get if you did them in hard
ware, but you won't have many surpris
es, either. For some, that's all to the good: 
no shocks, solder burns, cuts and scrapes, 
or contusions, all of which I got when play
ing with my surplus equipment. 

Electronics Workbench includes tran
sistors, coils, diodes, transformers, and all 
the other stuff you expect to find on a real 
workbench. There's a dual-trace oscillo
scope as well as voltmeters and ampere 
meters, a logic analyzer, and systematic 
lessons. If I had my druthers, I'd take a 
box of real equipment and a bucket of sol
der, but if you're trying to learn electron
ics, you can do l 0 times as many experi
ments with Electronics Workbench than 
you'd get done with the real stuff. 

Electronics Workbench will work on 
512-KB systems with a CGA display, but 
it really wants a full system with VGA. 
Either way, a mouse is required. I sure 
wish I'd had something like this back dur
ing World War II. 

Chaos and Cells 
Autodesk is known for AutoCAD, the pro
gram that changed the way architects and 

design engineers work; however, they 
also support experimental programs in vir
tual reality, Ted Nelson's Xanadu hyper
text project, and other far-out stuff. Prod
ucts include Rudy Rucker's Cellular 
Automata and James Gleick's Chaos: The 
Software. 

Cellular Automata is hard to describe. If 
you're familiar with Conway's Game of 
Life, you 're on the right track: Rucker's 
programs include that but let you change 
the rules. Rucker describes Cellular Au
tomata as "self-generating computer graph
ic movies." Some people call them artifi
cial l~fe. Mostly, Cellular Automata lets 
you explore the complexities you can get 
from simple rules and makes pretty pic
tures in the bargain. It's a lot of fun and 
can be a real time sink. 

About I 0 years ago, something called 
catastrophe theory became an intellectual 
fad. A lot of people talked about it, al
though it's safe to say that few understood 
it: the math is pretty hairy. Chaos theory 
has similarities to catastrophe theory, and 
it probably would never have become pop
ular had not Gleick written an extraordi
nary book (it was book of the month here 
a couple of years ago) on the subject. 

DOUBLE YOUR 

DOS APPLICATIONS' 


PERFORMANCE WITH 

THIS SIMPLE CODE. 


-

~
. 

( Q~- -
•Origin;I\ s;1Jcs rcccip1 rn1uirnl for rdund. ~ .. Also indutks a DP1\ tl-l.'11mplian1 DOS cxit:mkr. n1111p ik·1rnd -l ink drinr. li nkt·r. lihrarian . ;m t! nrnkc 111ili1y. Code Builder is" 1rndcmnrk of hncl Corp . 
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Gleick managed to convey the flavor of 
chaos theory without bogging the reader 
down in math. Now mathematician and 
science fiction writer Rudy Rucker has 
teamed up with Gleick to produce a "chaos 
laboratory ." It includes the mandatory 
Mandelbrot set, but there's a good bit 
more, including Toy Universes, which are 
cellular automata. 

Chaos: The Software lets you survey 
"strange attractors," fool with fractals , 
mash the Mandelbrot set, and, in general, 
see for yourself much of what Gleick tried 
to describe in his book. This is even more 
of a time sink than Rucker's Cellular Au
tomata. It hasn't quite replaced the original, 
at least not for me: I can still get very in
terested in the simple programs (often in 
BASIC, with source code) in Cellular Au
tomata, but since you're likely to get only 
one of these games, my recommendation 
would be for Chaos: The Software. Having 
said that, I find I spend more time play
ing with the other one. 

They're both fun. 

I Hate Algebra 
Peter Roizen and his sister Heidi founded 
the T/Maker Company. Peter decided he 

didn ' t like being chairman of a big com
pany, so he sold it to his sister and went off 
to write software. His latest product is I 
Hate Algebra, which is a Windows spread
sheet for people who hate spreadsheets 
and don't want to become power users. 
That leaves him with a problem: who's 
going to review it? For big, powerful 
spreadsheets, you want Lotus, or Excel, 
or Quattro Pro, all of which have increas
ingly steep learning curves. 

I Hate Algebra is deceptively simple 
given its power. It's easy enough to learn, 
despite some needlessly murky language in 
the manual. Anyone can start doing fairly 
useful work with it in a few minutes, and 
it's another of those programs I wish I'd 
had when I was in high school. I'm look
ing forward to Borland's Quattro Pro for 
Windows: that has some really neat fea
tures, and I find Quattro Pro fairly easy to 
use. For those who don't need so much 
power and just want to get things going, 
look into I Hate Algebra. It works. 

Meanwhile, the T /Maker Company has 
become the lead producer of graphical 
computer art with thousands and thousands 
ofClickArt images from business to humor 
to religious to personal. ClickArt works 

on PC systems with CorelDraw, Aldus PC, 
PageMaker, Adobe PC Illustrator, and 
Ventura Publisher. ClickArt images are 
available in PICT2 and Encapsulated 
PostScript format for the Mac. If you do a 
newsletter or want to do fun party invita
tions or design your own letterhead, you 
can ' t afford to be without their catalog. 
Good stuff. 

Winding Down 
The book of the month is Michael J . 
Mazarr's Light Forces & the Fufllre rif the 
U.S. Military Strategy (Pergamon-Bras
seys, 1990). The computer book of the 
month is Object-Oriented Design with Ap
plications by Grady Booch (Benjamin
Cummings, 1991 ). There's been a lot of 
talk about "objects"; Booch, one of the 
clearest writers in the computer field , ex
plains it. I've been impressed with his work 
before. 

The game of the month remains The 
Lost Admiral (see my January column), 
but two days ago it got a rival: Sim Ant 
from Maxis (Mac version only so far) . If 
you ever wanted one of those home ant 
colonies, here's your chance. 

Next month, a shoot-out: I'll install the 

SIMPLY RECOMPILE YOUR CODE FOR 

DOUBLE PERFORMANCE. GUARANTEED. 


Al CCode Builder Kil 
.fj!~ackGuarantee 
-~~~~ 
~"'·-..k""....,.....____ 

Now you can double your applications' 
performance with one simple connection. 

That's because Intel's 
development kit has 

everything you need [or 
high performance DOS. 
And right now, it's 

available from Programmer's Connection for just $399. 
With Intel's 386/486 C Code Builder'" Kit, you're 

productive the minute you open the box. Simply 
recompile your existing applications for a 2x perfor
mance increase. Guaranteed. Or your money back.' 

This comprehensive kit includes a 32-bit, Microsoft
compatible C compiler and libraries, a source-level 
debugger, a virtual memory manager plus much more." 
Its royalty-[ree distribution 

ACT NOWand [ree unlimited support 
FOR OUR SPECIAL ensure affordable, hassle-[ree $399 PRICE• 

development. 
The Code Builder Kit lists at $695. But for a limited 

time, it's yours for just $399. You simply can't go wrong 
with this no-risk, double-performance offer. So call us 
on it today. And put 
the power of true PROGRAMMER'S 
32-bit programming 
at your fingertips. CON\IECTION 

-
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Distributed Processing Technology and 
Perceptive Solutions caching disk drive 
controllers in the Arche 486 and compare 
them to each other as well as to the con
troller that came with the machine, under 
both DOS 5.0 and DR DOS 6.0, with and 
without software caching. There's also a 
ton of new Windows software, new stuff 
for the Atari 030 and the Mac, new 

Arche Legacy 486/33 
desktop workstation ............. $4947 

tower server ........... ....... .. ..... $715 5 


Arche Technologies, Inc. 

48881 Kato Rd. 

Fremont, CA 94539 

(800) 437-1688 

(415) 623-8100 

fax: (415) 683-6754 

Circle 976 on Inquiry Card. 

Cellular Automata .... ... .... .... $59.95 

Chaos: The Software ..... .. .... $59.95 

Autodesk, Inc. 

2320 Marinship Way 

Sausalito, CA 94965 

(415) 332-2344 

fax: (415) 331-8093 

Circle 977 on Inquiry Card. 

ClickArt Series for Mac 
and IBM ..... .... ....$49.95-$169.95 


T/Maker Co. 

1390 Villa St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

(415) 962-0195 

fax: (415) 962-0201 

Circle 978 on Inquiry Card. 

Corel Optical Disk 
Interface Kit .... .......... ....... ... . $495 

Corel SCSI Controller 
Board .... ...... .... .. .... .. ... ..... ...... $ 150 


Core!Draw 2.0, 

CD-ROM Edition ...... ....... ....... $795 

Corel Systems 

1600 Carling Ave., Suite 190 

Ottawa, Ontario, 

Canada KI Z 8R7 

(613) 728-8200 

fax: (613) 728-9790 

Circle 979 on Inquiry Card. 

CD-ROMs, and two huge boxes from 
BYTE that I haven't even opened yet. I'll 
also resume the Shareware of the Month 
feature.• 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer who 
also earns a comfortable living writing 
about computers present and future. Jerry 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

DE·S700I External Optical 
Disk Drive ........ ........ .... .. ........$4695 

DE-U7001 Internal Optical 
Disk Drive ... ... .... ... ... .... ...... .... $4495 

Pioneer Communications of America, 
Inc. 
600 East Crescent Ave. 
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 
(800) 527-3766 

(20 I) 327-6400 

fax: (20 I) 327-9379 

Circle 980 on Inquiry Card. 

Electronics Workbench 
Personal ... .... ........ ... .. .... .. .. .. .... ..... $99 

Personal Plus ........... ... .... .... .. ... ..$ 199 

Professional .... ... .. ......... ... .......... $299 


Interactive Image Technologies, Ltd. 

49 Bathurst St., Suite 401 

Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada M5V 2P2 

(416) 361-0333 

fax: (4 16) 368-5799 

Circle 981 on Inquiry Card. 

Flashdrive 
20 MB ......................... .... .......... . $399 

40 MB .... ... ..... .................. ........ .. $499 


The BSE Company 

1622 Edinger Ave., Suite F 

Tustin, CA 92680 


fax: (714) 258-8815 

(7 I 4) 258-8722 


Circle 982 on Inquiry Card. 

I Hate Algebra ... ... .... .. .. ... ......... $39.95 

T/Maker Research 

8 I 2 Pollard Rd., Suite 8 

Los Gatos, CA 95030 

( 408) 866-0 I 27 

fax: (408) 866-8129 

Circle 983 on Inquiry Card. 

LapLink Pro 4.0 ......... ... .... ..... $ 169.95 

Traveling Software, Inc. 

I 8702 North Creek Pkwy. 

Bothell, WA 980 I I 

(800) 343-8080 

(206) 483-8088 

fax : (206) 487-1284 

Circle 984 on Inquiry Card. 

welcomes readers' comments and opin
ions. Send a se(f-addressed, stamped en
velope to.ferry Pournelle, cloBYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. Please put your address on the let
ter as well as on the envelope. Due to the 
high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guar
antee a personal reply . You can also con
tact him on BIX as "jerryp." 

Norton Commander 3.0 ... .... .... ... $ I 49 

Norton Utilities 6.0I .......... ..... ... ..$ I 79 

Norton Desktop 


for Windows .... .. ..... .... .......... ... . $ 149 

Q& A 4.0 ............ ....... .... ..... ..... ..... . $399 


Network Pack .......... .. ......... ...... . $499 

GrandView ..... .... ................. ... ..... $295 

Symantec Corp. 

10201 Torre Ave. 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(408) 253-9600 

fax: (408) 253-4092 

Circle 985 on Inquiry Card. 

QEMM-386 6.0 .......... .... ....... .... $99.95 

Desqview 2.4 ..... .... .................. $ I 29.95 

Desqview/386 2.4 ..... ......... .. .... $219.95 

Quarterdeck Office Systems 

I50 Pico Blvd. 

Santa Monica, CA 90405 

(800) 354-3222 

(213) 392-985 1 

fax: (213) 314-3219 

Circle 986 on Inquiry Card. 

Sim Ant for the Mac .. ........ ... ... $59.95 

Maxis 

2 Theatre Sq., Suite 230 

Orinda, CA 94563 

(510) 254-9700 

fax : (501) 253-3736 

Circle 987 on Inquiry Card. 

Windows 3.1 ........ ... ............. ..... .... N/A 

Microsof t Corp. 

I Microsoft Way 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(800) 426-9400 

(206) 882-8080 

fax : (206) 883-8101 

Circle 988 on Inquiry Card. 
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Not only is the 
Phaser''" II !'Xi the 
first thermal wax 
printer with 
Adobe's PostScript '" 
Language Level 2 
software, it also has 
IIP-GL. What more 
could you want 
from aprinter? 

• "'w.c. .........·o «<""' 

So\!lcc: 111ei\s GrouP 

Package Design Proposal 0
Pr QIP- cfcbAc ~Finl Inc. 

f 
rod Associaies 

l'rup.;.w.1 _4.!.Y.,11 

~d~~--~---l!l!l"'°"~llliil';/I screaming 2 4\IHz RISC processor and 6Mb 
!I! 	 of memory make the Phaser II PXi the fastest 

color printer on the market. Really., 

So you have this great idea. One that'll win an account. Break a sales record. 
Or simply make you look like agenius. Don't blow it with acolor printer that won't 
do your brainwork justice. 

Get the new Phaser II PXi, a thermal wax printer that works simultaneously 
with Macs, PCs and workstations. It can generate 16.7 million colors at 300 dpi, 
and it's cost-effective. 

To see the quality of its output first hand, call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. 16J and 
we' II send you afree sample. 

The new Phaser II PXi. It'll make your ideas look as bright as they should. 
l'tllla1nlllk\r-.ab11N~l.1aff~.Llll:.b~1nlft\.i. '111"'1cd~l'Qol:Snljll ll 1 tna:.ul\cl~Jiiut!!illlN1J1JUr..N o. fwtlllit91"md1&1lv~aloQ,(1~1 oe.O:lltla:i.1Uw1~.,.,,.~!l"".odrf:".ldllll ll'r 

~Uo~of1f:lll: i111'4<19 ...,b "-'-' 'l'l!:Nlbnr~flna:r:('l)tit-flll.C .f.t. W(. 1i:*O~~.tzm~. ID'T•WAU•t; t.dlwll)'!'Jlt'l~ltb.lf1}'9Cl.~~~r1 0"6sfi9.:i;1, 

TI!ktron~· 

Thebest and the brightest. 

Circle 121 on Inquiry Card. 
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he nm most comprehensive 
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3 Books 
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Please accept my membership in Th IC o mp u tBeoro €I u ! 
w i rb tbJi) YT mo o Ii: I u <Ind send the 3 volumes listed 
below, billing me $3.00. If not satisfied, I may return the 
books within ten days without obligation and have my 
membership cancelled. I agree to purchase at least 3 books 
at regular Club prices during the next 2 years, and may resign 
any time thereafter. A shipping/handling charge and sales 
tax will be added to all orders. 

Write your selections here : 

_ I I_ 

I I 


Name ------- -------------- 

Address-------- ------------

City 

State _____Zip - - --- Phone ______ 
Valid rornew membeir. only. Foreign applicanls will receive special ordering instructions. 
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Book Club. 
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references available . . at savings up to 50% off publishers' prices! 
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DEVELOPMENT 
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The Computer Book Club and the BYTE Book Club 
have joined forces to bring you the largest selection of 
business and personal computing titles available today. 

• Big Savings 	 In addition to this introductory offer, you keep saving 
substantially with members' prices of up to 5 0 %ff the publishers' prices. 

• Bonus Books 	 Starting immediately, you will be eligible for our Bonus 
Book Plan, with savings of up to 8 O DA!ff publishers' prices. 

• Club News Bulletins 	 1 !imes per year you will receive the Book Club 
News, describing all the current selections-mains, alternates, extras-plus 
bonus offers and special sales, with scores of titles to choose from. 

• Automatic Order 	 If you want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will 
be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no book at 
all, simply indicate your choice oo the reply form provided. You will have 
at least 1 Qlays to decide. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 
3 books within the next 2 years and may resign at any time thereafter. 

• Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee 	 If not satisfied with your books, return 
them within 1 Qlays without obligation! 

• Exceptional Quality 	 All books are quality publishers' editions especially 
selected by our Editorial Board. 

Al bo6111s are hardcover unless number is fol I d'*"'8a " P" lo' paperback. tPublishers' Prices Shown) 
©1992 THE COMPUTER BOOK CLUB. Blue R;dge Summ;t, PA 17294-0820 . 
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MINUTEMAN TAKES CHARGE IN 

OVERIOOOJCPENNEYSTORE~ 

Every time JCPenney sells 
a pair of jeans, a toaster or 
a bottle of perfume, MI Nu T E 
MAN takes charge. That's 
because more than one 
thousand JCPenney stores 
rely on MI NUTE MA"!M'S 
systems to back up power to 
their point-of-sale systems. 

Everyday your company 
relies on its voice and data 
communications equipment 
to stay productive. Unfortu
nately, the electricity that 
powers these vital systems 
is not reliable. 

Blackouts, brownouts, 
spikes, surges and even 
lightning strikes are 
common in most business 
environments. And the high 

JCPenney Co., 
Inc. changed its 
operations from 
the old POS systems to the 
new PC-based technology, 
relying on PC platforms for 
point-of-sale and in-store 
support. And they back each 

SEE US AT 
NETWORLD BOSTON 
BOOTH #1206 

CEBIT'92 
HALL 17, STAND B56 

© 1992 Para Systems, Inc., 1455 LeMay Drive, 

Carrollton, Texas 75007 (214) 446·7363 (214) 446·9011 fax 
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cost of losing vital informa
tion and productivity due 
to power outages and 
surges calls for preventive 
measures. 

Power requirements 
can be confusing. And your 
company has unique 
needs that often require 

one up with help from 
MINUTEMAN. 

"There was a violent surge 
in one ofour stores," says 
Patefield. "Ifwe didn 't have 
the MI JIJl TE MA Hnit, it 
probably would have 
seriously damaged all ofour 
point-of-sale equipment. 

"The k ey was 
the switch-over 
time from AC 
to battery," says 
Patefield. "It 
really has the 
best continuity 

ofthe UB 
systems we 

evaluated. Also, the pr ice 
was very favorable. When 
you 're installing them in as 
many locations as we are, the 
pricing was very attractive." 

custom solutions. 
MI NUTE MACl>ffers the 

most comprehensive line of 
UPS systems available, 
protecting all your business 
equipment from stand-alone 
workstations to the largest 
of the IBM AS/400s. 

MI NUTE MA]ltoducts 
aresolad:J d>ervi ced 

!Ml Ii d wi d©all on our 
skilled professionals to help 
you determine your exact 
power protection 
needs. 

Ca I ou rt o I I - .IPOW&: 
HOTLINEnowf 0¥0Uf r ee 
Po vi..e IP r o t e c t ~ui1d e . 

(800) 238-7272 

MINUT 
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES 
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WAYNE 
RASH JR

MULTIMEDIA MOVES 

BEYOND THE HYPE 


W
e have met the enemy, and he is us." You re
member the phrase. It was uttered by a char
acter in the Pogo comic strip after he had been 
following footprints of a perceived enemy 
through the swamps for days. It turned out that 

the footprints were his own. This situation is a lot like the 
state of the multimedia industry, at least until recently. 

The multimedia industry has been its own worst ene
my. Many manufacturers found that they could sell a PC 
with a CD-ROM drive and call it a multimedia PC. This 
was a good way to unload old, slow IBM XT and AT 
clones, but customers began to associate multimedia with 
slow perfomiance, lackluster video, and muddy sound. 
Actually, multimedia technology implies the ability to 
produce clear pictures-both moving and still-and high
quality sound, as well as to provide data access and com
munications. Infact, none of the attributes normally as
sociated with current products, including the CD-ROM 
drive, are really necessary for multimedia. Given that 
promise, only users of entertainment software would put 
up with the previous generation of products; business 
users considered multimedia a game technology, with 
some potential uses in training. 

Change has come suddenly. First, Commodore's Ami
ga made it big in broadcasting. Then the Macintosh re
ceived hardware upgrades and new software that made 
quality multimedia work possible. Unfortunately, the 
majority of business 'users had IBM PC clones. Multi
media would have to catch up with the PC before suc
ceeding as a business tool. By Fall Comdex last year, 
many manufacturers were demonstrating PC-based prod
ucts that met the capabilities they had been promising 
for years. The key was the emergence of a handful of 
technologies that have pushed the industry forward. 

Real Products for Real Users 
The first hints of change came last fall with a flurry of 
multimedia product announcements. I decided to inves
tigate. My first stop was Intel and IBM, the joint devel
opment team behind ActionMedia II. This PC expan
sion board supports high-quality, full-motion NTSC video 
at 30 frames per second, VGA and XGA images, and 
digital audio. It confonns to a series of de facto multi
media standards that ensure interoperability with multi
media products on other system platforms. Macintosh, 
Unix, and PC products supporting this standard should be 
able to share sound and image files transparently. 

The Intel/IBM demonstration illustrated how far multi
media has come. Instead of the usual still images seen at 

ILLUSTRATION: COCO MASUDA © 1 992 

trade shows, Intel and IBM used full-motion footage of 
the Air Force's Thunderbirds, the launch of a space shut
tle, and scenes of wildlife. More important, ActionMedia 
II stores the video images and digital sound on a standard 
NetWare file server hard drive instead of on a slower 
CD-ROM drive. ActionMedia II makes multimedia avail
ablefor the typical PC user, without special system hard
ware. You simply use the system you have to do the job. 

Another product, Multi
media Beethoven from Mi Products finally arrive 
crosoft, provides an intimate 
look at the power of multi that solve real 
media technology. The product business problems consists of a CD-ROM con
taining a digital recording of 
the complete Ninth Symphony 
as performed by the Vienna 
Philhannonic. Youcan also see 
the score on-screen, along with 
the words to the choral portion 
in German and English and a 
running commentary on the 
music. 

During a product demon
stration I attended, the effect 
on the audience was electric. 
Each time that the Microsoft 
representative tried to change 
to a new demo, the audience 
stopped him. I watched as an 
IBM executive put out a hand 
to prevent any interruption of 
the recording. "Please don't," 
he said quietly, listening to the 
music as he read the score. A 
scientist from Jet Propulsion 
Laboratories found personal 
joy in the glory of the final 
movement, tearfully and silently reading the German text. 
For the first time, I saw a technology that could speak to 
the mind and the emotions as well as to the intellect. 

More Power to You 
A tool with the power to bring an audience to tears is an 
effective form of communication. The problem lies in 
finding a way to use the power effectively in a business 
environment. This is an area in which multimedia has 
historically had a bad image, and one that will require 
some effective new products. 

comi1111ed 
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The only real business application for 
mulaimedia has been training. Having clear 
images and quality sound output is useful 
in some forms of instruction, although 
there has been surprisingly little activity 
even in that area. Multimedia technology 
has been long on promise but short on 
delivery. 

Enabling technology, such as the Ac
tionMedia board, is changing this, as is 
the growing source of material available 
for use in multimedia projects, including 

video images and sound clips. And finally, 
true business applications are starting to 
arrive. 

One of the first multimedia products for 
business users is Zuma Group ' s Curtain 
Call, available from Brown-Waugh Pub
lishing. This presentation package is de
signed to work with multimedia hardware 
to produce presentations that incorporate 
video, computer-generated images, and 
sound. Curtain Call can mix the tradition
al business slide show with pictures, 

take all your programs and files 
with you, wherever you go... 

office... 

A Simplicity Portable Drive 

is a tiny external hard disk, 


the easiest and most 

cost effective way to add 


removable storage! As 

secure as a cartridge drive 


(for a lot less money). 


home... 
There's no place like 


home for getting work done, 

especially when you have 


everything with you on your 

Simplicity Portable Drive. 

Never forget an 

important file again! 


client. .. 
Make presentations with confidence. 


Never struggle with someone else's 

unfamiliar software again. A 


Simplicity Portable Drive 
lets you take work wherever work 
takes you. Use any PC anywhere 

as easily as your own! 

simplicity portable drives 
Enjoy the confidence and convenience 

of taking all your programs and files with 
you wherever you go. 

Simplicity's rugged construction and 
miniature size lets you grab it and run. 
No juggling floppies and leaving the files 
yo~ nee~ ~ost ~ack on your desktop. 

S1mphc1ty dnves are easy to use, too. 
They attach instantly to any IBM PC 

compatible, or laptop ~ 

printer port. No card is 

needed. There's no easier ~ 

way to add extra storage! 

I year warranty, 30-day simplicity 

money back guarantee. computing 

120MB $899 SOMB $699 40MB $499 

' ' 
order now! (800) 275-6525 

126 West Twenty Third Street"'I New York, New York 10011 'Ill Phone (212) 229-1625 'Ill Fax (212) 229-2938 

music, and narration. 
Curtain Call looks like a Windows

based paint package. You can draw pic
tures, enter text, and modify images on 
disk. But it also lets you manage a MIDI 
device to synthesize music, and it lets you 
record and replay sound from a variety of 
sources. Once you've recorded a sound, 
you can mix it with other sounds and with 
synthesized music. 

Curtain Cali 's table-based scripting pro
cess makes the product even more useful 
by giving you control over the events that 
make up your presentation. You can use 
Curtain Call to record an entire presenta
tion for automated delivery, but most peo
ple will use it as a complement to their 
own presentations. The product will add 
flexibility and power to any business pre
sentation. 

Imagine how powerful your presenta
tion would be at the next meeting if you 
could mix your slides with photographs 
and recorded sound. Imagine inserting a 
musical interlude between segments. Imag
ine presentation text and drawings that use 
something other than the usual, boring 
Times Roman, Helvetica, and black line 
art that you usually see. 

Curtain Call is not perfect. However, 
it's so easy to use and cheap to implement 
that it could tempt many businesses into 
trying multimedia presentations for the 
first time. 

While you can probably use your exist
ing desktop computer for multimedia ap
plications, you'll need a few add-ins. For 
the presentation itself, you'll want a pro
jection system that's capable of VGA res
olution and an audio system that's large 
enough for the room you'll be using. You 
will also need a sound board for your PC. 
I used Creative Labs' Sound Blaster, avail
able through Brown-Waugh Publishing. 
It supports small speakers directly, or you 
can connect it to a stereo amplifier. Alter
natively, you can plug a microphone into 
the Sound Blaster to make your own 
recordings. 

Sound expensive? It's not. I use an old 
Realistic microphone for recording and 
an inexpensive set of Realistic Minimus 
speakers. You should be able to buy the 
whole outfit to add to your existing PC for 
under $500. 

Business Future 
Curtain Call is an important product in its 
own right, but it's even more important as 
an indicator of what the future holds. It's 
the first useful multimedia presentation 
software aimed squarely at the business 
market. With this package and the pro
grams that follow it, business users will 
learn to use multimedia technology to 
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Sru n I' I iesrt . 
One of the boards we installed m the 
Arche 4 g 'fjas Sound Blaster . . Wnh lls 
associated software. it has quietly (no 
pUn intended, but what the heck) become 
the standard sound system for adv~nced 
PCs. The Roland board has much h 1 g her 
sound quality for a higher price, but for 
anything short of professional music 
quality, Sound Blaster 1~ good enou h. 

One U"<' • · 

By Barry Brenesal 

T he Mari nes ma y look for a fe w 
g~ men , b u t an~ P Cgamc player 
wall gladly se ttl e !or a sin g le good 
sound r; 1 1 o!IE:that pla)'Sborn ound 
Bla ster and Adlib score s, one th at 
doesn't fryyourothe rboards, one ch ar 
nc•·er d r aws anc lio n to itseir, one 
th ar d e li\' Crs all the soph istica te d 
sound c IT c orul m usic bundled into 
the la1es1 batch o f game sof tware. 

Look no li1rther: Sound Blaster Pro 
does it a ll, and more. At $ 2 9 9 it'. 
no t cheap, but neither a re its fea tures. 

Testing: One, Two . . 

There arc lots of other accesso~ie s you 
can get for Sound Blaster. lncludmg mu
sical instrument software and a v01cc 
editor . Sound Blaster ~as become t.he 
standard sound board. 1f not fer the m
dustry. at least here at Chaos Manor. 
Recommended. 

COMPUTE 


SNEAK PEEKS 

SOUND BlASTER 
PRO 

I
n just two years, the Sound Blaster 
has become one of the the most 
widely-supported PC sound cards. 
It' s easy to sec why. The Sound 

Blas~ercontains an I I-voice FM syn
th~sa zer that makes it full y compatible 
wuh the popular Ad Lib Music Card. 
The day it hit store shelves, the Sound 
Blaster could be used with hundreds 
of Ad lib compatible games and edu
cational programs. To add even more 
value, the original Sound Blaster in 
cluded a DAC(Digita l to Analog Con 
"erter) fcrdigitized voice and sound 
enects. a microphone jack for voice 
inpu1, a built-in game port. a built-in 
4-wanamplifier , and an optional 
MIDI interface. 

The built-in mixer makes the 
Sound Blaster Pro fully compliant 
with Microsofi's Multimedia Level I 
Exrensions to W i 11 d cMailsimedia 
software will be able to fade-in , fade
out , and pan the various audio 
sources to create elaborate sound 
monrages. 

The Sound Blaster Pro includes a 
CD-ROM interfacefor either an inter
nal or external CD-ROM player. 

There's also an inrernal connector for 
CD-Audio. The MIDI interface is 
compatible with the original Sound 
Blaster',s MIDI interface, but adds the 
MIDI lime-stamp that's pan of 
Microsoft's new multimedia standard 

All in all, the Sound Blaster Pro i~ 
chock-full of new features, yet it's folly 
compatible with its younger brother. 
OAVIOE NCLISH 

Scheduled Release: Septombe, 199\ 
For IBM PC and compab.ties-s299_95 

• 

O'IEATIVE LABS 
2050 Duane Ave. 

Sanla Clara. CA 95054 

(408)986·1461 

SO UN D BLAST ER 


DO ES IT A LL 


R e v i h '!flH a r ~· tB e r 11 

he Sound Blaster has so many 
audio applications packed into 
one half -sized board that it 
almost boggles the mind. First. 
it has an I I -voice stereo music 

synthesizer that is fully compatible with the 
widely used AdLib sound format. Older 
software that only suppom the AdLib board 
will automatically turn on the AdLib mode 
no adjustment by the user is necessary. A 
separate channel is exclusively for 
reproducing digitized speech. A microphone 
jack on the back of the card allows you to 
digitize your own input voices. With a 4-wan 
stereo amplifier built in. you can run speakers 
or headphones direct ly from the card - no 
additional amplification is necessary. A 
standard joystick port also doubles as a MlDI 
interface. allowing you to connect a 
synthesizer or any other MIDI insu11men1. 
Combine this with an excellent librarv of 
software. and it is easy to see why th~ Sound 
Blaster has become so popular. 

Th 
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Multimedia CIA World Tour 
- MPC Title! With info straight from the CIA -=Plus Maps from Hammond, Inc. and flags & 

Nalional Anthem segments NewVellion! $ 9 

Monarch Notes on CD-ROM 
Over 2 0 !Dudy Guides on One CD-ROM= Disc - The Entire Collection (manyoutot prinJJ 
ire defir0tive multimedia source fa '1lelerstcr>dilg the 

_ world's greatest literotLJe. PC & Mac Only$ 9 

Great Literature Classic Edition 
The Personal Library - Multimedia version =Includes full text. spoken passages by famous actors 
and original illus trotions PC & Moc $ 9 

Countries of The World 

Encyclopedia
=	Full text of over 1 OSOJdy Books, Maps, 

National Anthems, Flags & more! PC~ Moc$ 3 9 

U.S. History on CD-ROM 
= WINNER 1991 OPA BEST fDUCNIONAL PRODUCT 

Fulllext &lmogesPC/Moc $ 3 9 

Pioneer CD-ROM 6 Pak 
6 P C I M>\I CS C S IF lDll 1!1 L$1V3c:9 5= • U.S.H1stON • Co1J1tries/Wodd • SilakesPeare • HOimes • Biros • Sorrware Po/Pourri 

§ S iPxa tUJI i n i c l:J:la!lerovgr~ DO$ 18~ 

S 0 N. y ..:·CALL'..
Laser L1bra1Y_ · · · v, -- · • 

Enhanced BUNDLES! 
With Monarch Notes! 

High Performance SONY 
CD-ROM Drive Kits 

F a IMP, (l; 0 rrrpll. ti II effl ieil.,. s I 0 

SONY CDU-535 kit (internal) 
SONY CDU-541 kit (internal) MPC ready 
SONY CDU-7201 kit (desktop) 
SONY CDU-7211 kit (desktop) MPC ready CALL=Also: Pioneer Minichonger, CDT. NEC, Hitachi, 
WORM & Erasable drives, in-slack - Coll 

Multimedia CD-ROM Titles 
_ Microsort Bookshelf best sellirv:;i CO-ROM disc Best Price 
_ Beethoven's Multimedia MPC classic disc S79 =Grolier's Encyclopedia 21 volumes, VGA p iclutes Coll 

Mammals - Not. Geographic/IBM pic tures & tex t Coll=Presidents . Not. Geographic/IBM pictures & text Coll 
Compton's Multi-Media Encyclopedia 795 

Libraries I Science I Business=Between Heaven & Hell ti even stranger 
Street Atlas Windows mop with every US stree t Call=TIME Magazine Compact Almanac 5.0oo a•ticles Call 
Family Doctor home medical guide QB=Mc Grow-Hill Ref. Set 100.000 terms: 7.300 art<cles 495=Speed Dia l entire U.S. Yellow Pages on one d isc Sale 

- Oxford Textbook of Medicine genera l reference 595=PC-Sig library new edition. newest version Coll 
Oxford English Dictionary over 250.000 headwords! 669=Phonedisc USA Telephone Directory - East or West 969= Burea u On-Line CD~ROM Libra ry, FREE access to = 12 d ifferent CD-ROM Discs. C ALL ! J I= GSA# GSOOK91AGSS280 

HOURS M·F 8:30am • 6:3Dpm EST 
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enhance the way they make business pre
sentations. 

Multimedia isn ' t the first thing that 
comes to mind when most users think of 
business applications software. It's true 
that some businesses will never use multi
media, just as some businesses don ' t use 
spreadsheets or desktop publishing soft
ware. Five years ago, only a few business 
users could figure out why they would 
want to publish theirown material. Times 
have changed. Now, people question why 
anyone would want to use multimedia 
technology to create presentations. Like 
desktop publishing, multimedia products 
will soon become general-purpose busi
ness tools. 

Of course, in the process of entering the 
business environment, multimedia as a dis
cipline will have some growing pains. For 
a while, you will see products that make 
use of every possible multimedia effect, 
not because they're effective, but simply 
because they're there. Fortunately, both 
the users and the developers will mature, 
and multimedia presentations will become 
an accepted part of business. 

What's Next? 
The capabilities of ActionMedia II are 
waiting for applications developers to ex
ploit them. With products like Cmtain Call, 
presentation packages have pictures and 
limited animation. A few pieces are miss
ing. Full-motion animation and video will 
be coming shortly. Likewise, CD-quality 
audio will be available as soon as multi

media presentation software capable of 
processing it becomes available. 

Before the various pieces of multimedia 
can be integrated, a few changes must oc
cur. The industry itself must change. A 
PC with a CD-ROM drive shouldn't be 
labeled a multimedia machine. Users aren't 
buying the hype, they're not buying the 
promises of an industry that can't define it
self, and they're not going to change the 
way they do business just to take advantage 
of multimedia technology. 

This is one reason that multimedia tech
nology is only being taken seriously now 
that it's available for PCs. For many years, 
Brown-Waugh sold a precursor to Curtain 
Call for the Amiga, but with the excep
tion of the film and broadcast industries, 
few businesses have this machine. 

The same factors hold true in the Mac
intosh marker. Business users tend to view 
the Mac as a niche machine rather than as 
a serious piece of business equipment. This 
view isn 'tjustified, but it is pervasive. For 
multimedia to be a success, it must be ac
cepted on the platform used by the business 
mainstream (i .e., PCs), and it must sup
port typical business applications. This is 
why the introduction of the Intel/IBM Ac
tionMedia II is so important. It's also why 
applications such as Curtain Call matter 
so much. 

With the advent of multimedia business 
applications, the Macintosh and the Ami
ga may find more acceptance in the busi
ness mainstream. These machines will be 
able to exchange audio and video infor
mation, making the architectural divisions 
between machines less important. 

The integration of multimedia technol
ogy into business is what matters most, 
regardless of platform. Multimedia is a 
powerful means of communicating with 
the mind and emotions at levels never ap
proached before. It benefits businesses be
cause it restores the humanity that has been 
stripped away by the pressures of the bot
tom line. Both the business community 
and the computer industry need this dose 
of humanity. • 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor 
for BYTE and a principal and technical 
director ofthe Network Integration Group 
ofAmerican Management Systems, Inc. 
(Arlington, VA). He is coauthor of two 
books for business network users: The Ex
ecutive Guide to Local Area Networks and 
The Novell Connection. You can contact 
him on BIX as "waynerash," or in the 
to.wayne conference. 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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developer 
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ROUNDTABLE 

NEXT-GENERATION 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 


BYTE editors debate 
the issues with 

contributors, readers, 
and industry experts 

R
oundtable is a forum in which BYTE 

editors, contributors, readers, and in

dustry experts debate key issues that affect 

how you purchase and use hardware and software. 

The "conversations" take place on B!X, where 

you can participate in the round.table conference. 

Editor's note: MS-DOS is showing its age, and the bat
tle for the next major personal computer operating sys
tem is well underway. IBM and Apple have teamed up to 
develop the Taligent and PowerOpen operating systems, 
IBM has OS/2 2.0, Microsoft is pushing Windows NT 
(New Technology), Unix System labs is going with Unix 
System V release 4.0 and Open look, and Open Soft
ware Foundation advocates OSF/l with Motif. With all 
these operating systems and so many promises, how do 
developers and end users make sense of it all? 

MARTIN HELLER: The Apple/IBM alliance, which pro
duced the Taligent and PowerOpen collaborations, doesn't 
mean anything for developers right now. If they eventu
ally produce a real operating system for real hardware, 
that's different. But Taligent, a shotgun marriage of Ap
ple's Pink group, Patriot Partners, and Big Blue, isn't 
likely to attract much support in advance. 

Life is too short to bet the company on long shots. 

DON CRABB: I couldn't disagree more. Pink is close to 
beta as we go to press. IBM and Apple have redefined 
computing for many years to come with their joint ven
ture. The failure to see the fundamental shift in the way 
operating systems are implemented on top of hardware 
that Apple and IBM will create is a serious mistake. 

Many of my fellow Apple developers have been steel
ing themselves to the day when the Mac would require 
another paradigm shift. This day is now in sight. 

The Apple/IBM joint venture is going to control desk 
top computing at many levels. Developers who stay be
hind·and don't make the jump to these new object-based 
systems are going to find themselves just like Apple II or 
CP/M developers find themselves today. 

ELLEN ULLMAN: Taligent will include Pink plus some
thing from IBM or Metaphor. The Metaphor Constella

tion Project was supposed to be a multiplatform-com
ponent software environment. IBM itself has already 
written over a million lines of code for its own ob ject-ori
ented operating system, or so I've been told by IBM in
siders. 

Will Taligent tum out to be simply Pink under joint 
ownership, or will it be the product of some sort of tech
nology sharing between Apple and !BM/Metaphor (as
suming, that is, the groups can 
even talk to one another)? We 
will just have to wait and see. DON CRABB 

Contributing Editor 
TOM THOMPSON: I don't 
have very much faith in the FRANK HAYES 
Apple/IBM alliance. I would Features Writer, UNIXWorld 
rather have Apple come out 

with System 8.0, and I suspect MARTIN MELLER 

that they're going to do that Contllibuting Edito~ 


anyway. 

I have seen articles that say OWEN LINDERHOLM 

the Mac's life span is limited: Senior News Editor 
dead when PowerOpen and the 

JERRY POURNELLE PowerPCs arrive. That is not 
Senior Contributing Editor going to happen. Macs will be 

made for quite some time, and TOM THOMPSON 
since Apple had the capability Senior Technical Editor 
in-house to develop Pink, you 

at Largecan bet that it will move the 
Mac OS to a RISC CPU when ELLEN ULLMAN 
necessary. Whether or not the Consulting Editor 
alliance bears fruit is of aca
demic interest. 

ULLMAN: Taligent will have to be much better than any
thing else available to win converts. Then again, maybe 
it won't. Like Windows NT, Taligent is being designed 
to run foreign APIs, although Windows NT is not among 
them right now. Microsoft and Taligent are hoping to 
provide platf onns that provide both a new operating en
vironment and a migration path from old environments. 

HELLER: PowerOpen will run only on the RISC-based 
PowerPC, and not everyone is going to run a RISC ma
chine. Those who are may well care about Pink or Purple 
or SUN OS or Windows NT or SCO. Those who don't 
can safely ignore the whole issue. 

CRABB: PowerOpen could easily nm on a CISC machine 
as well. The important thing about creating object-based 
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operating systems such as these is their 
quick adaptability to new CPUs. They of
fer a constant programming base for ap
plications developers. 

FRANK HAYES: More important is the 
USL-joins-ACE story. If the alliance holds 
(a big if), the Unix wars at the vendor 
level will be over. Solaris's SVR4 and 
OSF/I (on which Open Desktop is based) 
will compete at the engine level, but they 
will use the same gas and tires and wiper 
blades. The next step is a Unix box for 
OS/2 and the Mac that is SVR4/0SF 
compatible. That sounds a lot like Pink, 
doesn't it? 

Users don't want operating systems; 
they want applications-and they don't 
want to change from the applications 
they've got now. No operating system mat
ters if it can't bring with it what people 
are currently using. 

ULLMAN: On the surface, it appears that 
USL, by joining ACE, has given in to OSF. 
But the only change in USL's direction, 
although it's a big one, is the decision to re
lease a version of SYR4 that will support 
the API to the OSF/I kernel. (SCO had al
ready announced that its OSF/1-based 
Open Desktop would support the SYR4 
kernel APL) The underlying kernels are 
not that different, and this mutual kernel 
API support should be a fairly straight
forward task for both USL and SCO. 

As for the GUI, USL has not actually 
given in to the ACE specification for the 
OSF/Motifinterface. USL will "support" 
Motif through a toolkit that produces either 
Motif or Open Look front ends. USL has 
not exactly yielded on this score. 

But under all this agreement to support 
each other's kernel is a lot of bickering, 
nasty commenting, and ill feeling . After 
talking to DEC, especially, who is writing 
the SCO Open Desktop kernel, I don't have 
any sense that the feud has been called off. 
Quite the contrary. DEC is fuming, waving 
around the letter of the ACE agreement, 
saying things like, "If you don't.support 
Open Desktop, you're not complying with 
the ACE agreement you signed." 

There 's been movement, but it's been 
like the Israelis and the Palestinians agree
ing to be in the same room. USL and 
DEC/SCO are in ACE, but that's all they'll 
admit to. 

JERRY POURNELLE: Any operating sys
tem that will not painlessly run DOS pro
grams, preferably a number of them in a 
task-switching environment, is doomed. 

People are not going to give up their 
applications or learn a complicated way 
to use them. They already get a good bit 
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T he question 
isn't commitment, 

but compatibility. 

out of their computers, and it is not at all 
clear what it does for a user to change to 
Unix or OS/2: I haven't seen any killer 
applications that run only in those other 
OS environments, and I have a number of 
DOS applications I simply do not intend to 
do without. 

Thus, the OS/2 2.0 that's said to be a 
better DOS than DOS, a better Windows 
than Windows, has the chance to sweep 
the world; and the hardware requirements 
won't matter a lot, since people will go on 
using DOS (or Windows)-they will run 
what they have until they decide to up
grade hardware. Meanwhile, people get
ting new systems will go for the new OS if 
it will run all the applications they want. 

This is so obvious that I can't under
stand why anyone doubts it. 

HELLER: OS/2 2.0 is big. It needs a lot of 
disk space and a lot of RAM. It is com
plicated. New users can easily get lost with 
all the DOS and OS/2 boxes and with the 
PM desktop and the Windows desktop. 
And it has only limited support for the 
weird and unusual devices we know 
and love-DAT tape, CD-ROM, WORM, 
music cards, and so on. 

It's also still called OS/2. OS/2 1.0 
through 1.2 couldn't even print. There's 
a demth ofOS/2-specific software. There's 
even more of a dearth of 32-bit software 
for OS/2 2.0. And people seem manied to 
DOS. Go figure. 

HAYES: I suspect the name OS/2 is less 
important than the ability to sel l it to 
OEMs. Few people will care whether their 
386 clone is running Windows or OS/2. 

IBM will do the same thing to Microsoft 
that Digital Research did with DR DOS: go 
head-to-head with a superior product. To 
protect its market share, Microsoft will 
have to keep sweetening the deal for Win
dows NT OEMs. Meanwhile, IBM has 
its own cash cow: all those true-blue ac
counts that will still buy IBM and only 
IBM. Result: There will be some very at
tractive deals on both Windows and OS/2 
machines. 

The question isn't commitment, but ca
pability. Will Windows ever do what Pink 
promises? I'm not convinced; Windows 
(even NT) looks a lot like a single-user 
system with a conventional design. Its her
itage is showing. 

Will Pink ever do what Pink promises? 
It's got the 1ight design-but then, so did 
OS/2 in its day. And how much real risk is 
there in going with Windows now and 
Pink in two years? A lot of people are like
ly to take that path for the moment, espe
cially with budgets tight. 

OWEN LINDERHOLM: Pink is principally 
a product of Apple and Patriot Partners. 
IBM has had little input other than buying 
Metaphor. IBM is just standing back and 
letting the ex-Metaphor people work their 
magic. This means that Pink will be a prod
uct of the company that trnly pioneered and 
.worked toward the one goal of a united ob
ject-oriented OS (Metaphor) and the com
pany that has more successful experience 
with user inte1faces that people obviously 
like and use than any other (Apple). 

This marriage could unite the people 
who have shown that they can produce 
real working OSes with the people who 
have shown that they have the best ideas 
and technologies around. Pink's biggest 
problem is that it has lots of other people 
breathing down its neck. 

ULLMAN: These days, operating systems 
are taking on so much work that it doesn't 
surprise me their release dates keep slip
ping. Operating systems used to be con
tent to start up programs, manage tasks 
and memory, and allocate resources at a 
low level. Suddenly, the OS is expected 
to provide a user inte1face and a very com
plicated set of functionality in the desk
top. Now comes multiple-API support
the emulation and toolkit layer that used to 
come under a separate wrapper. 

The Mac has been providing GUI and 
desktop support for years. Now the Mac is 
taking on the more extensive low-level 
work that systems like Unix have been do
ing all along-like multitasking and In
terapplication Communication. There's 
been a merging of the idea of the operating 
system, resulting in something like the 
forthcoming Apple/IBM AIX with a Mac 
front end, SCO Open Desktop (Unix with 
a GUI and desktop), Solaris (same as ODT, 
except Open Look substituted for Motif), 
Windows (DOS with a Mac front end), 
and so on. 

The battle between systems like Unix 
and Mac (cryptocomplicated OS versus 
graphical, friendly system) has become a 
draw. The best of both worlds will show up 
in these forthcoming systems. • 



CSS/3 TM Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presenta
tion-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen 
graph customization • The largest selection of statistics in a single 
system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: Exploralmy 
/ec/miques; mulli-zwy tables 11.'il/J banners; nonpammelrics; dis
lribu/ionjilling; mulliple regression; geneml nonlinear es/Ima
tion; logil!probil analysis; general A\ C 0 VAGJI1!1.\1?1 ;stepwise 
discn·mi1uml mlllij•sis; log-linear mia(1•sis;faclor mia(1·sis; cluster 
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Integrated Stats Advisor expert system • fatensive data management 
facilities (powerh1l spreadsheet with formulas: relational merge: data 
verification; flexihle programming language) • Optimized (plain 
English menus/mouse) user interface: even complex analyses require 
just few self-explanatory selections (CSS can he run without manual: 
Quick Start hooklet explains all hasic conventions) • ~lacros, hatch/ 
commands also supported • All output displayed in Scrollsheets '" 
(dynamic tahles with pop-up windows and instant graphs) • 
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to 

32,000x32,000) • Unlimited size of files: extended precision: 
unmatched speed (Assemhler, C) • Exchanges data (and graphics) 
with many applications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 3®, dllASE !\'®, SPSS®) • 
Highest resolution output on practically all printers (incl. fl!', 
Postscript), plotters, recorders, typesetters • lll'1 compatihles, 640k 
or more • Price: $595. 

Quick CSS™Suhset of CSS/3: all hasic statistical modules 
(incl. data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics 
capahilities of CSS/3 • Price: $295. 

CSS:GRAPHICS TM A comprehensive graphics/chart
ing system with data management • All graphics capahilities of CSS/j 
and, in addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalahle fonts, 
special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • Hundreds 
of types of graphs • Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections 
of 31l graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration 
of data: fitting; smoothing: spectral planes; overlaying; layered com
pressions; marked suhsets • Unique multivariate (e.g., <ill) graphs • 
facilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to 
menu • lmporL'export of graphs and data, 15 formats • Optimized 
(menu/mouse) user interface; even complex graphs require few 
keystrokes: all graphs oo this page can he produced from raw data in 
less than 20 minutes • Macros, hatch/commands also supported • 
Unlimited size of files • Highest resolution output on all hardware 
(see CSS/3) • fllM compatihles, 640k or more • CSSGRAPfllCS is 
included in CSS:STATISTICA (availahle separately for $495). 

Megafile Manager™Comprehensive analytic data 
hase management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields 
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Domestic sh/h S 1Jer product; 14-day money hack guarantee. 
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in inventory control. Start thinking 
creatively and anything's fair game. A 

C:-L_ ta- _ __:: gh-security prison,i]; , ---- rexample, uses 
~ , Superbase 4to handle 
the toughest inventory control problem 
anywhere. Keeping track of their 
prisoners. 

Or how about video? Through DLL 
you can store still shots from afull-motion 
video camera. So you : . . :·,.;·_:_" , . ... -~; 

~~~~~fEF~~- ~<*' ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Or grab key images · ·" ~ "' ·' . ~i 

from apreviously recorded tape. A 
petrochemical facility, for example, uses 

Superbase 4to 
provoking. ~~ 

training file for new 
engineers. 

store camcorder 
Consider bar images in a 

coding.The 
state of the art 

Imagine, afree demo disk just by calling 1-800-336-8360, Operator 617. 
Super base is a regislered trademark and Superbase 4 is a trademarkofSof 1warel 1 ublishin~ Corporation. Windows ha trademark of ~ticrmofl Corporation. © 1991 Software Publi~hing C0tporafion. 3165 Kif er Road. Sanla Clara.CA 9505 l. 

• • 

Imagine this. 
AWindows'"databasethatcanhandle 

virtually any data type. 
It's called Superbase®4from Software 

Publishing Corporation. With it, the devel
opment possibilities are, well, thought 

http:Clara.CA


• 

What's more, 
any photographic or 
graphic image can 

-=------·------- be included in any 

• 
_____on. 

and DB2, among others. 
In fact, Superbase 4already manages 

adirect mail database containing over one 
million records. It could handle alot more. 

data file. So you can dress up product 
catalogs. Personnel records. Insurance = 

claims files. Or anything 
else you can think of. 

MicROSOFi. 

And through DDE 
you can even pull in more 

WlNDONS f ·1· b ........Jll.,_,,.,,_,· am1 rnr .
us1ness acces
sories. Like maps, graphs, charts, and 
spreadsheets. ' Astock market ticker. Aticket sales network. 

But don't think for aminute that this You know, big stuff. 
versatility comes at the expense of raw And our Data Management Language 
power. Superbase 4is fast. It lets you (DML) gives you unsurpassed ease and 
indude an unlimited num- flexibility in customizing screens. 

~~wl So it's no wonder Superbase 4
AGAIN'~ 

field. And supporting SQL, is the worldwide market leader in 
it easily connects with some I m:·;::::.;hm...,, Windows databases. Just imagine

c.1.A. ~ --:i's Gl;;

r.,i, - . .., ....<•"'"'" what it can doformidable databases-SQL 
IServer, Oracle, Sybase, dBase, for you. St;rERBASE" """ 

cn~soFTWARE 
~C'-.JPUBLISHING·--···--·-····--··t• -"""--··_·::...-_-_____, 



COVER 	 FEATURE 

STORY -
The Future 

of Personal 

Computing? 


BYfE probes the depths of the IBM/Apple/Motorola PowerPC 
KENNETH 	M. SHELDON, OWEN LINDERHOLM, 


AND TREVOR MARSHALL 


0n July 3, 1991, IBM, Apple, and Motorola signed an agreement to develop 
the PowerPC, a system that will exemplify new hardware and software 
standards for personal computing. The prospect of Apple and IBM, the in
dustry's two long-time competitors, working together could be the most 

important computer story of this decade. It is the glasnost of personal computing, 
the coming together of the leaders of their respective corners of the industry. 

Like many new ventures in this field, the announcement was accompanied by 
much speculation and few details. Now, however, the participants have revealed 
some of the particulars of what their future PCs will look like. 

The Power Platform 
The PowerPCs from Apple and IBM will be descendants of IBM's RISC Sys
tem/6000 (RS/6000) systems, a series of high-end Unix-based computers built 
around IBM's POWER (for Performance Optimization for Enhanced RISC) ar
chitecture. (For more on the RS/6000 series, see "Sizzling RISC Systems from 
IBM," April 1990 BYTE.) 

In a relatively short time, the RS/6000 systems have become very popular as 
engineering workstations, boasting speeds of up to 56 million instructions per sec
ond (compared to about 4 MIPS for the average 386-based PC). With that kind of 
horsepower, the RISC systems will be able to handle compute-intensive tasks that 
are now beyond the reach of affordable personal computers: high-quality speech 
recognition and synthesis, three-dimensional graphics, image processing, new user 
interfaces, and other applications. 

IBM 's current POWER systems are built around a five-piece chip set. The com
ing PowerPC systems will use a single-chip version of the architecture, which 
IBM is developing in cooperation with Motorola (see the text box "In the Power PC 
Chips" on page 100). At first glance, the choice of Motorola to help develop the chip 
might seem odd; Motorola already makes a RISC processor, the 88000-not to 
mention the 680x0chips inside Apple's current Macintosh lineup. Nevertheless, Mo- . 
torola's high-volume manufacturing expertise complements IBM 's strong design 
team. The two companies are creating a joint design center in Austin, Texas, where 
they will produce three versions of the PowerPC chip: a low-end version for laptops, 
a midrange version for desktop systems, and a high-end version for workstations. 
In a separate effort, Apple and IBM are developing a fourth chip, aimed at 
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THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL COMPUTING? 


1992 

High-end 
workstationsn- 11r---.1 

and 

1995 

t<1gure 1: Attt10ug11 Dasea on tile same arctll/ecture ra smgte
chip version of IBM's highly successful RS/6000 processor), 
the PowerPC chip will be available in four d{fferent implemen
tations, to be incorporated into four classes ofcomputers. The 
first systems-low-cost desktop models-will be based on an 
implementation of the chip that is being developed by Apple 
and IBM and will be available in late 1992 or early 1993. 
Three other implementations of the chips, developed jointly by 
IBM and Motorola at a new design center, will go into porta
bles, desktop systems, and high-end workstations and servers. 

low-cost desktop systems. It will be the first of the four chips to 
become available-in late 1992 or early 1993. (See figure I.) 
With some extensions, the PowerPC could, perhaps, even be 
used at the supercomputer level; the RS/6000 architecture is scal
able, which means that it is designed to scale easily from very 
small, simple systems to very large, high-powered ones. 

IJ\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

The announcement of a joint 

venture between IBM and Ap

pie to develop an entirely new 

type of computer could be a 

turning point in the history of 

personal computing. The Power-

PC, combining features of Mac

intosh and IBM RISC systems, 

also promises to run current 

Macintosh, DOS, and Unix ap

plications-a feat that could 

prove difficult to achieve. 

IBM and Apple-and 
other companies in the 
future-will incorporate 
PowerPC chips into their 
products. The advantage 
for end users will be that 
all systems based on this 
chip will be able to run 
the same software, re
gardless of manufactur
er. Manufacturers will 
differentiate their sys
tems by developing 
designs with different 
features for different set
ti ngs-muc h as makers 
of 80x86 systems cur
rently develop different 
systems for desktop use, 
portability, multipro
cessing, and so on. 

The PowerPC will use 
an expansion-bus struc

98 B YT E • FEBRUARY 1992 

ture adapted from the 
one used by Motorola's 

881 I 0 RISC chip. What kind of adapter cards will fit in the slots 
on the bus? At a recent industry forum, representatives from all 
three companies noted that PowerPC systems could have Micro 
Channel slots (to retain IBM plug-in compatibility), VME slots, 
and also NuBus slots. Whether a given system has any or all of 
these would be up to that system ' s manufacturer. 

Opening Up the Software 
The other half of the PowerPC puzzle is PowerOpen, a new ver
sion of Unix based on AIX (IBM's Unix) and A/UX (Apple's 
Unix). Depending on whether you talk to Apple or IBM, you 
get a slightly different picture of what the various software lay
ers will look like. From talking to both companies, we've come 
up with figure 2, which shows how a variety of applications will 
coexist on PowerPC systems. 

PowerOpen will conform to OSF/l, the Unix standard from the 
Open Software Foundation, with extensions added by Apple, 
IBM, and other developers. It will therefore support multitasking, 
multiple users, and other features that vendors of current PC op
erating systems are struggling to add. 

You'll be able to purchase PowerOpen from Apple (in the 
farm of A/UX 4.0) or f ram IBM (in which case it will be A IX). 
While the A/UX and AIX versions will share a common kernel, 
Apple and IBM will add features to differentiate them (just as 
Microsoft's MS-DOS and Digital Research's DR DOS can run the 
same programs but have different features). 

AIX applications and new applications written specifically 
for PowerOpen will run in native mode, talking directly to the 
PowerOpen Application Binary Interface (ABl)-the part of the 
operating system that talks directly to the hardware. These ap
plications will provide the fastest, most efficient operation of 
any programs running on the RISC POWER platf arm. However, 
you'll also be able to run all your current DOS, Macintosh , and 
A/UX applications under PowerOpen, thanks to emulation soft
ware-software that essentially tricks applications into thinking 
they're running on their native hardware. (One popular exam
ple is SoftPC from Insignia Solutions, which lets you run DOS ap
plications under Unix or the MacOS.) 

Just how fast current programs will run on the PowerPC is a 
matter of opinion. Running under an emula tor is like talking 
through an interpreter to someone who speaks a different lan
guage-all other things being equal, it takes longer than if you 
know the native language. However, PowerPC proponents claim 
that current Mac, A{UX and DOS applications will run just as fast 
(if not faster) on the PowerPC, thanks to the RISC chip's extra 
horsepower, in spite of having to run under emulation software. 
(For more on how emulation software works, see the text box 
"Mimicking the Mac ... and DOS" on page 102.) 

The AB! will incorporate the Macintosh Applications Pro
gramming Interface (AP!), also known as the Toolbox, which 
handles file VO, communications, floating-point math, memory 
management, and the Macintosh look and feel. At the low end of 
the Power PC systems (notebooks and desktops), Apple expects 
Mac OS applications to predominate. For the workstation and 
server markets, it expects that most developers will port their 
applications to the native (RISC) operating system. 

The Look 
New programs written for the PowerOpen operating system will 
have the option of either sporting the Macintosh look and feel or
since PowerOpen will be OSF/I-compliant-following the OSF 
Gill, Motif. 

The Macintosh look and feel is encoded in the Macintosh AP! 
ROMs, which contain most of the functionality of the Mac OS, 
including all the QuickDraw routines used to draw and refresh the 
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MORE VALUE 
The Dell 486Pl20 is a 20 MHz i486SX general purpose workstation 

you can upgrade to 33 MHz and beyond. 

For a configuration that costs so little, you sure get a lot. 

Like programmable Flash EPROMs for easy BIOS upgradeability. 

And an 80 MB hard disk drive with 1 'ins access time. 

And an 8 KB cache built into the processor for increased throughput. 

And 4 MB of RAM on 32-bit SIMMs with gold-plated connectors 

for greater reliability. 

And 2 floppy drives. 

Surprised? Keep reading. 

You'll also get a 1024 x 768 14" color monitor with long persistence 

phosphors. 

And the power to display 32,CXXJ colors simultaneously, if you expand 

video memory to 1 MB. 

And factory-installed MS-OOS® 5.0 and Microsoft Windows 3.0. 

And a Microsoft Mouse. 

And, considering it's from Dell, a whole lot of peace of mind. 

That, by itself, is worth a fortune. 

THE DELL 486P/20 20 MHz i486SX SYSTEM." 
SYSTEM INCLUDES BOMB HARD DRIVE ,SUPERVGA 0024 x76B) COLOR MONITOR, 

5.25"1.2 MB AND 3.S-144 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4 MB RAM. 

SAVE $24817 

MORE PRODUCTIVITY 
The Dell486D/25 is a sophisticated productivity workstation that 

was designed with your future in mind. To upgrade from a 25 MHz 

i486SX processor to a faster processor when available, all you'llneed to 

do is replace a processor chip. Not a card. And starting with 4 MB, 

youcan keepadding RAM up to a maximum of64 MB. 

This new system is priced on par with 33 MHz i386DX machines, 

yet performs up to 40% faster. And its sheer processing power is amply 

backed by a JOO MB hard drive with a 32 KB cache for increased 

throughput. A dual floppy drive completes the excellent storage 

arrangement. 

A 1024 x 768 14" color monitor with a 70 Hz refresh rate gives you 

a flicker-free display. With 32,CXXJ colors, if you make a small expansion 

of video RAM. Should anything go wrong, the built-in SmartVu~ 

diagnostic display can find the problem, even if the monitor goes down. 

The 4860125 comes with six expansion slots and five drive bays 

fcr added flexibility. You'II also get factory-loaded MS-OOS 5. 0, Microsoft 

Windows3.0 and a Microsoft Mouse. 

THE DELL 486D/25 25 MHz i486SX SYSTEM.° 

SYSTEM INCLUDES lOOMB HARD DRIVE,ULTRASCAN'" 14C MONITOR, 


5.25"1.2 MB AND 3.5"144 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4 MB RAM. 


SAVE $74817 

'VSovings cdculded lrom Dell retail p1icing m a l Dec. 9, l991. No o lher discOlmls <f.lrlly flromoi:onal pi("a expire 2mm. A~ prica ond spec.JicoTions 01e siibiec t 1o r::konge w1thou1 rolice . Dea ood Del System eve 1egislercd trodemorks, UtroS«in Ol'id SmalVu a errodor 

and 1ne Intel Inside Logo ore 11odemorl:s of Intel Co.tx>ralion. FORTUNE50J is o regs1erod trodemo-k ol 1hc Time Inc. Mogcwne Con-pony. 0512 is o 1e<jsterod Jrocbnork kensed fO Mioosolt Cotrorotioo. MS-DOS ord M>C'O'..o~- Ole registered trodemorlw arid W.W.,. 

were OOsed on olfice sites w•ii between 1 a nd 499 employ.£-.;, Besl Pc1!>0fld Con.pu)Ct in Ollice Based End U;er Sonslodioo ifi .S.0011 to r..'o.:JitHTl Sized Businc-~. J D. lbwer a nd k.soclotes ts o rcg.rered ~e morlo: d J.0. fV.ve r ond ~!es. Dell disdoims p!'Opt'ielory 
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MORE SPEED 
From desktop publishing to spreadsheet applications, there's one 

feature that's always welcome, and that's speed. With quick recalcs and 

lightning fast screen refreshes, you'll get your work done faster with 

the Dell 486P/33. 

The 33MHz i486DX processor generates upto80% more performance 

than 33MHz i386DX systems. If that leaves you craving for more, you 

can upgrade to a faster i486 processor when available. 

This 486P/33 configuration features a 100 MB hard drive with a 

phenomenal 1 1ns average access time. An 8 KB cache in the processor 

boosts performance. And dual floppy drives allow you to read any 

diskette, regardless ofMS-DOS format. 

A 1024 x 768 non-interlaced big 15" color monitor with overscan 

gives you 30% more viewable area than the standard 14" you get with 

any competitively priced system. For even more versatility on desktop 

publishing or graphic-intensive applications, just expand video RAM 

to 1 MB and you'll get a 32,000 color, near-photograph111ualitydisplay. 

The system comes with 4 MB RAM on 32-bit SlMMs with gold-plated 

connectors, MS-DOS 5.0, MicrosoftWindows 3.0a ndaM icrosoftMouse. 

MORE GRAPHICS 
The Dell 4860/33 has every high-end feature you'd expect in an 

outstanding graphics workstation. Except a high-end price tag. 

There's a superfust 33 MHz i486DX processor, with 8 KB internal 

cache. For evengreaterperformance, all you'll need todo is replace a 

processor chip. So you can upgrade inexpensively as soon as new chips 

hit the market. 

Should your workload, heaven forbid, triple by then, you'll still find 

the 200 MB hard disk more than adequate. 

And as your requirements become increasingly more sophisticated, 

you can keep addit1g to the 486D/33's 8 MB RAM With a maximum of 

64 MB, there's plenty of room to grow. 

Talking about room, we have a large 15" flat square monitor with 

30% more viewable area thana standard 14" monitor, 

which makes those~ spreadsheets artl high 

resolution documents much easier to read. 

The Dell 4860/33 comes with factory

loaded MS-DOS 5.0, Micm;oft Windows 3.0 

and a Microsoft Mouse. 

THE DELL 486P/33 33 MHz i486DX SYSTEM.• 
SYSTEM INCLUDES100MB HARD DRIVE,UlfRASCAN 15C MONITOR, 

5.25"1.2 MB AND 3.5"1.44 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4 MB RAM. 

SAVE $948v 

THE DELL 4860/33 33 MHz i486DX SYSTEM.• 
SYSTEM INCLUDES200MB HARD DRIVE.LtTRASCAN (1024x7118) 15CMONITOR, 

5.25"1.2 MB end 3.5"1.44 MB FLOPPYDRIVESANDB MB RAM. 

SAVE $1,348v 
OF ks and TC!c.hfox is o ser...ice marl: cl Del Computer Corporolion. ¢ leasing arranged by leasing Group, lnc. ln.C:onodoond rJ.exM;o. conlgu-ofions and pf.ces moy va.y \t:ContDlnS on ln1C!t"" mfO.opiet:euoi. Intel is o re9stered 11cidemeft.ol'ld i386.1486 
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There are 

plenty of 

companies 

anxious to sell 

i486 systems at 

a low price. All 

they really need is 

a supply of parts (the 

cheaper, the better) and a 

garage to assemble them in. Once 

the "production line" gets going, they place 

a few ads in the paper.After 

that, of course, it's anyone's 

The 4 B 6 ru lgt1ess as to which will last 
one ofthe few 

cempu~os ro longer: the computer or the 
fea rre1I t6 

,\fB SIMMs "company" it came from. 

At Dell, on the other hand, we offer 

liow OHi" i486 

systems stand up to air 

delive1·y, ioe use a Black Box. Or, in 

technical parlance, a portable accelerom

eter/thermometer. This little device is fined 

into a test computer which we then send 

out through regular delivery channels, 

much as if you had ordered it yourself. 

Goul-plncedS I MM s 
i n L'l ·I!! <Jif! r e m 

, r I i a b i I i t y b 
e U · miccm11eaian, n g 

related enurs. 

in helping us 

improve our packaging, 

we've won an intemational 

award for package design. 

lower prices by cutting down on traditional 

retailer mark-ups, not quality. In fact, 

we're almost fanatical 

about the quality of every 

machine that leaves our 

state-of-the-art factory. 

That attitude is reflected 

in the way we design, test, 

manufacture and ship 

our i486 systems. 

When we bring it back, the "Black Box" 

tells us exactly what the computer went 

through, in terms of shock, 

vibration and temperature. 

This innovative test is part 

of a series that's been so 

Our B I tBax dtsc rnukes s11ri~ JOllY 

0 e I I en 1lf!111i>/'iu11 tliir U.UJ'· 

To make our computers more 

n~liable, we cook them.After our 

computers are fully assembled and con

figured, randomly selected units are 

"bumed-in" and tested at 104°E 

In perhaps the most grueling 

temperature test we'veevercome up with, 

pilot Dell systems must survive a storage 

chamber where temperatures vary rapidly 

between -40°C and +60°C. 
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i486 computers are 

st~apped to a guillotine

~ike apparatus which 

repeatedly drops them to the 

can do to improve their shock 

tolerance level. · 

Our power supply units 

undergo an equally rigorous 

quality control process. In a test 

that simulates several years of A sm<llle 
gi '~ ;!<Jl< ou:r 3 llOO c o t4ooa TieUT 

actual usage, randomly selected pholOl(Jµp/i ic qWJlicy clispla,_ per system. They're 

Our compute1-s hatre a heart ofgold. 

At Dell, we take quality consciousness 

so seriously, we fit our i486 systems 

with SIMMs that have gold-plated 

connectors. If you're wondering what 

such expensive components are doing 

in relatively inexpensive computers, 

the answer is simple: they cost us 

a bit more, but by eliminating 

connection-related errors, they're worth 

their weight in gold. 

" It's exactly this kind ofcommitment 

to quality control that's enabled us 

to meet CSA, UL ,TIJV-GS, FCC and 

VOE standards, earning worldwide 

regulatory approvals. 

There are thousands of tvays to use 

a Dell i.486 system. Dell i486 systems 

are tested for compatibility with major 

peripherals, software 

applications, network 

topologies and network 

operating systems, 

including Banyan and 

NoveH, i,m several 

xpa ns i vni,J,...,,efnory hundred permutations 

test units are switched on and off I ,oa 
rimes; only then can they be approved. 

While our testing may seem a little 

extreme, it's based on a rather simple fact: 

ifour machines don'tfail with us, they haven't 

much chance of failing with you, either. 

even tested for AS-400 connectivity. 

So you can use our machines in virtually 

any environment. 

SO%fewer opportunities for things 

to go wrong. After the traditional 

computer manufacturer builds a system, 

it goes to the dealer, who then does 

his own configuring. That's 2 stages of 

manufacturing, which means twice 

as many opportunities for things 

to go wrong. 

A Dell i486 system, on the other 

Ra n <Il.11 
C U1Jl'lltrtTQ T e 

" In <riirm " t o 4 
' le grf ah:l71hi t 

hand, is manufactured 


only once. We custom
, 

configure memory boards, 


network cards and advanced video, 

testing the system as a unit. 

We even load select software packages 

you buy from us, at no cost to you. 

That includes MS-OOS 5.0, Microsoft 

Windows 3.0, and many popular 

applications programs. 

With 20 diskettes and 2 hours to load 

and configure just one system, imagine 

the time you'll save and the potential 

hassles you'll avoid. Which gives you yet 

another reason to buy a Dell i486 system: 

When you open the box, you're 

ready to go. 

DE LL 

COMPUTER 

CORPORATION 


800--545 --3 771 

TO ORDER,CALL.PLEASE REFERENCE #l1E62 


HOURS, 7AM-9PMC T MON- FRI 8AM-4PM CTSAT10AM-3PMCT SUN 

IN CANADA 800·668·3021. IN MEXICO 95·800-010·0664. 




lots of attention from most computer 

companies. Until they receive your check, 

that is. For all practical purposes, once 

the sale is closed, so is the company. 

At Dell, on the other hand, half 

our story begins after you receive your 

computer. Despite our 

low prices, we've built 

a reputation for the 

highest level of support 

in the industry. 

To begin with, a Dell expert works 

with you to figure out which computer, 

with which options, works best for you. 

We help you arrange financing from a 

wide variety of credit, lease and 

lease-to-buy plans. Then we 

test, pack and ship your 

personalized REVENUE 

personal computer 600 

to you via two-day air 

standard. 

In the unlikely event 

that you have a problem 

with yourcomputer, it won't 

last long. Our technical 

support staff solves 90% of 

reported problems over 

the phone. Usually in six 

minutes or less. 

You can also get tech

nical help 24 hours a day 

via our innovative TechFax'" line. Just 

dial up and detailed system information 

will 

be auto

matically 

faxed back 

to you from the 

Dell Technical Library. 

. We even have a special section on 

CompuServe's PC vendor forum. So 

you can view other users' 

problems, 

546.2 and, more 

importantly, 

our solutions. 

But what makes 1 

bulletin board spec1 

that we constantly sel'llice is an 

' 

rlSCALYEAK 

Dellhasb11il<a $546 million clollarbusmrn 
by building a1dations/Up wicheu1ry mllorru.i: 

have a problem that just can"t be solved 

over the telephone? 

monitor what goes on 

there. Which means we 

can keep track of; 

small problems, and stop 

them before they 

become big ones. 

But what if you 

ambiguous term. 

To some enterprising vendors, 

it conveniently mea hat the 

replacement parts, and not the service 

technician, will arrive on-site. Which isn't 

as crazy as you may imagine; there are 

any number of do-it-yuurself compuLt:t 

whiz kids in this business. 

Ifyou d01i't count yourself among their 
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ranks, you'll pref er Dell's way ofsupporting 

our machines. 

If needed, a trained technician can be 

at your home or office with a solution 

in hand, usually by the next business day.6 

What's more, every time yoo call Dell 

Tech Support an entry is made in our cus

tomer database. So over 

time, we'll know your 

computer as well as you 

do. Maybe even better. 

And you get 

all this support 

ithout getting 

1. Because the price of your 

system includes on-site service coverage 

for a year, and phone support forever. 

Bu:y a computer and get the 

compan:y. 

behind every 

machine we've e~er sold, we've 

built up a $546 million company 

in just seven years, one customer 

n the way, we've acquired quite 

a following. For example, the editors 

at I' C'Xf>ek have described the Dell 

service and support package as "overkill:' 

j. D. Power and Associates" ranked Dell 

"Best PC in Customer Satisfaction in 

Small to Medium Sized Businesses:' 

We've won I' C\Veek's Customer 

Satisfaction Poll an unprecedented 

eight times. 

r CMagazine's Editor's Choice, 

lnfo\'<brkl's Buyer's Insurance and 

r C\~kl's Best Buy and World 

Class Awards. 

same story. Weve more than doubled our 

overseas sales in the last 3 years in a TC7N, 

and won in custe>mer satisfaction surveys 

in the UK,Germany and France. 

Still cant decide? Take 30 da:ys to 

make up :your mind. Within that time, 

if you aren't completely satisfied, just 

return your Dell 

system and we'll 

refund your money, 

no questions asked. 

We're proud to 

add, though, that 

who k rum1ourcompU1er as «•II as J'l" do. May bebe aer. this unconditional 

[fCLL 
COMriillR 
C.oilrORATION 

~li~ ..!.bin' ..,,,,.,,,, 1...., .,,,., ,.,., , 

Etery Dell Computer comes wirh a rmined compurer staff 

And in the last 12 months 

alone, we've collected 53 

product awards, including 

L.ist yecn; Dell mm And it's not just the smaller 
msrvmcr sarisfaction polls 

intheUS U.K . users that are satisfied, either: 
German)' and Fr<lllce. 

Dell computers are now used 

by over two-thirds of the F OFfUNESOO~ 

Overseas, it's been pretty much the 

guarantee has been used so sparingly, 

only I. 2% of the over half a million 

computers we've sold so far have ever 

come back. 

What does keep coming back, in ever 

increasing numbers, are our customers. 

Over 70% of the people who buy a Dell 

computer buy another. That's perhaps 

the strongest statement ofsatisfaction any 

manufacturer could ever hope to receive. 

So before you buy an i486 system, ask 

0 " j .j>md1a:t aU<JTds in I 9 9 I n rltlilrll on.. o lie 
mosrauurded PC companies in ihe uu1ld 

around; there are plenty of Dell users out 

there. And if there's anything you need, 

call us. But you'd better hurry. 

Great computers may last a long time 

but great deals dont. 

DE LL 

COMPUTER 

CORPORATION 


800-545-3771 

TO ORDER.CALL PLEASE REFERENCE # 1IE62 


HOURS, 7AM.9PM CT MON-FRI BAM-4PMCTSAT 1DAM-3PM crsuN 

IN CANADA BDD-668·3021.IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664. 
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You wanted it, you got it. 

Introducing the Dell~486P/20. A 

computer that gives you an i486'" SX 

processor at the price of an i386'" DX 

machine. 

An incredible performance boost of 

up to 40% at virtually no additional cost. 

Generating enough processing power 

to exploit the full potential of future 

versions ofMicrosof t®Windows·· and os1z:· 
Making whatever software you run, 

run that much faster. 

Giving you quicker recalcs, database 

compiles and screen refreshes. 

In short, getting rid of excP.ss wait. 

And if that isn't impressive enough, 

the Dell 486P/20 comes with an 

upgradeable processor that can go from 

a 20 MHz i486SX chip all the way up 

to a high-end 33 MHz i486DX system, 

and even beyond. 

Which, considering that we're talking 

about acomputerunder $2,000, is nothing 

short of revolutionary. 

A true powel' user's desktop. For its 

low price, the Dell 486P/20 has a lot of 

technical innovations you wouldn't expect 

to find on even higher end machines. 

Things like programmable Flash EPROMs, 

for example, that make conventional 

methods of upgrading system BIOS seem 

almost obsolete. You won't have to take this 

computer apart and lose your patience 

trying to pry out a reluctant chip. Just slip 

in a diskette-that's all. 

Expanding memory is equally con

venient. One of the few res to support 

16 MB SIMMs, the 486P/20 carries 4 

memory expansion sockets, on its main 

board. So as your needs grow, you can 

keep adding RAM in I. 4. or 16 MB 

increments up to a total of64 MB. That's 

plenty of room to run your networking 

software, Microsoft Windows and just 

about any high-performance graphics 

application. 

And talking about graphics, a small 

expansion of video memory to 1MB (512K 

is standard) will put over 3 20, 0 tao~1rs at 

your disposal, letting you create images 

that approach photographic quality. 

The 486P/20 also makes those images 

a lot easier on your eyes. It supports up 

to 1024 x 768 non-interlaced video at 

a fast 70 Hz refresh rate for a flicker-free 

display. Unlike the kind you get on some 

competitive machines that are limited 

to 60 Hz non-interlaced. 

An i486SX pmcessonvith the future 

built in. Because the Dell 486P/20 

upgrades via a processor chip instead of 

traditional processor cards, upgrading 

takes the fonn ofa single, economical step: 

Just remove one chip and replace it 

with a higher perfonnance version. 

On the other hand, if you never need 

to upgrade at all, you don't end up having 

paid a price penalty to get the system 

in the first place. Either way, you win. 

Apart from the processor, the 486P/20 

is also designed to allow easy upgrading 

ofhard disks, memory and video capability. 

So when your needs change, the rest of 

your computer can, too. 

DELL 

COMPUTER 

CORPORATION 


800--545 --3 771 

TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE #llE 62 


HOURS, 7 AM-9PM CT MON-FRI 8AM-4PM CTSA T 10AM-3PM CT SUN 

IN CANADA 800-668-3021. IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664. 




THE DELL 486P/20 20 MHz i486SX SYSTEM.0 

SYSTEM INCLUDES 50 MB HARD DRIVE,VGA COLOR MONITOR,AND 2 MB RAM. 
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FAX SHEET 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fill this out, fax it to us and we'll send back a price quotI any other information you may need on our line of 
e, spec sheet and 
 I
i486 systems. 

I PROCESSOR MEMORY D SuperVGA Color, 14~ I 

D i486SX, 20 MHz D4MB 1024 x 768, 28mm dot pitch


I D i486SX, 25 MHz D8MB D UltraScan 14C, 14': 1024 x 768,. 28mm I 

D i486, 33 MHz D 16MB 
I D UltraScan lSC, IS': 1024 x 768,. 28mm I
dot pitch non-interlaced, 70Hz 


D i486, 50 MHz 

I HARD DRIVES dot pitch non-interlaced, 70Hz 
DSOMB D GPD-16C,16': 1280x 1024, .31mmdotpitch I 

ARCHITECTURE 
080MB D GPD-19C, 19': 1280x1024, .3lmm dot pitch
DEISA
I I 


I 
D lOOMB 
 OPERATING SYSTEMS 
D200MB 

DISA I
0MS-DOS3.3 

D MS-DOS 4.01CHASSIS 0320MB
I I
0650MBD Small Footprint DMS-DOSS.0 

DOther
DMid-Size D MS-OS/2 1. 21
I I 

I D Floor-Standing D Dell UNIX®System VMONITORS 


D VGA Color, 14': 640 x 480, OTHER (i.e.: tape drive, network card, I 

DISKETTE DRIVES .39mm dot pitch mouse or modem)
I I
D 3.5'' D VGA Color Plus, 14'; 
05.25"I 640 x 480, . 3 lmm dot pitch 
 I 


Name _______~----------
I I 

Title ___________________

I Company _________________ I
DELL 
{IfArrliCJblc) ---- 

COMPUTER
I Address __________________ I
CORPORATION 

City _______State ___Zip _____I I 

Fax Number________________ 
 800--727--8320 II 
Please have a Dell representative call me at 

FORMORE INFORMATION, PLEASE FAX US. 
N11E62 I 

.II-

I 
L -----  ----



THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL COMPUTING? 


screen displays. These QuickDraw routines give the Mac much 
of its coveted look and feel. 

Where does the PowerPC RISC CPU fit in this scheme? In 
the past, one of the major difficulties in porting Macintosh ap
plications to other platforms has been the need to completely 
rewrite the graphical interface routines, since Apple allowed only 
its own Macintosh product line to use QuickDraw technology. 
This has particularly been a problem for applications that are 
heavily graphics-oriented. That will change, however, with the in
corporation of the Mac AP! into the PowerOpen AB!. With access 
to Apple's AP!, developers will be able to port their 680x0 ap
plications to native RISC operation with very few changes to 
the source code. 

What About Pink? 
Much has been made ofthe new object-oriented operating system 
(dubbed Pink) and its role in the future market positioning of 
both Apple and IBM. Both companies have made a significant in
vestment in Taligent, the company that will produce Pink. Un
fortunately, details on Pink are scarce. But according to Jim 
Groff, Apple's director of Enterprise Computing, Pink will be a 
completely object-oriented operating system, rather than an ob
ject-oriented layer added on top of a traditional operating system 
(e.g., NextStep). Current object orientation is like getting a meal 
by choosing food "objects" from a menu, according to Groff. 
"Pink," he says, "will be like going to the grocery store and se
lecting items, which you will cook at home." As such, Pink will 
lend itself to custom applications developed for specific tasks. 

However, both Apple and IBM have made it clear that the 
PowerPC, at least initially, will not use the Pink operating envi
ronment. According to Phil Hester, director of the Engineering 
Center for IBM's Advanced Workstation Division, "The Mac
intosh and Unix operating systems and the application of multi
media to them are the key areas we want to focus on." Eric 
Harslem, vice president of Apple's Desktop Products Division, 
emphasizes that point by adding, "It is most important for us on 
the Apple side to remain focused on the Unix and Macintosh 
operating systems." 

When will Pink be available? The companies say that features 
and schedules for the Taligent products are less specific than for 
those of PowerOpen. They say that the Taligent product will 
start with a clean slate and will be targeted to run on a wide range 
of platforms, but they have declined to say for certain whether the 
Power PC would be one of these. 

Down the Power Road 
IBM, Apple, and Motorola have formed an indust1)' organization, 
modeled after the 880pen group, to promote the PowerPC ar
chitecture and allow any interested parties to participate in defin
ing standards. The PowerOpen group will define the instruction 
set forthe PowerPC, the ABI, and software interfaces. Phil Hes
ter says that PowerOpen will actively solicit input from others in 
the industry. "This is not a three-person club," he says. 

In trying to attract new members, the Powe10pen group will be 
going head-to-head with the Advanced Computing Environment 
consortium, which includes Compaq, Mips, Microsoft, DEC, 
and others. To make it easier forother manufacturers to develop 
PowerPC systems, the PowerOpen group will provide a "reference 
hardware platform"-a standard implementation that developers 
can use to design their own systems. According to Hugh Martin, 
Apple 's director of High-Performance Products, that reference 
standard will not be as strictly defined as the ACE standard. "We 
want to make the definition as broad as possible to encourage 
innovation," says Martin, adding that the intent is to encourage 

· vendors to customize and add value to the PowerPC platform. 

THE POWERPC'S 

POWEROP EN SOFTWARE 


Macintosh 
applications 

680x0 
emulation 

A/UX 
4.0 

applications 

1 PowerOpen ABI 

AIX 
applications 

PowerOpen operating system 
(OSF/1 Unix) 

PowerPC 

Figure 2: While the system software of the PowerPC is still 
injlux, the various layers will look something like this: The 
Power PC RISC hardware will run PowerOpen, an OSFIJ
compliant Unix that will be available from IBM or Apple. Both 
companies' versions will support the PowerOpenApplication 
Binary lnte1face, which will allow all current AIX programs to 
run. They will also include the Macintosh Applications Pro
gramming lnte1face, which provides the Mac look and feel. 
PowerOpen supporters say the system software will run all 
current Mac, DOS, NUX, and X Window System programs. 
The emulation software will be either a part of the AB! or an 
extension to it. I BM and Apple plan to continue selling systems 
based on other CPUs (i.e., the Intel 80x86 and Motorola 680x0 
families, respectively), as well as system software other than 
PowerOpen (e.g., the Mac OS,, Pink, and OS/2). 

The three founding members of the PowerOpen group say that 
the PowerPC architecture will be fully licensable, in the same 
manner that the SPARC architecture is licensed from SPARC 
International. They've said that prices for licenses would be com
petitive with those of other RISC licenses in the industry. Hester 
wouldn't provide specific prices in comparison with Sun's, but he 
said, "There's no such thing as a free lunch; you get what you 
pay for." 

Meanwhile, none of the companies involved has committed its 
whole future to the PowerOpen architecture. Les Crudele, vice 
president and general manager of Motorola's RISC Micropro
cessor Division, says that Motorola intends to continue to produce 
the 680x0 series of CISC processors, as well as the 88000 line of 
RISC processors. Crudele says that, while the 88000 might seem 
to compete with the PowerPC, there are many existing customers 
for the 88000. 

Phil Hester says that IBM will continue to produce RS/6000 
machines. They will mostly be based on the PowerPC, but the 
company will use extensions to the basic PowerPC architecture 
to produce high-performance RS/6000 systems. 

IBM will also undoubtedly continue to develop systems based 
on Intel's 80x86 family of chips. It recently signed a deal with In
tel, under which the two companies will work together on fu
ture versions of the 80x86 series-a sure sign that IBM hasn't 
given up on the CPUs that have been the basis of its PC line for 
IO years. 

Meanwhile, Apple will continue to produce Macs based on 
the 680x0 line, in addition to the PowerPC-based Macs. The 
680x0systems will run some future variant of the Mac OS (which 
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In the PowerPC Chips 

O\'IE NL I mERHOL M.N DT RE VOIMARSHAL L 

D
evelopment of the PowerPC 
chips will take place in two 
stages, according to Phil Hester, 
director of IBM's Advanced 

Workstation Engineering Division. The 
first stage involves getting a function
al chip operating in 1992, but the sec
ond and more important development 
phase is targeted for 1993. 

The PowerPC silicon expected to be 
available before the end of 1992 will 
be suitable for a low-end workstation. 
The PowerPC developers will plan to 
achieve working silicon in that time 
frame by taking the computing core of 
the single-chip version of the RISC 
System/6000 (RS/6000) that IBM has 
already developed and integrating it 
with the bus interface and cache tech
nology Motorola is now using in its 
88110 RISC microprocessor. The new 
chip will probably be implemented in 
either 0.8- or 0.5-micron CMOS, will 
operate at 50 MHz, and will be able to 
achieve at least 40 SPECmarks. 

Hester says that the chip will use a 
version of the RS/6000' s instruction set 
that is "tuned" to a low-cost, single
chip implementation. This means that 
some RS/6000 instructions will be left 
out and others added. Instructions not 
implemented in silicon will be trapped 
and emulated in software or microcode, 
resulting in a microprocessor that is 
both forward- and backward-compat
ible with the current RS/6000 designs. 

In addition to certain instructions be
ing cut out, some others that now exe

cute in one cycle will be allowed to 
execute in two or three cycles, accord
ing to Richard Oehler, the RISC archi
tecture manager at IBM's T. J. Watson 
Research Center. Oehler claims that 
these changes will not result in a sig
nificant performance degradation. 
However, the silicon area required for 
the CPU will be greatly reduced, mak
ing a single-chip RS/6000 not only fea
sible but also inexpensive. 

Both Apple and IBM say they plan 
to use the first PowerPCchip in future 
systems, and IBM says it expects such 
a product to appear in 1993. Apple rep
resentatives have stated that the street 
price of a system based on the Power
PC chip could be as low as $1000 to 
$2000 and that the processor itself will 
cost about $50. 

By the mid-1993 time frame, the 
PowerOpen consortium expects to have 
scaled up the PowerPC chip, says 
IBM's Hester. Each level of power will 
have differing numbers of instructions 
implemented in hardware or emulated 
by software. The lower-cost versions 
will use 32- or 64-bit internal buses, 
while at the high end, CPUs more pow
erful than the cun·ent RS/6000 chip set 
will have most of their functions sup
plied in silicon and will retain the 128
bit internal bus that gives today ' s 
RS/6000 much of its performance. 
Hester expects that by 1993, technol
ogy will permit even the low-end chips 
to include caches the same size as 
those of the current RS/6000: 8 KB of 

instruction cache and 32 or 64 KB of 
data cache. 

Best of Both Worlds 
'Tb el BM-Motorola partnership indeed 
unites the strengths of two semicon
ductor giants, combining IBM's fast 
design cycle with Motorola's dense 
packing techniques. The venture will 
use Motorola's new 0.8-micron CMOS 
facility, bolstered with IBM's 0.5-mi
cron technology. Motorola will also 
gain some of IBM's pad-bonding tech
nology, which lets connections to a chip 
be made anywhere on the surface, not 
just around the edges of the die. 

The 1993 version of the chip, usable 
for desktops and notebooks, is expect
ed to offer performance in the range of 
30 to 50 SPECmarks; a server proces
sor due in 1994 or 1995 will boast 50 to 
150 SPECmarks, Motorola says. By 
1995, the top-of-the-line processor 
could be capable of 500 SPECmarks, 
according to Les Crudele, vice presi
dent and general manager of Motorola's 
RISC Microprocessor Division. · 

Future plans are ambitious. Hester 
says that IBM is examining the tech
nique of using internal CPU bus speeds 
that are twice as fast as those of the ex
ternal bus-a technique pioneered by 
Fairchild Clipper and now used by 
AMO, Mips, and Intel. The companies 
may eventually be able to move to a 
0.35-micron process, according to 
Crudele . And the processors' clock 
speed may reach 100 MHz by 1995. 

is currently at System 7 .0), while the PowerPC systems will run 
A/UX 4.0. Both will run current Macintosh applications, ac
cording to Hugh Martin. "All our existing 68000 applications 
will be able to run in emulation mode under PowerOpen," says 
Martin. "We will have an absolute, rock-solid emulation on the 
new RISC environment." 

Eventually, Apple will have Mac, Power, and Pink systems. 
"'One size fits all' simply isn't a reasonable approach anymore," 
says Jim Groff. 

On one issue, at least, all parties are unanimous: They can 
make no time schedule whatever regarding the availability of 
software development tools for the PowerPC. The only environ
ment currently available is that on the RS/6000 workstation line. 
None of the AP! or AB! extensions is available in the RS/6000, 

so no one will be able to begin development of PowerPC appli
cations software at least until those key components are finished. 
The software tool availability will probably lag behind the hard
ware by six to 12 months. This means that you can expect to see 
the first applications running native on the PowerPC platforms in 
late 1993. 

By then, Intel 80x86-based platforms may already have so 
much force in the market that the PowerOpen venture may have 
difficulty challenging it. Clearly, however, the IBM-Apple-Mo
torola triumvirate hopes that the promise of a low-cost RISC PC 
that will run Mac, DOS, and Unix applications will blunt some of 
the inertia being gained by the ACE consortium and allow Power
Open time to finish its product offerings before any potential 
competitors gain a stranglehold on the RISC PC marketplace. 

C 0 II I i II II e 
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Mimicking the Mac ... and DOS 


A
key feature in the success of the 
PowerPC will be its ability to run 
current Mac, DOS, and Unix ap
plications. To do that, Power

Open will need to incorporate emula
tion software. In discussions about 
PowerOpen, Apple has demonstrated 
a commercial DOS software emulator 
(SoftPC) running Lotus 1-2-3 as an ex
ample of what could be achieved with 
software emulation technology. 

The question that remains unan
swered relates to operational speed. 
While it may be impressive to see the 
header screen of 1-2-3 on a Macintosh 
display, a commercially viable com
puter will need to be able to run the 
program at an adequate speed. It is still 
unclear whether this can be achieved 
using emulation technology. 

Nevertheless, Apple has been work
ing on 680x0 emulation technology 
using RISC CPUs, including the 
Am29000 and the 88110, for several 
years now. Sources within Apple indi
cate that the company has achieved an 
emulation performance level that ap
proaches that of a Mac Ilcx. Although 
the 680x0 emulator itself is slower than 
the 68030 in the Ilcx, much of the time 
taken to execute a Macintosh applica
tion is spent running code in the Mac 
Applications Programming Interface 
ROM routines. In the PowerPC envi
ronment, these operating-system calls 
will execute in native mode, and the 
speed improvement gained in API func
tions will offset some of that lost in the 
680x0 emulation itself. 

The other issue, of course, is com
patibility. The compatibility of the DOS 
emulator in PowerOpen ought to be 
adequate, since much engineering effort 
has been spent on PC emulators (for 
both RISC and CISC machines) in the 
last few years. Since Apple hasn't made 

T RE VOIMARSHAL L 

any of the results of its emulation tests 
publicly available, I can't speculate on 
what compatibi]jty issues will arise. 

How Do You Emulate a CPU? 
A microprocessor is made up of an in
teger execution unit, a register bank, a 
bu sinterface, and, sometimes, float
ing-point and cache circuits. Each CPU 
has an instruction set, which ensures 
that the data flows through each of the 
functional uni~s in such a way as to exe
cute a program and do useful comput
ing work. Almost every CPU has a dif 
ferent instruction set. Even those that 
are "compatible" (e.g., the 68020 and 
68030 or the 386 and 486) add new in
structions witheachnew generation. 

Software running on a microproces
sor is dependent only on the program
ming model. As long as the CPU exe
cutes at least the instructions being 
used , the presence of enhanced op 
codes becomes important only when 
those enhanced modes are used. There 
are also a number of registers and op 
codes that are only available in super
visor or protected mode. Normally, 
applications software can't use these 
facilities-they are reserved for oper
ating-system use and are emulated by 
the operating-system software (Appli
cation Binary Interface and AIX). 

ForoneCPU to emulate another (us
ing a different instruction set), you need 
software to simulate each op code of 
the original CPU. A block of memory is 
usually allocated to emulate the regis
ters, and a sequence of (host) instruc
tions is used to simulate the operation 
of the emulated microprocessor. 

Some emulators, called interpretive, 
fetch each instruction individually and 
emulate it. Other emulators store code 
that is used frequently (such as that re
siding in a loop) so that it only has to 

pass through the interpreter once, mak
ing the emulation faster. Emulators that 
do this are called compiling or mixed
mode emulators. The aforementioned 
emulator that achieved Mac Ilcx speeds 
with the Am29000 RISC chip was a 
mixed-mode emulator. It is reasonable 
to expect that Apple's semicompila
tion technology will find its way into 
the PowerPC platforms. 

Will Emulation Be Fast Enough? 
Emulation speed is subjective. Soft
ware written for the 68030 may emulate 
more slowly on a PowerPC than it runs 
on a Mac IIfx, but the mix of software 
that a user needs to run will ultimately 
determine whether the results are sat
isfactory or not. 

How hard will it be forthe PowerPC 
to emulate the 68040 and 486? Very 
hard indeed. Emulators for the 68040 
have to handle the floating-point hard
ware in addition to the integer unit. 
They also have to handle 68030/68882 
emulation (with a totally different float
ing-point architecture). Similarly, 486 
floating-point is different from that of 
the 386/387. Both CPUs are very com
plex. Indeed, the PowerPC core is not 
significantly faster(maybejust a factor 
of two to four •mes) than the CPUs it is 
expected to emulate. 

So, the transition between DOS and 
Macintosh machines and PowerPC
based systems is likely to be slow and 
complex. At best, emulation will pro
vide only a partial solution to the prob
lems of interoperability. Unless Power
Open can make significant technical 
breakthroughs in emulation technology, 
both DOS and Macintosh boxes will 
be needed alongside the PowerPC un
til all the Mac and DOS applications 
software base has been ported to na
tive mode, running under PowerOpen. 

Both PowerOpen and ACE are trying to prepare for the fu
ture without totally cutting off the past. As Apple's Jim Groff Kenneth M. Sheldon is West Coast bureau chiefand Owen Lin
says, "To succeed, any new environment will need a smooth mi derholm is a senior news editor for BYTE. Both are based in 
gration path and the ability to run existing apps." It remains to be San Francisco. Trevor Marshall is a consulting editor for BYTE. 
seen whether PowerOpen will be able to provide those features They can be contacted on BIX as "ksheldon," "owenl." and 
soon enough to be a success. • "tmarshall," respectively. 
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iiThe DECpc 433 
mixes top PC perfonnance

with networKing and blazingly fast 
video perfonnance.' ' 

PC Magazine 
October 15, 1991 

Pretty hot stuff, 
huh? And that's 
not all PC 
Magazine felt fit 
to print about our 
DECpc™ 433 

\Xbrkstation. Just get a load of this: 
'The DECpc 433 adds value to the 
existing standard without sacrificing 
compatibility. What's more, this 
machine shows strength in an area 
where DEC knows a thing or two: 
the graphics workstation market." 

And how about this : "At 
$5,999': .. [this] machine is a PC 
designer's dream." 

Of course, far be it from us to 
censor one of the best PC sources in 
the business. Especially when it 
comes to this quote (our favorite) : 
"If graphics speed is important 
to you, give the DECpc 433 a 
long hard look." 

Naturally, we encourage you to 
take them up on this suggestion. 

For more information on the 
DECpc 433, or any PC in Digital's 
line, call 1-800-PC-BY-DEC. 
Or talk today to one of your 
local Digital 

Authorized "'D~D"~D"' 
Distributors. ~ ~ U~ 

DIGITAL. THE OPEN ADVANTAGE. 

~Digital Equipment Corporation, 1992.The DIGifAL Logo and DECpc arc trademarks of Digital Equipment Cotporation.486 and Imd Inside arc trademarks of Imd Corp. .. U.S. Pric"mg 



Free i860™ Processor and i860/ APX Software! By adapting Intel's APX (Attached Processor Executive) 
By now, you've probably heard about our industry- first software to our 4860 J\lotherBoard, we've created 
4860™ J\lotherBoard that packs the power of the Intel away to exploit the power of the i860 to give 
80486 CPU with the Intel 80860 RISC processor you jJmctical multiprocessing. In fact, i860/APX 
(i486™+ i860=4860 ). provides a base for entirely new appli
What you haven't heard is that, cations made possible hy the advent 
for a limited time, when you huy of the i860 RISC processor. 
a 4860 MotherBoard with 8J\IB of RA.M, · Technical Features: 25 or 33J\IHZ 
Hauppauge will give you an i860 RISC 486/860 · 4 J\lhytes ofhigh speed 
processor and the i860/APX operating RAM expandable to 64 J\lhytes shared 
system at no additional cost. between i486 and i860 processors 
Why give you this capability? Because · Socket for optional Intel Turbo Cache 
you'll enjoy a level of processor perform , 485™andWeitek 4167. 8EISAI/O 
ance never before seen in a PC. Our het slots· 64- hit expansion slot for 
is that you'll he so impressed, you'll optional high-speed graphic frame 
come hack for more! huffer· I parallel, 2 serial ports and 
APC Revolution: In the PC environment, 
the 4860 is a 486-hased J\lotherBoard with the new 
EISA 1/0 hus. It runs over 2 times faster than 386 com
puters and delivers mainframe power for applications 
including CAD,LAN and desktop publishing. This hoard 
is fully compatible with DOS, IBJ\l's OS/2, Novell 
Netware and SCO UNIX. \Vhat's more, Hauppauge's 
4860 supports up to 64 J\IBytes of memory witbouta 
R<\M expansion hoard. 
RISC- YBusiness: The i860 processor is ideal in com
plex applications, performing up to 25 million floating
point operations per second. It adds to the power 
of the 486, so you can run rings around ordinary PCs. 

abuilt-in PS/2-style mouse port. 
Enjoy a RISC-free investment. Our 4860 J\lotherBoard 
is designed with the world's highest performing 
microprocessors.So you can have the world's highest 

performing PCs and workstations. 


For more information, call l-800-443-6284. 


Hauppauge Computer \Xi orks, Inc. 
91 Cabot Court 

Hauppauge, New York 11788 Ha1.i1npau:e/
Telephone: 516-434-1600 ~1 ;! 
Fax 516-434-3198 
In Europe (49) 2161-17063 - 
In Australia: (7) 262-3122 "' · a i li \tobrllocal computer dealer. 

In England 071 -378-7309 
Trademarks: 0 'i 2IBM · Intel 386, i486, i860 and Turbo Cache ~851M: Intel Corp. · D 0 Snd Xenix: Microsofl Corp. · 4860,4860 MotherBoard: Hauppauge 

Circle SS on Inquiry Card. 



FEATURE 


Signal Processing 

for Multimedia 


AT&T's VCOS lets you harness the power of digital signal processing 
in your personal computer applications 

J OHN F. LYNCH AND NARCI S) llWE RA 

When most people talk about multimedia, they 
focus on the ideal: the seamless integration of 
text, audio, speech, video, and data communica
tions on a personal computer. But most personal 

computers don't have the horsepower to handle the demands 
of multimedia, and that is often overlooked. Many multi
media functions require sophisticated, real-time signal pro
cessing, which historically has been too expensive and in
flexible for personal computer platforms-and beyond the 
experience of most applications developers. The Visible 
Caching Operating System (VCOS) from AT&T is designed 
to address multimedia's digital-signal-processing gap. 

The VCOS consists ofoperating system routines, AT&T's 
DSP3210 Digital Signal Processor, and the VCOS Multime
dia Module Library. The VCOS is a real-time, multitasking 
operating system designed to give personal computers ac
cess to DSP-based multimedia functions. It is an open oper
ating system that supports the development of third-party 
multimedia applications and alternative signal-processing 
algorithms. The DSP3210 is a floating-point DSP designed 
for low-cost computer systems. It consists of a 33-million
floating-point-operation-per-second engine and a 16.7-mil
lion-instruction-per-second RISC ALU. It includes 8 KB of 
on-chip RAM, a serial port, and an external-memory inter
face that handles the Intel and Motorola microprocessor-bus 
protocols. The VCOS Multimedia Module Library consists 
of a broad range of DSP modules that perform functions 
(e.g., speech and audio coding, speech recognition, data 
and fax modem operation, and Joint Photographic Experts 
Group video compression/decompression) that are designed 
to run under the VCOS kernel. 

The VCOS provides a common engine accessible to dif
ferent multimedia applications and platforms. It promises to 
make the power of DSP available to PCs, Macintoshes, and 
other platforms and to facilitate the development of multi
media applications that support these platforms. The result 
will be more powerful and widespread multimedia appli
cations. 

What's in a Name 
Even though DSP technology is widespread, it has always 
been considered too expensive to include as part of a gener
al-purpose multimedia platform. AT&T has found a way 
around the cost issue by using a technique called visible 
caching, which enables a DSP to share existing system mem
ory with its host microprocessor. 

The VCOS kernel caches the code and data used by DSP 
functions on the DSP chip. This caching strategy is termed 
"visible" because it is the DSP algorithm developer, not the 
hard-wired logic on the chip, that determines what gets 
cached. Visible caching lets the DSP chip efficiently share 
host-system memory and eliminates the need for the expen
sive, dedicated static RAMs typically found in today's DSP 
designs. In addition, visible caching provides for a close 
coupling between the DSP module that runs the signal-pro
cessing algorithms and the host CPU/operating system that 
provides the operating environment and the user interface. 

The VCOS kernel 
provides a flexible op
erating environment 
for signal-processing 
algorithms through its 
multitasking capabil
ity and its support for 
both real-time and 
non-real-time execu
tion. Multitasking lets 
the DSP3210 concur
rently support a vari
ety of applications 
(e.g., high-speed mo
dem data transfers, 
CD-quality audio cod
ing, and speech rec
ognition). The VCOS 
kernel supports real
ti me execution via 

IJI IJ(
UT ACTION SUMMARY 

AT&T's VCOS provides sig

nal-processing functions to 

personal computer applica

tions. It consists of the VCOS 

operating system routines, 

the DSP3210 chip, and the 

VCOS Multimedia Module Li

brary. Associated develop

ment tools let you develop al

ternative DSP modules. 
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Putting It All Together 

T

o see how the vms works in the real world, consider 
the case of a PC-based telephone-answering machine. 
The figure illustrates the basic logical setup of such a 
system. It outlines the interconnections between the vari

ous digital-signal-processing modules and between the DSP 
modules and the host application. The modules shown are all 
included in the Vms Multimedia Module Library, and their 
execution and interconnection are controlled and defined by the 
applications developer. 

The visible portion ofthe host application, the user interface, 
displays a control panel for the answering machine that may in
clude a list of new message files, a list ofold message files that 
have not been deleted, play and rewind controls, record new 
message control, and a volume control. 

The answering machine has four execution states: idle (wait
ing for your input or for an incoming call), playback (playing 
recorded messages), prompt (playing a prerecorded message to 
urge a C?~ler to leave a message), and record (recording the call
er's message). The application control functions ofthe host de
termine which of the four states the machine should be in, based 
on your input. 

For example, whenever you request "play back a new mes
sage" by clicking on the appropriate control with your mouse, 
you trigger a call to a host playback function. This function 
executes a TaskLoad (playback) call to load the DSP playback 
task-consisting of the speech-decoder module and volume
control module-into memory. The speech-decoder algorithm 
decompresses the outgoing compressed voice samples, and the 
volume-control module adjusts the amplitude of the outgoing 
signal, based on the value in the volume-control parameter buf
fer. The TaskLoad(playback) is then followed by a Task
Start (playback), which instructs the VCOS kernel to include 
the task on the execution list and start its execution, respec
tively. 

frame-based block processing. A frame is a unit of DSP pro

cessing time; IO-millisecond frames are typical, but other 

frame intervals can be used. The operating system executes 

each task on the real-time execution list once every frame. Dur

ing a frame, each DSP task processes one block of data. The 

block size varies from task to task, and it is tied to the data rate 

ofthe given task. Frame-based block processing has two major 

advantages: deterministic processing and efficient utilization of 

DSP bandwidth. The VCOS kernel executes non-real-time 

tasks during the frame time left over after execution ofthe real

time tasks. 


DSP Programming Under the VCOS 

The VCOS-kernel development environment supports DSP al

gorithm developers and applications developers. Both are im

portant because few software developers are skilled in both 

areas. 


DSP algorithm developers usually specialize in a particular 
signal-processing discipline (e.g., speech compression/decom
pression, speech recognition, modems, and image compres
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At this point, the host application begins reading the com
pressed data from disk and writing it to the first-in/first-out 
buffer using the FifoWrite () function. The speech decoder in 
turn reads a block of data out of the FIFO buffer every exe
cution frame and decompresses it. It writes this data to an all
in/all-out buffer, which feeds the volume-control module. This 
module applies the current volume-control value to the outgoing 
block and sends its output to the AID/A device driver via an
other AIAO. (Ifat any point during playback you adjust the vol
ume-control slide bar, you cause the host application to update 
the value in the volume-control parameter buffer.) 

When it reaches theend of the message file, the application 
executes a TaskStop(playback) call to inform the VCOS ker
nel to remove the task from the execution list. This also puts the 
answering machine into the idle state. 

The rest of the answering-machine system mirrors the play
back. The additional DSP modules needed are a touch-tone de
tector (DTMF detector), a telephone-line interface (TLO status 
and control module, and a speech coder. 

When a call comes into the handset, the AID/A device driver 
samples the incoming data and passes it to the DTMF detect 
module via an AIAO buffer. The application reads the tones 
detected by the DTMF module from the FIFO buffer (Fifo
Read())and invokes theTLI status and control module to deter
mine the type of incoming call (e.g., voice, modem, collect, or 
operator assist). If the call is voice, the application enters the 
prompt state (TaskLoad(prompt)) and plays your prompt mes
sage to the caller by passing the compressed prerecorded mes
sage from disk to the speech decoder using a FifoWrite() 
function call. , 

After it plays your prompt, the application enters the record ' 
state and starts the speech coder (TaskLoad(record)) to re
cord the caller's message. After the caller han81' up, the host 
application executes a TaskStop (record) function call and re

sion/decompression). They use a straightforward DSP pro
grammer's model and real-time debugging tools. The DSP 
programmer' s model incorporates buffers used for communi
cation among DSP tasks and between the DSP chip and the host 
system. The model supports three basic communication-buffer 
types: first-in/first-out, all-in/all-out, and parameter. 

FIFO buffers are for asynchronous data streams. You would 
typically use FIFO buffers to play back compressed audio from 
disk. The host application reads the data from disk and writes it 
to the FIFO buffer, and the DSP task reads the data out of the 
end ofthe FIFO buffer. You use AIAO buffers for synchronous 
data streams (e.g ., passing a block of decompressed audio out
put from the DSP chip to a D/ A converter device driver). Pa
rameter buffers contain symbolically accessed data structures 
that contain status/control data. For example, you would pass 
volume and fade control for an audio application from the host 
application to the DSPtask through a parameter buffer. 

The DSP programmer's model also lets an algorithm devel
oper direct how the VCOS kernel will cache the modules that 
make up a particular DSP task. Thus, a developer who has an 
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The host application, consisting ofa user interface and assorted control functions, accesses the DSP chip by calling 
various modulesfromthe VCOS Multimedia Module Library. The modules communicate with host functions, with each 
other, and with the I I Qystems through intermediate buffers. 

turns to the idle state. When you close down the answering-ma
chine system, the host uses the TaskUnload() function to re
move all the tasks associated with the answering machine from 
memory. 

A simple answering machine can be expanded to an auto
mated attendant by adding a text-to-speech DSP module. You 
could browse through a database of product information via 

telephone-keypad interaction. When you select a particular 
item, the host application would invoke the text-to-speech mod
ule to read back an ASCII file in the database that describes the 
product and its price and availability. The possibilities for such 
a system are numerous, and they demonstrate the flexibility ofa 
system that uses a general-purpose DSP chip as opposed to a 
dedicated-function chip. 

intimate knowledge of a given module's program and data flow 
can implement a caching strategy optimized for that module. 

An important piece ofthe DSP programmer's environment is 
the VCOS Debugger, which provides DSP multitasking devel
opment support for the VCOS kernel. It lets you develop, exe
cute, and test DSP tasks made of interconnected sets of mod
ules. Once tested, these tasks can be used without modification 
in multimedia applications. The debugger executes on DSP
3210-based plug-in cards available for PCs and Macs. It sup
ports symbolic referencing, disassembly, breakpoints, single 
stepping, and reading and writing both registers and memory. 
The debugger can use disk files to simulate non-real-time I/O 
while testing and simulating DSP modules and tasks. It is able 
to operate with AID and D/A converter signals to simulate real
time I/O. 

Applications Development Under VCOS 
Multimedia applications developers have to design and imple
ment a user interface, program access to host operating-system 
services (e.g., file access), and control various multimedia 

functions. With the VCOS, applications developers don't have 
to create their own multimedia services; they have access to the 
services provided by the DSP3 210. 

Multimedia developers do not need special tools to access 
the VCOS. They can use familiar ones, such as Microsoft C 
Developer's Toolkit and the Windows Software Development 
Kit, to connect blocks of DSP modules or tasks to perform 
needed signal-processing functions. 

The VCOS provides access to its DSP functions through a C 
function library, the VCOS Application Server. This host-resi
dent library provides an application programming interface 
that lets host applications load, execute, and communicate with 
DSP tasks running under the VCOS on the DSP3210. 

The same communication buffers (i.e., FIFO, AIAO, and 
parameter) available to the algorithm developer are also avail 
able to the applications developer. Communication protocols 
between the host application and the DSP algorithm are speci
fied by the algorithm developer, who also specifies the mod
ule-execution order and data-buffer interconnections for each 
DSP module. (To see how the DSP modules work, see the text 
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Space-Savers 


Stand-Alone LCD Monitor $995.00 
This 10" black on white monitor is easy-to-read, yet compact. 
Resolution is 640x480 for sharp, flicker-free image. Sharp's 
high refresh rate, triple supertwist nematic technology with 
backlightingprovides a super bright, low radiation screen with 
a wide viewing angle. The adjustable monitor base is only 
29x14 cm. It lets you mount the LCD monitor on vertical 
surfaces or fold for transport. Comes with 1.5 m cable and VGA 
adaptor card. No external power required. IBM AT compatible. 

Popular Space-Saver Keyboard $98.00 
First successful alternative to conventional keyboard saves 60% 
desk space with a foot print of 27.3 x 15.2 cm. Has full travel 
tactilly responsive keys with standard left-right spacing for easy 
touch typing. 100 keys, compatible with IBM XT/AT PS/2. Many 
language versions available. 

9" VGA Monochrome Monitor $198.00 
640 x 480 resolution black on white screen with a foot print 
to match the Space-Saver Keyboard of only 25.0 x 25. 7 cm. Tilt 
and swivel stand. No adaptor card included. 

To Or der 1-800-328-2589Call Toll Free 

1 year warranty on all products shown. Order direct from stock 
with 15 day Ji.ill return privileges. Visa, MasterCard, AmEx charges 
and COD accepted.OEM and reseller volume discounts available. 

Spec Sheets Sent 
ByAutomotic24hr. 1-703-662-1675 
FAX Transmission 

r'!!!!!i!l'•ll ••Y"........ _..,la 

First Choice In Space-Saver Peripherals 

2 8 3COOssna Drive • Winchester, VA 2 2 6 0 l 
Phone 7 0 3 6 ~ -6 O• Fax 7 0 3 6 '.J -fl 2 
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box "Putting It All Together" on page 106.) 
In the VCOS Multimedia Module Library are functions to 

access DSP algorithms for V. 32/V .29 data/fax modems, 
speech compression/recognition, audio compression/decom
pression, dual-tone modulated-frequency (DTMF) generate/ 
receive, and image compression/decompression modules. 
These algorithms enable applications developers to use the 
DSP3210 to create multimedia applications without first be
coming signal-processing experts. The continued development 
of algorithms by AT&T and third-party developers will ensure 
a growing array ofDSP multimedia modules. 

Implementing the VCOS 
Personal computers that incorporate the VCOS on the mother
board are less than a year away. Meanwhile, AT&T and third
party developers will address the needs of current systems with 
ISA expansion boards and bus-mastering boards for EISA, 
NuBus, and Micro Channel architecture. The bus-mastering 
boards access system memory; they don't require their own 
memory. ISA-based boards need local memory because the 
ISA bus is too slow to shuttle information between system mem
ory and the DSP chip. Since the VCOS kernel loads modules 
intotheDSPdevice's on-chip memory, a VCOS ISA board does 
not require an expensive fast-access memory subsystem. 

AT&T designed the VCOS kernel with portability as a prior
ity. Although DSP3210-based boards will be available for a va
riety of platforms, the code they execute will be identical; only 
the host applications will differ. 

The design considerations in a VCOS host system are 
straightforward. The DSP has bus master capabilities and can 
directly access system memory (except for the ISA platform, 
where the DSP can access only its local memory, which the host 
CPU can also access). Because the overhead in accessing sys
tem memory occurs mainly in acquiring the bus, not in doing 
the actual data transfers, the VCOS kernel uses block transfers 
to enhance access efficiency. Typically, it uses block transfers 
to move DSP modules into the on-chip cache. The DSP chip 
uses its own RAM for processing; system memory is used for 
long-term data and program storage. 

This scheme has the benefit of maximizing system-bus utili
zation and DSP performance-the chip runs much faster using 
on-chip RAM. Assuming that the DSP3210 takes 200 nano
seconds for an average system-bus access, most DSP tasks will 
require less than 2 percent ofthe bus bandwidth. Even the most 
demanding modules (e.g., speech recognition and V .32 data 
modems) will use less than 12 percent of the bus bandwidth. 

AT&T has tried to keep the size of the VCOS kernel and the 
associated overhead to an absolute minimum. The kernel is less 
than 400 32-bit words long, freeing most of the on-chip RAM 
for module execution. Context-switching overhead is just over 2 
microseconds, leaving most of the processing bandwidth for ap
plication execution. 

With the VCOS, AT&T has brought the power ofDSP to mul
timedia. The VCOS meets the needs of many people, from 
computer manufacturers looking to deliver multimedia capa
bilities at low cost to applications developers looking for a capa
ble multimedia platform that doesn't require them to learn 
DSP. The VCOS is a complete solution that includes an innova
tive operating system, a DSP engine designed to easily integrate 
onto a motherboard, and powerful multimedia modules that en
able creative multimedia solutions. • 

John F. lynch is VCOS program manager at AT&T Bell labora
tories. Narciso Mera is senior applications engineer at AT&T 
Microelectronics. You can reach themonBIX c/o "editors." 
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Who saxs agood idea 

carit be rushed? 


Maybe we can't speed up your creative juices. But we can speed up your 
output. And free up your computer quicker than before. 

All with the new Color Point PSX color printer. 
Besides being PostScript language compatible, it comes with a faster chip, 

a bigger memory and a new memory management scheme. 
Which, in English, means it'll 'remember' your entire job - not to mention 

everyone else's. As well as process one image while printing another. 
Call 1-800-873-4561, dept. SJ-J6, to find out more. 
About hGw your good - no, great - ideas can be rushed, after all. 

Introducing the ColorPoint PSX printer. SI I e· 
Circle 1 09 on Inquiry Card. Seiko Instruments . 

Buy aColorPoint PS or PSX between 11 /1 /1991 and 2/29/1992 and receive afree hoGday vacation. 

'' \ .\ 

I 
. CowrPoint 
~ ---



Introducing QEMM 386 v6 

Technology, art and magic make the 

best memory manager better still. 

~ Stealth: The Ultimate Weapon. QEMM6 
...........introduces an amazing new concept: Stealth. 

This new feature, the first ofits kind, actually maps ROM into other 
areas of memory, resulting in a memory gain of up to 211K. Now 
you can load larger TSRs and device drivers into high-memory 
(the area above 640K), to give your applications more room. 
Stealth works on most IBM and IBM compatible computers. 

~ New Optimize Makes it Easier. QEMM6 
........... includes acompletely new version of Optimize, the 

program which automatically 

configures and optimizes your 
 What you can expect 
memory. Now, it includes simple on-
Screen instructions, the ability to play 
"what-if" games, and a "view, 
browse and play" feature. 

~ Sgueeze: Flexible 
~ Memory at Start-up. 

Often TSRs you wish to load into 
high-memory require more memory 
while they are initializing than they do once resident. Squeeze 
recognizes this, and can temporarily increase a High RAM region 
during a program's load and initialization. 

~ Help for Beleaguered Laptop Users. 
~ QEMM 6now fully supports mosfbattery-operated 

laptops, with detection of "suspend/resume''. 

Manifest Changes Destiny. QEMM includes acopy of 
Manifest free. This amazing memory diagnostic and analysis tool 
is vital when configuring today's complex PC systems. 

Much More Speed. QEMM makes your machine faster, 
because it can place sluggish ROM into high-speed RAM. 
(QEMM is also alightning fast memory manager.) 

Even More Memory. QEMM's VIDRAMfeatureextends 
conventional memory by 96k on EGA or VGA systems. VIDRAM 
disables graphics, but can easily be turned on or off. 

A u t o 111 e 1n o r 
G a C n m P a r i 

0055 QEMMS QEMM6 

QEMM Practices Safe Memory
Management. Optimize can now 
automatically detect areas which may present 
conflicts during operation. Additionally, PS/2 
users can sleep well, since QEMM recognizes a 

wide variety of adapters that may conflict with 
--~ certain PS/2'" memory areas. 

Much More Compatibility. QEMM-386 can run 
Windows 3.0 in any of its three modes. 

Chart data is based on the following:Automatic MemoryGain: DOS 5will 
automatically gain up to 76K (using the DOS=high and devicehigh commands), 
QEMM vS will automaticallygain up to 1 72~using QEMM's Optimize 
command and DOS=high), whereas QEMM 6 will gain up to 255K using the new 
Stealth feature, DOS= high and the new Optimize. As with anyutility, these 
features are dependent on type of machine and application. All trademarks or 
registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. 
©1991 Quarterdeck Office Systems 

More Memory
by Default. 
QEMJvl'sOptimize will 
now, automatically, find 
up to 211K of high
memory. No other 
memory manager is able 
to accomplish this feat. 

OEMMShares 
Memory. QEMM 
automatically gives 
programs any kind of 
memory they need (i.e. 
EMS or XMS). Other 
memory managers 
require manual allocation 
ofmemory, which means 
you have to change 
your config.sys file and 
reboot to change 
memory configurations. 

• STEALTH: MAPS SYSTEM ROMS 
INTO OTHER AREAS OF MEMORY. 
POTENTIAL MEMORY GAIN: 211K. 

• NEW OPTilv1IZE: SIMPLE MEND
ING INTERFACE, "WHAT-IF" MODE, 
"VIEW, BROWSE AND PLAY" MODES, 
AND FIVE NEW PARAMETERS. . 

• SQUEEZE: TEMPORARILY 
INCREASES AHIGH-RAM REGION 
DURING APROGRAM'S LOADING. 

• SUPPORT FOR SUSPEND-RESUME 
FEATURES ON LAPTOPS. 

' 	TEN NEW PARAMETERS FOR 
QEMM386.SYS AND LOADHl.COM. 

• SUPPORT FOR SCAT SHADOW RAM. 

DOS!. 3 0054.0 0055.0 
DOS Avail DOS Avail DOS Avail 
Prog High Avail Prog High Avail Prag High Avail 

Model Size Mem HMA Size Mem HMA Size Mem HMA 

IBM P 5 802 581K 211K 64K 572K 211K 64K 620K 211K OK Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405C o mp l !lj IS81K 211K 64K 572K 211K 64K 620K 211K OK 
ALR VEI5A 582K 211K 64K 573K 211K 64K 620K 211K OK (213) 392-9851 Fax: (213) 399-3802 

. Circle 102 on Inquiry Card. 
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Applying the 


Internet 

Corporate, research, educational, governmental, and other real-world uses 

DANIEL P. DERN 

Despite ongoing and increasing press coverage of the 
Internet, remarkably few people outside the Internet 
community have a sense of what it is used for or whom 
it serves. The Internet is not an individual organization 

or network; it is a collective term for the many backbone, re
gional, and site data networks that it comprises-more than 
5000 networks in 33 countries. The name also refers to the 
more than 500,000 connected computers and the people they 
serve-roughly 3 million strong. 

Organizations join the Internet because it is convenient and 
because it is less expensive than establishing their own wide
area networks. There are economies of scale in turning to es
tablished networks as well as benefits in using existing network 
expertise. 

At the 56-Kbps-to-multimegabit rates typical of 
Internet links, dial-up connectivity is not an option 
for most people; its cross-enterprise connectivity 
means that even private networks would not suf
fice. Emerging carrier services like ISON, frame 
relay, and switched multimegabit data service 
may offer adequate on-demand service, but the 
folks on the "other ends" also need some form of 
connection. 

The value of a network I ies as much in whom it 
connects as how it connects them. The Internet 
defines a common ground for i nternetworking 
communities and establishes a community of peo
ple and organizations that want to connect. 

The applications, services, archives, conversa
tions, communities, and other resources that make 
up the Internet easily fil I a book (see reference 
1). From on-line library catalog access and col
laborative intercompany program development 
to news services, remote control of CD players, 
and browsing through gigabytes of software 
archives, the Internet has become home and fa
cilitator to leading-edge research and everyday 
business operations. 

ILLUSTRATION: KERRY GAVIN ©t992 

And it's growing. As Steve Cavrak of the University of Ver
mont (Burlington, VT) commented at a recent conference, 
"The most important piece of information for potential users 
to know is that the Internet is g i gmt ia1t1d is growing larger." 
(For more information on the Internet, see the text box "Feed
ing the Internet," July 1991 BYTE, page 184.) 

Replacing the Flying Researchers 
One of the driving motivations behind the development of 
the ARPANET, ancestor of today's Internet, was real-time 
access to remote resources: supercomputers, radio telescopes, 
weather analysis programs, and special databases, for exam
ple. The need for real-time access to remote resources is now 
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bigger than ever. A 7-billion-electron-volt Advanced Photon 
Source is being constructed at the Argonne National Laboratory 
in Argonne, Illinois (near Chicago). The APS is scheduled to 
start up in 1995 and will rely heavily on the Internet to support its 
many users. 

The APS is a high-energy x-ray source, delivering a beam up to 
J0,000 times brighter than current devices. Each experiment (i .e., 
materials to be x-rayed and equipment to collect the data) is set 
up in the APS's data-collection ports. Initially, the APS will have ' 
30 such ports, with up to I 00 planned by the end of 1998. 

According to the DS-3 Working Group Report of the Commit
tee on Institutional Cooperation Network (Ann Arbor, Ml), the 
APS's x-ray beam will "permit studies of materials as complex as 
modem alloys, events as fast as chemical reactions, and biolog
ical systems as vital as the beating human heart." (CICNet is the 
regional academic-consortium network for the seven-state area in 
the upper Midwest. The DS-3 working group was studying uses 
for45-Mbps, or DS-3, network connectivity.) 

APS experiments will contribute to industrial research; medicine; 
nuclear-waste research; biotechnology of drugs, proteins, and 
viruses; physics; x-ray tomography aspects of chemistry imaging; 
and materials science. According to the report, "For the first 
time, it will be possible to visualize the physical behavior of ev
ery atom in an enzyme while the enzyme catalyzes a chemical re
action." Also, "Work that previously took two years will now 
take a week." 

In many cases, groups who are industrial competitors will be 
sharing data acquisition equipment to perform similar experi
ments, such as industrial macromolecular crystallography. But 
each group will perform its own tests; they won't share data. 

According to the CICNet report, about 3500 scientists and en
gineers from national laboratories, educational institutes, and in
dustry are interested in using the APS. As of last June, 50 re
quests had been received for use of the initial 30 ports by teams 
of I 0 to 40 scientists and engineers f ram associations of up to I 0 
institutions. 

These scientists and engineers don't all have to be physically 
present at the APS. They only need to send what they want put in 
the beam and the data acquisition equipment. Given the Internet's 

connectivity, their data 
can be "phoned home" 11\ITE ACTION SUMMARY to the commissioning 
groups. The images cap
tured at an APS port, acThe value of a network lies as 
cording to the CICNet 

much in who it connects as report, will produce data 
rates of several gigabits how. From on-line library catalog 
per second. Data for an 

access and collaborative inter- experiment, before post
processing, would becompany program development 
about 16 gigabytes per 

to news services, remote con- day. The results are that 
researchers and scientrol of CD readers , and trolling 
tists avoid major 

through gigabytes of software amounts of travel time 
and expense, Argonnearchives, the Internet has be-
avoids having to set up 

come home and facilitator to hotels for transient ex
perimenters, and otherleading-edge research and ev
people's travel sched

eryday business operations. ules don't drive APS ex
periment schedules. And it's growing. 

By the time that the 
APS goes on-line , the 
planned upgrade of the 

National Science Foundation network (NSFnet) infrastructure 
to DS-3 and higher rates, as part of the National Research and Ed
ucation Networking program, is expected to be in place. (For 
further information on NREN, see "Whither NREN?" and "A 
National Vision," July I 991 BYTE.) 

Coupling Simulation Programs 

Manyecologists have turned to computermodeling simulations 

to aid in their study of the behaviors of ecosystems. By combin

ing models of individual components, researchers can study the 

behaviors of complex systems with greater accuracy. One way to 

do this is to combine the actual code of these models. But re

searchers are often in distant institutions-a less than ideal cir

cumstance for this type of programming effort. 


Another way to hook the models together is through network 
messaging. At the Colorado State University (CSU) Natural Re
source Ecology LaboratOI)' (Fort Collins, CO), researchers are ex
ploring how they can use the Internet to couple their simulation 
programs. 

One simulation program, the Steppe model, created by William 
Lauenroth and Deborah Coffin, simulates the community dy
namics of grasslands (i.e., short-grass prairie) growth. Another 
program, the Century model, written by William Parton, Ver
non Cole, David Schimel, and Edward T. Elliott, simulates the dy
namics of organic matter and nutrients in soil. 

According to Tom Kirchner (Internet address tom@chloris. 
nrel.colostate.edu), senior research scientist at the CSU lab, "The 
Century model is fairly complex in how it looks at nutrients but 
represents the growth of plants in a relatively simple way. The 
Steppe model, conversely, has a lot of detail about the growth of 
plants and plant community dynamics but has a relatively sim
plistic view of soil resources." 

The network mechanisms allow the group to couple the two 
simulations without merging the programs. "We can run the pro
grams on the same workstation, or on different workstations, as 
long as there's an adequate network connection." 

At the University of Virginia's Department of Environmental 
Science (Charlottesville, VA), Hank Shugart Jr. and others are also 
working with ecological modeling-simulation programs. Some of 
their projects include forest development and soil water. 

"We're exploring how to connect models by letting them com
municate and share relevant information through network mes
saging, rather than by merging code," notes Tom Smith, assistant 
professor in Shugart's department. Using the Internet, the Century 
model running at CSU was coupled with a copy of the Steppe pro
gram running at the University of Virginia. 

Why are these groups using the Internet? Kirchner points out, 
"The universities are already connected, and our department ma
chines are already on the net. So it doesn't cost us any addition
al funds to use it to connect to another university's systems, and 
getting connectivity was easy. Also, connecting to an application 
across the Internet uses the same programming that connects the 
models within the university network or even on the same ma
chine. Only the target-system name changes, and that can be giv
en as a command-line argument. 

"This type of connection is something you wouldn't want to do 
via modems. These are loosely coupled models, so the amount of 
data exchange is low, relative to the amount of computation. It's 
one of the many kinds of applications that Internet connectivity 
is the ideal answer for. Even if we have dozens of interacting 
models across the country, each party only needs to be sure it's 
connected to the Internet." 

Having demonstrated the success of Internet-coupled ecology 
models, Kirchner expects that CSU's group and others will net
work more models. He notes, "This approach means we can 
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collaborate across distances yet do our individual programming 
independently. The Internet is continually connecting us to more 
people we want to collaborate with. It's an essential part of our re
search facilities, and there is no real alternative resource." 

Need an Archive? Ask Archie 

For many people, particularly programmers and engineers, the In

ternet means "info-booty": shareware and freeware source code, 

documents, graphics, and data sets available by file transfer 

downloads and from E-mail servers. Sites like UUNETand The 

World each have several gigabytes' worth of publicly available 

archives. These are but two of the hundreds of sites with archives 

accessible via these methods. Even admitting a fair amount of re

dundancy among archives, it still adds up to about I 00 giga

bytes, and new sites and offerings are coming on-line every day. 


With so many different archives, it can be hard to figure out 
where (and at what network address) to access the items you 
want. If you don't know what you want beyond compilers or 
CP/Mapplications, it's even more overwhelming. 

The "archie group" at McGill University (Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada) has one solution to the problem: archie (archive without 
the v), the Internet Archive Server Listing Service (for access, see 
reference 2). Archie is a central database of information about In
ternet-accessible archive sites, plus server programs that provide 
access by telnet, anonymous file transfer protocol (FTP), 
E-mail, and the Prospero distributed computer system. 

The archie database maintains a list of hundreds of Internet
reachable sites that contain archives of software, documents, and 
data sets. These archives can be searched based on criteria such 
as string matching, site lists, site contents, and software descrip
tions. In addition to Unix programs, software archives include 
VMS, DOS, Amiga, Macintosh, and other programs. 

The associated archie programs and interfaces allow you to 
"telnet" and perform direct database queries and searches, down
load lists by FTP, and send messages to an E-mail server that 
automatically returns site listings or the results of searches. These 
results can be compressed using the Unix compress utility. 

The main players in the archie group have been Peter Deutsch 
(peterd@cc.mcgill.ca) and Alan Emtage (bajan@cs.mcgill.ca), 
manager and senior analyst, respectively, in the Computing Cen
tre's Unix support group, and Bill Heelan (wheelan@cs.mcgill.ca), 
a systems programmer in McGill's School of Computer Science. 
But, like many projects in the Internet community, Emtagenotes 
that "code, information, and advice have been provided by nu
merous other people at McGill and around the world." 

How many archive files are available on the Internet? Emtage 
estimates that archie servers as of fall 1991 provide pointers to 
around I million files at 900 sites, adding up to over 70 giga
bytes of information. And five to I 0 new sites are added to the 
database each week. "This is not an estimate of the number of files 
on the entire Internet but just what we keep track of in our 
database," he points out. As of November 1991, archie tracks 
only Unix archive sites. However, the archie group plans to also 
cover non-Unix sites, beginning with DEC VAX/VMS sites. 

Through archie's interactive and E-mail interfaces, its sites 
serve people on five continents. Numerous archie servers are 
running all around the world. (Rudimentary synchronization is un
der way with Australia, Finland, and the U.S.) 

Satellite archies index only the archives in their own countries. 
This minimizes Internet traffic for redundant retrievals over of
ten-congested transoceanic links. Global archies track all known 
archives worldwide (currently, Unix only). According to Em
tage, "We soon expect new archie servers in the U.S., and source 
code has been distributed to sites in Japan, Brazil, Germany, 
England, and Sweden, who may set up their own servers." 
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As archie's locating service becomes more well known, the re
quest-line volume has grown dramatically. In November 1990, the 
archie server at McGill received about 30 log-ins per day. As of 
September 1991, combined archie requests to the McGill server 
for files and for compressed listings of file sites averaged well over 
2600 per day (an estimated 4000 worldwide). These requests 
come from all known countries on the Internet, Emtage reports, 
including the U.S.S.R., Poland, Taiwan, Singapore, Iceland, and 
South Africa. 

Browsing Through Distant Libraries 
The software and technical files found in archives appeals most
ly to the engineering and programming communities. However, 
there's another class of information, usually in database form, that 
has an even wider appeal: library catalogs. 

The marriage of I ibraries with computer networks is another 
fast-growing area of Internet application. Many individual cata-

T here's another class 
of information, usually 

in database form, that has 

an even wider appeal: 

library catalogs. 

logs are already on-line. Many libraries are networked, and many 
colleges, universities, and other schools and institutions are on the 
Internet. It's a logical next step to make their on-line catalogs 
reachable via the Internet and, in the long term, to deliver ac
cess to other on-line information, from CD-ROMs to digitized 
images. 

Can't find a book in your local library? Log on, telnet over, 
and search through the catalogs of a few other libraries. Once 
you've located the book you want, your local library can proba
bly request it through Interlibrary Loan. 

The number of library catalogs accessible through the Internet 
is growing as quickly as the Internet itself. Marian Bremer, man
ager of corporate libraries for Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (Cam
bridge, MA), reported in July that "over 270 on-line library cat
alogs, 120 of them international, including libraries in Germany, 
Mexico, New Zealand, Australia, Israel, Switzerland, Sweden, and 
the U.K., are listed in HYTELNET." HYTELNET is an MS
DOS-based hypertext database of Internet resources (for access, 
see reference 3). 

Representative library resources on the Internet include the fol
lowing: 

•The Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), an on-line 
bibliographic database of over 40 million records, representing cat
alogs for over I 00 special collections, archives, and research li
braries. It includes not only books but also government records, 
maps, music scores, sound recordings, films, and photographs 
(for access, see reference 4 ). · 
• Over 200,000 titles emphasizing business, electrical engineer
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ing, and psychology at the University of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs (arlo.colorado.edu; log in as ARLO). 
• Partial access to the cataloging records for the Library of 
Congress (telnet to dra.com). 
• On-line catalogs at Boston University (library.bu.edu), UR
SUS at the University of Maine, Cleveland Public Library, Har
vard University (hollis.harvard.edu), and many more. 

The K-12 Community 
Kindergarten-through-twelfth-grade groups have sprung up with
in Usenet (alt.kl 2), along with E-mail gateways between the In
ternet and the Free Educational Mail network of more than 150 
BBSes, which serve these students and educators around the 
world. But Internet connectivity means more than E-mail and 
BBS communications. Its hallmark is real-time applications. 

For the past eight years, the Interactive Communications and 
Simulations Project at the University of Michigan School of Ed
ucation (Ann Arbor, Ml) has been giving students empirical 
learning experiences. The students participate in interactive role
playing simulations and other activities through programs and 
scenarios run in ICS 's Confer computer-based conferencing fa
cilities. 

The ICS effort grew out of simulations of the Arab-Israeli con
flict created in the 1970s by Edgar Taylor, then a political science 
graduate student. In the late 1970s, says Taylor, "we ran role
playing simulations, using the computer as a means of commu
nication but with all the students physically gathered together. By 
the 1980s, it became clear we could disperse the students; we 
saw how we could use computer-conferencing systems to facil
itate this." 

Overtime, the ICS "curriculum" has expanded. ICS provides 
materials defining the roles, scenario, rules, and other essential in
formation. "Our simulations all involve students playing 'real 
roles,' rather than making up their own characters," Taylor notes. 
In addition to the original Arab-Israeli scenario, which has 55 
roles (character slots) available, there are two other role-play
ing simulations intended to teach political and social science: 

• Writing a new U.S. Constitution, with 70 characters drawn 
from the past 200 years of American history. Characters include 
Thomas Jefferson, Jane Addams, Barry Goldwater, Clare Booth 
Luce, and Martin Luther King Jr. 
• Environmental Decisions, which involves planning a major 
dam project in Africa including evaluations of its environmental 
impact. This simulation has 40 characters including Rachel Car
son, James Watt, Henry David Thoreau, Petra Kelly, and Gama] 
Abdul Nasser. 

There are also two other current ICS projects: 

• The International Poetry Guild, enabling students to write po
etry and put journals together within the conferencing system 
and, ultimately, publish a collection of their work electronically. 
•The Earth Odyssey, where students interact with travelers who 
respond to queries regarding social, environmental, and other 
information. In semesters when no expeditions are scheduled, 
previous "canned" trips are rerun. (E-mail links to live expeditions 
via packet radio have also been contemplated.) 

What began as a project within Michigan now has participants 
from around the world: 29 states, three Canadian provinces, and 
20 countries overseas, so far. Taylor estimates that over 10,000 
students from nearly 400 schools have been I CS'players." 

"The Confer II conferencing system on the University of Michi
gan's mainframe acts as host, providing store-and-forwarding 
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mediation of the activities," explains Clancy Wolf (clancy 
j_wolf@um.cc.umich.edu), associate director at JCS. "Students 
must have an interactive connection to our system. Confer pe1mits 
public group discussions as well as messaging and also contains 
previous messages, information bases created by the JCS staff, and 
other material." 

Many schools are connecting to the ICS projects using dial-up 
services, SprintNet, and other commercial mechanisms. How
ever, observes Wolf, "More school districts and states are getting 
connected to the Internet, and that's how they're connecting to our 
system and Confer." (For access, see reference 5.) 

Getting Back to Business 
Internet usage was once restricted to research, education, and 
government-agency activity only-no for-profit or commercial 
traffic needed apply. But as Public Data lntemets offer com
mercial, unrestricted connectivity, their users are not bound by 
these limits for traffic only within and among the appropriate 

I nternet technology seems 
to have finally made the transition 

from obscurity to popularity. 

portions of the Internet. (For example, no commercial traffic is al
lowed over the NSFnet backbone. The Commercial Internet Ex
change established by the PD!s enables PD!s to exchange traffic 
without sending it over the NSFnet.) Hundreds of companies 
are, in fact, turning to commercial PD!s like Advanced Network 
and. Services (Elmsford, NY), Performance Systems Interna
tional (Reston, VA), and UUNET Communications Services 
(Falls Church, VA) to be part of the Internet. 

Software Tool & Die (ST&D), a Brookline·, Massachusetts
based Unix consulting firm, links to the Internet through 
UUNET's AlterNet and also through NEARnet (the New England 
Academic Research Network) and uses the company's Internet 
connectivity for many software development and related activi
ties. "We've done consulting contracts, including porting a ma
jor software product, where we never met in person with the cus
tomers," observes Barry Shein, president of ST&D. "All the 
work was done via Internet connections, telnetting from our Unix 
system to our customers' systems, conversing by E-mail, trans
ferring files, and so forth." 

ST&D also runs The World (for access, see reference 6), the East 
Coast's answer to Portal and The Well, and one of the first of a 
new breed of public-access BBSes: a public-access Internet site. 
With a cluster of Sun Microsystems' workstations and servers run
ning Sun OS Unix, The World is one of hundreds of public-access 
Unix systems scattered around the world. On public-access Unix 
systems, anyone with a personal computer and a modem can get 
an account by simply paying the fee. ST&D's The World is one 
of the larger public-access Internet hosts, with more than 500 
active accounts. 

What distinguishes The World (and several other public-ac
cess Unix systems) is that they are Internet sites, providing not 
only Usenet, E-mail, and archive services, but also a suite of 
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real-time applications like file transfer, remote log-in, and con
ferencing. 

The Internet Relay Chat (!RC), for example, is a real-time 
"chat" system that replicates everyone's input to the others whose 
computers are "tuned" to the same topical "channel." During the 
Persian Gulf war, I "listened" briefly as dozens of people from all 
over the world-from Germany to Finland, Israel, and Aus
tralia-made comments and discussed events. There were oc
casional pauses as certain people had to don gas masks. More 
recently, as Hurricane Bob swept the East Coast and my apartment 
was without power, I logged into The World with my battery-pow
ered portable and chatted briefly on the "hurricane" channel. 

"The World itself is an Internet application," suggests Shein. 
"People telnet and log into us all the time to access our archives 
and use services like the !RC. Professional groups such as law 
firms are considering systems like ours as access methods to le
gal libraries and databases." 

Outsourcing wide-area interoffice connectivity to the PDls 
saves money and bandwidth for many. But the added value of the 
Internet is the community that you can plug into. 

Only the Beginning 
Developers within the Internet community have put together 
products and toolkits for Internet and intemetworking applications. 
Many are available from Internet public-domain software archives; 
others are available from commercial vendors. 

But this is only the beginning. Internet technology seems to 
have finally made the transition from obscurity to popularity: 
More services, applications, and users motivates building more 
networks, bandwidth, and connectivity; greater availability of 
networks, bandwidth, and connectivity encourages more oppor
tunities for new services, applications, and users. 

What began as a serendipitous experiment in a strange form 
of multiplexing is evolving into the computer-based telephone/post 
office/CB radio/water cooler of tomorrow. The next time you 
hear about the Internet, remember that you, too, could be using 
it-in your work, education, or community, or to explore your per
sonal interests. • 

Daniel P. Dern is a freelance technology writer based in Wa
tertown, Massachusetts. You can reach him on the Internet as 
"ddern@world.std.com" or on BIX clo "editors." 
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STATE OF THE ART 


BUILT FOR SPEED 

The advancing architectures ofchips and systems 

are changing the face ofcomputing 

BOB RYAN 

T

he past five years has seen an explosion in the com

plexity of personal computer software. GU ls abound, 
and million-line application programs seem the norm 
rather than the exception. The processing demands 
of such software strain the capabilities of even the 

most sophisticated desktop computers. With a future that in
cludes multimedia applications and object-oriented operat
ing systems, the need for faster, more powerful hardware is 
imperative. 

To create faster computers, you build from the ground up. 
For desktop machines, this means star.ting with the micro
processor. The next few years will see advances in semicon
ductor manufacturing, chip packaging, and microprocessor 
architecture that will drive the performance of the next gen
eration of processor chips past I 00 million instructions per 
second. In addition, advances in systems design will make it 
easier to deliver most of that microprocessor performance to 
the end user. Powerful processors coupled with sophisticated 
systems designs can provide the type of platform needed to run 
ever more sophisticated software systems. 

This month's State of the Art section examines how pro
cessor and systems designers plan to meet the challenges pre
sented by the latest developments in software technology. 
This article concentrates on processor and system architecture. 
Another article, "Reshaping the Microchip," looks at basic 
chip technologies and how they are evolving. Finally, "Sup
port Your Local CPU" examines how the use of coproces
sors can boost your system performance. 

Bottoms Up 
Processor designers have two basic strategies for increasing 
processor speed: They can decrease the average time needed 
to execute each instruction, and they can increase the average 
number of instructions executed per clock cycle. Although 
interrelated, these two strategies are not strictly complemen
tary. You can, for example, increase the number of instructions 
executed per clock cycle without necessarily decreasing the ex
ecution time of each instruction. 

In increasing the performance of a processor-or in creat
ing a new class of processors-designers can call on a num
ber of technologies and techniques to implement the two 
strategies. These techniques fall into three primary areas: the 
architecture, the semiconductor process, and the packaging. 

A processor's architecture describes the internal arrangement 
of a chip's components and how these components interact. 
Details described by the architecture include the instruction set, 
the use of caches and pipelines, the structure of internal bus
es, and the number and arrangement of functional units. Pro
cess technology describes the 
materials and the manufactur
ing techniques used to make a 
chip. Different processes yield 
chips with different character
istics. Packaging describes how 
a processor integrates with its 
surroundings in a functioning 
system. Packaging can deter
mine the speed at which you 
can get signals on and off a pro
cessor chip, which, in turn, de
termines the overall speed of a 
system. 

The Process and the 
Processor 
Like any IC, a processor is 
made upofmany thousands
and these days, millions-of 
transistors. Each transistor is 
an electrical switch that can be 
either open or closed, based on 
the state of its inputs. The size 
of the transistors used on a chip 
directly affects the speed at 
which a transistor can switch 
from one state to another, and 
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Not all outputs reflect the inputs. 

Sampling the outputs here and 

providing new inputs yields 

erroneous results. 
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and apply the new inputs. 


Figure 1: Clock skew occurs when the inputs sent to a chip don't have time to propa
gate the proper outputs before the outputs are sampled. In (a), as inputs are initially 
applied to the system, the outputs still represent the state of the previous inputs. As 
the signals propagate through the system, the different lengths of the processing 
paths result in some of the outputs reflecting the new inputs before others ( b ). 
Sampling the outputs at this time gives false results due to clock skew. Only when 
all the input signals have had time to propagate outputs do you get legitimate 
results ( c). You can then apply new inputs. The time difference between (a) and ( c) 
represents the latency of the system. Sampling the system at intervals shorter than 
the latency period, as in ( b ), risks seeing the effects ofclock skew. 

thus the potential speed of a processor as a 
whole. All things being equal, a chip with 
smaller and, therefore, faster transistors 
will be able to work at a higher clock fre
quency than one with larger and slower
switching transistors. 

This smaller-is-faster rule reflects that 
switching a transistor from one state to an
other is a physical phenomenon. To switch 
states to match its inputs, a transistor is 
required to physically move carriers of 
electrical charge-either electrons or elec
tron holes-from one location to another. 

11\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

Our basic models of computing 

and computer systems are un

dergoing a fundamental change 

caused by revolutions in the 

design and manufacturing of 

chips. The key to understanding 

the future of computing is un

derstanding the impact of the 

technologies that drive it. 
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The shorter the distance that the caiTiers 
must move (i.e., the channel length, in 
semiconductor parlance), the faster the tran
sistor can switch from off to on and from 
on to off. Thus, the smaller the transistors 
that make up a circuit, the faster the circuit. 

The size of each transistor in a circuit is 
entirely dependent on the manufacturing 
process used to create the circuit, which 
determines the size of the components that 
can be engraved on the surface of a chip. 
Today, most advanced commercial pro
cessors, such as the Motorola 68040 and 
the Intel 860, are created with submicron 
technology: The process used to manu
facture these chips can create components 
separated by less than I micron. The num
ber used to describe a particular process 
(e.g., I micron) is called the geometry, or 
resolution, of the process. 

Decreased switching times (and thus in
creased switching speeds) is not the only 
benefit you derive from progressively fin
er transistor geometries. Smaller .-ansistors 
also means that more transistors will fit 
on one circuit. In the case of processors, in
creasing the density of transistors on a chip 
lets designers put more of the CPU's com
ponents (e.g., cache memories and float
ing-point processors) onto a single chip-
components that once required discrete 
support chips. Anytime designers elimi
nate off-chip connections, they greatly in

crease the speed of a system. 
The progression to packing more func

tions onto denser chips is called integra
tion. It not only enables processors to be 
built with their own on-chip caches and 
FPUs, but it also permits the quadrupling 
of memory density every three years. In
tegration is the force that drives the per
sonal computer revolution. 

The Packaging Problem 
Processors are state machines; the outputs 
they produce are entirely dependent on 
their input voltage. However fast they may 
seem, though, processors do not change 
state instantaneously. Every IC has a la
tency period in which the internal transis
tors change in response to a change in the 
input level. 

The component that drives the opera
tion of a processor is the clock. The fre
quency of a clock determines how many 
times a processor changes state per sec
ond and sets a processor's throughput. All 
things being equal, a processor that uses a 
40-MHz clock will have twice the through
put of one that uses a 20-MHz clock. 

A processor's latency determines how 
fast you can drive it. If you drive a pro
cessor fasterthan it can process its inputs, 
you wind up with clock skew (see figure I). 

As transistors get faster, however, pro
cessor latency plays less of a role in limit
ing performance. At very high frequen
cies, processors have problems getting 
signals on and off a chip fast enough to 
support the decreased period of their clock 
(the period is the inverse of the clock fre
quency; a l 00-MHz clock has a period of 
l 0 nanoseconds and requires a processor 
with a latency less than this period). 

Interfacing a processor to the rest of a 
system-getting the signals to and from 
it-is a function of packaging. As clock 
speeds get much above 50 MHz, current 
chip interfacing technology will not be 
able to deal with the higher speeds. De
veloping technologies are being designed 
to overcome the limitations of current 
packaging (see "Reshaping the Microchip" 
on page 137). 

Elements of Design 
Although packaging and manufacturing 
technologies are vital in producing faster 
processors, it's the processor's architec
ture that differentiates the performance of 
one CPU from another. In years to come, 
architecture will play an even greater role 
in determining processor performance (see 
the text box "Moore's Law Meets MIPS" 
on page 125). 

The most apparent element of a proces
sor's architecture is its instruction set. An 
instruction set is the face that a processor 
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Moore's Law Meets MIPS 


P
rogress in microprocessor per
formance has advanced along a 
regular path since the introduc
tion of the 4004 in 1972. The 

main determinant of processor perfor
mance has been density: the number 
of transistors that can be put on a single 
chip. Even with the architectural ad
vances from 4 to 8 to 16 to 32 bits, the 
million-instruction-per-second (MIPS) 
curve slavishly followed the density 
curve. 

In the past, density was such a dom
inant determinant that Moore's Law 
(which is a statement of the projected 
abilities of semiconductor manufac
turing technologies to increase transis
tor density over time) became the key 
predictor of processor performance. 

Take the Intel 80x86 family of mi
croprocessors. From the introduction 
ofthe4004 to the 1989 introduction of 
the 486, transistor density and MIPS 
advanced in lockstep. Jflntel's greater
than-100-MIPS predictions for the PS 
pan out, however, the lockstep will be 
broken this year. With greater empha
sis on RISC technology and parallel 
instruction execution, the PS appears 
poised to accelerate the rate of perfor
mance increase over that of previous 
generations of processors. 

The measure used to isolate silicon 
performance from the effects of com
piler and system design is native MI PS. 
It's simply defined as the number of 
instructions executed per clock pulse 
multiplied by the number of clock puls
es per microsecond. It's an elegantly 
simple way to isolate and compare 
hardware throughput across the gener
ations of a family of processors (it pro
vides neither a measure of the ultimate 
performance of a complete computer 
system nor a valid comparison of per
formance with other families of pro
cessors). 

To examine the impact of parallel 
architectures on processor performance, 
I plotted the native MIPS ratings for 
several generations of the Intel 80x86 
processor family as well as the transis
tor density (see figure A). 

The density plot shows the increas
ing benefits of transistor integration. 

DENSITY AND PERFORMANCE 
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Figure A: When plotted side by side, the number of transistors in Intel 80x86 
family ofprocessors and their native MI PS ratings at introduction follow nearly 
parallel curves. The PS is expected to sunder the relationship between density 
and pe1formance by incorporating increased on-chip parallelism. 

It's real-world proof of Moore's Law. 
The native MIPS rating for each pro
cessor is the value specified by Intel 
for the initial version of each genera
tion. It's clear from the MIPS curve 
that performance improvement and 
density increase at a similar rate until 
you consider the PS. At that point, the 
performance contribution of parallel 
architectures causes the curves to di
verge. 

As multiple on-chip processing func
tions increase parallelism, the effects 
of executing more than one instruction 

per clock pulse will add another strong 
contributor to drivers of chip perfor
mance. Although the 8086 may have 
required an average of 20 or more clock 
pulses to execute a single instruction, 
some processors today have reached 
the range of two to three instructions 
per clock pulse. Chip researchers are 
exploring architectures that will, in this 
decade, let you execute tens of in
structions simultaneously. The days of 
Moore's Law being an accurate pre
dictor of performance appear to be 
numbered. 
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shows to a programmer. 
Instruction sets break down into three 

basic types, depending on how a processor 
stores instruction operands in the CPU. 
Two of these types-stack architectures 
and accumulator-based architectures-are 
holdovers from simpler times. For exam
ple, the 6502, the processor behind the Ap
ple II, used an accumulator-based archi
tecture. Today, most processors store 
operands in general-purpose registers and 
implement instruction sets that reflect that 
fact. 

Today, two instruction-set strategies
RISC and complex instruction-set com
puter-dominate processors that use gen
eral-purpose registers. These two strategies 
are distinguished by how and when they 
move operands into memory. CISCs-best 
exemplified by the DEC VAX-let you 

I t is apparent 
that RISC provides 

superior performance 

over CISC. 

specify multiple memory operands per in
struction. With the VAX, for example, you 
can specify as many as three memory
based operands per instruction. This makes 
the job of the compiler-and that of a 
compiler writer-much easier, and it does 
not waste registers on the storage of tem
porary values (registers are a most-pre
cious asset in a general-purpose register 
machine). 

The complexity of including as many 
as three memory accesses with each in
struction execution also adds enormously 
to the complexity of the processor control 
unit-the part of the processor that coor
dinates the execution of instructions. As 
a result, processors that fetch operands di
rectly from memory require micropro
grammed control units. In such proces
sors, the control unit itself is a processor 
that executes microinstructions that deter
mine how the main processor executes 
macroinstructions. Microcoded processors 
are very flexible (if you change the mi
crocode, you change the characteristics of 
the processor), but they exact a penalty in 
both complexity and performance. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum is 

RISC. Unlike CISC, RISC processors do 
not include memory accesses in instruc
tions intended forexecution by the ALU or 
the FPU. Instructions take their operands 
from registers only. This simplifies the 
control logic in the processor to the point 
where RISC processors do not require mi
croprogrammed control units, eliminating 
much of the overhead and complexity of 
CISC processors. 

Of course, a RISC processor must still 
be able to move operands to and from 
memory. It performs these tasks with sep
arate instructions that do nothing but load 
registers from memory and store register 
contents to memory. This class of memo
ry-access instructions is why RISC pro
cessors are also known as load/store pro
cessors. 

For the past few years, a common topic 
of debate at any gathering of people of the 
processor industry has been the relative 
merits of the RISC and CISC architec
tures. Today, it is apparent that RISC pro
vides superior performance over CISC. 
Evidence comes from performance mea
surements, and it's also hard to find a ma
jor computer manufacturer that hasn't re
cently introduced a RISC-based system. 
In fact, Motorola and Intel tacitly conced
ed the game to RISC when they built 
RISC-like features into their latest gener
ation of CISC processors. In particular, 
both the 68040 and the 486 have some in
structions in their integer units that exe
cute without microcode-and under opti
mal conditions-in just one clock cycle. 

Intel has even given a name to the inte
gration of RISC features into previously 
all-CISC architectures: CRISC (complex 
reduced-instruction-set architecture). Un
doubtedly, CISC processors will incorpo
rate larger and larger nonmicrocoded RISC 
subsets into their core functional units as 
time goes by, as well as utilize other ar
chitectural advances (e.g., microparallelism 
in the form of superpipelining and super
scalar) that are now present in many RISC 
implementations. In addition, suppliers of 
the industry-standard 386 architecture are 
working to differentiate their products by 
adding features that provide extra value 
but are invisible to applications software 
(see the text box "Beyond the 386" on 
page 127). 

The ironic aspect of the victory of RJSC 
over CISC is that it is thus far a hollow 
one. Computers based on Intel and Mo
torola CISC processors outsell RISC-based 
designs by nearly two orders of magni
tude. Obviously, the marketplace doesn't 
consider the advantages of RISC to be 
great enough to scrap its enormous 
investment in CISC hardware and soft
ware. As the CISC processors become 
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Beyond the 386 


W
ith the introduction of the 386 
in 1985, Intel fixed the archi
tecture that would carry the 
personal computing industry 

into the twenty-first century. Unlike 
the 286, which preceded it, the 386, 
with its Ila t 32-bit address space, pro
vided the minimum capabilities re
quired by sophisticated operating sys
tems and applications software. 

Establishing the 386 as the standard 
processor fort he vast majority of desk
top systems has had an enormous im
pact on the industry. It has led many 
customers to view computers as com
modities differentiated primarily by 
price. After all, if two computers are 
driven by the same processor, why not 
buy the less expensive one? This atti
tude has led to the commodity pricing 
of PCs, much to the benefit of buyers 
and to the detriment of many comput
er makers. 

The second effect shows the down
side to standards---even de facto ones. 
Unless you want to jettison your big 
investment in software and training, 
you 're stuck with the 386 architecture. 

For the most part, PC users can't take 
advantage of the architectural advances 
pioneered by RISC. The 386 architec
ture is a good one, but it reflects the 
transistor budget realities and archi
tectural state of the art of 1985, not 
1992 or 1999. 

Today, chip makers and systems 
manufacturers are concentrating on 
software-compatible ways of improving 

"RISCier," the reasons for moving to pure 
RISC designs will become even less com
pelling. 

What's Inside 
Although the instruction set broadly de
termines the architecture of a processor, 
the implementation details are no less im
portant in determining the processor's ul
timate performance. Consider the exam
ple of a RISC universe that consists of at 
least a half-dozen major architectures that 
are based on the same instruction-set strat
egy and that exhibit a wide range of per
formance characteristics. The strategy is 
important, bu tit's the implementation de

the architecture and performance of the 
386. The most obvious example of this 
trend is the Intel 486. By adding in
struction pipelining, memory manage
ment, and floating-point execution, the 
486 extends the 386 architecture with
out altering the 386 instruction set. 
Combined with the inevitable advances 
in chip-manufacturing technology , 
these features make the 486 the most 
advanced 386 instruction set--<:ompat
ible processor available. 

Intel has also extended the 386 ar
chitecture in other ways . The Intel 
386SL, for example, is a version of the 
386SX containing power management 
logic that can be used by notebook 
manufacturers to conserve battery life. 
This power management logic is in
visible to applications, allowing them to 
run without modification. 

The emergence of 386 clones and 
compatibles has also led to a spate of 
value-added 386 processors. The first 
386 compatibles from AMO concen
trated on providing higher clock speeds 
and lower power consumption than In
tel chips had. Chips & Technologies 
has gone further. It has added an inter
nal five-stage pipeline and an instruc
tion cache to the 386. In addition, C&T 
produces a version of its 386 with Su
perState capability. SuperState lets a 
systems designer add functionality to 
the basic 386 architecture without sac
rificing compatibility. Invisible to the 
operating system, applications, or the 
BIOS, SuperState code can provide 

tails that matter in the end. 
A microprocessor is made up of two 

primary elements: a control unit and a data 
path. The latter consists of the functional 
units, which include the ALU and FPU, 
the general-purpose registers (collectively 
called the register file), the special-pur
pose registers (e.g., the program counter), 
and the connections between these ele
ments. The control unit decodes instruc
tions and sets the latches in the data path so 
that the processor performs the actions in
dicated by the instructions. In CISC pro
cessors, the control unit is often itself a 
processor. It executes microcode programs 
that prepare the data path to execute a par-

functions (e .g., power management) or 
overcome the limitations of DOS. It 
lets designers add value to their 386 
systems. 

C&T also produces the PC/Chip, 
which combines an 8086 chip with all 
the logic required to implement the PC 
architecture. Without a doubt, a 386 
version of the PC/Chip will be avail
able before too long. 

Another supplier of 386 chips mak
ing noise these days is IBM. Under li
cense from Intel, IBM can make 386
and 486-derivative chips. It produces 
the 386SLC, a cache version of the 
386SL that runs at 25 MHz and is 
benchmarked as improving perfor
mance over the Intel original by more 
than 80 percent. In the future, you can 
expect alternative 486 designs from 
IBM that add features without sacri
ficing compatibility. 

The biggest news on the 386 front 
this year will be Intel's announcement 
of the PS, the fol low-on to the 486. 
With over 3 million transistors to play 
with, Intel has a lot of room to extend 
the 386 architecture while maintaining 
software compatibility. And as if that 
isn't enough, the P6 project is already 
well under way. 

The next few years will see the best 
of both worlds: straightforward 386 ar
ch ilecture chips for those who need 
straightforward performance and fea
tures, and value-added chips for those 
with more technologically sophisticat
ed needs. The choice will be yours. 

ticular instruction. Because of their sim
plified instruction sets, RISC processors 
can use simpler and faster hard-wired con
trol units. 

Even though hard-wired control units 
are a benefit of the simplified RISC in
structions, they are not the reason for the 
simplified instructions. RISC instructions 
are simplified to permit efficient pipe
lining. 

An average instruction in a RISC ma
chine may require four cycles to be com
pleted. Using a straightforward execution 
scheme, nearly all CISC microprocessors 
would achieve a cycle-per-instruction rate 
of 4 .0 . (Don't confuse the total number of 
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A RISC PIPELINE 

Fetch Decode Execute Write Time 

Instruction 1 Cycle 0 


Instruction 2 Instruction 1 Cycle 1 
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Figure 2: In this simplified RISC implementation.four four-cycle instructions are 
issued in sequence (one every clock cycle) to a four-stage pipeline. The first 
instruction begins executing at cycle 0, and the fourth begins executing at cycle 3, 
filling the pipeline. Although each instruction requires four cycles to complete, 
the overlap in execution steps lets them all finish in seven cycles, as opposed to the 
16 required without pipelining. 

cycles an instruction requires for comple
tion with the cycles it requires for execu
tion. Most RISC instructions execute in 
one cycle if you don't consider decoding, 
setup, and dealing with the results.) To in
crease the performance ofsuch a processor, 
given a constant clock rate, you need to 
reduce the average CPI. The key to re
ducing the CPI rate is to get more instruc
tions to execute concurrently; you need a 
method that lets instructions execute in 
parallel. 

Pipelining is such a method. It recog
nizes that during execution an instruction 
is not using the whole processor. It, there
fore, breaks the execution of an instruc
tion into stages that match how a processor 
executes instructions. For example, con
sider the execution of an instruction that 
adds the contents of two registers and 
places the results in a third. The instruction 
goes through the follo wing four one-cycle 
stages: 

Stage I: Instruction/etch. Theprocessor 
fetches the instruction into the instruction 
register based on the contents of the pro
gram counter. 

Stage 2: Instruction decode/register 
latch. The control logic determines what 
the instruction does. At the same time, the 
contents of the two source registers are 
placed on the internal source buses. 

Stage 3: Execution. On the basis of the 
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instruction decoding, the ALU adds the 
contents of the source buses and places 
the results on the processor destination 
bus. 

Stage 4: Write back. The results are 
moved from the destination bus to the des
tination register. 

From a processor's point of view, these 
stages are mutually exclusive. The real 
estate on a chip that is dedicated to any 
one of the stages is unique. So, it's possi
ble to simultaneously have one instruction 
undergoing decoding, another executing 
in the ALU, and a third writing to the reg
ister file. This is the basis for building an 
instruction pipeline. 

Figure 2 shows the basic workings of a 
simple pipeline. Here, a series of four in
structions move in lockstep through a four
stage pipeline, each taking four clock cy
cles to execute. However, because they 
are executing in parallel, they require a to
tal of only seven cycles to complete-as 
opposed to 16 cycles on a nonpipelined 
processor. In this case, pipelining reduces 
the CPI from 4 to less than 2. In fact, under 
optimal conditions, such a pipeline is ca
pable of achieving I CPI (not including 
the three-cycle latency you encounter when 
you first fill the pipeline). 

Stall Speed 
There is no such thing as a free lunch, and 
pipelining is no exception. Pipelining 

works fine as long as none of the instruc
tions in the pipeline has to wait for the re
sults of a preceding instruction. Some
times, however, such data dependencies 
occur, and the pipeline stalls. 

Consider the example of an instruction 
that adds the contents of two registers and 
writes the results to a third. If the next in
struction in the pipeline uses those results, 
it becomes stalled in the second stage of 
the pipeline. It can't proceed until the pre
ceding instruction finishes the fourth stage, 
losing most of the benefits of pipelining. 

Data dependency points out the impor
tance of compilers in the RISC universe. 
Compilers for a pipelined architecture must 
be able to recognize data dependencies 
and order instructions to minimize those 
dependencies without producing incorrect 
code. A good compiler can make a medi
ocre implementation shine, and a bad one 
can completely foul the workings of a 
good chip. 

Another situation that can stall a pipeline 
is a change in the flow of instructions (e.g., 
a jump or branch in the program logic or an 
interrupt). In such situations, you either 
have to flush the pipeline of all instruc
tions after the branch or stall the pipeline 
when you first encounter an instruction 
that can cause a branch. In either case, per
formance suffers. 

Despite these difficulties, pipelines are 
found on all high-performance RISC pro
cessors, although they are not limited to 
RISC. Both the 486 and the 68040 utilize 
pipelines. Because most of the installed 
software base f orthese processors was not 
produced with pipeline-aware compilers, 
however, their pipelines are not highly uti
1 ized in the real world. Also, the com
plexities of decoding and executing CISC 
instructions, and their variable length, 
make pipelines more complex to imple
ment and less valuable to use in CISC ar
chitectures than in RISC ones. 

The future of pipelining offers more of 
the same, with some added attractions. Be
yond basic pipelining lies superpipelin
ing, the technology at the heart of the Mips 
R4000 processor. In superpipelining, in
struction execution is broken into even fin
er steps, lengthening the pipeline and pro
viding finer granularity in execution. The 
R4000 has an eight-stage pipeline that, 
although it is moresusceptibleto data de
pendencies and requires even smarter com
pilers than the R3000, vastly increases pro
cessor performance. 

As transistor budgets increase due to 
process-technology advances, designers 
will be able to make pipelines smarter. 
The most promising area for improvement 
in pipelining is in handling branch in
structions. Both branch-prediction logic 
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entry and editing. Or producing publica
tion-ready tables and reports. Options 
to analyze the past and help predict the 
future. Or to present your results with 
over 40 high-impact color displays, in
cluding avariety ofcharts and maps. 
No matter what you do, SPSS can help 
you do it better. 

As long as you love us, it's all right. And 
love us you will. Statistical software from 
SPSS is designed to work the way you 
work. By giving you the power to enter, 
edit, manage, analyze and present data 
on virtually every type of PC, worksta
tion, minicomputer and mainframe. By 
giving you better decision-making ability 
through the most comprehensive set of 
statistical procedures available. And by 
giving you a choice of options to meet 
your specific data analysis needs. So if 
you're thinking about statistical software, 
think about flexibility. Because flexibility 
means value. And when it comes to value, 
we top the charts. 

The Accessibility of SPSS makes it ideal 
for beginners and advanced users alike. 
With its straightforward menus and con
text-sensitive help and statistical glos
sary, SPSS gets you started fast. And with 
the help of our time-saving programming 
facilities, including macros and a matrix 
language, you'll have the power to go 
deeper even faster. And regardless of 
your experience with statistics, you'll 
be supported by the documentation and 
training that's set the industry standard 
for over 25 years. Documentation that 
lNFoWORLD calls "The Best in the 
Business." 

SfllSS 
Were Making It Easier To Decide. 


fonned, regardless of size or structure. 
Multiple missing values for nonresponses 
can be defined and labeled according to 
your specifications, while built-in controls 
easily manage infonnation stored in com
plex file fonnats, including custom file 
fonnats. Self-documenting portable files 
give you the freedom to move your analy
sis from one computing environment 
to the next, saving time and resources. 
And because SPSS supports most popular 
microcomputer file types including 
Lotus~ DBF and SYLK, and offers free 
interfaces to such leading SQL-based 
database management systems as 
Infonnix;· ORACLE®and Sybase;· 
there's no need to re-enter data or 
write out intennediate files. 

So if you're in the market for statistical 
software, keep an open mind. Go with the 
value of SPSS, suppliers of statistical solu
tions to over 2 million users worldwide. 
Because when you have the advantage of 
flexibility, the chances are you'll still be a · 
hit tomorrow. 

Call 1(800) 543-5835 or FAX (312) 329-3668. 

Chicago • Washington, DC • Chertsey, UK• Gorinchem, The Netherlands • Munich • New Delhi • Singapore • Stockholm• SydneY'Tokyo• And Distributors Worldw'1de. Statistical Sottware For All Leading Computing Environments. 
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Processor Progress by Design 


T
he chips at the heart of personal 
computers are becoming more 
and more powerful and complex. 
However, this progress is not due 

solely to the advancing capabilities of 
semiconductor packaging. True, semi
conductor process technology can in
tegrate an increasing number of tran
sistors on a single chip. But the ability 
to economically manufacture millions 
of transistors on an IC defines on ly the 
upper limit of integration. You still 
need a producible design to give mean
ing to its potential. 

Although the amount of integration 
possible is increasing at an almost 
exponential rate overtime, product life 
cycles are simultaneously decreasing. 
The time between the introduction of 
one generation of a microprocessor and 
the next has diminished from six years 
in the 1970s to three years or less today. 
Designers are caught between two con
flicting demands: more complex prod
ucts and shorter design cycles. 

Now, the age of wasteful s ilicon 
awaits. Future architectural decisions 
will be limited not by the number of 
transistors that can be crammed on a 
chip, but by a systems designer 's abi l
ity to define, model, and simulate a 
complex system and ensure that it wi ll 
work as intended when the first device 
is produced. 

The Technologies Behind Design 
In the last few years, the CAE industry 
has made significant progress in de
veloping sophisticated tools that im
prove a designer's abi lity to partition, 
model, and simulate complex systems. 

Only eight or IO years ago, designing 
a new chip consisted of performing 
gate-level design and schematic entry 
and then simulating the logic to verify 
functiona lity. The timing was ensured 
by man ually identifying the critical 
paths and optimizing them through ex
tensive and time-consuming Spice sim
ulations. A designer would lay out the 
chip on a polygon editor at the transis
tor level and would draw each inter
connect individua ll y. 

RAVI BHATNAGAR 

Today, with the availability of the 
Very High-Speed IC Hardware De
scription Language modeling and sim
ulation tools, a designer can create and 
verify a design at a higher level, much 
as a programmer can write a computer 
program in a high-level language. Syn
thesis tools reduce the verified soft
ware model to the level of IC gates. 
Then, hardware modeling systems ver
ify the operation of the software mod
el in a target system. This process 
makes it highly likely that a design will 
succeed the first time it is transfen-ed 
onto si licon. 

But the software models used to sim
ulate microprocessors have also grown 
in size and complexity. Today, the use 
of hardware accelerators (available at 
reasonable costs) can vast ly speed up 
simulation. These accelerators enable 
chip designers to increase by several 
orders of magnitude the number of sim
ulation vectors they can run. When the 
simulation is more thorough, the de
signs can be more robust, and they are 
more likely to work the first time. 

For example, a simulated software 
boot of operating systems has become 
possible, and it's now routine to per
form this test before committing a new 
processor's design to silicon. Before 
committing the design of the Super386 
microprocessors from Chips & Tech
nologies to silicon, the design team 
simulated the microprocessor running 
MS-DOS on an IBM 3090 mainframe 
assisted by four hardware accelerators. 
This approach was impossible a few 
years ago because it wou ld have taken 
months o f CPU time on a large main
frame to complete the simulated boot. 

Chip layout today uses precharac
terized primitives (e.g., NANO gates 
and flip-flops) rather than individual 
transistors. This method not only re
duces the time ii takes to lay out the 
chip by several months, but it also en
sures that critical paths are easy to iso
late and that the timing is predictable. 

Using automated place-and-route 
software rather than polygon editors to 
create the interconnections between the 

primitives drastically reduces physical
design schedules. This approach yields 
designs that are inherently correct by 
construction, and it dramatically de
creases the amount of time necessary to 
verify them. 

Static-timing analyzers perform the 
cri tical-path analysis, reducing a lot of 
the routine work. Full or partial internal 
scan flip-flop implementation provides 
high fault coverage and ensures relia
bility. At the same time, automatic test
program-generation tools work with 
the scan methodology to help decrease 
the time required to develop the test 
program, fu11her shortening the time to 
market. 

Several architecture-level tools are 
on the horizon. Although still in their 
infancy, these tools help processor ar
chitects make high-level performance 
trade-offs without doing too much de
tail work at the lower levels of the de
sign. 

Bu ild ing a Standard Framework 
T he chip-design community is seeking 
standards for its tools as aggressively as 
the personal computer industry is . T he 
CAD Framework Initiative, a nonprofit 
consortium, was sta11ed in 1988 by ma
jor CAD, semiconductor, and systems 
companies. Its purpose is to develop 
industry-acceptable gu idelines for de
sign-automation frameworks that will 
enable various CAD tools to coexist 
and cooperate. 

Frameworks wi ll enable a number 
of CAD applications and framework 
components to become interchange
able as we ll as interoperable. The re
sult will be improved intertool com
munications, tool sequencing, and tool 
encapsulation. These capabili ties herald 
an important step forward in fu rther 
improving designer productivity and 
reducing the time between the idea and 
the reality. 

Ravi Bhatnagar is the vice president 
of advmKed products for Chips & 
Technologies (San Jose. CA). You can 
reach him on BlX c/o "editors. " 
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and branch-target caching will help you 
avoid the perils of stalled pipelines. 

Tipping the Scales 
Superpipelining represents one way to 
increase the parallelism inherent in a pipe
lined architecture. Superscalar takes a dif
ferent approach, but it achieves the same 
end: increased performance due to paral
lelism. 

In a superscalar processor, the pipeline 
isn't subdivided; it's duplicated. Each func
tional unit of the processor has its own 
pipeline and can operate independently of 
other units (see figure 3). So, an instruction 
that uses an integer unit goes through the 
integer pipeline, and a floating-point in
struction executes through the floating
point pipeline. Instructions are issued into 
.each pipeline by an instruction dispatcher, 
a logical unit that tries to keep the pipelines 
filled. 

The pipelines in a superscalar proces
sor are susceptible to the same data de
pendencies and program-flow problems 
as are the pipelines in standard processors. 
Their increased use of parallelism also in
creases the same problems as those expe
rienced by superpipelined processors. So, 
superscalar processors are just as depen
dent on smart compilers as superpipelined 
processors are. 

Until now, superscalar processors (e .g., 
the IBM RISC System/6000) have imple
mented parallel pipelines for different func
tions. In the future, superscalar processors 
will sport multiple copies of identical 
pipelines: two or more floating-point pipe
lines or two or more integer pipelines. Giv
en the 10-million-transistor processors you 
will be seeing by the middle of the decade, 
complex processors are a certainty. For a 

. look at the design challenges posed by the 
growing complexity of microprocessors, 
see the text box "Processor Progress by 
Design" on page 130. 

The question of whether the super
pipelined processor is better than the su
perscalar processor has in many ways re
placed the old RISC versus CISC debate. 
Based on implementations in silicon, the 
question is thus far moot. Superscalar de
signs have achieved lower CPis than su
perpipelines, but they are limited to slow
er clock speeds. In fact, the best performing 
processor, the Hewlett-Packard PA, is nei
ther superpipelined nor superscalar; it is 
simply a superbly designed and aggres
sively clocked RISC pipeline. 

Ten-million-transistor processors may 
also see the emergence of superscalar ar
chitectures with superpipelines. This best
of-both-worlds approach may founder, 
however, on software technology. Deal
ing with that level of parallelism is not 

Processor 
data 
cache 

A SUPERSCALAR 

PROCESSOR 


• Instructions • Operands 

Figure 3: The IBM RISC System/6000 
consists of three fundamemal units. The 
instruction cache unit fetches two in
structions at a rime from its instruction 
cache, which is fed by the processor 
cache. The pathways to and from the 
ICU cache are two words wide, which 
lets them move two instructions at a 
time. The ICU simultaneously feeds in
structions to the pipelines of the illfeger 
unit (FXU) and the FPU ff the instruc
tions it receives are of the appropriate 
type. Jn addition to feeding the rwo func
tional pipelines, the ICU handles pro
gram branches and imerruprs. Using in
struction look-ahead, it can solve branch 
conditions before they occur. Ir also con
tains special registers that can hold the 
state of the processor during illferrupt 
handling, eliminating the need for stack
relared processing and memo1y access. 

within the capabilities of the cutTent gen
eration of compilers. 

When processors average less than I 
CPI, the processor-memory interface be
comes a critical choke point in a system. 
With such processors, you will see larger 
and smarter caches, separate data and in
struction pathways and caches, 64-bit data 
paths, and even RAM on the processor
all endeavoring to keep the processor 
pipelines filled. And beyond the primary 
memory interface lies the whole realm of 
system architecture. 

The System's the Thing 
Comparing the details of microprocessor 
architectures may at first seem to be an 
exercise in silicon chauvinism. After all, 
isn't it the system-level performance that 
you really care about? Can't you take it 
for granted that the chip wizards will keep 
our systems' sockets stuffed with faster 
chips? Unfortunately, no . Gone are the 
days when the relationship of a chip to a 
system was simply that of a building block 
to an edifice. The chip and the system-per
formance considerations are intimately 
linked, and their designs are considered in 
parallel. A target system's intended func
tions and applications farm patt of the ini
tial design requirements for today's high
performance processors. The seeds of the 
next generation of systems are delivered on 
each new generation of chips . 

The first approach to achieving system 
performance is to define the types of data 
to be processed and the processing-time 
constraints to be confronted. Data types 
can then be categorized and assigned to 
processing units that can handle them ef
ficiently, such as a floating-point math 
processor. This level of functional parti
tioning is largely provided in today's high
ly integrated processor. For example, the 
inclusion of the FPU on the 486DX was in
tended not to achieve the highest floating
point perfo1mance possible, but to provide 
a good balance of math performance in 
the 486's most common applications. One 
result is that system architects can still im
prove system performance by relying on 
specialized coprocessors for s peci fiefunc
tions. For example, the number-crunch
ing muscle of 486DX-based systems can 
be substantially enhanced with an appro
priate coprocessor (see "Personal Super
computing with the Intel i860," January 
1991 BYTE). 

The next consideration in achieving sys
tem performance is to remove any data
access or communications bottlenecks. For 
personal computers and workstations, a 
systems architect's first option has been 
to add as many speed-critical functions to 
a motherboard as is practical. But this ap
proach limits the flexibility of a system 
and makes future upgrades to these func
tions expensive or impossible, so it's been 
used only for broadly requested function
al subunits (e.g., math coprocessors). Now, 
some systems designers are putting graph
ics functions on motherboards in a copro
cessor arrangement referred to as local
bus graphics. 

The current interest in local-bus VGA 
architectures was sparked by the desire to 
accelerate graphics-intensive applications, 
such as GU!s. But the basic principle
avoiding the delays imposed by a system's 
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AModular Local Bus 

MICHAEL JOHNS 

MODULAR LOCAL-BUS SYSTEM 

CPU bus Local bus ISA/EISA bus 

SCSI 
controller 

Local bus Local bus 

Memory 
controller 

11 

System 
peripherals 

Figure A: This three-layered system uses a modular local bus running at 33 MHz to interconnect speed-critical functions. 
The system now supports 486 CPUs at speeds ofup to JOO MHz and provides connections for slower peripherals on 
a standard 8-MHz /SA bus. The key element of the system's architecture is the separation of the CPU bus from the local 
bus; other architectures may connect the CPU direclly to a local bus. 

G
Uis have placed huge demands 
on personal computers, in many 
cases perceptibly degrading sys
tem response. And they repre

sent just the first wave of applications 
that will place much higher demands 
on intrasystem communications. 

The standard ISA system bus is 
quickly running out of steam, with a 
theoretical maximum transfer rate of 8 
MBps, address space limited to 16 MB, 
and marginal mastering support. Al
though EISA and Micro Channel ar
chitecture have been somewhat suc
cessful in addressing some of the 
bottlenecks of ISA, they still fail to 
overcome the constraints the system 
bus puts on the throughput of speed
critical peripherals. 

Many systems developers are now 
exploring local-bus architectures to find 
ways of better coupling the CPU with 
speed-critical functions. Most discus
sions today center around local-bus im
plementations of VGA functions. But 
the concept of a local-bus connection 
has equivalent benefits for other func
tions, such as system memory and com
munications processors. 

Layered and Modular 
One model for a local-bus system uses 
a three-bus modular approach consist

ing of a CPU-bus layer, a local-bus lay
er, and the traditional peripheral-bus 
layer (see figure A). As implemented in 
a system today, this architecture sup
ports 486 CPUs as fast as 100 MHz 
while serving speed-critical peripher
als on a 33-MHz local bus and slower 
traditional peripherals on a standard 8
M Hz ISA bus. The key element of this 
architecture is the separation of the 
CPU bus from the local bus. 

CPU speeds will continue to in
crease; as a result , too much peripher
al activity will simply bog down a CPU 
bus. By separating the CPU bus from 
the high-performance local bus, speed
critical functions (e.g., the graphics and 
the disk interface) will not impact the 
CPU's performance. In fact, through 
this modular design , maximum 
throughout capability will be 100 MBps 
on the local bus-comparable to the 
CPU bus in nonburst mode with a 50
MHz 486 CPU. 

A standard ISA-bus layer is imple
mented for all the less speed-critical 
peripherals. Alternatively, EISA or Mi
cro Channel architecture could also be 
provided-as a result of this layered, 
modular design-with no critical ar
chitectural changes. 

Because it's a modular design parti
tioned at the CPU layer, this local-bus 

model allows the rapid upgrade of a 
processor as CPU speeds increase, or 
complete CPU module changes (e.g., 
RISC) without changes to the local-bus 
or system-bus layers. Efforts and in
vestments made to maximize the per
formance of graphics or disk interfaces, 
as an example, are preserved even when 
a system transitions to another type of 
processor. For the high-end personal 
computing world, this becomes a key 
element in ensuring that the systems 
available to users are able to keep pace 
with the power of the microprocessor 
without dramatic and prohibitive price 
tags. 

With the newest implementation of 
this modular local-bus architecture, IDE 
drive performance is doubled. Simply 
by putting Super VGA directly on a 
33-MHz 486 local CPU bus, perfor
mance routinely improves by three to 
five times. 

In addition, the layered, modularlo
cal-bus architecture will reduce system 
development time and will let systems 
manufacturers provide the most ad
vanced processor technology to the user 
quicker than they can today. 

Michael Johns is with Appian Tech
nology. He can be reached on BIX c/o 
"editors." 
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Massive Parallelism: 

The Name of the Game 


T
he future trend in computing ar
chitecture is clearly toward par
allelism: the technology of many 
processors performing the job 

that one processor used to do. Mas
sively parallel computers (i.e ., com
puters containing hundreds of thou
sands or even millions of processors) 
are becoming feasible . They will dra
matically alter the performance and ap
plicability of computation. 

The microprocessor, child of the 
marriage between computers and semi
conductor technology, has renewed and 
permanently changed the computer in
dustry. Soon the microprocessor will 
have a life of its own as the develop
ment of parallel computing drastically 
changes computer architectures. But 
the possibilities do not end there. 

A Different Approach 
Today, semiconductor technology is 
ready to bear another child, and the fa
ther is neural systems. The union of the 
two will build neural computers using 
those same principles of information 
processing that a biological nervous 
system uses. The purpose of ~aking ad
vantage of this new kind of computer is 
to be able to solve a whole class of 
problems that today's conventional 
computers cannot handle effectively
problems that neural systems in ani
mals and humans can handle effort
lessly. 

At the heart of a conventional com
puter is a program. At the heart of a 
neural system are self-organization and 
learning. Self-organization implies 
structures that can configure themselves 
and provide correct answers, driven 
only by the temporal and spatial cor
relations that the data itself contains. 
One system is deterministic (preor
dained); the other is stochastic (in
volving an element of randomness). 

Conventional computers require a 
priori knowledge; neural systems build 

FEDERICO FAGGIN 

their own representation of data. To 
change the conditions in a convention
al computer, you must change the pro
gram; you cannot sever the umbilical 
cord between the computer and the pro
grammer. Neural systems, however, 
are adaptive; they are designed to op
erate by themselves in the real world
a world full of unpredictable events. 

Neural systems will endow machines 
with a new type of information pro
cessing similar to intuition and based on 
holistic pattern matching and collec
tive computation. In contrast, conven
tional computers provide machines with 
reasoning: a reductionistic, sequential, 
logical type of computation. I believe 
that the combination of these two com
plementary types of information pro
cessing will make possible the creation 
of a new breed of machines-machines 
with intelligent behavior. 

Biological neural systems are also 
fa ult tolerant. Although they are built of 
unreliable components, they achieve 
remarkable robustness and graceful 
degradation. 

Teamwork 
To build neural systems, hardware must 
change in a fundamental way. The most 
promising method seems to be to build 
massively parallel structures of analog 
computational elements in the manner 
of the pioneering work carried out by 
Carver Mead of the Calif omia Institute 
of Technology (Pasadena, CA). 

In such structures as these, a num
berof properly interconnected one- and 
two-dimensional aiTays ofadaptiveana
log processors map and transform in
formation, with each processor attend
ing to one or a few parameters and 
inputs. Learning occurs as each free 
parameter associated with a process
ing element is modified based on the 
inputs and the outputs to which the pro
cessing element directly contributes 
(see "What's Hidden in the Hidden 

Layers?" August 1989 BYTE). 
The neural-systems paradigm will 

make possible wafer-scale integration 
because of the inherent fault tolerance 
and low-power dissipation of adaptive 
analog structures. By the turn of the 
century, neural-system chips the size 
of a whole wafer and containing 10 bil
lion components will be possible. This 
complexity is impressive. But if you 
assume that a brain contains approxi
mately I 01• synapses and that it takes 
approximately I 0 silicon components to 
simulate each synapse, you will dis
coverthat the complexity of the human 
brain is at least I million times greater 
than that of the projected wafer-scale 
system. 

Brain Surgery 
This is an exciting time to live in. For 
the first time in history, some solid 
clues have been discovered as to how 
the brain works. And a technology has 
been developed that can help build sys
tems made of billions of components. 
Over the next 10 to 20 years, I expect 
that the basic information-processing 
principles the brain uses will begin to 
yield to human scientific inquiry. 

Such knowledge, however primitive, 
will make it possible to translate those 
principles into a different medium than 
biochemistry. It will enable humans to 
build truly intelligent, autonomous ma
chines. This possibility is both mar
velous and disquieting. 

Federico Faggin is cofounder and pres
ident ofSynaptics, Inc. (San Jose, CA), 
a company that produces hardware for 
neural networks and other machine
intelligence applications. He conceived 
and designed or codesigned many of 
the earliest microprocessors, includ
ing the 4004, 8008, and 8080 for In
tel, as well as the Z80for Zilog, a com
pany that he cofounded. You can reach 
him on B!X do "editors." 
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MBUS MODULAR-SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
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Figure 4: M Bus is a SPARC module interconnect bus that supports symmetrical multiprocessing for as many as eight processors 
and provides data transfers as high as 320 M Bps. Systems using M Bus as a processor bus also use a separate 11 Oms, such as 
the SB us shown here. The M Bus protocol includes the cache-coherency logic necessary for SMP operations. 

slow peripheral bus-applies to any speed

critical functions (see the text box "A Mod

ular Local Bus" on page 132). 


"Bus" Doesn't Mean "Slow" 

The concept of a local bus as a true bus 

that runs at processor speed isn't new. De

signers of embedded-control systems use 

the concept to build very fast control sys

tems.These systems consist of a powerful 

CPU and specially designed high-speed 

option modules that connect to the CPU 

via a local bus and tailor the system's func

tion to specific applications. 


The local-bus concept has more recent
ly been adopted by workstation designers 
as a means of attaching high-performance 
specialty processors (e.g., digital signal 
processor subsystems) to the CPU of com
pact workstations. For example, MBus, 
Sun Microsystems' SPARC module in
terconnect bus designed for processor
to-memory interconnections, provides a 
64-bit-wide data w-ansfer path running syn
chronously with processors at speeds of 
up to 40 MHz, asynchronously at higher 
processor speeds (see figure 4). 

MBus has a sustained bandwidth of 80 
MBpsand a peak bandwidth of 320 MBps. 
Its 40-MHz speed was selected as the 
highest speed achievable with standard 
CMOS chips (to simplify the design of 
modules and minimize their component 
costs). Its maximum allowable length of 
only a few inches does not reduce its flex

ibility significantly, because the bus al
lows modules to be stacked, with one 
motherboard MB us connector accommo
dating two or more piggyback modules. 

The MBus protocol suppmts symmetric 
multiprocessing for as many as eight pro
cessors tied together directly by the bus. 
Implementation of SMP is simplified be
cause all necessary cache coherence logic 
is built into the MBus protocol. 

A personal computer bus modeled af
ter MBus is certainly within the capabili
ties of many manufacturers. And the mi
croprocessors are already running at speeds 
that make compact integrated CPU mod
ules a near necessity. Intel's 50-MHz 486 
CPU/cache module implements the sec
ondary cache required for zero-wait-state 
operation of the 486DX at 50 MHz. It's 
also intended to simplify the design of 50
MHz systems. 

But the module also includes features 
that support multiprocessing with as many 
as 16 processor modules (e.g., the modi
fied, exclusive, shared, or invalid write
back multiprocessing cache protocol is 
built in). The remaining functions of a lo
cal memory bus are now left to the sys
tems designer to implement, but they're 
well within the capabilities of a chip-lev
el implementation. 

Toward a New World Order 
Although the systems in development to
day are clearly driving toward higher lev

els of parallelism, personal computers have 
relied on rudimentary sorts of parallelism 
in their use of coprocessors. However, 
more recent interpretations of personal 
computer parallelism focus on multiple 
CPUs as performance multipliers. 

For personal computers, more highly 
integrated chips, multiple CPU systems, 
and limited SMP architectures represent 
only the first flirtations with parallelism 
(see the text box "Massive Parallelism: 
The Name of the Game" on page 134). 
The potential of parallelism is far beyond 
what we can benefit f ram with current op
erating systems or software. Yet research 
aimed at harnessing the potential of paral
lel architectures is progressing rapidly (see 
BYTE's June 1991 State of the Art sec
tion). 

The future will likely see the personal 
computer delivering the computing power 
of massively parallel architectures, per
haps as a participating node in a network 
functioning as a virtual supercomputer. 
But sooner than that, individual desktop 
systems will be available with over I 00-x 
mi Ilion-instruction-per-second perfor 
mance. The promise of even limited mul
tiprocessing architectures will make high
end desktop systems capable of performing 
over a billion instructions per second by 
the middle of the decade. • 

Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical editor. You 
can reach him on BIX as "b.11•an." 
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Ifyour LCD projection panel 
doesn't perform as well as you do, 
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MagnaByteQll 6001 true color satura
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And we made it so easy to set up 
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professional, glitch-free presentation. 
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resolution. 

Seeing is believing. Ask your 
AV dealer for a comparative demon
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STATE OF THE ART 


RESHAPING THE 

MICROCHIP 


Building the next generation of computers 
increasingly means finding new ways to build chips 

ROBERT M. BURGER AND WILLIAM C. HOLTON 

The fast-moving world of network 

computing will dominate the 1990s 

just as mainframes led the way in 

the 1960s, minicomputers ruled the 

roost in the 1970s, and personal computers 
became pervasive in the 1980s. Every 
computer generation is driven by advances 
in semiconductor technology. 

The transistor made the mainframe prac
tical, the simple JC provided the technol
ogy required for the minicomputer, and 
the silicon microprocessor made the per
sonal computer possible. Now, the tech
nology of the high-performance 32-bit 
processor is providing the basis for dis
tributed-computing networks of technical 
workstations. 

Other innovations have also been pre
cipitating factors. For example, the devel
opment of the high-performance worksta
tion required advances in networking, 
displays, software, and operating systems. 
These innovations came about, however, to 
take advantage of new semiconductor 
chips that became available in large quan
tities to serve new markets. 

What's Coming and When 
By studying the future of semiconductor 
technology, it's possible to predict with 
reasonable accuracy the capabilities that 
will be acquired in the next decade. Much 
of the technology for these products is al
ready out of the laboratory and being ap
plied in the development of manufacturing 
tools and chip designs. 

Today, the microprocessor benchmark is 
the 33-MHz, I-million-transistor chip 
made with I-micrometer design rules. In 
t h ~ear 2000, the benchmark will be the 
40-million-transistor chip implemented 
with 0.25-micrometer BiCMOS technology. 
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This chip will consist of quad integer sym
metric processors, with photorealistic 
graphics/image processing operating at 
250 MHz; 4-MB cache memory; and 64
bit instruction word lengths. It will pro
vide a capability of 1 billion instructions 
per second (BIPS). 

With the computing power provided by 
these future chips, the majority of micro
processor applications will be in single
chip desktop systems in which 1/0 inno
vations will distinguish different products 
and capabilities. In the personal computer, 
we are approaching that stage today. 

By the next century, the differences be
tween personal computers and worksta
tions will cease to exist, and machines will 
be nodes of networks with almost u nlim
ited computing power and data resources. 
Codesign of software and hardware will 
help balance each element's strengths and 

IJ\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

Advances in semiconductor re

search are creating a new vi

sion of how computer chips and 

systems will be built. Chips em

bodying these improvements 

will be the foundation of the 

next generation of computing. 
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weaknesses. Memory-chip technology 
will be more advanced, with I-gigabyte 
DRAM chips as the commodity paradigm. 
Three-dimensional cell structures with 
footprints of 0.4 square micrometers will 
be built on chips that are a little larger than 
1 inch on each side. Access times of 20 
nanoseconds will be attainable. 

The Roots of Further Progress 
We'll get these future products from di 
verse semiconductor-technology research 
that can be broken down into four major 
areas: design, device and process tech
nology, manufacturing technology, and 
packaging. The complexity of each area 
challenges the capabilities of the very com
puting machines that are the result of the 
technology. 

System engineers are extending the do
main of chip design from the logic struc
ture of the chip and its implementation in 
a mask set to the provision of a software 
environment that extends from the system 
to the manufacturing floor. However, we 
can't hope to have chip designers consid
er a scope of contributing technologies 
and capabilities that includes the system 
and subsystem definition, algorithms, hi
erarchy of subsystems and buses, manu
facturability, testing, device simulation, 
design verification, and self-repair unless 
they have the software tools to support 
them. 

The future of semiconductor technolo
gy depends on finding the answers to some 
tough questions: What is the finest line 
that can be formed and used in a practical 

design stmcture? How can you obtain sta
bility in a multimaterial system with di
mensions calibrated in atomic spacings 
(see figure 1)? How many electrons must 
be stored and switched to maintain the in
tegrity of the logic? When will engineers 
exhaust the benefits of smallness and find 
other mechanisms for increasing perfor
mance? Chip and process technology is 
pushing against the physical 1 imits (for a 
view of the new directions for these tech
nologies, see the text box "Computers 
Take a Quantum Leap" on page 140). 

Manufacturing is the key to this sce
nario, because this environment is where 
the profits are generated that keep the busi
ness of building chips moving ahead. Per
formance in the laboratory doesn't auto
matically mean that you can replicate 
millions of chips with a high level of con
fidence that they will perform identically, 
serve a pragmatic need in an efficient man
ner, and be affordable. We are calling on 
production machinery to do more difficult 
tasks and yet perform betterthan ever be
fore. 

Packaging is becoming the new para
digm for performance growth. It's now 
apparent that technological advances in 
packaging are not only required, but they 
also provide opportunities for increasing 
system perfonnance beyond that available 
from the more esoteric device physics and 
processing arts. Packaging must evolve 
from an industry afterthought to a rigorous 
discipline that challenges the intellect of 
the scientist and the engineer in all areas
architecture, materials, processing, and 
manufacturing skills. 

Research in these domains is rapidly 
advancing the state of the art. For instance, 
Semiconductor Research is a nonprofit 
consortium that has carried out basic re
search in the semiconductor industry since 
1982. It supports more than 600 graduate 
students whose work is directed toward 
advancing semiconductor technology. 
Overall, industry analysts estimate that 
U.S. industry and government invest $5 
billion per year toward this end. 

The Growing Challenges of Design 
Although device structure and manufac
turing technology limit product perfor
mance and cost, design drives the return on 
an investment. Increasingly, success is de
termined by the length of time between 
the identification of the need for a new 
product and its introduction into the mar
ket, especially as product life cycles be
come shorter. This factor encompasses 
management decisions because it involves 
high costs, chip design, and economic chip 
production. 

Large sales (especially during the early 
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Computers Take aQuantum Leap 

SHALOM WIND AND THEOREN SMITH 

I
n 1960, Nobel Laureate Richard 
Feynman issued a challenge: He 
would pay $1000 to the first per
son who could reduce a page of text 

by a factor of 25,000. Twenty-six years 
later, Thomas Newman, then a Ph.D. 
student at Stanford University, claimed 
the prize. Writing with a finely focused 
beam of electrons, he reproduced the 
first page of Dickens' A Tale of Two 
Cities in an area of 6 by 6 microns (a 
micron is I millionth of a meter). Feyn
man admitted Newman had passed the 
test, and he issued him his personal 
check. 

The lines defining the letters in New
man's Tale were only about 15 nano
meters wide ( I nm is I billionth of a 
meter). You can fit almost three aver
age-size atoms in a I -nm space. Each 
Jetter was only 50 to 60 atoms wide. 

Researchers are now exploring na
noelectronic technology, seeking new 
ways to build smaller and faster com
puting components. Nanoelectronics is 
a science of the minuscule. It's com
puting on a near-atomic scale. Con
ventional transistors in today's micro
processors have features that are a 
little smaller than a micron. We can 
anticipate that early in the next century 
these transistors will become so small 
that they no longer will operate prop
erly. 

Breaking the Barriers 
A conventional transistor functions by 
applying voltage to its different ele
ments to switch the flow of electricity 
from one part to another-on or off. 
The elements are composed of materi
als that have different electronic prop
erties (e.g., highly conductive silicon 
and insulating silicon oxide). The 
smaller the size ofthe components, the 
faster they can switch on or off and the 
more densely they can be packed. 

As the elements are squeezed into 
tighter and tighter dimensions, their 
boundaries become fuzzy, and the tran
sistor begins to leak current. Quantum 
mechanical effects can begin to occur 
as well, with electrons tunneling from 

one region of a device to another. These 
and other effects will reduce the incre
mental benefits of the continued down
scaling of conventional devices to the 

Photo A: The Quantum inte1ference 
device built by IBM researchers 
studying gallium arsenide. A mag
netic field controls rhe inte1ference 
between electron waves passing 
through rhe rwo halves of rhe ring, 
turning rhe device on and a.ff 

point where it will reach a dead end. 
New fabrication techniques are being 
implemented thatcanhelpreduce some 
of these unwanted effects. 

For example, new materials-growth 
techniques enable layer on layer of di
verse elements or compounds to be 
(armed with atomic precision. One of 
these techniques, molecular beam epi
taxy (MBE), can Jay down a layer just 
one or two atoms thick and align it pre
cisely, atom by atom, with its substrate. 

The sharp boundaries between such 
layers are known as hereroinre1.faces. In 
properly designed layers, electrons may 
coalesce at a heterointerface in a thin 
sheet known as a Mo-dimensional elec
tron gas (2DEG), forming a conduit 
for electrical current. 

A Quantum Leap 
All classes of electronic structures 

seem to display some sort of novel be
havior if they are made small enough. 
This behavior is referred to as quan

rum effects. If newly available nanofab
rication techniques are cleverly applied, 
quantum effects can be exploited to 
create new types of devices. 

According to the fundamental laws 
of quantum mechanics, all matter has 
the properties of both particles and 
waves. This is known as the princi pie of 
duality. Although we commonly think 
of elecS'ons as small particles, in certain 
solids, they may have wavelengths 
ranging from 2 to 50 nm. 

In a conventional electronic device, 
the wave nature of electrons is unim
portant. The electrons move along, car
rying an electrical charge as dictated 
by the voltage applied. However, as the 
size of a device becomes so small that 
very few atomic impurities are present 
to scatter the electrons, the electron 
waves begin to interfere with one an
other. 

Electrons are sensitive to magnetic 
fields, meaning that this interference is 
controllable. Researchers have fabri
cated small, ring-shaped devices in 
which magnetic fields modulate the 
current and control the interference of 
electrons traveling along different arms 
of the ring (see photo A). 

The greatest modulation of current, 
however, occurs in rings fabricated at 
IBM's T. J. Watson Research Center 
in Yorktown Heights, New York, and at 
AT&T's Bell Laboratories in Murray 
Hill, New Jersey. The rings were 
formed in 2DEGs in gallium-arsenide 
films deposited by l\IBE. The Bell Labs 
scientists have also built devices in 
which electrons travel coherently over 
Jong distances in narrow conduits vir
tually free of impurities. The thin films 
that are laid down by MBE serve as 
electron waveguides, similar to optical 
fibers. 

Another type of quantum effect oc
curs when an electron 'smotion is con
strained to Jess than three dimensions. 
An example is the 2DEG, where a lay
er of material thinner than an electron's 
wavelength confines the electrons, 
forming a quantum well. Normally, 
electrons can take on a whole range of 
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energies, but spatial confinement forces 
those energies into different states. En
ergy barriers can be far more effective 
than physical barriers in confining elec
trons. 

The resonant tunneling device sand
wiches a 2DEG between two thicker 
layers of material containing higher en
ergy electrons. For the electrons to pass 
through those layers, the energy of the 
electrons carrying the current has to 
fall within the possible energy values 
(quantized levels) in the 2DEG layer. 
When this matching occurs, the layers' 
energies are in resonance with one an
other, and large amounts of current can 
flow. 

Effects become even more dramatic 
when the electrons are constrained in 
more than one dimension. We can use 
high-resolution electron-beam lithog
raphy and high-precision reactive-ion 
etching (a technique used to transfer a 
lithographic pattern to the layers of 
material on a wafer) to form quantum 
wires and quantum dots only a few tens 
of nanometers wide. Quantum wires 
constrain electrons to a one-dimen 
sional quantum well; quantum dots, to 
a zero-dimensional well. 

The quantized energy levels of quan
tum wires and quantum dots become 
narrower and more widely spaced than 
in two-dimensional wells. This tighter 
discrimination of energy levels leads 
to sharper resonance effects. 

At least theoretically, quantum dots 
have a couple of unique possibilities. 
First, their electrons should have dis
tinct energy levels that accurate ad 
justment of the applied voltage should 
be able to precisely control. 

Second, by virtue of their small size, 
quantum-dot devices could be packed 
orders of magnitude more densely than 
today's transistors-and they would 
draw much less power. Interconnects 
between dots might be unnecessary; 
they may be able to communicate with 
each other if they are placed close 
enough together. 

Because each well has more than one 
resonant level, it offers a new function: 
multistate stability. Conventional tran
sistors are bistable: They require acer
tain amount of voltage-sufficient to 
enable current to flow through them
to tum them on; returning this voltage 
to zero turns them off. 

Resonant tunneling devices are mul

tistate; they turn on or off when the 
control voltage moves on oroffthe var
ious resonant levels (it need not return 
to zero). Multistate operations could 
lead to computers based on three or 
more states instead of the current two 
(Is and Os). The multistate stability of 
quantum devices offers the possibility 
of multivalued logic functions at great
ly enhanced speeds. 

One on One 
Another type of quantum-effect device 
that offers multistate stability operates 
on a different principle that is based on 
each electron carrying a single unit of 
electrical charge. In a conventional tran
sistor, millions and millions of elec
trons pass through the device in a single 
switching operation (this occurs about 
50 million times per second in a fast 
desktop machine). 

In the 1960s, scientists predicted that 
if a conductor were made small enough 
(e.g., a few tens of nanometers on a 
side), it would require enormous ener
gy to add even one more electron. They 
were right. 

This particular effect is known as the 
CoulombBlockade. It has led to the re
cent invention of the single-electron 
transistor, a supersensitive device that 
turns on and off as electrons are added 
to it one at a time. (Of a somewhat sim
i I ar nature is a recently announced 
switch invented by IBM scientists that 
turns on or off with the motion of a sin
gle atom.) These new quantum-effect 
devices and other ones like them con
jure up visions of computers of the fu
ture that would make even today's best 
machines look clumsy and plodding by 
comparison. 

Researchers at Moscow State Uni
versity have developed sophisticated 
electronic circuits based on the concept 
of single-electron devices. These cir
cuits offer orders of magnitude of im
provement in speed and density over 
conventional logic schemes. Further
more, single-electron devices offer a 
unique approach to memory applica
tions: multilevel storage, where a single 
transistor is capable of storing several 
bits. 

The idea of merging logic and mem
ory functions into self-sufficient cir
cuits may provide a new form of intel
ligent memory. Applications such as 
multimedia and memmy-hungry graph

ics already demand considerable quan
tities of memory with local support
ing logic. High-density smart memo
ry will be fundamental to many future 
products. 

An Arctic Blast 
Despite all the tantalizing possibilities 
that nanoscale quantum-effect devices 
offer, their implementation in tomor
row's machines faces some very serious 
barriers. Quantum-effect operation of 
most devices has only been demon
strated at extremely low temperatures 
(i.e., around -450°F). At higher tem
peratures, thermally activated process
es tend to wash out the key quantum 
effects. 

A 100-nm-size single-electron device 
that shows beautiful turn-on and turn
off characteristics at liquid helium tem
peratures is always on at room temper
ature. Only if the device could be made 
at least I 0 times smaller would it be 
considered for operation under nonnal 
climatological conditions. 

Nano, Nano 
Enough has been learned to know that 
technological limits are meant to be 
broken. Quite clearly, we need addi
tional innovative research to find out 
where and how nanoelectronics will 
have a significant impact in the com
puting world. 

Despite all the challenges, however, 
the potential rewards of nanoelectron
ic technology could be enormous. Cur
rently, you are able to carry around with 
you in a laptop a few megabytes of 
memory and circuits that cycle every 
few IO millionths of a second. Nano
electronics might well increase these 
capabilities and the computer's result
ing performance by a factor of 100 or 
more. 

Shalom Wind is a research sciemisr ar 
IBM's T. .I. Warson Research Cemer, 
Yorktown Heights, New York. His cur
rent work focuses on nanosrrucrures 
and exploratory devices. You can con
tact him on BlX clo "editors" or 011 /11
remer as wind@warson.ibm.com. The
oren Smith is manager of the 
exploratory-device and adva11ced-i11
rerconnecrs area ar IBM's Warson Cen
ter. You can contact him on BIX clo 
"editors" or reach him on I merner as 
r re y@warson .i bm.com. 
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Figure 2: TheMICROPROCESSOR CLOCK 
tre11d i11 microproFREQUENCY AT INTRODUCTION cessor clockji-e
que11cy is repre
semative of the 
adva11ces i11 !Cs 
that will charac
terize the 1990s. 
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phase of the product life cycle, when prof
it margins are highest) are essential to re
covering the significant costs associated 
with the introduction of new products. 
High productivity in the design phase di
rectly and positively affects the time-to
market cycle, and it's a direct result of the 
use of sophisticated and enhanced CAD 
tools on high-performance workstations. 
Improvements in design tools require rapid 
advancement of IC technology. 

The complexity of random logic chips 
(i.e., the number of transistors per chip) 
has been increasing at an annual rate of 
25 percent-for memory chips, 60 per
cent. Microprocessor performance has in
creased 60 percent per year. Complete de
sign cycles, such as those for computer 
workstations, have shrunk to well under 
a year. 

Along with advances in chip technolo
gy, designer productivity has increased 
dramatically over the past decade. How
ever, to meet semiconductor-industry 
goals, designer productivity will have to 
increase an additional 30-fold in the next 
IO years. 

By the year 2000, the design environ
ment will require a 2-BIPS workstation 
with 2 gigabytes of main memory, 20-ns 
access time, and 4 MB of cache. The sys
tem-clock frequency will be around 250 
MHz (see figure 2). A 512-bit bus operat
ing at 250 MHz will be required between 
the processor and the main memory. The 
display will be a flat -screen color LCD 
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with 4 megapixels at 24 bits per pixel. The 
hard disk will contain more than I 00 gi
gabytes of data, and it will use optical tech
nology. 

Because of design-methodology re
quirements, the focus of design research 
is shifting from chips to multichip mod
ules and integrated systems, and from 
building tools for logic, circuit, layout, and 
verification to support of concurrent en
gineering. In the future, statistical manu
facturing data will increasingly be used to 
both fine-tune designs and obtain greater 
performance. 

Today's Design Directions 
At issue here is the ability to design digi
tal systems through high-level synthesis 
by means of research on expert, rule-based 
design systems capable of bottom-up de
sign from a top-down specification. Im
plementing this new design model requires 
a large database of component, assembly, 
and process specifications. The model sup
ports all aspects of digital system design, 
from logic and physical design to manu
facture. Use of these tools has resulted in 
order-of-magnitude reductions in the de
sign cycle. 

Another research effort is aimed at de
fining a complete VHDL-based multichip 
interactive design system that supports 
chip design through layout from a behav
ioral specification. This process involves 
determining the number of necessat)' chips, 
partitioning the specification among the 

chips, creating proper interchip interfaces, 
and synthesizing the layout of each chip. 
After the designer is satisfied with the dis
tribution of the specifications and the in
terconnections among the chips, a chip is 
designed from the specifications by a chip
synthesis tool that works with constraints 
derived from the higher-level decision. 

In other areas, researchers have made 
significant advances in the basic design 
procedures associated with logic, circuit, 
and device design, as well as layout. Cir
cuit simulators based on RLC circuit mo
ments (i.e., I inear equations used to ap
proximate the equations describing a 
circuit in the interest of speeding the cal
culations) are calculated by a path-tracing 
algorithm, require 10 times less memory 
than prior simulators, and can analyze large 
interconnection models several thousand 
times faster than a circuit simulation. 

How We'll Proceed 
The rapid progress in device and process 
technology will continue unabated through 
the next decade. By the next century, the 
MOS field effect transistor gate length will 
approach 0.15 micron. As few as 400 
atoms will separate the source from the 
drain. Reductions in minimum feature size 
bring with them circuit-performance im
provements associated with increased cir
cuit density and higher device speeds. 
However, the interconnection parasitics 
and the wiring complexity required to in
tegrate I 00 million transistors into a circuit 
will limit chip performance. 

Industry analysts are forecasting IOOO
MHz clock frequencies for bipolar logic 
with I 0-picosecond gate delays and 500
MHz clock frequencies for MOS logic 
with 30-ps gate delays. Reaching these 
speeds will provide a functional through
put rate of2.5 X 10". Architectural inno
vations that require high complexity (e.g., 
parallel processing and neural networks) 
will become available to support higher 
performance at the system level. 

Cun·ent interconnection technology is 
approaching reliability and parasitic limits. 
The finer structures of denser I Cs are caus
ing higher current densities in on-chip con
nection paths, which can cause increased 
electromigration (an electrically driven re
distribution of the elements forming the 
semiconductor structure) and lead to fail
ure of the device. Even if no electromi
gration occurs, the closer spacing of in
terconnections on a chip increases the 
likelihood that signals on one line will in
terfere with those on adjacent I ines (this 
is tem1ed cross talk). Therefore, new ma
terials are being considered to circumvent 
these limits, such as low dielectric con
stant polymers for interlevel dielectrics 
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Gallium Grows Up 


G
a Ilium-arsenide materials used 
in semiconductors were once 
considered exotic, and they were 
used exclusively form icrowave 

communications and supercomputer 
circuits. Now, in the race for econom
ical, high-perfonnance computing, gal
lium arsenide-a compound of galli
um (Ga) and arsenide (As), or GaAs 
(pronounced gas) - is securing a 
foothold in advanced personal com
puters and workstations. 

Will GaAs replace silicon in future 
computers? Probably not. The com
pound's role at first will be to support, 
not to replace, silicon-based proces
sors. Then why do we need it in the 
first place? 

Proponents ofGaAs espouse its won
drous speed. Electrons move four to 
five times faster in the GaAs compound 
than in silicon. For example, if it were 
practical to build a million-transistor 
processor in GaAs today, a processor 
like Intel's 50-MHz 486 could be run
ning at over 200 MHz. 

Unfortunately, speed isn't the only 
difference between the two materials. 
Gallium arsenide is very brittle. Be
cause of that, it's difficult to create 
large-diameter wafers (i.e., slices of the 
material) on which to build !Cs. Cur
rently, the largest GaAs wafers are only 
the size of the silicon wafers built l 0 
years ago. Smaller wafers mean fewer 
and typically less complex !Cs per 
wafer and higher manufacturing cost 
per device. 

Cooking with GaAs 
Two of the biggest challenges facing 
designers of high-performance com
puters involve the distribution of tight
ly controlled high-speed clocks and the 
access of data from cache and main 
memory subsystems. GaAs now ap
pears to be the best candidate to easily 
solve these problems. 

RON SARTORE 

The clock distributions for 50- and 
66-MHz processors are approaching 
the limits of silicon-based components. 
The trend to higher clock speeds shows 
no relief because processor speeds con
tinue to double every few years. The 
speed of GaAs devices provides one 
answer. 

For example, a company called Tri
quint offers a GaAs component that 
can be used to distribute the tightly con
trolled clocks for Intel's CPU/cache 
module. For a GaAs device, it loafs 
along internally at 500 MHz to create 
an accurate and symmetrical 50- or 66
MHz clock. A 25- or 33-MHz clock is 
distributed to the subsystems of the 
computer, and then they are doubled 
by the device. 

At the system level, differences be
tween individual clocks can be main
tained within 500 picoseconds (i.e., 0.5 
nm). One company, Pure Logic Sys
tems of Chandler. Arizona, used this 
type of GaAs device to develop a 50
MHz upgrade for 486-based systems. 

The desire to let the CPU run at the 
highest possible speed has resulted in 
the development of many sophisticat
ed caching and memory architectures. 
But whatever the arrangement, the 
memory and CPU must be efficiently 
linked. It may be helpful to think of 
the memory and processor's dialogue 
described here as the processor's mil
lions of transistors waiting on the mem
ory subsystem's hundreds of millions 
of transistors. 

Yet, in the path between these two 
system elements, there typically exist 
some essential logic devices consist
ing of only a few thousand transistors. 
These bridge elements cause delays 
that, although they are negligible in 
slower systems, impose a perfonnance 
penalty in faster systems. The functions 
perfonned by this bridge include mem
ory address-space decoding, address 

translation, cache hit/miss determina
tion, address buffering, data-path man
agement, processor-state tracking, mul
tiprocessor synchronization, and a 
variety of small but important control 
functions . 

If thosefew thousand bridging tran
sistors run faster, both subsystems be
come more tightly coupled, and the en
tire system runs faster. This process 
can be achieved by implementing the 
bridge logic with a GaAs gate-array 
device. Now, there is at least one com
pany, Vitesse Semiconductor, that is 
delivering GaAs gate arrays compatible 
with the logic levels of today's proces
sors and memories. 

The advantages of using GaAs be
tween the processor and the memory 
are not limited to speed. One of the 
more obscure behavioral differences 
between silicon and GaAs is the effect 
of temperature on their speeds. With 
silicon, higher temperatures reduce the 
mobility ofelectrons and slow the per
formance of the device. Thus, the sili
con-based CPU and its silicon-based 
memory become slower as they warm. 
With GaAs, just the opposite is true. 
As GaAs warms, its electron mobility 
increases, and it becomes faster. Using 
GaAs between the CPU and the mem
ory creates a crude temperature-com
pensating effect. 

GaAs is not a replacement for sili 
con yet, but it can be used effectively to 
extend the limits of silicon-based sys
tems. Each technology has its own 
unique benefits, problems, and appro
priate applications, and both will be 
challenged by the demands of next
generation systems. 

Ron Sartore is a cofounder ofCheetah 
lmernational, a company that makes 
hi gh-pe1formance personal compllters. 
Y011 can co/lfact him on BlX clo "edi
tors." 
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Cubelets and Chiplets 


T
he conventional microprocessor's 
power, speed, and bandwidth 
have just about reached their lim
its. Mull over the implications of 

a chip designed to use light rather than 
electrons to transmit information be
tween chips. Think about the benefits of 
a processor that uses analog neurons 
as a classifier and digital electronics as 
the interface for the imager. 

To create some of tomorrow's fan
tastic chips, futuristic hybrid technolo
gies and materials are emerging. How
ever, finding ways to most effectively 
package and interconnect these new 
types of components and materials re
mains a thorny issue. 

Under Construction 
Parallelism is becoming more preva
lent in computing, and new technolo
gies and materials must be able to deal 
with it. Caltech scientists (and others) 
are considering using holograms to in
terconnect optical processors. Wide
spread work in neural-network design 
and high-speed processing has led 
many laboratories to study the need for 
optical backplanes that would provide 
higher-density interconnections, high
er speeds, and lower noise and para
sitics (i.e., undesirable energy-wasting 
signals) than current electronic-bus ar
chitectures are able to provide. 

Scientists at Hiroshima University 
in Japan are experimenting with inno
vative methods of using optics to link 
memory cells. Their goal is to use op
tically coupled, three-dimensional com
mon-memory elements, called 3D
OCCs, in fast parallel-processing 
systems. Some laboratories are also ex
ploring a packaging and interconnec
tion technology that supports high
bandwidth communications among a 
3-D array of processors. 

Georgia Tech researchers are devel
oping a unique process to integrate hy
brid devices directly on to a silicon sub
strate, resulting in a chip/et. And al least 
three commercial firms have imple
mented a 3-D stacking technology that 
allows the packaging of two to eight 

JANETJ.BARRON 

chips on an advanced substrate, creat
ing a cubelet. 

Back to the Future 
Lithography is the behind-the-scenes 
fabrication process that underlies all 
semiconductor technology. For years, 
optical lithography has seemed to be 
at the end of its usefulness for IC fab
rication. Nevertheless, the minimum 
features of !Cs have shrunk below I 
micron, and the process has been used 
to fabricate advanced chips with ge
ometries as small as 0.5 micron (in re
search, as small as 0.35 micron). 

Stretching thin the current fabrica
tion boundaries is forcing researchers to 
experiment with more exotic materials 
and techniques. 

Making the Move 
A hybrid of optical and electronic tech
nologies called optoelectronic !Cs may 
well be the only game in town soon. 
The process of producing OE!Cs will 
be easier if we can use conventional 
microelectronic processing techniques. 
The cost will be lower, too. Scientists at 

CHIPLET LIFT-OFF 

PROCESS 


Alignment and 
selective deposition 
polyimide diaphragm 

G•A=~ 

Si host substrate / 

Figure A: The GaAs devices on the 
polyimide diapliragm are aligned 
with res peel to the silicon host sub
strate, and they are deposited ji·om 
tlie diaphragm ollto the silicon. huli
vidual devices or an entire array of 
devices can be aligned and deposited 
onto this lwst substrate. 

Georgia Tech have developed a new 
and improved method for the align
ment, selective deposition, and inter
connection of thin-film epitaxial galli
um-arsenide devices onto host 
substrates, such as silicon. 

This chiplet process, developed by 
Nan Marie Jokers! ' s group, enables the 
low-cost manufacturing of emitters, de
tectors, and modulators integrated di
rectly onto a silicon substrate (see fig
ure A). This technique should permit 
the production of less expensive optical 
devices and, eventually, the mass pro
duction of OE!Cs. 

A Texas Instruments unnamed pro
totype device uses light to transmit in
formation between chips. The goal of 
James Yuan, branch manager of Tl's 
Central Research Laboratory in Dal
las,Texas, is to"see if we can do opti
cal interconnections both at the chip 
level and at the board level." 

Among the device's potential appli
cations are the moving of signals in and 
out of multichip modules and the pro
viding of high-speed links between cir
cuit boards (e.g., a backplane). Yuan 
says his group has demonstrated a de
vice that integrates an array of eight 
LEDs with a CMOS output-decoding 
circuit. 

One conceptual way to package this 
chip, says Yuan, is to use free space: 
Do away with the fiber completely, and 
use the chip as an optical coupler. 
Rather than using mechanical pins, you 
place the chip directly on the substrate, 
which has a receiver on the other side. 
Then, instead of one coupler, you have 
an array of 1 Cur 32 couplers. 

Theoretically, a second way to pack
age this chip would be to use a prefab
ricated optical waveguide made on a 
silicon substrate. Then the chip would 
drop into the waveguide pattern, pro
viding a multiple channel aligned with 
the waveguide. 

Into the Extremely Exotic 
Developers of exotic technologies and 
potential and emerging products are 
struggling with complicated packaging 
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and interconnection challenges. Ac
cording to the developer of an experi
mental bionic-nerve chip, any sort of 
in vivo placement of a chip (in a plant 
or animal's living body) will require 
significant research. 

One challenge, passivation (i.e ., the 
protection against contamination), al
though important in the JC environ
ment, is essential in all in vivo appli
cations. The salt present in the body 
will cause major problems for an un
protected in-vivo implementation. 

An experimental bionic chip has 
been successfully used to connect the 
severed ends of an animal's nerve. Dur
ing the healing process, nerve fibers 
re-formed and grew through microholes 
in the chip. Scientists recorded the re
sultant nerve activity. According to re
searchers, a microprocessor linked to 
a nerve chip embedded in I iving tissue 
might some day be able to control the 
motions of an artificial limb. 

A number of companies already have 
implemented biologically inspired 
products. Many neural-network appli
cations are already in use, and others 
are appearing daily. But in a situation 
unusual in the computer industry, neu
ral-network hardware still lags far be
hind software. 

However, Synaptics, of San Jose, 
California, has produced what its pres
ident, Federico Faggin, calls "the first 
known use of neural-net chip technol
ogy in a commercial end-user applica
tion." The IlOOO chip integrates an im
ager with image preprocessing, an 
analog neural-network classifier, and 
digital electronics as the interface for a 
single-chip microcontroller. 

Interconnection and packaging chal
lenges in the development of this chip 
included encapsulating the device with 
an oplical-qualily lid in strict registra
tion of the die to the optics and find
ing a way to produce a low-cost im
plementation of the assembly. 

3-D Stacking Methods 
Because conventional multichip pack
aging can't provide the density or the 
performance needed for some future 

Photo A: One three-dimensional IC, such as this cube/et from Irvine Sensors, 
stacked 92 memory /Cs of4 Mb ofDRAM to create a 40-MB package. 

applications, TI is just one of several 
companies using a 3-D stacking pack
aging technology. Others include Irvine 
Sensors of Costa Mesa, California, and 
Thomson CSF of Paris, France. 

Myles Suer, director of marketing 
for Irvine Sensors, says, "We're moving 
away from single-chip packaging, 
which will probably reach its limits at 
5 Oto 75 MHz. As we develop faster 
processors, the interconnection distance 
between the cache memory and the pro
cessor becomes much more critical." 

With a number of computer manu
facturers, Suer's firm is jointly devel
oping prototypes of a 3-D memory
stack cubelet that can be packaged next 
to the processor (see photo A). Ac
cording to Suer, cubelets can provide 
higher performance-as high as 400 
MHz if the chip interconnections are 
all on one side of the IC. With minor re
design, they can also offer significant
ly lower power consumption. 

Cubelets enable designers to more 
efficiently package processors for the 
parallel environment and to utilize 
space more efficiently. They can pack
age 40 to 80 MB of memory in a space 
the size of a sugar cube. Cubclets are 

being developed as potential computer 
systems in a cube (i .e., packaging pro
cessors, memory, and so forth as a unit). 

Back to Basics 
A group at MIT has developed Nu
Mesh, a new scalable, modular, 3-D 
packaging and interconnect technology 
that supports high-bandwidth systolic 
communications on a 3-D nearest
neighbor lattice. The primary goal is 
to define and support a standard com
munication and interconnection sub
strate for modules of arbitrarily com
plex digital systems. 

By joining Lego-like NuMesh mod
ules, Steve Ward and his associates are 
trying to combine a "Tinkertoy-set 
modularity with supercomputer per
formance ." The group's long-range 
goals include integrating NuMesh 
nodes as a processing substrate for fu
ture workstations, allowing dynamic 
allocation of processors to a wide range 
of system tasks. 

Janet J .Barron is a BYTE technical 
editor. You can contact her 011 BIX as 
"neural" or 011 Usenet as neural@ 
bytepb.byte.com. 
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET-SHARE TREND 

Trends in the U.S. semiconductor market share over three decades indicate 
that the U.S. will be a minor player in this essential technology by the 
year 2000. 

Vear U.S. share of worldwide Source of 
semiconductor market(%) data 

1960 78 Electronics Industry 
Association 

1970 56.5 Data Quest 

1980 42.9 DataOuest 

1990 31.7 DataQuest 

2000 18-40 Estimated 

mandates a large, low-performance sys
tem assembly. Performance considerations 
(as dictated by the 250-MHz clock speeds 
in workstations) will force processors, co
processors, support chips, and high-speed 
off-chip cache memories to be physically 
very close. 

The Need for Multichip Packaging 
Because each inch .of real estate between 
chips will result in a 1-ns signal-propaga
tion delay, the maximum width of an entire 
system cannot be more than a few inches. 
Thus, whether on a flat substrate or in a 
stacked-chip package configuration, chips 
must be brought close together and pro

on the vertical dimensions in the chip's 
structure at each level of interconnect pro
cessing. All these limitations will reduce 
the kinds of materials that can be used, be
cause not all materials can be kept planar. 

Lithography remains the pacing semi
conductor technology, detem1ining mini
mum feature size and product yield. Even 
though extended ultraviolet optical li
thography may be extendable to 0.25 mi
cron and beyond through the use of short
er wavelengths and phase-shift masks, 
research is in place to develop x-ray lithog
raphy tools. Models of the x-ray 1itho
graphic process thatare analogous to those 
for optical lithography (e.g., SAMPLE/ 
SIMPL) are being developed. 

Broader Scope for Engineering Tools 
The increasing importance of technology 
CAD (TCAD)-a set of software pro
grams that model the manufacturing pro
cess-is now evident. Its use as a tool for 
process development to avoid expensive 
experiments in the manufacturing envi
ronment has resulted in the increase of ef
forts applied to process and device mod
eling. 

Advanced capability workstations will 
be required to efficiently use these tools 
in an integrated product/process design 
environment. Because of the scale and 
complexity of the computational models 
being considered for the year2000, no sin
gle group will have the resources to de
velop these TCAD systems, so the coop
eration of many organizations will be 
required. 

A TCAD framework could enable in
dividua ls to develop and share common 
code and integration across several levels 
of CAD. The sharing of databases is equal
ly important. Data models and the dura
bility of device and process models re
quire a standard for mat for semiconductor 
wafer representation. Similarly, the defi
nition of a semiconductor process repre
sentation is required. Completion of these 
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objectives will extend TCAD simulation 
software to process tools and factory mod
els that are able to relate design to yield 
and to cost. 

A New Model for Packaging 
At some point in the trend toward greater 
complexity, the difficulties in working 
with finer geometries and larger chips will 
cause the IC industry to look for other 
means of obtaining better performance. 
Now, the most promising area for further 
development is packaging. 

Semiconductor-packaging technology 
is experiencing a tidal wave of change. 
It ' s making the transition from being a 
means of protecting the active device that 
is compatible with the system assembly 
to becoming a core technology that di
rectly affects system performance at least 
as much as the speed or density of the chip 
does. This shift will be difficult to imple
ment because engineers with the broad 
knowledge required for this new packaging 
science are rare. 

The ubiquitous plastic DIP has been 
used for more than three decades in spite of 
its shortcomings in electrical and thermal 
performance. One approach to projecting 
the future of packaging technology is to 
examine the trend in single-chip packages. 

The cu1Tent microprocessor is packaged 
in a ceramic flatpack with a pin count of 
around 400, a power dissipation rate of 7 
watts, and a rise time of 1000 ps. Within a 
decade, the prevalent microprocessor will 
have 2000 1/0 connections, dissipate 60 
watts, and have a rise time of 150 ps. Sin
gle-chip packages for those processors will 
be the upper end of a family of packages 
that must be developed and configured for 
surface mounting and for tape automated 
bonding systems. 

Single-chip packaging, however, is not 
the area in which the packaging science 
will provide the greatest contribution. 
These packages are many times the size 
of the chip they contain, a situation that 

vided with up to thousands of 1/0 con
nections and their attendant wiring. Mul
tichip modules (MCMs) will be a solution 
until all the necessary functions can be in
tegrated onto one chip. This theoretical 
solution may never happen because of sys
tem designers' seemingly inexhaustible 
appetite for more logic and memory. 

If we achieve the capability of mounting 
many chips in a single package, or MCM, 
so that their electrical performance is not 
degraded by interchip delays, the module 
is said to have transparent interchip inter
faces. Transparent interfaces with an af
fordable and reproducible packaging tech
nology may well become the source of a 
paradigm shift in IC technology. They may 
replace dimension reduction as the tech
nology driving higher perfmmance. 

Among the remaining barriers to broad 
acceptance of MCMs are the absence of 
acceptable methods of individual chip test
ing before assembly, the lack of sources 
for these chips, and the need for better 
techniques to repair defective MCMs . 
MCMs may consist of several silicon chips 
on a silicon or ceramic substrate. These 
chips are connected with solder-bump 
technology to the multilayer conductors 
on the substrate. 

Signals will flow from chip to chip by 
way of transmission-line structures driven 
by low-impedance drivers matching the 
impedance of the transmission line. Ad
ditionally, power distribution will require 
that contacts be placed closer to where 
the power will be used to avoid the switch
ing noise that is associated with long on
chip power buses. Because the cost of the 
enclosure would then be spread over more 
than one chip, it will be economical to use 
a hermetically sealed enclosure, a class 
of package that contributes to high reli
ability. 

If high-performance MCMs become 
economically feasible, the technology of 
partitioning the system must be revisited. 
Chip designs can be optimized to allow 
higher performance and yields when off
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chip cache memories become a reality and 
the need for line drivers is lessened. One 
such optimal design might require that 
each chip include only a narrow range of 
similar device types so that fewer demands 
would be placed on the fabrication pro
cesses. 

But whether you are dealing with single
chip packages or MCMs, the electrical, 
thermal, and mechanical design of the 
package will require design tools that are 
not currently available. Package CAD 
(PCAD), a set of software tools to aid in 
the design of JC packages, is being devel
oped. 

PCAD will include the modeling tools 
for advanc,ed packages. These tools will 
permit the simulation and optimization of 
package design before the commitment to 
hardware and the performance evaluation 
of the packaged chips from the system per
spective. Trade-offs of chip complexity, 
package costs, and system performance 
become a reality. Because PCAD does not 
address the design of either MCMs or mul
tiple chip assemblies, it therefore must be 
extended to deal with both these design 
options. 

Additional advanced technologies (in
cluding superconductivity and electro-op
tics) for complex high-performance next
decade chip applications are already being 
evaluated (for a view of the progress in 
advanced packaging and interconnection 
research, see the text box "Cubelets and 
Chiplets" on page 144). Because cooling 
silicon JCs increases their switching 
speeds, thermal conductivity, signal-to
noise ratio, and high-temperature super
conductors should become practical. If so, 
they may also find application in MCMs. 
The decision to use these advanced tech 
nologies will be based on cost-performance 
trade-offs. 

At the system level, the use of optical 
data buses is already a reality. But there 
is a question concerning when we will at
tain the precision and technology required 
for on-chip or in-module optical data bus
es. The packaging of microelectronic de
vices and systems is a challenge and an 
opportunity that will provide rewards for 
the companies that learn to do it success
fully. 

A New Beginning fo r 
Semiconductors 
Semiconductor progress has been defined 
by plotting a number of trends, such as the 
size of the minimum features on an JC. 
The father of all trends is the one enunci 
ated by Gordon Moore in 1975 forecasting 
the number of transistors on each JC chip 
(see the text box "Moore's Law Meets 
MIPS" on page 125). This law has been 

so accurate that other parameters-chip 
dimensions, line width, wafer-fabrication 
costs, million instructions per second, bits, 
and power-have been effectively sub
jected to similar analysis. 

In past decades, various analyses of the 
limits of integration have predicted an end 
to the progress, but creativity and innova
tive skills have pushed back those limits. 
Now, further advancement faces real phys
ical limits. They include the size of the 
atom, the inherent variances involved with 
crystal lattices, and the small amount of 
charge transported through the JC struc
tures (which ultimately becomes too small 
to detect and cannot be used). 

These physical limits and significant 
economic barriers (e.g., the billion-dollar 
cost of a chip factory by the end of this 
decade) indicate that the 1 imits of tradi
tional trends in technological advancement 
have been reached in the fourth decade of 
the JC. New trends will be created, result
ing in new paradigms for progress. Growth 
of electronic-system performance will con
tinue based on the advances in packaging, 
quantum devices, or molecular electron
ics paradigms. These technologies will 
likely continue to be based on the silicon 
devices and silicon substrates simply be
cause these technologies have out-achieved 
any alternative. 

The Future Shape of the 
Semiconductor Industry 
Real concerns exist with respect to the ef
fect of markets and industry structure on 
the technology base (see the table). For 
three decades, U.S. industry has been out
performed on the factory floor and out
distanced in market share. It's finally be
coming aware that the U.S. is a runner-up 
in competition with other countries' na
tionally supported industries. 

In the future, the economic realities of 
technology and production will reduce the 
number of viable broad-based JC produc
ers. If the U.S . wants to be competitive in 
the advancement of semiconductor tech
nology and the diverse industries that are 
served by it, it must ensure its profitable 
and productive future. It's not clear that 
this will be the case. • 

Robert M. Burger is vice president and 
chief scientist at the Semiconductor Re
search Corp. (Triangle Park, NC), with 
which he has been associated since its 
founding in 1982. He has been active in 
semiconductor research for more than 35 
years. William C. Holton is vice president 
for research operations at the Semicon
ductor Research Corp., which he joined 
in 1984. Previously, he was director of 
R&D and chief scientist for Texas Jnstru
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STATE OF THE ART 


SUPPORT YOUR 

LOCAL CPU 


Coprocessors are appearing in new forms to serve awider range of applications 

TREVOR MARSHALL 

S
uccess for a coprocessor is similar to 
success for a therapist: If it's good 
at what it does, and what it does 
makes a difference, eventually it can 

work itself out of a job. 
Math coprocessors, such as the 387 from 

Intel (Santa Clara, CA) and the 68882 from 
Motorola (Phoenix, AZ), are the most 
common coprocessors in use today. Yet, 
within a few years, they will have almost 
totally disappeared, absorbed into the in
tegrated functions of the CPU. But why 
weren't coprocessor functions integrated 
into the CPU f ram the start? 

The Life and Times of Coprocessors 
In the mid-1970s, the microprocessor was 
just beginning to become a viable com
putingdev ice. CPUs such as the 8080 and 
the 6800 could run simple applications 
software (e.g., word processors), but they 
could do little else. They were limited both 
in computational ability and in their mem
ory-addressing range (only 64 KB). There 
were two reasons for these limitations. 

First, transistors were significantly larg
er than they are today. Only about 5000 
of them could fit on a chip. By the time 
the integer-computation unit, register set, 
and address sequencer were included in 
the design, there simply wasn ' t room for 
any more complex functionality. 

Second, the chip designers of the 1970s 
didn't target computers with their designs. 
The biggest markets expected for micro
processors were in desktop calculators and 
traffic-light controllers. 

Thus, many of the functions that made 
their way into si licon were not oriented 
toward computing, and a need for spe
cialized computer coprocessors arose. Ear
ly coprocessors performed I/0, RS-232C 
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You can control any IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-18, 488.2) 
device witn our cards, cables and software 

for the PC/AT/386, EISA, Micro Channel 
"'~• and Macintosh II. You get fast hardware 
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popular languages, plus a software 
library of time saving utilities. 
Instrument control has never 
been easier. 
FREE 
Informative Catalog 800-234-4CEC 
Applications help 617-273-1818 

Capital Equipment CorJJ. 
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serial communications, and other basic 
\ow-\eve\ system functions. 

By the time Motorola released the 
68000, nearly 70,000 of the ever-shrinking 
transistors could fit on a chip. As a result, 
the 68000 had a larger integer-calculation 
unit ( 16 to 32 bits), and it could address 
16 MB of memory. When the 68020 came 
along, it had room for 190,000 transistors 
and a full 32-bit CPU, but it still needed 
two coprocessors to handle the needs of a 
fully functional computer: a memory man
agement unit (MMU) and an FPU. 

The 68851 MMU had 194,000 transis
tors and enabled multiuser operating sys
tems (e.g., Unix) to efficiently handle task 

El\ITE ACTION SUMMARY 

Traditional funct ions of copro

cessors are being integrated 

into the CPU . The next genera

tion of coprocessors emerging 

with new funct ions to f urther 

enhance sys tem per

formance. 

Both the 68040 and the 486 include the 
functions of the math coprocessors from 

switching. The 68881 FPU had 155,000 
transistors, and it significantly enhanced 
the speed and accuracy of mathematical 
calculations. Successive generations of 
CPUs have absorbed as many of the most 
commonly used coprocessor functions as 
they could. 

Motorola's 68030 integrated the 68851 
MMU and the 68020 to produce a CPU 
with much faster memory management 
capabilities than the 68020 alone. The 
68040 further integrates many functions 
of the 68881 FPU and adds enhancements 
to the basic CPU. In the Intel range of pro
cessors, there has been a similar steady 
progression of functional integration. For 
example, the 486 also includes MMU and 
FPU functionality. 

Now that both the 486 and the 68040 
contain floating-point functions, there's 
little reason to buy a separate FPU. As 386 
and 68030 computers are phased out, FPUs 
will disappear altogether. 

But the Numbers Don't Add Up 
Some trade-offs always occur with inte
gration, however. The 68030 combined 
the 68020, with its 190,000 transistors, 
and the 68851 MMU, with its 194,000. 
But the 68030 had room for only 300,000 
transistors, so some of the MMU's less 
frequently used modes were omitted. 
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their respective predecessors (the 68882 
and the 387). The 68040 integrates CPU, 
cache RAM, MMU, and FPU functions, 
and the 486 encompasses the same func
tions in its 1.2 million transistors. 

Despite the massive transistor count in 
the integrated CPUs, Intel and Motorola 
had to omit certain FPU scientific func
tions (e.g., sine and cosine) from the to
tal. Luckily, software emulation of these 
functions doesn't cause a noticeable degra
dation in performance. 

A New Lease on Life 

For some people, however, the perfor 

mance compromises inherent in integrated 

CPUs are too high, and a new class of ap

plication-specific FPUs is beginning to ap

pear. Cyrix (Richardson, TX), for example, 

has taken its 387 clone and produced a 

version designed to accelerate AutoCAD 

operations. 


One great advantage that a coproces
sor-based system has over an integrated 
system is that the CPU and the coprocessor 
can operate in parallel, performing more 
than one task at a time. Many computa
tionally intensive tasks (e.g., desktop pub
lishing, optical character recognition, and 
ray tracing) can benefit from concurrent 
processing. 

Some coprocessors have grown to be
come complete computers on a card. A 
card-based coprocessor can be a lot more 
complex than one chip, and this complex
ity results in increased specialization and 
functionality (see "A Calculating RISC," 
May 1990 BYTE). 

For example, most of the major suppli
ers of three-dimensional graphics software 
currently use multiple coprocessor cards 
based on the new Am29050 RISC ch ip 
from AMO (Sunnyvale, CA) or the 860 
R ISC processor from Intel. This approach 
prov ides the graphics companies with 
several advantages over using an integrat
ed CPU. 

Using multiple coprocessors, the graph
ics software can off load parts of an image 
to different cards and generate the total 
image more quickly. In addition, functions 
that an integrated CPU cannot handle well 
(e.g., the sine and cosine functions) can 
be hand-coded to achieve optimal perfor
mance. 

Pick a Path, Any Path 

Apple Computer(Cupertino, CA) recent

ly introduced a communications copro

cessorcard that implements the ISON pro

tocol, allowing a NuBus-based Mac to 

connect directly to integrated voice-and

data telephone networks. Using the Mac

intosh coprocessor platform, the 68000
based ISON NuBus card performs all the 
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interface protocol calculations, freeing the 
CPU for application programs. 

Networking at all levels is a process
ing-intensive task. As such, it's a natural 
candidate for coprocessing. Some copro
cessor cards transparently compress data as 
they transfer it to disk. The compression 
saves disk space, especially in files with a 
great deal of blank space (e.g ., spread
sheets). 

Other coprocessors are designed to com
press and decompress video images for 
multimedia applications. Intel, IIT (San
ta Clara, CA), and C-Cube Microsystems 
(San Jose, CA) are early leaders in this 
field. Speech processing is another area 
receiving attention, with specialized ver
sions of digital signal processors being 
produced for multimedia applications by 
Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX), Motoro
la, and National Semiconductor (Santa 
Clara, CA). 

Undoubtedly, specialized coprocessor 
chips will also speed the screen redraws 
and printer drivers in coming generations 
of personal computers, and future CPUs 
will integrate many GUI functions. But 
GU Is, such as Microsoft Windows (Red
mond, WA), tax the performance capabil
ities of even today's microprocessors, and 
there are limits to the improvements that 
each new generation can add. 

CPUs are already starting to exceed the 
speed capabilities of available memory 
systems, and they depend heavily on cache 
and page-mode technology to keep overall 
system performance high. Even with the 
486 and the 68040, benchmarks may run 
well, but programs not written to take ad
vantage of cached-memory systems will 
be just as fast on 386- or 68030-based 
hardware. GUis tend to fall into the latter 
category: They need more than raw CPU 
power to achieve satisfactory operational 
speed. 

There are several ways to improve the 
performance of GUis with coprocessor 
hardware. For example, Apple manufac
tured a QuickDraw accelerator coproces
sor, based on the Am29000 RISC CPU, 
to speed up its graphical user environment. 
This move was followed and upstaged by 
cards from Radius (San Jose, CA) and Su
per Mac Technology (Sunnyvale, CA). 

Apple's QuickDraw accelerator card 
improved GUI performance in two areas. 
First, the coprocessor is closely coupled 
with the frame-buffer RAM, which con
tains the video image to be displayed. A 
memory system that runs general-purpose 
software (e.g., spreadsheets) satisfactorily 
just isn't the same as one that handles 
video images well. For video images, the 
VDT must continually scan image memo
ry to update the picture on its screen. Ma

,,_ Provides from 2 to 128 Mb~ of fast memory. 
,,_ Works in 16 or 32 bit mode to meet your needs. 
,,_ Provides extended and expanded memory. 
,,_ Fast software and hardware for LIM 4.0 included. 
,,_ Automatic co~ration for DOS, OS/2 and UNIX. 

...:;:;;==;::::-::===!I 
,,_ Easy to Install. Risk free guarantee. Two year .warrant)'. 
,,_ Add a disk cache and RAM disk using OSIRAM3lp--;l;:;;;us...._=:;:;;:~ 

to get maximum performance fiom your computer. 
,,_ Free up low memory by moving your drivers and TSR's 

to OS!RAM32 lus. We guarantee compatibility! 
Call tOday 617-273-1818 or l-800-234-4CEC 

PS/2 and Micro Channel .are trademarks of IBM 

chines that integrate display memories 
(e.g., video games) are typically poor gen
eral-purpose computers. But coupling the 
video RAM to a coprocessor avoids the 
degradation of CPU performance that han
dling a GUI can cause. 

Second, RISC processors can perform 
the specialized operations required by dis
play routines more efficiently than CISC 
processors can. Techniques such as load 
scheduling allow computation to contin
ue in a RISC CPU while the VDT access
es the video memory externally. 

Most major manufacturers of graphics 
and CPU chip sets are currently trying to 
speed up the operation of Windows by us
ing either RISC CPUs or special graphics 
chip sets. There is a wide selection of re
cently announced Windows accelerator 
cards that plug into a personal computer's 
bus and speed up its screen-redraw func
tions. 

The increased performance that Win
dows accelerator cards bring results from 
the use of special hardware to perform Bit
Bit operations and line drawings. The CPU 
issues high-level commands to the accel
erator (in essence, a coprocessor on a card), 
which then performs the graphical opera
tions. This division of labor frees the 80x86 
to concentrate on the applications soft
ware. 

Close coupling (i.e., locating the accel
erator where it won't have to use the pe

ripheral bus to communicate with the 
CPU) can achieve even higher perfor
mance. In the context of the graphics pro
cessor, this technique is currently being 
mislabeled "local-bus VGA," a misnomer 
because it does not implement a true bus 
structure. (For some examples of close 
coupling, see the text box "A Close Cou
ple" on page 154.) 

S3 (Santa Clara, CA) has used close
coupling technology with its special GUI 
accelerator, the 86C9 l l. This chip is de
signed to accelerate the screen function
ality of applications running under Win
dows and maintain VGA compatibility. 
The 86C9 l l also accelerates BitBlt and 
other operations common in Windows. 

In a VGA display system, the 80x86 
CPU has to do all the calculations at the 
pixel level to accommodate screen re
draws. With the 86C9 l l, a special soft
ware driver intercepts these primitive
graphics operations and issues high-level 
commands to the graphics processor in the 
accelerator, freeing the CPU for other 
tasks. 

Coprocessors can also improve perfor
mance in the display and printing of 
PostScript data . Adobe Systems (Moun
tain View, CA) has produced a complex 
chip with 400,000 transistors that is de
signed to generate the scalable type fonts 
that PostScript uses. The chip has special 
arithmetic units that perform the scaling, 
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AClose Couple 

T


he key to performance in any sys

tem with a coprocessor is how 
quickly the system can transfer 
data between the coprocessor and 

the CPU. Intel defined an interface with 
its 8087 that was adequate for slow 
chips but has proven progressively less 
suitable as new generations of math co
processors have evolved. 

Intel's interface between the 386 and 
the 387 (see figure A) shows that the 
387 is mapped into the high 1/0 ad
dress space of the 386 CPU (A3 l high, 
M/IO low). The interface uses address 
1 ine 2 to distinguish command trans
fers from data. 

The 387 can request that the 386 
fetch operands from memory using the 
processor's external request 1 ine. The 
32-bit data bus transfers the data. This 
design is not closely coupled. 

A Wider Data Path 
To more closely couple the math co
processor to the CPU, Weitek (Sunny 
vale, CA) developed the extended
math-coprocessor interface. Weitek's 
1167 floating -point coprocessor was 
the first chip to use the EMC, which 
has been progressively enhanced with 
wider data buses with each generation 
of CPUs. Weitek's 3167 FPU uses the 
32-bit version (see figure B). 

Cyrix also uses the EMC interface 
for the Cyrix-EMC, a 387-compatible 
processor that also implements an ad 
vanced memory-mapped interface to 
further enhance performance. 

This scheme communicates data and 
commands not only on the data bus, 
but also on the address lines. The FPU 
is mapped as a 64-KB block of high 
memory. Writing to specific addresses 
within the memory window- a differ
ent address for each FPU operation
issues commands to the FPU. 

The data bus carries the data to the 
FPU at the same time the address lines 
are carrying the commands. You don't 
have to write a command to the FPU 
first, as you do with the 387 interface. 
Commands and data can travel simul
taneously. This design is closely cou
pled. 

Cyrix says tl'Jat this interface runs as 
much as three times faster than t M. e 

386/387 INTERFACE 

386 387 
Read out 

M/10 

SelectsA31 

Address line 2 Oommand/ 
dataRead/write 


Address strobe 


D 0- 31 Data bus 

Bus 

________E_rr_or_______-; } Aesponse 
status 

Processor external re uest 

Figure A: The Imel 3861387 coprocessor illfe1face transfers data only over 
the 32-bit data bus. 

EXTENDED-MATH-COPROCESSOR INTERFACE 


Address and 
command 

Chip 
select 

decoder 
Weitek 

386 WTL1167 

.. 
A 0-15 Adi:tressJtlata 

Read/write 

Address strobe 

Data bus D 0-31 (32 bits) 

Figure B: The extended-math-coprocessor inte1face used by Cyrix and Weitek 
transfers data and commands over the data bus and the address lines. 

same Cyrix FPU using the standard 387 
interconnection. Both schemes, how
ever, are much faster than communi
cating via the expansion bus. 
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Coprocessor Power Tools! 

No matter which coprocessor you choose, 
Microway's family of NOP compilers do the best 
job of creating globally optimized 32-bit code to 
drive them. Users throughout the world have 
found that if they want their code to run fast, 
there is only one choice, NOP. 

We recently heard from a customer who spent 
over six months porting his application to 
extended DOS with a competing product. He 
discovered that his 386/387 vector routines ran 
a factor of two faster when they were compiled 

386, i486 and i860 Compilers 

Our NOP family of compilers generate globally 
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on 
the 386, i486, or i860 in protected mode under 
Windows, DESQview, UNIX, XENIX, SunOS, 
or extended DOS. The compilers address 4 
gigabytes of memory while supporting the 287, 
387, Weitek, and Cyrix EMC coprocessors. 
Applications can mix code from all four compil
ers and assembly language.To simplify your 
ports, we offer ClearView, our full-featured, 
windowing symbolic debugger that works with 
DOS versions of NOP 386 and i486 compilers. 

NOP Fortran™ is a full F77with F66 and DOD 
extensions that is 99% VMS compatible. Also 
contains new F90 features & MS compatibility. 

NOP CIC++™ runs in three modes: K&R with 
Sys V and MS C extensions; 1 00% ANSI C; 
and C + .fRelease 2.1 compatible. 

NOP Pascal™ is a full ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with 
extensions from C and BSD 4.2 Pascal. 

NOP Language Pricing 
NOP Fortran, CIC + +or Pascal - all products 
include NOP Tools except for 3861486 UNIX 
and XENIX. 

386 DOS (includes DOS Extender) ... $895 
486 DOS (includes DOS Extender) . $1195 
3861486 UNIX or XENIX . ... ... .. . $1195 
i860 Compilers ................. $1995 


EZWIN32™ - our 32-bit Windows extender 
runs extended versions of our 32-bit compilers 
under Windows, eliminating the worry about call
ing the Windows GUI. EZWIN32providesachar
acter-based environment that supports standard 
FORTRAN, C, C++, and Pascal 1/0. Price 
includes one NOP 386 compiler .. . .......$595 

GREX 386/860 - A library of 160 lower level 
graphics routines (free with Da3 compilers): $495 
ClearViewrr.t3/486 Symbolic Debugger: $395 
NDP-CrossRef™Our full function cross refer
ence utility that produces comprehensive data 
and function listings. Available for all NOP 
compiler versions .. . . . ... . ... . ....... $195 
NOPPlot™ .. ..... . ............. . . . $325 
NOP/FFT™NDP or 80x87 version ... ea. $250 
Halo Professional for 386 ............. $595 

NOPNAG™ Workstation libraryisasubsetof the 
NAG mainframe libraries. Has 172 routines for 
differential equations and eigenvalue problems, 
matrix operations, fitting rurves, statistics, and 
regression analysis ... . ... . ... 386 Version: $895 
TSOO NAG forTransputers .. . .. .. ... .. $2750 

with Microway's NOP C-386. The speed gain 
was so large that he wrote an interface library to 
call the N DP routines from his human interface. 

All of our compilers are available for DOS, 
UNIX, and XENIX driving the 387, 387EMC, 
3167, 4167, and Number Smasher-860. 
EZWIN32 provides an easy to use 32-bit 
Windows environment for software develop
ment. Microway's i860 card now runs in the 
SUN 386i and HP-9000. Our i860 compilers are 
now available for the Samsung MagicStation. 

Number Smasher-860™ 

Number Smasher-860 is the highest perfor
mance coprocessor card ever to run in an ISA or 
EISA bus or as pan of a transputer system. Deliv
ers up to S(tiillion floating point operations per 
second at 40 MHz and produces 11.8 double 
precision Unpack megaflops. The board comes 
standard with an EISA or ISA interface, 8 meg al 
high speed memory, and your choice al NOP 
Fortran, CIC++; or Pascal for the i860 running 
under MS-DOS, UNIX, XENIX, SunOS, or 
DESQview .... .. .. . ........ . ... 33 MHz: $5000 
40 MHz: $6000 32 MB version: add $2500 

NOP NAG/860 is a Microway port of the NAG 
workstation library to the i860 ........ . . $1495 

NOP HAL0-860 includes HALO Professional 
and an interface library which makes HALO 
directly callable by the i860 . . . . . . . . . . . . $995 

860 Vectorizer includes PSR VAST-2 which 
converts a C or FORTRAN program into a new 
program which calls the Intel Vector library. 
Includes the Intel Vector Library and 
Microway's i860 Profiler .............. $1495 

860Vector Library-Written for Intel, includes 
over 400 vector primitives that take advantage 
of the i860's cache, dual instruction mode, and 
pipelined multiplier accumulator. ... . . .... $495 

NOP IMSL/860 is a Microway port of IMSL 
mainframe library to the 860. 
Math Library: $995 Statistical Library: $995 
Special Functions: $500 Complete pkg: $2000 

IGL - a 3-D Graphics Pipeline that does 
geometry and rendering using routines which 
use the i860's built-in graphics hardware: $495 

Kuck & Associates (KAP) Hand cntl libraries 
for the i860. DSP and Dense Solvers require Basic 
Math Library Vvtiich includes BLAS 1, 2 and 3: $500 

• 	OSP-Over 100 routines including 1 and 
2-0 correlations and convolutions. Does 
1024ComplexFFrin 1 msec..... .. $250 

• OenseArray solver package . .. ... $250 

SX Your AT! 
FASTCache-SX/Plus™ - The "Windows 
Solution" - easily converts your 286 into a 
powerful 25 MHz 386SX by combining 
Microway's award winning FASTCache-SX 
accelerator ($299) with up to 16 megabytes of 
extended memory. Features a 486-style SK 
internal cache from Intel and a 387SX 
coprocessor socket. Uses a 16-bit slot. 
FASTCache-SX/Plus-25: $595 Cable: $95 

No matter which Microway language or accel
erator you choose, it will run faster and cooler 
on our 486B2T, the only 486 Tower that 
combines elegant style with industrial grade 
power and cooling and the best technical 
support in the industry. 

Microway has been serving the PC numerics 
community for ten years. We wish to thank all 
of our customers for their continued support. 

For more infonnation, please cal Microway's 
Technical Support Dept at (508) 746-7341 

486 Workstations 

One of Microway's Black Towers is the ideal 
choice for a cost-effective desktop system, 
personal supercomputer, file or computation 
server, or an industrial PC They come standard 
with two or more thermostatically controlled fans, 
250 Watt motherboard power connectors, and 
American-manufactured industrial power 
supplies. Our 386 and 486 motherboards are 
carefully burned i1 and tested. Top speeds are 
40 MHzforthe386and 50 MHzforthe486. Each 
user can choose from a full line of high quality 
options to customize t~e workstation to his 
specific needs. Our 486B T was a recent Digital 
Re v1 'e warget Award nominee. The base 
system includes a sleek, black tower case, a 
black tactile response keyboard, four megabytes 
of memory, a 250 Watt American power supply 
and one floppy drive. Each system is backed up 
by a one year warranty and the best technical 
support in the industry. 

486B2r-33 ISA 64K cache 250W $2500 
486B2T-33 EISA 256K cache 250W $3195 
486B2r-5o EISA 256K cache 250W $4495 
486B3-50 EISA 256K cache 350W $5095 

Parallel Processing 

Microway's ongoing R&D is based on the 
IN MOS TBOO, T9000, and Intel i860. We 
recently achieved 90% efficiency and 132 
megaflops running two i860s in parallel. Our 
TBOO products are T9000 object compatible, 
making them ideal development platforms for 
this new superscalar RISC processor. 

Quadputer™-This board for the AT or 386 
can be purchased with 1 to 4 transputers and 
1 or 4 meg of memory per transputer. Two or 
more Quadputers can be linked together to 
build transputer networks .... ... .. from $1845 
Monoputer™- Includes one TBOO and up to 
16 meg of RAM ....... . ......... from $1295 

Math Coprocessors 
WEITEK: 4167-25/33 ......... $750/$995 

3167-20/-25/-33 . ... . $350/ $600/ $750 
mW3167 Micro Channel-25/33:from $1295 
mW3167/80387 Board .......... $200 

INTEL: 8087: $80 8087-2: $115 
387-16SX: $120 387-20SX: $135 
38716-33: $190 287XL: $80 

Cyrix:SX16MHz: $105 SX20MHz: $110 
SX25MHz: $120 287 20MHz: $75 

OX20 MHz: $165 OX25 MHz: $165 
OX33 MHz: $175 OX40 MHz: $200 

EMC-33 MHz: $395 EMC-40 MHz: $450 

World Leader in PC Numerics Micro 
Corporate Headquarters: P. Q Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746 - 7:,41Way 32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 081-541-5•166 

USA FAX (508) 746-4678 Germany 069 75 2023 Holland 40 836455 Italy 02-74.90. 749 Japan 047 423 1 ~122 

http:02-74.90
http:language.To


SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CPU 


Multimedia Coprocessors Eye a 

Billion Operations per Second 


F
rom the viewpoint of a systems 
architect, multimedia simply 
means that some new types of 
data must be processed efficient

ly by the system. But the characteristics 
and volume of multimedia data demand 
a specialized processor. Although there 
are devices today that perform some of 
the operations envisaged for multime
dia systems, it will really require a next
generation processor to perform them 
all. Even though the demands of mul
timedia are new, the role of the copro
cessors that will support it is not-they 
will let systems efficiently process data 
that would overload a CPU. 

The processing tasks facing a multi
media processor include image pro
cessing, three-dimensional graphics, 
video compression/decompression, and 
audio processing. Many manufactur
ers-including IlT, Intel, and Texas In
struments-are developing new chips 
for these applications. These chips will 
have many characteristics in common: 
multiple-processor architectures in 
which each processor incorporates ex
tensive parallelism in time and space; 
large on-chip memory; integration of 
many functional units; extremely high 
bandwidth between the CPU, the mem
ory, and the I/0 devices; and the capa- · 
bility to perform more than a billion 
operations per second. 

Each of the on-chip processors will 
include an ALU and, optionally, a hard
ware multiplier. Other features (e.g., a 
barrel shifter or an FPU) may be added. 

rendering, and filling of PostScript char
acters without any intervention from the 
CPU. Chips such as these are certain to 
speed WYSIWYG applications as their 
use widens. 

Forging a New Identity 
Coprocessors enable a CPU to off load 
tasks it doesn't do well. By processing in 
parallel with the CPU, coprocessors also 
enable computing performance to more 
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In some cases, the presence of several 
ALUs and multipliers in each func
tional unit will achieve a higher degree 
of parallelism for higher throughput. 

It's also possible to incorporate a 
program control unit in each function
al unit. Such a configuration results in 
multiple instruction/multiple data pro
cessing, since each processor (i .e., the 
functional unit and the program con
trol unit) can execute its own instruction 
independently of others. Because dif
ferent processors can perform differ
ent tasks, the MIMD configuration al
lows more flexibility in an algorithm 
meant to be used in a parallel environ
ment. However, MIMD processors are 
more complex in their design than their 
single instruction/multiple data (SIMD) 
counterparts. 

High-speed on-chip memory allows 
processors to run at very fast clock cy
cles. Multiport registers can also be 
used for easy data exchange among 
multiple functional units. The MMU 
arbitrates when several processors si
multaneously request access to the 
same location of the on-chip memory. 
The memory management unit also per
forms data transfers between the pro
cessor, the off-chip memory, and the 
1/0 devices. 

One example of a new multimedia 
processor is being developed by Texas 
Instruments. It incorporates all the fea
tures common to the new generation 
of processors, and it's reconfigurable: 
Its multiple processors can be orga

nearly keep pace with demand. 
Coprocessors have brought more speed 

and parallelism to microcomputers, mak
ing new functionality possible. FPUs have 
enabled them to challenge the dominance 
of mainframes and supercomputers in the 
scientific arena and have brought faster 
and faster spreadsheet recalculations. Sim
ilarly, coprocessor technology is the like
ly candidate to bring fast GUis and use
ful multimedia applications to the desktop. 

nized in either an SIMD, MIMD, or 
synchronized MIMD mode. Tl's chip 
provides high-speed integer and float
ing-point arithmetic as well. A large 
amount of on-chip memory, which can 
be shared among different processors, 
supports simultaneous accesses from 
all on-chip processors and caches in
structions and data. The integration of 
functional units and on-chip memory 
provides data transfer rates in excess 
of I gigabyte per second for on-chip 
transfers. A dedicated memory con
troller with sophisticated data-transfer 
logic allows extremely high bandwidth 
data transfers between on-chip memo
ry, external memory, and I/O devices 
without affecting the execution of in
structions in the functional units. 

The processor also provides support 
for interfacing to video inputs and out
puts via sophisticated frame controllers. 
The new processor is expected to per
form simultaneous real-time Moving 
Pictures Experts Group encoding or de
coding of Standard Image Format im
ages, and simultaneous real-time Px64 
encoding and decoding. 

Yongmin Kim is a professor ofelectri
cal engineering at the University of 
Washington in Searrle, where he is also 
the director of the Image Compttting 
Systems Laboratory. He has p11blished 
more than 120 technical papers in the 
imaging area. Y 011 can co/lfact him on 
BIX clo "editors" or on Imernet as kim 
@ee.washington.ed11. 

It may take several years to design a 
new generation of CPUs, but designers 
can engineer specialized coprocessors 
within a matter of months. Thus, copro
cessors won't disappear; they will simply 
evolve and reappear in forms that support 
specific applications. • 

Trevor Marshall is presidem ofY ARC Sys
tems (Newb11ry Park, CA) and a BYTE 
cons11lting editor. Y 011 can reach him 011 



The 

INTELLIGENT ARRAY SUBSYSTEM FROM CORE. 
A UNIQUE IMPLEMENTATION OF RAID
WITH THE HIGHEST LEVELOFFAULT-TOLERANCE... EVER. 


Ho tPI uT!fdrives. 
l fany one of the five drives fails, the !AS will 
automatically rebuild the data on the replacement 
drive, while continuing to respond to 1/0 requests 
from the host. 

Pl u'gnPI a y. 
Compatible with
• Micro Clwnnel 
• JSA,EJSA 
• RS/6000
• Sun 
• Macintosh 
• DOS,OS/2 
• Novell 
• UNIX/Xenix 
• AJX3.0, Banyan Vines 4.10 & other 
plat forms that support SCSI. 

The Intel gent Array Subsystem (IAS) features CORE'sHotPlug™ drives, cont llers & 
power supplies, which are easily replaced while the array continues to respond to I/0 

requests from the server. 
You'll never have to down the array or the host to replace a Hot Plug component. 
The Intelligent Array Subsystem is available in capacities of 1.3, 2.6, and 4.0 Gigabytes and 

features data transfers of up to 20 MBI second. 
The IAS supports SCSI aaisy chaining to provide up to 140 Gigabytes of storage capacity per 

~it:'s~s~~1:5easily supports multiplehosts nllliling multiple lll~lll l l l ll ll CORE 
So, if your computing en vi nment makes data loss and downtime !Ill INTERNATIONAL 

Ho tPI uT~Co n tr o I I er s. 
Five independent controllers. 
Any one can fail without affecting 1/0. 
Modular rack-11101111ted' units install & 
release with the push ofa button. 

simply unacceptable, can CORE today- for the real array 
CORE west 213/595-8966 • COREeast 201/348-3330 • COREsouth/ central 407/997-6055 • • Federal Sales 301/258-8818 


CORE International (U.K.) Ltd. 0344 861776 • Headquarters & International Sales 407/997-6055 • Fax 407/997-6009 

CORE lnlcmational. CORE. Op1ima. & HC Mac Series arc trademarks of CORE International. Inc. Oihcr trademarks rcfcrcm:cd arc the proper!)' of their owners. Copyright 1991 CORE International Inc. 

Ci~cle 38 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 39). 



RESOURCE GUIDE 


Accelerator, Coprocessor, and 

Multiprocessor Boards 

F o r ti'• 1 JS e el doero rp ir o c epsosmir~' i l)W'a tf bnre x t · g esnyesrtaehia.h I o w i n g 


p r o d Jll It a• in di 111 11 tdJ t 111 mp up te i r nf go rt 1ul mcy e 


ACCELERATOR BOARDS 

Aox, Inc. 

486 Totten Pond Rd. 

Waltham, MA 02154 

(800) 726-0269 

(617) 890-4402 

fax: ( 61 7) 890-844 5 

Circle 1146 on Inquiry. Card. 


Apple Computer, Inc. 

20525 Mariani Ave . 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(408) 996-1010 

Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card. 


Applied Engineering 
P .O. Box 5100 

Carrollton, TX 75011 

(214) 241-6060 

fax: (214) 484-1365 

Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card. 


AttoTechnology, Inc. 

I 5°76 Sweet Home R d . 

Baird Research Park 

Amherst, NY 14228 

(716) 688-4259 

fax: (716) 636-3630 

Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card. 


Cheetah Computer Systems, 

Inc. 

7075 Flying Cloud Dr. 

Eden Prairie, MN 55344 

(800) 243-3824 

(612) 943-8690 

fax: (612) 943-8790 

Circle 11 SO on Inquiry Card. 


DayStar Digital, Inc. 

5556 Atlanta Hwy. 

Flowery Branch, GA 30542 

(800) 962-2077 

(404) 967-2077 

fax: (404) 967-3018 

Circle 11S1 on Inquiry Card. 


Dove Computer Corp. 

1200 North 23rd St. 

Wilmington, NC 28405 

(800) 788-3683 

(919) 763-7918 

fax: (919) 251-9441 

Circle 11 S2 on Inquiry Card. 


Dyna Micro, Inc. 

30 West Montague Expy. 

San Jose, CA 95134 

(800) 336-3962 

(408) 943-0100 

fax: (408) 943-0714 

Circle 11 S3 on Inquiry Card. 


Fusion Data Systems 

8920 Business Park Dr. , 

Suite 35D 

Austin, TX 78759 

(512) 338-5326 

fax : (512) 794-9997 

Circle 11 S4 on Inquiry Card. 


Harris Laboratories, Inc. 

7379 Washington Ave . S 

Edina, MN 55439 

(800) 783-3726 

(612) 941-2948 

fax: (612) 941-3515 

Circle 11 SS on Inquiry Card. 


IEV Corp. 

3030 South Main St., Suite 300 

Salt Lake City, UT 84115 

(800) 438-6161 

(801) 466-9093 

fax: (801) 466-5921 

Circle 11 S6 on Inquiry Card. 


Intel Corp. 

Personal Computer 

Enhancement Division 

5200 Northeast Elam Young 

Pkwy. 

MIS C03-07 

Hillsboro, OR 97124 

(503) 696-8080 

Circle 11 S7 on Inquiry Card. 


MacProducts USA, Inc. 

608 West 22nd St. 

Austin, TX 78705 

(800) 622-3475 

(512) 472-8881 

fax: (512) 499-0888 

Circle 11 S8 on Inquiry Card. 


Micron Technology, Inc. 
2805 East Columbia Rd. 
Boise, I Il!3706 
(800) 642-7661 

(208) 368-4000 

fax: (208) 368-4558 

Circle 11 S9 on Inquiry Card. 


Microtech International, 

Inc. 

I 58 Commerce St. 

East Haven, CT 06512 

(800) 325-1895 

(203) 468-6223 

fax : (203) 468-6466 

Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card. 


MicroWay, Inc. 
P.O. Box79 
Kingston, MA 02364 
(508) 746-7341 

fax: (508) 746-4678 

Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card. 


Nemonix, Inc. 
25SouthSt. 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
(800) 435-8650 

(508) 435-9087 

fax: (508) 435-6127 

Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card. 


Newbridge Microsystems 

603 March Rd. 

Kanata, Ontario, 

Canada K2K 2M5 

(800) 267-7231 

(613) 592-0714 

fax (613) 592-1320 

Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card. 


Novy Systems, Inc. 
1862 Fern Palm Dr. 
Edgewater, FL 32141 

(800) 553-2038 

(904) 427-2358 

fax: (904) 428-0765 

Circle 1164 on Inquiry Card. 


Orchid Technology, Inc. 
45365 Northport Loop W 
Fremont, CA 94538 

(800) 767-2443 

(510) 683-0300 

fax: (510) 490-9312 

Circle 116S on Inquiry Card. 


Polywell Computers, Inc. 

61-C Airport Blvd. 

South San Francisco, 

CA 94080 

(800) 999-1278 

(415) 583-7222 

fax : (415) 583-1974 

Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card. 


Quadram 
I Quad Way 
Norcross, GA 30093 

(404) 923-6666 

fax: (404) 564-5528 

Circle 1167 on Inquiry Card. 


Radius, Inc. 
1710 Fortune Dr. 

San Jose, CA 95131 

(800) 227-2795 

(408) 434-1010 

fax: (408) 434-0127 

Circle 1168 on Inquiry Card. 


Seattle Telecom & Data 
2735 I 52nd Ave. NE 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(206) 883-8440 

fax: (206) 881-7391 

Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card. 


Sota Technology, Inc. 
559 Weddell Dr. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

(800) 933-7682 

(408) 745-1111 

fax: (408) 745-1640 

Circle 1170 on Inquiry Card. 


continued 
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If' The Telebit~ QBlazer'" is the world's smallest V 3 modem that offers transmission 

speeds up to 3 8 , <b~sllising V 4 2cMa rnmpression. If' Packaged in a 2 . 2cfatl'e, it'sQB/azer ideal for any desktop, in your omce or at home. If' And since it can run on batteries for up 

to two hours, you can even take it on the road. ti' QBlazer is PC and Mac ready. If' It comesFor People Who 
Are Going Places. with all the cables you need, PC software, even a handsome carrying case. ti' For more 

information on QBlazer and the name of the nearest distributor call I - 8 0 0 - 8 3 jlll-

1-800-TELEBIT 
© Telebit Corp. (408) 734-4333 F /\ !'108) 734-3331 Te\ebit is a registered trademark and QBlazer is a t1<1dcmark ofTclebit Corp. 

Circle 122 on Inquiry Card. 



RESOURCE GUIDE 


Technology Works Diamond Computer Systems, Opus Systems Symbolics, Inc. 
4030 Braker Lane W, Inc. 329 North Bernardo Ave . 8 New England Executive Park 
Suite 350 532 Mercury Dr. Mountain View, CA 94043 Burlington, MA 01803 
Austin, TX 78759 Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800) 873-6 787 (800) 533-7629 
(800) 688-7466 (408) 736-2000 (415) 960-4040 (617)221-1000 
(512) 794-8533 fax: (408) 730-5750 fax: ( 415) 960-4001 fax: (617) 221-1099 
fax : (512) 794-8520 Circle 1 180 on Inquiry Card. Circle 11 88 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1 197 on lnquir'J Card. 
Circle 1 1 72 on Inquiry Card. 

Du Pont Imaging Systems Orange Micro, Inc. Systran Corp. 
Togai lnfraLogic, Inc. P.O. Box 6099 1400 North Lakeview Ave. 4126 Linden Ave. 
5 Vanderbilt Newark, DE 19714 Anaheim, CA 92807 Dayton, OH 45432 
Irvine, CA 92718 (800) 356-3867 (800) 223-8029 (513) 252-5601 
(714) 975-8522 (302) 733-9692 (714) 779-2772 fax : (513) 258-2729 
fax: (714) 975-8524 Circle 1 1 81 on Inquiry Card. fax: (714) 779-9332 Circle 1 1 98 on Inquiry Card. 
Circle 1 1 73 on Inquiry Card. Circle 11 89 on Inquiry Card. 

Extended Systems Tektronix, Inc. 
Total Systems Integration P.O. Box4937 Parsytec, Inc. Howard Vollum Park 
1720 Willow Creek Cir. 6123 North Meeker Ave . 245 West Roosevelt Rd. P .O. Box500 
Eugene, OR 97402 Boise, ID 83704 Building 9, Units 60 & 61 Beaverton, OR 97077 
(800) 874-2288 (800) 235-7576 West Chicago, IL 60185 (800) 835-9433 
(503) 345-7395 (208) 322-7575 (708) 293-9500 (503) 627-7111 
fax: (503) 343-6293 fax (208) 377-1906 fax: (708) 293-9525 fax: (503) 627-5502 
Circle 11 74 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1182 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1 1 90 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1199 on Inquiry Card. 

UR Micro, Inc. Helio Computer Prometa USA, Inc. Truevision, Inc. 
1659 North Forest Rd. 2300Main St. 5929 Southwest 36th Way 7340 Shadeland Station 
Williamsville, NY 14221 Irvine, CA 92714 Gainesville, FL 32608 Indianapolis, IN 46256 
(800) 876-4276 (800) 421-7915 (800) 283-6382 (800) 858-8783 
(716) 689-1600 (714) 261-8313 (904) 335-6382 (317) 841-0332 
fax (716) 689-0062 fax (714) 261-0413 Circle 1 191 on Inquiry Card. fax: (317) 576-7700 
Circle 11 75 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1 183 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1200 on Inquiry Card. 

Qantel Business Systems, 
HNC, Inc. Inc. Univation, Inc. 

COPROCESSOR AND 5501 Oberlin Dr. 4142 Point Eden Way 48521 Warm Springs Blvd ., 
MULTIPROCESSOR San Diego, CA 92121 Hayward, CA 94545 Suite 306 
BOARDS (619) 546-8877 (800) 227-1894 Fremont, CA 94539 

fax: (619) 452-6524 (510) 887-7777 ( 510) 226-0851 
Alacron, Inc. Circle 11 84 on Inquiry Card. fax: (510) 782-6195 fax: (510) 226-0501 
71 Spitbrook Rd., Suite204 Circle 1192 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1201 on Inquiry Card. 
Nashua, NH 03060 Hyperspeed Technologies, 
(603) 891-2750 Inc. Sanyo/Icon International, Ward Systems Group, Inc. 
fax: (603) 891-2745 10696 Marbury Ave. Inc. 245 West Patrick St. 
Circle 11 76 on Inquiry Card. San Diego, CA 92126 764 East Timpanogos Pkwy. Frederick, MD 21701 

(619) 578-4893 Orem, UT 84057 (301) 662-7950 
Avalon Design and fax : (619) 271-6717 (800) 877-2696 fax: (301) 662-5666 
Manufacturing, Inc. Circle 11 85 on Inquiry Card. (80 I) 225-6888 Circle 1 202 on Inquiry Card. 
130 McCormick Ave., fax: (80 I) 226-0651 
Suite 113 IBM Circle 1193 on Inquiry Card. Yarc Systems Corp. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Old Orchard Rd. 27489 West Agoura Rd. 
(800) 247-6166 Armonk, NY 10504 Silicon Composers, Inc. Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
(714) 432-7227 (800) 426-2468 208 California Ave. (818) 889-4388 
fax : (714) 432-7482 (914) 765-1900 Palo Alto, CA 94306 fax: (818) 889-2658 
Circle 11 77 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1 186 on Inquiry Card. (415) 322-8763 Circle 1203 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 11 94 on Inquiry Card. 
Coherent Research, Inc. MicroWay, Inc. 
1 Adler Dr. P.O. Box 79 Spectre Corp. 
East Syracuse, NY 13057 Kingston, MA 02364 600 West Cummings Park, 
(315) 433-1010 
fax: (315) 433-0070 
Circle 11 78 on Inquiry Card. 

CSP, Inc. 
40 Linnell Cir . 
Billerica, MA01821 

(508) 746-7341 
fax: (508) 746-4678 
Circle 1 1 8 7 on Inquiry Card. 

·Suite2200 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 932-8640 
fax: (617) 932-8644 
Circle 1195 on Inquiry Card. 

Strobe Data, Inc. 

Inc/usion int Ire resource guide 
should not be taken as a BYTE 
endorsement or recommenda
tion. likewise, omission from 
tire guide should not be taken 
negatively. Tire information here 
was believed to be accurate at 

(800) 325-3110 
(617) 272-6020 
fax: (508) 663-0150 

13240 Northup Way, 
Suite 19A 
Bellevue, WA 98005 

the lime ofwriting, but BYTE 
cannot be responsible for 
omissions, errors, or changes that 

Circle 11 79 on Inquiry Card. (206) 641-4940 ocrnr after compilation. 
fax: (206) 641-1303 
Circle 11 96 on Inquiry Card. 
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(' 

Sonie Want Power. Sonie Want Security. 

The ALR POWERPRO ARRAY 


Delivers Both. 


In tofl<iy's mission critic<1I network scr,·cr 
CllKl multillSC'/" llOSI en\·ironrncnts you neefl 
ci system tllill c cin gi\·c you lio11·1 cutting 
edge speed cirKI tile s<1lcty or c11l1cinn-rl 
dcitci integrity. You need t I 1c 
POWER I' H ~HH1\Y lrorn 1\ LR 

Tile PO\VEHPHO .-\1{1{1\ Y is ci sllowccise for 
cill or tile lcitest cirf\·ci11ccs in 111icrocom1 lll1C'r 
tccllnology. 1ligll pcrlorr11<111c c :>c>- <111cl 
:~:~-! :\Hl:48!iLJX'" Cl' L'Sc1re fully comple
mented IJ\' Cl :~:? - I> i t l>B~ il!JIC\ illl ;\LH 
:~:? - IJ\i!li'dll<T<I Disk 1\ITdV (.-\D.-\l control
ler witl1 2-MB ol clisk ccicllc- tcxpcindcilile to 
8-i\>IBl. 

/\ rnoclulm system fiesign gi\TS y m1 ti le 
cil>ili1y to rt"plilCe your CLllTCI 11 i481i C:t>lJ 
witl 1 <1 l<1stcr one whcne\Tr yot1r pcrlor
rrnince requirements incrc<1se 

JAA LI~1k CPU! "' 
You cc1n c\·en plug i m second i4HC; pro
cessor. f loullling tile PO\VL'HPHO's pm
cessing power. 

\\'e\·e lml;111cccl ci ll or tlicse culling t ' cl g c 1\1Kl liecrn1sc tile PO\VEHPHO is designed 
IC<lllllTS with tile i1Klt1s1ry·s rnost Cld\'clncc<I 
multiple disk sulJsystem . E\Try 
PO\VEl{PJ{O 1\HHi \ Y c omes s t ci 11 cl witl x I 
tIle ;\[),.\ contro ller. <irKI two or four I l i 
pcrforrrn111cc I D lllrivcs. \Vith tile 1\D1\. 
\ 'Oll c ci 1111ilizc tl1e l'O\VEl{!'l{O ;\!{!{.-\Y's 
i11ultiplc disks in conligurrnirms tl1<1t will 
lloost diskpcrlormcincc ( si 1/JJi a. i11on·<1sc 
Cilpcicity ( s /Dl</J i I orq :jr<JICCI )'Olli" (<I 11 
IJ)' pro\'iding ci cor1stcin1 licickup 
( 1 i r ir nJi ~~'.itll rnorc t llcir 1 two disks. ~·ou 
ccin c \·e11 implement \'C1riot1s cornl >ir l<iti< >11s 
or these teclmiques. 

. \ vt1i\1li)l t· 1lt1 1ic111 \ \'ith· 1?!4ttct• CC>MeCHngPoinfllll . ._. Ai:... ,,.. :·:::"·::-_::·.~:: 
ill llH'Sl' sdt'Cl<'d n.·sl'llcrs: · · c~ra.mJ1, ~ 

PO WERPROARRAY 
ALR' 

Processor Single 33-MHz 1 486DX' ~ ' Single 33-MHz i4860X 
MemowCoche 5 12-K8e )(p. to l-M8 512-KB exP. to 1-MB 
Upgrodesto 
Duo/ Processing YES YES 
Standard RAf.A l 7· M9 8-MB 
Bus Archifeclure E1SA E1SA 
Tolo/EISA 
Expansion S101s B 1 
Hord Drives Two 21 0 -MB. <15ms Two 210-M B. <19rns 
Price $12, 995 $ 15.999 

to Ile CCJ.\IP1\Q SYSTE.\/PRO corp(/ t i Ii JI I 
lms ol l -tlK'-slle ll compcitiliilit\· with most 
populm <iu<1l proce ssing m u ltiuser cind net

gWoi'k en,·ironrnents. 

\\'itll thc 1\Ll"{ PO\VEHPH01\ RR,-\', \'Oll CC11l 
I 1<1\'t' it <111! T o I infl o ut more. ccill : 

l -800-444-4ALR 
It's ge t tim e youto k~now A~R® 
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SOLUTIONS FOCUS I File Servers 

I f your organization depends on aHigh-performance 
LAN, you may be putting a lot of eggs 

file servers with into one basket. The performance of 
every worker on that LAN depends on 

sophisticated drive the system server, and if that server gets 
bogged down with heavy traffic or-evenarrays meet the 
worse-crashes with an important job on 

demanding needs of large the line, you may end up with egg on your 
face. Yesterday's top-of-the-line systems 

corporate networks deliver sufficient power to the most de
manding single user, but large networks 

RI CKGRE HAN AND require even more. And while a lost drive 
STANFORDDIEHL on a single-user machine may very well 

drive a key worker into a frenzy, a 
crashed drive on a network server has the 

more serious consequence of putting an entire department out of business. 
A new class of machine-the dedicated file server-meets many of the P.eeds of 

large networks by combining powerful components, expandability, reliability, 
and fault tolerance. Compaq pioneered the server-only market with the introduc
tion of the System pro in late 1989. The first System pro included support for 
multiple processors, seemingly unlimited expandability, and an array of hard 
drives, all built on the 32-bit bus-mastering EISA architecture. Single-handedly, 
Compaq set the terms for the market battles to come. This month, the BYTE Lab 
pits the Systempro against four other high-performance file servers: the Ad
vanced Logic Research (ALR) PowerPro Array, the Dell 433SE, the Tangent 
Multi-Server, and the Tricord PowerFrame. 

In the lab, we have chronicled the remarkable evolution of high-performance 
systems. First, we saw the steady increase of processor-chip speeds from 20 to 25 
to 33 MHz. Intel then introduced the 486 and has since released a 50-MHz ver
sion of the new chip. Multiprocessor designs have earned software support (see 
the text box "Multiple Processors and MPX" on page 170) . Processor speeds 
have outpaced system memory, and vendors have responded with faster RAM and 
hefty memory caches. Perhaps the trickiest problem of all-hard disk 1/0-has 
been solved by faster access times, huge controller caches, and, finally, the drive 
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El\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 WHAT HIGH-PERFORMANCE FILE 

SERVERS DO 

These 486 systems deliver the 
high-end features required for 
servicing large networks. Internal 
drive arrays enhance performance, 
provide gigabytes of storage 
capacity, and enable sophisticated 
fault-tolerant features such as disk 
mirroring and data guarding. 

•	 LIKES 
Network administrators should 
appreciate the improved 
performance, expansive disk 
capacity, and data protection 
provided by a high-performance 
server with a drive array. 

•	 DISLIKES 
The cost makes these systems 
suitable for large networks only. 
Configuration and installation 
a re tasks best left to consultants. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Tricord's Powerframe is the best 
performer under NetWare, but its 
price makes it only for those with 
considerable cash resources. Dell's 
433SE makes a more economical 
choice, and Tangent's Multi-Server 
scores well for file-intensive Unix 
operations. 

array. High-performance file servers 
now employ every performance-enhanc
ing strategy in the book. 

Solving the Storage Bottleneck 
The key to maximum performance, as 
well as to fault-tolerance strategies such 
as disk mirroring and data guarding, lies 
in the implementation of the drive array. 
Drive arrays offer three benefits: im
proved throughput, increased storage ca
pacity, and fault tolerance. Multiple 
drives in a single system permit the dis
tribution of operations across drives so 
that multiple 1/0 requests can be ser
viced simultaneously. Increased storage 
capacity is an obvious consequence of 
having more drives in the system. Fault 
tolerance comes from the redundancy in
herent in a drive array and takes two 
forms: mirroring and data guarding. 

The ancestor of the drive array was 
a single controller with multiple drives 
attached. The effectiveness of this ar
rangement depended on the class of con
troller. Older ST506 controllers were 
able to support two drives but could ac
cess only one unit at a time. Adding more 
drives produced no performance gain; it 
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FILE SERVERS 


BYTE LAN BENCHMARKS: NETWARE 3.11 
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Figure 1: Results ofour LAN benchmark suite, with servers running Net Ware 3. JJ: Jn 
all cases, higher numbers mean better performance. Server 110 (a) is a measure of 
raw performance, and this test puts the Power Frame ahead ofthe rest ofthe pack. 
The test runs as an N LM, so it is not a reflection ofthe performance you'd expect 
to see from a workstation. Message passing (b) shows limitations ofthe actual 
network's response to loading; as expected, all servers turned in similar times. 
Jn (c) and (d), you can follow each server's response to an increased load on our 
test network. The PowerFrame outran the other four systems on both these tests, 
with the 433SE running second. 

was only a capacity enhancement. 
More recent drive controllers support 

more sophisticated protocols. SCSI, for 
example, lets the controller start a com
mand on one drive (e.g ., read a sector) 
and then disconnect from that drive and 
carry on a conversation with another de
vice on the SCSI bus. Later, the control
ler can resume its conversation with the 
disconnected drive (which has presum
ably already read the sector into mem
ory) . In this way, a single SCSI controller 
can have multiple drives working on I/O 
operations simultaneously. 

Such a configuration can improve per
formance on sequential operations using 
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a technique known as striping. A striped 
drive array typically appears to the oper
ating system as a single logical drive. 
Disk blocks are distributed across the 
array so that the first block is stored on 
the first drive, the second on the second 
drive, and so on until all the drives are 
used. The next block is then stored on the 
first drive, and the cycle repeats. When 
the controller receives a read request, it 
starts read operations on all the drives, 
effectively prefetching several (logical
ly) adjacent disk blocks. Since striped 
drives appear to the system as one logical 
drive, striping allows you to combine 
many physical drives to create a single 

file system. A simpler means of extend
ing a single file system across multiple 
drives, called spanning, allocates disk 
blocks from consecutive drives, one 
drive at a time. 

There are other benefits to having a 
single controller manage several drives. 
Drive mirroring, in which the contents of 
one drive are exactly duplicated on a sec
ond drive, is easy to set up. Whenever a 
disk write goes to the primary drive, the 
controller simply sends an identical re
quest to the mirror drive. If the primary 
drive fails, the system can access the 
mirror drive in its place, and the system 
continues to run. Drive mirroring is one 
of the simpler forms of fault tolerance. 

If all the drives are daisy-chained on a 
single cable, there's still a bottleneck. 
Only one transfer to or from the control
ler can take place at any given time. The 
first solution to this problem is to provide 
multiple drive connectors on the control
ler, creating parallel access paths. All 
the systems we tested in this review in
corporate controllers with multiple inde
pendent data paths . For example, the 
Systempro's Intelligent Drive Array 
(IDA) controller has four drive connec
tors and can carry on a conversation with 
up to four drives simultaneously. 

Parallel access paths also permit sup
port for another fault-tolerant feature: 
data guarding. Data guarding adds a par
ity drive to the system. The parity drive's 
duty is much like that of the parity mem
ory used in most microcomputer RAM 
designs. A data-guarding array can be 
configured, for example, with three data 
drives and one parity drive. Each sector 
is distributed across the data drives. The 
parity drive contains information that 
can be used to verify or reconstruct data 
if one of the data drives fails . Data 
guarding exacts a small performance 
overhead, as well as a not-so-small loss 
in capacity, since an entire drive is devot
ed to holding parity information. 

Another means of widening the bottle
neck is to install multiple drive control
lers. This is often referred to as control
ler duplexing. There is a throughput 
advantage to controller duplexing, par
ticularly if the controller has a powerful 
on-board processor (as most of the array 
controllers in this review do). The con
troller's processor can off-load a consid
erable amount of work that would other
wise burden the host CPU. The effect is 
similar to a multiple-access-path control
ler in that several drives can be accessed 
at once. 

The multiple-drive arrangements we 
have talked about are categorized into 
RAID (for redundant arrays of inexpen



FILE SERVERS 


sive disks) levels . It's likely that you've 
come across the term, since many manu
facturers now classify their hardware ac
cording to RAID levels. For example, 
RAID level 0 is striping, level I is mir
roring, level 2 is bit interleaving (i.e., 
striping at the bit level), and level 3 refers 
to parallel data paths with a parity drive. 

Clocking the Speeders 
This month, the BYTE Lab introduces a 
new suite of benchmarks to test these 
high-performance servers (see the text 
box "BYTE's LAN Benchmarks" on 
page 174). We tested the machines as 
both NetWare and Unix file servers. 
Under NetWare, we installed two Mylex 
390A 32-bit EISA Ethernet cards and at
tached three workstations to each leg of 
the network. The six workstations in
cluded 25-MHz 386 systems from Tan-

BYTE LAN BENCHMARKS: SCO UNIX 3.2.2 
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Figure 2: Performance under SCO Unix put the Multi-Server consistently out front. 
Parts (a) and (b) represent file I I (i}erformance without network tr•nsmission. In (c) 
and (d), we measure random and sequential 110 throughput, including network 
interaction. In each test, the Systempro also performed well, but the PowerFrame 's 
lack ofsoftware support for striping placed it a surprisingly low third. 

gent and Dell running on Eagle NE2000 
network cards; we used an additional 33
MHz ALR BusinessStation as our con
trol node. The high-performance work
stations and network cards contribute to a 
test-bed designed to remove any perfor
mance bottlenecks not associated with 
the file servers themselves. 

We configured each server and in
stalled it in the test-bed. Wherever possi
ble, we asked the manufacturers to con
figure their own systems; nonetheless, 
given EISA, SCO Unix, and NetWare, 
we found that setting up these systems 
was a monumental undertaking. 

Most of our problems dealt with EISA 
configurations. At one point, we pulled a 
drive controller out of its EISA socket to 
examine it. When we replaced it and 
turned on the machine, the EISA config
uration information had apparently been 
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FILE SERVERS 


File ser\'erfearures include support for multiple processors, up to 256 MB ofmemory expansion, and rnrious drive-array 
configurations. All these systems are highly customizable. Prices are for system configurations as tested by BYTE and will 
\'ary 11·idely depending on which options are included. (• =yes; O = no.) 

ALA 
PowerPro Array 

Compaq 
Systempro 

Dell 
433SE 

Tangent 
Multi-Server 

Tricord 
PowerFrame 

Price for tested configuration $ 19.490 1 $28.2 76' 2 $12,9982 $14 .500 $37,990 

Processor/memory system 
Processor type 486 486 486 486 486 
Processor speed 33 MHz 33 MHz 33 MHz 33 MHz 33 MHz 
Maximum number o f processors 

supported 2 2 1 1 2 
Number of processors as tested 2 2 1 1 1 
Maximum cache per processor 512 KB 512 KB 128 KB 256 KB 256KB 
Maximum RAM 49 MB 256 MB 128 MB 64 MB 128 MB 
RAM as tested 17MB 16MB 16 MB 16 MB 16MB 

Mass storage 
Standard floppy dri ve 1 5114-inch 1 3 1/ 2-inch 1 511• -i nch 1 511. -inch 1 5 1/• ·inch 

1.2 MB 1.44 MB 1.2 MB 1.2 MB 1.2MB 
Tested array configurat ion 4 210-MB 4 210-MB 4 200-MB 4 165-MB 4 385-MB 
Maximum internal storage 1 .36 gigabytes 4.08 gigabytes 2.4 gigabytes 9 6 gigabytes 8 gigabytes 
Hard drive interface IDE Compaq IDA IDE SCSI SCSI 
Number of drive bays 9 11 11 10 8 
Tape dri ve standard 0 0 0 0 0 

Expansion bus 
ISA slots 2 0 0 2 1 
EISA slots 8 7 8 6 7 
Proprietary slots 2 (CPU/cache) 4 (memory) 2 (CPU/video) 0 5 (CPU/disk) 

Ports 
Serial 2 2 2 1 2 
Parallel 1 1 1 1 1 
Video 
Mouse 

VGA 

• 
VGA 

• 
VGA

• 
MDA 

0 
VGA

• 
Power supply capacity (WJ 300 355 300 450 500 

Operating-system support 
NetWare386 
Novell certified 
OS/2 
SCO Unix 
Interactive Unix 
Other 

•0
•••Banyan Vines. SMP 

••••0 
Banyan Vines 

•••••Banyan Vines 

•0
••0 

None 

•••••Banyan Vines 
LAN Manager. 
3Com 3+0pen 

Warranty 
On-site service 

1 year 

0 
1 year 

0 
1 year 

• 
1 year 

• 
1 year 

• 
1 Pnce includes two processors 
2 Price 1nc 1udes tape drive 

lost. We could usually restore a config 500 bytes each. segment. since SCO Unix supports only 
urat ion by booting from an EISA ut ility In each case, we ran the first test on a one Mylex network card in a server. We 
disk. However, when the system decided workstation attached to the first leg of ran the . tests with one, three, and six 
it had no drive controller, both floppy the network and then added the next nodes attached. Again, the line graphs 
drives, as well as the hard drive, became workstation from the second leg. We (see figure 2) indicate the performance 

, inaccessible. We had to install a generic tested the servers with one node, two degradation that you can expect as new 
ISA controller to access the floppy drives nodes, four nodes, and six nodes at nodes are added. 
and reconfigure the EISA slots. This tached. The line graphs show the kind of All the systems in this review have 
type of problem happened often with degradation you can expect as multiple drive-array controllers, 16 MB of RAM 
EISA configurations, although not to nodes are attached to a network, depend (except the PowerPro Array, which does 
this degree. It was enough to make us ing on the load. Part a of figure I shows not support a 16-MB configuration), and 
long for DIP switches. the performance of the server without four hard drives. Other features vary 

Our NetWare server benchmarks (see any traffic on the network. (see the features table) . Three of the sys
figure I) include server 110, message We used the same fi le and packet sizes tems support multiple processors: the 
passing, and sequential and random on our Unix tests that we used with Net PowerPro Array, the Systempro, and the 
workstation 1/0. We ran each file 1/0 Ware. The Unix tests include sequential PowerFrame. These systems differ in ex
test on I 0 2-MB files, reading and writ and random fi le 1/0 with and wi thout pansion options as well as in perfor
ing 512 bytes at a time. We ran the mes network transmission. We ran the Unix mance enhancements; a profile of each 
sage-passing tests with 1000 packets of server benchmarks on a single network file server fol lows. 
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A quick comparison of names makes it 
obvious that ALR is pitching the 

PowerPro Array in direct competition 
with Compaq's Systempro. The price is 
also targeted for competition with the 
Systempro: $19,490 for our test config
uration, almost $9000 under Compaq's 
price. ALR claims that the PowerPro 
Array is register-level compatible with 
the Systempro, so software designed for 
the Systempro can be installed and run 
on the PowerPro Array without modifi
cations. Like the Systempro, the Power
Pro Array can accept two 486 CPUs. 
Also like the Systempro, the PowerPro 
Array has an internal high-speed bus 
connecting processors and memory . 
This allows the CPUs to communicate 
with memory at speeds well above that 
permitted by the EISA bus. 

The PowerPro Array comes in a num
berof hard drive configurations; you can 
start at 150 MB and go all the way up to 
1.36 gigabytes of internal storage. If ex
pansion is high on your priority list, there 
are 12 expansion slots: Eight are 32-bit 
EISA slots, two are 8-/i 6-bit ISA slots, 
and the remaining two are proprietary 
(for CPU cards). 

The PowerPro Array's Advanced Disk 
Array (ADA) subsystem consists of a 
drive-array controller and a carriage at
tached to a hinged arm that is capable of 
holding up to four half-height drives. If 
you remove the side panel and loosen a 

pair of thumbscrews, the arm swings out 
for easy access to the drives and the rest 
of the interior. Our system carried four 
half-height drives, each with a capacity 
of 210 MB, for a total of 840 MB. Even 
with the arm fully loaded, there's still 
room for one full-height and two half
height disk or tape drives behind the 
upper front panel. That 's not counting 
the 5 1A-inch 1.2-MB floppy drive that's 
standard with the PowerPro Array. 

The ADA controller is an EISA bus 
master with two standard IDE connec
tors. This enables the ADA controller to 
perform parallel access along two chan
nels. (In our test system, a pair of drives 
was wired to each connector on the 
card .) The ADA comes standard with 2 
MB of cache RAM, upgradable to 8 MB . 
The ADA supports standard multidrive 
configurations: mirroring, striping, and 
spanning. 

There is a third drive connector on the 
controller for attaching a parity drive. In 
the current version of the PowerPro 
Array, the parity drive connector is un
used . ALR expects software soon that 
will take advantage of this parity connec
tor to provide data guarding. The Power
Pro Array's utility software includes a 
disk-caching program as well as Net
Ware drivers for the ADA system. 

We tested a two-processor 33-MHz 
machine. Each processor sits on its own 
card. The processor cards are strapped to 
each other via two ribbon cables, form
ing a fast internal bus. Each processor 
card can accommodate between 64 and 
51 2 KB of cache memory, as well as an 
optional Weitek WTL4167 math co
processor. 

For system memory, the motherboard 
RAM starts at either 5 or 17 MB, de
pending on which version of the Power
Pro Array you purchase. Beyond that, 
you can take the system up to a whopping 
49 MB. Of course, the standard ameni
ties are all there. You 'II find one parallel 
port, two serial ports, and a mouse port 
all integrated on the motherboard. A 
Super VGA card also comes with the 
Power Pro Array. 

Unfortunately, the PowerPro Array 
chalked up the lowest scores in this fast 
crowd on both the Unix and NetWare 
tests. Worse, one of our test machines 
died in the middle of the benchmarking 
process. To ALR's credit, it was prompt
ly replaced. We should also mention that 
the PowerPro's Unix drivers were pre
liminary, so a later release may yield bet
ter performance figures. Given the test 
results, however, you could probably do 
better for now with one of the other 
machines. 

T he Systempro has been a familiar 
sight around the BYTE LAN Lab, 

and we have been working with it for 
some time, using it to investigate the 
mysteries of NetWare 386. The System
pro we tested forth is review never left us 
wanting. For removable storage, the Sys
tempro has two floppy drives and a 525
MB tape drive that are all mounted in 
three upper front bays that constitute 
Compaq's QuickAccess area. The hard 
drives are all internal, tucked away along 
the bottom of the machine. Two serial 
ports, a parallel port, and a mouse port 
are all integrated on the motherboard. 

The Systempro can accept two proces
sor boards that plug into special slots on 
the motherboard. The CPUs can be 386s 
or 486s running at 33 MHz (the system 
we tested used two 486s). If you choose a 
386-based system, you can boost its nu
merical calculations with either a 387 or 
a Weitek WTL3 l 6 7 coprocessor. Al
though the 486 has an 8-KB internal 
cache, the Systempro's processor boards 
extend that with an additional 512 KB of 
cache for each 486 processor. 

The Systempro's memory is also car
ried on dedicated boards that plug into 
proprietary slots. These boards come in 
two versions distinguished bytheamount 
of memory they can ultimately hold . The 
four-socket board is expandable to 64 
MB of RAM, and the six-socket board 
can carry up to 96 MB of RAM. You can 
take a System pro up to a total of256 MB. 
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Only one year after its introduction, the 
Premium Exec 386SX/20 has become one of the 
most popular notebook computers today, with 
sales of more than 70,000 units and climbing. 

And among industry experts, the Premium 
Exec 386SX/20 is winning such coveted awards 
as "Notebook of the Year;' "Analyst's Choice;' 
"Best Buy" and the " VlPAward'.' 

So, you can be assured AST delivers the best 
combination of price, performance, qua)jty and 
customer support on the market today. 

And if you need a color displa~\ or 25 MHz 
processing power, here are two more winners to 
meet your specific portable computing needs: 

Premium Exec 386SX/25 For Split-Second 
Processing - When every mjnute counts, ask 
for this speed demon. It de)jvers super-fast 
25 MHz speed to conquer any number of appli
cations with ease. And at a cost comparable to 
other manufacturers' 20 MHz systems, AST's 

Premium Exec 386SX/25 gives you a 25% increase 
in performance. Now that's value. 

Premium Exec 386SX/25C For Fabulous Color 
At A Fabulous Price - Here's your chance to 
take advantage of a top-notch 256-color note-

Backed By AST's Award-Winning 

Service And Toll-Free Support 
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1-800-876-4AST 
book with 25 MHz processing for only $4995. 
Its bright, fast VGA display offers a resolution of 
640 x 480, perfect for Windows-based software. 

Made In America To Stringent Quality Stan
dards - Designed and manufactured right here 
in the U.S., our Premium Exec notebooks offer 
state-of-the-art features and performance. 

Backed By Award-Winning AST Service and 
Support - Were never out of touch. Whether 
you need to reach us by computer, telephone, 
mail, or even by FAX, you can count on AST for 
a full range of service and support programs. 
This includes ExeCare:· an optional program 
which guarantees your Premium Exec will be 
replaced within 24 hours. 

Ask For The "Notebook 0 fThe Year" - For 
the best all-around notebook computer, look to 
the experts Their choice is unanimous - the 
Premium Exec. For more information, or the 
name of the dealer nearest you, call AST today 
at l-800-876-4AST. 
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Multiple Processors and MPX 

T

he Santa Cruz Operation's MPX 
is a multiprocessor extension for 
SCO Unix System V /386 release 
3.2. This extension adds multi

processor capabilities to the SCO Unix 
kernel. Since the modifications are just 
to the kernel, all programs already sup
ported by SCO Unix can continue to run 
unmodified. MPX is modular, so you 
can reinstall MPX for each processor in 
your system (up to 30 CPUs). 

We ran under MPX when testing the 
Compaq Systempro and the Advanced 
Logic Research PowerPro Array sys
tems on our Unix LAN benchmarks. 
Those benchmarks are file oriented and 
gave little advantage to these multipro
cessor machines. Still, you can expect 
enhanced performance for more proces
sor-intensive tasks on your network. 

MPX assigns processors to tasks in 
a "load-balanced" fashion . When the 
system schedules a task for execution, it 
places that task in a single queue that 
all processors access. Thenextavailable 
processor pulls from this queue the 
next-highest-priority task and begins 
executing it. Hence, all processors 
share equally in the work. 

Systems that execute MPX are con
structed with a shared-memory archi
tecture. All processors have equal ac
cess to a common pool of system mem
ory. The only private memory that a 
processor has is its cache; it's up to 
hardware in the computer to make cer
tain that each processor's cache is syn
chronized with main memory. From a 
software point of view, however, a sin-
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Figure A: Dhrystone performance for 
one through eight tasks. The 
PowerPro Array shows no 
performance degradation between 
one and two tasks running on its dual 
processors; the Systempro reveals 
some additional overhead. 

gle piece of code running on multiple 
processors may include accesses to 
common memory (this can be especial
ly true of device drivers). Software syn
chronization must be in place to ensure 
that only one instance of the code has 
access to the common memory at a giv
en time. MPX includes special locking 
routines in the kernel that provide such 
synchronization. Most of the standard 
device drivers have been modified in 
MP X to run on multiple processors. The 

system recognizes unmodified drivers 
and forces them to run on a default pro
cessor-usually the first processor in 
the system-thus allowing non-MPX 
code to run unmodified on an MPX 
system. 

MPX includes a handy monitoring 
utility called mpstat. This program lets 
you watch the utilization of all the pro
cessors in your system, continuously up
dating a display of bar graphs that show 
percentages of system kernel code, user 
code, and idle time for each processor. 

We tested the effectiveness of MPX 
on two of our file servers using the mul
tiprocessor Unix benchmarks devel
oped in BYTE's Unix Lab (see figure 
A). This benchmark consists of a parent 
task and a variable number of child 
tasks. Each child task executes 200,000 
iterations of the v.ell-known Dhrystone 
benchmark. The parent task communi
cates with its children through a shared 
memory segment. The parent uses this 
segment both as a starting signal, so 
that all the children begin execution si
multaneously, and as a reporting area, 
where each child reports its Dhrystone 
rating. 

We ran the tests for one child task and 
then repeated the process, adding one 
additional task up to eight. The differ
ence between executing one child task 
and two children was minimal on the 
Systempro and nonexistent on the Pow
erPro Array. Engineers at Compaq ex
plained that there is a slight overhead in 
the Systempro · s management of its sec
ond processor. 

This might sound like a lot of boards 
taking up slot space. Actually, it's not; 
six EISA slots are available even after 
you've counted the hard drive controller. 

The Systempro uses Compaq's Flex/ 
MP bus architecture, an extension of the 
company's Flex architecture. This ar
rangement separates the 1/0 bus (i.e., the 
EISA bus) from the high-speed bus that 
connects the Systempro's processors to 
main memory. Flex/MP extends the bus 
structure to permit multiple processors 
on the high-speed CPU/memory bus. 
Each processor has access to common 
memory. Special hardware handles the 
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transfer of data between the EISA bus 
and the CPU/memory bus. 

You can start with 240 MB of hard 
disk storage and work your system all the 
way up to 4.08 gigabytes. The system we 
tested included four 210-MB hard drives 
attached to Compaq's IDA controller, 
which provides fault-tolerance and per
formance features that you can mix to 
match your specific needs. A single IDA 
controller provides four connectors, so 
mirroring is easily supported. Data 
guarding is also available; the IDA con
troller uses one drive out of four to carry 
parity information. The IDA controller 

we tested also had what Compaq calls 
"auto reliability monitoring," in which 
the controller runs background hardware 
diagnostics. The controller searches 
drives for bad sectors and automatically 
remaps them to usable sectors, all behind 
the back of the host CPU. 

Ifyou 're running an IDA controller on 
a NetWare 386 file server, you can also 
take advantage of Compaq's IDA status 
utility. This is a small client-server ap
plication that lets you monitor the status 
of the IDA controller from any worksta
tion on the network. The server side is a 
NetWare loadable module (NLM), while 
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the client side is a DOS executable; the 
two communicate via IPX. From within 
the status utility, you can view a control
ler's type, its physical slot location, in
formation about the drive configuration, 
and more. The status utility also displays 
historical information about each drive's 
performance. This lets you track the ac
tivity of controllers and drives and spot 
potential problems. 

The Systempro continues Compaq's 
heritage of solid hardware and good per
formance. Although we had hardware 
problems with some of the other file 
servers, the Systempro never failed us. 
Cards were plugged and unplugged, and 
we installed and reinstalled Unix and 
NetWare 386 several times; the System
pro withstood it all. Its weak spot is 
price: $28,276 for our test system. 

The company that has made a decent 
living challenging Compaq has now 

introduced its rival to the Systempro. 
The EISA-based Dell 433SE packs a 486 
microprocessor running at 33 MHz and 
the newly released Dell Drive Array 
(DDA). The system shipped to BYTE 
(with 16 MB of memory, four 200-MB 
IDE hard drives, and an optional tape 
drive) sells for $12,998, a bargain in this 
market. 

The system was obviously designed 
with expandability in mind. Two serial 
ports, a parallel port, a PS/2 mouse port, 
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and a VGA controller (with I MB of 
video memory) are supported on the sys
tem board, leaving plenty of empty ex
pansion slots for other purposes. The two 
DDA controllers occupied a couple of 
EISA slots on our system, but six slots 
were left free. Six of the eight slots sup
port bus-mastering cards. The system 
also stocks I I drive bays. Our system 
filled six of these: four with the DDA and 
two with a floppy drive and a tape drive. 

The 433SE can hold plenty of mem
ory: up to 128 MB. The eight SIMM 
slots accept I-, 2-,4-, 8-, or 16-MB mod
ules. You can also upgrade the processor 
itself by replacing the proprietary daugh
terboard on which it resides. And you 
can upgrade the BIOS from floppy disk, 
thanks to its flash ROM design. A 128
KB external cache expands the 8-KB 
built-in cache of the 486. 

The DDA provides a nice mix of fea
tures for compatibility, performance, 
and data redundancy. The controller is 
an Intel 960 RISC processor running at 
16 MHz. The standard 256 KB of static 
RAM (SRAM) on the controller delivers 
an adequate disk cache and a queue for 
data requests. The DDA provides a cou
ple of standard emulations to ensure soft
ware compatibility. It can emulate the 
task-file register interface of an ST506 
controller for standard DOS appl ica
tions. This interface provides a compati
bility hook but does not take advantage of 
bus mastering. 

For bus mastering, the DDA offers an 
Adaptec 1540 SCSI emulation. Many op
erating systems, including most Unix
based systems, NetWare, and OS/2, al
ready have Adaptec 1540 drivers avail
able. The Adaptec interface supports bus 
mastering, concurrency, and request 
queuing. The DDA can control up to I0 
200-MB drives or four 650-MB drives. 

You can set up the entire disk array as a 
single volume directly from the EISA 
configuration disk. However, the array 
runs faster under NetWare when you 
configure it as four independent drives. 
Evidently, the striping is more efficient 
when it is handled by NetWare than when 
it is handled by Dell's driver. The drive 
array supports striping or simultaneous 
seeks. In a multiuser environment, si
multaneous seeks allow you to let you ac
cess different data from different disks at 
the same time. In addition, you can set up 
a parity drive so that lost data can be re
stored on the fly. 

The 433SE performed well under Net
Ware, but we were unable to run our suite 
of Unix tests. Dell's System V release 
4 implementation of Unix does not yet 
support any 32-bit EISA LAN adapters. 

Since all the other systems used the My
lex 32-bit EISA card, we thought it would 
be unfair to test the 433SE with a slower 
network interface. 

El 
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T angent has added a formidable com
petitor to the file-server market with 

its 486-based Multi-Server. The proces
sor runs at 33 MHz and takes advantage 
of a standard 256-KB SRAM cache. Al
though the Multi-Server can use only a 
single CPU, it addresses the 1/0 bottle
neck issue elegantly with the powerful 
combination of EISA bus mastering and a 
SCSI-2 interface. The unit we received 
carried 16 MB of memory, four 165-MB 
SCSI drives, two SCSI controllers, and a 
price tag of $14,500. 

In the Multi-Server's tower design, 
the port connections run across the top of 
the unit, and the case swings open for 
handy access to the internal components. 
Three expansion slots are filled by the 
SCSI adapters and the standard mono
chrome video adapter, leaving four EISA 
slots and one ISA slot open. The mono
chrome adapter includes a parallel port. 
There's plenty of room for drive expan
sion. Even though our unit was stuffed 
with four hard and two floppy drives, 
four drive bays were still available. 

The Multi-Server supports up to 64 
MB of system memory. There are 16 
SIMM slots, but you must load them four 
at a time. All this hardware is juiced by 



Revolutionary Turn-Key LAN Solutions With "Connect And Compute" Convenience 

After months of research and development, 
Northgate is unveiling its revolutionary 
OmniLANN packages - an easy, cost-effective 
way to bring the efficiencies of LAN service 
to your business. 

Through a skillful blend of engineering and 
strategic partnerships with Novell" and HlM~ 
Northgate has brought a new level of service 
to corporate computer buyers. Northgate can now 
deliver everything you need in a high-performance 
LAN solution: hardware, networking software 
and factory-direct service and support. 

And that's just the beginning. Our engineers 
designed these networks so they're ready to 
run right out of the cartons. All you need to do 
is unpack, connect the color-coded cabling 
and tum it on. There's no need to install 
networking cards or software - it's all been 
taken care of for you. 

Once yourOmniLAN system is up and 
running, Northgate keeps itoperatingat peak 
performance with a comprehensive package 
of factory-direct service and support. Services 
include technical support 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week Our. skilled technicians are 
backed by Certified NetWare" Engineers, and 
the call is on us. You also receive free non
diagnostic on-site hardware service from 
NCR® for one year. 

In addition, Northgate backs every system 
with a one year parts and labor warranty and 
overnight shipment of replacement parts at 
our expense. Customized service and support 
packages - including extended warranty 
coverage - are also available. 

A Wealth Of Options To Meet Your 
Information Management Needs. 

Northgate offers a variety ofOmniLAN pack
ages, which gives us the flexibility of tailoring 
a solution to meet your applications. Here's 
how to select the OmniLAN system that's right 
for you. 

Choose From Three File Servers: 

• Elegance'" SP 386/33 

• Elegance SP 486 '"/33 

• Elegance 486/33 MHz EISA 

• Each includes 	16MB RAM, 300MB SCSI hard 
drive and controller, monochrome monitor 
and network interface card 

Then Select From Four Topologies: 

• ARCNET 

• ETHERNET Thin Net 

• ETHERNETlOBASE-T 

• Northgate Local Area Wireless Network 

Finish \'vi t One Of Two Networking 
Software Environments: 

• Novell Net Ware 386 3.11 

• Novell Net Ware 286 2.2 

All Options Include Four 386SX'"
Based Workstations. 

No matter which file server, topology and 
software environment is right for you, these 

LAN packages come with 4 workstations 
featuring 

• Intel" 386SX/20 MHz processor 

• 52MB hard drive 

• VGA card 

• Network interface card 

• 14" color monitor 

• 0 m11 i ef\j' fleyboard 

Northgate Will Custom-Design 
Your LAN. 

The information above describes just a few 
of the hundreds of network solutions available 
from Northgate. If you don't see the one you 
need, one of our LAN experts will be happy to 
custom-design one to meet your most exact
ing demands. 

Call for latest p1icing and complete 
rnstom configumtion info1111ation. 

800-345-8709 
Ne tic.-c lot he \-\caring Impaired: Northgatc has TDD c::ipability.. 
Dial 800-535-0602. 

7075 Firing Cloud Dn\'c, Eden Prainc, MN 553-H 
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BYTE'sLAN Benchmarks 


W
hen we embarked on this Solu
tions Focus, we knew we'd 
need a new set of benchmarks 
to help us through, and we 

commissioned the considerable talents 
of BYfE columnist and network expert 
Barry Nance. Barry set out to build net
work benchmarks that we could use for 
testing the file servers in this review and 
that we could call on to facilitate our 
testing of networks and network compo
nents in the future. 

The goal of the LAN benchmarks is 
to create tests that can isolate the perfor
mance of the various components of a 
network. Although we use them this 
month to gauge the performance of file 
servers, it's likely that we 'II use these 
tests in the future to measure network 
interface cards, bridges and routers, 
and other network hardware. 

BYTE 's LAN benchmarks were first 
written for NetWare 386 and rapidly 
ported to SCO Unix by the BYTE Lab. 
The NetWare 386 version consists of 
two programs: a server NetWare load
able module and one or more client pro
grams. Barry built the server NLM 
using Novell's NetWare NLM develop
ment system, a complete and profession
al development environment wrapped 
around Watcom's C386 compiler. 

The server NLM acts as a focal point, 
while the client programs, executing on 
network workstations, simulate multi
ple users passing requests to the server. 
You can control the entire process from 
one of the workstations; the program is 
written so that the first client program 
to be executed anywhere on the network 
becomes a kind of master console. All 
the other clients become slaves that per
form whatever tasks the control console 
commands. 

The control console provides a con
tinuously updated display of activity 
as the slaves report in. Quantities dis
played include number of iterations; 
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high, low, and average time for each it
eration; and average throughputs. These 
quantities are displayed for each work
station. You also have the option of gen
erating a permanent record of the test by 
sending the results to a printer or a file. 

Our benchmarks are wrapped inside 
an interface built with the Mewel li
brary from Magma Software Systems. 
Mewel gives the benchmarks a charac
ter-based GUI that maps directly to a 
Windows 3.0 model; this meant consid
erable time saved in coding the inter
face. 

NetWare to Unix 
The Unix version of the benchmarks 
was designed to be as similar to its Net
Ware cousin as possible. Of course, 
where the NetWare benchmarks use 
!PX protocol as the means of communi
cation, the Unix version uses TCP/IP. 
Also, there is no equivalent to the NLM 
in the Unix world, so the server task is 
simply an independent process that runs 
on the server. Client tasks are processes 
running on workstations connected to 
the Unix network. Unlike our NetWare 
test, which has a single NLM program 
communicating with all the clients, the 
Unix benchmark server forks a separate 
task for each client. 

In this iteration of our benchmarks, 
the client stations were running FTP 
Software's PC/TCP. PC/TCP provides 
TCP/IP access from a DOS machine. 
This allowed us to simply install DOS 
on all our workstations and run either 
the NetWare or the Unix benchmarks 
without having to switch the machines 
from one operating system to the other. 
We ported the entire benchmark from 
PC/TCP under DOS to SCO Unix with
out any code changes. 

Although the basic internals of the 
benchmarks are the same for NetWare 
and Unix, differences in these operating 
systems necessarily affect the code. 

One major difference is that NetWare 
386 is a cooperative multitasking sys
tem, while Unix is preemptive. The 
server NLM must regularly return con
trol to NetWare so that other tasks run
ning on the server machine are given 
CPU time. The Unix server needn't 
worry about this. 

Basic Measurements 
The LAN benchmarks al low you to run 
two basic tests: message passing and file 
110. Tests can be mixed and matched 
according to the type of load you want to 
place on your network. Changing the 
numberofclient workstations is the pri
mary method for increasing or decreas
ing network load. You can have up to 
100 users on the network under test. 

In the message-passing test. one or 
more of the slave stations transmits !PX 
data packets to the server NLM . The 
server responds with an acknowledg
ment packet. The benchmark times this 
transaction repeatedly to yield an over
all throughput number. You can specify 
the number of packets transmitted per 
test iteration as well as the packet size. 

The message-passing tests can reveal 
the throughput of the physical network 
itself: its cables. interface cards. and 
bridges. For example. you may suspect 
that a network card on a specific work
station is unacceptably slow. You can 
run the message-passing test on that 
workstation and then swap the card out 
and run the test again to verify your 
hypothesis. 

In the file 110 tests. workstations 
open and read or write to several files 
on the server. You can specify the num
ber of files, the size of each chunk that 
is read or written, and whether the 1/0 
is sequential or random. The file 110 
tests read and write in a 3-to- I ratio. 
The ratio reflects the mix of read and 
write operations you'd expect from a 
typical application. 

an ample 450-watt power supply. We had The unit that we tested came with four The EISA configuration parameters 
a small complaint about the tower de drives and two adapters; each of them needed to install Unix were a bit tricky, 
sign: The power supply sits directly sporting an 80186 processor for in tell i but Tangent technical support guided us 
under the expansion slots, so you must be gent 1/0 control. Controllers support through the procedure without a hitch. If 
extra careful about dropping screws. disk mirroring for fault tolerance, and you plan to run Unix on the Multi-Serv

The Multi-Server can accommodate data striping for optimum performance. er, keep in mind that the booted drive 
two or four SCSI host adapters, poten The SCSl-2 interface also enhances per cannot be striped. So, if you have four 
tially supporting up to 28 hard drives. formance. drives in your array, only three of them 
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If you specify sequential access, the 
'MJrkstation simply opens each file and 
reads and writes its way from beginning 
to end. Specifying random 1/0 causes 
the workstation to seek to a randomly 
selected offset in each file before read
ing or writing. The benchmark chooses 
the offsets from a repeatable, pseudo
random sequence. Thus, as you test dif
ferent systems, each is exercised with 
the same sequence of offsets. 

Workstations under NetWare create , 
read . and write files directly on the 
server. Under Unix, each client com
municates with a server fork that reads 
and writes files on behalf of its client. 

Other Tests 
Beyond the message-passing and file
access meat of the LAN benchmarks 
are other features that help to isolate the 
performance of specific network com
ponents. You can request that the server 
NLM perform file 110 locally. Running 
this test can give you an idea of the 
server's disk 110 throughput indepen
dent of network activity. Running this 
test while workstations are active with 
other benchmark tests can reveal how 
the server's disk 110 affects network 
performance. 

You can also execute a server CPU 
test from one of the workstations. This 
test consumes server CPU cycles using 
a tight loop wrapped around some arith
metic operations. If you suspect that 
bottlenecks on your server are due to an 
overtaxed CPU, you can run a series of 
file 1/0 tests with and without CPU load 
to isolate the fault. 

The LAN benchmarks are available 
in source code or executable form 
through BIX or directly from BYTE 
(see page 5 for details). We encourage 
you to use the LAN benchmarks to test 
your own networks , and we welcome 
any suggestions or recommendations 
for improving these tests. 

Raymond GA COte is a testing editor for 
the BYTE Lab. Rick Grehan is technical 
director of the BYTE Lab. They can be 
contacted on BIX as "rgacote" and 
"rick_g, "respectively. 

will be available for striping, unless you 
boot from a floppy drive. 

The Multi-Server excelled under 
Unix. We had to configure a floppy disk 
as the boot device, but the software auto
mated the process. Tangent's driver im
plementation under Unix is well done. 
The striping did its job, resulting in ex

cellent file 1/0 performance. With Net
Ware handling the striping chores, the 
numbers were not quite as good, but the 
Multi-Server should have no problem 
meeting the demands of any large net
work. And Tangent is now shipping a 
burst-mode drive controller, which 
should deliver even greater performance. 

T he PowerFrame is a single- or dual
processor machine. The processor 

boards plug into PowerBus slots, special 
connectors on the motherboard that hook 
the processors to a high-speed internal 
bus. Tricord Systems supplies half
length or full-length processor boards. 
The half-length version supports a 25
MHz 486 and no additional cache mem
ory beyond the 8 KB of cache on the 486 
itself. However, the full -length version 
carries 256 KB of second-level cache 
memory. The full-length processor 
board also comes in a 33-MHz version. 
Our test system had a single 33-MHz pro
cessor with the additional 256-KB cache 
memory and I .54 gigabytes of disk stor
age. It's priced at a stiff $37,990. 

Inside the PowerFrame, you'll also 
find a standard EISA bus that can accept 
up to seven EISA or ISA cards. Near the 
top of the case on the motherboard is a 
lone 8-bit XT bus connector. In the sys
tem we tested, the 8-bit connector held a 
Paradise VGA card. 

The high-speed internal bus is Tri
cord 's proprietary 132-MBps PowerBus. 

The PowerBus joins the host processors, 
memory, and the drive controllers-the 
IIOPs (intelligent 1/0 processors) . 

Tricord's IIOP is a hot-rodded dual
SCSI drive controller. Each IIOP carries 
its own 386 running at 12 .5 MHz that 
manages two independent SCSI chan
nels, one of which can be configured as 
SCSl-2. Devoted to each channel is a 
VLSI SCSI controller. All this horse
power yields a throughput rate of 12 .5 
MBps via the IIOP. Each IIOP communi
cates with the host 486 processor through 
a 4-KB bank of dual-ported memory. 
This "110 request queue" sits high in the 
address space, just 33 MB under the 4
gigabyte address ceiling. 

The 386 processor on an IIOP does 
more than simply manage parallel trans
fers along the SCSI buses. Write requests 
to an IIOP are queued and sorted so that 
they can be performed in elevator fash
ion, thus reducing drive head movement. 
Additionally, each IIOP can be pro
grammed to perform scatter/gather 1/0, 
a mechanism often used in demand-pag
ing virtual memory systems (e.g., Unix) 
where disk data is transferred to or from 
disjoint memory locations. SCO Unix 
supports scatter/gather for the IIOP. 

You can run the PowerFrame with one 
or two IIOP boards installed. The system 
we tested was fully loaded with two IIOP 
controllers, each connected to a pair of 
385-MB Fujitsu hard drives. Since each 
drive was on its own independent SCSI 
channel, the PowerFrame could service 
four read/write requests simultaneously. 
Ironically, the IIOP does not provide 
striping directly; Tricord preferred to 
leave that to the operating system. Tri
cord is beta-testing the software to sup
port this feature, and it may be available 
by the time you read this. 

The PowerFrame raced through our 
NetWare tests, easily besting the other 
four systems. NetWare handled the disk 
striping, as it did when we tested Dell's 
433SE. However, we should note that the 
IIOP design does not support data guard
ing, so you'll buy the additional perfor
mance at some cost in data security. 

The IIOP drivers for SCO Unix came 
as part of the SCO Unix package bundled 
by Tricord, so Unix configuration was 
relatively uncomplicated. However, Jack 
of software support for striping or scat
ter/gather led to disappointingly medio
cre results under SCO Unix. 

Top Servers 
Maybe you're a power-hungry network 
manager with a serious throughput prob
lem and you've decided that controller 
duplexing and parallel drive transfers 
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FILE SERVERS 


can improve that throughput. Or maybe 
you have a few jitters about what might 
happen if your server's disk system takes 
a nosedive, and you've decided that con
troller duplexing with mirroring can pro
vide the kind of safety net that will let 
you sleep at night. The same system that 
is a hot rod for one installation can, with 
a little software black magic, become a 
fault-tolerant workhorse in another. 

If you' re on a large Novell network and 
you want fast response at any cost, then a 

Tricord PowerFrame is unquestionably 
your best choice. Its IIOP architecture 
de! ivcrs dramatic disk performance, and 
the system is otherwise fast and well 
supported. 

If you' re on a smaller network and 
don't have quite the appetite for speed or 
quite the purse that the PowerFrame 's 
price tag demands, Dell's 433SE is an 
excel lent alternative. The system turned 
in solid benchmark results, and it sup
ports several levels of performance and 

reliability optimization. 
For a Unix network, we'd choose Tan

gent's Multi-Server for overall perfor
mance and price, but with a few reserva
tions. Specifically, our tests exercised 
the machines as file servers. More pro
cessing-oriented Unix applications will 
likely fare better on one ofthe multipro
cessor machines running MPX. As al
ways, the applications that you run at 
your insta! lation are your best bench
marks.• 

Iryouneed adehuggerhut have no roo11lef1 in the lower6 4 (f )Klur3 8 6 ' 

or 4 8 ISyl·h~n. Perbcopenow In' a new SOl''l\'/,\RE-ONI.\' solution for you
Periscope/EM. · 

• 	 Periscope/EMlakes advantageof theextended memoryyoualreadyhave, 

rather than usinganymemo!)' in thelower6 4 0 K . 
• 	 No runaway program can corrupt Periscope/EM because it's write-protected. 
• 	 You don' t have lo use a slot since there's no I x1:loinl;tall. 
• 	 Youcan add :u1 optional hrcak-out switch to rcmver frm1 crashes. 
• 	 Peri,cope/EM costs only S 2 ll alf tlie cost of Periscope Model I, with most 

of the same functionality. 

Periscope/EM requires3 8 6 ~ot!OffieMl'lX'". ve 1~ion 5 I. ct later; a 3 806 

4 8s)6temwith ahout 3 0 llfdl;tended memrny; 3 209'11emorybetween 6 4 0 K 

and one megabyte; DUS3 .ortk11er. 


New Debugging Tools 

"I needed a means lo debug 


inlerrupt lxnul/ers wbere I 

coufdreallJ' see wbat was 

going on. The lxirdware lmce 

bufferisgreal. I was abte lo 

debug code in (Jays !bat I 

bave been llJ•ing lo debug for 

montbs!" 

... \\Tiles Peg Ses1rid1will1 Prime Computer, 

on why she chose Periscope Model IV. 

[ youneedmore than your current sof~vare-hased debuggergives you, Periscope 
Model IV, with these advanced NEW features, mayhe just what you'relooking for: 

• 	 Supports 386 and 4 8 ~stems running up to3 3 M11id1il6 ICE-like 

capabilities. 


• 	 Real-tflne lmrdware trace huffer hold.sup lo I 6 UllUevenls. 

• 	 Enhanced analysis anddisplay of trace buffer makes you moreproductive. 
• 	 Periscope/EM funclionality, huilt-in at no extracost, saves youmoney. 

Just call toll-free aoon22·7006 
for details or to order. 

Rick Crehan is technical director of the 
BYTE Lab. He has a B. S. in physics and 
applied mathematics and an M.S. in 
mathematics/compllfer science. Stanfo1d 
Diehl is a testing editor for the BYTE 
Lab. You can reach them on BlX as 
"rick_g "and "sdiehl , "respectively. 
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UTILITIES 


They manage files 	 arl Weaver was the win
ningest baseball manager 

and disks, they customize of his time because he 
workspaces, they take knew how to use utilityE

players. If the Orioles needed a 
the drudgery out of long fly ball to bring a runner 

home from third, Weaver knew maintenance: Praise be 
which man to send to the plate. 

utility programs! On the bench, he always had a 
collection of specialists: a guy 
who could hit line drives to 

STAN WSZOLA, right, an expert at bunting, and a 
TOM THOMPSON, player who excelled at late
AND D. BARKER inning defense. Like Weaver, 

personal computer users have a 
roster of specialists they can call 

on to handle the mundane but critical chores of managing files and the 
space where they live: utility packages. 

Over the years, as operating systems have acquired a more extensive 
array of features---even old MS-DOS now has a shell and a tool for 
undeleting files-utilities also have become more capable. Venerable 
packages such as Central Point Software's PC Tools have kept up with 
the times largely by periodically expanding their repertoire of functions. 
Many newer packages, on the other hand, have stretched the traditional 
meaning of utility programs to include products that off er a customiz
able work environment. And with the popularization of windows, mice, 
and icons, utility packages have changed their look and feel, too. 

Our roundup of utility packages reflects this diversity of approaches. 
For DOS utilities, we look at three mainstays of the genre, Norton Util
ities 6.01, PC Tools 7.1, and XTree Gold 2.5. We also look at Mace 
Utilities and at two DOS shell programs, Wonder Plus 3.51 and Win
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dowDOS 3. Our choices for Win
dows 3.0 utilities include The Nor
ton Desktop for Windows; hDC 
Computer Corp.'s collection of pro
grams, Power Launcher, FileApps, 
and FirstApps; Metz Software's File 
F/X, a DOS-like replacement for 
Windows' File Manager; and Win
Tools, a Mac-like replacement for 
the Program Manager. In the Mac
intosh arena, we examine one pack
age for the technically adept, 
Symantec Utilities for the Macin
tosh (SUM) II and another package, 
The Norton Utilities 1.1 for the 
Macintosh (NUM), for those less 
technically inclined. 

Using these packages reminds us 
of playing with a set of nested dolls: 
You remove the top of one doll and 
find another inside; remove that 
doll's top and find yet another doll. 
In fact, these utility packages for 
DOS, Windows, and the Macintosh 
are so rich in features that you just 
might have to read the manuals to 
uncover them all. (To view the 
packages' most important capabili
ties, see the tables "Disk Managers: 
A Comparison of Tools" and "GUI 
File Managers: Main Features.") 



In A 
Supporting Role 
DOS UTILITIES 
When DOS users look to the bench for 
help wi th file and disk management, they 
can choose from a variety of utility play
ers. Some are comprehensive packages 
that handle everything from file opera
tions to rescue operations; others offer a 
more modest collection of basic tools. 
With all the time and effort locked up in 
the files on your storage platter, you 
can't afford to be wi thout at least one of 
these DOS toolkits. 

THE NORTON 

UTILITIES 6.01 

Besides making a poster boy of Peter 
Norton, The Norton Utilities has made 
DOS a more comfortable environment 
from which to manipulate files and 

manage a hard disk . Version 6.01 fol
lows in the footsteps of previous edi
tions, offering fine-tuned versions of 
many old standbys from Norton 5.0. 
One welcome change is that Norton's 
utility programs no w can run safely 
under DOS 5.0 's new task switcher. 
Norton 6.01 also contains several new 
utilities and significant upgrades of a 
few old ones, plus a replacement for 
COMMAND.COM called NDOS (an 
adaptation of JP Software's 4DOS). 
NDOS includes such features as com
mand recall, command aliasing, and a 
me ans of associating file extensions 
with applications so that the command 
processor executes the appropriate 
application when you enter a filename 
wi th a related extension. 

NDOS can save 20 KB to 30 KB of 
memory if used in place of the COM
MAND.COM that comes with DOS 4.x 
and earlier, but it doesn't use less memo
ry than DOS 5.0 's COMMAND.COM. 
(It does, however, provide the capabili
ties of DOS 5.0's DOSKEY utility.) All 
told, you'I lneed about 2.5 MB of hard 
disk space to install the full Norton pack
age. The program files are installed in a 
proprietary compressed format that 
slows loading but saves disk space; you 
can expand one or more programs to 
improve loading speed. 

The Norton Utilities may have changed 
hands (it now is marketed and supported 
by Symantec Corp.), but it still is the 

• 	WHAT THESE UTILITY 
PROGRAMS DO 
Utilities handle the essential 
tasks of managing megabytes 
of files and the hard disks 
where they live. Their 
capabilities range from simple 
backups to disk doctoring and 
from basic file operations to 
automated file launching. A 
new breed of utilities aims to 
extend the graphical file 
management functions of 
Windows and the Macintosh. 

•WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
You've got hundreds, thousands 
of files, and you've got to keep 
track of them. You've got a 
hard disk you rely on . Utilities 
make ii easier to keep your 
electronic office organized and 
protected, while letting you 
customize your system to match 
your work habits. 

•WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
Some utility packages might 
not work the way you do. 
A tool that is loo arcane or 
requires too much learning 
lime is less likely to be used. 
Under Windows on anything 
less than a 386, some of these 
packages make routine 
operations iust too slow. 

• 	RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Norton Utilities and The 
Norton Desktop for Windows 
are sure bets for most users 
looking for tools to enhance 
their systems. On the Mac, the 
Now Utilities provides a whole 
set of useful tricks. But our 
bottom-line advice is to decide 
which functions you'll use the 
most, then find the program that 
handles them best. Get a demo. 
The usefulness of any tool 
depends on how it feels 
to you . 
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package of choice for file recovery, and 
its disk and sector editor is second to 
none in power and flexibility. You can 
access a disk's diagnostic cylinder and 
split the screen, working in two sectors at 
the same time. When you edit a partition 
table, the program will do the necessary 
calculations for you, and a new memory
display option lets you copy conventional 
memory blocks to a file or sector. The 
improved Disk Editor also includes the 
ability to print the information being dis
played, a great help when you're editing a 
corrupted disk. Equally important, the 
Disk Editor starts out working in a read
only mode to prevent you from acciden
tally corrupting data. 

Norton's Image program saves FAT 
and directory data for later use in 
undeleting files, placing the data in a 
hidden TRASHCAN subdirectory on the 
disk. You can specify which drives to 
protect and how long to save deleted 
files. Image is faster than PC Tools' 
Mirror (Microsoft includes a version of 
the latter program in DOS 5.0). If you 
prefer, Norton can use Mirror ' s data 
instead of Image's. 

The package also includes Filefix, a 
specialized data-recovery tool that diag
noses and repairs damage to dBase, 
Lotus 1-2-3 (versions I A and 2), and 
Symphony files. The procedures for 
recovering data from a damaged file are 
highly automated; if problems crop up 
during this or any other procedure, con
text-sensitive help is available. Typing a 
command and pressing Fl pops up a 
window with a description of the select
ed command. Pressing Fl at a blank line 
brings up an index of all DOS and 
NDOS commands. The help screens are 
not well arranged, however, and the help 
screen for the "memory dump" feature 
of the Disk Editor simply reads, "This 
dumps memory." 

As a concession to Windows users, 
Symantec includes a complete set of 
icons for use with The Norton Utilities' 
component programs. You must install 
these icons manually, however, because 
Windows' Setup Applications function 
does not recognize them. 

The Norton Utilities 6.01 offers power
ful features and fills many of the gaps 
that remain in DOS 5.0. Most of the pre
sent improvements are evolutionary: The 
utilities still retain the same look and feel 
of those in Version 5.0, but almost all 
have new options. Performance-among 
the best of DOS utility packages-and 
the program's ease of learning are key 
reasons why The Norton Utilities 6.01 is 
a must-have for any computer user whose 
system runs DOS. 
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PC TOOLS 7.1 
Central Point Software bills PC Tools as 
the utility package that can do it all. The 
latest version has programs for everything 
from running a DOS shell to conducting a 
remote-control communications session. 
PC Tools runs as a stand-alone DOS pack
age, but it also works well with Windows 
3.0. It can create its own Windows work
group and has separate icons for each com
ponent in the group. 

The installation process is easier than it 
used to be; on-screen prompts tell you 
what you need to know and are simple to 
follow. You may install all or part of the 
package. A full installation requires 7.5 
MB of hard disk space, even though much 
of the package is compressed with the bun
dled PKLite utility. 

The package comprises seven modules: 
PC Shell, a set of DOS utilities that func
tions as a shell; Desktop Manager, a note 
pad, outliner, calculator, terminal program, 
and calendar rolled into one; CP Backup, a 
backup-and-restore utility for hard disks; 
PC Secure, a file-security program; Com
press, a misnamed disk defragmenting pro
gram; Diskfix, a disk- and file-repair utility; 
and Commute, a remote-control communi
cations program and file transfer utility. 

CP Backup remains one of the most 
straightforward backup programs. You can 
easily set up the program by selecting 
drives and media types with the mouse and 
then identifying which drive you want to 
back up. The program accepts a variety of 
removable drive media (including tape 
drives and Bernoulli boxes) and lets you 
choose exactly which files and subdirecto
ries to back up. The package's optional 
compression feature lets you choose 
between doing a quick backup or conserv
ing valuable disk space. 

PC Tools' Mirror utility can be a life
saver. It makes a backup copy of the root 
directory and the file allocation table 
whenever it runs, storing two copies of the 
directory and FAT. If your directory is 
damaged, Mirror's companion program, 
Rebuild, can reconstruct the directory 

using the information that Mirror saved the 
last time you ran the program. Rebuild also 
can rebuild your partition table, boot sec
tor, and CMOS information. To protect 
yourself in the even! that any of these areas 
becomes unreadable, Central Point sug
gests that you follow standard installation 
procedures for putting Mirror in your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file so that it executes 
every time you boot up. 

Compress, the PC Tools disk-optimiza
tion utility, is simpler than previous ver
sions of the program. It looks and works 
like many other optimizers, displaying a 
series of colored blocks to graphically rep
resent how files are distributed on the 
selected disk. 
The newest addition to the package, Com

mute, lets you connect two computers using 
modems and a telephone line, a null 
modem cable, or a network. You must con
figure Commute on both machines, select
ing the same connection method and desig
nating one system as the master and the 
other as the remote machine. If you select a 
network connection, you can use your net
work login names; otherwise, you specify 
the COM port used and the type of modem. 
The Commute connection then becomes 
transparent, and the controlling computer 
can send or receive files, run programs, or 
perform software maintenance on the 
remote computer. Security features let you 
restrict access to the controlling or remote 
computer. Commute cannot transmit itself 
to a remote computer as LapLink Pro does, 
but it is a handy utility. 

Despite its plethora of features, PC Tools 
is easy to use, and like The Norton Utili
ties, it works well under Windows 3.0. The 
package has too many manuals and lacks a 
central index, but the program's hypertext
like on-screen help file largely offsets this 
shortcoming. At only $179, PC Tools is 
one of the great bargains in PC software. 

WINDOWDOS 3 
As its name suggests, WindowDOS is a 
memory-resident shell that gives you a 
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Disk Managers: ACompariSon 

Finding the right file and disk manageme/lf program begins with analyzing your needs and comparing them against 
the features provided by the major products on the market. This table provides a good starting poillf for your search. 

Product The Norton PC Tools 7.1 WindowDOS3 Wonder Plus 3.51 Moce Utilities 
Utilities 6.01 1990.1 

Compony Symontec Corp. Centro! Point Software WindowDOS Assoc. Bourbaki, Inc. Fifth Generation System: 
Price $179 $179 $69.95 $95 $149 

Features 
Bock up/restore disk 0 • 0 0 0 

Caching • • 0 0 • 
Change disk directory 0 

Change file attributes 0 

Change file's date/time • • 0 0 0 

Compress files 0 0 0 0 .. 'i 0 


Copy sector/FAT/boot file 0 0 0 


Delayed file erase 0 0 0 0
• 
Disk test 0 0 


Display directory 


Display disk information 0 

Display file information 0 


Display file size 0 

Display system information 


Display volume label ; 0 0
• • - • ·~ 
Encrypt/decrypt file 0 0 0 0• 
Find file · • • • • -," . • "!' 

Format hard disk 0 0 


Format recovery 0 0 


Nelwork compatibilily 0 0 

Park heads 0 0 0 


File lacking 0 0 

Quick undelete 0 0 0 0
• 
Safe format 0 0 


Sector editor 0 0 


Search for text 0 

Sort directory 


Undelete file 0 0
• • •
" Unlragment disk 0 0• ·• • 

Virus detection 0 0 0 0• 
Virus vaccine 0 0 0 


Windows compatibility 


Wipe disk 0 0 0 0 

Wipe file 0 0 


window on DOS. It lets you create, copy, Used as a TSR under DOS, it pops up files on the program disk into a WD3 
find, delete, and manipulate individual within another application, but we subdirectory. You can configure the pro
files or groups of files; you also can use couldn't get it to work as a TSR under gram from a menu; selections include 
it to format floppy disks and set your Windows. As a stand-alone program defining the hot key that invokes the 
system's real-time clock. under Windows, it works just as any TSR version, establishing a password for 

You may run WindowDOS as a TSR other standard DOS application does. file protection, defining the directory 
program or as a stand-alone application. Installation involves copying all the commands that control how files are dis
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of Tools 

0 = Ni •=Yes N/A= No !Applicable 

XTree Gold 2 . S The Norton Desktop The Norton Utilities Symontec Utilities for 
for Windows 1. 1 for the Macintosh the Macintosh II 2 J 

XTree Co. Symantec Corp. Symantec Corp. Symantec Corp. 
$149 $149 $149.95 $149.95 

0 • 0 • 
0 0 0 0 
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•
•
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0 

0 
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•
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played, selecting file or tree displays, so you must type in commands. 
choosing screen colors, sending control Although you can use the package with 
codes to the printer, and setting up the DOS 3.x and higher, it seems rather 
built-in text editor. superfluous to use it with DOS 5.0, 

WindowDOS is more limited than the since the latter's built-in DOSSHELL 
other programs in this category. It can system already performs many of the 
not recover data; nor can it use a mouse, same functions. 

MACE UTILITIES 1990.1 
Fifth Generation System's Mace Utilities 
is a no-frills package that concentrates on 
data recovery. The program opens with an 
easy-to-use menu bar that I ists several 
submenus: Info/Edit, Performance, For
mat, Solutions, and Protection. The bar 
also includes an option called DOS, which 
acts as a shell for IO DOS commands. 

The Info/Edit submenu contains a utility 
called File Find for locating files , options 
for checking system statistics and moni
toring hard disk fragmentation, and a sec
tor editor named Muse. The latter lets you 
examine your hard disk in detail and is 
much more powerful than those in PC 
Tools and The Norton Utilities . 

The Performance submenu lets you sort 
and move files, eliminate deleted directo
ry entries, and unfragment your hard 
disk. Format's options are handy when 
you have to recover from mistakenly 
reformatting a floppy disk or hard disk. 
The Solutions option can perform more 
involved damage control, but it also can 
be dangerous in the wrong hands because 
you can easily make unintention a l 
changes to your FAT or directory. Fortu
nately, Mace's installation program gives 
you the option of requiring a password 
before allowing anyone to use Muse. 

Mace's Protection module offers two 
antivirus programs, a drive-parking rou
tine, a file wiping function for completely 
erasing files, and .an insurance function 
called RXBAK, which is similar to DOS 
5.0's MIRROR command. RXBAK cre
ates a backup of the boot sector and FAT, 
and can recover a deleted file, test a flop
py or hard disk, and repair a file or disk. 
Two utilities, Textfix and Dbfix, let you 
restore damaged text and dBase files . The 
Remedy diagnostic utility can examine a 
disk drive and automatically relocate to 
safe sectors data stored in disk sectors 
that the program suspects are damaged. 
The option called Recovery System can 
examine and automatically repair the 
FAT, directories, boot records, and parti
tion tables. As with Muse, you have the 
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option of bailing out of a repair if you 
think the program will cause more trouble 
than it fixes. Recovery System can 
restore files that Norton's Disk Doctor 
can't handle. 

You can run the individual utilities in 
this package from the DOS command 
line or from the Mace menu, but you'll 
have to use the keyboard. The menu 
interface does not support a mouse. And 
because the programs are not optimized 
for Windows, you must run them as non
W indows applications. A full installation 
requires 1.7 MB of disk space. 

The Mace Utilities doesn't have the 
polish of The Norton Utilities nor the 
breadth of PC Tools. But Mace outshines 
both of them as a first-aid kit for data 
recovery. 

WONDER PLUS 3.51 
A DOS Shell program for hard disk man
agement and custom menu creation, 
Wonder Plus 3.51 includes over 60 com
mands for manipulating files, displaying 
directories, and launching programs. The 
installation program starts by scanning 
your hard disks to find the applications 
you use. (While it does a good job of 
this, it isn't perfect; Wonder mistook my 
Quattro spreadsheet subdirectory for a 
Quicken subdirectory.) Wonder searches 
everything, even network drives. Fortu
nately, the next procedure lets you select 
which applications you want to include 
in your applications menu. Wonder dis
plays the path and filename of each exe
cutable file and prompts you to accept or 
reject the application. 

The initial program screen lists the files 
in the cu1Tent directory of the default hard 
drive, the amount of space in use and the 
amount of space free on the chosen hard 
drive, the number of files and subdirecto
ries, and a summary of memory in use 
and free in the conventional, EMS, and 
extended memory areas. But that is only 
the beginning. The program features a 
wide variety of what the manual refers to 
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as "faces." You can reconfigure the dis
play to show as many as I dlifferent 
combinations or ·trees, file directories, 
command prompts, and menus. 

Although the package lacks a data 
recovery utility of any sort, it docs have 
security features, password protection 
for menus, and a master password for 
the system. It's not as comprehensive a 
package as The Norton Utilities or PC 
Tools, but it is a good choice if you 
need a simple hard disk manager that is 
easily configured to work the way you 
want. Like the other DOS packages 
reviewed here, WindowDOS 3 can be 
run in Windows 3.0's DOS box. 

XTREE GOLD 2.5 
XTree Gold works as a DOS file manag
er, providing a tree display of your direc
tory structure on screen and making it 
easy to perform housekeeping activities 
such as moving, copying, and deleting 
files, searching for text in fi !es, and so 
on. Version 2.5's file manager is more 
capable than those of previous versions; 
new features include pull-down menus 
that replace the hot keys for displaying 
file and disk management functions. 

When you start the program, the initial 
screen shows a directory tree, a file list
ing for the highlighted directory, and 
windows showing the current file filter, 
space available on the logged drive, and 
other statistics about the current drive. 
From this screen, you can start any func
tion with the press of a key or a single 
mouse click. 

The program includes viewers for files 
created in over 30 applications; these 
viewers let you examine the contents of a 
file in its original fonnat. Important addi
tions this time around include viewers for 
WordPerfect, all versions of 1-2-3 up to 
release 3, WordStar, and Q&A. Another 
new feature is a facility that makes it easy 
to view, create, and decompress files that 
were compressed using the industry-stan
dard ZIP format. You can even convert 

files compressed with PK.ARC to ZIP 
format and vice versa. 

In the data recovery department, XTree 
Gold comes up short, limiting you to 
undeleting files using the Oops! com
mand. \Vhen DOS deletes a file, the first 
character in its name is deleted. To help 
you retrieve deleted files, XTree simply 
displays the filename with a question 
mark as the first character. But when you 
undelete a file, you have to type its entire 
name, even though all but one character 
of that name is displayed on screen. This 
is not as convenient as using The Norton 
Utilities' Undelete feature, an• you won't 
find a tool for recovering accidentally 
reformatted disks. Nor does XTree bundle 
a utility for testing disk sectors, even 
though a sector editor is included. 

During installation, you can elect to have 
XTree Gold scan your hard disk and build 
an application menu from its own list of 
more than 700 applications. The menu 
uses a superset of the DOS batch language 
and includes an integrated editor. Pull
down menu commands include Add , 
Move, Edit and Dele t e.) You can 
launch an application by just positioning a 
cursor on its name and clicking a mouse 
button. I fyour application requires certain 
environment variables or command-line 
parameters, you can write a batch file and 
install it in the menu. XTree isn't as well 
endowed as PC Tools or Norton Utilities, 
but it does provide all the tools you need 
for file and disk management. 

UTILITIES FOR WINDOWS 3.0 
Although Windows 3.0 has been the talk 
of the town, down in the streets some users 
have been calling for banishment of the 
dreaded File Manager. Next to mysterious 
"unrecoverable application errors," the 
File Manager has caused the most gnash
ing and wailing among Windows users. 
Third-party developers have responded 
with alternative programs that, for the 
most part, improve upon Windows' way 
of doing basic file and disk management. 

Performance issues are critical with most 
Windows utilities, however, and many of 
these packages, while handy, are sluggish 
on midrange machines. If you've got a 
system with zip, you'll do fine, but users 
with run-of-the-mill 386SXs and hard 
drives will soon tire of staring at Win
dows' little hourglass icon. In fact, during 
testing the disk chugging grew tedious on 
some machines we used. Unless you're 
determined to work only in Windows, 
you' I fire better doing certain of these 
programs' operations outside the graphi
cal environment. Norton's shell might not 
look that hot, but a good DOS utility can 
really cook with gas. 
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THE NORTON DESKTOP 
FOR WINDOWS 1.0 
Fancy younger cousin to the celebrated 
Norton Utilities, The Norton Desktop for 
Windows is a collection of 20 programs 
that make Windows 3.0 more versatile. 
The package features replacements for 
Windows' File Manager and Program 
Manager, file viewers and other disk 
management utilities, a screen saver, and 
an icon editor. The Norton Desktop com
bines the features of three DOS utility 
packages-The Norton Utilities, The 
Norton Commander, and The Norton 
Backup-and adds a few more. The pack
age is easy to install, but you 'II need to 
set aside 5.6 MB of hard disk space 
before you begin. 

One of Norton Desktop's greatest 
strengths is that the package makes it easi
er to manipulate files and launch programs 
within Windows. You can move icons 
from a drive window to the desktop for 
launching, and you 'II find equivalents of 
the Apple Macintosh's Trashcan icon and 
Wipe utility. Disaster-recovery utilities 
and a backup program and scheduler that 
operate in the background provide protec
tion should your cleanup efforts go too far. 

In The Norton Desktop, the essential 
data-recovery programs (an Unerase pro
gram for files and an Unformat program 
for disks) are called into action when 
you click on an icon. The Norton Disk 
Doctor for Windows can diagnose com
mon disk problems and recommend solu
tions. Its Emergency Disk lets you 
repair, unformat, or optimize disks and 
recover erased files, even when you're 
not running Windows. 

The Norton Desktop's File Manager 
displays a split window listing both a 
directory tree and its attendant files. The 
File Manager, although easy to use, takes 
longer to load and unload than the Win
dows desktop. You gain entry to the dis
play by clicking on a group of disk-drive 
icons listed down the left side of the 
screen. If you want to view a number of 

drives or directories, you simply open the 
appropriate File Manager windows. 

Double-clicking on any drive icon 
brings up the Drive Window display, 
which can include the Tree Pane directo
ry listing, File Pane file listing, and View 
Pane file-contents viewer. Pane sizes are 
adjustable; you may save pane sizes and 
their positions, using them as default set
tings. From the package's Drive Window, 
you can select files singly or in groups, 
and click and drag the chosen files to 
other function icons. Dragging a group of 
files to the printer icon, for example, pro
vides an efficient way of printing a group 
of files. You can delete files by dragging 
and dropping them onto the SmartErase 
icon, or copy or move files by dragging 
and dropping them into subdirectory fold
ers in the Tree Pane (or by dropping them 
onto the proper drive icon). Another 
shortcut lets you highlight a file and 
choose a command from the File menu. 
When you select the options for copying 
or moving a file, a dialog box appears, 
and you can type in the path you want or 
select it from a subdirectory tree. 

The Norton Viewer lets you quickly 
scan files from over 30 Windows and 
DOS applications, in their native formats. 
You simply drag the file icon to the 
Viewer icon or highlight a file and click 
the View button. Supported file formats 
include.popular spreadsheet, word proces
sor, database, and graphics files-among 
them Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, WordPerfect, 
Microsoft Word, Ami Pro, dBase, and 
PCX, BMP, GIF and TIFF graphics files. 

The Norton Desktop's built-in backup 
program includes many of the features 
found in the DOS version of The Norton 
Backup, including macros as well as 
incremental and differential backup capa
bilities. The program will keep track of 
how many incremental backups have been 
performed since the last full backup and 
perform backups according to a schedule 
that you establish. Because the software 
operates in the background, backups can 
be run without your supervision. 

The Desktop's Scheduler utility enables 
you to launch a program or display mes
sages one time or according to a sched
ule-hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. 
The Quick Access utility lets you create 
graphical menuing systems. If, for 
instance, you arrange program icons into 
related groups, you can start the group's 
application by clicking on its icon . 
Groups may be nested, and icons within 
the group can be dragged onto the desk
top for easier access. 

Rounding out the package are several 
minor functions: System Information dis
plays memory usage; Batch Builder pro

vides over l 00 Windows commands for 
creating batch files, dialog boxes, and 
menus to automate everyday tasks (the 
utility is based on the WinBatch share
ware program); an icon editor and icon 
library; SuperFind, a text- and file-search 
utility; a screen saver; a scientific calcula
tor; a file wiper; and Key Finder, a facili
ty that shows you all the characters in 
each of the fonts available to you in Win
dows and displays them with the ASCII 
codes and keystrokes needed to insert 
them into your files. 

The Desktop offers another layer of ver
satility, as well: You can customize its 
menus and keyboard shortcuts and add 
your own applications as menu items. The 
Configure module's main pull-down 
menu provides a broad range of user
selectable defaults, including password 
protection, preferences that control the 
appearance of the display, the options that 
require user confirmation before execut
ing, shortcut keys, drive-icon selection 
and positioning, and choices that affect 
several of the Desktop's utilities. 

The Norton Desktop for Windows 
improves the look and flexibility of Win
dows, especially where the File Manager, 
Task Manager, and user interface are con
cerned. If any utility package can be 
called fun to use, The Norton Desktop for 
Windows is it. 

_____.r-- -·········-i:q1.... 11., 

WINDOWS SUPPLEMENTS 
FROM HDC 
HOC Computer Corp. has built a busi
ness around trying to construct a better 
Windows program than Microsoft. The 
company sells a series of packages that 
themselves contain a series of utilities. 
hDC's latest addition to its collection of 
multifaceted packages is Power Launch
er, a companion to the Program Manag
er. Using hDC's own superset of Win
dows commands, scripting tools, menu 
maker, and macro recorder, you can con
trol your computing environment in 
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GUI File Managers 
Graphical f ile managers offer a varied set offeatures. The table below 
summarizes the principal capabilities of the graphical utilities reviewed here. 

Windows Utilities Windows Utilities Windows Utilities 
Product FileApps 

1.0 
File F/X 

1 0 B 
Power Launcher 

1.0 

Company hDC Computer Corp. Metz Software hDC Computer Corp. 

Price $129.95 $129.95 $99.95 

Features Windows File Manager alternative 
Disk vie wer 

File swapper 
Text searching 
Undeletes files 
File encryption 

Windows File Manager alternative 
Task switcher and applications launcher 

Text search ing 
Undeletes files 
Screen saver 

Provides system information 

Windows File Manager alternative 
Applicat ions launcher 

Enhanced Windows commends 
Task manager 
Menu builder 

Scripting language 

ways that are difficult or impossible to 
achieve in Windows. 

As its name suggests, Power Launcher 
is a utility package whose main purpose 
is launching other programs and files; 
you determine how, when, and where an 
application is started up and the size and 
location of its on-screen window. It takes 
a bit of effort to get the hang of configur
ing a launch sequence, especially if you 
want to start multiple applications and 
document files. The package's Com
mand Builder and macro recorder make 
this sort of customizing much easier than 
writing code, but even with all the pretty 
buttons and icons, the process doesn't 
always feel straightforward. 

Power Launcher has a set of tools for 
redesigning your Windows workspace to 
include cascading menus that list your 
most frequently used commands. You 
then can use these menus in your appli
cations, omitting options that you never 
use and putting the most important com
mands near the top of each menu. 

Power Launcher also includes Power
Apps, a function that lets you assign 
commands to the keyboard or mouse. 
These can be specific to an application or 
apply to all the programs you use. A 
module called Power Toolbox lets you 
assign commands to square buttons that 
can float anywhere on the screen. But 
beware: If you enjoy tinkering, you may 
find yourself spending hours changing 
the look of these buttons and icons. 

If you want more control over your PC, 
Power Launcher's ability to automate 
tasks and its customization capabilities 
makethe$99.95 program worth the price 
and the effort of scaling the steep learn
ing curve. Someone who needs to keep 
close tabs on financial transactions, for 
example, could set up Power Launcher to 
fire up an accounting program at a certain 
time of day, query a database or on-line 
information service, dump the data into a 
spreadsheet, and, if you really want to get 
tricky, zap the worksheet to a coworker's 
E-mail box. This is a slick package, but 
it ' s not for everyone. As its name indi
cates, Power Launcher is for power users. 

For more mundane operations, hDC 
offers FileApps, a collection of mostly 
handy disk and file tools that replace or 
enhance Windows' built-in utilities. The 
File Enhancer Plus program, for exam
ple, handles the basic Norton-type rou
tines such as copying, moving, deleting, 
and undeleting files; making directories; 
and changing file attributes without 
jumping back into File Manager. 

Looking for files is easy w ith File 
Search, which can ferret out documents 
and applications by searching for a partic
ular filename, file type, string of text, or 
date. You can feed it broad or focused 
sea rch criteria; once File Search finds 
what you 're looking for, it opens the file 
by launching the related application. File 
Search is nicely implemented, but if you 
have anything less than a fast 386,_be pre-

Macro recorder 
Virtual desktop 

Provides system information 

pared for some waiting. On our test 16 
MHz 386SX, for example, it took about 
50 seconds to find a file on a crowded 40 
MB hard disk; finding a file and launch
ing the related application took about a 
minute and a half. If you know approxi
mately where a file is hiding, you can 
improve performance by giving more 
detailed parameters, however. 

The package also includes File Secure, 
for encrypting and decrypting data, and 
Disk Share, a program (developed by 
Traveling Software) that lets PCs share 
and swap files. FileApps's neatest com
ponent probably is Disk Viewer, a utility 
that displays a series of "bar graphs" 
depicting the contents of each subdirec
tory on your hard drive , so that you 
know at a glance where to start your disk 
maintenance. Using a magnifying-glass 
icon, you can scroll up these bars and get 
information on each file, then open it or 
drag it to the Trashcan. 

HDC's older FirstApps is a less essen
tial collection: fun, but not something 
likely to boost productivity. Memory 
Viewer, a precursor to Disk Viewer, pro
vides a picture of how memory is allo
cated in Windows' real, standa rd, and 
enhanced modes. AutoSave, which as its 
name implies saves files at predeter
mined intervals, is a useful tool, and the 
package's alarm clock and calendar mod
ules are better than the ones in Windows. 
WorkSets, which lets you group applica
tions and files and access them with the 
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http:makethe$99.95


Windows Utilities 
WinTools 

1.0 

Tool Technology Publishing 

$149 

Windows Progrom Manoger alternative 

File manager 


Drag·and·drap interface 

Applications launcher 


16 virtual desktops 

Trashcan icon 


Image Librarian far bit maps 

Undeletes files 

Screen saver 


press of a button, is a good idea; howev
er, several BYTE readers have cited trou
ble with system lockups. And be fore
warned that the Desktop module, which 
lets you craft customized start-up screens 
and backgrounds, could be a time-con
sumer for those prone to distraction. But 
it also can be used to set up an appoint
ment calendar (complete with notes and 
reminder alarms) that you can display in 
the background. At $99.95 for nine utili
ties, FirstApps has a reasonable cost per 
module, but most people will likely use 
only a few of the package's features. 
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METZ FILE FIX I.OB 
A five-pack File Manager replacement 
that does everything except format disks, 
Metz Software's File FIX also is some
thing of a throwback: It looks like a Win-

Macintosh Utilities 
Now Utilities 

3.0 

Now Software 

$129 

Extends the capabilities al the Macintosh System 
Super Boomerang program 


Applications launcher 

Menu customizer 

WYSIWYG menus 


Alarm clock 

Memory viewer 


Performs periodic saves automatically 

Password protection 


Provides system information 


dows utility for DOS disciples suffering 
from fear of GUls. On the left side of the 
screen, File FIX presents a directory tree 
you can scroll through; on the right side is 
a list of icons representing the contents of 
your disk. This setup permits you to easily 
perform file management tasks: copying, 
deleting, and undeleting. Unfortunately, 
though, File FIX won't let you move files 
to a different directory just by dragging 
their icons to the appropriate location. 

The package's undelete tool is handy; it 
shows you a list of deleted files and tells 
you whether you might be able to recov
er them. Don't expect to rescue any file 
deleted more than a few days earlier, 
though; chances are, DOS has written 
new files over them. The program's file
deletion component is straightforward; 
you can delete a group of files just by 
clicking on their names as you scroll 
down the list and then clicking on the 
Delete button. 

File FIX has one of the fastest search 
utilities for Windows. On a very crowded 
hard disk, it found most documents in less 
than two seconds. The program lets you 
launch the related application after finding 
the file you're looking for, but this proce
dure is a little slower than if you launched 
the application from Windows. 

The File FIX Task Manager is a combi
nation program launcher and Windows 
customizer. It has its own "Run" line and 
will stack up a list of the 20 most recent
ly issued commands. 

File FIX doesn't really look like a Win
dows program. but it is cleanly designed 
and easy to use. It doesn't get bogged 
down trying to do too much, and it 
doesn't carry the heavy processing over
head of a GUI. Most operations involve 
clicking on names 1isted in trees or in 
windows. For people who want straight
forward file management and prefer tree 
structures, this is a capable alternative to 
the Windows File Manager, affordably 
priced at $129.95. 
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WINTOOLS 1.0 
This nifty replacement for the Program 
Manager brings a I ittle drag-and-drop 
Macness (and a new set of icons) to Win
dows. Fans of an object-oriented 
approach will prefer WinTools' way of 
managing files over the Program Manag
er's. You can drag a file icon to a tool 
icon to initiate an operation; for example, 
dropping a document icon on an applica
tion icon launches the application and 
opens the document. To delete a file, you 
simply drag its icon to the trash can; dou
ble-clicking on the trash undeletes the 
file. WinTools is big on customizable 
icons, which can depict applications, 
files, and operations. 

This $149 package has a few good 
launching capabilities, including a sched
uler for automating program execution. 
A component called Big Sky provides 16 
"virtual screens," each of which may 
hold a program. Big Sky is a good idea, 
but its implementation could be 
smoother and its interface more intuitive. 
WinTools isn't as comprehensive a pack
age as some others in this category, but 
what it does, it does well. 

MACINTOSH UTILITIES 
Without getting too religious, we think 
it's fair to say that the Macintosh environ
ment is pretty dang near complete, espe
c ia 11 y since the introduction of System 
7.0 .1. The Mac's Finder and its assorted 
tools have, to a large extent, alleviated the 
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need for software add-ins. But hard disks 
are another matter: Mac users, like other 
computer users, have tons of files on hard 
disks. Sometimes those disks go down. 

THE NORTON UTILITIES 

1.1 FOR THE MACINTOSH 

The Norton Utilities for the Macintosh 
started life at Peter Norton Computing, 
before the company was acquired by 
Symantec. The package primarily targets 

technically unsophisticated Mac users
those folks who, when their hard disks 
crash, prefer not to get involved sorting 
out tracks, sectors, or file extents. They 
just want their files back, and if the soft
ware can accomplish this without mak
ing them sweat, so much the better. 

The $149 package deserves praise for 
pr0viding two "crash" disks, ready-to-go 
bootable floppy disks containing the pro
gram's crucial disk recovery software. 
Having a crash disk means you don't have 
to horse around in an emergency: Recov
ery procedures begin the moment you 
slide the crash disk into the floppy drive 
and reboot. A red 800-KB floppy has Sys
tem 6.0.4 installed and is for use with Mac 
Pluses through Ilcxs. A black 1.44-MB 
floppy has System 6.0.7 and is for use 
with Mac llcis through Ilsis. PowerBook, 
Classic II, and Quadra owners, however, 
must plan ahead by first building a 
bootable System 7.0.1 floppy, then copy
ing the recovery program to this floppy. 

The heart of NUM's software suite is 
the Norton Utilities module, which con
solidates in a single program hard disk 
diagnostics and repair functions (Disk 

Doctor), recovery functions for deleted 
files (Unerase), and accidental hard disk 
format restoration (Format Recover) 
functions. The Disk Doctor examines a 
drive's volume information, directory, 
and file allocation structures, hunts for 
lost sectors, and performs extensive file 
analysis, identifying resource problems 
and data corruption by computer viruses, 
among other things. Unerase lets you get 
back a critical file you just threw into the 
trash and emptied. Format Recover is for 
that really big boo-boo: accidentally 
reformatting a second hard disk (the Mac 
OS prevents you from erasing a boot-up 
hard disk). Format Recover also is handy 
for copying files from a damaged hard 
disk before you start repair operations. 

Despite its apparent nontechnical bent, 
NUM has a built-in, sophisticated disk 
editor for examining and modifying data 
on the drive. Version 1.1 adds System 7 
smarts: The Disk Doctor understands the 
new directory and file structure, such as 
aliases, and you can examine a drive by 
simply dragging and dropping its icon on 
The Norton Utilities icon. 

The Disk Doctor gets a thumbs up for 



DR DOS 6.0 COMPLETE 
DR DOS 6.0 Complete is 
an everyday user's guide 
to runnin g Digital 
Research 's brandnew DR 
DO S 6.0 operat ing 
system. An encyclopedia 
of practical info. this is 
the most comprehensive 
DR DOS 6.0 reference 
book available. Shows 
you how to use DR DOS 
6.0's new feat ures, 
including: SuperStor disk 
compression, MemMAX 
memory saving, FileLink 
data transfer and much 
more. The techni~ ues 
presented will make both 
beginners and advanced 
users more productive 
with DR DOS 6.0. 
Includes 3 1 bdlnpanion 
diskette. 
ISBN 1-55 755-1 44 -8 
#Bl44 $34.95* 

Intro to Windows Programming 
Walks the programmer through the seemingly 
complex task of writing Windows applications. It 
introduces the reader to the overall concept of 
Windows programming and events using dozens 
of easy-to-follow examples. It's a complete 
introductory text for beginning or intermediate 

Windows programmers. Inc ludes 31h" 
companion diskette with exa mple programs. 
#8139 ISBN 1-55755-1 39 -1 $34.95''' 

Turbo Pascal System Programming 
Gives you "know how" to program faster, easier, 
tighter and better. Find out how to use Turbo for 
performing system programming tasks; writing 
TSRs; performing multitasking: using SAA 
windowing and implementing expanded and 
extended memory. Learn how Turbo generates 
machine code. handles the mouse, scans the 
keyboard, uses UNITS and OOPS, perfonns fast 
screen display and more. 750 pages with companion 
diskette of more than 800K of source code. 
#Bl24 ISBN J-55755-124-3 $44.95* 

Available at most 8. Dalton Booksellers, Waldensoflware, and Software Etc. and other bookstores nationwide . 

In the UK contact Computer Bookshops 021·706-1188 • In Australia contact Pactronics 02·748·4700 
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S20.00 air mail per book We accept Visa, MasterCard or American Express. 

Call or write for vour free catalog of PC Books 
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PC System Programming 
An encyclopedia of PCtechnical and programming 
information. Features parallel working examples 
written in Pascal, C, Assembly and BASIC. Explains 
how to use extended and expanded memory, hard 
drives, PC ports, mouse drivers. graphics and sound. 

Also explains memory layout. TSR programs, DOS 
operations and fundamentals of BIOS. Includes 
complete appendices. 920 pages and 2 companion 
diskettes with over I MB of programs. 
#B036 ISBN 1-55755-036-0 $59.95* 

In US &Canada Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319 EXT. 22 

,------------------1 
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_ PC System Programming $59.95 DR DOS 6.0 COMPLETE $34.95 \ 

_ Intro to Windows Programming 34.95 _ Windows System Programming 39.95 I 


· _ TurboPascal System Prag. 44.95 
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 I 
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being both thorough and fast. It found all 
sorts of minor file problems on our Ilci's 
hard disk-problems we weren't aware 
of, including a not-so-minor botched 
directory entry. It whipped through the 
80-MB hard drive in several minutes, 
and repaired everything it found (after 
asking permission). The Unerase func
tion, while adequate, sometimes stum
bles when you're searching for specific 
files. It provides a list of common file 
types (for example, Word 4.0) that you 
pick to narrow its sweep through your 
disk's sectors. Unerase then uses the file 
creator and type information for this 
selection in its search operation. Unfortu
nately, if your application's file type 
isn't on Unerase's list (e.g., an Adobe 
Photos hop file), you 're out of luck: The 
program can't search for that file. 

To aid in file recovery, the File Saver 
cdevI !NIT records the sector location 
and name of deleted files. NUM's 
Unerase function uses this information to 
accurately locate and restore a deleted 
file. A Disk Light cdev, true to its name, 
acts as a hard drive access light. It places 
a tiny disk icon in the menu bar; that icon 

blinks during disk I/0. A Speed Disk 
application defragments your hard drive 
and also performs drive, disk, and file 
checks, mapping out the organization of 
data on the drive. On color Macs, this 
data map uses different colors to show 
the location of various files-files such as 
the System, suitcases, INITs, and applica
tions. Speed Disk earns points for its ease 
of use, but unfortunately, the data map 
doesn't work with 24-bit displays. You 
get a big black blob in the window. 

Two of NUM's functions were made 
superfluous because of changes intro
duced with System 7: Layout Plus (used 
to change the Desktop layout) and Direc
tory Assistance (used to create and view 
folder contents). Both relied heavily on 
Finder 6.0 .x 's organization, which has 
changed drastically in Finder 7 .0. This 
isn't a problem if you haven't upgraded 
to System 7, of course. However, the 
application that counts-the Disk Doc
tor-thoroughly understands System 7's 
file structures, and for those of us who 
have upgraded to the new OS, this is the 
one utility that matters. Despite some 
minor flaws, NUM's ease of use, speed, 

and System 7 savvy make it our Mac 
disk utility of choice. 

SYMANTEC UTILITIES FOR 
THE MACINTOSH 112.l 
SUM II is Symantec's original disk utili
ty offering. Two floppy disks (one a 
bootable crash disk with System 6.0.7 
installed) provide hard disk recovery 
tools, plus a bevy of utilities that can edit 
files or memory and encrypt data. SUM 

~- - DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIES™ __, 

, PKWARE's® Data Compression Libraries™ allow software developers to add data compression II technology to softwace applications. The application progrnm controls all the input and output 
3 0 0 

:f :lt:::~::g:at: ~o:p::~:~~s::o::t:~:a~~:::e:::: :s:yo:e::ea~ ~::a ~:::~;~th I 
• 

similar compression achieved by the popular PKz1P software. however the format used by 
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format.I I
• Application Controlled 1/0 and memory allocation for extreme flexibility. 
Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed. 

• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression. 12K memory needed for Extraction. 
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C. C+ +. Pascal. Assembly. Basic. Clipper. Etc.I I
•Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00 
• No runtime royalties.I--RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE? - -1 
PKz1P can help! PKz1P compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem1 I
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single 
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with ·PKurtZIP . I Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by I 
using PKz1P . Call for Distribution License information. 

The included PKzlP utility lets you store ® 9025 N. Deerwood Dr. I compressed files as a single self-extracting mn• e;unot Brown Deer, WI 53223 I 
.EXE flies that automatically uncompresses El. g r;;J · (414) 354-8699 
when run. Only $47.00 · · ·· · · ® Fax (414) 354-8559 _____________,., 
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WHY 
SOFTWARE 
COMPANIES 

ARE 
CHOOSING 

copied, our revenue has steadily 
increased. The unique pro· 
gramming board allows us toHARDLOCKm 

Actual size shown. 

Hardlock - programmable, algorithmic 
response and memory option - all in one 

GLENCO iiil 
ENGINEERING INC. 
SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1979 

270 Lexington Drive 
Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089-6930 
(708) 808-0300 FAX 808-0313 

1-800-562-2543 


H A R 

Developers Say . .. 
"Since the Hardlock uses an algorithmic 

res'ponse chip. I am assured of the 
highest level of protection. Also. the 

optional programmable memory 
means I can keep custom 
configurations in Hardlock 
rather than in a file. I can 

protect my .EXE or .COM 
files directly and/ or incorporate 

Glenco's high level language interface routines into my software. 
And, I feel confident I' II have Glenco's support if I use other 

programming languages." 

Accountants Say . . . 
"Hardlock provides our 
company with a healthier bottom 
line. Since our software can't be 

, 

program the Hardlock in seconds. 
This ensures optimum delivery 
schedules from Glenco and a lower 
inventory cost for us. Hardlock's 
field programmable feature 
means a single Hardlock can 
protect more than one product." 

End Users Say . .. 
"Hardlock allows me to backup my 

soltware investment. 
I just plugged 

Hardlock into the 
printer card. 

connected the 
printer cable, 

and forgot about it. 
Since Hardlock 

doesn't require a 
battery, I am 

assured of reliability 
and no down time. 

HARDLOCK™ 

The Preferred Protection System! 


1-800-562-2543 

D L 0 C K 

For a dislributor in Europe contact. FAST Electronic GmbH 49-89-539800-20 FAX 49-89-539800-40 
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Fifth Generation Systems 
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Baton Rouge, LA 70809 
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hDC Computer Corp. 

6742 l 85th Ave. NE 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(206) 885-5550 

fax: (206) 881-9770 
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Metz Software 

4018148thAve. NE 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(206) 869-6292 
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II caters to the more technically 
advanced crowd. The package's docu
mentation mentions how to take snap 
shots of your drive's volume information 
and partition your hard drive using the 
SUM Partition utility. Obviously, there's 
nothing wrong with this, as long as you 
understand that the software expects 
users to be experienced. 

SUM II and Symantec should take a 
bow for including a "panic section" at 
the front of the manual and outlining 
those pages in gray so that the section is 
easy to find. Included in this section are 
screen shots and step-by-step procedures 
for running diagnostics and recovering 
your files . These tips are quite useful if 
you bought SUM II because your hard 
drive conked out. This welcome innova
tion is offset by the fact that the recovery 
software on its crash disk demands that 
you customize the application with your 
name and company name. Users have 
two alternatives: Let the software write 
to your master crash disk in what's prob
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(503) 274-2800 
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Tool Technology Publishing 
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WindowDOS Assoc. 
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XTree Co. 

A Division of Executive Systems, Inc. 

4330 Santa Fe Rd. 

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

(805) 541-0604 . 
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ably a panic situation or make a copy of 
the crash disk. If you choose the latter 
and your Mac is unusable because of a 
crashed hard drive, then you've got a lot 
of disk swapping ahead of you: a 
bootable System floppy, the two master 
SUM II floppies, and spares. Because 
this is not the sort of thing you should be 
doing in a stressful situation, you'd be 
well advised to buy SUM II before you 
need it and create a set of working flop
pies immediately. 

SUM II's disk rescue software begins 
with the Disk Clinic application, which 
includes diagnostic functions, on-line 
help, and a facility for taking directory 
snapshots. The Disk Clinic also serves as 
a shell from which you can launch other 
SUM II applications and is the culprit 
that demands that your crash disk be cus
tomized. SU M's Recover program helps 
you first copy files from the damaged 
drive onto another drive or onto floppies, 
then repairs the drive. SUM's Shield 
c d ev/INIT logs file deletions and their 

locations so that you can restore acciden
tally trashed files. It also takes snapshots 
of the drive 's volume directory, either at 
shutdown or when you press the correct 
key combination. Disk Clinic and 
Restore use these snapshots to retrieve 
files or re-create a volume. 

Other ancillary applications include 
TuneUp, which defragments your hard 
drive; BackUp, which backs up your files 
to other disks; Partition, which splits a 
large hard drive into several manageable 
subsections; Encrypt, which encrypts 
folders and files and provides password 
protection; QuickCopy, which does fast 
floppy disk duplicating; and Tools, which 
edits files, disks, or even memory. 

Most of SUM's applications work under 
System 7 .0.1. Both the Disk Clinic and 
Recover were updated to cope with Sys
tem's new file extensions. For example, 
Recover can deal with file aliases. Howev
er, you must tum off all system extensions 
(by holding down the Shift key when the 
Mac boots) when using the SUM Installer 
application to install SUM II on your Mac. 
An annoying glitch in the TuneUp applica
tion is that when it searches for INITs (part 
of a diagnostic display) it finds only those 
within the System Folder-it can't locate 
INITs in the Extensions or Control Panels 
subfolders. The main casualty here is the 
Tools application: It is incompatible with 
System 7 .0, period. This is unfortunate, 
because Tools is one of SUM IJ's most 
powerful utilities. With Tools, you can 
examine where applications were located 
in memory, check device driver tables, and 
other exotica that advanced users are inter
ested in and can use. The loss of Tools is 
crippling to SUM II's usefulness; we hope 
Symantec brings out a System 7.0.1-com
patible version soon. 
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NOW UTILITIES 3.0 
The Mac's native Toolbox always has 
offered the niftiest, fastest ways of work
ing with files. (By Mac standards, the 
Windows File Manager and alternatives 



are lame imitations.) Because Apple has 
done such a fine job with the Mac desk
top, few Mac file management tools exist, 
and most Mac users have no interest in 
those enhancements that are around. 

But one set of Mac enhancers does 
improve the workspace and make it eas
ier to get jobs done: the Now Utilities. 
This collection consists of IO modules 
that blend in so well with the Mac envi
ronment that you'd think Apple put 
them there. 

One of the Now Utilities' slickest com
ponents is NowMenus, which lets you 
build submenus up to five levels deep. 
You can call up a menu bar anywhere on 
screen just by clicking the mouse. Design
er menus are nice, but the coolest thing 
about this tool is that it lets you pull down 
an application's menu list without having 
to click on the File, Edit, or another menu 
choice. This one feature can save you lit
erally hundreds of mouse clicks a day. 
Another utility gives you WYSIWYG 
font menus; pull it down and you see the 
fonts as they'll look within your applica
tion (Helvetica I 7is shown in Helvetica 
I 7forexample). This feature isn't some
thing everyone needs, but publishers and 
designers working with multiple type
faces and sizes will really appreciate it. 

Now Utilities' MultiMaster replaces 
Finder; with it, you can launch applica
tions from customizable menus or pop
up windows. Configuration isn't as easy 
as you expect with a Mac package, but 
once you set up your Iaunch scheme, 
MultiMaster can save you time hunting 
for and opening files. 

Less powerful but handy tools include 
AlarmsClock, which is similar to but 
more programmable than SuperClock; 
NowSave, which lets you tell your sys
tem when to automatically save your 
work (a small tool but one that can spare 
you much cursing); Screen Locker, a 
password-protected me ans of hiding 
information; Profiler, an analysis tool for 
dealing with system conflicts; DeskPic
ture, which lets you have a PICT or 
MacPaint image as your screen backdrop 
(Elvira, say, instead of a pattern); and 
Startup Manager, which lets you hone 
performance by determining the opti 
mum order for loading System, Control 
Panel, and Chooser extensions. 

A good collection is elevated to supre
mo status with Super Boomerang, the 
upscaled version of an old Mac favorite. 
This utility, which now resides in the 
Apple menu, is a navigational aid that 
grows in importance as your hard disk 
gets bigger or fills with files . It sets up a 
menu bar for doing the most frequent 
operations in the standard File dialog 

Impressive any way 

you lookat it. 

~ 
~ 
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Impressedt Call 1-800-221-3333 
ext. 313 for dealer locations 
and a free brochure. 

.__Canon 
STILL VID.EO 
© I 9C9a! n a n,! .n ,c. 
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Our Still Video Imaging Kits let you convert 
objects into digitized images, ready for use on 
Mac, PC and Windows programs like PageMaker~ 
VenturaT; Photoshop:M Persuasiod; MediaMaker™ 
and HyperCard:M 
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box. The DirectOpen option replaces the 
Open command with a hierarchical list 
of fi les, maki ng it possible to bypass the 
Open dialog box . When you open o r 
save a file, Super Boomerang records 
what you did and adds the folder or file 
to its men us. 

Super Boommerang also provides one 
of the fastest file finders available; in our 
unscientific tests with an 80 MB hard 
disk, it turned up files in less than a sec
ond. The search faci lity can hunt for a 
certain string of text or the date of a file's 
last modification. When it finds the file, 
DirectOpen launches the related applica
tion, too. 

As one resident Mac user put it, the 
Now Utilities is worth the price just to 
get Super Boomerang. Getting all those 
other neat utilities makes this one of the 
best buys on the Mac market. 

The Last Sector 
With three sets of programs covering 
three different environments, it's impos
sible to single out an overall winner for 
this roundup of utilities. The best choice 
for you depends on what you want, what 

kind of hardware you have, how muc h 
you use it, and how you work. Fo r PCs 
and compatibles, The Norton Utilit ies 
still is the minim um requirement for data 
recovery. PC Tools remains the best 
value; it has nearly every tool you need 
in one integrated package and rivals The 
Norton Utilities fo r data recovery. 
If you do any work with Windows 3.0, 

The Norton Desktop is a must. It cor
rects several of Windows' deficiencies 
and adds a tremendous amount of versa
ti lity. T he other Windows packages we 
looked at genera lly improve on the 
Windows File Manager, but before buy
ing any of them, you should get a demo 
and make sure the program works in a 
way that fits you r computing habits. 
Some of hDC's packages contain a few 
tools most people won't ever use. Win
Tools, on the other hand, is a stream
lined program that is easy to use and 
mostly intuitive. (Just because a pro 
gram ru ns under Windows doesn't mean 
it's intuitive .) Many of the smaller 
packages, such as XTree Gold, are lim
ited, but one of them may be all y.ou 
need to quickly navigate your hard disk 

or arrange your files. Don't buy a do-it
all package or an overstuffed toolkit; get 
only the functions you need. 

The ri ght utilit y can make all your ordi
nary tasks fas t and painless, which will let 
you concentra te on your work rather than 
on configuring your system or searching a 
vast hard disk for lost documents. All the 
f ile and hard di sk ut ilities in the world 
won' t do a bit of good if you don't use 
them regularly. Set up a maintenance rou
t ine an d st ic k to it. To paraph rase St. 
Franc is of Assisi , treat your ha rd dis k 
well, for it bears you up . T o paraphrase 
Earl Wea ve r 's remark about th ree-ru n 
homers, praise be the handy uti li ty. • 

Stan Wszola, a BYTE Lab testing editor, 
is a veteran DOS user. Tom Thompson, a 
BYTE senior editor at large, has a 
B.S.E.E. from Memphis State University 
and is a certified Mac developer. D. 
Barker, BYTE Lab editor handling appli
cations software revieivs , has no hard
ware loyalties; he uses DOS, Windows, 
and Mac machines. You can reach them 
on BIX as stan, tom thompson, and 
dbarker, respectively. 

ldir+ Sticks With You 
Without Being GUI! 

Being the first DOS 
Shell has enabled ldir+ 
(Wonder Plus) to grow 
with the PC itself. Now 
run 1 dir+ from an icon 
as the ultimate File Man
ager for Windows. No 
matter what your skill 
level, 1 dir+ can be cus
tomized to grow with 
you. 

So, whether you live in DOS or Windows, ldir+ 
3.5 is the most flexible System Management Tool 
ever! 

0:0 Bourbaki Inc. 
({:)) REvolu1ioNARY SofrwARE 

For more information call 

1- 800-BUY- I DIR or (208) 342-5849 


(P.S. ldir+ is a great Network front-end tool) 


A MESSAGE To 

OUR SUBSCRIBERS 


F
ROM TIME TO TOO WE MAKE THE BYTE SU"BSCRIBER 
LIST available to other companies who wish to 
send our subscribers material about their 

products. We take great care to screen these 
companies, choosing only those who are reputable, 
and whose products, services or information we feel 
would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an 
efficient medium for presenting the latest personal 
computer goods and services to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled 
use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding 
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are 
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other 
information we may have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribution of this information 
is of benefit to our subsoibers, we firmly respect the 
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to 
receive such promotional literature. Should you 
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send 
your request to the following address. 

IJYJI Magazine 

Attn: Subscriber Service 


P.O. Box 555 '4.!'i(;tOf/
Hightstown, NJ 08520 r.IRI 
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AWiderVista of Reliable Electronic 


.. Fans, Enclosures, 

and Components Jameco 8088, 80286 and 80386 


Weller Soldering Stations Computer Kits 


Terms: Prices arc subjcctto change without notic<:. ltcmssubjcctto availability and prior sale. Complete list of terms/warranties is available upon request 
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Integrated Circuits 
and RAM Modules 

Jameco 16MJ-lz 
80386SX Motherboards 

~· Get Your Free 
~ 

......_. - Jameco Catalog 
,, ~ Today. Call Our 

·, ~~ .. .. 24-Hour Hotline 
.'.;:; :-~~~-:.l )- 1-800-831-4242 

-:; -- ). Our catalog is a 
·~~~--~:~ natural resource for all 

your computer and electronic product needs. 
You'll fmd over 4000 different items in this 
easy-to-use source book Whether you want 
the latest computer kit, computer upgrade 
component, or accessory. .... integrated 
circuits, test and measurement equipment 
or a special technology book, you'll fmd it at 
the most competitive price. And this wide 
selection is backed by our record of assured 
quality and solid customer support. 

For 16 years,Jameco has been the resource 
of choice for large and small businesses, 
schools and universities, government, and 
individuals.And we make buying as natural as 
one phone call. Use our 24-hour order pro
cessing, toll-free 800 number and fax, BBS 
access and expedited shipping. 

Let us become your natural resource 
toda)~ Call now for our latest catalog. When 
you're read); shop by phone or stop by our 
catalog-store/ headquarters located in 
Belmont, CA, serving Silicon Valley and the 
Stanford Technology Park area. 

J~~~® 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
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HARDWARE 

Laser Muscle: Five Printers 
Built to Handle Networks 

ALAN JOCH 

Sharing printers has long been one of 
the biggest advantages of networking 
workgroups and offices. Unfortu

nately, while network operating systems 
offer benefits such as print-job spooling, 
and third-party products such as Intel's 
NetPort let you connect your printer di
rectly to the network, midrange laser 
printers can buckle under the demands of 
high-volume networks . With slow pro
cessing speeds and low-capacity paper 
trays, six- or eight-page-per-minute laser 
printers provide a questionable benefit in 
shared environments. 

Fortunately, in the last year a new 
generation of high-speed, high-volume 
laser printers arrived, with the quality 
advantages of desktop laser printers plus 
enough durability to handle a quarter
million pages a year. In this roundup, I 
look at five such printers designed for 
networks that produce everything from 
correspondence and spreadsheets to 
PostScript-based desktop publishing. 
These printers also accommodate PC or 
Mac shops or companies that run a com
bination of both. 

For the main roundup, I looked at 
Eastman Kodak's EktaPlus 70l6PS, Fa
cit' s P5160 LaserPrint-16, Hewlett
Packard's LaserJet IIISi, and IBM's La
serPrinter IOL. I also evaluated QMS's 
behemoth QMS-PS 2000, a 20-ppm 
scorcher whose price and performance 
fall outside the class of the other four 
printers (see the text box "QMS's Big 
Gun" on page 204) . 

Three other new network printers 
weren't available in time for testing but 
should be on the market by the time you 
read this review: Alps America's 16
ppm LSX1600, Xerox's 45,000-page
per-month 4213, and Texas Instruments' 
RISC-based MicroLaser XL Turbo. 
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I chose this main sample with the fol
lowing general criteria: All four printers 
have an engine speed of 10 to 20 ppm and 
a monthly duty cycle of 20,000 or more 
prints. Each supports PostScript, and all 
are priced under $10,000 in their Post
Script configuration . Finally, I concen
trated on the market's latest offerings by 
choosing models that began shipping 
since last summer. 

I allowed two exceptions: Kodak rates 
the EktaPlus at only 15,000 pages per 
month, and the LaserJet IIISi began ship
ping last spring. Because of the promi
nence of each of these printers, I decided 
they were important to include. 

Network Ready 
As a class, these printers have a lot in 
common. Besides engine speeds that 
range from two to four times faster than 
those of personal laser printers, the net
work models typically rely on fast 68020 
or RISC processors to help PostScript 
jobs move along swiftly. 

In addition to standard Centronics par
allel and RS-232 serial interfaces, some 
of these printers also offer AppleTalk, 
Ethernet, and Token Ring ports, which 
allow for direct high-speed connections 
to networks. This releases the printers 
from the shackles of the maximum 10
foot-long parallel cable connection to the 
print server. 

The prime benefit is efficiency. Print
ers can now reside near where work gets 
done and pump out text and graphics 
with a minimum ofl/0 bottlenecks. And 
centralized printing means more than 
stringing together PCs, Macs, and even 
minicomputers or mainframes. Univer
sal access to a sophisticated printer helps 
a company present a consistent corporate 
image. Each staff member has access to 

the same typefaces for correspondence 
and reports so customers don't receive 
different-looking correspondence from 
each department. 

Consolidation can also mean lower 
equipment costs. You need to stock only 
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a single set of consumables when there's comes vulnerability when there is a 
one printer in the office. And in space breakdown. Paper jams, insufficient 
cramped quarters, real estate is not toner, and mechanical failures are bad 
grabbed by multiple printers. news that quickly spreads throughout the 

There is a downside to networked organization. Also, the price entry point 
printing, however. With centralization is steep. Plan to spend between $4000 

13\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

• WHAT NETWORK PRINTERS DO 
These PostScript-compotible loser 
printers provide fast performance, 
sharp print quality, and high duty 
cycles for shored printing 
environments. 

• LIKES 
Sophisticated processors and 
engine speeds that overage 

16 ppm, flexible network 

connections, and high-volume 
paper-handling abilities. 

• DISLIKES 
Disappointing PostScript 
processing times and inadequate 
paper volumes in some models. 

• RECOMMENDATIONS 
Hewlett Packard's LoserJet 11 ISi 
bested its direct competitors in 
performance and offered 
impressive print quality for a 
competitive price. If heavy traffic 
on your network justifies the fastest 
in processing power, consider the 
pricey QMS-PS 2 0 0 0 . 

and $7000 for a PostScript-equipped 
networked printer. 

How do you decide whether a net
worked laser printer is right? First, look 
at your organization's print volume. If 
the network won't generate 20,000 or 
more pages per month, a network-class 
printer may be overkill. Also, consider 
the kinds of work your staff produces. 
For example, if one or two people regu
larly produce graphics while everyone 
else churns out straight Courier text, a 
centralized printer may be more costly 
and less efficient than two low-cost laser 
printers or a laser printer and a 24-pin 
dot-matrix combination. Finally, some 
individuals or workgroups-a personnel 
department, for example-simply can't 
cope with the lack of privacy inherent in 
networked printing. 

Test Suites 
For those who can benefit from a shared 
printer, deciding on the best model is 
similar to choosing other types of laser 
printers. First, look for a printer with a 
rated engine speed that is efficient for 
your organization. Keep in mind that 
these ratings tell you only approximately 
how fast one-font text documents can be 
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POSTSCRIPT PROCESSING INDEX 


OMS-PS 2000 


LaserJet lllSi 


EktaPlus 7016PS 


LaserPrinter 1 OL 


P5160 


LaserWriter II NTX 
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The BYTE PostScript test suite, which was built on industry-standard tests created by Genoa Technology, compares PostScript 
capabilities running spreadsheet, drawing and illustration, and word processing applications. Within the primary printer group, 
the Laser let lllSi prevailed in each category. All results are indexed to the Apple LaserWriter II NTX (which equals I for each 
test). Longer bars indicate better performance. 

produced. I decided to create a more re
alistic test: a. 20-page text file within 
Ami Pro with Times Roman body type, a 
heading in Helvetica, and subheads in 
Helvetica bold. 

Similarly, if PostScript is important to 
your business, pay special attention to 
the printer's processor. I tested Post
Script speed and compatibility using the 
test suite the BYTE Lab compiled for 
"Pennywise Postscript" (October 1991 
BYTE) (see the figure). Built on indus
try-standard tests created by Genoa 
Technology, this suite accurately com
pares Postscript capabilities running 
real-world applications in three catego
ries: spreadsheets, drawings and illustra
tions, and word processing. Each printer 
ran true Adobe PostScript Level l . 

For some companies, printer quality is 
even more important than processing 
speed. From the hundreds of pages of 
output, I compared the text and graphics 
quality of each printer. All performed 
admirably, although some of them ofc 
fered embellishments that improved the 
look of 300-dot-per-inch output with 
edge-smoothing algorithms and fine
grain toner. 

Finally, manufacturers offer a wide 
range of accessories designed to make 
network printing efficient (see the table). 
Check monthly duty cycles, paper-tray 
sizes, and input port options to find the 
best printer for your needs. 

EktaPlus 7016PS 
In terms of print speed and quality, the 
Kodak EktaPlus 70 l 6PS is a strong com
petitor. It ranked first in the 20-page text 
test and second in the PostScript suite. A 
16-MHz 68010 processor powers the 
printer. 

The EktaPlus shone when printing 
halftone images or charts with intricate 
crosshatches. The printer's ability to re
produce similar gray tones was the best 
in this group. Gray tones ranged smooth
ly from white to black with little or no 
banding between different weights . 
Also, the printer never failed to pick up 
details in images with shadows, while 
some of the competitors obscured these 

details in solid black. Overall, it pre
sented a look of clarity and elegance in 
graphics that would grace business corre
spondence and collateral literature. 

Text quality, while high, didn't al
ways match the sharpness of the leaders 
in that category, namely the Laser Jet 
IIISi and the IBM Laser Printer IOL. 

The EktaPlus's setup is the most de
manding of the group. Plan on spending 
about 30 minutes to install toner car
tridges, chargers, fuser wicks, and a del
icate photoconductor belt. Fortunately, 
the manual offers illustrations and clear 
instructions that help the tedious process 
progress smoothly. Kodak rates toner 
life at 4000 pages; a replacement toner 
kit costs $115. Replacement photocon
ductor kits cost $75. 

Serial and parallel ports come stan
dard with the printer; an AppleTalk in
terface is a $195 option. With additional 
ports installed, you can connect up to 
four computers directly to the printer, 
which uses its print buffer to queue in
coming jobs. Standard emulations are 
the HP LaserJet Series II, Epson FX-80, 
IBM Proprinter, Diablo 630, and HP 
7 4 75A graphics plotter. The printer does 
not offr.r automatic emulation switching, 
but you can change settings via a supplied 
utility or the front panel. Thirty-five 
Adobe fonts come standard, and font 
cards, priced from $150 to $200 each, 
provide additional choices. 

conrinued 
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Quality 

Affordability 

Speed 

Compatt'/Jility 

Value 

TECHNOLOGY 

ish all you wont, but your standard 300-dpi 
business printer just isn't designed to be o 
high-performance Windows'" printer. That's 
why LoserMoster'" created our new WinPrinter'" 
line-the first business printers specifically 
designed for optimal Windows printing. Our 
new WinPrinters give you: 

./FAST WINDOWS PRINTING 
Our new WinPrinters give you the fastest 
Windows printing in the industry. Even your 
complex pages print in seconds, not minutes. 

./4 0 OOR BOO dpi QUALITY 
Today's graphically rich business documents 
need more than 300- dpi resolution. Our new 
WinPrinters provide 400- or 800-dpi output 
for sharper text and crisper graphics to make 
all your documents more effective. 

./UPGRADABLE TECHNOLOGY 
The WinPrinter's power comes from intelligent 
software instead of on expensive controller. 
This technology tops into the existing 
processing power of your '386 or '486 for 
increased printing performance without 
reducing your system performance. This design 
also gives you three ways to upgrade your 
WinPrinter: ( 1) when you upgrade your CPU, 
you'll outomoticolly upgrade your WinPrinter, 
(2) as Windows improves (Version 3.1), so 
will the performance of your Win Printer, and 

Circle 66 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 67). 

(3) you con odd future WinPrinter advances 
with o simple software upgrade. 

./ THREE PRINTERS IN ONE 
Our new WinPrinters ore really three printers 
in one. Vou con get fast, high-resolution print
ing from PostScript,® o direct Windows GDI 
driver, or PCL print modes. 

./ EXPANDED FONT CAPABILITY 
All WinPrinters come with 50 premium Post
Script Type l typefaces so you con give your 
message the perfeel typographic look. And our 
advanced font-management technology means 
never having to download fonts ago in. 

./ AFFORDABLE WINDOWS PRINTING 
Whatever your need, LoserMoster hos o 
WinPrinter for you. Our WinPrinter 400 
provides fast, 400-dpi output at just $1, 995. 
Our WinPrinter 800 provides fast, 800-dpi 
output at just $2,795. And our $995 WinJet'" 
800 gives you the option of using your HP 
Loser Jet II or Ill as o fast, full-featured, 
800 dpi WinPrinter. 

LASERMASTER con make your business 
printer dreams come true. Coll us today to see 
how our Win Printers con turn your Windows 
printing wishes into reality. 

CALL TODAY: 
800. 365· 4646 
OR 
612-944-9330 

~ 

©1991 LoserMoster Corporat ion. 
LoserMaster is o t1odemork and the 
lM Logo and TurboRes ore 
registered trademarks of loserMosrer 
Corporation. Postscript is o 
regis tered rrademark of Adobe 
Systems. Inc. All other product or 
brand names ore trademarks or 
registered trademarks of their 
respective holders. 

MORE: SPEED, FONTS & RESOLUTION! 
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NETWORK PRINTERS COMPARED 

A variety ofprocessors, paper capacities, emulations, and other features can help you match a printer to your network's 
needs. Data is for Post Script configurations. 

EktaPlus 7016PS LaserJet Ill Si LaserPrinter 10L P5160 QMS-PS2000 
LaserPrint-16 

Price $5535 $6595 $3693 $2889 $15,995 
(for base Postscript 
configuration) 

Memory 
Standard 2 MB 2MB 2MB 2.5MB 8 MB 
Maximum 4MB 17MB 9MB 4.5MB 16MB 

Duty cycle (monthly) 15,000 50,000 20,000 25,000 70,000 

Paper input capacity 
Standard 250 sheets 1000 700 250 500 
Maximum 500 sheets 1000 700 750 1500 

Output-tray capacity 200 500 250 250 1500 

Processor 16-MHz68010 AMO 29000 (RISC) 16. 7 -MHz 68020 68000 25·MHz 
R-3000 (RISC) 

Engine 
Manufacturer Kodak Canon Lexmark Sharp Ricoh 
Speed 16 17 10 16 20 
(pages per minute) 

Standard Centronics RS-232, RS-422, Centronics, Centronics AppleTalk/RS-422, 
interfaces and RS-232 Centronics RS-232 RS-232, Centronics 

or RS-422 or Dataproducts 
parallel 

Optional 
interfaces 

AppleTalk, 
Centronics. 

Ethernet, 
Token Ring, 

Ethernet, 
Token Ring 

RS-232, 
RS-422, 

Ethernet: TCP/IP 
or DECnet 

RS-232, AppleTalk Apple Talk 
RS-422 

Emulations Adobe Postscript, Adobe Postscript, Adobe Postscript, Adobe Postscript, Adobe Postscript, 
HP PCL 4, HPGL, HPPCL5 HP PCL4, HP PCL4 HP PCL 4, HPGL 

Epson FX-80, (includes HPGL/2) IBM Personal (IBM Proprinter, 
IBM Proprinter Data Stream, Epson FX-80, 

Diablo 630 IBM-GL, and HPGL and Diablo 630 
(PCL 5 optional) optional) 

Although the printer fared well in 
speed and quality, I found its paper-han
dling abilities lacking. The standard in
put tray holds 250 sheets. An optional 
250-sheet letter-size tray costs $75. Pa
per travels along a straight-through path 
to a skimpy, 200-sheet output tray. 
When the tray is placed in its upper 
brackets, output collects in neat stacks, 
but in last-page-first order. The printer 
will stack pages in face-down, sequential 
order, but this requires some gymnas
tics: The sheet leaves the exit slot and 
flips end over end into the face-down po
sition. In the process, the page must 
avoid the power cord, which sits at the 
edge of the paper's path. With large jobs, 
the pages stacked in a messy pile. 

Kodak combined the printer with a 
photocopier, which potentially may 
mean even more cost and real-estate sav
ings for some companies. However, I 
question the value of this bare-bones 
copier. It can't enlarge, reduce, or col
late pages. Also, you must stop a print 
job·to make copies, which could hinder 
busy networks. I'd prefer an EktaPlus 
sans copier, at a lower price. 
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LaserJet IIISi 
Hewlett-Packard's hefty 130-pound La
serJet IIISi set the pace for speed in this 
roundup. Thanks in part to its AMD 
29000 RISC processor, the printer com
pleted the demanding drawing test in the 
PostScript suite in just over 15 minutes, 
which was two times faster than two of 
the contenders. Similarly, the 20-page 
text test averaged 98 seconds, just under 
the EktaPlus's pace-setting time. 

Parallel and serial interfaces are stan
dard. HP also sells optional cards that 

easily slip into 110 slots and provide di-. 
rect connections to AppleTalk ($275), 
Ethernet 802.3 ($695), and Token Ring 
($895) LANs. The IIISi supports Novell 
NetWare and 3Com 3 +Open. 

Overall, the IIISi printed sharp, well
defined text and graphics. The blacks 
didn't always show the same level of con
trast as in the IBM LaserPrinter output, 
but edges were clear and generally free 
of stray toner dots when viewed under a 
magnifying glass. The printer also did a 
fine job of printing grays, but it provided 
slightly less definition than the EktaPlus. 

Print quality is aided by two factors. 
The first is Resolution Enhancement, the 
antialiasing . algorithm HP first intro
duced with the LaserJet Series III. This 
technique helps smooth the stair-step 
"jaggies" that can crop up along type 
edges and bowls. Also, the IIISi uses a 
microfine toner that lets the print head 
deposit more dots of toner per square 
inch for added density and sharpness. 
HP rates toner cartridges for 8000 pages. 

The printer ships standard with two 
500-page paper trays. The output tray 
holds 500 sheets and includes a sensor to 



~. ~en new windows with TI microlaser™ printers. 
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And get powerful fonts and graphics, 
ease of use and more speed than ever. 

Ev now 'lou've heard how fast and 
easy Microsoft® Windows™ makes it 
to tap all that PC power you've got on 
your desk. 

Well now there's an affordable, easy 
way to putthatpoweron paper
microlaser from Texas Instruments. 

Right out ofthe box, microl..aser 
comes with what you need to print the 
dazzling pages oftext and graphics 
you've dreamed 0£ ~~ 

Just plug it in and go.99 r 0 5 
: 

That's becausemicrolaser PS models 
come with PostScript® software from 
Adobe® and the memory it takes to use 

it Plus you getyour choice ofeither 17 or 
35 scalable fonts, starting at just $1,399*. 

New model. More speed. Same price. 
When it comes to print speed, the 

new microLaser Plus zips along at 
9 ppm. Ifyou need a shared printer solu
tion, tun to the 16 ppm microLaser XL 

Ifall that isn't enough, just look at 
what else you get with microlaser. It's 
.the~ljl1~llfst printer in its class. It han
dles more paper and envelopes in more 
ways. And it supports more than 4,(()() 
software packages, including your 
Windows applications. 

So when you add it all up, you'll 
understand why the power ofyour ideas 
needs the power, convenience and econc 
omy ofmicrol.aser. Let micro Laser open 
new windows for you. 

Forthe name ofthe nearest dealer, call 

1-800-527-3500. 

. TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

•n s u ~ p1ice. (Oc:ller pri1CS may vary.) mianLu;cr is a rraJemark of TO'.ilS lns01Jmenr:; lncorp.>rnn:J. Microsuh: is a rq.;istcru.I rraJcmark anJ WinJows is a uaJcmark ofMic1usoft Cnrpoiation. 
Adobe, Pos6:iipt and the Pos&ript 10!:0 arc registered craJcmarksof AJobe Sys.,ms. Im:. © 1991 TI 71860 
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QMS's Big Gun 


B ased on a 25-MHz Mips R-3000 
RISC chip, the QMS-PS 2000 

takes networked printing to a level be
yond typical 10- to 20-page-per-minute 
printers. For example , the QMS-PS 
2000 ran through the entire PostScript 
test suite three times faster than the next 
best printer. 

Performance isn't the only reason 
this printer casts a large shadow. Look
ing more like an upright refrigerator, 
the QMS-PS 2000, with its optional 
paper feeder, stands 4 feet high. In ad
dition to sufficient overhead clearance, 
the unit requires about 2 by 3 feet of 
floor space. Fortunately, the assembly 
sits on wheels that let you transport it 
easily if changes in network topology 
require you to move the printer. 

With its input and output options, you 
can load 1500 sheets of paper and not 
worry about an overfull output tray 
until your network has printed all the 
pages. Toner lasts about 10,000 pages, 
depending on page coverage. A word 
about toner: The QMS-PS 2000's per
formance deteriorates when toner is 
low. Once the low-toner warning light 
appeared, I found that the printer ' s 
times fell 50 percent. 

Those who value print quality as 
highly as speed will be a little disap
pointed. The QMS-PS 2000 produced 

sharp graphics images and accurate 
ranges of grays, but the density of its 
blacks wasn't as solid as that of the 
LaserPrinter lOL. Also, the edges of 
text weren't as clearly defined as those 
of the LaserJet IIISi or the LaserPrinter 
lOL. Nevertheless, the QMS-PS 2000 
produced what might be considered the 
norm in print quality for 300-dot-per
inch printers. 

In addition to PostScript, the printer 
also emulates HP Printer Control 
Language 4 and Hewlett-Packard 
Graphics Language. The QMS-PS 

2000 includes QMS 's automatic 
emulation switching technology, 

called ESP. 
Standard interfaces in the QMS-PS 

2000 are RS-232, AppleTalk, and 
Centronics and Dataproducts parallel 
ports. A SCSI connector is available for 
attaching an external hard drive. An 
Ethernet interface is available for 
$1995. 

The QMS-PS 2000 can print paper 
sizes from 8 Yi by 11 to 11 by 17 inches. 
QMS rates the duty cycle at 70,000 
pages per month. The standard input 
tray holds 500 sheets, and an optional 
1000-page input subsystem with duplex
er costs $3495. 

The printer comes with 8 MB of 
memory standard and can be upgraded 
to a maximum of 16 MB. Also, an op
tional 40- or 120-MB hard drive can 
perform the traditional chores of storing 
and caching foots. Or you can meld 
RAM and disk memories into one mem
ory pool. As a result, you can create 
buffers assigned to each of the operating 
I I ~rts and tailor the buffer size to the 
ports that receive the most use on your 
network. The QMS-PS 2000 keeps all 
its ports active, so you can send a print 
job to one port while another interface 
is active. 

Fully decked out with the optional in
put feeder and hard drives, the QMS-PS 
2000 jumps in price from the base of 
$15 ,995 to more than $20,000. Clearly, 
only networks that generate 70,000 
pages a month of multiple-emulation 
print jobs can justify this cost. If that 
happens to be your network, the QMS
PS 2000 can be a bargain. 

tell you when you ' ve reached the maxi
mum page number. 

Standard fonts include 13 proportion
ally spaced scalable typefaces and 14 bit
mapped fonts of fixed size. Inherent in 
the IIISi's Printer Control Language 5 is 
Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language/2 
(HPGL/2) plotter support. Two slots ac
cept additional fonts via cartridges. The 
PostScript configuration ($6595) in
cludes 2 MB of RAM and 35 Adobe 
fonts. The IIISi doesn't automatically 
switch between PCL 5 and PostScript 
emulations. 

As with all printers based on the 
Canon engine, setup simply requires in 
stalling the integrated print drum/toner 
cartridge, adding paper, and turning on 
the power. If you already own HP equip
ment, note that the IIISi doesn't support 
HP PostScript and HPGL cartridges de
signed for earlier LaserJet models. 

- -. . 

LaserPrinter lOL 
Although it offers the slowest engine 
speed in the review group, this new 10
ppm laser printer from IBM sells for a 
$3000 base price that's hard to quibble 
with. The PostScript option and addition
al memory bring the price tag up to 
_$3693 , but that's still an economical 
amount, if you can live with only ade
quate processing speeds. 

Test scores were noticeably slower 
than those of the EktaPlus and not in the 
same league as those of the IIISi . The 20
page text test ran at 141 seconds, the 
slowest of the group. The Postscript test 
suite bogged the printer down even more. 
For example, the Group 2 tests required 
nearly 31 minutes , twice as long as the 
time needed by the IIISi. A 16.7-MHz 
68020 processor powers the Laser Printer 
1OL, which runs a proprietary IBM 
engine. 

Print quality, however, proved to be 
one of the LaserPrinter's finer points. 

continued 
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umma etc 
We ProudlyAnnounce SummaSketch II Plus. 


The world's bestselling, most 
emulated, most acclaimed 
desktop tablet just got better. 
We've taken SummaSketch II, 
the industry standard, and 
added several new features to 
create atabletthatis, unques
tionably, the world's best. 

Unlike some competitiors, 
we put everything in the 
box-4-button cursor and 
2-button stylus (or 16-but
ton cursor), interface 

with over 400 programs, and 
hardware compatibility with 
PCs and Macintosh~ Best of 
all, it's still 100% pure Summa
Sketch-the editor's choice, 
winnerof every major editorial 
accolade for graphics tablets. 
And the people's choice, · 
with well over one-half million 

'---'- sold to demanding computer 
graphics professionals. 

Every 
decision 

1 
MEEK 

cables and autilities diskette with Windows®3.0 and should be this easy. In fact, the only 'i~: :;•;·,:"t \ lsa:ll i : '

ADI®drivers. Plus we've added things like 2000 lines per tough decision is which Plus to choose: "';::-!;::.,::" 

inch resolution and 10 mil accuracy-standard. Plus the 12" x12" or 18" x12" Professional . 

fastest, easiest set-up and configuration procedure. Plus For literature, or the name of your local 
 man offerfora free Auto CAD® or CAD KEY® Master dealer, call l-800-729-7866. Fortech-

I 90 =Template (a $2 45 value) . Plus software compatibility nical information call 203-881-5400. 

~. Sunnagraphics@ 

Every decision should be this easy. '" 

© 1991 S u m m a g C a p pi oo!ine. \I mGJ G6483. All r i 9 le te mr. v 
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IBM calls its antialiasing technology 
PQET, and, like HP's equivalent, it does 
a good job of smoothing edges. When the 
PostScript option is teamed with a mini
mum of 5 MB of memory, the Laser
Printer can lay down sufficient dot cover
age to produce either 600- or 300-dpi 
resolution (the evaluation printer didn't 
have sufficient memory to test this capa
bility). 

The printer fared particularly well at 
producing dense blacks, whether in bold
face type or in a solid black background 
from which to reverse type. In the latter, 
banding that was common in some other 
printers didn't mar the black areas. This 
tendency toward dark prints, however, 
was less successful in some of the graph
ics texts. Details sometimes disappeared 
in shadow areas. 

In its standard configuration, the 
printer supports HP PCL 4; a plotter 
mode (supporting IBM-GL and HPGL), 
and IBM Personal Printer Data Stream. 
The latter includes 10 bit-mapped and 16 
scalable fonts and provides for multiple 
page orientations. IBM sells HP PCL 5 
emulation as a $199 option. 

Like the III Si, the Laser Printer can at
tach directly to networks via the optional 
Ethernet or Token Ring ports, which 
cost $845 and $945, respectively. How
ever, these options support only OS/2 or 
AIX operating systems. If you want the 
LaserPrinter to connect directly to a 
Novell network, you must purchase a 
third-party connector, such as Intel's 

NetPort. The LaserPrinter can automati
cally switch between PCL 4 and Post
script emulations. 

The exit bin holds 250 sheets . Two 
standard input trays hold 700 letter-size 
sheets. 

Facit P5160 LaserPrint-16 
Based on a Sharp LCD print engine, this 
compact 16-ppm printer produces high
quality text and graphics at relatively 
slow speeds. Its scores in the text test 
were in pace with the other contenders. 
But when the P5160 tackled the graph
ics-intensive drawing component of the 
PostScript suite, its processing power 
stalled. 

Forty-eight minutes to run this test 
suggests the marginal usefulness of this 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Eastman Kodak Co. 
(EktaPlus 7016PS) 
901 Elmgrove Rd. 
Rochester, NY 14653 
(800) 344-0006 
fax : (716) 726-3758 
Circle 1235 on Inquiry Card. 

Facit, Inc. 

(P5160 LaserPrint-16) 

400 Commercial St. 

Manchester, NH 03108 

(603) 647-2700 
fax: (603) 647-2724 
Circle 1236 on Inquiry Card. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
(LaserJet lIISi) 
19310 Pruneridge Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(800) 752-0900 
fax: (208) 344-4809 
Circle 1237 on Inquiry Card. 

IBM/Lexmark 
(LaserPrinter lOL) 
740 New Circle Rd. 
Lexington, KY 40511 
(800) 426-2468 
(606) 232-3000 
fax : (606) 232-2873 
Circle 1238 on Inquiry Card. 

QMS,Inc. 
(QMS-PS 2000) 
1 Magnum Pass 
Mobile, AL 36618 
(800) 631-2692 
(205) 633-4300 
fax : (205) 633-4866 
Circle 1239 on Inquiry Card. 

printer if your network produces any
thing other than straight text. However, 
if text is your emphasis, the P5 l 60 can do 
a yeoman's job: The 20-page text test ran 
at a respectable 121 seconds. 

The P5 l 60 emulation offerings are 
rather limited: LaserJet Series II ships 
with the $2889 PostScript configuration, 
which includes 17 Adobe fonts and 2.5 
MB of memory. If your network requires 
support for plotters, this isn't a viable 
candidate. IBM Proprinter, Epson, and 
Diablo emulations are also optional at 
$209 each. 

Only a Centronics parallel interface 
comes standard with the printer. You can 
add an RS-232 interface for $49 or com
bined AppleTalk, RS-422, and RS-232 
interfaces for $149. 

The control panel offers the handy ca
pability of storing up to four font, emula
tion, and 110 configurations so you can 
easily select from among them depend
ing on the job at hand. 

The LCD print engine produces good
quality output, although text edges were 
typically rougher than those produced by 
the IIISi or the Laser Printer. The P5 l 60 
output solid blacks but occasionally lost 
image details. 

The printer uses an easily installed 
toner cartridge that's rated for 60,000 
pages. A 250-sheet input tray comes 
standard, and a 500-page optional sheet 
feeder costs $529. · 

Most Muscle 
If exceptional print quality of gray-scale 
images is your highest priority, Kodak's 
EktaPlus excels. None of its competitors 
matched the level of petail and smooth 
range of tonality. IBM's LaserPrinter 
lOL produced solid, well-defined type 
and did an especially good job printing 
reversed type. 

However, the LaserJet IIISi camein a 
close second in both categories, and if 
your network printer must be a generalist 
rather than a specialist, the IIISi is the 
best all-around printer in this group. 
When you consider the IIISi's unparal
leled processing speed and high-volume 
paper-handling capabilities, it looks 
even more impressive. Other printers 
cost less than the IIISi, but the price dif
ferences shouldn't be great enough to 
sway those who look at the big picture. 
If, after evaluating your work load, you 
decide a network printer will mean more 
efficiency for your company, I recom
mP.nrl thP. I .ll~PrlP.t TTT<::i • 

Alan Jach is a technical editor for the 
BYTE Lab. Yoo can cofltacr him on BIX 
as "ajoch." 
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Buy Ye>ur Syste1-.: ts 


The winning combination. 
It's no secret that Northgate Computer 
Systems, Inc. makes some of today's finest 
computers. A room full of awards from 
major industry publications is proof of that. 

But top-quality products, backed by 
the finest service and support package 
in the industry, is only half of the 
story. What many people find most surpris
ing about Northgate is that we don't make 
you pay a premium price for Northgate 
quality and service. In fact, our systems 
have some of the lowest prices in the 
computer industry. 

The right combination of quality and price 
is why so many Fortune 500 corporations 
and smaller businesses, government agencies 
and educational institutions have selected 
Northgate systems. You'll even find 

Northgate systems in the offices of some 
of our toughest competitors. 

Here are a few of the reasons that have made 
Northgate aworld leader in quality systems for 
office and home ... and yournumber-one value 

Complete line of systems. 

• Latest technology. The Northgate systems you 
buy today won't become obsolete tomorro\\~. 

• Complete product line. From 386SX'"-based 
workstations to network file servers, 
Northgate makes acomplete range of com
puters to handle everybusiness application. 
Our newest products include low-priced 
386SX, 386 and 486"' systems. 

• Award-winning performance. Our 
systems have won numerous awards, 
including "Desktop Computer of the 
Year" awards from InfoWorld and BYTE. 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 86). 

Seven PC Magazine Editors' Choice 
awards, nine Computer Shopper Best Buy 
and three other InfoWorld recognitions 
are added proof ofNorthgate quality. 

• Customized, ready-to-run systems. 
Northgate custom configures every system 
to meet your specific requirements. We'll 
even rack mount or hard case your systems. 

• Finest components. We test and use compo
nents from only the best manufacturers to 
ensure peak performance and reliability. 

• Flawless software compatibility. Our systems 
are fully compatible with MS-DOS~ OS/2~ 
Novell® and other operating systems. 

• Product testing and burn-in ensures y o ur 
system will work perfectly from day one. 

• All systems are FCC Class BCertified for 
home and office use. 



Frc:>r-.: 1 :N'c:>rthgat:e...., 

I 

• Novell Certified Gold Dealer. We certify 
and test all products to work perfectly 
with Novell as well as OS/2, SCO/UNIX® 
and Banyan® Vines. And our staff of Certified 
NetWare®Engineers will help keep your 
LAN operating at peak efficiency. 

Customer service and support 
ensures your complete satisfaction. 

• 24-hour toll-free technical support 365 days 
a year, for as long as you own your system. 

• Freeyearofon-site service provided by NCR.® 

• Free overnight shipment of replacement 
parts to minimize computer downtime. 

• 30-day money-back guarantee. 

• Full parts and labor warranties - l year 
on systems, 5 years on keyboards. 

• Customized service 0.111.l ::.upport pians for 
corporate customers. 

! 

Affordable quality is yours 
with Northgate. 

• low Factory-Direct Prices. Our promise: 
no compromises. • GSA/Government and VAR discounts. 
As you're about to see, our reputation for quality• leasing plans with low monthly install
is built on a solid foundation of superiorments and flexible terms up to five years. 
design, engineering, manufacturing, and service. 

• 100% financing with Northgate's Big 'N' Card. Turn the page to begin your tour 
We can usually set up your account the of Northgate.
same day you call. 

CAL IIOL L- F RaCI0-4fi- 8 709 
• Other convenient payment options 

include MasterCard,VISA, American NOHTlfGATE 
COJIPl/TERExpress and Discover cards, wire transfers, H . S Y.57FAl.S: INCV

personal and corporate checks, Corporate "Smart Tools For Business'"" 
Purchase Orders and C.0.D. 7075 Flying Cloud Drive. Eden Prair ie. MN 55344 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 86). 



Manufacturing high-performance, quality 
systems takes more than just a top-notch 
Research and Development team. It requires 
astrategic alliance with the industry's premier 
component vendors. To meet our rigid stand
ards, Northgate®engineers work in tandem 
with our suppliers to design a full range 
of components. Then, they test hundreds 
of configurations to find the optimum 
combination of performance and reliability. 

Throughout the entire vendor relationship, 
Northgate uses sophisticated failure analysis 
techniques (including microphotography) 
and statistical process control methods to 
ensure our suppliers consistently produce 
high qualitycomponentry. 

Northgate 386SX'/16, 20 or 25 
• Imel® 80386SX'"/\6,20or - • Six 16-Bit Expansion Card 
A ~JD80386SX/25 ~l llz Slots 
Processor • Choice of l2~18 5.25' or 

L44MB 35" Floppy Drive
• \~18 RA~I (Expands to 16~18) 

• Exclusive Omni!<rf" Keyboard 
• 5n18 \DE Hard Drive with • VGA 800 x600 Card and 


17 ms Seek Time Color~lonitor 


• ~IS-DOS®ll,4 01or5 

J nT1dJ 35' Bars • FCC Class BCertified 


• f i ,. faseJhirq5.25' 

$1499°r$t599°r$t599°0 

L e ai s.i 1D<1>>$5651/$60.28 per 11 ro 11 tl r' 

Northgate 386DX/25, 33 or 40 
• lntcl80386DX/25.3lorA~ID" • foe·Bay Case; Three 5.25" 

80386/40 ~ l llz Processor and Tllo 3.5' Bays 
•. 4MB R.\~\ (Expands to 32~18) • Exclusil'e 0111niKq Ke)·board 
• 5n1B \DE llard Drive with • VGA 800 x600 Card and

17 ms Seek Time Color ~Jonitor
• 64K Cache 

• ~licrosoft•ll'indows'"JO• Choice of W18 5.25' or 
and Mouse\.44~18 35' Hopp)' Drive 

• ~IS-DOS 13.401 or 5 

Expansion Card Slots • r-cc Class BCert ified 


• Six 16-Bit andhu8-Bit 

$2049°r$2149°r$2149°0 

Lca.~r a.'i 1011 1<15 57 .5.81/$79.-51 pcrm011t /1* 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 86). 

, 
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Northgate 486'"DX/33 
• Intel 80486DX/Jl ~lllz • AT-style case 

Processor 
• Exclusi"e 0111nillq Keyboard 

• 4~18 RA~I 
• VGA Color ~lonitor 

• m!B \DE llard Dril'e • ~licrosofrll'indows 10 
and Mouse 

• Choice of 12~18 5.25' or 
1.44~18 35' r-\oppy Dri"e • ~IS-DOS 3.3, 401 or 5 

$2699°0 

Lease as I 1w11·S9J.J9 pn 1110111/i* 

http:1w11�S9J.J9
http:1D<1>>$5651/$60.28
http:faseJhirq5.25


Northgate Slimline SP™386/25 or 33 
• I 	 d!Y18 o J 8 6orfll ,\'il~lll • 11\IG 5.25' and 1.rnrn 3.5" 

l'roressor on Power Module florrv DriYes 
• Fasr. ,\fforclahlr Lrgrades - • Exclu s1wOmnil1t:1·l\eyboarcl 

Suurly Rrrlacr Power \loclu lr • v Gtfl21x768 Color 
• "IB RA\\ (L,p;111ds to 31\IB) Monitor 
• 52"\B \DE Hard Drive wirh • \licrosofr l\'mclows 3.0 

17 ms5erkl1mc and \louse 
• 611\ Crche \lemof)· • \IS-DOS 3.J. 101 or 5 
• CominuousEdge Graphics Chip • rec Class nCerrif1ecl 

$2'49°'}'$2749°0 

Lwsr a .'i low a.'i 591 .66/595.12 1icr HHJJHli"' 

Northgate Slimline SP 486SX"/ZO 
• lnrcl 804865X"/20 "\Hz • \.2\135.25"and L+l\ 111 Jj" 

~r ocrssoron ~owrr Module Floppy Dril"es 
• Fas1,,\lforclableLpgracles - • bclus11·r Omni /\,:r l<cyhoarcl 

Smiplylkplacc l'ower \\ocluk • V G112-\ x7(18 Color 
• mn R,\\\ (br;111ds to Jl\tnJ \\omror 
• 	52'13 IDH!arcl Drivrnirh • Mi crosohWmdows J 0 

17 ms Seek Time and Mouse 
• 6,K Cache \lrmory • \IS-DOS }], -\0 I or 5 
• Co111inuousEclgeCraphicsCh1p • rec Class Bc e r I I r I 

$2799°0 

Lease a.~ low as$ 9 ()per •» oht!i i" 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 86). 

Once our components meet our highest 
expectations, a different set of engineers takes 
the helm. System configurations are set up 
on our own LAN test bed and undergo a 
grueling month-long battery of tests. We check 
hundreds of business software packages 
to ensure our systems run applications 
under MS-DOS~ OS/2~ Novell~ SCO/UNIX~ 
Banyan~' and other operating systems. 

Through this process, Northgate has earned 
an industiy-wide reputation for flawless 
compati bili ty. Be assured that when you 
purchase Northgate systems, you're getting 
compatibility you can rely on. 

CAL LT OL L - F R!lCIO - ];4 8 7 0 9 

North gate Slimline SP 486'"DX/33 
• Imel 8018fi"'DX/JJ \I II : • t.nm 525" and 141'\3 Ji' 

Processoron l'owcr\loclulc florpy Drives 
• Exclusil"e Omni l1i:r Keyboard• ,\m R,\l \(bpa ncls 10 32\tn) 
• V G tflllx 7 6C.~or 

• snm tDE ll;irdDril"ewi rh \loniror 
17 ms Seek Time • \\icrosofr \\"mclows3.0 

and \ louse 
• fl11\C1che )\cmot)" 

• \IS-DOS J.l.-\ 01 or 5 
e cl . Co11111u1ous Edge Grap hic Clur • rec Class nCmfad 

$2999°0 

Lc11 .~c as low ll.'i SI0.3.77 per 1110111/i* 

http:SI0.3.77


Northgate has studied manufacturing methods 
and has selected aprocess that gives the greatest 
quality and productivity. 

Our technicians are skilled in all phases of man
ufacturing. Working in teams offour; they bring 
the elements of quality together with craftsmanship 
that knows no equal. Adetailed system of checks 
and balances ensures strict adherence to our rigid 
quality control standards.When all is complete, 
comprehensive bum-in and final testing begin. 

l 4 I I ,._LL..: l . • .\

llltlltii'" .·. ·. ··s::~~\lT\;\ 

Northgate Elegance SP 486SX";t20 
• lmcl® 80386DX/2i or Jl MH: • wm ili" and t. rnm ]j" • Imel 80186SX'"/20 MHz • \ l\m i li" and LH~lli Ji" • Intel 80186DX'"/Jl Milz • I 2~m j 2i" and LHMB )j' 

Processor on Power Module Fl oppy Drives Processor on Power Modnle rloppy Drives Processor 011 Power Module rloppyDmes 
• Fasl.Affordable Cpgrades • Exclusive Omnil<c/'' Keybmrd • fa11,.lffordable Cpgrades • Exclusive 01111111\c,r Keyboard 	 • ExclusrvcOmniKr:rl\cyboard 

• -+ \m RA\ t fbpands 106HmJSimply Repbce Power \lodule • VGA IOH x768 Card and Simply Replace Power \lodule • VG,\ 1021 x768 Card and • YGA 102-!x 768 Card and 
• -+~m RA~\ (bpands 10 mmJ Color ~-loni1or • -+MB RAM (Expands 10 32Mll) Color Mo11i1or • I06MB IDE Hard Dri,·e "·ith Color ~lonilor 
• 	106~\Il \DE Hard Drive wi1h • ~\icrosoft®Windows'" 3.0 • 106Mll IDE Hard Drive wi1h • Microsof1Windows 3.0 17 ms Seek Time • ~licrosolt Windows J.O 

Ii ms Seek Time and \louse Ii ms Seek Time and ~louse and Mouse
• 6·11\ C.rche \ lcmory

• 611\Cache,\lemorr • ~ I S-DOS® J HO\ or i • 611\ CacheMemory • MS-DOS JJ, 101 or i 	 • MS-DOS l.HOI or i 

• Deskwp Case • FCC Cbss BCcr1i lied • Desktop Case • rec Class ll Ccr1ificd • Vcnical Power Case • FCC Cbss B Ccr1ified 

$2899°r$Z999°0 $3149°0 	 $3349°0 

Lease ns law as S/OO.J llS /03.77 pcr ninntlr' L l' dl.d Ol l'(I j/08.96 /! C IHl>llf li ~ 	 L c (tfS fow 11s S115.88 p c1110111 Ji • 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 86) . 

Northgate Elegance SP'" 386/25 or 33 Northgate Elegance SP 486DX/33 



• lntd 80386SX"/20 \Ill: 
Processor 

• J\IB RA\\ (bpands to 5\IB) 
• 10\\B Hard Dr i1e 
• I. H\IB 35" Floppy Dri1e 
• 8H;ey ' eyboard Emulaung IOI 
• 8.5" LCD Screen Supports 32 

Shades of Gray: \ 'G.\ 640 x480 
• I I d .25' x I . 6.Hl\s. : 

$2399°0 

Lease as loll' a.) SSJ.Ol per n1<01th* 

• .\C.;dapter 

• Stacker'" Soft11are (Pro1ides 
up to 80\IB of Storage) 

• 	~lJgic Cursor'M for 
\\"indows or No-S~uintll ' " 
for DOS 

• \\S-DOS10\ or 5 

• FCC Class BCertified 

Northgate backs every system with an award
winning package of service and support. 
lncluding a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee, 
fu ll parts and labor warranties (one year 
on systems, five years on keyboards) and free 
overnight shipment of replacement parts 
duringwarranty coverage. 

You also get toll -free technical support 
2 4hours a day, seven days a week. We track 
every detail concerning your system, 
including configuration, ms1:a 
previous questions and 
correspondence.This gives our staff 
immediate access to your system's history 
the moment you call. Should you require 
on-site help, we'll dispatch a trained 
NCR®technician to your door. This service 
is free for one year. 

CAL LT OL L - F R.II((O - 3 4 5 - 8 7 0 9 

Northgate OmniArray"' 
• R.;ID-3 Parallel Drh·e .;rm • '101ell®Ccrtified for 

with I !GB to 1GB Dat.1 Storage Xet\\-are"' 386 311 

• Four Data Dri1es 11ith 512' • FJikd Dri1-e Supports 'rep;
Total Cache: One Redundant L."nit Opmuonal11ith Single
Dri1·e ll"ith 128' Cache Drhe F.1 ilure: Rebuilds Data 

• bst SCSI Eng inmingDelims on Replacement Driw 
\tl\\B/Second Performance 

• SCSI Cable and Terrninator 
• \S.H\S,;SCS!.ldapterfor 

Net\\"arc"' file Scrrm • l"enicJl Poll"erCase 

Call For rricing 

Northgate Elegance'" 486/33 EISA 
• Intel 80486DX/33 MHz 

Processor 
• 4\IB R.;\\ (Expands to 32\IB) 
• 200 MB IDEHard Drive wnh 

I tfisSeekTime 
• 128,Cache 
• EIS.Hus 
• I2\IB SB and H4MB 35' 

Floppy Dri1es 

$4599°0 

Lease as low as 5159.13 per tJJ o 

• Vrrt ica\PowerCase 

• Exclusi1e Omnille,1· 'eyboard 

• VG.; 102h168 Card and 
Color \lonitor 

• \hcrosoft\1'111do11s30 
and \louse 

• \ IS-DOS 3.HOI or 5 

• FCC Class BCertified 

11 l h o1o 

Northgate Slimlite"' 386SX"/ZO 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 86). 



Systems Configured Just For You 

Northgate®custom configures every system 
to meet your most demanding needs. We offer 
a comprehensive range of top quality com
ponents, giving us the capability of tailoring 
a system over 3,000,000 ways. To find 
out which is best for you, call one of our 
Systems Consultants toll free. 

Hard Drives 
Options include IDE hard drives with 
capacities of 52MB, lOOMB, 200MB or 340MB. 
Also available are ESDI and SCSI hard drives 
with capacities as high as l.2GB. Call for 
other drive size options. 

Memory Expansion 
Northgate systems have a variety of memory 
expansion capabilities. Our Systems 
Consultants can help you decide how much 
memory you need for both current and 
future applications. 

Monitors 
Northgate offers 12" VGAmonochrome, 14" 
monochrome (amber), 14" VGA monochrome, 
14" VGA color, 16" VGA color and 19" VGA 
color monitors. Resolutions include 640 x 
480, 800x600,1024 x 768, and 1280 x 1024. 
NEC 15", 17" and 21" flat-screen, low
radiation monitors also available. 

Math Coprocessors 
Speed up processor-intensive business 
applications with an Intel®or Weitek®math 
coprocessor. ANorthgateSystemsConsultant 
can helpyou select the right one for yoursystem. 

Tape Backups 
To protect your valuable data, Northgate 
offers an array of high-speed tape backup 
devices. Choose internal or external designs 
in the following capacities: 40/120MB, 
80/304MB,80MB, 150MB, 300MB and l.3GB. 

Communications 
Northgate has the right equipment to link 
your system to other computers or fax 
machines. Products include internal and 
external MNP-5 modems in 2400 and 9600 
baud speeds. Also available is Northgate 
Faxlt for Windows"', a revolutionary 
fax card designed to work from within 
your Microsoft Windows applications. 

Printers 
The best thing to have beside your computer 
is a printer from Northgate. Printer options 
include low-cost 9-pin and 24-pin dot matrix 
printers as well as laser printers and 
PostScript-compatible laser printers for 
the very best print quality. 

Floppy Drives 
Floppy drive options include 5.25" models 
in 360K and l.2MB designs and 3.5" models 
with capacities of 720K and l.44MB. 

CD-ROM &.'Other Hardware 
We can also configure your Northgate 
system with many other hardware options, 
including CD-ROM drives, high end video 
cards, and 1/0 cards. Call and ask a 
Northgate Systems Consultant for the 
latest options and prices. 

EDITORS' 

CHOICE 


CALL TOLL-FREE 
Z4 HOURS EVERYDAY 800-345-8709 
Major corporations, volume purchasers and government 
agencies call National Business Accounts: 800·545-6059 
Fax your order! 800-323-7182 
Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgate has TDD 
capability. Dial 800-535-0602. 

,, 

NOmltG.4TF 
COMPUJE 

S,_ IM::' 

"Smart T <ID I FsoET u 5 e s s ' 
7075 Flying Cloud Drive, Eden PrC\irie, Minnesota 55344 

Northgate OmniKef' Keyboards - Quality Designs No System Should Be Without! 

OmniKey/101NI 
• lH-Keys On Top 

• Alps Click/Tactile Key Switches 

• lndependent lnmted 
T Cursor Control And Numeric 
Keypads 

• R1teSelect From 3-120 CPS 

$8900 

• Period/Comma Lock 
Key Locks out < >Even 
When Shifted 

• Interchangeable CTRL, ALT, 
CAPS LOCK Keys 

• Unmatched IB~I "' 
Compatibility 

• FCC Class BCertified 

OmniKey/102 
• l2 F-Keys On Left 

• Alps ClickfTactile Key Switches 

• Independent lnmted 
TCursor Control And Numeric 
Keypads 

• Rate Select From 3-120 CPS 

$8900 

• Period/Comma Lock 
Key Locksout < > Even 
When Shifted 

• Interchangeable CTRL, ALT. 
CAPS LOCK Keys 

• Unmatched IUM 
Com pa tibi lity 

• FCC Class BCe rtified 

OmniKey/ULTRA 
• l2F-Keys0nLdt AndTop 

• Alps Click/Tactile Key S11itches 

• Independent Inverted 
TCursor Control And 
Numeric Keypads 

• Rare Select From 3-120 CPS 

$12900 

• Period/Comma Lock 
Key Locks out < > Even 
When Shifted 

• interchangeable CTRL, ALT, 
CAPS LOCK Keys 

• Unmatched IUM 
Compatibility 

• FCC Class BCertified 

© Copyrlgh1 Northg,,te Computer System5. Inc . 1()92. All 1igh1s rese1ved, Nor 1hg.,te . Omn/KeY. lleg.,nce. Sl lmllne. SllmL/re . OmniSysu~m<1nd1heNmlhg<11e N' logoMeU.S.1r,,demMkso11e gis1ered U.S. tri\demMks ol No<thS"!e Computer Sys1ems. 80386SX.8048iSXM>d 
80486Mc U.S. 1r.1dem.1<ks of rnceL MS.DOS. Windows i\nd Microsof1 Mc U.S. tri\dCmMks or regis1ered U.S. tr.tdemMks of M1crosol1 Corpor<'l1lon.16M IS.l registered U.S. 1r.1dem.-rkol lnterni\lioni\I (lusinessM.tchinesCorpori\!ion . All other P<Oduc 1s i\ncl b1.,nc1 n<1mes Me U.S. 

~r;~~~:;~~:~p;;~.~~'~;~~~~~~,u.j~~~~:~~sP~:r~r~:~~;~.e~:1'~1~~~i~bl~~~ · 1'::!~e;i?,.0b~1\~yc1~~ ·~~;r:is:;fftii~~;~i~:~~~~~~~o~f~~~;.b~:;~~~;~i[~'.~~es:~1~ysr~;~;
1~~~11!~i~~;~~l~1'1t~~~~ic"~;r :l.'::,i~~~~~1 C:;s~~:~;, ;;;'~!~;n~~~·ir~,nc~~"a~fi~~~~ 1r:00~~~8;.~i~~~e~~e;~~tii;i1~~1s~0ps,.u:~ ~i~~!e 

.>re b<1sec1on.1 36-monlh st<incli\rcl. fi\ir mMket v.1 lue open.enc1ec1 !e.,se. 12 .60 monih le.utng opllons ,w,1l l«bie Im <fUi\llfied businesses . 
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Dedsion·Making 

Is Easy With Our 


Free Kit 


If the decision concerning the purchase of 
computer systems falls on your shoulders, our 

Decision-Maker's Kit is one resource you'll want 
to have by your side. It's loaded with information 

that will help you make the right computing 
decisions. There's no obligation. No pressure. 
just the facts that will make your decision-

making a whole lot easier. 

Foryour free kit, return the attached 
card today or call toll-free: 

800-345-8709 

" S maTIOO; 
for Business"'" 

free Decision-Maker's Kit from Northgate" 
Return this postage-paid card for your free Decision-Maker's Kit. In a hurry? 
Call us and we'll mail your kit today. 

Till•----------------------------- 

Company--------------------------- 

Addre.s•----- ---- -------------------

Cil}' -----------------State ___ Zip ______ 

Business phone_,_(__-'------------------------

Home phone "'-<---'-------------------------

Fax# ~(---'---------------------------
1. Are you interested primarily in computers for your: 

D Home D Business D Both 

2. If you indicated '"business:'what is your role in the purchase of computer systems? 

D Decision-maker D Decision-influencer D None 

3. What computer products have you been considering? 

D 386SX" -based systems D 386 DX-based systems 
D 486SX" -based systems D 486DX" -based systems D Notebooks 
D Dedicated network servers D LANs 

4. How many computer systems do you already have at your company? ________ 

5. When will you most likely make your next computer purchase decision? 

D Less than 3 months D 3-6 months D Within 12 months D Don't know 

6. What applications will you be running? 

D Word Processing D Accounting D Spreadsheet D Desktop publishing 

D Database D Networking 0 Other ________________ 


7. Are you thinking about leasing systems? 

D Yes D No 

D aliadlox if you would like to have a Northgate Systems Consultant call you. 
0 Copyright Norrhg11c Computer Syncms. Inc: 1991. All righu reserved Nor1hg1tund 1hc Northg11c ·N'logo ire 
US. 1r1d~m1rksor rtgistcrcd U.S 1r~dcmtrk!olNonhg11c Compu1cr S)'"cms, Jnc 80J86SX, 80•86SX ind 80486 
1tc US. n•dcm11kioflmd.We suppo111hc c1hiC1l use or sohwuc. To report wflw1rc copyright oiol11ions. e1ll 1hc 
Sohw'1c Pub!ishcn Anoc1g1ion·s Ami.P \11cy Hollin ~ i t l -600.J88.P{R8 CODEB2102 
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REVIEWS 


HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

The Multimedia PC: 

High-Powered Sight and Sound on Your Desk 


TOM YAGER 

I
t's not every day you get to see his
tory made. On October 8, 1991, 
Microsoft (along with some friends) 
raised the curtain on the Multime
dia PC, and some of us have a hunch 

that personal computing will never be the 
same. The Multimedia PC, or MPC, 
seems to have something for everyone. 
For developers, it's a standard for build
ing advanced multimedia capabilities 
into applications. For users, it's a set of 
guidelines for constructing PCs, or up
grading existing ones, to support these 
applications. For vendors, it's the logo of 
an organization that will work to put mul
timedia power in the hands of as many 
PC users as possible. But for all, it spells 
opportunity: the PC may have finally 
emerged from the drab, silent shroud that 
has surrounded it for so many years. 

What's an MPC? 
The MPC specification leaves room for 
capabilities that technology can't even 
support yet. But even today, an MPC
capable system sports a worthwhile set of 

\ITE 
• WHATMPCIS 

A standard that brings 
multimedia capabilities to personal 
computers. 

•LIKES 
The standard is thorough, 
and boln slond-olone machines 
and upgrade kits ore affordable. 

•DISLIKES 
The animation standard depends 
(for now] on o Macintosh. 

• RECOMMENDATIONS 
MPC brings standardized 

·multimedia capabilities to the PC 
realm, catching it up to the Moc 
and Amigo. 

talents. A CD-ROM drive is a required 
component, bringing not only an incredi
bly affordable 600-MB storage medium 
to desktop systems but high-quality CD 
audio as well. Digital information and 
audio tracks can share the same disc, but 
MPC systems also allow you to use your 
computer to precisely control the play
back of a straight audio CD. 

Digital audio support is also required, 
allowing you to record and play back 
audio data (voice, music, or whatever) to 
and from your hard disk. Varying data 
rates are supported, so you can set the 
balance between small audio file size 
and high-quality sound. An on-board 
synthesizer adds polyphonic music play
back capability, and a MIDI interface 
lets you drive an external electronic mu
sical instrument or other MIDI compo
nent. 

Beyond added audio capacity, MPC 
gives developers more room to maneu
ver. The specification supports the play
back of animation through a proprietary 
movie file format (Microsoft offers a 
converter that translates MacroMind Di
rector [an animation program for Macs] 
movies to the MPC format). It also pro
vides enhanced support for the display of 
bit-mapped graphics, and an interface to 
a timer that helps in the synchronization 
of events. With additional hardware and 
drivers, MPC can control laser disc and 
other external video devices, as well as 
video overlay/video-in-a-window graph
ics cards. 

While the MPC specification declares 
minimum functionality, there's plenty of 
room for vendors to add value to their 
systems and peripherals. The specifica
tion calls for 256-color VGA, for in

stance, but any Windows-compatible dis
play adapter will work. Similarly, if you 
have a need for higher-quality audio than 
what the most basic products can deliv
er, there are already MPC-compatible 
boards that are capable ofgenerating pro
fessional-quality electronic music. You 
have control, within the MPC specifica
tion, over whether economy or quality 
reigns. 

MPC's software base is a CD-ROM 
edition ofWindows 3 .Oa, with a set of ex
tensions that support the standard facili
ties offered by MPC-capable systems. 
The extensions can be applied to existing 
installations of Windows, so you can up
grade to full MPC compatibility without 
tossing out your current Windows setup 
(assuming you have one). But whether 
you're running Windows or not, install
ing from CD-ROM is a breeze; the entire 
release is on one disc, so once you've an
swered all the setup questions, you can 
walkaway. 

Future BYTE articles will delve into 
the technical details of MPC hardware 
and software. In this article, I' II recount 
my experiences with a sample of the first 
batch· of MPC products. I selected prod
ucts I considered to be representative of 
the mix you're likely to encounter, in
cluding a stand-alone multimedia PC, an 
MPC upgrade kit, a software develop
ment tool, and a couple of finished multi
media applications. 

The MPC rollout was accompanied by 
quite an impressive array of finished 
hardware and software, so this is by no 
means an all-inclusive review. It should, 
however, give you a hint of what MPC is 
capable of and how you might apply it for 
your own use. 

continued 
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Macro Mind 
Action 

MacroMind Action 
takes a "point in 
time" approach to 
creating 
multimedia 
presentations. 

Action, MacroMind's multimedia 
presentation software for MPC sys

tems, is a bit less than a full-fledged 
MPC application. For basic MPC sys
tems, Action fails to support MIDI (and, 
by relation, the internal synthesizer). 
Music can be an important part of a pre
sentation, and Action sets a bad example 
by failing to include support for this 
standard media type. 

The lowest level at which Action oper
ates is typical for presentation programs: 
Templates (containing graphical back
grounds and layout data) are combined 
with foreground elements to build the 
frames (or, in Action parlance, scenes) of 
the presentation. The twists added by Ac
tion are mostly its control over time and 
motion. In addition to organizing por
tions of the presentation into distinct 
scenes, Action also allows you to apply 
motion, special effects, and other events 
to the objects that make up each scene. 
Each event is keyed to a particular time. 

In addition to using a time line, Action 
offers a control-panel dialog box that ap
pears over the window used to build the 
presentation. To cause an event to take 
place at 35 seconds into the presentation, 
for example, you would drag the control
panel slider to 35 seconds and change the 
window to reflect how you want it to look 
at that point. · 

Graphical elements, including text, 
can be made to move, dissolve, sparkle, 
and attract attention in dozens of other 
ways. But for all this sizzle, some staples 
of presentation graphics, such as shad
ows, do not exist. It is easy to import 
graphics from other applications, but be
cause Action lacks credible paint tools, 
those graphics won't always work the 
way you plan. It's difficult, for example, 
to get a nonrectangular imported graphic 
to blend well with objects created inside 
Action. 
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The control panel that keys events to 
particular times shows tenths of seconds, 
suggesting a high degree of accuracy in 
the timing. That view isn't realistic; 
Windows, lacking real-time capability, 
can't ensure that anything will happen 
when you ask it to. As a consequence, if 
you want a "twinkle" sound effect each 
time a new bulleted item hits the screen, 
you will have to play with the timing until 
it works just right. Everything about 
your system-the CPU speed, your dis
play card, your hard drive, you name it
affects the accuracy of the timing in an 

Asymetrix 
Multimedia 
Resource 
Kit 
The Asymetrix 
Multimedia 
Resource Kit 
provides both 
program-level 
callable functions 
and prebuilt 
control panels for 
the M PC media 
types. 

T oo!Book has become a mainstay of 
Windows developers in a hurry, and 

Asymetrix's new Multimedia Resource 
Kit does not disappoint, either. As it 
turns out, most of what's contained in the 
new software amounts to shells that call 
Microsoft's own Multimedia Extensions' 
dynamic link library (DLL) functions. 
The programming interface is well con
structed, however, and it lays a good 
foundation for both native Too!Book pro-

Action (or any, for that matter) presen
tation. 

Beyond that unavoidable flaw, Action 
has one that I have trouble looking past: 
loading time. The README file warns 
that lengthy presentations may take a 
long time to load on some machines. I 
ran Action on a Tandy 4033LX Multime
dia (see below), and the load times for 
even my first two-scene test were outra
geously long. 

Action seems to do well with simple 
presentations (e.g., bulleted charts and 
graphics). I am even more impressed, 
however, with the output of software 
such as Brown-Waugh's Curtain Call. 
It's tuned to helping ordinary people 
work style into their graphics. Action in
cludes a number of templates, some of 
them attractive, but I was able to produce 
much better looking output from scratch 
using Curtain Call and other presenta
tion tools (like Symantec's More on the 
Macintosh). 

All told, my reaction to Action is "I've 
seen better." Once you get your file 
loaded, Action may live up to its claim 
of helping you churn out presentations 
faster, but I think you would be better off 
investing in Curtain Call or waiting for 
some of the presentation graphics heavy 
hitters to take on multimedia capabil
ities. 

grams and applications prototyped in 
Too!Book and later moved to a more op
timal environment. 

The Multimedia Resource Kit starts 
with the basics-simple, direct interfaces 
to Microsoft Multimedia Extensions' 
DLL functions-and works up (rom 
there. Asymetrix's 87-page manual may 
not weigh much, but it's.the most concise 
description I have seen of what it takes 
to create MPC applications. The heart 
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of ToolBook's multimedia muscle is 
MPC's Media Control Interface, and 
Asymetrix handled support for this in a 
very elegant, "hands-off' manner, leav
ing it to the developer to build the com
mand/argument strings that are passed to 
the MCI handler. 

ToolBook was the first tool I picked up 
after breaking the seal on my first MPC 
system, and within 30 minutes I not only 
understood the basics of writing MPC 
code but had a working ToolBook appli
cation that combined CD audio with digi
tized voice-overs. This stuffworks. 

By focusing on MCI, the Multimedia 
Resource Kit automatically supports ev
ery existing MPC media type, and all 
possible new types, without requiring 
you to purchase upgrades. And for those 
who are in a real hurry, Asymetrix 
throws in a sample book loaded (and I do 
mean loaded) with preprogrammed con
trols for most of the MPC media. There 
are even full-fledged control panels for 
CD and wave audio that you can build, by 
pointing and clicking, into your own ap
plications in seconds. I chose to create 
my own, of course, but more sensible 
people may be inclined to let Asymet
rix 's engineers do the work instead. 

A hidden benefit ofToolBook is that it 
is a supremely extensibleenvironment. It 
not only communicates with multimedia 
procedures through MCI calls, but it also 
leaves room to hook into any function 
that is contained in a Windows-compat
ible DLL. Those hooks don't require ac
cess to.the DLL source code, and, with 
some exceptions, Too!Book allows you 
to communicate with DLL-embedded 
functions on their own terms. It's not un
common to find Too!Book examples for 
complex Windows peripherals. My pet 
example is Fluent Machines' Fluency 
full-motion video board set. The demon
stration application is a Too!Book pro
gram. Fluency and many other multime
dia products ship with the ToolBook 
definitions you need to start writing use
ful programs right away. 

The only real drawback with Multime
dia Too!Book is one that has applied 
to ToolBook all along: Even on a fast 
machine, Too!Book can be slow. After 
working with it for a while, you begin to 
get a feel for where the bottlenecks are 
and how to keep your applications re
sponsive. But again, Windows is not a 
real-time environment, and its problems 
are exacerbated by an interpretive pro
gramming system like Too!Book. Even 
so, I found it irresistible. For now, there 
isn't a better or faster way to get full-fea
tured MPC applications out the door than 
with Multimedia Too!Book. 

Tandy 
4033LX 
Multimedia 

Tandy's 4033LX 
Multimedia is a 
standard 33-MHz 
386 system with a 
Sound Blaster Pro 
audio card, a 
Super VGA display 
adapter, and a 
Tandy CD-ROM 
drive and 
interface card. 

T andy was among the first to bring 
fully packed MPC systems to mar

ket. The company has built itself a repu
tation as a provider of systems that are 
solidly built and perform well. The 
4033LX Multimedia lives up to that tra
dition, with one exception (which I'll get 
to later) . 

The 4033LX Multimedia isn't funda
mentally different from an ordinary 
4033LX-a 33-MHz 386, modular CPU 
card design, scant internal drive slots 
(two 3 1h-inch and two half-height 5 'A
inch), one serial port, one parallel port, 
and one mouse port. What sets it apart is 
that the factory builds these systems into 
stand-alone MPC machines by adding 
Tandy's CD-ROM drive and controller 
and a Creative Labs Sound Blaster Pro 
sound card. 

The big downside to manufacturers' 
bundles is that you generally wind up 
missing something. In my case, the sys
tem lacked all documentation and DOS 
software for the Sound Blaster Pro. May
be it's part ofthe deal Tandy struck with 
Creative Labs, but the manuals, program 
and demonstration disks, and even the 
Voyetra MIDI sequencer that are part of 
the normal Pro package were left out. 
Everything needed to run the board 
under Windows was there, however, and 
all was preconfigured and ready to run. 

When Tandy's smartly designed sys
tem boots up, it asks for the CD-ROM 
disc included with the system. This disc 
has several application demonstrations, 
but it starts with a series of digitized pic
tures that show you how to hook up your 
audio card and then segues into a Tandy 
demonstration that mixes audio, music, 

and Autodesk 3D Studio animation. It 
looks nice enough (once) and does a fair 
job of testing out the system and your 
audio connections. 

My system arrived from Tandy con
figured with 4 MB of memory and a 100
MB hard drive. That comes out to one 
wrong and one right, at least where de
veloping MPC applications is concerned. 
Tandy can't be faulted here, but ifyou in
tend to write MPC programs, you will 
want an 8-MB system. The 100-MB hard 
disk, on the other hand, turned out to be 
just the right size, even for my demand
ing requirements. 

While the system performs well, there 
are a couple of key areas that need im
provement. One is something you should 
improve, and the other is Tandy's re
sponsibility. Depending on how you in
tend to use your 4033LX Multimedia, 
you may want to invest in an accelerated 
graphics card (see "Tweaking Windows: 
New Adapters Boost Speed and Clar
ity," January BYTE). Tandy bundles a 
512K Paradise VGA card, a popular and 
economical choice, but not a top per
former. 

The second performance issue is Tan
dy's CD-ROM drive. Again, its design 
helps keep the cost down (and I do like 
the lack of need for the never-there
when-1-need-one CD caddy), but its seek 
time leaves much to be desired. If the 
drive' s sole purpose were to get from one 
audio track to another, I would say "So 
what?" but most ofthe work ofCD-ROM 
is retrieving data. Once it gets there, the 
drive transfers data.fast enough to satisfy 
MPC requirements. But when the drive 
is forced to seek, look out. I'm all for 
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using lower prices to get technology into 
the hands of the masses, and frankly 
there were only a few times when the 
drive's seek time became a major annoy
ance. But I did have that feeling more 
than once. 

So should you buy a prepackaged MPC 
system or roll yourown? Ifyou don't al
ready have a PC ready to upgrade, the 
difference in cost is relatively small. So 
it all boils down to convenience. If you 
like the idea of having everything in-

M ac users once kicked sand on the 
poor PC victims who lacked digi

tized sound and music. Creative Labs 
helped change all that, and its latest 
sound card, the Sound Blaster Pro, is fast 
becoming one of the leading sound 
boards for MPC systems. 

The Sound Blaster Pro is, first and 
foremost, an audio card. In that role, it 
has some pretty respectable specifica
tions that mesh perfectly with MPC re
quirements: 22 simultaneous voices of 
FM (a method of sound synthesis popu
larized by Yamaha) synthesized sounds; 
two channels of direct digitized audio 
1/0, with sample rates of from 4 to 44 
kHz (8-bit); a software-programmable 
audio mixer that provides control over 
levels of on-board audio as well as CD 
audio, external line/microphone, and 
master volume; and a 4-watt-per-channel 
(at 4 ohms) stereo amplifier. 

Beyond its ability to create and control 
sound, the board also has MIDI input and 
output ports (with an optional cable), an 
IBM-compatible analog joystick port, 
and a CD-ROM controller. This card, 
plus a CD-ROM drive and Windows with 

e 	 Multimedia Extensions, is an MPC up
grade kit. Creative Labs sells it that way, 
CD-ROM drive and all, which makes it 
very easy. 

Creative 
Labs' Sound 
Blaster Pro 

Creative labs' 
MPCUpgrade 
Kit, shown here 
with an internal 
CD-ROM drive 
(the microphone 
and headphones 
are not 
included). 

stalled for you at the factory, even though 
that means you don't get some manuals 
and software you might get otherwise, 
get the Tandy (or one of the other stand
alone MPC systems). In return, you'll 
have one-stop service for everything in 
the machine. On the other hand, if you 
want to spend a little more for a system 
that performs a lot better, build from 
components and include a Windows ac
celerator board and a faster CD-ROM 
drive. 

Before I talk about Creative Labs' full 
upgrade kit, I'd like to focus for a mo
ment on the board itself. The Sound 
Blaster Pro's roots are in the video game 
realm, so this board is not going to put 
synthesizer companies out of business. 
The FM synthesizer on this board is 
functional and is capable of producing 
some nice sounds, but most of,the sounds 
are rather thin and, well, something like 
what you would get from a $100 depart
ment-store portable keyboard. 

I may be fussier than the average con
sumer in this regard, but I can't imagine 
banking my company's image on a musi
cal soundtrack that makes the audience 
squirm in their seats. My view of the in
ternal FM sounds is that they exist for 
convenience. If you plan to use the MPC 
MIDI facilities, the FM synthesizer on 
the Sound Blaster Pro will give you a 
convenient preview of your work. Then 
avail yourself of a Roland Sound Canvas 
or similar external MIDI sound module, 
push a few buttons on a Windows con
trol-panel dialog box, and record or pre
sent your music in a way that will impress 
rather than amuse. 

The Sound Blaster Pro's digital audio 
capabilities are expansive. The top sam
pling rate is 44.1 kHz, which is more 
than enough to capture all the sounds in 
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the audible spectrum. Again, don't ex
pect digital-audiotape-quality audio 
from this 8-bitdigitizer, but ifyou've got 
the disk space, the Sound Blaster Pro has 
the ability to capture and replay very nice 
digitized sound. The lower sampling 
rates are a boon for audio voice notes 
(taking up very little space), the middle 
range is perfect for even presentation 
voice-overs, and the top rate will handle 
music with minimal distortion. 

Applied 
Optical 
Media's 
MediaSource 
Applied Optical 
Media's 
MediaSource 
brings a huge 
library of digitized 
photos, music, 
and sound effects 
to multimedia 
producers. All 
items are cross
referenced in a 
keyword database. 

There isn't much more to say about the 
upgrade kit that comes with the CD
ROM drive. It works, it comes with a fair 
assortment of free CD-ROM titles, and 
the drive itself seems to seek good and 
fast compared to the Tandy. The drive 
isn't top-of-the-line-the manual eject 
mechanism is slightly awkward-but it 
does what it's supposed to. 

If the Sound Blaster Pro is used mostly 
as a delivery system for desktop applica

M ediaSource is a set of well-crafted 
CD-ROM collections of digital 

scanned images and audio files. Its visu
al half is what publications know as a 
"stock service"-general-purpose im
ages, taken by professional photogra
phers, that you can copy and use in your 
computer-based presentations. Dozens 
of scanned images on this disc cover 
every imaginable category from arcades 
to zoos. I was generally impressed with 
the quality of the images. There wasn't 
any evidence of dark or washed-out im
ages, and the color was generally right on 
the money. Images are sized for display 
at 640 by 480 pixels-enough to fill a 
standard VGA screen. 

The audio files are a good mix of pro
duction music (the kind oftunes you hear 
behind TV and radio commercials) and 
sound effects recorded as MPC .WAV 
files. The quality of the recordings is 
good-there's no clipping or distortion
and the files sound about as good as 
MPC-standard 8-bit audio boards can 
sound. As for the musical quality, I got 
about what I expected: I couldn't wait 
to use some of the tunes, while others 
ranged, in my view, from mediocre to al
most amusing. But one man's Beastie 
Boys is another man's Mozart. It was 
wise of Applied Optical Media to include 
so many different styles of music in this 
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collection. I was especially pleased to 
find such an impressive assortment of 
bridges, short musical segments that are 
used to accompany scene transitions and 
other similar visual effects. 

Microsoft 
Bookshelf 
for Windows 

Microsoft 
Bookshefffor 
Windows includes 
useful reference 
volumes annotated 
with digitized 
audio and 
animation. You 
can search the 
entire library for a 
keyword or 

•(.. 

phrase. 

~Look At: 
0 I opic lill•• Onl1 @~1T..1 

Look ln:. 

~ Ame1icen He1itage Oicliof1ary 

~ Roget's. II Eleclt•nic Thesaunu 

~ Concise Columbia Enc}'cloPedia 
~ Concise Columbia Quotations 

M icrosoft's Bookshelf reigned, in 
the days before MPC, as one of the 

more useful PC CD-ROM titles avail
able. This reference set has been updated 
to run urtder Windows and to take advan
tage ofMPC's multimedia prowess. 

The assortment includes just about 

tions, I can't recommend it more highly. 
It's a relatively inexpensive way to add 
good-quality digitized sound and medio
cre synthesized sound to a PC. I can rec
ommend the card for those who plan to 
use it for business presentations, but if 
you're not pulling your music tracks di
rectlyoff an audio CD ordigitizingthem 
to disk, I suggest you invest in an exter
nal MIDI sound module to pick up the 
quality slack. 

It might have been enough for Applied 
Optical Media to cram all the image and 
audio files it could onto a CD-ROM, but 
MediaSource includes a graphical appli
cation that lets you run simple database 
scans on the CD-ROM data. Every item 
on the disc has a keyword list associated 
with it, and the database program lets 
you use those cross-referenced keywords 
to zero in on specific images or sound 
files. Want to find a photo of an arcade 
and a sound file to go along with it? How 
about a number of photos depicting medi
cal emergencies? These are there, and 
the MediaSource interface not only scans 
the database for keyword matches, but it 
allows you to browse through the images 
or audio files that match the search. 

I consider MediaSource to be an indis
pensable tool for anyone who plans to use 
MPC products to create computer-based 
presentations. Not only will it save you a 
world of time, but it will add a very pro
fessional edge to anything you create. 

everything you need to beefup your writ
ing: the Second College Edition of The 
American Heritage Dictionary, Bart
lett's Familiar Quotations, The Concise 
Columbia Dictionary of Quotations, The 
Second College Edition of The Concise 
Columbia Encyclopedia, the Hammond 



- ------- - ----

If you write software, IBM wants 

to bring you to your senses. 


With sight, sound and motion, you can 
become a star in the biggest, fastest-growing uni
verse there is. A multimedia star in the universe 
of 181\1 and 181\1-compatible computers. 

Working with 181\11\1ultil\1edia will be ex
citing. Just look at what's been done with the 
software, "Columbus: Encounter, Discovery and 
Beyond" and the "Illuminated Books and l\tanu
scripts" series. And think of the programs you 
can write combining interactive video, dazzling 

graphics and CD-quality sound. Think of the 
huge market potential that's barely been tapped. 
With your creativity and 181\1 's resources, techni
cal and marketing support, the possibilities 
are endless. 

Yes, 181\11\1 ultil\tedia is designed to appeal 
to all your senses. Especially your business sense. 

Call I 800 426-9402 
to find out all the ways 181\1 - - -- 
can help. --- --- ·-

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. © t991 IBM Corp. 



1 3.5" and 5.25" diskette, 
QIC 40 (401120MB) 

andQIC80(80/ 
250MB) tape, as 

well as hard drivE 
m ,.,1~1r . Several comput 

one Backpack, 

THE MULTIMEDIA PC 


It's never been easier to add 
external mass storage. In fact, if 
you can plug in a printer, you can 
install Backpack. Backpa 
connects to the parallel 
printer port of any PC 
compatible or portable 
wi tJoulinterface cards 
or tools! Backpack is 

Atlas, Roget's II Electronic Thesaurus, 
and The 1991 World Almanac and Book 
of Facts. I can't spend any time discuss
ing the relative usefulness of any of these 
volumes. What makes the Bookshelf 
special is its presentation. 

Microsoft Bookshelf was obviously 
carefully designed to be a good demon
stration of MPC features, and it works. 
One tip-off to the demonstrative nature 
of Bookshelf is that it allows you to skip 
righttothe "good part"; you can browse 
through the animations, graphics, and 
audio files contained in the collection. 
The encyclopedia entry for refrigerator, 
for instance, includes an animation with 
synchronized audio that provides a glori
ous example of the proper application of 
multimedia: It manages to encapsulate 
the entire concept into several seconds of 
moving pictures and sound. While this 
obviously helps grab youngsters' atten
tion, don't underestimate its power for 
grown-ups, as well. 

In general, Microsoft Bookshelf for 
Windows makes excellent use of the 
functions that are added by MPC. Every 
entry in the dictionary has its pronuncia
tion clearly demonstrated by a speaker's 

M icrosoft 
Bookshelf was 

obviously designed 

to be a good 

demonstration of 

M PC features. 

voice, and some entries are accompanied 
by illustrations. The Atlas has an assort
ment of detailed maps and can play na
tional anthems. And selected quotations 
can be heard as well as seen. 

As you'd expect, the Bookshelf is en
dowed with impressive text-search capa
bilities that allow you to rapidly search 
any or all volumes in the set for combina
tions of keywords. Windows lends its text 

and graphical cut-and-paste facilities, so 
when you find that clip or image you're 
looking for, it can become part of your 
work in seconds. 

My only disappointment with Book
shelf was an idealistic one. Once I grew 
used to having Bookshelfavailable, I was 
loath to swap its CD-ROM for another. 
Even though Windows lets you run multi
ple applications at once, you can only 
run one that requires its own CD-ROM. 
There's no easy solution (save CD-ROM 
changers), but Microsoft did its best to 
put all the standard reference materials 
you might need on one disc. 

Promises Kept 
I went on to look at many other MPC 
products in addition to the ones described 
here. Unfortunately, I can't discuss them 
all (at least not now). This first harvest 
is a bountiful one, and any skepticism I 
had about the practical worth of MPC's 
brand of multimedia faded quickly as I 
worked with one application after an
other. 

Multimedia technology is like most 
technology in general in that no one 
really needs it. I have made the case for 
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CAMERA 
VCR 
TV 

VGA VIDEO GALA 

The Complete Desktop Video Graphics Solution 


Step up to the next level cl visual computing. 
Competing in the '90s means adding graphics 
to your work. 

<!/><!/> Live TV in a window 
(Video Frame Grabber). 

.¢-.¢-.¢- Recordable output to VCRs and TVs 
(Composite Video Output). 

With the press of a button, VGA VIDEO GALA will 
capture a video image (from camcorder, VCR, laserdisk 
player) and incorporate it into your work. Virtually ANY 

application will benefit: desktop publishing, word 

processing, presentations, data bases, illustration, 


animation and paint packages. Just as easily, 
VGA VIDEO GALA can be plugged into 
ANY TV monitor or VCR for display. 

Versatility. Perfonnance. Value. 
The 3-in-l VGA VIDEO GALA. Enhance your 

image. At $595.00, it's the only one to get. 

HICHRES 
TECHNOLOCIES INC. 

High Res Technologies Inc. P.O. Box 7 6 
Lewiston, New York 14092 U.S.A. 

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card. Phone: (416) 497-6493 Fax: (416) 497-1636 



THE MULTIMEDIA PC 


the practical, serious use of sound and 
graphics in the past (see "Information's 
Human Dimension," December 1991 
BYTE). If used well, multimedia is a 
wrapper for information that makes it 

easier to digest and retain. MPC brings 
together the tools, the standards, and the 
vendor support needed if multimedia has 
any hope of occupying more than the oc
casional desk. • 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Tom Yager is a BYTE technical editor who 
manages the Multimedia lab. He is au
thor of UNIX Program Design and De
velopment for IBM PCs (Addison-Wes
le y, 1991). He is on BIX as "tyager." 

Applied Optical Media Corp. Creative Labs, Inc. M c:rGSQft CJw11
1450BootRd 2050 Duane Ave. l MicrQSPft Way 
\\est Chester, .9\ 19380 Santa Clara, CA 95054 Relln\ond, WA 98052 
(215) 429-3701 (408) 986-1461 (206) 882-8080 
fax: (215) 429-3810 fax: (408)986-lm fax: (206) 936-7329 
MedioSource .. . ... .... $395 (per volume; Sound Blaster i'f:(J .. ... . .. ..... . . . $299.95 Microsoft Boolahelf 
nine cur ren1lyavailable) MPC Upgrade Kit fpr K'indows ... ......... ... ·~ ....... .1195 
Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card. inlernal CD-ROM ...... .. ... .. . $849. 95 Circle 1233 an Inquiry Corel. 

external CD-ROM .. .. .. .. ..... . $949.95 

Asymetrix Corp. Circle 1231 on Inquiry Card. TandyCQrp. 
110 l IOlh /.Ne. NE, Suite 700 700 I Tandy Center 
Bellewe, WA 98004 MacroMind·Paracomp, I n c • fl\>rt \\brth, TX 7610! 
(~637-1500 6001'0wnalfttd St., Sui 11'lW (817) 390-3011 
fax: (206) 455-3071 S a !Francisco, CA 9 41 0 3 fex: (817)390-2774 
Multimedia Resource Kit ... •... ... . $300 (415) 442-0200 40J3LX Multimedirz .. ..• •...••• ,$5499 
Multimedia ToolBook ... .. .. ... .. . .. $695 fax: (415) 442-0190 (with SJ.IG.4 color graplics 
Circle 1230 on Inquiry Card. Action ..... .. ..... ...... .... ... . ...... . . $495 VOM 440 monitor, odd $62!.t 

Circle 1232 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1214 on lnqui(y <;~. 

2" x 4" EMBEDDED PC 


Microcontroller. Microcomputer. 

· · Megatel Wildcards provide PC functionality in a flexible, small format.'' 

Wildrnrd 8 8 n Multi/JO 	 Vid/Mem:I 

• 	CPU clock to IO MHz • On-board SCSI Host Adapter • 640Kb User memory 
• Replaces full PC motherboard (supports up to 7 devices) • Video/Colour LCD controls 
• Co-processor and BIOS socket • Floppy Controller (l.44M. l.2MJ CGA. Hercules®, IBM® Mono: 
• OMA. 	Bus. DRAM. Keyboard • 2 RS-232. I Parallel. I RS-485 (runs LCD Panels) 

controllers multi-protocol serial port For information on our representatives please 
contact our head office at tire number below.

All Wildcards are low power single +5 volt operation. 

125 Wendell Ave .. Weston. Ont. M9N 31'9 Fac :(4 16) 245-6505 (416) 245..3324 
\Vildrnd 66 and Mega1el are trademarks of Mega1el Computer Corp. Hercules is a trademark of Hercules Corp. IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp megatel®------
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11\'Ttlt'IATIO:'i'.L OISTRIBLTORSo'Au.<lr3lia.(02-476·4777. Fax:02·477-7561); ,\ustria (04252-2700, Fax:0·152-:1177);Canada (41(1-479-5525, fax: 416-479·11134 and 604-270-8561, Fax:604-270·1953); 
Cicrmany (0431-5411030, Fa!I00431-5480366 and.051;2. 101932, Fax:05732· 101947) Hong Kong.(389-8252, Fax: 343-6479); Italy (02-112442156, Fax: 02-11256993) ; Korea (02-7114-2915 , Fa., •Ol -7114., 

These two new 1280 x 1024 ultra high 
resolution monitors will soon be in offices all 
over the world.That's because they're s opowerfulf' 

Consider this: Our 17" a;nd 20" non-interlacecJ 
microprocessor-ennanced monitors will 
automatiGally adjusnh@ image t e way you want. _ 
Th·ere are 16 preset. modes which can be 
pr;ogi;ammed b)I the end-us~r. With buijQ ~ emo 
these monitors do what you want..:and the don t 
forget. Plus the c ystal clarity and.sharp focus on the 
non-glare, anti-static screen are simply unbeatable. 
N,O·distortion and low radiation. The Viewsonic 7 
even has a Hatl'.s~are er en. 

. ''/ 
The Viewsonic 7 (17'!) arniViewSonic ·8 (20") 
feature a new level of high performance for desktop 
publishing, CAD/CAM and other graphics-intensive
appliqti9JlSi"They are designell·for _PCs; Mac II and 

ereen 
ViewSonic 7Rated __ 
#1~by InfoWorld! 

VkwS<111lc 7 

Visit your dealer TODAY and see for yourself why Viewsonic 
- monitors, rrom the 14" to the 20",-are becoming.a standard in 

offices thJ (mghout.the world. 

Viewsonic® 
"12130 Mora Drive 
· SaniaFe Spri~gs, CA 90670 ·

(213) 946-07Ii': (800)~ 888-8583 Fax (213) 946-1618 

·~ 

Su~ system~. ~ll producls and br.md names arc trJdcmar:ks o f 1hCi r rc~.livc companies. 

. . 

2549): Poland (39-120314. fax: 39·120314) Spain (93·419·2322, Fa.x: 9:H 19: 11711);Taiwan (02-2411-4072, Fax: 02-240-11238) 
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TH RD 
INTERNATIONAL 

~-COMPUTERFORUM 
(ICF) 


D The ICF brings together people that influence and determine the major trends of information technologies in 
the USSR and world-wide 

D The ICF lets western companies obtain top-quality, first-hand information about the real and potential computer 
and software markets in the USSR 

D The ICF provides Soviet computer professionals with better access to products and technologies from the rest 
of the world 

Scheduled Speakers: Topics: 
• Philippe Kahn (Borland) • Status of the USSR computer market; 
• Jerry Kaplan (Go) business opportunities 
• Greg Herrick (Zeos) • Future of PC market 
• Dick Williams (Digital Research) •Workstations market 
• Esther Dyson <EDventure Holdings) • Macintooh 
•Stewart Alsop (lnfoWorld) • UNIX applications 
•Ken Wasch (Software Publishers •LAN policy 

Association) • LAN practice 
• Fred l.anga • Windows and OS/2 market 
• and others. • Pen-based technologies 

•etc. 

If you're a part of the emerging Soviet and east European computer industry, or if you want to learn more about doing 
business with that rapidly-growing market, you need to attend the Thi.rd Annual International Computer Forum! 

S AVIMONEYB Y RESERnOUR FORMORE 
PRE·IKH S TERI NG EXHI Bl Tl !DINAC E INFORMATION 

The registration fee covers access Price Includes exhibition Contact the ICC at: 
to keynotes, sessions, presentations, space Itself, labor for 
exhibitions, cultural programs, bulldlnq_~he booth, power Mall: 101813 USSR, 
3 lunches and 3 receptions. supply \220 volt, 50Hz), Moscow, Proyezd Serova, 4. 
Register before March 31. 1992 and furniture (tables, Fax/phone: 7-095-921-09-02. 
and receive the special chairs, etc.). The fee Is MCI ID: 439-1034. 
discount rate of just US$760. US$3400 for each 9 sq.m. Internet: levon@staff.lcc.msk.su. 
After March 31, 1992 ($2800 for the members of San Francisco-Moscow 
the normal fee of US$840 applies. ICC). Teleport: ICC. 

JUNE 15-t8, t992 

WORLD TRADE CENTER, MOSCOW, USSR 
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HARDWARE 

Apple's Quadra 900 Sizzles and Dazzles 
TOM THOl\PSON 

U

nless you've been offthe planet, 

you've caught Apple's intro
duction of its long-awaited, 
much-rumored 68040-based 
Macs. The two systems are the 

Mac Quadra 700, a small desktop ma
chine, and the Mac Quadra 900, a tall, 
floor-standing tower. I wrote a detailed 
description of them based on a brief 
hands-on session in "A Peck of New 
Apple Macintoshes" in the November 
1991 BYTE. Naturally, I wanted to put 
the Quadras through a more thorough 
evaluation. I didn't have to wait long: 
Within days of the announcement, a 
Quadra was sent BYTE's way for review. 
The demand for these new computers 
was high enough that only the high-end 
Quadra 900 was available. 

There are only minor differences be
tween the Quadra 700 and 900: At the 
heart of both is a 25-MHz 68040 proces
sor and I-MB ROMs that contain extra 
code to support 68040-specific features. 
The Quadra 700packs this all into a Mac 
Ilci case, along with two Nu Bus 90 slots 
and a single 68040 Processor Direct Slot 
(PDS). In fact, Ilcx and Ilci users can 
step up to a Quadra 700 via a main logic 
board swap for $3499. The Quadra 900's 
larger case has more slots and bays for 
extra hard drives for those with demand
ing expansion or storage needs. 

Exteriors 
The Quadra 900 comes with the bevy of 
ports-common to most Macs, including point of invisibility on other Macs, are Hardware Details 
an Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port for large, prominent buttons here. Obvious- The basic Quadra 900 package includes a 
mouse and keyboard, two serial ports for 1 y, Apple designers expect serious Mac Super Drive floppy drive and 4 MB of80
LocalTalk network and modem connec Folk to use this box, and they did not nanosecond Mac Ilci RAM, but no hard 
tions, a built-in video port, a microphone go out of their way to protect users from drive. The cavernous tower case houses 
input port, and a DB-25 SCSI connector themselves. Second, there is a three up to four 5 1A-inch half-height drives 
for peripheral devices. It also includes position security lock with a removable and one 5 1.4-inch full-height drive, so 
a built-in Ethernet port and two RCA key. When the lock is in the "off' posi you can easily install a high-capacity 
sound-input jacks. Currently, the signals tion, the machine is locked in a powered drive from another vendor. 
from these two jacks are mixed before down state. The "on" position allows the The Quadra 900 uses two NCR 53C96 
being digitized, but an upgrade may be in Quadra 900 to operate like a normal SCSI controllers: One handles the inter
the works to give the Quadra 900 stereo Mac. The "secure" position disables the nal SCSI devices, while the other man
input capability. A third sound-input ADB port and SuperDrive floppy drive, ages SCSI peripherals connected to the 
port located on the main logic board can so you can't disturb programs running external port. The two buses are logical
accept CD audio from an optional, inter- on the Quadra unless you press the reset ly connected, so you are still limited to a 
nally mounted CD-ROM drive. · button. This provides a measure of secu maximum of six SCSI devices. 

Two things become apparent after a rity, but this setup could be improved if Because the Quadra can rely on the 
quick tour of the exterior. First, the reset the programmer's switches were dis  quality of its internal SCSI cabling, the 
and interrupt switches, concealed to the abled as well. internal 53C96 can transfer data at up to 
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APPLE'S QUADRA 900 


Global 

Releaf 


I comesm 

all shapes

and sizes. 


Planting trees is one of the best 
and easiest ways to help reduce 

global warming and other 
environmental problems. You 
can make adifference right 
now by calling our special 

Action Line 
1-900-420-4545. 

The $5.00 charge actually pays 
for planting a tree and we'll 

also rush you detailed 
information on Global ReLeaf. 

Take action now. 

1-900-420-4545 

G~BAL 

~~Ar' 


Aprogram of The American Forestry Association 
C 1 "ti raflisgfor 

trees & forests since I 8 7 5 
P.O. Box 2 0 O\'fil~hington, D C2 0 0 I 3 

ACTION SUMMARY\'TE 
• 	WHATTHEQUADRA 900IS 

A high-performance, 25-MHz 
68040-based Macintosh. 

•	 LIKES 
Fast disk, math, and video 
operations. Plenty of Nu Bus slots, 
abundant hard drive bays, and a 
300-watt power supply to support 
the power demands of a fully 
configured system. 

•	 DISLIKES 
Compatibility problems require 
that you upgrade some of your 
software. The programmer's 
switches aren't disabled when 
the key is in the "secure" position. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
This machine is suitable for those 
who need a powerful workstation 
for graphics, image processing, 
CAD, and complex simulations. 
In the future, the Quadra' s security 
features will make it useful as a 
process or transaction se ver. 

• 	 PRICE 
$8499 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
1408) 996-1010 
Circle 1 2 Son Inquiry Card. 

5 MBps, while the external 53C96 is 
limited to 4 MBps. These higher transfer 
rates translate to faster hard disk perfor
mance. The separate external bus helps 
to minimize high-speed signal problems 
among peripherals, eliminating the Mac 
Ilfx's infamous "black terminator" that 
held noise-reducing filter capacitors. 

Inside the Quadra 900 are five NuBus 
90 slots and one 68040 PDS. There are 
12 SIMM sockets so that you can expand 
the memory to 64 MB. Six video RAM 
SIMM sockets can expand the video 
frame bufferto2 MB, which enables the 
built-in video to support 24-bit-deep dis
plays on 16-inch monitors. This frame 
buffer memory is directly connected to 
the 68040's buses, which makes for 
rapid screen drawing. 

The Quadras use an enhanced version 
of the Apple Sound Chip, now called the 
Enhanced Apple Digital Sound Chip. 

The EADSC has important new features, 
such as a record mode for sound input 
(which requires the assistance of an AID 
converter), real-time hardware· decom
pression of stored sounds, hardware sam
ple rate conversion, and 16-bit digital 
serial output. Missing is the four-voice 
synthesis capability found in the ASC. 

While the EADSC can handle 16-bit 
data, the Mac OS doesn't support this ca
pability. The chip still uses 8-bit digital 
sound. However, the EADSC, along with 
improved analog sound circuitry, pro
vides a bandwidth of 16 kHz. That's up 
from the 7 .5-kHz bandwidth provided by 
existing Macs, and it's apparent that the 
Quadra 900's acoustic range, along with 
its CD audio input, makes it a significant 
machine for multimedia applications. 

Life with Quadra 
The review system I had came with 4 MB 
of RAM and an internal 160-MB hard 
drive. Extra-long monitor, power, and 
ADB cables let you park the Quadra 
under your desk, and a large speaker en
sures that you hear sounds generated by 
the Quadra even from across the room. 
When you start the machine, the im
proved sound capabilities become ob
vious: The boot-up hardware test tune 
sounds like an entire orchestra rather 
than the usual lone electronic banjo. 

The display's drawing speed is dra
matic, with brisk screen response on a 
13-inch AppleColor RGB monitor. In 
order to get a taste of the faster video and 
improved sound, I connected an Apple 
CD-ROM drive to the Quadra and ran 
Reactor's Spaceship Warlock, an inter
active movie CD. The results were awe
some: smooth graphics with superb 
sound, even though the data was coming 
from a CD drive. 

I connected the Quadra directly into 
BYTE's Ethernet network using one of 
Apple's Thin Coax Transceivers. The 
hookup was almost as simple as a Local
Talk connection: Move a few cables and 
you're set. The Ethernet copy operation 
of BYTE's 17-MB application bench
marks moved smartly from a Mac llci 
with an Asante NuBus Ethernet board to 
the Quadra. Faster network transfers are 
welcome perks, since you can expect 
Quadras to regularly move large amounts 
of in formation across networks. 

I tested the Quadra's performance 
with new versions of the BYTE Macin
tosh benchmarks that include timing per
formance with a suite of newer applica
tions (see the figure). The Quadra 900, 
at 25 MHz, outgunned a 40-MHz 68030
based Mac Ilfx by 20 percent to 30 per
cent on many applications. The Quadra 
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WHEN IT COMES 10 

MATH COPROCESSORS 


THE CHOICE IS SIMPLEI 


HIGH PERFORMANCE LOW POWER CONSUMPTION HIGHEST SPEED GRADES 


L e a 
C o mp e 

N cM o t H0,800 
0 p 15 II 11 

/ 3(87 

J 111 2C87 

387 ma 1111111111 
117 Lea~ing ~ 1111 llnl'l'!m287Compehlor millllllim llllliiliil( 

.___Av-er-og-e C-ons-um-pl-ion-(m-A)- 387SX ma EllWhetstone Benchmark 

(Operalion1/Second) wilh Clo<kRunni•s cl Full Speed 


VALUE 

FREE___ Guaranteed 100% Compatibility with all 286, 386j and 386SX systems 

• 
Call now for more information 

800-832-0770J/ 
Warranteed For the Lifetime of Your System 

408-727-1885 

J" Free QAPlus and POWERMETER Software 

Test results obtained on a 20 MHz 386SX system. 

The llT logo is a trodemark of lntegroted lnformotion Technology, Inc. (llT). QAPlus and 

POWERMETER are trademarks of DiogSolt, Inc. 

All other trodemorks are of their respective componies. © l '!!11 llT. A ll rights reserved. 
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APPLE'S QUADRA 900 


MACINTOSH BENCHMARK INDEXES 


Cuadra 900 

Mac llfx 

Mac SE/30 

Mac Classic II 

CPU FPU Disk Video 

.,. Worse Better Ill> <II Worse Better "" .,. Worse Better Ill> -<II Worse Better Ill> 

29.4 

13.0 

7.0 

DScientific/ 
Engineering II Spreadsheet DGraphics D~~~~ssing DOTP DDatabase DDevelopment Application 

Cuadra 900 26.6 

Mac llfx 

Mac SE/30 

Mac Classic II 

15 4:3 

Not surprisingly, Apple's top-ofthe-line Quadra 900 delivers 
top-ofthe-line performance. Most scores were outstanding All machines were tested using System 7 .0. 1. 

Except for the Ohrystone test. all results are DhryatonH 
significantly higher than those ofthe Mac llfx. Unfortunately, indexed. For each test. a Mac Classic II = 1, and 

incompatible versions ofmajor applications mandated 
disabling the 68040's cache on BYTE's DTP and Word 

higher numbers indicate faster performance. The 
fl oating-point benchmarks use the SANE library. 
Comprehensive test results and detailed 

Mac Quadra 900 
Mac llfx 
MacSE/30 

16,666 
10.000 

3125 

Processing application benchmarks, w performance m these configurations are available for all machines on Mac Classic II 2000 

request.aoolications is below oar. See the text for details. 

gets some of its performance boost by 
using the 68040's cache in copyback 
mode. In this mode, cache information 
isn't written to main memory until data 
is flushed from the cache. While this 
speeds processing, it can cause problems 
in keeping main memory in sync with the 
cache's contents. 

Most Mac applications ran without 
problems on the Quadra: It was a relief to 
see that Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1 worked, 
as did White Knight 11.12, using Shiva's 
network drivers to connect to a Shiva net
work modem. INITs such as Now Util
ities 3.0.1 and Suitcase 1.2.11 worked 
fine. A beta version of Timbuktu 5.0 
also worked, allowing me to view and 
control a Compaq 386 system running 
Windows 3.0 from the Quadra. 

Unfortunately, some major applica
tions suffered incompatibility with the 
Quadra 900, including Microsoft Word 
4.0 , Microsoft Excel 3.0, and Aldus 
PageMaker 4.0. Each of these applica
tions crashes when confronted with the 
68040's cache. 

Apple provides a short-term fix with 
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a Cache Switch cdev that disables the 
cache. You suffer a huge hit in perfor
mance with the cache disabled: The Qua
dra's word processing (Word 4.0) and 
desktop publishing performance (Page
Maker 4.0) plummeted to that of a 16
MHz 68030-based SE/30. The long-term 
fix will be to get the 3.0a maintenance 
version of Excel (the version I used for 
testing) and to upgrade to Word 5.0 and 
PageMaker4 .2 when they become avail
able. Some vendors rushed out electronic 
patches to make their products 68040
compatible: Symantec's Think Technol
ogies division patched its compilers, and 
Berkeley Systems updated After Dark, 
to name a couple. 

For third-party device checks, I used 
an Irwin SCSitapedrive to restore some 
scanned images archived on DC-2000 
cartridge tapes. For the display, I in
stalled SuperMac's Thunder/24 24-bit 
accelerated display board. Opening the 
Quadra 900's housing is just a matter of 
pushing on two tabs on the rear and 
swinging the side of the case out. This 
provides ready access to the RAM SIMM 

sockets and NuBus slots. Once it's in
stalled, the Thunder/24 board, like the 
Quadra's built-in video, automatically 
senses the monitor's screen size and con
figures the scan rate to match. With ac
celeration on, scrolling through the re
stored 24-bit scanned images on a 13
inch Apple monitor or a 19-inch Super
Mac monitor was boosted by a factor of 
six to eight times. A Quadra, when com
bined with the Thunder/24, makes for a 
powerful image-manipulation engine. 

Who needs a Quadra? With its high
speed processing power and improved 
floating-point performance, it makes an 
ideal CAD workstation. Professional de
signers creating complex artwork or im
age retouching will need its fast graphics 
capabilities. Its security features will 
also make it an ideal transaction or pro
cess server as System 7.0 applications 
evolve.• 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior techni
cal editor at large with a B.S.E . fiom 
Memphis State University. You can con
tact him on BlX as "tom_thompson. " 



Now! NRI training assures your success 

in three of today's


fastest-growing PC career fields 

Businesses everywhere 
promise solid employment 
prospects for people with 
the skills to create software 
for a Windows environ
ment, troubleshoot and 
service PCs, or evaluate, 
recommend, and use vital 
PC software applications. 
Now, you can prepare for 
success in today's hottest 
PC careers with your 
choice of NRI's three 
innovative new courses 
Programming in C + + with 
Windows, PC Trouble
shooter, or PC Applications 
Specialist. 

0 Get in on 
today's hottest 

programming opportunities 
Jobs for software developers are booming 
in the '90's, according to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. And PC experts agree: 
To create the new software applications 
required for today's complex computer 
environments, you need design expertise 
plus hands-on experience with c++ 
programming. 

Now you can take advantage of 
today's hottest programming opportuni
ties with NRI's new training 
Programming inc++ with Windows. 
Only NRI shows you how to combine the 
power of object-oriented c+ + with the 
new freedom and ease of Windows to 
create in-demand software for business, 
industry, or personal use. 

Get hands-on training with 
a 386sx-based mini-tower 

computer system 
With NRI, you get hands-on training 
with a 386sx-based mini-tower computer 
- yours to train with and keep' Only 
NRI gives you practical experience with 
this fully IBM PCIAT-compatible com
puter system, complete with VGA color 
monitor, enhanced keyboard and mouse, 
40 meg IDE hard drive, and a full meg of 
RAM 

This state-of-the-art computer system 
gives you all the memory, 
speed, and power you 
need to <level - --------:
op the kind of 
quality soft
ware programs 
today's 
employers and 
consumers 
demand. But 
that's just part 
of your NRI 
training ... 

111~1Schools 
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW,Washington, DC 20008 

YES! Send me the FREE catalog l 've checked and show me how NRI can give me the 
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advanced programming 
inc++, today's hottest 
object-oriented pro
gramming language. 
As you work with 
Borland Turbo C + + for 
Windows, you discover a·----·
for yourself how this 
in-demand language 
allows you the freedom to 
write real-world applications 
that rival software produced by top-paid 

design teams - from stand
alone graphics and word pro
cessing packages to spread
sheets, text editors, database 
managers, and more! But 
that's still not all ... 

Learn to program for 
the exciting visual 

environment of 
Windows® 

With NRI training you take 
command of today's newest 
design techniques as you 
master programming skills 
for Windows - using both 
c ++ and the built-in func
tions and routines of your 
Microsoft Windows software. 

Master object-oriented 

programming using 


Turbo c++ for Windows® 

Soon you're ready to use your computNRI's Discovery Learning Method 

er and know-how to create fast, functiontakes you step-by-step from 
al programs - complete with on-screen computer basics to .,..~II':'( 

graphics, custom cursors, images, icons, 
and all the other Windows features 

you need to build high-performance 
software that meets today's 
competitive business needs. 

Send for your FREE NRI 
catalog today! 

See other side for two more 
ways NRI can give you the 

computer know-how you need 
for success. --+ 



NRI training gives you 
two more exciting 

opportunities to make 
money with your 

computer 

L:"J. Earn good money as a 
U' PC Troubleshooter 

There's no doubt about it: Businesses spend 
billions of dollars on personal computers 
each year - even m ore on PC service and 
support. That means big opportunity for 
computer pros who can troubleshoot today's 
PCs -people with the 
hands-on training it takes 
to diagnose system fail
ures , replace damaged 
chips, retrieve lost 
data, or troubleshoot 
faulty disk drives 
and circuit boards. 

Now with NRI, 
you can master the 
skills you need to 
make money as a 
PC troubleshooter 
and cash in on big 
opportunities in this top-paying career field. 

AT-compatible computer, 
diagnostic hardware and software 

included 
NRI's step-by-step lessons and unique 
hands-on Discovery Learning projects show 
you how to localize PC problems, identify 
faulty components, recommend system con
figurations, and replace the damaged parts 
that cause PC system failures - plus much 
more' 

Best of all, you get hands-on experience 
with a powerful AT-compatible computer, 
4 Omeg IDE hard drive, and professional 
diagnostic hardware and software - all 

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG! 
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No matter which course you choose - PC Troubleshooter or PC 
Applications Specialist - your training includes a powerful IBM PC/ 
AT-compatible computer system and valuable software you keep! 

included in your 
course. Using PC 
Tools, an invaluable 
diagnostic software 
package, you get a 
hands-on under
standing of the 
special utilities 
that make correct
ing software and 
data problems easy 
and profitable - everything from hard disk 
backup to data recovery, disk and file man
agement, even virus and memory loss pro
tection. But that's not all ... 

Rounding out your training, you get pro
fessional troubleshooting experience using 
your Ultra-X R.A.C.E.R . plug-in diagnostic 
card and QuickTech menu-driven software 
to test the system RAM and uncover the 
problems that can occur with PC mother
boards and peripheral adapters. 

By the time you complete your course, 
you have the skills and the software you 
need to make money as a PC troubleshoot
er. Send for your FREE NRI catalog today' 

~ Become today's in-demand 
~ PC Applications Specialist 

Organizations everywhere are paying top 
dollar for computer pros who can use word 
processing, database management, spread
sheet, and data communications software. 
In fact, today's PC-driven business world 
has given rise to a new breed of computer 
professional: the PC applications specialist. 

Now, you can become this sought-after 

expert - on the job or in a business of 
your own. Only NRI gives you a powerful 
computer system plus the hands-on expe
rience you need to succeed. 

Train with and keep an AT· 
compatible computer system 

and Microsoft®Works TM 

Even if you've never worked with comput
ers before, with NRI you master the real
world skills you need to make good money 
as a PC applications specialist. Easy, step
by-step lessons and hands-on training 
with a powerful AT-compatible computer 
system, MS-DOS, and Microsoft Works 
software - all included in your course 
give you the important 
computer 
skills behind 
today's most 
in-demand 
business 

1applications. 
With NRI, \ 

you train at home 
and at a comfort
able pace, always sup
ported by your experi
enced NRI instructor. 
Step by easy step you 
learn not one or two, but 
four essential PC applications. Using your 
computer and Microsoft Works software, 
you master word processing, database 
management, spreadsheets, and data com
munications with confidence and ease. 
You even learn to install and use your 
mouse for quick-click access to the menu 
commands that save you time and effort 
when working with today's business appli
cations. 

Get the skills, the computer, and the 
software you need to start a money-mak
ing new career as a PC applications spe
cialist. Send for your FREE NRI catalog 
today! 

FREE catalog tells more! 
Get all the facts about NRI training in 
your choice of three high-growth 
computer fields: Programming inc++ 
with Windows, PC Troubleshooter, or 
PC Applications Specialist. If the card 
is missing, write to NRI Schools, 
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education 
Center, 4 4 0 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 2 CIJ 0 8 . 



REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK 


New Outbound Takes 
On the PowerBooks 

The Outbound Notebook System is a 
comfortable traveling companion, but 
loose connections can lead to frustrating 
failures. 

For the second time, Outbound Sys
tems has beaten Apple to the punch 
in the portable Macintosh arena. 

Outbound's new $4099 Notebook Sys
tem shipped just before Apple's barrage 
of PowerBooks (see "A Peck of New 
Apple Macintoshes," November 1991 
BYTE). But a slight advantage in timing 
won't be enough for the Outbound Note
book System Model 2030 if a few quirks 
aren't ironed out shortly. 

With the Outbound Notebook System, 
Outbound has come to a licensing agree
ment with Apple that allows it to use 
Apple ROMs in its computers. Custom
ers buy a used Mac Plus as part of their 
purchase ofOutbound's notebook. 

The CPU of our Model 2030 Notebook 
System was a 20-MHz 68EC030, which 
is a 68030 without a memory manage
ment unit. With Mac Plus ROMs, the 
Model 2030 can't take advantage of the 
68030's MMU anyway, so Outbound 
spares some expense by leaving it out. 
Outbound had to create the glue code to 
make features such as theAppleDesktop 
Bus, power management, sound record
ing, and LCD work with Mac Plus 
ROMs. 

The new modular design of the 2000 
series lets you change the CPU and 40
MB hard drive in the field, which is a 
commendable feature. Unfortunately, 
the review machine exhibited hardware 

difficulties throughout the test period. 
After a few rounds on the phone with 

Outbound technical support, we got the 
system healthier by reseating RO Ms and 
generally fiddling with connections. But 
considering how much jostling a portable 
takes, it's scary to have such loose con
nections. 

The 20-MHz CPU and 68882 FPU 
position the Outbound 's performance 
squarely between that of Apple's Power
Book 140 and 170 notebook systems. 
The PowerBook 140 offers a 16-MHz 
68030 CPU but no FPU, while the 
PowerBook 170 uses 1a 25-MHz 68030/ 
68882 combination. If you need extra 
processing power beyond what a Power
Book 140 supplies, give the Outbound a 
serious look. However, before you buy, 
check for sturdy connections. 

Unix Workstations 
Access Mac and PC 
Applications 

I fyou'removingtoa Unix workstation 
from a PC or a Mac, or if you just want 
convenient access to applications on 

these systems, a couple of solutions now 
can ease the transition. XGator 1.0, from 
Cayman Systems, provides workstation 
(and other) users access to Macintosh ap
plications. Logicraft's Omni-Ware 1.66 
offers workstation users access to DOS, 
Windows, and OS/2 applications. 

Both products make native applica
tions available to any qualified user on 
the network. In our tests, both products 
ran, with very few exceptions, even the 
most demanding applications without 
flinching. 

Once you connect, a "virtual screen" 
window opens on your workstation. With 
XGator, you see the Macintosh desktop; 
with Omni-Ware (and the optional VGA 
board), you get the equivalent of a VGA 
screen. 

Everything you type in the virtual 
screen window is sent to the application 
server as though it were a locally typed 
keystroke. Every time the application 
server's Mac or VGA screen changes, 
those changes are shipped over the 
Ethernet to your workstation. In effect, 
your workstation's keyboard, mouse, 
and display become wired to the remote 
Mac or PC for your entire session. 

XGator users need Ethernet, TCP/IP, 
Telnet, and X Window System server 
software. No special hardware or soft

ware is required on the remote system. 
Omni-Ware requires special software on 
the remote host, and therefore it will run 
only on workstations that are supported 
by Logicraft. 

Once it's set up, XGator is ridiculously 
easy to use, and it runs almost perfectly 
under System 7 . 0 (aside from the 
MacTCP glitches, which will probably 
be fixed by the time you read this). This 
is one ofthose programs that, delightful
ly, does what it promises. 

Omni-Ware is highly compatible and 
adept at fooling applications into think
ing they're dealing with ordinary DOS 
hardware. Logicraft's software has a few 
not-so-shining moments. For example, 
programs that don't use a DOS mouse 
driver (including some graphical pro
grams that run in protected mode) can't 
see the mouse unless you use a special 
Logicraft driver. Overall, however, 
Omni-Ware proved itself to be stable and 
quite usable. • 

-TheBYTEL.llJ 

Reviewer's Notebook provides new infor
mation-including version updates, new 
test data, long-term usage reports, and 
reader feedback-on products and prod
uct categories. 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Omni-Ware 1.66 
stand-alone version 
as tested .... .... ...... .. .. .. . . . $8190 

Logicraft, Inc. 
22 Cotton Rd. 
Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 880-0300 
fax: (603) 880-7229 
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card. 

Outbound Notebook System 
Model 2030 ......... .. . ......... $4099 
Outbound Systems, Inc. 
4840 Pearl East Cir. 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(800) 444-4603 
fax : (303) 786-8611 
Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card. 

XGator 1.0 . .. . .. ... .. .. . . ... .... . $495 

Cayman Systems, Inc. 

26 Lansdowne St. 

Cambridge, MA 02139 

(617) 494-1999 
fax: (617) 494-9270 
Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card. 
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LOOK INTO WINDOWS"WORLD. THE WORLD'S 

BIGGEST EVENT IN WINDOWS COMPUTING. 


April 6-9, 1992 •McCormick Place• Chicago, Illinois USA 

To stay on top ofthe world of Windows, 
WINDOWS WORLD '92 is where you want to be. 
Discover the largest exhibition of Windows-related products, 
services and support programs at the only trade show and 
conference on Windows computing produced in cooperation 
with Microsoft. 

You 'II learn from the industry's leading experts. You' II 

benefit from major new-product announcements. And you 'II 

get up-to-speed fast at the acclaimed Windows-related confer

ence program, highlighted by the Keynote Address of Microsoft 

chairman Bill Gates. 


And because it's held concurrently with COMDEX/Spring, 
you'll have free access to the COMDEX exhibit floor with 
special showcases on Network Computing, Multimedia, 
UNIX/Open Systems, and Imaging. 

So return the coupon today. WINDOWS WORLD '92 . 
It's what the world of Windows is coming to. 

,--------------1 

I SEND MORE INFORMATION ON WINDOWS WORLD '92. I 

I I ' interested in: D Attending D Exhibiting I 


lllomP 

I Title ________________ _ 1 


I C!lll[llJ I 

I Address I 

c~ I 


I State lip ________ 

I Phone F"'' I 

I Mail to: WINDOWS WORLD ' 9 2 /

I 3 0 Hrst Avenue, Needham, MA 0 2 I 9 4 ll~7 2 2 I 


I Ci!JWINDOWS"WORLD'92 (
The Official Conference and Exposition for Windows Computing I 


I April 6-9, 1992 • McCormick Place• Chicago, Illinois U S A 
L____________ ~361X08..!J 

• 19 l!lfhe lnlerfaceGroup •WO Firs! Ave nue, Needham. MA 0 2 I 9 UIA.·Wii!dows Q alrademarkof Microsoft Corporalion WINDOWS WORLD Conlerenceand Exposirion and COMOEX areproperliesof INTERFACE GROUP - NEVAOA, Inc. 
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Plan now to be in Chicago April 6-9~ 


COMDEX/Spring '92 

The Source for 


Corporate Computing Solutions! 

Only COMDEX/Spring provides cor

porate decision makers with a TOTAL 

SOLUTIONS event. Meet product 

managers and see the latest from over 900 

companies ... visit the highly specialized 

pavilions . .. and be part of conference pro
grams on Corporate Solutions, Network 

Computing and UNIX/Open Systems, 

Multimedia, and Imaging. 


See the "Shows within the Show!" 

Visit the dedicated exhibit pavilions show

casing the industry's hottest technologies! 


.... 	COMDEX Network Computing ,------------1 
Showcase I 	Yes, Iwant to realize my full computing potential! I 

.... 	 COMDEX Multimedia Showcase I D Please send information on attending I
I COMDEX/Spring '92! I .... 	COMDEX UNIX®/Open Systems I 	D Please send exhibitor information. I

Showcase 

.... 	COMDEX Imaging Showcase I Name/Title I 
I Company I 

.... WINDOWS"·'WORLD '92 I 	Address I
Gain FREE access to the world's biggest 

I 	
City/State/Zip I 

event on Windows computing! 
Phone/Fa~----------

11 Mail to: COMD EX/Spring '92 · The Interface Group 1 
3 ()(first Avenue· Needham. MA 02 194-2722 USADon't delay! Send in the coupon today! 1 

Or fax (617) 449-2674! 	 L----------~~!l 

®(~m~~~~~7Spring'92 

The World's Leading Computer Trade Show for Resellers and End-Users 


April 6-9, 1992 • McCormick Place • Chicago, Illinois USA 


~THE INTERFACE GROUP © 1991 

300 Firs t Avenue, Needham, MA 02194-2722 USA 


COMDEX and WINDOWS WORLD Exposi1ion and Conference arc properties of INTERFACE GROUP - NEVADA, Inc. 

Windows is a trademark of Microsoh Corporation. UNIX is a rcgistcrcdtradcmarkof UN IX System Laboratories, Inc. , a subsidiary of AT&T. 
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The World Standard 

First Edition Everything you've been missing***** 


DISCOVERED 

~!!llm............~m11.................:1:. 

• ~«- 0' ' " ' 

Desktop Mapeing 

Held Responsible 

For years organizations have had to 
rely on spreadsheets and other data 
analysis techniques to interpret 
information. But apparently, they've 
been missing a lot. The new technology 
of desktop mapping is revealing just 
how much. 

As spokesmen at Maplnfo,® 
the leader in desktop map
ping, put it: "By advancing 
relational database tech
nology to incorporate data 
with maps, Maplnfo has 
produced a breakthrough in 
analysis capabilities. It is 
literally 'showing' its users 
patterns, relationships and 
trends that they never knew 
existed. 

"In the process, it's 
allowing them to understand 
and present infom."tion 
more quickly, clearly and 
thoroughly. It's helping 
them deploy their resources 
more realistically and 
profitably. It's showing 

them how to target customers, service 
territories and optimize sales. It's 
helping them plan land use, select site 
locations, and efficiently manage 
facilities and operations. 

"In a word, it's allowing them to 
visualize and take advantage of 
options and opportunities that other 
data analysis techniques simply can't 
show." 

With Maprnfo, you can overlay data from dBASE (DBF), 
Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, delimited ASC!l, plus many other formats, 
and relate it to thousands of maps, down to street level on 
Windows. DOS, Macintosh, sun and HP. 

Free Demo Disk 
Tells Inside Story 
It's called Desktop Mapping 
The Map!nJo Way. Our 
reviewers call it 
the premier 
guide to dis
covering 
what's hidden 
inside your data. 

Call 800-358-7676 xlOO, 
or Fax 518-274-0510 for your 
copy. Then stay tuned for 
more good news from The 
Standard On The Streets. 

® 

MapW 

France ( 3 131 )B 0 6 OertinahyBAµ strla, Switzerland ( 4 29a) ]J 917 0 iltal}I(, 3 6<J3 )4 5 5S.:llnalll'lvla ( 4 Bffi )4 4 0 9 5 0 , All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Spain( 3344 )'I 3 2lbK.I( ,484 !j a 7 141lf!mGlnlngEuropeanCountrlcs( 13~ 4 ~ O 0.utt r~llao ]J 3672 'sr!elo Ji 6019 4 6. Maplnfo Is a registered trademark of Maplnfo Corporation. 
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 


DAV ID 

PERELMAN-HALL 


A NATURAL SOLUTION 


T
he expression "time flies" may seem common
place, but it is far from trivial for a computer 
to understand. Computer evaluation of natural 
language is also far from trivial; it is useful for 
building truly user-friendly interfaces, auto

matic language translators, and query languages. This 
is the field known as computational linguistics, and it is 
as much related to compiler design as to the elements of 
grammar. 

The program that evaluates text for grammatical 
structure is called a parser. Parsers often use tokens, 
which are intermediate symbols that represent the ele
ments of the input. In natural language, these tokens 
often represent parts of speech. A sequence of tokens 
can abstractly represent the grammar of the input. The 
first step is determining the grammar, and for that task 
you need a natural-language parser. 

Parts of Speech 
To handle the phrase "time flies," the natural-lan
guage parser could start by deriving the part of speech 
(PoS) of each word. To do this, it could have a dictio
nary lookup function (getPoS ()) that takes a single pa
rameter, consisting of the word under consideration, 
and returns its part of speech as a token. Possible values 
returned for "time" and "flies" might include the 
following: 

getPoS(time) -+noun 

ILLUSTRATION: TIM TEEBKEN © 1992 

getPoS (time) -+ verb Grammar and computer
getPoS (flies) -+ noun 
getPoS(flies)-+ verb language parsing 

TohandlethesePoSvalues, techniques make a C++ 
the computational parser has program for evaluating to be equipped with a set of 
grammar rules that authorize natural language 
sequences of words that are 

linguistically sound. Certain
ly one of these sequences consists of a noun followed by 

a verb. In fact, the basic sentence consists of these ele

ments, and, therefore, you could assign the basic sen

tence word order based on a grammar rule of the form, 

"A sentence can be a noun followed by a verb ." 


Backus-Naur Form 
The rule "a sentence can be a noun followed by a verb" 
can be compactly expressed as S -+ N V. I use this de
scriptive form (known as the Backus-Naur form, or 
BNF) along with simple abbreviations for the parts of 
speech (e .g., S = sentence, N = noun, V = verb) to 
describe the grammar for parsing natural language. 
The parsing grammar is a context-free phrase-struc
ture grammar (PSG), the key elements of which are as 
follows: 

• a finite set of grammatical categories , such as N 
and V 
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 


ELEMENTS OF GENERALIZED 
PHRASE-STRUCTURE GRAMMAR 

1) s -------'----- --- Start symbol 
2) NP, VP, PrepP 
3)S- NPVP 

NP- DETN >--- -------
VP-ADVV 

4) Boy, dog, silly, girl, love, the, a, above -

Finite set of grammatical categories 

Finite set of rewrite rules 

Finite set of terminal symbols 

Figure 1: The rule set is contextjree. It consists ofrules spec~fying how the 
left-hand side can be rewritten as the right-hand side. The rules are specified 
using grammatical categories and lists ofterminal categories (i.e., words ofthe 
natural language). 

• a finite set of rules specifying how the 
left-hand side (LHS) can be rewritten 
as the right-hand side (RHS) 

• a start symbol- usually an S for "sen
tence" 

• a finite set of terminal categories that 
are the words of the language 

Figure I shows an example. With the 
context-free nature of this rule set, re
writes can take place regardless of the 
context in which the LHS appears. 

A deeper linguistic analysis of com
mon phrase and sentence structures 
shows that many other constructions are 
permitted in English in addition to the 
standard subject-verb-object word order. 
For instance, there is the structure of im
peratives. The command "Eat fruit" is 
clearly acceptable English, but it consists 
in its surface form of a S ---> V N word 
order. 

Furthermore, such unusual phrasal 
constructions are permitted in English as 
concatenated nouns that act as modifiers 
instead of nouns. For instance, you 

RULE SET 

The rule set for a simple phrase
structure grammar. 

Rule Meaning 

S NP VP Sentence consists of 
a noun phrase followed 

by a verb phrase. 
NP DET NP Noun phrase consists 

of a determiner 
followed by NP. 

VP TV NP Verb phrase consists 
of a transitive verb 
followed by NP. 

DETthe 
NP they 
NP cows 
TV see 

would readily admit that "The Jones's 
evening car ride joke punchline" makes 
sense enough to be acceptable English, 
even though five words in a row are all 
nouns and you might never utter such a 
silly phrase. Nonetheless, this example 
shows that English sanctions construc
tions of the N -+ N N type. 

So, the senses of the two-word phrase 
"time flies" rendered admissible by 
these grammar rules include the fol
lowing: 

• The commonplace meaning of "time 
moves quickly." This invokes the 
S-+ NV rule. 

• The command "to time flies," as in 
"find out how long it takes for flies 
to do something." This invokes the 
S --+ V N rule. 

• A breed of flies, as in the phrase 
"horse flies." This invokes the N -+ 
N N rule. 

The computer parser encountering these 
two words would find each of these 
parses correct, depending on the gram
mar it was using. 

The Chart Parser 
Since I am looking at this question from 
the computer's perspective, I'll design 
the parserthatcould yield the results I've 
just given. The type of parser that I will 
design is a chart parser, which gets its 
name from the chartlike object in which 
assertions about the developing parse are 
housed. 

This parser will proceed in a bottom
up fashion, which means that it begins 
with the input words (which are some 
portion of the set of terminal symbols) 
and recursively seeks to derive an LHS 
category from RHS values. The process 
is complete when the parser encounters 
the LHS category S (sentence). For ex
ample, if the PSG embraces the rules in 

the table at left, and you submit the sen
tence "they see the cows," the parser re
writes each RHS value as shown in fig
ure 2. The steps in the process are as 
follows: 

• "they" will be rewritten as NP; 
• "see" will be rewritten as TV; 
• "the" will be rewritten as DET; 
• "cows" will be rewritten as NP. 

At this stage, the original sentence is 
represented as NP TV DET NP. Work
ing from the bottom up, the RHS cate
gory sequence DET NP can be rewritten 
to the LHS category NP, so a new stage 
evolves, consisting of NP TV NP. Now, 
TV NP can be rewritten as VP, and the 
resulting NP VP can be rewritten as S. At 
this point, since I've spanned the entire 
input string of "they see the cows" and 
reached an S, the parse succeeds. 

ThePSG has the power to handle most 
of the grammatical structures of natural 
languages, but it also has deficiencies. In 
particular, it is ill-equipped to handle 
syntactic ambiguity where, as I'll show 
later, the parser does not know which to 
prefer of two authorized parses for a sin
gle input. The general utility of this ap
proach to parsing, however, has been 
well established, and with the addition of 
specialized linguistic tests, the PSG can 
handle many situations of grammatical 
ambiguity. 

More on the Chart 
The chart records assertions about the 
developing parse, and the assertions are 
taken from the PSG rules. There are two 
classes of assertion: those that have been 
confirmed and those awaiting confir
mation. 

At the beginning of a parse, only the 
initialization assertions have been re
corded; all others are still unconfirmed. 
Because all assertions originate from 
phrase-structure rules (PSRs), they rep
resent relationships such as "a sentence 
comprises a noun phrase followed by a 
verb phrase." When the RHS can be re
written as the LHS of a PSR (remember, 
I'm going bottom-up), the assertion that 
sanctioned that parse changes from un
confirmed to confirmed. For example, 
the assertion that NP TV DET NP -+ NP 
TV NP is confirmed by the rule NP -+ 
DET NP (the underlined symbols are the 
ones involved in the assertion). 

The newly confirmed assertion is then 
added to the chart. Eventually, all 
claims for the parse, both confirmed and 
unconfirmed, are recorded in the chart; 
they are stored as Edges-a C + + object 
that I'll create for the parser. Since there 
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can be more than one correct parse, those 
parses that span the entire input sentence 
and satisfy the start symbol are suc
cessful. 

The beauty of maintaining a chart of 
all assertions lies in its practicality: De
pending on the grammar rules, a parser 
can frequently parse the same subsection 
of a sentence. For example, say the pars
er is working on the sentence "the horse 
raced past the barn fell," and it has put 
these assertions 

• 	"the horse" is an NP 
• 	"raced" is a V 

in the chart. If it fails to parse the sen

tence correctly the first time through, it 

won't have to reconfirm and re-add these 

assertions. It can merely check in the 

chart to see if they exist already, and if 

so, use them. 


A Category 

The chart parser uses an object-oriented 

design and is implemented using C + +. 

My object-oriented design for a chart

based parser begins with defining the 

classes Category and Category_Se

quence. 


The Category class is the basic class 
to which LHS, RHS, and other parser 
objects belong. It constructs a basic 
Category object out of a string of 2 0 
characters, the maximum word length. 
LHS, RHS, grammar rules, and words 
of the input sentence are all instances of 
this basic class. It also defines operator 
tokens used for copying and comparing 
the Category objects. 

The Category_Sequence class is a 
singly linked list of CategoryNodes, 
each of which contains a Category and a 
pointer to the next node. The individual 
words ofthe input sentence together form 
an instance of a Category_Sequence, as 
do the Categorys forming an RHS. You 
create the structure required fer an RHS 
by appending a Category to the Cate
gory_Sequence. An input sentence is 
also contained in this structure. Like the 
Category class, the Category_Se
quence class also defines operators for 
copying and comparing. In addition, it 
defines special overloaded += and+ op
erators that append either a Category or 
a Category_Sequence to a Category_ 
Sequence. 

The access functions for Category_ 
Sequence are as follows: 

• 	first()-returns the Category of 

the first node 


• 	rest ( )-returns the Category_ 
Sequence minus its first node 
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PARSE OF-SENTENC~ 

They see the cows 

I I I I 
NP TV DET NP v 

NP 

VP 

s 

Figure 2: Following the rule in the table, 
the sentence "they see the cows" is 
resolved to an Sin four passes. 

• 	length ()-returns the length of the 
Category_Sequence; that is, the 
number of Categories in it 

• a Boolean check for an empty 
Category_Sequence 

• pop ()-removes and returns the 
first Category in the Category_ 
Sequence 

The Chart class and the Edge class are 
related in that a Chart maintains the list 
of Edges in the chart parser. Each Edge 
contains an assertion from the parse. An 
Edge consists of four elements: 

• an integer Start value 
• an integer Finish value 
• a Tree that contains the parsing 

history that led to the Edge 
• a Category_Sequence, ToFind, 

which represents the unconfirmed 
portion of an assertion. This 
quadruple is represented as Edge E = 
<Start,Finish,Tree,ToFind>. 

The Start and Finish values bracket 
the portion ofthe input sentence to which 
the assertion applies. A parse is not com
plete until the final assertion applies 
to the entire source sentence-in other 
words, until the Start value is 0, and the 
Finish value equals the length of the 
sentence. Any other condition represents 
a case where the parse covers only a por
tion of the input sentence. 

The Edge class defines member func
tions for copying; comparing; testing 
whether an Edge's assertion is con
firmed or unconfirmed; testing for com
bi na bil ity (which tests whether two 
Edges can form one new Edge between 

them; this makes an assertion about a 
longer portion of the sentence); and a 
nonmember function for doing the actual 
combining of Edges, in accordance with 
the Fundamental Rule (described later). 
It also has access functions to return the 
various elements of an Edge, such as 
Start and Finish. Two Edge functions, 
canCombineWith() and isActive(), 
relate to the creation of new Edges that 
are being added to the Chart. (More on 
these functions later.) 

The Edge_List class contains a singly 
linked list ofEdgeNodes that comprise an 
Edge and a pointer to the next EdgeNode. 
Since the Edge_List is made of Edges, 
you can do anything to an element of the 
Edge_List that you can do to an Edge. 
The Chart is constructed from an Edge_ 
List, so access functions add (push) and 
remove (pop) Edges from an Edge_List 
and determine whether an Edge already 
exists in a Chart (in which case it is not 
duplicated in a Chart). A member func
tion determines whether an Edge_List is 
empty. 

The Chart Class 
Understanding the Chart class is crucial 
to understanding how this parser works: 
The Chart constructor actually creates 
two Charts (i.e., Edge_List arrays), 
where the array size is set to the number 
of words in the input sentence. One of 
these arrays is called active_edges_ 
arr, because it will contain the Edges 
with unconfirmed assertions-Edges ac
tively seeking confirmation. The other 
Edge_List is called inactive_edges_ 
arr, for the obvious reason that it will 
contain Edges with confirmed asser
tions. Henceforth, the position of a word 
in the input sentence determines where in 
the appropriate Chart object array it will 
be indexed. 

The Chart class also contains an in
teger value, last_pos, for sentence 
length, which is established at run time 
by determining the length, in number of 
words, of the input sentence. Using two 
Edge_Lists helps optimize the parser by 
accelerating lookup time; the parser at
tempts to confirm an active Edge by 
matching the active Edge with an inac
tive Edge that corresponds in sentence 
position and PSR. 

However, if all Edges were housed in 
one chart, the search space would be 
larger, and an additional Boolean test for 
whether an Edge is active or inactive 
would have to be applied at every at
tempted matching; both of these condi
tions would slow down the parser appre
ciably. In fact, an implementation in Lisp 
took 146 seconds to parse a 14-word 
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child(1) 
I 

J Tree J 

Category 
Num_Children 

TYPICAL TREE FORMATION 

ITree J 

Category 
Num_Children = 3 
Children(Num_Children) 

child(2) child(3) 
I I 

ITree I I Tree I 
Category Category 
Num_Children Num_Children 

Figure 3: A Tree comprises a Category, an integer vatue ma1catmg now many 
children the current Tree has, and an array ofpointers to sub-Trees. 

sentence without this optimization, but 
32 seconds after this optimization
that's roughly an 80 percent improve
ment in speed. 

The Chart class has the Boolean 
isin() test, which checks for the pres
ence of an Edge in a Chart. It also has 
the Boolean test for a successful parse, 
which seeks an inactive Edge spanning 
the entire input string and satisfying the 
goal (i.e., the start symbol-S-of the 
PSG). 

The Tree object is the third element of 
an Edge. A Tree comprises a Category, 
an integer value indicating how many 
children (more linguistically appropriate 
is daughters) the current Tree has, and 
an array of pointers to Trees that them
selves contain the children of the devel
oping parse, as depicted in figure 3. 

The Tree structure is used in an Edge 
for the confirmed portion of an asser
tion. The Edge was originally config
ured by Gazdar and Mellish as a quintu
ple, as follows: 

Edge E =<Start, Finish, Label, 
Found,ToFind> 

a) 

where Start and Finish are integers in
dicating what portion of the input sen
tence the Edge spans; Label is a Cate
gory indicating what LHS of a PSR the 
Edge pertains to; Found is a Category_ 
Sequence indicating what portion of an 
assertion has been confirmed; and To
Find is a Category_Sequence indicating 
what portion of an assertion has not yet 
been confirmed. 

As figure 4 shows, my renovation of 
the Edge replaces both the Label Cate
gory and the Found Category_Se
quence with a Tree, in which you can 
see that the history ofthe parse that gen
erated the Edge still retains these ele
ments. That is, a Tree comprises a Cate
gory, which is effectually the LHS 
label, and each child of a Tree has an 
RHS Category that, taken altogether, 
form the Found Category_Sequence. 

These elements are housed in a Tree 
structure because this structure affords a 
means of maintaining the entire history 
of parse development that occasioned 
each Edge. The Tree structure currently 
allows a maximum of five children; this 
constrains the number of RHS Catego

b) 

rys of any PSR to five Category ele
ments. Thus, at present, the parser will 
not accept a BNF rewrite rule with more 
than five RHS elements. 

Besides the Boolean comparators and 
access functions for adding and return
ing such Tree elements as children and 
Category, this object (and all objects 
discussed in this article) has user-de
fined output operators for writing ob
jects to standard output devices (e.g., the 
screen) or, through redirection, to an 
output file. 

Agendas and Rules 
The Agenda object is nothing more than a 
stack that comprises a list of Edges (i.e., 
an Edge_List). There are access func
tions for pushing Edges onto and pop
ping (getNext ()) Edges off the Agenda. 
The function isIn() determines wheth
er an Edge is already in the Agenda and, 
therefore, prevents duplication of effort; 
another function determines whether the 
Agenda is empty of Edges; if this is the 
case, then the parser searches for a suc
cessful parse. The Rules object is re
sponsible for building the PSRs that con
stitute the grammar that is used by the 
parser. 

Two important functions that relate 
Rules to Edges are the Boolean function 
appliesTo(), which determines wheth
er or not a Rule applies to an Edge, and 
the apply() function itself, which ap
plies a Rule to an Edge, returning a new 
Edge that is pushed onto the Agenda. Ap
plying a Rule creates either a new Edge 
with an unconfirmed assertion that is 
based on the Rules, or an Edge with part 
or all of its assertion confirmed. If a 
Rule is found to apply to Edge E, then a 
new Edge, El, is created in which the re
sult of the application of the Rule is 
designated. 

Following Gazdar and Mellish, the 
"dotted rule" provides a means of desig
nating when an assertion has been con
firmed; a dot divides the confirmed 

ORIGINAL EDGE BY RENOVATED EDGE 
GAZDAR AND MELLISH 

Edge E = <Start, Finish, Tree, ToFind > . 

Edge E = <start, Finish, Label, Found, ToFind> 

lntey 1.. l ategory_Sequence 
CombinesV I V Label and Found 

Integer Category Category_Sequence (see figure 1) 

Figure 4: (a) The original Edge and (b) its renovation, which replaces both the Label Category and the Found Category 
Sequence with a Tree. 
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Listing 1: A rule set for parsing, among others, the sentence "the nurses 
on the report see outrageous fortune." 
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dicates how many Rules there are. This 
object has functions for reading in the 
file of PSRs and for adding the read-in 
Rules to the list of Rules kept in the 
RuleList. 

The parsing function passes messages 
to the objects, creating a list of Rules 
from the RuleList file, then loading up 
the Agenda, and running the parse by at
tempting to apply the Rules to the Edges 
as the Edges are popped off the Agenda 
or found in a Chart. Once the Agenda 
has run out of work to do, the Chart that 
houses all the confirmed assertions is 
passed to a function that seeks a success
ful parse, as already defined. The source 
for the rules file is shown in listing 1. 

To Do 

(Found) portion from the unconfirmed 
(ToFind) portion of an assertion. Note 
that an Edge containing any unconfirmed 
portion is considered unconfirmed-that 
is, an Edge still actively seeking confir
mation. 

In the fol lowing sentence and quintu
ple Edge, 

0 they 1 see 2 the 3 cows 4 
<0,4,S,NULL, .NP VP>, 

you can see that this Edge asserts that an 
Swill span the entire sentence from posi
tion 0 to position 4 and that the Found 
Category (i.e., the confirmed assertion) 
is empty or NULL, while the ToFind 
Category_Sequence contains an NP 
and a VP. The dot before the NP indi
cates that nothing has been confirmed 
(there is nothing to the dot's left) and that 
NP and VP await confirmation (to the 
dot's right). 

Assume that the parser confirms an 
NP for this Edge. The resulting Edge 
would be 

<0,4,S,NP,NP.VP>, 

where the dot has moved to the right of 
the NP but the VP still lies to the right of 
the dot, awaiting confirmation. 

The Fundamental Rule 
Gazdar and Mellish describe the action 
ofextending the confirmed portion of an 
Edge as the Fundamental Rule. They in
formally describe this rule by saying, "If 
an active Edge meets [as determined by 
sentence position] an inactive Edge ofthe 
desired category, then put a new Edge 
into the Chart that spans both the active 
and inactive Edges." 

Formally, the definition states that if 
the Chart contains edges Edge E = 
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<1,2,A,lH, .B W2> and Edge El= 
<2,J,B,Wl B, .W2>, where A and Bare 
Categories and W 1 and W2 are Cate
gory_Sequences, then add the edge 
Edge E2 = <1,J, ,A, Wl B,. W2> to the 
Chart. The Finish ofEdge E (Finish = 
2) matches the Start of Edge El (Start 
= 2). By the dotted rule representation, 
you can see that the dot has moved to the 
right of Category B in Edge El; there
fore, you can add a new Edge E2 as de
picted, spanning E and El. 

Initialization 
The task of initialization is to ensure that 
there are inactive Edges in the Chart. 
This is done immediately through a dic
tionary lookup process that places all 
possible confirmed assertions in the 
Chart for each lexical entry in the input 
sentence. Thus, for a sample sentence of 
"they see the nurses report," and using 
the PSG provided in listing 1, you could 
initialize the Chart with the following 
confirmed assertions: 

NP--> they. 
TV --> see. 
DET--> the. 
N --> nurses. 
IV --> report. 
N --> report. 

This example illustrates the manner in 
which syntactic ambiguity can creep into 
the parser, for this simple grammar leads 
to allowable structures containing both 
verb and noun for the word "report." As 
it stands, the parser would be obliged to 
accept both (or all) of the parses as cor
rect. 

The RuleList 
The RuleList object contains an array 
of the Rules and an integer value that in-

There are improvements that could be 
made to this parser to optimize its per
formance and to regulate its ability to 
handle ambiguity. 

Can you think of a means for improv
ing the organization or retrieval of Edges 
within each Chart, active and inactive, 
that would not rely on sentence position 
alone, but perhaps also on PSR, Label, 
or other grammatical evidence? Would 
there be any sense to ordering the rules of 
the PSG to produce a hierarchy from 
most-likely-to-be-used to least-likely? If 
the parser encountered a successful 
parse on the first pass, is it plausible that 
this parse would be sanctioned by the 
more-likely rule? • 

Editor's note: The complete source code 
for this application is written in Borland 
C++. Both the source code and the com
piled executable code are available in a 
variety offormats. See page 5 for details. 
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Consumer Information Catalog. And get 
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How INTERRUPTS WORK 


0
ur daily lives are filled with asynchronous 
events that vie for our time, interrupting the 
orderly, sequential plan for the day. The tele
phone rings; there's a knock at the door; the 
baby cries for a diaper change. You can't pre

dict their occurrence and plan them into your schedule, 
yet they must be accommodated. You could, of course, 
regularly check (or poll) for events-Is the phone ring
ing? Is someone at the door? Does the baby need to be 
changed?-but, clearly, that would be an inefficient use 
oftime; it is better to let such asynchronous events cap
ture your attention as they need to. 

Similar! y, your computer must res pond to asynchro
nous events (e.g., keyboard presses, mouse move
ments, disk accesses, timer time-outs, ·and data com
munications). If the processor in your computer had to 
continually poll the various 110 devices, it would not be 
very efficient at doing the real work you ask of it. So to 
maintain efficient use of the processor's time, com
puters use interrupts to handle asynchronous events. 

Like people, a processor executes instructions in a 
scheduled, sequential manner until an interrupt re
quest (IRQ) occurs. When this happens, the processor 
drops what it's doing and services the interrupt, and 
then resumes sequential execution where it left off. 

As for supporting interrupts, the conventional imple
mentation of today's PC systems is lacking in some 
areas, but certain key problems have been overcome in 
the newer EISA and Micro Channel expansion buses. 

ILLUSTRATION: RICHARD A. GOLDBERG© 1992 

Following is a detailed look at Interrupt-processing
how PCs handle interrupts. 

mechanisms in 
Interrupt Basics 
There are three general types PC systems 
of interrupts that can occur in 
a PC: hardware interrupts, software interrupts, and 
processor exceptions. Hardware interrupts are the 
focus ofthis article, but I'll describe the others as well. 

110 devices electrically generate hardware interrupts 
to get the attention of the processor. The first PCs, of 
course, used Intel's 8088 processor, which has essen
tially the same functionality as the newer 286, 386, and 
486 processors operating in real mode. All these pro
cessors have two pins that are used for interrupt pur
poses: INTR and nonmaskable interrupt (NMI). 

Maskable Interrupts 
INTR is the conventional interrupt input to the proces
sor. This interrupt input is maskable, meaning that it 
can be enabled or disabled under software control. An 
interrupt enable flag (IF) in the FLAGS register enables 
INTR interrupts when set and disables them when 
cleared. With interrupts enabled, when the INTR input 
goes high, the processor completes its current instruc
tion and then responds to the IRQ with two successive 
interrupt acknowledge (INT A) cycles. 

The firstINTA cycle is essentially a dummy to ready 
the interrupting device for the second INTA cycle. 

continued 
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STEPS INVOLVED IN PROCESSING AN INTERRUPT 


a) 

Type= 14h 

b) 
Ty ... 4 = 50h { Interrupt-vector 

,... 

c) 

00054 
00053 
00052 
00051 
00050 
0004F 

00002 
00001 
00000 

table offset 

,l ~ , ./ ~ ..-

xx 
20 100 

ISR address = 34 
= 

56 
xx 

~i:-;: ~ 
xx 
xx 
xx 

2000:3456 
23456 

d) 

FLAGS -(stack) 
CS:IP -•(stack) 
o-IF 
2000:3456-- CS:IP 

r) 

(stack)-- CS:IP 
(stack)-- FLAGS 

Interrupt-vector table 

(a) Type byte received: type 14h; (b) multiply type byte by 4 to get interrrupt-vector 
table offset (50h); (c) get /SR address (2000:3456) f ram interrupt-vector table 
(location 00050h); (d) push FLAGS register, Code Segment, and Instruction Pointer 
onto the stack, clear the interrupt-enable flag (IF), and branch to the /SR; 
(e) execute the /SR (at location 23456h), terminating with an IRET instruction; and 
(f) restore Instruction Pointer, Code Segment, and FLAGS register from stack. 

During the second INTA cycle, then, the 
interrupting device must place an 8-bit 
interrupt-vector (sometimes called an in
terrupt-type) byte onto the data bus to 
further direct the processor's handling 
ofthe interrupt. In most systems, includ
ing PCs, a special IC called an interrupt 
controller interacts with the processor to 
place the interrupt vector on the data bus 
at the appropriate time. 

When the processor receives the inter
rupt type from the interrupting device, it 
multiplies the value by 4 (by shifting it 2 
bits to the left) to create an offset into the 
interrupt-vector table. This table-which 
contains 256 4-byte entries (I KB total) 
starting at the very bottom of memory
holds the addresses of the service rou
tines for the implemented interrupts. 
Note that a maximum of 256 distinct 
interrupts can be supported in this fa
shion. 

The processor now retrieves the 4 
bytes at the calculated offset in the inter
rupt-vector table to form a pointer to the 
interrupt-service routine; the pointer is 
in standard 80x86 segment:offset for
mat. After pushing the FLAGS register 
onto the stack and clearing the IF bit in 
the FLAGS register, the processor begins 
to execute the JSR. 

To keep problems from occurring af
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ter returning to the interrupted program, 
the JSR hast o save any CPU registers that 
it uses and restore them when it is fin
ished. An JSR generally terminates with 
an interrupt-return (IRET) instruction, 
which restores the FLAGS register from 
the stack (reenabling interrupts) and re
sumes program execution where it left 
off. The figure shows the steps that are 
involved in processing an interrupt after 
the interrupt-type byte has been re
ceived. 

Most systems have several I/O devices 
that generate interrupts, so it's the re
sponsibility of external circuitry to com
bine the various IRQs into a single IRQ 
presented to the processor. To differenti
ate the various IRQs, a unique interrupt
type byte is returned to the processor for 
each different IRQ. The external circuit
ry must also prioritize the IRQs, so it can 
decide which type byte to return to the 
processor when multiple IRQs are simul
taneously active. ' 

An interrupt controller generally en
compasses all these features. In most 
80x86 systems, including all PCs, Intel's 
8259A (or a functional equivalent) Pro
grammable Interrupt Controller (PIC) 
does this job. 

The INTR input of the 80x86 proces
sors is level sensitive. When the proces

sor sees a high signal level at this pin, it 
considers that to be an active IRQ. If the 
IF flag is set in the FLAGS register, an 
interrupt will occur at the end ofthe cur
rent instruction. 

If an JSR reenables interrupts when it 
begins executing (as is often the case), it 
must first ensure that its own IRQ is no 
longer present at the INTR pin. Other
wise, a duplicate (or nested) interrupt 
will occur, causing a second instance of 
the JSR to be executed (interrupting the 
first instance of the JSR), then a third, 
and so on until the stack overflows. 

The interrupt controller helps here, 
too. It disables further INTR activations 
for the current IRQ-until the JSR indi
cates its completion by sending an end
of-interrupt (EOI) command to the inter
rupt controller. 

Nonmaskable Interrupts 

The processor's second interrupt input, 

NMI, is a nonmaskable interrupt, which 

means that software cannot disable the 

interrupt input. When NMI is activated, 

the processor internally generates an in

terrupt-type byte of 2; no INTA cycles 

are generated. 


Unlike theINTR input, the NMI input 
is edge sensitive. A low-to-high signal
level transition triggers the interrupt. 
Once the interrupt is processed, a con
tinued high signal on the NMI pin will 
not retrigger it; the signal must ~turn 
low and then go high again to generate 
another nonmaskable interrupt. 

NMI has higher priority than INTR 
and is primarily intended for handling 
system-critical situations, such as a pow
er failure or a memory parity error. Even 
NMI can be overridden in a PC, how
ever, since an external circuit allows 
masking of the interrupt. 

Software Interrupts 

Intel provides an interrupt (INT) instruc

tion that allows any of the 256 possible 

interrupt types to be generated by soft

ware. When an INT instruction is exe

cuted, the processor treats it just like an 

INTR interrupt, except that the inter

rupt-type byte is specified by the in

struction, so no INTA cycles are needed 

to retrieve a type byte. 


The INT instruction has a higher pri
ority than the hardware interrupts, so if 
the INT instruction is executed at the 
same time that an NMI or INTR IRQ is 
received by the processor, the INT in
struction takes precedence. 

Processor Exceptions 
During normal program execution, a 
processor should proceed along without a 
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80X86 PROCESSOR EXCEPTIONS 

Table 1: When it built the original PC, IBM assigned interrupt types that 
Intel had reserved for future use. That created grieffor protected-mode 
operating systems, such as Windows and OS/2, that must reprogram the 
Programmable Interrupt Controller to avoid conflicts. (•=yes; 0 =no.) 

Processor exceptions Interrupt type 8088/86 286 386/486 

Divide error OOh • • • 
Single step 01h • • • 
Array bounds check 05h 0 • • 
Invalid opcode 06h 0 • • 
Device not available 07h 0 • • 
Double exception detected OBh 0 • • 
Coprocessor segment overrun 09h 0 • • 
Invalid task state segment OAh 0 • • 
Segment not present OBh 0 • • 
Stack segment overrun OCh 0 • • 
General protection violation ODh 0 • • 
Page fault OEh 0 0 • 
Coprocessor error 10h 0 • • 

care in the world. But of course, life is 
not always so wonderful, and problems 
can crop up. For instance, say a proces
sor is politely asked to perform a division 
operation, but the denominator is zero. 
Division by zero is, of course, illegal, 
and there is no value the processor can 
generate for the quotient. Instead, the 
processor generates an exception, which 
is an internal interrupt of a predeter
mined type. The divide-error exception 
is typeO. 

Functionally, the processor treats an 
exception exactly as it would a software 
interrupt, with the caveat that the inter
rupt type is defined by the specific ex
ception. The 8088 (and 8086) generates 
only the divide-error exception, while 
higher 80x86 processors can generate 
other exceptions as well, such as an in
valid-opcode exception. Table 1 shows 
the exceptions and the respective inter
rupt types for the 80x86 processors. 

Hardware Interrupts in a PC 
The 8259A PIC is the key to hardware
interrupt handling in PCs. PC and XT 
systems include a single 8259A that can 
handle eight IRQs (IRQO-IRQ7), while 
AT (286, 386, and 486) machines have 
two 8259As to support 15 IRQs. One po
tential IRQ input is lost due to cascad
ing-the interrupt output of the second 
PIC (or the slave) goes to one of the IRQ 
inputs (IRQ2) of the first PIC (or the 
master). 

The 8259A has all the desirable fea
tures of an interrupt controller. It priori
tizes its IRQ inputs; it allows the IRQs to 
be individually masked (enabled or dis
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abled); it automatically tracks which in
terrupts are beingservicedby the proces
sor (to prevent multiple occurrences of 
the same interrupt); and it automatically 
issues the interrupt-type (or vector) bytes 
to the processor during INT A cycles. 
The 8259A also allows its IRQ inputs to 
be configured as level-sensitive or edge
sensitive inputs. 

The 8259A's Initialization Command 
Word (ICW) registers are configured by 
the system BIOS at initialization and nor
mally should not be changed. PC inter
rupts are configured as edge-sensitive. 
The high-order 5 bits of the interrupt
type byte to be returned by the PICs are 
also programmed into the devices by the 
BIOS. The PIC itself generates the 3 low
order bits, depending on which of its 
eight IRQs is active and has the highest 
priority. The masterPIC (the only PIC in 
the 8088 systems) is programmed to gen
erate interrupt types 08 hexadecimal
OFh, while the slave PIC in AT systems is 
programmed to generate interrupt types 
70h-77h. 

IBM assigned the interrupt-type num
bers generated by the PIC in the original 
PC and erred by not adhering to Intel's 
guidelines. Intel specified the first 3 2 in
terrupt types (OOh-lFh) as reserved for 
current and future use by Intel proces
sors. A few of these were already as
signed, such as type 0 for the divide
error exception and type 2 for the NMI 
interrupt. Despite the warning, IBM as
signed interrupt-type values 08h-0Fh to 
the PIC, resulting in later grief, as I will 
explain shortly. 

Of the PIC's Operation Command 

Word registers, OCWl and OCW2 are 
used the most. OCWl is the mask regis
ter for the eightIRQ inputs. Each bit that 
is set masks (or disables) the correspond
ing IRQ input, while cleared bits enable 
the corresponding input. 

OCW2 is primarily used to give the 
PIC an EOI command at the completion 
of an JSR (generally 20h-a nonspecific 
EOI command), so that the PIC can keep 
track of which interrupts have been pro
cessed and which are still pending. Once 
an EOI is received for an interrupt that 
was being processed, the PIC can allow 
any lower-priority interrupts to be issued 
to the processor. 

The Interrupt Request Register and 
Interrupt Service Register can be read by 
the processor to determine which inter
rupts are currently being processed and 
which are pending. Other PIC registers 
are used to facilitate the cascading of 
multiple PICs. Only one PIC can act as a 
master, while up to eight slave PICs can 
be supported. The interrupt output ofeach, 
slave PIC goes to an interrupt input of the 
master PIC. In the case of PC and XT 
systems, no slave PICs are present, while 
AT systems have one slave PIC cascaded 
to the IRQ2 input of the master device. 

In PC systems, lower IRQ inputs have 
a higher priority; thus, IRQO has a higher 
priority than IRQl, and IRQ12 has a 
higher priority than IRQ13. Note that, 
since the slave PIC is cascaded to the 
IRQ2 input of the master PIC, IRQO and 
IRQl have a higher priority than the 
slave PIC IRQs (IRQ8-IRQ15), while 
IRQ3-IRQ7 have a lower priority than 
the slavePIC IRQs. 

Table 2 shows the interrupt assign
ments for XT and AT systems. Note that 
some of the interrupts have fixed assign
ment to functions on the logic board 
(i.e., the system timer, keyboard, real
time clock, and math coprocessor), 
while the other interrupts are available 
on the expansion slots. Of the ones on the 
expansion slots, several are reserved for 
specific functions (such as IRQ6 for the 
floppy drive controller), while the others 
are available for general use by plug-in 
boards. 

Several general-purpose interrupts are 
commonly used for certain 1/0 func
tions. For example, serial port COMl is 
almost always assigned to IRQ4, while 
COM2 is assigned to IRQ3. Many net
work adapters use IRQ2. Since the high
er interrupts (i.e., IRQ10-IRQ15) were 
introduced only with the AT, they are 
present only on 16-bit expansion slots in 
ISA systems. The 8-bit slots have only 
the lower IRQs. Thus, boards designed 
to operate in 8-bit expansion slots are 
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INTERRUPT USAGE IN PC SYSTEMS 

Table 2: The sharing ofIRQ2 by network and VGA cards is one perennial 
source ofinterrupt conflicts for Windows users. 

IRQ Fixed assignment Normal use 

NMI Memory parity error 

0 System timer 

1 Keyboard 

2 (9) General (often network, VGA card) 

3 General (usually COM2 or COM4) 

4 General (usually COM1 or COM3) 

5 General (XT hard drive, LPT2) 

6 Floppy drive controller 

7 General (usually LPT1) 

8 Real-time clock (AT) 

10 General 

11 General 

12 General 

13 Math coprocessor (AT) 

14 AT hard drive controller 

15 General 

restricted to using IRQ2-IRQ7; the high
er-numbered interrupts are unavailable. 

An interesting situation arises with re
spect to IRQ2. IRQ2 was a general-use 
IRQ line on early PC and XT systems 
and was present on the expansion bus. 
When the AT was developed, however, 
IRQ2 was committed internally as the 
cascade input for the second (or slave) 
8259A and was, thus, no longer available 
to be placed on the expansion bus. To 
maintain backward compatibility with its 
earlier systems, IBM chose to use the 
new IRQ9 input on the slave PIC to oper
ate as the old IRQ2 input. Thus, in AT 
systems, the IRQ9 input ct the slave PIC 
is routed to the IRQ2 pin on the expan
sion bus. 

With IRQ9 being substituted for IRQ2, 
AT systems generate a type 71h interrupt 
when the IRQ2 expansion slot IRQ is as
serted, instead of the type OAh interrupt 
of the older machines. To achieve com
plete software compatibility with older 
machines, the INT 7 lh JSR branches to 
the INT OAh JSR address, thus respond
ing as if it were a true IRQ2 interrupt. 

Interrupt Sharing 
IBM failed to "teach" its PC interrupts 
to share. It is conventional in most com
puter systems to allow IRQs to be 
shared-that is, allow multiple devices to 
use a single IRQ signal. This is accom
plished by using IRQ drivers that have 
open-collector or open-drain outputs, or 
by using drivers with three-state outputs. 
In these cases, unlike in the PC, theIRQs 
are active when the request line is at a 
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low-voltage (and low-logic) level. A sin
gle pull-up resistor keeps the IRQ line 
high (or inactive) when no requests are 
present. 

In the case of the open-collector/open
drain drivers, the outputs are normally 
in a high state, which is essentially float
ing, allowing the resistor to pull the line 
up to the 5-volt high logic level (or no 
IRQ). When a device wishes to request 
an interrupt, the driver output is pulled 
low, forcing the IRQ line to a logic low 
level, generating an IRQ. Using this ap
proach, multiple devices could potential
ly request an interrupt simultaneously. 
The JSR must then determine which of 
the devices are requesting an interrupt 
and service them accordingly. 

In the case of the three-state drivers, 
the outputs are normally in their disabled 
high-impedance state, where they are ef
fectively removed from the IRQ line. 
The resistor, then, pulls the lineup to the 
5-V high logic level (orno IRQ). To gen
erate an IRQ, the output is switched to an 
active state at a low logic level, forcing 
the IRQ line to a low level. Again, multi
ple devices may simultaneously request 
an interrupt, and the JSR must determine 
which devices are interrupting and how 
they should be serviced. 

In contrast, interrupting devices in PC 
systems typically use active totem-pole 
drivers to drive the PC interrupts. If two 
totem-pole drivers connect to the same 
IRQ line and go to different states, bus 
contention occurs. The outcome is uncer
tain and is determined by which driver is 
"stronger." 

PC users spend too many hours trying 
to resolve problems arising from con
flicting interrupt usage. Serial commu
nications are one notable sore point. 
Serial ports COM 1 and COM2 are, for 
the most part, universally assigned to 
IRQ4 and IRQ3, respectively. The more 
recent COM3 and COM4 serial ports are 
also normally assigned_ to these same 
IRQ lines. The problem is, COMl and 
COM3 cannot both be assigned to IRQ4 
simultaneously, and neither can COM2 
and COM4 be simultaneously assigned 
to IRQ3. 

The most common manifestation of 
this problem is when a computer already 
has two serial ports (i.e., COMl and 
COM2) installed, and then an internal 
modem is installed, assigned to COM3 
or COM4 (with the appropriate corre
sponding IRQ line). Weird things often 
start happening when modem communi
cations are attempted. 

Four-port serial boards do exist that 
implement all four serial ports on a sin
gle board, including the appropriate cir
cuitry to allow sharing of the IRQ lines. 
Most drivers (ISRs), however, do not 
support multiple devices on one inter
rupt, so additional, special drivers must 
be used. 

Another common interrupt conflict is 
the use of IRQ2 by VGA video boards 
and by many network controllers. Since 
the video board interrupt was generally 
unused by most systems, it could be safe
ly disabled (usually by removing a jump
er on the video board). Windows 3.0, 
however, uses the video interrupt to per
form certain operations during the verti
cal retrace period, making the interrupt 
conflict a bigger problem. 

Novell offers a special driver, 
VPICDA.386, that replaces Windows' 
VPIC.386 driver and attempts to sort out 
which IRQ2 interrupts are for the VGA 
JSR and which are for the network con
troller JSR. Of course, since the ISA bus 
is not designed for shared interrupts, re
liable operation cannot be assured. It is 
always best to change the network board 
IRQ line, if possible. 

Interrupts in EISA and 
Micro Channel Systems 
In addition to support for edge-sensitive 
interrupts like those found in convention
al ISA XT and AT systems, EISA systems 
also allow their interrupts to be config
ured as shared, level-sensitive inter
rupts. Thus, in EISA systems, multiple 
devices can share a single IRQ line, over
coming one of the big drawbacks oft he 
conventional ISA interrupt structure. 

Similarly, the IBM Micro Channel 
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TexasInstruments' top_executives get


to the bottomline instanllywithMicrosoft 

client-server computing. 


Every business wants to know the bottom 
line.Tiianks to Microsoft's client-server computing 
solution,Texas Instruments' upper management 
sees it instantly. Right on their own PCs. 

"PEOPLE DON'T JUST WANT ACCESS 
TO DATA.THEY WANT TO CREATE IT, 
CHANGE IT AND MAKE IT THEIR OWN." 

They can also track inventory, monitor sales, 
check raw material prices and find other informa
tion needed to make decisions. 

And that's howJim Powell likes it. Because 
as Texas Instruments' Manager of Distributed 
Information Services, it's his job to provide his co
workers with the computer support they need. 
And with Microsoft client-server computing, his 
job is a lot easier. 

Two years ago, a lot of people at Texas 
Instruments found the mainframes difficult to use 
and inflexible. 

So Jim started to look at possible solutions. 
He wanted to find a system that would utilize their 
existing equipment, allow MIS to rapidly develop 
applications, and provide the end users with an 
easy-to-use interface. 

He discovered Microsoft client-server com
puting was just what Texas Instruments needed. 

TheWindows"environment was placed on the desk
tops and MicrosoffLAN Manager and SQL Server 
were integrated into the system. 

There were dividends right away. 
Jim's group was able to quickly develop client

server applications, like the executive decision sup
port system.Which means the users didn't have to 
wait forever to get the computer support they 

"NOW I CAN PUT APPLICATIONS INTO THE 
HANDS OF PEOPLE THAT WOULDN'T HAVE 

GOTTEN THEM OTHERWISE'.' 

needed. And with Windows, the information on the 
mainframes was easier to access. In short, Jim 
was able to get the right information, to the right 
people, the right way. 

For a case study on 
Texas Instruments' migra
tion to Microsoft's client
server solution, call 
us at (800) 992-3675, 
Dept. X32. We'll tell 
you how you can profit 
from their experience. I 

© 1991 Mioo!iOft Corporation. All rights resented. Pn'nted in the U.S.A. Offel'good only i11 the 50 United States. In the United States. call (800) 992-3675. Dept. X32. For information only: In Canada, call (800) 563-9018. Otttsidethe United States and 
Canada. call l206)936.S661. Micro,;ft isa registered ftademark and Windou-s:is a ttade111ark of ;\lit1'0,;;'ft Co1porati4n. 



UNDER THE HOOD 


tions). The PIC outputs interrupt vectors 
in the range 08h-0Fh, which are within 
the range Intel originally designated as 
reserved. The 286 and 386 processors 
use these interrupt types for various pro
cessor exceptions. 

To avoid this problem, operating sys
tems and environments that work in pro
tected mode, including Windows 3.0 and 
OS/2, reprogram the PIC to generate dif
ferent interrupt vectors (e.g., 50h-57h in 
the case of Windows and OS/2). The op
erating system then uses "mirrors" to get 
the appropriate ISRs to be executed for 
the various remapped interrupts. In pro
tected mode, the operating system pre
vents applications from writing directly 
to the interrupt-vector table. 

While the interrupt-vector table is 
used to specify the routing of interrupts 
in real mode, a similar Interrupt De
scriptor Table is used for this purpose in 
protected mode. Like the real-mode 
table, the IDT contains 256 entries, but 
in the case of the IDT, the interrupt-type 
byte is multiplied by 8 instead of by 4, 
since each entry in the IDT has 8 bytes 
(to accommodate a larger addressing 
space). Each IDT entry then points to an 
IDT descriptor (or gate) that, in turn, 
points to the JSR. While Windows 3. 0 re
maps the master PIC to the 50h-57h vec
tor range when operating in its standard 
mode, the enhanced mode uses the 
386/486 virtual 8086 mode. This en
ables Windows to create a Virtual PIC 
Device that makes the master PIC vec
tors once again appear in the 08h-0Fh 
range to the application. 

Handling interrupts in a protected
mode environment is noticeably more 
complex than real-mode interrupt pro
cessing, and Windows interrupt process
ing is even further complicated by the 
fact that the interrupts are handled dif
ferently depending on which mode Win
dows is operating in. 

Interrupts are critical to the operation 
of PCs, allowing asynchronous events to 
be handled "in the background" as they 
occur. Knowing how PC interrupts work 
can help you resolve board functionality 
conflicts and allow you to develop your 
own interrupt handlers for special appli
cations. The interrupt-sharing features 
supported by EISA and Micro Channel 
systems indicate an important trend in 
next-generation PC systems: better sup
port for add-on devices. • 

NEW! Sack-UPS 2SO 386SX. 286, XT , AT , internet hardware. POS 
NEW! 8 ack-UPS400 DesktoP 386. 486 systems, 286 ser vers 

NEW! Sack-UPS 450 1ower 386, 486 systems. serl/ers 
NEW! Sack -UPS 600 Heav~y conf1&ured systems. CAO/CAMworkstat ions 

Sack-UPS 800RT 
Sack-UPS l ?OOVX 

Mull1ple sysI ems, longer runIIme apohcations 
Mull1ple systems. LAN hubs. small mm1s, te!ecom 800· SOOD~ 
e1:;U'pmtf'lt 

Roger C. Alford, a BYTE consulting edi
tor, is president of Programmable De
signs, a Michigan-based electronics de
sign firm. He can be reached on BIX as 
"rogera." 
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systems use shared, level-sensitive inter
rupts to facilitate simultaneous IRQ us
age by multiple devices. Level-sensitive 
interrupts may also have a further bene
fit in the area of reliability, since an in
advertent glitch on an edge-sensitive IRQ 
line will be latched by the interrupt con
troller until serviced by the processor. In 
contrast, a glitch on a level-sensitive IRQ 
line will probably be ignored by the pro
cessor. Even if it does cause an interrupt, 
it is easier to recover from. 

Protected-Mode Interrupt Usage 
The PC interrupt operation described 
above is all pretty straightforward, and it 
is typical of most computer systems. 
Things get much more complicated, 
though, when it comes to handling inter
rupts in protected mode on an AT-style 
system. 

The first problem arises because of 
IBM's choice of interrupt-type numbers 
generated by the 8259A in the original 
PC (and propagated to successive genera-

Get a hold of the best value 

in LAN power protection 


·for just $169___ 
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SOFTWARE CORNER 

BE NSMITH 

PERL: 

NOT JUST FOR UNIX 


D
espite another BYTE editor's With Perl, you don't have to declare

This utility language cruel jokes, I love Perl. Perl, in variables before using them. Variable
this case, is the programming name prefixes (and suffixes in the case runs on Unix, DOS, 
language that was developed by of indexed lists such as arrays) specify 
the prolific Larry Wall, a se and OS/2 machines what kind of structure the variable name 

nior scientist at NetLabs in Los Altos, represents; all variables-lists, arrays, 
California. and simple variables-are built from the 

Perl can generate utility programs that many cases, it's fasterthan C. only data type, a scalar, that can hold 
involve text parsing, file manipulation, For example, I wrote a Perl program either a string of characters or a numeric 
and process control. This one language that parses downloaded "blink" files value. 
ties the utility of shell scripts to the Unix from BIX conference activity, maintains Perl functions can intelligently handle 
stream editor sed, the calculation and a file tree-based database of article "Ti any kind of scalar. It is not exactly like 
format utility awk, and the program flow tles," and breaks the articles into sepa the overloaded functions in object-ori
control of C. In fact, Perl far outstrips rate UseNet-style news files for reading ented programming, but it leans in that 
any of those-and it is not limited to with Unix news readers. The UseNet direction. 
Unix. "Subject" is derived from the BIX Perl includes functions for network 

Although Perl appears to be an inter "Comments" thread that is maintained communication; interprocess communi
preted scripting language, it's actually a in the "Titles" database. The Perl pro cation; report formatting from a mask; 
compiled language-sort of. At run time, gram is a mere 100 lines long, and it can and mathematics, including trigonomet
the Perl processor scans the source pro process a 3000-line file in approximately ric and logarithmic functions. It excels at 
gram into a parse tree and then interprets 40 seconds on a 33-MHz 386-based ma string operations. 
the tree. chine. The best documentation for Perl is the 

This method runs much faster !bops Another Perl program (60 lines long) book Programming Perl by Larry Wall 
than does a traditional interpreter, yet it edits the UseNet news active table to re and Randal Schwartz (Cambridge, MA: 
avoids the development steps of a stan flect the new article files; it does this in 8 O'Reilly & Associates, 1990). You can 
dard compiler. (You can force Perl to minutes for a tree of 5000 files. The pro compile Perl for Unix, DOS, and OS/2, 
dump an image of itself while running a gram spends most of the time running as well as a number of other operating 
program and use the image as an execut find to generate the file list. By compar systems. Perl is too large to be distrib
able binary.) ison, the UseNet expire utility requires uted on disk, but you will find the source 

Perl is amazingly fast, both for devel nearly half an hour to complete the same code on BIX and at most UseNet archive 
oping utilities and for running them. In task. 

MAC/Tom ·Thompson 

FileTyper Fixes File IDs 

W hat's a MacFolk to do when confronted with a generic 
document icon on the Mac Desktop? The Mac OS doesn't 

recognize the file-if it had, it would have slapped the appropri
ateicon on the screen. File utilities such as Apple's ResEditor CE 
Software's DiskTop extract the file's creator and type and then 
change this information, but using ResEdit to change file IDs is 
potentially dangerous, and DiskTop is overkill. 

The best utility I have seen that deals with this problem is 
Daniel Azuma's FileTyper 1.0. Under System 7.0, you drag the 
file in question over FileTyper, which launches and pops up a 
window that shows the file's creator, type, and Finder bits. 
(Under System 6.0.x, you launchFileTyper and select the Open 
command in the File menu.) Press the Change button, and File
Typer makes the change and quits. 

FileTyper does exactly what is needed, and, like most great 
hacks, it's free. 

sites. • 

PC/Barry Nance 

Disk Tools for DOS Users 

T hese three programs make hard disk management chores 
a bit easier. They're all free, are written in C, and include 

source code. 
DCOPY uses best-fit logic to let you copy as many files as pos

sible to a single floppy disk. DCOPY fills up disks right to the last 
byte. It also keeps track of the number of files that will fit into a 
disk's root directory and asks for the next disk when it reaches 
capacity. 

TREELIST outputs a list of all subdirectories and associated 
files. Using different arguments, you can direct the output to the 
screen, a printer, or a file. 

CHAINSAW prunes directory branches by recursively visiting 
each directory level and deleting associated files and directories. 
Because CHAINSAW is so powerful, I put a protective edit in 
the program; be sure to read the CHAINSAW .TXT file for full 
details. 

Editor ' s note: Software Corner highlights f reeware and shareware programs. The programs are available in a variety offormats. 
S e e'Program Listings" on page 5 for details. We solicit your contributions. We pay $50for any program we use. Write to: Software 
Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH03458. 
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THE WORST TIME to discover that you can ' t complete a 

critical application is when you're in the middle of it.WOULD YOU 

get on board any 


SYSTEM THAT 


only takes you 

80o/o OF THE WAY? 

YET IT HAPPENS. Why? Because professional developers 


have never had a comprehensive, high-level system 


designed to build even the most complex applications. 


Never, that is, until PROGRESS . 


THE PROGRESS APPLI CATION Development Envi


ronment is built by developers , for developers. It 


provides everything you need for the fast, easy 


creation and execution of strategic applications


from prototype right 


through to delivery. 


How ? PR OG RESS GIVES 


you the most flexible 


4GL and relational data


base system available, 


including ANSI stan The PuoGREss Applicatio11 Dcvelopme11t 

E11viro11me11l maintains productivit}' rl11ri11gdard SQL. It's specifical
complex applica tions while orlrers ca 11 1101.

ly designed to do I 00% 


of the job, enabling you to build industrial-strength 


applications with a single, high-level language. Without 


resorting to unproductive third-generation languages . 


THE SEAMLE SS PRO GRESS environment gives your 

application the flexibility to run on almost every 

major platform. And to connect to most network 

protocols and other databases. This ensures portability 

and interoperability in an ever-changing hetero

geneous environment. 


THAT'S WHY, IN the last three Datapro Surveys and the 


latest VAR Business Report Card, developers rated 


PROGRESS #I in virtually every category, ranging from 


ease of use and data management to customer support 


and documentation. 


CALL 1-800-4-PROGRESS for survey results or how you can 


get a fully functional test drive. Because when you're deal


ing with serious applica

tions, getting less than 100% 
 PROGRESS 
from your system won't fly. SOFTWARE 

PROGRESS ap pl icatio ns ar e fu lly porta bl e across the broadest sp ectrum of hardware pl atfo rms, o perating systems, ne tw or k ing p ro toco ls and user interfaces. So 
many, in fa ct, that W(' had la list the m here in small type: AtX™, AluxTM, llTOs®, os'2®, UN IX®, VLTR !Xn'..VMSH\ XEN IX®, DlCNET "' 1. LAN MANAGER"'\ NET HIOsn•, NOVELi.® 

N ETWORKS, TCPliP, M ICROSOFT® WINDOWS"'', and the x WIN DOW SYSTEM,~'. Also, PROGRESS lets you process information in other dalahascs. including ORAC LE, Rdh and RMS . 

Pw.oGkf.Ss is~ rcgish:r~'11 trademark of PROGRESS Son""' AAE CoRl'OltATION. Allo1hcrtradcmarks and registered trademarks arc the properly ofthdr respe(Uvc n1anuf a.:turcrs. BYTAD\"02 
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BEYOND DOS 


MARK J. 
MIN AS I 

CURES FOR C SICKNESS 

T
hings were going well: My Power 
Windows seminar was on sched
ule, and it looked Ii ke everyone 
was happy. Then someone asked 
"the question": "What would you 

recommend for someone who wants to 
program in Windows but doesn't want to 
deal with C?'' I don't mind "the question" 
because it's a dumb one (it's not) or be
cause it doesn't have an answer (it does). 
The trouble is that there are so many an
swers . ... 

When Windows hit the big time, tool 
vendors saw a variety of ways to enhance 
its success. What, beyond Windows itself 
and the Software Development Kit (SOK), 
was needed? 

I found myself looking for the following 
three things: script languages akin to 
DOS's batch, mechanisms to harness and 
Windowize existing DOS programs, and 
simpler ways to build whole new Win
dows applications. 

I'll discuss a trio of products that have 
met these needs for me. The products are 
BatchWorks (Publishing T echnologies, 
Austin, T X, (512) 346-2835), Visual Basic, 
or VB (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, (206) 
882-8080), and Turbo Pascal for Windows, 
or TPW (Borland International, Scotts Val
ley, CA, (408) 438-8400). 

Windows Batching 
Although Microsoft hinted broadly that 
VB was to be a sort of all-purpose control 
language for the Windows environment, 
that's not really its forte-or TPW's forte 
either. Suppose you always want Windows 
to start up with the clock minimized and 
the Notepad running in the upper right
hand comer of the screen. That's a job for 
a Windows batch processor. Like DOS 
batch files, a Windows batch processor 
saves you keystrokes, clicks, and drags. 
For its breadth of abilities and reasonable 
price ($100), I favor BatchWorks. Now, 
in version 2.0, the desired window ar
rangement can be accomplished with just 
three lines: 

ILLUSTRATION: BRAD HAMA NN © 199 2 

runicon ("clock . exe" ) 
run ("notepad. exe", "") 
winplace(S00,0,1000,500, 
"Notepad") 

BatchWorks can even produce stand
alone .EXE files with its optional SOK. 
These .EXE files don't require a run-time 
module of any kind, so you can easily and 
legally distribute batch files. That means 
that you can use them for simple Windows 
installation programs. What I like more 
than batch files are Publishing Technolo
gies ' macros, which I think of as the Win- · 
dows equivalent of Mac desk accessories. 
Desk accessories are useful Mac programs 
that are handy because you can get at them 
from any window's menu. 

Three alternative 

programming toolkits 

for Windows 

For example, while working on the text 
book for my Power Windows seminar, I 
found that I constantly needed to do hexa
decimal-to-decimal conversion. As I like to 
keep my word processor maximized, that 
meant minimizing the word processor 
(Ami Pro), loading the calculator, keying 
in the hexadecimal value, telling the cal
culator to convert it to the decimal value, 
and then closing the calculator and re 
zooming Ami Pro. BatchWorks lets you 
do that with this easy code: 

nurnin=askline ("Input", "Number 

to convert?","") 

clipput (nwnin) 

run ("calc. exe", "") 

sendkey ( " { f 5 } ! ep {f 6} ! ec") 

winclose ("Cale") 

nwnout=clipget () 

Message ("Corresponding Deci mal 

Value" ,numout) 


The askl ine function puts a window 
on the screen looking for the input hexa
decimal value . The c lipput function 
puts the value in the Clipboard, and then 
the calculator runs. The sendkey func
tion simulates keystrokes-in this case, 
pressing F5 (go to hexadecimal mode), 
pasting, pressing F6 (go to decimal mode), 
and copying the result to the Clipboard. 
Then the calculator shuts down, the deci
mal value is retrieved from the Clipboard, 
and it appears in a message box. 

All these functions are built into Batch
Works; there's a pretty complete set. A 
few other commands attach this to Ami 
Pro's control icon, so whenever I click on 
the control icon, "Convert hexadecimal to 
decimal" shows up as an option alongside 
Minimize/Maximize/Size and the rest. 

Making Old Applications 
Do Windows 
Everyone I know who's played with VB 
has a tes timonial. Here's mine. I write 
magazine articles that are supposed to be of 
a particular word length, so it would be 
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F77L-EM/32 & Lahey Ergo OS/386 
Port mainframe programs as large as 96MB to 386.1486's with this 32-bit DOS-Extender 
compiler. The Winner of PCMa g znie Je88 Technical Excellence Award just got better. New 
Version 4.0 includes: Programming Tools, Popular Fortran 90 features, Virtual Memory 
Support, DESQview Support, New Documentation and Free Unlimited Runtime Licenses. 
f77L-EMfJ2 $995 OS/386 $395 

F77L Lahey Personal Fortran 77 
The fastest real-mode compiler available. Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Editor, Debugger, 
F77L can take advantage of your 386 PC by Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft and 
generating 32-bit instructions. New Version Borland C interfaces. Agreat learning tool 
5.0 includes: Fortran 90 features, Weitek at an unbeatable price. $99 
support, and Video Graphics. $595 

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (BOO) 548-4 778 
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convenient to be able to mark a block of 
text, copy it to the Clipboard, and have a 
Windows program count the words in it. If 
I were working in Microsoft Word or Ami 
Pro, I could just do a spelling check and the 
word count would happen in passing. 

But magazine articles are best done in 
ASCII, so the Notepad or a Windows text 
editor serves well there, except that they 
don't have word counters. That meant I 
was looking for a Windows word counter 
just about the time that VB arrived. Here's 
the upshot: The elapsed time from when I 
pulled the shrink-wrap off VB to when I 
finished the application-complete with 
a pretty icon, speed keys, and a menu
was just 3 hours, and now I use that silly 
program all the time. 

VB is a language of interfaces and 
events. If you want to build a simple GUI 
application, VB is often the fastest way to 
get it done. But I think it's destined to be 
not a builder of applications, but a re
builder of applications. 

Suppose you've got an engineering ap
plication in FORTRAN that models the 
effects of stresses on some kind of mate
rial. Written years ago, this code is a tried
and-true touchstone in your pai1 of the en
gineering world. But it's 1992, and you've 
got a problem. The math's not the problem. 
But the world has changed: People don't 
want to type in 32 parameters sequential
ly as if they were typing at a teletypewrit
er, press Enter, and wait. They want some
thing in a GUI. What should you do? 

Simple: You write a VB application that 
Jets the user input the 32 parameters. It's an 
improvement over the teletypewriter in
put because it's not sequential and proba
bly contains defaults, and it's a Windows 
application. Then-and here's the best 
part-you don't touch the FORTRAN 
code that does the calculating. Instead, you 
link it into a Windows dynamic link li
brary. The VB application can then easily 
call the old FORTRAN subroutines, be
cause it interfaces seamlessly with DLLs. 
Result: The "engines" of your old FOR
TR AN/C/CO BO L programs are un
changed and now live in DLLs; you need 
only implement the front end in VB, which 
is a relatively painless task. 

A few brief notes about using VB, how
ever. It's not fast, so I wouldn't build large 
sections solely in it. VB .EXE files are 
quite small (5 KB for my word counter), 
but, mainly because they can't run without 
a run-time module called VBRUNIOO 
.DLL:, the .EXE files are not stand-alone. 
It's as if Microsoft did this to remind us 
that VB is a toy and that real applications 
are written only in C. I wonder. (I also 
wonder why the manual refers to an OS/2 
version of VB, when Microsoft says that 



Debug Windows at the systems level! 
Soft-ICE/W takes you inside Windows! Debug and explore with 
power and flexibility not found in any other Windows debugger! 
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Soft-ICE/Wallows you to debug at the systems or applications 
level or simply learn the inner workings of Windows. 

• Debug VxD's, drivers and interrupt routines at source level 
•Debug interactions between DOS T&SR's and Windows Apps 
• Debug programs in DOS boxes 
• Display valuable system information 

(from the total memory occupied by a Windows application. to the 
complex internal structures of Windows) 

Soft-ICE/W uses the 386/486 architecture to provide break point 
capabilities that normally require external hardware. Nu-Mega, 
which pioneered this technology with the introduction of its 
award winning Soft/ICE for DOS, now gives Windows program
mers the same debugging power... and still at a software price. 

Own the debugger that combines the best "view" of Windows 
internals with the most powerful break points of any software 
debugger. 

Soft-ICE/W . .. Only $386 

C >de View for 

Windows users 


See what you 're debugging 
without flash 

CV/l version 2 . fims CodeView in a 
graphics window lelting you see 
CodeView and the program screen 
at the same time. If you're spending 
more than l rflinutes a day in your 
debugger you should be using CV/ l. 

• 	Runs Code View on any monitor that 
supports Windows. 

•No more "Flip-Swap-Flash". 
-	 Step through code without the 

annoying flash. 

• Small Window Mode shrinks the 
debugging window to a few lines 
of source. 

CV/1 v2.0 ... $129 
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Old-Fashioned Faxing Just Went Out The Windo w s 


it doesn't have one.) 
On the plus side, VB has created a fire 

st01m of interest in the developers' com
munity. The sheer volume of VB applica
tions uploaded to CompuServe is tremen
dous compared to those built with any 
othertool. Because of that, we'll no doubt 
see a pile of third-party products that will 
make VB even better. 

C's First Real Challenger 
If you want to develop professional stand
alone applications, TPW is an excellent 
choice. It's quick, object-oriented, and 
complete in terms of being a full-featured 
development environment, but nobody's 
going to accuse it of being easy to learn. 
Don't get me wrong-TPW is still easier 
to work with in many ways than C. But to 
get anywhere with TPW, you must first 
master Turbo Pascal and then master ob
jects in Turbo Pascal. If you've done that, 
you'll find TPW a simplified introduction 
to Windows. (I'm a biased observer. I've 
been working with Turbo Pascal since ver
sion I 0 ,and it thus comes more easily to 
me than does C. This is probably not the 
case with most of you who are reading this 
article.) 

TPW takes a two-pronged approach to 
building Windows programs. If you're am
bitious, you can go the route of learning 
TPW's object-oriented application frame
work, which supports the development of 
"real" Windows programs. If you' re less 
energetic, you may want to start with the 
WinCRT unit, which, in effect, lets you 
take your old character-based DOS Tur
bo Pascal programs and stuff them into a 
window. 

For example, my old word-counter pro
gram was a Turbo Pascal application. I 
just added the line uses Wi n CRT to the 
code, compiled under TPW, and voila
my old word counter was an instant Win
dows program. Now, it's not an exciting 
Windows program-it doesn't have 
menus, graphics, or dialog boxes, and it 
doesn't use the Clipboard-but it runs in 
Windows without having to shell out to 
DOS and thus runs fine even in Windows 
real mode. I thought WinCRT was kind 
of silly when I first unpacked TPW, but 
I've found that its facility to bang out 
quick-and-dirty Windows applications has 
helped me a few times. 

TPW comes with the Whitewater Re
source Toolkit and a complete guide to the 

Windows application programming inter
face. TPW also shines when it comes to 
creating DLLs, which is something VB 
can't do. And you can take advantage of 
the Turbo Pascal data types. I don't enjoy 
handling strings in C. 

The Borland development tool isn't 
without its problems, however. I find that 
the character-mode debugger is a bit dis
conce1ting to rnn, because the screen flash
es between the debugger's text screen and 
Windows' graphics screen. 

So there you have it: three tools, three 
purposes. Which will sell the most copies? 
Well, watch VB. Microsoft BASIC has 
had a habit of growing into whatever crev
ices exist in the programming world, and I 
imagine that its GUI cousin may be able to 
do the same. • 

Marki. Minasi writes and nms basic and 
advanced seminars on Windows and OS/2. 
His firm, Mark Minasi & Company, is 
based in Arlington, Virginia. You can 
reach him on BIX as "mjminasi." 

Your questions and commellls are al
ways welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH03458. 

Pro rem Mani ei 

~ 

BIT Softwa r e, Inc. 
47987 Fremont Blvd. 

Fremont, CA 94538 
Phon e (510) 490-292 8 
Fax (5 10) 490-9490 

8i1F ax for Windows is compilrible with fax-rnode msmadc b y AST. Bt:sl Oala, 

Cardinal. Digi1an, Te;rns lns1ruments. Zoltrix, Zoom, and others; c11Jl for 

compatibili1y check. 

Copyrigh1 1991 by BIT Software. All product names used arc lr:.ulcmarks or 

rcgislcrcd lradcmarks of their rcspcc1ivc companies. 

Introducing BitFaxTM for Windows®, the revolutionary new 

program that makes faxing a snap.With your PC ' s fax-modem 

and Microsoft Windows 3.0, what you see is what you fax 
any graphic, any font, anything you create in any Windows 

application can be faxed out directly with no hard copy . Eight 

user-defined QuickDial buttons let you send a fax with a 

single point and click;other numbers may be stored in the 

comprehensive PhoneBook, using a standard dBASE 
format that is interchangeable with other applications 

including BitCom TM for Windows. Because BitFax for 

Windows takes advantage of them ulti-tasking power of 

Windows, you can send and receive faxes in background 
mode while you keep working. Best of all, the power and 

flexibility of BitFax for Windows is avai lable now for only 

$79.00; see your software dealer or call BIT Software today! 
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP HI: 

SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY 

EVEN MORE MODELS. 


It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the 
Jong-time best-selling IBM® PC-based 
interactive CAE tool even better. 

Take modeling power. We've significantly 
expanded math expression capabilities to 
permit comprehensive analog behavioral 
modeling. And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT 
and Level 3MOS, you're now ready for 
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even 
MESFET modeling. 

Analysis and simulation is faster, too. 
Because the program's now in "C" and 
assembly language. That also means more 
capacity-for simulating even larger 
circuits. 

As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation 
and aschematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC, fourier and 
transient-via SPICE-like routines. The 
ability to combine digital/analog circuit 
simulations using integrated switch 
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models and parameterized macros. And 
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation. 

And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's 
extended routine list-from impedance, 
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte 
Carlo for statistical analysis of production 
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for 
plotting virtually any function.The support 
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers. 

Cost? Still only $1495. Evaluation ver
sions still only $150. Brochure and demo 
disk still free for the asking. Call or write 
for yours today. And see how easily you can 
get ideas up and flying. 

-- -- -- - - -·-- - -
1021 S. Wolfe Road 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 738-4387 



There's only one way to get around out here. 


PC/TCP®PLUS 


OS2 VERSION 

NOW AVAILABLE! 

The most 
comprehensive 
TCP/IP 
implementation 
jn the industry. 

No matter who or what 

your PC needs to com

municate with, there's 

nothing like PC/TCP 

Plus. It's not only the 

fastest, but also the most 

comprehensive TCP /IP 

implementation in the 

industry. And PC/TCP 

Plus has NFS™ access 

built right in. 

Providing connectivity 

to other PCs, minicom

puters and mainframes, 

PC/TCP Plus communi

cates over Ethernet, 

Token Ring and Star LAN 

networks with operating 

systems ranging from 

UNIX and VMS to VM 

and MVS. And you can 

forget hardware incom

patibility; PC/TCP Plus 

supports the largest 

selection of LAN inter

faces in the business.* 

From around the world 

to around your office, 

now your PC can trans

fer files, send and receive 

electronic mail, emulate 

VT100, VT220 and IBM 

3278 terminals, access 

NFS servers, and much, 

much more. VINES"' 

and NetWare"' users will 

appreciate PC/TCP's full 

compatibility, as will cus

tomers of Oracle's dis

tributed PC database 

products. And with our 

Development Kit, 

including a Berkeley 

Sockets library, you have 

all you need to produce 

custom applications. 

So, the next time you 

want to get from here to 

there, get PC/TCP Plus, 

the TCP /IP implementa

tion that gives you a 

whole new perspective 

on network communica

tion. Call us at 

(617) 246-0900 for more 

information. 
VAR Inquiries Welcome 
Reseller Inquiries Invited 
PC/TCP is a registered trademnrk of FTP 

Softh•;ire,Jnc. 

VINES is a trndemark of lfan ya n Systems, 

Inc. 

Nel\'\'<lre is a trademilrk of Novell, lnc. 

NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, 

Inc. 


FTP Software, Inc. 

26 Princess St. 

Wakefield, MA 01880-3004 

Phone: (617) 246-0900 

Fax :(617) 246-0901 

ft~ftware, Inc. 

SUPPORTS NFS! 

"'PC/TCP Plus supports interfaces from Acer, Allied Tel~sis, Apricot, AT&T, BICC, DEC, 0-Link, DSC, Excelan, Gateway Communications, 
IBM, IMC Networks, In te l, Interlnn. Longshine, MCAssociates, National Semiconductor, Novell, Protean, Schneider & Koch, Scope, lONet, 
3Com, Tiara, Torus, TRW, Ungermann·Bass, Univation, Western Digital and YCS, in addition to the ASI, NDIS and Packet Driver specifications. 
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NETWORKS 

BRUCE D. SCHATZMAN 


AND 

JEFFREY H. LUBECK 


LAN MANAGER GETS A 

FOOT IN THE DOOR 


A
fter three years of slow but steady 
growth, LAN Manager is posi
tioned to explode. If you have Net
Ware, there is a high probability 
that LAN Manager 2 .1 will be in 

your future, and you will be faced with in
tegrating these two network systems. 

Until recently, accessing resources on 
both LAN Manager and NetWare net
works was impractical, because each client 
workstation needed two redirectors and 
two network cards. With Microsoft's new 
Net Ware Connectivity (which comes with 
version 2.1 ), you can access files, appli
cations, printers, and communication ser
vices on both LAN Manager and NetWare 
servers from the same workstation using a 
single network card and without reboot
ing. Version 2.1 also supports TCP/IP, 
Mac connectivity (as an option), and re
mote access by modem, all of which put 
LAN Manager in a much higher league. 

A Rising Storm 
From a market-share standpoint, the net
work arena has been relatively stable for 
the last four years. Net Ware has the lion's 
share, with LAN Manager and Vines di
viding up a fairly small remainder. Al
though LAN Manager has matured con
siderably, the stigma of OS/2-based server 
technology, coupled with the somewhat 
dubious feeling that Net Ware is a safe de
cision, prevent this product from capturing 
additional market share. 

Most companies with large NetWare 
installations believe there are few incen
tives for implementing LAN Manager on 
a widespread basis, even with NetWare 
Connectivity. There are a variety of situa
tions (especially in client-server applica
tions) where LAN Manager is a better so
lution than NetWare, but most network 
managers don't want to go to the trouble of 
implementing a new network system. 

This may all change dramatically when 
Microsoft announces LAN Manager (both 
client and server) on Windows New Tech
nology. Once LAN Manager is planted 

ILLUSTRATION: BRAD HAMANN © 1 992 

firmly within the Windows architecture, 
Microsoft can begin weaving its applica
tions, operating systems, and network soft
ware into a more unifieu-and more 
formidable-offering. If Microsoft does 
a good job of this, corporations will look 
more seriously at implementing LAN 
Manager as a primary network. 

A key factor will be whether or not Mi
crosoft bundles LAN Manager client soft
ware with every copy of Windows it ships. 
If this happens, LAN Manager will find 
its way to virtually every desktop that has 
a PC on it. At this point, network man
agers will begin experimenting with LAN 
Manager's capabilities, even if Net Ware 

New features could move 

LAN Manager into NetWare 

shops. Here's why, 

and how to integrate them. 

is their primary solution. 
Although this poses a serious threat to 

Novell, the company has its own plans. It 
is with great curiosity that we await the 
outcome of developments under way with 
DR DOS. Novell's future depends on a 
sound strategy that fully embraces Win
dows, while at the same time offering more 
operating-system and networking features 
than Microsoft. This will be a challenge. 

In the meantime, it makes sense to take 
a hard look at integrating these two net
works. Companies that have both NetWare 
and LAN Manager will benefit immedi
ately from NetWare Connectivity because 
it will let users on different networks share 
resources and communicate with each oth
er. For Net Ware-dominated sites, installing 
a small LAN Manager network is a good 
idea to gain firsthand knowledge of the 
competitive differences between these two 
systems. If you believe the future scenario 
described above, we recommend that you 
begin experimenting with these two net
works now so that you can move smooth
ly into the inevitable, rather than react 
quickly to a situation that is suddenly 
forced upon you. 

A Look at NetWare Connectivity 
When 3Com abandoned its core network
operating-system business and announced 
that it would focus exclusively on inter
network connectivity products, Microsoft 
purchased ownership rights to 3+0pen, a 
derivative of LAN Manager. Among the 
more interesting technologies that 3Com 
added to LAN Manager's capabilities was 
its Demand Protocol Architecture, which 
provides a better way for multiple network 
protocols to coexist on the same worksta
tion . Before DPA, LAN Manager users 
had to reboot their workstations and load a 
new network driver configuration to ac
cess a different LAN. This made using re
sources on anything but LAN Manager 
networks impractical, to say the least. 

DP A provides special memory man
agement facilities that you can use to load 
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and unload network protocols without re
booting. For example, if you are already 
running LAN Manager, typing NWLOAD 
at the DOS prompt will load NetWare's 
!PX.COM and NETx.COM. Thereafter, 
both LAN Manager and NetWare drivers 
coexist in memory without conflict, let
ting you access resources on LAN Man
ager and Net Ware servers during the same 
work session. The "NetWare" driver is ac
tually one that is l 00 percent compatible 
with NetWare, which LAN Manager gen
erates when you install the software. LAN 
Manager drivers are built to conform to 
Microsoft's Network D1iver Inte1face Stan
dard, which lets both protocols use a single 
network card. , 

This dual-network capability is espe
cially attractive under Windows, where 
you can use the File Manager to view re
sources on both Net Ware and LAN Man
ager networks. The improved network in
terface and speed of the Windows 3.1 File 
Manager make this much easier than it is 
under Windows 3.0. 

Clicking on a network drive that repre
sents a remote LAN Manager directory 
opens a child window that lists files in one 
of LAN Manager's shared directories. 

Clicking on a network drive that repre
sents a NetWare directory opeqs another 
child window listing NetWare-resident 
files. You can copy files from one server to 
another simply by dragging them between 
windows. The same kind of intuitive in
terface is available for printers on both 
networks. 

If you don't like the File Manager or 
you don't have Windows, you can con
figure resources using MAP (Net Ware) or 
NET USE (LAN Manager) from the DOS 
command prompt and then switching be
tween the two by entering the appropriate 
drive letter. 

Memory Management 
Before installing NetWare Connectivity, 
you should first ask yourself whether your 
PCs are up to the challenge. As usual, the 
primary consideration is memory. On DOS 
3.x or 4.x workstations running both pro
tocols, available memory is reduced to 384 
KB when you run the NetWare shell, !PX, 
the LAN Manager redirector, NetBEUJ, 
and NetPopup. With few exceptions, this 
means that a high memory manager (e.g., 
Qualitas 's 386Max or an upgrade to DOS 
5.0) is necessary for each client. These 

should be included in your purchase or
der from the beginning. If your worksta
tions do not have 640 KB of RAM, plan to 
purchase additional memory as well. 

Microsoft claims that you can conserve 
memory by loading NetWare when you 
want to access a Net Ware server and un
loading it when you're done. Although 
this is an acceptable strategy for infrequent 
access to NetWare servers, it is not ac
ceptable if you want to run NetWare-spe
cific applications all day or perform fre
quent filing and printing operations with 
NetWare servers. 

To use NetWare Connectivity the way it 
was designed to be used, load it (along 
with LAN Manager) into upper memory 
blocks from your CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTO EXEC.BAT files. If you 're running 
DOS 5.0, try loading DOS into upper 
memory as well, if space is available. You 
can usually achieve about 500 KB of free 
conventional RAM if your upper memory 
blocks are not already filled with other 
drivers or TSR programs. 

Drive Mappings 
NetWare Connectivity is easy to install on 
a client that has not been configured for a 

Give Us Your Toughest Peripheral

Sharing Problem 

•••01· J1011r simpiest! Master Switc/J, tl1e i11te/Jige11t data switc/Jfrom Rose Electm11ics, ca11 /Ja11dle it. 
Tlie Master Switc/J series is so versatile a11d sop/Jisticated, perip/Jeral s/Jarilrg becomes easy. 

Anyone who appreciates ease-of-operation ani 
technologically-aivancei capabilities knows the 

Master Switch is the right choice .. .for 
sharing printers, plotters, moiems, ani 
any ievice with a serial or parallel port. 
Here's why: 

• 	Any combination of serial or parallel ports 
• 	 Easy selection of peripherals 

User-expaniable memory up to 4 megabytes 
• 	Simultaneous access to all ievices 
• 	Ratei 'fastest ~witch' by P CMagazine 

Aivancei features incluie job queue, port 
contention, iata collection, job 

control menu, initialization strings, 
pop-up menus, ani many more 
• Complete technical support; 

one-year warranty 

Th4. ow- CbU!l\h er native 
With our MasterNet software, the 

Master Switch proviies many convenient 
L.\N functions, such as E-mail, file transfer, 

ani iirectory access. 

Designei ani manufacturei in the USA. Fieli·proven 
in thousanis of applications.The Master Switch 
answers any peripheral sharing challenge. Choose the 
intelligent iata switch that haniles your most 
complex neeis, yet is easy to set up ani operate... 
choose Master Switch. 

----... .. 
.. • • • • •••••••• tf.>.:it·
~)ROSE\?JI E L E C T R 0 N I C S 

(800) 333-9343 
FM 7 1933)3 - 0•0(4741933)3 - 7 6 7 3 

P 0. Bo x4 2 5•7 Ho u s tr e N 1i 6 2 7 4 
Califor complete information and our 

catalog of Switching and Sharing Solutions. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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EXB-8500 
5.0 Gigabytes 

EXB-8200 
2.5 Gigabytes 

EXB-8205 
2.5 Gigabytes 

EXB-120CHS 
580 Gigabytes 

EXB-JOCHS 

50 Gigabytes 


8mm Su lies 
Data Cartridges 
Cleaning Cartridges 
Cartridge Holders 

WE CREATED OUR FAMILY SO YOU 

CAN SPEND MORE TIME WITH YOURS. 


Our family of high-capacity 8mm data storage solutions 
means less time storing data and more time for yourself. 

Whether it is simply backing up your workstation or 
accessing near-online network data bases, EXABYTE's 8mm 
cartridge tape subsystems and cartridge handling subsystems 
feature nativedatacapacities from 2.5 gigabytes to 580 gigabytes. 

So from high-end PCs to super computers, EXABYTE has 
the right 8mm data storage solution. For more information, 
call the regional office nearest you or 1-800-EXABYTE. 

And remember. We created our family so you can spend 
more time with yours. 

Eastern U.S. (407) 352-5622, Ext. 82 

Central U.S. and Canada (708) 953-8665 


Western U.S. (714) 582-5211, Ext. 4 

Europe (Amsterdam) 31-3403-51347 


Circle 230 on Inquiry Card EXABYTECorporation 1685 38th Street Boulder. CO 80301 
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network. However, installing LAN Man termine which letters should refer to Net 
ager with Net Ware Connectivity on an ex Ware resources and which should refer 
isting NetWare worksta tion poses a few to LAN Manager resources. Frequently, 
problems, one of which is drive mappings. NetWare consumes every drive letter from 

NetWare log-in scripts typically assign F through Z, leaving nothing for LAN 
a range of drive letters to each worksta Manager. 
tion. These letters refer to different file re To deal with this problem, you may 
sources on the server. The problem with need to change NetWare log-in scripts to 
these preexisting drive mappings is that free up some drive letters for LAN Man
LAN Manager requires its own drive let ager. You may also need to modify net
ters for access to its shared directories. work search paths that are set from batch 
Network administrators must therefore de- files. 

Order BYTE 
Program Listings 

BYTE listings are available on 

on Disk! disk if you want to compile or 
read the complete source code 
listings of programs. Disks 

For direct ordering call include any Software Corner 
TOLL-FREE: 800-258-5485. programs available for the 
New Hampshire residents call: format you have chosen. BYTE
603-924-9281 M- F, 8:30am to listings are available from 4:30pm, Eastern Time for 

December 1985 to the present credit card orders only. 
at the prices stated on the Subscription Customer Service: 
order form. 800-232-BYTE. 

ORDER FORM: to place your order, complete the information below, and mail to: 
BYTE on Disk, One Phoenix Mill Lane, P.O. Box 809 Peterborough, NH 03458-0809. 
Please complete in full. 

Name-------------------------,.----- 
Address ___________________________ _ 

City---------------------------- 
State __________________ Zip __________ 

County or Parish______________Country _________ 

Credit Card# Exp. Date ________ 

Signature _______________~Date _________ 

Please allow 6-12 weeks for delivery. FEBRUARY 

5-1/4 Inch: *Please indicate the issue date 
below. If you are beginning anD IBM PC 
annual subscription, note the 
starting issue. 

'3YTE Program Listings 
Month ________ 
Year _ _______ 

D Check enclosed 
D MasterCard 
D VISA 
D U.S. funds enclosed. (If 
ordering from outside the U.S., 
please remit in U.S. funds drawn 
on U.S. bank. Thank you.) 

3-1/2 Inch: 
D Apple Macintosh 
D IBM PS/2 

IN USA/Single Montt 

Be aware that many networked appli
cations under both DOS and Windows 
have drive letters that are coded into search 
paths within various start-up files (e.g., 
WIN.IN!). Remapping drive letters can 
disable your applications if you are not 
careful, so be sure to modify these files 
as well. 

The best strategy is to experiment with 
a few workstations first. Once you find a 
mapping scheme that works on these PCs, 
slowly begin to change drive mappings on 
other clients. Microsoft's recommenda
tion to reserve drives A-M for LAN Man
ager and N-Z for NetWare makes sense 
in most cases. 

Multinetwork Planning 

Among the mistakes made when imple

menting Net Ware and LAN Manager to

gether is the failure to design a network 

architecture prior to installation. Giving 

in to the temptation to install now and take 

care of the details later usually proves di

sastrous. 


Because LAN Manager and NetWare 
servers support different organizational 
models, directory structures, and security 
systems, an ad hoc approach to integrating 
these two networks leads to a variety of 
problems. An important issue to discuss 
prior to installation is which applications 
should reside on NetWare servers and 
which should reside on LAN Manager 
servers. 

Other questions include: How will user 
accounts be organized in a dual-network 
environment? Will they have the same 
passwords on both LAN Manager and Net
Ware servers? Will having two home di
rectories confuse them? Will data be dis
tributed across both types of servers in a 
random fashion, or will there be a struc
ture? How will this affect your existing 
backup system, and how will you distribute 
updates to applications? 

This is by no means a comprehensive 
list, and there are many other issues. The 
point is to begin thinking about them 
before you start to install software. Al
though an effort should be made to give 
users maximum flexibility, ease of admin
istration should never be compromised. 
If it is, both administrators and users 
will lose.• 

Bruce D. Schatzman and Jeffrey H. Lubeck 
are systems consulta/lls in Issaquah, Wash
ington. They provide systems design and 
implementation services throughout the 
U.S. You can reach them on BIX c/o "ed
itors ." 

Your questions and commellls are wel
come. Write to: Editor , BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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MODEM 1---1-......;.. 

STATMUX 

)Sl,~ 

~ 

4, a or up to 20 devices 

HOUSTON 

4, a or up to 20 devices 

NEW ORLEANS 

The Telplex® line of asynchronous statistical multi
plexers by Baylech are designed to provide user flexi
bility and to maximize speed by effective utilization 
of high speed modem technology. Telplex stat muxes 
support hardwire connectivity for distances to 4000 
feet. 

• 	 Approaches ISON throughout speeds 
• 	 Affordable prices 
• 	 4, 8 or up to 2 Ochannels 
• 	 Composite port speeds selectable from 5 0 bps 

to 1152 lbps 
• 	 Remote configuration and diagnostics 
• 	 Internal dial up or lease line modems available 
• 	 Unlimited toll-free technical support 

Baylech gives you 1 5 years of data communica
tions experience. Call now for affordable, high perfor
mance multiplexers, modems, peripheral sharing, and 
data acquisition/control devices. 

Because Resources Should Be Shared 

Data Communications Products Division 

200 N . 2nd St., P.O. Box 387, Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 


Fax: 601-467-4551 Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free 


800-523-2702 
All product or company names are trademarks of their respective holders. 
•Over dial up line using a V.32bis/V.42bis modem. 

In-house 
warehouseSTATMUX = 

rL
EIA-422 FOR UP TO 
4000 FT. AT 115.2K bps 

CHICAGO HEADOUARTERS 

for multi-user 

systems. 

INTERNA TIONAL 
DISTRIBUT ORS 

Australia 
Shuule Computer Systems 
1011 596 8888 

Be la lum 
Muldwa y Dara BelRium 
OJ.666.3854 

Denmark 
T rend Communications 
A/S 
SJ 65 23 45 

Finland 

Genln e O y lmpdata 

19211 547200 


France 
Gradco France 
11142 94 9969 

Germany 
Munich 
AMS Compurcch Gmbl I 
1089 1126806-0 

Di.isseldorf 
Muhl way Dara Germany 
211-251875 

Italy 
Tor ino 
BRM l laliana 
10 11 1771.00 .10 

Milano 
l.T.D. 
1021749.0749 

Mexico 
lnlerlec 
152.831JJ.6622 

Netherlands 
Mulriway Data 
Nelherla nds 
079-424 111 

~/SwKfen-Bakke 
47-6-832000 

Sln,qapore 
Marl Sys t~ms {FEI 
Pre •. Limited 
65-2261877 

Spain 
Vidmar Control 
193 12454803 

Sweden 
Maldala T eknik AB 
46·8·705 36 00 

Swilzerland 
Sen,qsfa~ Computers AG 
I041.1.950.54.44 

United KlnRdom 
A> Line Dalaspee d 
Devices Ltd. 
105331 778899 

T rend Communicatio ns 
Limited 
106281530611 
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Aladdin is a world leader in the field of software HASPTM protection. During the last six years we have helped 

The 
Professional . 
Software 
Protection 
Systetn 

Se ens at 

A mrralia Conlab Pty. Ltd., Tel: 3 8985685, Fax: 3 8995759 
Belg ium Akkermans Intl. bvba, Tel: 3 2338826, Fax: 3 2315438 
Czechoslova kia ATLAS Ltd., Tel+Fax: 2 821280 
De n mark SG: Metric a/s, Tel: 42 804.200, F ax:42 804131 
France Logidata Intl., Tel: 50707375, F a :i'.i07~3'l44 
Germany CSS GmbH. Tel: 201 74970, Fax: 201 748644 
Greece Unibrain S ATel: 1 6465195, Fax: 1 6423648 
Holland Akkermans Automatiscring 13 V Jel: 45 241444, Fax: 45 245515 

thousands of software producers in more than 40 

countries to protect their software. 


The HASPrM system is based on advanced 

ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) 


components and sophisticated encryption 

algorithms. State-of-the-art engineering ensures full 


protection of your software with no hassles 

for your customers. 


HASP plugs are designed for the IBM PC & PS-2 

families and their compatibles, as well as for 


Apple-Macintosh computers. Full software support 

is provided for dozens of languages and compilers 


under DOS, OS/2, WINDOWS-3, SCO XENIX, 

SCO UNIX 386, AIX, PHAR-LAP, and AUTOCAD. 


TM .. .
NetHASP , the latest add1t1on to the HASP family of 
software protection systems, makes it possible to 
activate a protected program from several stations 

in a network using only one plug. 

NetHASP works both on Novell networks and on 
those based on the NET-BIOS protocol, and it can 

therefore be used on almost any LAN. 

To learn more about why so many professionals 
have chosen HASP, please contact: 

~~Pc9JN 
S Y S T E M S L T D. 

·;:: 

"' a.. 
c 

15 Beit Oved S t., Tel-Aviv, lsrae £1 
P.O.Box: l ll 41Tel-Aviv6 11 10 c 

- "' 

<n ·;;;Tel: 972-3-5375795 ..
F ax972-3-5375 796 Q 

"' 
In North America: ,;, 

ALADDIN 
SOFTWARE SECURITY 
3 0 !9:1e v mo u li t1. , 
D ix!-1 i .I NfYsl, 1 4 (lJ,S A 
Tel: 80iCQ-TO'l-3)5826345 
Fax:; 1-65 81(6 0 2 
Circle 12 on Inquiry Card. 

Italy Partner Data S.r.L, Tel: 2 33101709, Fax: 2 347564 
Korea Hanil System 1 n uel: ;l. 5639161-5, Fax: 2 5538079 
New Zealand The Training Solutions Co., Tel: 4 666014, Fax: 4 697190 
Poland Sy.,t hcrrn Tel: 061 45065, Fax: 061 324134 
Portugal F LI I LI r nula., iJ' al : :I 4116269, Fax: 1 4116277 
Spain PC 1-1 a r d warn: o 2493193, P a ~ 3337497 
Switzerland Opag Informatik AG, Tel: 61 7112245, Fax: 61 71 15355 
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DON CRABB 

DESIGNING MACS 


S
everal months ago, I acted as a con
sultant for a large international com
pany to help with its wide-area net
work and to automate its product 
design group. This group designs 

consumer products, most ly personal elec
tronics equipment and home appliances. 
The group employed graphic designers 
and engineers, who created new designs 
using drawing boards and clay models. 
Just to confuse things, there were a few 
personal computers that no one used. The 
personal computers contributed not hing 
to the des ign efforts; indeed, the design 
offices in three cit ies didn't share any sort 
of computer communications. 

A Machine Decision 
Where did I start? First, I surveyed the de
signers to get an idea of their computer 
skills and experience. Most of them were 
novices. I let them pick their work envi
ronment, believing that some sort of GUI 
was a good point of departure. I set up a 
loaded Everex Step 486 PC running DOS 
5.0 and Windows 3.0, with a 21-inch Su
per VGA monitor and adapter, 16 MB of 
RAM, and a 210-MB hard drive. I also set 
up a loaded Mac Quadra 900, with 64 MB 
of R;\M a 21-inch AppleColor R GB mon
itor, and two 160-MB hard drives. 

I put Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and 
Excel on both machines, along with Auto
CAD, Aldus FreeHand, and PageMaker. 
Then I let the designers play with the ma
chines for a week and checked their reac
tions. They clearly favored the Quadra 
over the Everex machine. After some ad
ditional needs analysis, I recommended 
the Quadra. 

Drawing and Design 
Because the Quadras were in short supply 
at the time, the company bought a few 
Mac IIfxs just to get the designers started 
using computer-aided drawing and design 
tools. I set up a training regimen using 
Paracomp's Swivel 3D, Illustrator, Aldus 
FreeHand, Virtus WalkThrough, Auto-

CAD, and several other drawing and de
sign uti lities. 

None of these quite fit the bill. These 
designers were used to thinking in three 
dimensions using clay models; the two
dimensional manual drawings they cranked 
out represented 3-D objects. They needed 
a fast, easy-to-use 3-D drawing package 
that wouldn't inundate them with tools or 
features they didn't need. Swivel 3D 
wasn't it; it had animation features that 
they didn't need and lacked some 3-D 
freehand drawing tools they wanted. Vir
tus WalkThrough could help them peek 

Apple's Mac Quadra 900 

and Alias's Sketch 

make for a powerful 

three-dimensional 

design workstation 

inside drawings, but it too lacked needed 
3-D drawing tools. 

Sketch 
I was about to install a second round of 
3-D software for them to try, when I re
membered seeing an alpha version of 
Sketch at the MacWorld Expo in Boston. 
This is a $1995 3-D drawing package from 
Alias Research ( 110 Richmond St. E, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSC lPl, ( 416) 
362-9181). 

Being a pushy type, I snagged a copy 
of Sketch that was literally hot off the disk 
duplicator and gave it a try. Keeping in 
mind that I can't draw a straight line with 
a T square, I was wary of Sketch. How
ever, the program won me over in short 
order. Sketch extends your innate 2-D 
drawing prowess into the third dimension 
almost without your knowing it. 

I wanted to get the designers' reactions, 
so I installed it on the Quadra. These folks 
had been uniformly disappointed with the 
qua lity of the 3-D drawing tools they'd 
been using. Sketch changed their minds. 
T hey got into this program almost in
stantly, and they particularly liked the way 
they could import Illustrator 2-D outlines 
and Adobe Photoshop images into their 
Sketch designs. 

But the real plus for these designers was 
the way that Sketch became an extension 
of their own hands. Its unique ability to 
draw and render directly into the true per
spective of their existing images and its 
3-D-aware drawing tools made one de
signer remark, "This thing works like a 
computerized glob of clay." While that 
sounds silly, it captures the essence of how 
Sketch works. 

Sketch validated our choice of the Quad
ra 900. As fast as the Mac Ilfx is, Sketch 
seemed to poke along on it. But Sketch 
zipped along on the Quadra, even on com
plex photo-realistic rendering. The Quadra 
performs only about 50 percent to 70 per
cent faster than a Mac Ilfx on BYTE's 
Mac benchmarks, but in practical use with 
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Recommended. required, and compatible sysrem software for rhe Mac producr line. 

7.1 7.0.1 7.0 6.0.8 6.0.7 6.0.5 6.0.4 6.0.3 6.0.2 

Plus 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Classic 2 3 3 2 1 4 4 4 4 

Classic II 2 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

SE 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

SE/30 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 

LC 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 

II 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

llx 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 

llcx 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 

llci 2 3 2 3 3 3 1 4 4 

llfx 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 

llsi 2 3 2 3 4 4 4 4 

Quadra 700 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Juadra 900 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

=>ortable 2 I 3 3 3 3 4 4 

=>owerBook 100 2 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

=>owerBook 140 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
=>owerBook 170 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

software as demanding as Sketch, that dif-
Ference is astounding. And it points out 
how misleading benchmarks can be. 

Sketch is based on a different kind of 
3-D mathematics than most of its compel
itors. It uses nonuniform rational b-splines 
to provide its lifelike 3-D handling char
acteristics. Combined with its own open 
file format (Style!Guide) and the ability 
to import standard file formats (i.e., DXF, 
IGES 4.0, and Alias UpFront), Sketch can 
fit into a lot of work environments. 

The Sketch/Quadra environment hasn't 
been perfect for my clients, however. Their 
biggest complaints are a tedious installa
tion process and the required Apple Desk
top Bus hardware key to make the appli
cation run. The latter is an onerous form of 
copy protection that often interferes with 
other ADB devices chained off of the ADB 
port. My client hopes that Alias will drop 
the hardware key, which mars an other
wise outstanding product. 

Software of the Month 
Apple is a hardware company that just 
happens to make some fine system soft-

1-Required version. 4-Machine does not work with this version. ware. Just about every time that Apple re
2-Recommended version. Note: Apple no longer supports System 6 . 0 . 6 . 
3-Compa tible version. vises its system software to meet the design 

Don't Move! 
without telling 

El\ITE 

Clip out form below 

and mail to: 

BYTE Magazine 

P.O. Box 555 


Hightstown, NJ 08520 


At least 8 weeks b j" eyou move, please give us your 
new address and/or name change 

(Please Print) 

New address, name 

Name - ------------------
Address _ ______________Apt. ___ 

City 


State ___________ ___ Z ip ______ 


Print current name and address 

(or affix the mailing label from your current issue of BYTE here) 


Current address, name 
Name _ _ _ _____ ____________ 

Address _ _________ _____Apt. ___ 

City 

Starc____ _ _ _____ ___ Zip ___ _ _ _ 
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COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS 
COMPLETE LINE OF PROVEN AND EASY TO INSTALL 
COMPU1ER SECURITY PRODUCTS FOR COMPU1ERS. 

PREVENT 
COMPUTER THEFT! Kablit "'Security System 

This system allows you to secure all your 
computer components: CPU, monitor, 
keyboard, printer. Internal component 
security: Kablit fasteners secure the rear 
panel of CPU protecting internal boards 
and hard drives. Fasteners available for 
all applications. Prices $ 3 4 • t8 S 4 9 • S 
depending on system. 

DISK1DRJVE LOCK"' I B M'S - J!>LK- 2 7Sle rie s 
Now you can lock a diskette into your 

~-.::J:::;::===::;===' ~: ~~"; :::!:~:~t~~e ~~:p~~~::0Lock
j IS!, models available for PS/2 - 30, 55SX, 

b!1!!!!!!!'1!!'l~~!l!~i ==:J1 50, 70 and 90. Protect your data from 


illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ~~~:e~o~~sf~~~~::=t ~~~~Mo;~;; and 
Macintosh disk drives. List price $ 2 4 • s 

Order your free catalog of these and many other security products. 
Purchase orders accepted. Quantity pricing available. Shipping not 
included. MCNISA accepted. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Circle 107 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 108). 



Your network buy lor today•s

business technology market. 


McGraw-Hill TechNet 


THE NEXT NeXT 
As Easy to Use as a PC? 

THE flUYING POMR OF 
OPEN SYSTEMS USERS 

MICROSOFC SCO. &COMPAQ'S 
RISC STRATEGY 

CIKJOS/NG SUN 
SBUS PRODUCTS 

"'Olllf A(,,,Ja'.WS 

• Crocodiles elficlfl~ 
O•SK OPTIMIZATION 

McGraw-Hill Magazines. Your Best Business Partners. 

• 4- Architectural Record • 7-A/C Flyer, Aviation Week & Space Technology, AW & ST China Quarterly, 
AW &ST USSR, Business & Commercial Aviation, World Aviation Directory and Buyer's Guide• 20- Business ~'~~ 
Week, Business Week China, Business Week Hungary, Business Week International, Business Week USSR 
• 28- Chemical Engineering • 32C- BYTE, Data Communications, Data Communications International, LAN itnri 
Times, UnixWorld • 39-Electrical World • 41- ENR, Construction News Publishing Network (11 magazines, 
4 newspapers) • 46- Global Finance • H6- The Physician & Sportsmedicine, Postgraduate Medicine 
• 114- Modern Plastics, Modern Plastics International • 117- Power,Power International 

http:A(,,,Ja'.WS


Circle 143 on Inquiry Card. 

To Address the Problem 
of Inadequate Language Skills... 


Address 

the Coupon Below 
for A Demo Disk on 

PERFECT COPY™ 
You know the scenarios: the student who graduates 
from high school but lacks the language skills to pass 
the SAT's; the business executive that enters th~ 
desktop computer environment, but for lack o I • 
language skills, cannot compose asahsfactory etter 
or presentation. ·- .. •· , · 

It is aproblem recognized in the highest offices • . I ttol~s .the interest of !lie learner. lt;epom_ 
in the land. areas of both streng'th and.weakness to the --, 

It is the problem fcJ which PERFECT COPY™ is educator. It helps the teacher to adjust the I. -........ 
the solution. student's focus to the areas where help is nead 

PERFECT COPY is an educator-designed program most. Its simplicity and effectivenesswill"' . 
that meets the language skills problem head-on in a amaze you. .- ___.-· 
"whole language" environment. PERFECT COPY Ademo disk is available to qualified educators. 
covers the educational range f r o m G r . a • e Phone (416) 266-8840,Fax (416) 266-893901 mail 
a d u I.I o E • 1 S ii • " a d g u a g e • the coupon. 

---1a&iCUs--908~ag: Fa:~v:.-----------
, n [ D R pD R AttiltG"onawanda,NY 14120-2060 " ILi 

) Please send NAME FREE 
information and demo TITLE PllOllE oo•~o OlSK 
on PERFECT COPY™ pm 


for 

ORGANIZATIONORSCHOOL ----- --- ---- PERFECT COPY'") IBM or compatibles isa1radema1k

) Macintosh ADDRESS_ ________ ____ _ _ _ oll ogicus lncorPoraled 
) 3-1/2" disk i!Ml i~~Thci&S <:t0 

) 5·1/4" disk CITY_____ STATE ___ _ IP_____ htark tfu'lmGrou! 'tJ 
~ al'OQ!td produtl, _ . 

8 92 2 

'

Let's 

Be Sure Our 


ChildrenGrowUp

Smart And Fit 


We know our children won't get very far in the world without a good, 
working knowledge of the "3 R's:·That's why school is such an important part 

of their lives. But there's another part of their education that's just 
as important to their future- physical education. 

The healthy hearts they develop now will go a long way toward helping them 
grow into healthy adults. And the good fitness habits they learn can stay 

with them for a lifetime. So let's encourage our children to exercise their minds. 
But let's be sure they do the same for their bodies 

~ 
The President's Council on Physiwl Fitness and Sports 
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goals of new CPUs, it manages to add 
more value. Two perfect examples are Sys
tem 7 .0.1, which ships with Power Books, 
Quadras, and the Classic II, and System 
7 .1, which should be available by the time 
you read this. The upgrade for both ver
sions is free to Mac owners. 

Apple does not recommend System 
7.0.1 for every Mac owner. It should. Ap
ple's internal support mechanism always 
runs at the highest level fornew System re
leases that support new hardware. That's 
reason enough to upgrade to 7.0.1. But 
System 7 .0.1 also provides a significant 
improvement in the Mac's floating-point 
performance if you have a Mac with the 
necessary FPU. The reason, as first re
ported in the November 1991 M icrobytes, 
is that Apple's Standard Apple Numeric 
Environment package has been extensively 
tightened and tweaked in System 7.0.1. 
System 7. I includes these same SANE 
tweaks, plus built-in support for Quick
Time, improvements in virtual memory 
performance, Connectix's Mode32 32-bit 
addressing patches, and Adobe's Type 
Manager PostScript rasterizer. 

Quadra owners should note that System 
7 software includes a special Control Pan
el called Cache Switch, which flushes and 
turns off the 68040 processor cache. This 
allows some current software to run that 
can't cope with the 68040 caches turned 
on . Normally, you have to reboot the 
Quadra for Cache Switch's settings to take 
effect, which is a royal pain if you do this 
often enough. However, if you press the 
Option key while changing Cache Switch's 
settings, you can turn the 68040 caches on 
or off on the fly. Be aware that changing 
the CPU's processing speed this way might 
perturb timing-dependent code and cause 
trouble. I've had good luck with this trick 
so far, but you should exercise caution. 

With System 7 .0.1 and 7 . 1, the number 
of Mac OS versions out there has gotten 
more complicated. What operating-sys
tem software should you be using? The 
table gives you a breakdown of the cur
rently supported versions of the Mac OS 
and what's appropriate for each machine. 
Save yourself some trouble by checking 
to see that your Mac is running the appro
priate version. • 

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories 
and a senior lecturer for the compllfer 
science department at the University of 
Chicago. He is also a collfribwing editor 
for BYTE and the awhor ofa book on Sys
tem 7.0. You can co/lfact him on BIX as 
"decrabb." 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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1u need business information, why not get the total story-any 
jme-instantly. That's the advantage of the McGRAW-HILL PusucATIONS ONLINE 
:iatabase. 

Now, count on immediate access to every original article, word for word, exactly as 
it appeared (except for graphics) in the leading McGraw-Hill magazines and 
newsletters serving the needs of today's business, worldwide. 

Only McGraw-Hill, the world's foremost business information publisher, can deliver 
it all so completely. Companies, people, products, whatever the topic-here's the 
unequaled connection to the full story in seconds. Call for total recall today. For the 
1992 list of our publications online, contact Andrea Broadbent at (609) 426-5523. 

Or Fax to (609) 425-7352. Or send us the coupon. 

• BUSINESS WEEK • ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD 
• AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY • LAN TIMES 
• BIOTECHNOLOGY NEWSWATCH • NUCLEONICS WEEK 
• BYTE • PLATT'S 0ILGRAM NEWS 
• CHEMICAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICIAN & SPORTSMEDICINE 
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS • POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE 

... AND DOZENS MORE. 
Available through NEXIS,® DIALOG,® Dow JONES NE\vs/RErRIEVAL,®and NE\VSNEr.® 
,----------------------------, 

McGRAw-HJLL am 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

PUBUCATION S ONLINE Title 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Princeton-Hightstown Road Company 
Hightstown, NJ 08520-9459 U.S.A. 

Address 

I Please send me the complete 1992 list l.i1v StMP 

I of your publications online. I 

~-------------~~-------------~ 
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tracks the POSIX.2 standard, a plus 
for developers in open systems en
vironments. Networks are perfect for 
MKS 'Ibolkit too. 

your hardware. 

ORD E'r1UJ R,. OW! 

Putmore power in your PC 


~II· •] 30-day money-back guarantee. 

Circle 77 on Inquiry Card. 

Plug MKS Tuolkit into any DOS or OSI2 
PC and you'll unleash more power and 
flexibility than you ever believed your 
hardware could handle. You'll find that 
MKS Tuolkit is the essential piece of 
DOS or OSI2 software after the operat
ing system itself. 

Advanced programming tools 
once available only on UNIX™ systems 
are packed into MKS 'lbolkit for DOS 
or OSl2 - more than 150 of them, 
including utilities for: • prototyping 
• advanced command language 
•command editing and history 

Price: DOS $249, OS/2 
$349,. DOS & OS/2 $399, 
Upgrade $69 (DOS only). 
C3ll for LAN and site license 
prices. 

• file processing • text manipulation 
• compression • archiving • editing. 

And MKS 'Ibolkit is easy to use, 
with on-line manual pages, lots of 
examples and quality documentation 
for both novices and experienced users. 

You'll be able to get the job done 
effortlessly too, wherever you're work
ing. For laptop owners, our installa
tion procedure lets you load only the 
utilities you want. For developers 
working on a UNIX system and a PC, 
we've made it easy to copy files 
across systems. And MKS 'lbolkit 

Plug in MKS 'Ibolkitand soar beyond 

See us at 

Software Developers' Conference '92 


February 25-28, 1992 

San ta Clara, CA 


Boo th #318 


35 King Street North 
Waterloo, Ontario 
Canada. N2J 2W9 

MKS and MKS Toor kit are trademarksol Mortice Kern Systems Inc. 
UNIX is a registered trademark of Unix System Laboratories. Inc. 
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DAV ID 
FIEDLER 

MY FIRST NETWORK 

I
twas hopeless. Thoughts of utter fail
ure and depression filled my mind. I 
considered getting drunk, but that's 
only for hard-boiled, Hemingway
type fiction writers, not BYTE colum

nists. We' re supposed to be even tougher 
than that. ' 

Some weeks before, I had made the rash 
decision that, no matter what, I was going 
to hook up my own network and write 
about it in this month's column. I had 
blocked out plenty of time, arranged for 
all the hardware to be available simulta
neously, and even read the parts of the 
Unix manuals I generally avoid (you know, 
the parts with strange terms like NFS, re
mote mou/lfs, and ruptime). 

Those Pesky Datagrams 
You can read all the books and articles 
you want about networks, but few of them 
will tell you the real nitty-gritty about set
ting one up. There are a few things that 
you may have to learn by "oral tradition." 

For example, you can ' tjust plug an Ether
net cable straight into a normal Ethernet 
socket; you have to use a little gimmick 
called a T-adapter, the other end of which 
must go either to another Ethernet cable 
or to a second device called a terminator. 
A terminator does exactly nothing (it 's just 
a 50-ohm resistor inside a BNC plug), but 
without one at each end of your cable, your 
whole expensive network will also do 
nothing. 

Then there's the matterof network ad
dresses. Every network adapter card sold 
has its own unique 48-bit Ethernet address 
(something like 00:80:C7:DF:51 :BE). And 
if you've looked into networks at all, you 
probably know that every machine on the 
network must also have the right address. 
So, once you install network adapters on all 
your computers, make sure you write down 
the addresses, lock the paper in a drawer, 
and throw away the key. 

Apparently, nobody cares what the Ether
net addresses of the cards themselves are
just the machine addresses-and you can 
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often make up almost any address you 

want. Perhaps this notion is a bit exagger

ated-people running Address Resolution 

Protocol diskless workstations and large 

networks really do care about hardware 

Ethernet addresses-but it can be quite 

true for smaller, in-house networks. 


Addressing Antics 

The reason for the confusion and discrep

ancy? The host address, or Internet Pro

tocol (IP) address, is 32 bits long (some

thing like 192.5.27.52). While the Ethernet 

adapter manufacturer assigns the Ethernet 

address and guarantees that it's the only 

one of its kind in the world, the host ad

dress is simply an entry in a file on a com

puter and can be changed at any time. 


The network administrator therefore must 

Setting up the first one is 

always the hardest 

make sure that all host addresses on the 
LAN are unique. And if the network is to be 
connected to another one, especially the 
worldwide Internet, you must obtain a 
unique class C address. You do this by con
tacting the Network Information Center, a 
central registration authority (DDN NIC, 
Chantilly, VA, (703) 802-4535). All host 
addresses on the LAN must then conform to 
the registered network address to prevent 
confusion with machines at other sites. 

The only file you have to work with to 
get started is the I etc /hosts file (list
ing 1 shows an example). The first entry is 
a special one that provides an internal loop
back capability; it doesn't send data over 
the network, but it lets you make sure that 
your software can at least "talk to itself." 
The next entry is for the server machine 
itself; in this case, I'm naming the node 
"infopro" and assigning it the IP address 
192.5.27.2. The last entry associates the 
name "pc" with the address 192.5.27.52; 
since only the last part of the address dif
fers from the server's, it's on the same 
subnet. 

Actually, the whole business of mak
ing up names is simply for human conve
nience. You could just type commands 
like telnet 1 9 2 5 2 7. Jmd the soft
ware would work fine, but it's hard to re
member all those numbers. 

Network in Your Pocket 
I thought I understood all this stuff before 
I tried setting up my first network. My 
problem was that I had too many vari 
ables: a new workstation/server-an ab
solutely wonderful Mobius PWS/433cx
an Ethernet cable and terminators that I 
had made, and a somewhat strange setup 
on a PC. 

One thing I have always hated is open
ing up computers, plugging in new cards, 
having the system crash, figuring out 
which interrupts and addresses conflicted, 
finding and changing tiny jumpers on the 
cards, rebooting, and so on. The Xircom 
pocket Ethernet adapters sounded like a 
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Listing 1: A sample I etc /ho sts file . 

1 21 . 0 .0.1 

1 2 .. 52 7 . 2 

1 2. 57. . 1'5 

l o c a l 
i rfopro 

pc 

l 
i 

oai: l host 
n fpcr o ri f o p .r c m 

dream in comparison: You just plug one 
into a spare PC para llel port, attach the 
AC adapter and Ethernet cable, load the 
appropriate self -configuring driver and 
network software for your system, and 
you're on the network. Imagine how per
fect that is for laptop computers. 

The Xircom pocket adapters (Xircom, 
Inc., 26025 Mureau, Calabasas, CA 91302, 
(818) 878-7600) are available for thick 
or thin-wire Ethernet, as well as twisted 
pair. They support Novell Net Ware, Sun 
Microsystems' PC-NFS, Wollongong's 
WIN/TCP, Atlantix ' s CocoNet , FTP's 
PC/TCP, and quite a few other networks. 
And they have an internal 32-KB buffer, 
larger than that on many plug-in cards. 
The only Unix-based server implementa
tion I could find was the one from Inter
active Systems' TCP/IP 1.3, which at this 
writing has just been released. 

Naturally, I had to try something dif
ferent, so I ftped a copy of NCSA Tel
net from ftp.ncsa .uiuc.ed u(l41.14 
2.20.50). This is a publicly available pack
age for DOS environments that provides 
you with telnet and f t p programs, as 
well as remote printing and execution ca
pabilities. It's also supported by Xircom 's 
"packet driver" (a TSR program that serves 
as a kind of device driver for Xircom hard
ware). So this took care of the PC end, 
which I planned to use initially as a ter
minal, moving up to X Window System 
and NFS as I got the hang of networking. 

Instant Workstation 

A few words are in order about the Unix 

platform I am using . The Mobius 

PWS/433cx (Mobius Computer Corp., 

5635 West Las Positas, Building 4-410, 

Pleasanton, CA 94588, (415) 460-5252) 


is a competitively priced ISA-technology 
"personal workstation" that packs over 15 
million instructions per second of power 
into a neat 12-inch-high minitower case. 
The hardware includes an Intel 486 CPU 
running at 33 MHz with 64 KB of cache 
memory, 16 MB of system RAM, a 170
MB SCSI hard drive, a 16-bit Ethernet 
card, both sizes of floppy drive, and a 
mouse. It also comes with an incredibly 
sharp and fast 17-inch monitor capable of 
up to 1 280- by l 024-pixel resolution. 

The software that comes standard with 
the PWS/433cx is Interactive Systems' 
Unix System V /386 3.2 version 2.2.1 with 
all the trimmings: X, OSF/Motif, Visix 
Looking Glass, VP/ix, Lachman TCP/IP, 
and NFS. Unlike Open Desktop, Interac
tive's Unix lets the PWS/433cx act as both 
a workstation and a server simultaneously. 
(ODT has a server upgrade package, but it 
adds considerably to the price.) 

Perhaps as important as all this power is 
the fact that you're not just left with 35 
floppy disks and a manual. Installing 
Unix, a task that has daunted countless 
potential users, is now a thing of the past. 
Mobius preloads your software to the hard 
disk and then tests the system in the final 
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A MESSAGE TO 
0uR SUBSCRIBERS 

F
ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAR!IHE BYTE SUBSCRIBER 
LIST available to other companies who wish to 
send our subscribers material about their 

products. We take great care to screen these 
companies, choosing only those who are reputable, 
and whose products, services or information we feel 
would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an 
efficient medium for presenting the latest personal 
computer goods and services to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled 
use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding 
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are 
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other 
information we may have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribution of this information 
is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the 
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to 
receive such promotional literature. Should you 
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send 
your request to the following address. 

IJYJI Magazine 

Attn: Subscriber Service 


P.O. Box SSS 

Hightstown, NJ 08520 


ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu(l41.14


THIRD 

INTERNATIONAL 


COMPUTER FORUM 

(ICF) 


D The ICF brings together people that influence and determine the major trends of information technologies in 
the USSR and world-wide 

D The ICF lets western companies obtain top-quality, first-hand information about the real and potential computer 
and software markets in the USSR 

D The ICF provides Soviet computer professionals with better access to products and technologies from the rest 
of the world 

Scheduled Speakers: Topics: 
• Philippe Kahn (Borland) • Status of the USSR computer market; 
•Jerry Kaplan (Go) business opportunities 
• Greg Herrick (Zeos) • Future of PC market 
•Dick Williams (Digital Research) •Workstations market 
• Esther Dyson (EDventure Holdings) • Macintooh 
•Stewart Alsop (lnfoWorld) • UNIX applications 
•Ken Wasch (Software Publishers •LAN policy 

Associa lion) • LAN practice 
• Fred I..anga • Windows and OS/2 market 
• and others. • Pen-based technologies 

•etc. 

If you're a part of the emerging Soviet and east European computer industry, or if you want to learn more about doing 
business with that rapidly-growing market, you need to attend the Third Annual International Computer Forum! 

SAVE MONBY RESERVH>UR FORMORE 
PRE-REGISTERING EXHI BI TilllNACE INFORMATION 

The registration fee covers access Price Includes exhibition Contact the ICC at: 
to keynotes, sessions, presentations, space Itself, labor for 
exhibitions, cultural programs, 
3 lunches and 3 receptions. 

bulldlng the booth, power 
supply {220 volt, 50Hz), 

Mall: 101813 USSR, 
Moscow, Proyezd Serova, 4. 

Register before March 31, 1992 and furniture (tables, Fax/phone: 7-095-921-09-02. 
and receive the special chairs, etc.). The fee Is MCI ID: 439-1034. 
discount rate of just US$760. US$3400 for each 9 sq.m. Internet: levon@staff.lcc.msk.su. 
After March 31, 1992 ($2800 for the members of San Francisco-Moscow 
the normal fee of US$840 applles. ICC). Teleport: ICC. 

JUNE t5-t8, t992 

WORLD TRADE CENTER, MOSCOW, USSR 




HANDS ON/THE UNIX /bin 

configuration . This means that Mobius 
customers don't have to worry about soft
ware or hardware compatibility. 

And they don't have to worry about 
much else, apparently, because Mobius 
provides a 30-day guarantee as well as a 
15-month full parts and labor warranty. 
It's a true plug-and-play workstation and 
certainly the easiest Unix system I've ever 
set up. I had it running X just 15 minutes 
after opening the boxes (and without open
ing the manuals). I was counting on this 
easy setup for Unix, because I figured I'd 
have my hands full with the network. 

A Real Panic 

After configuring the system name (un

ame -s i nfopro) and the /etc/hos t s 

file, attaching and terminating the cable, 

and successfully running hardware diag

nostics, I thought I was ready. First, I test

ed the server with the command p in

g l o c a l, proving that loopback worked. 


The p i ng command actually has more 
to do with the sonar familiar to fans of The 
Hunt for Red October than the fact that 
it's a contrived acronym for Packet Inter
Net Groper. Pi n g sends out packets of 
data to a host and then measures its ac

cessibility via the network by timing how 
long it takes for the echoes to return. 

A p i ng infopro command similarly 
showed that my fooling with the system 
files hadn't disturbed anything major. So 
now I configured the NCSA Telnet pack
age on the PC, which consisted of editing 
one file to tell it the IP address I was as
signing to the PC and the IP address where 
the server could be found. I then sat down 
at the PC, typed telnet i n fopro, and 
waited. Nothing happened, so I went back 
to the otherroom and found the PWS/433cx 
in a panic. 

A few more tries convinced me that 
there was something here well beyond my 
troubleshooting abilities. But was the prob
lem in the PC, the cable, the software, or 
what? Mobius technical support went so 
far as to page the head technical engineer 
to call me with advice. But as the column 
deadline inched closer, I started panick
ing. Sure, I could use telnet to send 
files to myself from the PWS/433cx con
sole, but that isn't networking. 

So I called in reinforcements, in the per
son of Brian Lloyd, a network guru who 
happens to live down the road. I took over 
both computers, and we hooked them to 

his network. The PC worked perfectly. 
The PWS/433cx crashed again, so Brian 
took it apart. 

It seems that the Ethernet card was a 
WD8013, which is software configurable. 
At some point, the software configuration 
got lost. When I had relinked the Unix ker
nel in an attempt to fix it, the Interactive 
default address and intenupt for the card 
didn't match the configuration, so it still 
didn ' t work. In about 5 minutes, Brian 
changed a jumper to force the card to a 
known, nonconflicting address, relinked 
the kernel to match, and rebooted Unix, 
and it worked. Best of all , the PC talked to 
the PWS/433cx when I got them both 
home. So I really did know what I was 
doing all along. I think. • 

David Fiedler has been a consultant and 
writer 011 Unix topics for over a decade 
and has started several Unix pi1blicatio11s. 
He'salsothecoauthorof UNIX System V 
Release 4 Administration (Hayden, 1991). 
You can reach him 011 BlX as "fiedler." 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

~ - -- -···-- - I . 

. ~ .. -

Notebook 386SX .$1 ,895Desktop NI Super VGA Color System 
PCI 386SX-20MHz ... .. ......... ... .... ... .... ... ... ..$1 ,445 

PCI 386-25MHz ...... ........ ........... .. .... .. ... .. .. $1,545 
 • 2MB RAM • l.44MB FD 
• 2MB RAM• 85MBID E HD (19ms) • 40MBHD • Serial and parallel 
• 1. 2 & 1.44 MB FD• 16 bit Super VGA Card with !MB RAM • Ext. keyboard port 
• 14" Super VGA Color Monitor • Ext. monitor port
• 2 Serial, I parallel and game ports• 101-key keyboard • Carrying Case
• Case & power supply • DOS 5.0 Fortune 1000 companies,•Windows 3.0 with mouse • 30-day money-back guarantee Universities and 
PCI 386-33 ....... .. .......... .. .. ... ...... .. .. . ... .... ... ....$1,845 
 Govern ment purchase orders 
PCI 386-40 ........ ...... .... ....... ............................$1,945 
 welcome. 
• same as above con iguration • 641< Cache memory All s y s tc m1n1111ti I h 
• 4MB RAM • 120MB HD 2 y e a r sand r a r I s 
p c4 8 6 -...3..3 ... ... ... ... ........... .......... .... $2,495 I a lw!lfmnty. 
PCI 4 8 6 -EJ Ji..A .... .. .... ..... ................ $3,295 Free lifetime toll-free 

technical support• same as above configuration • 2561< Cache memory 
• 200 MB IDE HD (14.SMS) • 4MB RAM 

LCD VGA Portable Plasma VGA Portable 
3 BffiX - 2 0 M.H~1 , 495 386SX-20MHz •.•••• $1 ,645 
3 8 6 - 2 5..J\lll.;$1,645 386-25MHz •.•.••• $1 ,795 
3 8 6 - 3 3 ..l\UL.$1,795 386-33MHz .••.•.. $1 ,945 
• l Ml!l\M • I l& Nl4B 4 llIB • 2 M l!l\M • I 2& II B 4 FD M 
• 85MB h a d id s k • 85MB h a d ii s k 
•LCD 640x480 screen • Plasma VGA 640x480 screen 
• LCDVGAdisplay • Plasma VGAcard 
• Serialand parallel • Serial and Parallel 
• 86 keydetachable keyboard • 86 key detachable keyboard 
• 200Wpower supply • 200W power supply 
• 9.1" (H)x75" (D}x 16.1"(W} • 9.1" IH} x7.5" (D) x 16.I" IW} 

4 8 6 - Milz ....$2,895 4 8 6 - Miiz. . . . $3,095 

256K Cache Memory • 2561\ Cache Memory 
4MB RAM "4MBRAM 
200 MB IDEHD (14.5M Sl • 200 MB !DE HD (14.5MSl 

OFFICE HOURS: MON-SAT 8:30AM-5:30PM PST Price Subject To Change Without Notice 
-~ ~~ -...... 
. VlSA - tLJLJ .U! ,....,.__ 

9945 LOWER AZUSA, TEMPLE CITY, CA. 91780PACIFIC COMPUTERS TOLL FREE 800/346-7207 •FAX: 818/442-9112 
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SW\LS 
USE.RS 

NlxWPB.l.~ 
MoTIFON SUNS 

Explore UNIX""ORLD•••Risk Free! 
Yes! Start my 011e-year (12-issue) s11bscriptio11 for 011ly $18.00. That's 50% off the 11ewssta11d price. 
NA/\·1E (please prin1;,_ __________________________TITLE_ _______ ___ 

COMPANY NAME._ _ _______ _____ _________________________ _ 

ADDR ESS________________________________ D HOME D OFFICE 

CITY ________________________~STATE____~ZIP_______ _ 

D BILL ME AT sI~. 01• D PA \'MENT ENCLOSED PLEASE CHARGE MY D VISA D MASTERCARD D AMEX 

CARD# :. _ _ _________ ___ __ EXPIRATION DATE____ SIGNATURE ____________ 

*U .S.A. ONLY. Cmadiun : I yr. $24. Other Foreign : I yr. $38. All Foreign ord funds 

CI R OINIDNL Y CI R OINIDNL Y C /Cl 8' L 1 H Alf P P L Y 
My company's primary My primary job function The number of employees at I purchase/influence the 
business all locations of my company purchase of the following: 

a . Mfg. ofComp.JComp. Equip. a. Corp. or financial /\·1gmt. a. Under 10 a . Muinframe Computers 
b. Other Munufactu1ing b. MIS/DP Mgmt. b. 10 - 49 b . Mi nis/Supcrminis 
c. 
d. 

Systems lntqrator/Houst: 
Sof"rwurc Developer 

c. Oflicc Mgmt./Administration 
d .Network Mgm t./ 

c. 50 - 249 
d. 250-999 

c. Micros/Supcrmicros 
d .Workstations 

e. VAR. Dcillcr or Distrihl1tor Telecomm unications e. I .ODO -4.999 e. Board-Level Produ cts 
f. Communicutionsr rclcphonc 
9 Trunspoirnt ion/ Utilit ics 
h. Mining or Const ruction 
i. Fin. /Ins. /Rc;1 \ Estate 
ju Whsle or Retail Trndc 
k. Consulting 
I. Governmen t or tv1ilit.iry 

e. Systems lntcgrnlion 
f, Design or Dev. En):!i nccring 
g~ Prog../Sofl warc Dcvdopmcrll 
h. Rcscurch/Am1\ys is 
i. Marketing or Sales 
j. Purchusing 
k:. Mfg./Produ ction 

f . 3.000 or more f. Tennirmls 
g. Printers 
h.. Disk Drives 

T.ipe Drives 
j. Modems/ Multiplexers 
k:. LAN Equipment 
I. Soflw.ire 

m. School or University 
n. Ot heor: ______ _ 

I. Di.s trihu1ll11
m. Education/Teaching 

o. Mcdical/Dcnt::il/Lcgal 
p. Rcscarch/Dcvclop mcnt 

n. Consulting 
o. Govemn1 en1/Public Ad n1in . EB28500 
p. 01hcr:,..,..,,..-==--=--
q. Technical Slaff/En g. Su ppor1 

Y o II D • rG iu so Ir al maf c111clll al any lime and receive a refund for lhe balance of my 1ubrniplion. Pleo1e allow 6 -wellk1 for procming. 
UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System laborntor1es, Inc. UN1xWOR10 is r.01 affiliated with AT& TSave50% 
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UNIX is changing the world of computers, 
the world of business - quite simply, 

changing the world. It's revolutionizing 

office automation. It's required for U.S. 

government computer contracts. It's the 

backbone of information strategies 
worldwide. 

That's why you need UNIXWORLD - the 

magazine that keeps you up to date on the 

rapidly changing world of open systems 

computing. Each issue brings you the latest 

product trends and technical advances that 

can affect your business. The inside story on 
some of rhe biggest high-tech companies. 
Easy-to-understand programming tips and 

tutorials that can help your company use 
UNIX to its fullest. And unbiased hardware 

and software reviews to help you invest 

wisely when you buy. 

UNIXWORLD's in-depth features go beyond 

dry technical facts to show how the pieces fit 
together - to tell you what's important about 

the advances and strategies that are 

changing your world. And UNIXWORLD 

consistently offers the freshest, most down

to-earth writing that you'll find in any 

computer publication. 

Subscribe today and recieve the next 12 
issues of UNIXWORLD for just $18.00 - half 
the regular newsstand price. Save even more 

by ordering for two or three years. You can't 
lose- every subscription to UNIXWORLD 

comes with a no-risk guarantee*. 

Subscribe now! 

Call toll·lree: 

1·800·251·9402 ext. 29 


If you're into UNIX, you need ~fil:!! 

' U fll10 lll' 11190isk guarantee: If not mtislied, cancel and receive alull refund for the balance o your subscription. 
Ut~IX is o reei~lered tradem ark of UNIX Sy~lem loboroto11es, Inc . DH1AUW9 



OPTLINK"' for Windows 
by SLR 

3 8 lf>EVELOPMENT 

UST Price PS Price 


386 Max6.0 $ 100 $ 8g 

386IDOS Extender 495 47g 

Blue MAX 125 109 

DESQview 386 220 18g 

F77-EM32 + OS/386 13go 114g 

FoxBASE+/386 595 479 

High C 386/486 g95 g3g 


NOP Fortran 386 895 82g 


QEMM386 100 75 

SVS C3/ANSI C Comp. 1195 325 

WATCOM C8.5 386 795 639 

Zortech C++ Dev. 700 629 


ASSEMBLY 
MSMASM 150 105 

Spontaneous Assembly 199 159 


BASIC& AD-ONS 
BAS-C Commercial 895 819 

dB/LIB Professional 189 179 

GFA BASIC 386 295 200 

Microsolt BASIC PDS 495 349 

MS QuickBASIC V4.5 99 69 

QuickPak Prof. V4.0 199 189 


C LANGUAGE COMPILERS 
Instant C 495 479 

Quick C 99 69 

Microsoft C 6.0 495 349 

WatcomC8.5 495 439 


CASE & PROTOTYPERS 
Demo II V3.0 249 239 

EasyCase Plus 495 449 

G-Base Professional 799 699 

Instant Replay Prof. 595 575 

Layout 300 239 

Show Partner FIX 395 295 


COMMUNICATIONS 
ADD-ONS 
Blast PC Plus 295 245 

C Asynch Manager 3.0 189 139 

Essential COMM 329 249 

Greenleaf Comm Library 359 32g 

HyperACCESSN for DOS100 75 

Procomm Plus 119 99 

Quick Comm 14g 129 


DBASE 
Alpha 4 549 469 

Clipper 5.0 795 570 


OPTLINK .. .for programmers who 
don't have time to waste! 
OPTLINK for Windows eliminates 
the need to run RC after linking 
and is a drop-in replacement for 
LINK but about 20 times faster! 
OPTLINK sets no internal 
limitations on the number of 
publics, libraries, modules or 
segments being linked. OPTLINK 
eliminates 'out of memory' errors, 
supports Codeview and generates 
a complete global cross reference 
table. 

LIST: $350 I' SJ>rice: $345 

Fas IF axts 130-001 


dBASE IV 795 54g 

dB FAST/PLUS 3g5 315 

dBMAN V 295 21g 

cl3XL 24g 15g 


FoxPro 2.0 795 499 

FoxBASE + 395 27g 

QuickSilver 599 39g 


DBMS 
CLARION Prof. Dev.V2.1 845 475 

File Pro Plus 699 669 

Magic PC 8 0 0779 

Paradox V3.5 795 555 

R:BASE 3.1 795 645 


DBMS CODE GENERATORS 
Da1aBoss 695 54g 

Genifer 395 289 

Pro-C w/Workbench 795 735 

Ul2 Developer's Release 595 449 


DBMS TOOLS & LIBRARIES 
Artful Two 300 289 

Accsys for dBASE 395 349 

CLEAR + for dBASE 200 179 

CodeBase 4 295 269 

Code Base++ 295 269 

Comet Multi port 169 149 

Comm Tools for Clipper 299 269 

C Works 698 649 

dBX/dBport w/source 1000 895 

dGE 4.5 295 279 

dSalvage Professional 200 1g5 

Essential B-tree 199 14g 

Faircom c-tree Plus 595 495 

FLIPPER Graphics Lib. 295 279 

FUNCky.LIB 249 239 

Net Lib 299 269 

Novell BT rieve 595 479 

Pro Clip 195 185 

R&R for dBASE & Comp. 249 229 

R&R Code Generator 149 129 

Scrim age 149 139 


DEBUGGERS/ 
DISASSEMBLERS 
Dis/Doc Professional 250 229 

Multiscope for DOS 179 99 

Periscope/EM 295 259 

Periscope I/OK 495 459 

Periscope IV Varies 

Sourcer 486 w/BIOS 


pre-proc. 170 149 


Janus/Ada Compiler 
by R.R. Software 

Janus/ Ada for DOS: the power and 
reliability of Ada, priced for 
everybody! You get a full 
implementation of the Ada 
standard - compiler, linker, royalty
free runtime libraries, multiple 
memory models, environment, 
tools, even an Ada tutorial. And 
R.R. Software supports you with 
11 years of Ada experience and 
know-how. Now's the time for you 
to use Janus!Ada. 
LIST: $99 I '!!>rice: $95 
Fas IF axis 586-002 


PRO-C 
by PRO-C Limited 

PRO-C is a complala C source coda 
application ganaratorthat produces 
commanlad. fully documented, error-
free C coda. PRO-C Workbench 
(included) allows users lo customize 
their applications. Features include: 
screen, report, menu and batch 
update modules; interfaces to many 
database formals. (PRO-TREE and 
Btriava 5 . fiG! managers are 
included); segment-ad keys; 
ralalional capabilities; mouse 
support; and password protection. 
LIST: $795 I • J8icc: $735 
FastFaxls 1243-002 


WATCOM C/386 
by WATCOM 

Develop and debug 32-bit 
applications for extended DOS 
and Windows. Includes royalty-
free 32-bit DOS extender, true 32
bit Windows GUI Application Kit, 
our fast, tight, and reliable 32-bit 
Code Optimizer, licensed 
Microsoft Windows SOK 
Components, an interactive 
Source-Level Debugger, an 
Execution Profiler and More! 

LIST: $795 I ' !Nice: $639 
FastFaxls 1044-020 


PVCS Version Manager 
by lntersolv (formerly Sage) 

PVCS is the market leader in 
Configuration Management 
software. PVCS provides complete 
control over the configuration of 
your software. You always know 
who made a change. what the 
change was. when it was made, 
why it was made and what 
revisions contain the change. You 
can even prevent unauthorized 
changes and coordinate revisions, 
special versions and upgrades 
automatically. 
LIST: $600 I '!Nice: $529 
F aslF axis 111-089 


'1
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We give developers what they need... 
• Tools to automate every aspect of the 

development cycle - over 4,000 in all 

• FREE pre-sales technical support 

SVS C3 ANSI C, Pascal, or 
FORTRAN-77 
by Silicon Valley Software 

Only from the Programmer's Shop! 
AN SI compliant, optimizing, 32-b.11 
compilers; DPMl-compliant, 
royalty-lree DOS extender; source 
level debugger; utilities. Supports 
"flat model" code_ Linker, librarian, 
make, i387 emulation, W31/4167 
support. Interoperable languages! 

LIST I' SPrice 
ANSI C $1195 $325 
Pascal $1195 $325 
FORTRAN $1495 $395 
FastFaxls 1958-048 (C), 1958-049 
(FORTRAN), 1958-050 (l'ascal) 

ObjectVision 2.0 
by Borland International 

ObjectVision enables non
technical professionals and 
managers to "visually" create 
applications. Unl ike other 
application development tools, 
ObjectVision uses declarative 
programming techniques to quickly 
create interactive applications and 
requires no writing of code. All of 
Object Vision is visual, not just its 
user interface. Since no 
programming is required, 
ObjectVision is the easiest way to 
create Windows applications. 
LIST: $150 I 1 Jltice: S I 2 
FastFaxls 777-124 

T urbo Pascal for Windows 
by Borland International 

Turbo Pascal for Windows is 
designed exclusively for Windows 
programming, and everything you 
need is included_ Turbo Pascal for 
Windows includes Borland's new 
ObjectWindows application 
framework FRE E. So now you 
can develop Windows applications 
fast because they automatically 
inherit code for windows, menus, 
dialogs, controls, and more. You 
don't need the Microsoft Windows 
Software Development Kit (SOK)_ 
LIST: $250 I 1 JNice: $ I 8 
FastFaxts 777-130 

Turbo Debugger & Tools 1 50 11 9 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
AllClear 300 259 
ASMFLOW Prof. 200 179 
Blinker 249 235 
dANAL YST Gold 

Windows & DOS 495 100 
C-DOC 189 179 
Charge 99 95 
CLEAR+ for C 200 179 
Codan 395 349 
Install 250 219 
INST ALIT w/source 249 239 
MKS Make 149 129 
MKS RCS 249 229 
Optlib 75 75 
Optasm 150 145 
Optlink/Compress 350 345 
Optlink/2 350 345 
PC-Lint 139 115 
PVCS Config. Builder 250 21 9 
PVCS Version Manager 600 529 
.RTLINK Plus 495 419 
.RTPatch 495 419 
Sourcerer's Appr. Prof. 499 459 
The Documenter 295 229 
TLIB 100 89 

EDITORS 
BRIEF 249 Call 
BrieForC++ 129 119 
Cheetah 145 50 
dBrief 129 119 
Emacs 325 279 
Epsilon 250 229 

Install SHIELD 
by The Stirling Group 

A full-featured installation program 
bui lder especially for Windows/PM 
applications. Allows you to build 
Windows 3.0, & PowerPoint like 
installationprograms. A built-in sirTlJle 
install language allows you to create 
complete installation program:; without 
any programming. % Complete & other 
feedback controls buill-in. High· 
performance data compression. Help & 
instruction windows. Automatically 
builds program groups, ~ems & icons. 
Installation logic based on hardware 
configuration and memory. Allows 
intelligent editing of IN! files, 
AUTOEXEC.BA T & CONFIG.SYS. 
LIST: $395 I 1 !Nice: S 3 6 
Fas/Faxls 2929-015 

KEDIT 150 139 
PVCS Profes. Editor 300 249 
SPF/PC 295 249 
SpeedEdit 295 265 
Vedit + 185 159 

FORTRAN 
F77L FORTRAN 595 549 
Microsoft FORTRAN 5.1 450 309 
RM/FORTRAN 595 499 
Watcom FORTRAN 77 495 449 

GRAPHICS 
Essential Graphics Chart 399 349 
GFX Graphics Library 150 139 
GraphiC 465 419 
graphics-Menu 

wt Data Entry 249 229 
GSS Graphics Dev't Tlkt. 795 699 
GX Effects 199 179 

wt Source 399 369 
GX Text 149 129 

wt Source 299 289 
HALO Professional 395 319 
Meta WINDOW /PLUS 395 349 
PCX Programmer's Tlkt. 249 229 
QuickPix 495 479 
Victor w/source 295 279 
Z-Phigs Professional 795 769 

HARDWARE 
Boca 1024 VGA 245 189 
Hard Card II XL 50MB 389 369 
MouseMan 119 99 
Sola Net. 450 VA/UPS 349 249 
Conner CP-3204F 899 729 

'11111~ l,llfH;IlL\tltll~IlS Sllf)I, 1-800-4 21-8006 
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filePro Plus 
by The Small Computer Co. 

filePro Plus is a Menu Driven 
A'tJPlication Generator, 4GI and 
R BMS. Some of the tools include 
a CUSTOM Menu Generator, 
Screen and Report Painter, built-in 
debugger, event driven processing, 
browse look-up windows and the 
ability to create your own data 
types. filePro Plus applications are 
completely portable on over 200 
hardware platforms and over 12 
operating systems. 
LIST: $699 PS Price: $669 
FastFazts 3969.003 

ESIX/V Rel4 Dev. 2/usr. 1295 1229 
ESIX/V unltd 1695 1595 
lnlormix SOL Varies 
Interactive Systems: 

UNIX Sys. V/386 4.0: 
Graph& Dev. 1795 1595 
Starter 12951145 
Complete 2795 2475 

LPl-FORTRAN 995 929 
M++for Unix Call 
M++ for Unix wi source Call 
Microport V/4 Complete 3000 2879 
Norton Utilities for Unix 295 269 
Santa Cruz Operations: 

UNIX Operating Sys. 595 559 
UNIX Dev't System 995 895 
VP i ix 495 429 
XENIX Oper. Sys. 386 595 559 
XENIX Dev. Sys. 386 795 689 

UHC UNIX Sys. V Rel.4 2395 2199 
WordTech Quicksilver 1495 1295 

WINDOWS & OS/2 
ACTOR 4.0 249 225 
ACTOR Professional 4.0 495 449 
BRIEF for OS/2 249 Call 
Case: PM (for C or C++) 1995 1899 
Case: W Corporate Vers. 995 969 
Class Manager 399 379 
dB FAST /Windows 550 529 
DialogCoder 549 539 
GFA BASIC for Windows 495 275 
Graphics Server SOK 495 455 
Guild 1995 Call 
Instant Windows for W in. 495 439 
KnowledgePro Windows 549 395 
MS Windows V3.0 149 119 
MS Windows SOK V3.0 500 365 
Multiscope Windows Deb.379 315 
Ob jectrieve/Windows 395 379 
ObjectVision by Borland 150 129 
Optli nk/Windows 350 345 
OS/2 PM Toolkit 1 .2 500 369 
Poet/Windows 499 469 
Proto View 695 675 
Quick C for Windows 199 149 
Realizer 395 349 
Smalltalk!V PM 500 399 
Spinnaker Plus 495 455 
Time after Time 80 75 
ToolBook 395 349 
Visual BASIC 199 165 
WindowsMaker Prof. 995 895 

And MORE!... 


OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++ 
Borland C++ 495 379 

C++ Science & Engineer1000 895 


M++ 295 279 

Poet/DOS 399 379 

SmalltalkIV 125 85 

Zinc Interface library 200 179 


OTHER PRODUCTS 
Alpha RPL 595 99 

Boot con 60 Call 

Carbon Copy 199 179 

Disk Dupe Pro 179 159 

EasyFlow 230 199 

Fastl 99 89 

FastBack Plus 189 159 

Flow Charting Ill 250 199 

HEADROOM 130 89 

HiJaak 199 149 

Lap link Pro 150 115 

link & locate ++ - Ext. 479 399 

Mace Utilities 149 99 

Norton Anti-Virus 129 119 

Norton Utilities 6.0 179 149 

pcANVWHE RE IV 179 159 

PC Tools Deluxe 7 .1 179 149 

PC-KWIK Power Pak 130 119 

Pre Cursor 96 89 

Remote2 195 139 

SpinRite II 89 79 

System Sleuth Pro 149 99 

Tame 79 75 

Turbo EMS 100 89 


PASCAL 
MetaWare Prof. Pascal 495 480 

Microsolt Pascal 300 199 

Quick Pascal 99 69 

Pascal ASYNCH Mgr. 175 159 

Turbo Pascal 6.0 150 109 

Turbo Professional 135 119 


TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS 
C Worthy w/Source 649 549 

Greenleaf DataWindows 395 339 

HI-SCREEN Pro 11 395 319 

MEWEL Window System 295 279 

POWER SCREEN 149 129 

Vitamin C 395 369 

VC Screen - painter 149 139 

Vermont Views w/ source 890 819 


UNJXtXE 
db_FILE/RETRIEVE MU 595 569 


Hold Everything 
by South Mountain 

Hold Everything swaps out currently 
executing programs to disk or EMS. This 1 

enables you to run another program or 
DOS shell with almost all memory free to 
use. After the swap, Hold Every1hing 
returns back to where the calling 
program left oil. Supports Microsoft C/ 
Quick C, Borland T urboC/C++. Borland 
C++, Borland TurboPascal(4.01-), 
Microsolt Quick BASIC/Professional, 
dBASE Ill+ /IV, Foxbase and Summer '87 
Clipper. Hold Everything comes with all 
source rode and there are no royalties. 

LIST: $199 J • !Sice: $179 
Fas IF axis 4 2.fJ4 3 


The PKWARE Data 
Compression Library 
by P KWARE 

The PKWARE Data Compression Library 
allows software developers to add data 
compression tachnology to applications. 
The application program controls all data 
1/0, allowing data lo be compressed or 
extracted to any device or area of 
memory. Only 35K of memory is needed 
lo compress data, and only 12K is 
needed to extract data. 

Compatible with MSC, BC++, TC, 
TP 6.0. Clipper, Basic 4.5,7.1, ASM. 

LIST: $295 PS Price: $275 
FastFaxls 3043-0/J 

lnstallBoss 
by Kedwell Software 

Installation for program generator 
for MS-DOS based computers. It 
generates professional installation 
programs and procedures for your 
software application. lnstallBoss is 
menu-driven and uses a 
compression utility, and checks 
Conlig.sys and Autoexec.bat files. 
Prepares distribution diskettes for 
easy installation. 

LIST:$!69 I 'l"Si: c$69 
FastFax/s 5 2 7 7 .()(] 


Magic Fields"' for Windows 
by Blue Sky Software 

Save time by creating Windows 
data entry screens the easy way. 
Magic Fields is a large collection of 
ob!'ects that perform data field 
va ldatfon. Just point and click to 
define intelligent input fields 
(numeric, text, date, currency, 
phone no., etc) . Fully customizable 
including fonts, colors & 3-D NeXT 
look. Extremely powerful. Use any 
Windows resource editor. No 
royalties. 
LIST: $495 ) • l!iice: $329 
Fas/Faxls 2 001 0 0 7 


1-800-421-8006 


http:TurboPascal(4.01


C++/Views
by CNS, Inc. 

C++!Views V2.0. the premier MS 
Windows 3.0 OOP environment for C+., 
provides a large class libra1y of over 95 
C++ classes (source included) and a 
complete set of development tools such 
as a fully functional C++ Class Hierachy 
Browser, a code generator for dialogs, 
and automatic source documentation 
tools. C++!Views is designed as an 
OOP cross-platform development toolkrt 
with versions for OS/ 2 PM, the Apple 
Macintosh and UNIX systems running X-
Windows/MOTIF. I 
LIST: $495 I >s P ri c c 
FastFaxls 943-()()4 

• 	DOS, Wmdows, OS{2 and UNIX tools - for every 
major language 

• 	FREE, comprehensive buyers guides 

• 	Instant, detailed product literature withFastFaxts! 


What is FastFaxts? 
=~-- Access literature on any of 

· our products via FAX 

machine. FREE! 


CaII 617-7 40-0025 from 
any fax phone! 

Follow the voice computer's 
instructions and enter your 
product's code number. Then 
await your instant print out of 
detailed product literature. 

'l'IIE PllOGll1UHIEll'S 
SHOP 

is 	International! 
THE PIUHJllAlHIEll'S SHOP - Deutschland 
Telefon: 0231/1768-0 Telefax: 0231/1768-16 

THE PIUHmAtHIEll'S SHOP - Italia 
Telefono: 02-48.01.11.11 Telefax: 02-48.01.11.07 

International prices will vary. 

.RTPatch 
by Pocket Soft, Inc. 

. RTPatch allows you to 
update files or entire 
systems by sending only 
the changes between 
versions..RTPatch 
compares the old version 
of a file (or set of files) to 
the new version, and 
creates a small patch file 

that contains just the differences. This 

patch file is then sent to the end user. The patch file is 
then used to change the end user's old version into the 
new one. 

The advantages of patching are numerous: Patches 
are typically very small and therefore use less disk 
media or BBS time. Patches are also very easy to 
create and apply, thus taking the hassle out of updating. 
Patches can also be posted on public BBS's without 
fear of theft since the patch is useless if you do not have 
an original copy of the program. Finally, patches are 
very safe. Extensive verification insures that a correct 
patch is created and applied. 

.RTPatch works on any file type in DOS, OS/2, and 
Windows, and comes with a full 45-day, no-risk, money
back guarantee. There are NO RUN-TIME charges or 
Royalties of any kind. 

LIST: $495 	 I , Sricc: $419 
Fast Fafag7013 

'11111~ t•ItfM;IlA1llJIEiiS SIIOI• 
800-421-8006 NationalAccounts ~ 

800-446-1185 ~ 
90 Industrial Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043 •Canada 800-446-3846 •Mass. 617-740-2510 • l'AX: 617-749-2018 

Credit card orders processed only when product is shipped. All prices subject to change. BY292 
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Trash RAM 

I own a 20-MHz 386DX motherboard 
with 4 MB of RAM, AMI BIOS, and 

MS-DOS 5.0 (loaded in upper mem
ory, of course), and I'm having trouble 
with expanded-memory emulation. I 
have HIMEM.SYS using my system's 
extended memory, and I'm trying to 
run an EMS emulator to use some of that 
extended memory as EMS. 

When I try to use EMM386.EXE, 
some ofmy programs act weird. For instance, when I 
move the cursor around in Borland's C++ 2.0 IDE edi
tor, either numbers mysteriously appear from time to 
time or parts of the file are highlighted as the cursor 
travels across the window. Other strange things happen 
when I use programs that make use of EMS, and they 
always seem related to the keyboard. The programs do 
not have to use EMS for these strange things to happen; 
EMM386.EXE just has to be loaded. 

I tried everything I could think of, from using differ
ent switches with HIMEM.SYS and EMS386.EXE to 
using other EMS emulators, without success. Any 
suggestions? 

Colin Vernon 
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada 

Since the problems continue even when you use other 
EMS managers, I suspect your system's EMS configura
tion is trashing your video RAM area. First , check the 
documentation ofyour video card and see the memory ad
dress for VRAM. Next, try using other, more intelligent 
memory manager programs, such as 386Max or 
QEMM386, to exclude these memory locations. 

When faced with a memory configuration problem, 
you'll/ind no easy solutions. You should start with the 
simplest configuration: delete everything in your CON
FIG. SYS and AUWEXEC.BATfiles and then, one by 
one, add drivers and programs to determine where the 
conjlicts lie. -Stan Wszola 

Cyrillic Solutions 

I n my line of work I have quite a few contacts with 
Russians, and, therefore, I would like to use Cyrillic 

letters with my word processor. On the Mac, I just 
choose the Moscow font. Since I have a standard Swedish 
keyboard, I have a problem mapping the Cyrillic letters 
on the Latin keyboard, but that is manageable. I prefer, 
however, to use a PC. 

I understand from Microsoft that buying a copy of the 
Russian version of MS-DOS won't do me any good, since 
it requires the Russian characters in ROM. Besides, I 
want to mix Cyrillic and Latin characters. There are 
products that load as TSR programs and let you switch 
between the Latin and Cyrillic character sets, but that 
seems to me like a limited kludge. What I really want is 
a Cyrillic font for Microsoft Windows that can be used 
with all the different applications. Where can I get such 
a font? 

Niklas Rudemo 
Jar/alla, Sweden 

Even {f you were to get a Cyrillic font 
for Windows, most ofyour applications 
(e.g., word processing programs) 
would not be able to function fully with 
the Cyrillic alphabet. I suggest you try 
a word processing package such as PC
Write Lite from Quicksoft, Inc. (219 
First Ave. N, Suite 224, Seattle, WA 
98109, (206) 282-0452). PC-Write Lite 
I .03 has added features that support 
custom alphabets in general and Cyril
lic (the Russian alphabet) in particular. 

Quicksoft also offers a Russian spelling checker, and 
Gamma Productions (710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, San
ta Monica, CA 90401; (213) 394-8622) offers a Rus
sian-English dictionary program. 

The following companies provide Cyrillic fonts and 
support: 

Exceller Software, Cornell Research Park, 223 Lang
muir Lab, Ithaca, NY 14850, (800) 426-0444. 

Weaver Graphics, 5165 South Hwy. AJA, Melbourne, 
FL32951, (407) 728-4000. 

Digi-Fonts, 528 Commons Dr., Golden, CO 80401, 
(303) 526-9435. 

Image Processing Software, P. 0. Box 5016, 6409 Ap
palachian Way, Madison, WI 53705, (608) 233-5033. 

V N Labs, P. 0. Box 9878, Newport Beach, CA 
92658, (714) 47 4-6968. -Stan W szola 

Wells American Supported Here 

A ttention Wells American A*Star and CompuStar 
owners: Michael E. Hoyle, president ofCorner Stone 

Technologies (and former product manager for Wells 
American), has announced that his company offers ser
vice and support for previous Wells American products. 
Corner Stone accepts computers for repairs and has parts, 
schematics, accessories, and CPU upgrades. For fur
ther assistance, contact: CornerStone Technologies, Inc., 
15JC Riverchase utiy, Lexington, SC 29072, 
(803) 796-7800. -Stan Wszola 

One Bit at a Time 

I n your July 1991 issue, the article "Macintosh Sound 
Revealed" referred to the PC compatible's sound as 

"I-bit." The explanation given for how the PC achieves 
different sounds is that the PC "[turns] its speaker on and 
off at different rates ." This suggests that the PC is inca
pable of reproducing digitized sound. 

Several pieces of software play digitized sound 
through the PC's speaker. It was my understanding that 
the PC can't do more than beep through its speaker. 
How is this feat accomplished? 

Phil Combs 
Dayton, OH 

The PC speaker system is simply a single data bit ampli
fier and speaker. A timer on the motherboard can toggle 
the bit at any given frequency, or, with the timer dis
abled, software can simply set the bit to either setting. 
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The timer-driven mode doesn't do much for digitized 
sound, but by careful programming, you can use the pro
gram-driven mode to create some sounds. 

The Mac's 8-bit sound hardware can reproduce a 
waveform by driving the speaker in any of256 discrete 
steps. Since the PC has only two steps, you have to make 
the speaker act as {fit had more steps using delta modula
tion-a technique for compressing a waveform into a sin
gle bit stream. It does this by comparing each sample to 
the previous value. It represents a larger value with a I ; 
a smaller value becomes a 0. 

When you play back the sound, the program sends the 
1sand Os directly to the speaker. The resulting waveform 
is a coarse representation of the original, with much 


. high-! requency noise. (The speaker cone and magnet 

dampen this somewhat.) While an 8-bit sound system 

can get reasonable sound with an 8-kHz sample rate, a 
]-bit system must sample faster. I've achieved reason
able results at 22 kHz, although the best results come from 
44 kHz and higher rates. 

Hopefully, as multimedia gains a stronger foothold in 
the PC marketplace, PCs will start shipping with high
quality sound hardware. Maybe then PC users won 't 
have to settle for sound effects that sound like they 're 
coming from a broken Victrola. -Howard Eglowstein 

Why 40 Will Get You 28 

I 
own a vintage 1987 IBM PC. Last year, I upgraded to 

640 KB of memory. I recently had a 40-MB hard drive 


installed, and the technician who did the work told me 

my system would not recognize more than about 28 MB. 
FDISK confirms this and reports 819 cylinders. The 
technician says that the problem is the ROM BIOS mod
ule, dated October 27, 1982. 

I'm running MS-DOS 3.3. I know that DOS versions 
lower than 4 .0 are limited to 32 MB on hard drives, 
but that doesn't seem to be my problem. The hard drive 
is running fine; I simply cannot access the rest of my 
disk. 

Glenn Walters 
Fort Wayne, IN 

I assume that you bought the machine in 1987, al" the 
BIOS date suggests a much older machine. It confirms 
that you have a PC, not an XT or AT. A PC-class ma
chine has no spec{{ ic hard drive support. It looks for a 
hard drive ROM on the system bus during boot-up. That 
ROM must provide BIOS-level access to thehard drive. I 
suspect that the controller you bought is not properly 
matched to your drive. It 's not a problem to use less than 
the full capacity ofthe drive-I'd guess that the techni
cian simply used the largest setting on the controller that 
your drive would support. Changing the controller 
should do the trick. 

The 32-M B limit only applies to DOS 3. 2 and lower. 
Version 3. 3 's extended-partition support allows several 
partitions, each up to 32 MB on a single drive. Lots of 
folks run DOS 3. 3 with 40-M B drives and still use the en
tire capacity. They simply create two partitions and 
split the drive into two logical drives. Better yet, DOS 4.x 
or 5. 0 lets you configure the whole drive as a single par
tition. -Howard Eglowstein 

LCDs in Living Color 

0 ur company has need for a lightweight, flat-screen 
LCD color monitor for use with a mobile projection 

system. (The system consists of a PC driving a scan 
converter and large-screen LCD projector.) I have seen 
such a device but failed to clip the article. Can you 
help? 

John B. Echols 
Lynwood, CA 

In Focus Systems, Inc. (7770 South Mohawk St. , Tuala
tin, OR 97062, (800) 327-7231) has a 640- by 480-pixel, 
5000-color active-matrix LCD monitor. This unit 
weighs less than 5 pounds and has a 101/i-inch diagonal 
screen. Depending on the selected driver hardware, the 
LCD monitor can emulate CGA , EGA, VGA, or Macintosh 
displays. 

In Focus doesn't sell to end users but was finalizing 
distribution through resellers and OEMs as we went to 
press. Call the company for details. - Raymond G A Cote 

Did We Say That? 

S everal readers pointed out an error in our answer to 
L. D. Thomas 's letter in the November 1991 Ask 

BYTE. Thomas wanted to have both MS-DOS 3. 21 and 
5. 0 available on his computer. We suggested that he in
stall DOS 5. 0 on his hard disk and boot up with DOS 
3.21. That won't work, because DOS 3.21 can't access 
extended partitions you create with DOS 5. 0. The cor
rect solution is to install DOS 3.;?.J on the hard disk and 
boot up with DOS 5. 0 on a floppy disk as necessary. 

-Stan W szola 

Video Labels 

I am looking for labels for my laser printer that are 
shaped like the labels on a videocassette tape, both 

the square ones and the long ones. Do you know of a 
source? 

Ronny Richardson 
Chamblee, GA 

Blank labels for videocassette tapes are hard to find. A 
videocassette requires two different sizes oflabels: the 
face labels (3!41by1 JB inches) and the spine labels (5JB 
by-% inch). 

Laser printer owners can use Avery Laser Printer 
Labels #5199, which costs $38. 95 for 300 each ofthe face 
and spine labels. You can order these f ram any well
s tocked office-supply store or from Paper Direct (205 
Chubb Ave. , Lyndhurst, NJ 07071, (800) 272-7377) . 
Avery also has the LabelPro label-design program 
($64.95 )for both the PC (#5100) and the Mac (#5117) . 

Owners ofpin-feed-type printers can try Power Up 
Software (2929 Campus Dr., P. 0. Box 7600, San Mateo, 
CA 94403, (800) 851-2917). The Video Cassette Pack 
($9. 95) includes JOO of both the face labels and the spine 
labels. 

In addition, Power Up sells the Video Tape Log pro
gram ($29. 95) and the Labels Unlimited 3. 0 label-design 
program ($59. 95) for PC compatibles. -Stan Wszola • 
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gmUATECH "not just another board game" 


COMMUNICATIO·N 

Quatech produces a full line of communication boards for the PC-XT, AT and MicroChannel systems 
including: 

Asynchronous: Synchronous Multi port 

2 port for PC/AT Bisync, SDLC, HDLC 8 port RS-232 
DS-IOO:RS-232 SCB-1020 ES-100 
DS-200:RS-422 1 channel RS-232 Block addressing 
DS-300:RS-485 SCB-1040 MS-100 

2 port for PC/XT IAT 1 channel RS-422 Selectable addressing by port 
OS- I02:RS-232 SCB-1050 4 port RS-232 
DS-202:RS-422 1 channel RS-485 QS-100 
DS-302:RS-485 Flexible addressing 

WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER 

The WSB-100 Waveform Synthesizer Board has the best set of numbers in the market. With 

speeds to 20MHz and 32K memory at $1290, it's making waves in more ways than one. 

WSB-10 	 WSB-100 
•PC/XT/AT, 	12 bit arbitrary •PC/AT, modular arbitrary signal generator 

signal generator •OMA support for high speed waveform definition 
•Onboard oscillator for independent 	 •Output signal defined up to 32,000 points 

operation •20 Megahertz maximum output 
•Internal data rates programmable 	 •An analog or digital module is required for operation 

from 200 nS/point to 429 sec/point WSB-Al 2: 12 bit analog waveform module 
•Output signal defined up to 2048 pts. WSB-016: 16 channel digital pulse generator 
• l 0 Megahertz maximum output 	 module 

DATA ACQUISITION 

Qua tech has developed a full line of data acquisition products for the IBM PC-XT, AT, MicroChannel and 
compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards provide analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and 
digital input/output functions. 

PXB-160 	 SAC-12 DAQ-16 
•True 16 bit digital 1/0 •16 single ended ·8 AID inputs & 
•Configurable as two AID input channels 2 DIA outputs 

eight-bit ports •12 bit resolution ·16 bit/IOOKHz 
•Handshake signals 	 •3 16 bit interval coun •4 digital 1/0 lines 

available for 16 bit ters/timers •2 OMA channels 
110 transfer ·3 digital 1/0 lines for continuous 

•List price below $400 •Switch selectable address acquisition 

1-800-553-1170 

Call for a free catalog or fax (216) 434-1409 

International distributors call: Australia/lnterworld Electronics 03-521-2952, 
Canada (Western)/Interworld VCR 604-984-4171, England/Diamond Point In
ternational 634-722-390, Finland/Lab H itech OY 0672497, France/Elexo 33-1
69302880, GermanyIJupiter Electronic Systems 06181/75041, Israel/RCM Ltd. 
972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 033 11 770-016, Netherlands/ 
ACAL Auriema 040-816565. IBM PC-XT, AT and MicroChannel are registered 
trademarks of IBM Corporation. 

Circle 164 on ln,quiry Card. 
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Mail Order 
The latest offerings from venclms 

supplying products of all leading manufacture1·s 
at extremely competitive prices. 

Hardware/Software Showcase 
This new, categorized four-co Im cl is play section 

makes it easy to find Hardware and Software products 
from a wide variety of manufactur-ei-s and suppliers. 

Buyer's Mart 
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors, 

you can easily find the dealers you are looking 
for in this directory of products and services. 
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If you use a standard keyboard with your rack· 
mounted system. you know what a nuisance and 
a hazard it can be These new industrial key
boards are designed to fit easily into any EIA 19" 
rack. Rugged and reliable, these keyboards are 
made n the U.S.A. by a Swiss company and 
demonstrate classic Swiss craftsmanship. 

•Full 101-key layout. 
• Full-travel 	construction with excel lent tactile 

feel for touch-typing. 
•DIX 3010 keyboard is se t in a drawer (no t shown). 
• DIX 6010 keyboard slides out w/ a locking door. 
• Occupies only 1 rack space ( 1.75" high) . 

#DIX 3010 Ra ck-Mount Keybd - 24" DRa ck .. .. $295 
#DIX 6010 Rack-Mount Industrial Keyboard... .. . $395 

Add slots to your PC with a 
12·Slot AT Expansion Chassis 

Running out of space for boards in your PC? Did 
your portable computer come with just 1 slot and 
you need more? At CyberResearch, we have the 
answer' Our 12-slot AT expansion chassis gives 
you a net gain of 1 Qidditional slots. providing 
your PC with the power to handle even the largest 
jobs. 100% compatible. no software required. 

• 	 12 AT-Bus ( 16-Bit) Slots & 250W Power Supply 
• Comes Complete w/lnterface Cards & Cable Set 

#CUB 112 Tabletop AT Expansion Chassis....... $1395 

#CUB 212 Rack-Mount AT ExpansionChassis.$1595 

NEW! Rack-Mount PC's with 
built-in VGA Monitors 

CyberResearch carries the broadest line of rack· 
mount and industrial computers. Now we've added 
new models with built-in VGA monitors. You get 
a compact unit with '386 power and a color display. 

• Built-In 10· VGA Color Monitor & VGA Card 
• 4 Megabytes of RAM (2MB tor the \/RC 3 B 13 6 S 
• Enhanced 101-Key l<eyboard 
• 	 1.2MB Floppy Drive (or 1.44/3.5" if preferred) 
• 2 Serial RS-232 Ports & 1 Parallel Printer Port 
• 	 DOS 3.3 Software (or DOS 5 0. i r!referred) 

#VRC 386·16S VG ARack·Mt PC, 80386sx. 16MHz$3595 
#VRC 386·33 VGA Rack-Mt PC, 80386. 33MHz .. $4995 
#VRC 486·33E VGA Rack-Mt EISA. '486, 33MHz .. $6995 

CyberResearch 

FEBRUARY PRODUCT SHOWCASE 

PC Products for Scientists &Engineers 


1·800·39'6·3300 

Toll-Free Hotline • Free Application Engineering 

GPIB Instrumentation Controllers 
Support IEEE-488.2 Standard 

The new IEEE-488.2 standard has made it easier 
t11an ever to program and control GPIB devices. 
Manufactured by National Instruments. these 
boards allow you to control and gather data from 
up to 15 devices with IEEE-488 interfaces. Our 
A TG P I cild M i c r o · C boetllQJIQre ~upport 
data transfers at up to 1 Million samples/second 
(No re-writes.I Older software fully supported!) 

#INST 1DUDA Standard GPIB Controller Board .. $395 
#INST 1004 High-Speed GPIB Controller .... ....$495 

#INST 1011 Micro-Channel GPIB Controller ... $2995 

Your P Cis no longer limited to 2 serial ports! 
Multi-port serial boards from Arnet let your DOS· 
based PC support up to 66 serial ports. All Arnet 
boards come complete with DOS Driver Software 
and an external 25-pin 'D' connector box. 

• 	 lntelligenl units offer on-board 80186 micro
processor and dual-ported RAM buffer. 

• 	 Free DOS driver software lets DOS recognize 
up to 66 COM: ports. 

• 	 SurgeBlock'" on all ports protects your PC 
from killer voltage spikes. 

• 	 'Rock-Solid" Lifetime Warranty 

#COMH 104 4-Port Intell igent Serial Board ...... $595 
#COMH 108 8·Port Intelligent Serial Board ... ....$995 
#COMH 116 16·Port Intelligent Serial Board ... $1895 
I COMH 132 32-Port Intelligent Serial Board...$2995 

I 
.1 

NEW Snap-Master Software: 
Data Acquisition for Windows 

Discover Snap-Master - the only Windows. 
based data acquisition and analysis software to 
achieve high-speed. real-lime data acquisition 
with multiple simultaneous A/D boards 

Snap-Master lets you define your own custom 
instruments using icons and easy-to-understand 
flow charts. A pre-defined database of sensors 
is integrated wilh the dala acquisition system 

#HOS 200 Snap-Master Acquisition Module .. .. .. $995 
#HOS 210 Snap-Master Analysis Module ...... .$495 

EasyPlot 11 Scientific Plotting 
and Graphing Software 

Are you tired of using Lotus 1·2·3 to create 
scientific plots? Now EasyPlot II helps you create 
complex graphs and detailed 3-D plots from your 
data. Easy-to-use EasyPlot II is completely 
menu-driven and makes a perfect companion to 
our Labtech Notebook data acquisition software. 

#SPS 215 EasyPlot II Scientific Graphing SIW ..$349 
#SPS 218 EasyPlot II -SAVE when pu rchased with 

Labtech Notebook software' .. .. .......$299 



Redlake TapeCaster 
VGA to Video Converter 

Redlake's TapeCaster converts VG A screen 
output to video for applications such as animation 
and creating training tapes. The TapeCaster is 
extremely easy to use: no base addresses, no 
interrupts. no software  just plug and play. 
• True. precise NTSC or PAL video timing. 
• Simult aneous VGA and video display. 
• Composite Video & Y-C (SuperVHS) output for 

use with equipment ranging from an inexpensive 
VCR to broadcast-qua li ty professional video. 

#NTSC 200 TapeCaster · NTSC Video Ou tpu t .......$750 
#PAL 200 TapeCaster • PAL IEu<0P•I Video Out. ...$750 
#NTSC 10 OSpec trum-NTSC Video Digitizer and VGA 

Overlay Controller with software....... $1 650----

200 KHz 12-Bit AID Board 
for only $975 with Software 

PC 30 boards from UEI bring high-speed data 
acquisition to the low-cost market. Complete with 
menu-driven Status-30 software and program
ming drivers for BASIC. C and Pascal. the PC 300 
and PC 30PG are two of the best deals around. 
• 16 Analog Input Channels & 4 Ana log Outputs. 
• Supports Dual OMA for continuous acquisition. 
• FIFO buffer simplifies programming 
• Includes complete driver source code in C. 
• Supported by Notebook & LabWindows 2.0 S1W. 
• Simultaneous-sampling versions available. 

#PC 300 200KHz, 16-Channel AID Board ... .... .. . $975 
#PC 30PGL PC 30 with Gains of 1. 10, 100. &1000$1295 
#PC 30PGH PC 30 with Gains of 1. 2, 4 , & 8 .........$1 295 

SAVE 30% OR MORE 
With Metrabyte-Compalibles 

Our new series of CYDAS Metrabyte-Compatible 
data acquisition and control boards offer both much 
lower cost a n tllaluable added features; yet they 
maintain guaranteed 100% Metrabyte-Compatibility. 

Metr abyte C v b 
Our Part# Price Price 
#CYDAS16F 100KHz, 16-Ch. AID Bd. S 1 1 6~ $859 
#CYDAS 16 50KHz. 16-Ch. AID Bd. S999 $799 
#CYDAS 8 20KHz, 8-Chan. AID Bd. $425 $299 
#CYDAS 8PG 20KHz AID wlProg. Gain S599 $349 

#CYDAC 02 2-Chan. 12-B it DIA Board S299 
#CYDDA 06 6-Chan. 12-Bit DIA Board S650 

24-Ch. (PI0-12) TTL 1/0 S130 
24-Ch. (PI0-24) Dig 1/0 S1 85 

#CYCTM 05 5-Ch. CounterlTimer Bd. S325 
#CYCTM 10 2 CYCTM OS 's on 1 board $650 

16-Ch. Multiplexer Panel S399 
2 CYMUX 16's on 1 board S798 

Low-Cost Data Acquisition 
with the PCL-812 AID Board 

Advantech has made data acquisition extremely 
affordable. Their PCL 812 boards offer 16 inpu t 
channels and high speed acquisition: despite 
their low cost these boards have not sacrificed 
anything in performance or capabilities. 

• 16 Single-Ended AJD Inputs & 2 Analog Outputs. 
• 12-Bit Resolution for Accurate Measurements. 
• Up to 30,000 Samples Per Second. 
• 16 Digital Input Lines & 16 Digital Output Lines 
#PCL 812 30 KHz, 16-Chan. Low-Cost AID Bd .... $395 
#PCL 8126 PCL 812 with Programmable Gains ... $495 
#PCL 11 DO Pascal & CSoftware Drivers .... ....... .. . $95 
#PCL 780 Terminal Panel with Cable .......... $95 

B es t • s 
L a b t 

NO T ES 
s a f t 

n a w p a r 

Complete Packages include 
Notebook Software  Save $250! 

Now you can purchase everything you need for 
a complete system of data acquisition hardware 
and software. all in one low-cost package. Each 
of these packages includes a ful l set of Labtech 
Notebook  the undisputed leader in data acquisi
tion software, now improved wi th ICONview. 

• PCL 812 or PCL 812G Data Acquisition Board 
• IN ST 200 L a b I e c h N 'eetsiertl3d o k 
• PCL 1050 Industrial Wir ing Kit 
• PCL 780 Screw Terminal Panel wlCables 
• PCL 1100 Pascal & C Software Drivers 
• BASIC & OuickBASIC Drivers 

#INST 200 Labtech Notebook 6.1 w/ICONview ..$975 
#PCL 812LT PCL 812 Com plete Package .......$1295 
#PCL 812GLT PCL 812G Complete Package .... $1395 

MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
Makes servo-motor control easy 
PC-based motion control may seem like science 
fiction to many people. Here at CyberResearch, 
it's one of our specialt ies. Shown here is our 
CSYS 872A, our top-o f-the- line Intel li gent 
Servo-Motor Control System. which includes: 
• T 1£ h n II! !J .iB £72-Ax is In telligent Ana log Servo

Motor Controller board complete with software. 
• B&Gror qB,s t e!-';gS-TorqueServo 

Motors. 140 oz-in, 1300 RPM (Qty 2) 
• T 1£ h n o I IJ «Jl-Yl xis, 7 Amp Analog Servo Driver 
• EI e c t r o il~gtaated [l£ Bower Supply 

lerminal Blocks and Cabl ing 
#csvs 872A Hig h To rque, Dual Motor . PC-Based 

Analog Servo Motor System .............. ...$2995 



Maxtor 

340Mb 

SCSI 

$999 

MB SCSI IDE 

60 N\A 229 

120 359 349 

213 579 559 

340 999 889 

535 1549 N\A 

760 1649 N\A 

l.2G 2299 N\A 


Ask about... 

ourfull line of 

Macintosh and 
Sun-compatible 

SCSI hard drives. 

Quantum

l 70Mb SCSI* 

$499 

52 229 199 

105 339 319 


499·w1i;1c Call 
Quantilic:s l.asl170 


210 629 599 

425 1299 N/A 

VISA, MC, Discover -No Surcharge
c:::J~~~ 
~~~0uc....:J~AMEXAccepted 

SyQuest 

88Mb 

Removable 

$609 

MODEL Bare 

S0-555 399 

SQ-5110(88) 609 

Dual<ext. 44) 899 

Dual<ext. 88) 1449 


Micronics 

486 33 ISA Motherboard 


$999 

38&sx 259
IS A20 

38&ox 419
ISA2 5 

38&ox 569
ISA/33/Cache 

48&ox 999
JSA/33/Cache 

486ox EISA/33/ Carhe 1549 

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee • 
All products carry a 30-day money
bal' k !(uaranlce. Your risk in the 
transact ion is the cost of s hipping. 
• Disk-for-Disk Replacement Warranty • 
Quantuni. Maxtor. Syqucsl and 
Archive drives carry a two-year "parts 
& labor" disk-for-clisk replacement 
warranty. W l{l~N. Teac. WangDAT. 
Conner. Micronics products and 
Syquesl Carlrid!(es carry a one-year 
"par ts & labor" disk-for-disk (board
for-board ) replacement warranty. 
• Mounting Hdwre & Cables Included • 
All Hard Drives include rails. extenders 
and data cables required for standard 
operation. Board products are 
populated but without HAM. 
• Toll-Free Technical Support • 
Toll -Free Techn ical Support. 9am lo 
7pm Monday lhru Friday . Central 
Time. As often or for as long as you 
need. 

• l'ril'('S and Spl'l'll°il'allo11s subJett to clmn~c without notice. 

International Orders 

(816) 478-8300 


Fax: (816) 478-4596 (24hrs) 


DAT Tape 

1.2 Gb 

Back-up 

$1499 

TEAC 155 599 

Archive Python 1499 

WangDAT26001799 


WREN 

. 600Mb SCSI 

$1399 

MB Bare 
300 1199 

330 1349 

600 1399 

630 1699 

l.2G 1949 


33018 
 579 

S CS./ 11 JC£' .:l r ii unec I MB etsa n JSSi o 

.. Ba r elf i l.i en c l u tlle s v e , 
Da t Ci: a b I Hai l sE~red er s 
• 8-bit SCSI kit (AICI add SI 09 
• 	 16-bit SCSI kit (Adaptec 1520) add 


5149 

• 	 16-bi l SCSI Bus Master kit (Adaptec 


1540) add 8229 

• 	 16-bil MCA SCSI Kit (Adaptec 1640) 

add S329 
• 32-bil EISA SCSI kit (Adaptec 1740) 

add S599 
• 16-bil !DE Kil add SI 
• Many Models available wit 	 !floppy 

Controller 

Toll Free Australia: 

0014-800-125-875 


Toll Free U.K.: 0800-897-545 




Monthly Specials!! 
M Cii?O- 1'! 
ISA 486-33 CACHE (Symphony) $2295 

• 	lnlel 80486-33MHz Processor - Upgrades to 50MHz; 
Socket for removable crystal allows for CPU changes 

• 	AMI BIOS, Symphony™ Chipset, Dallas DS1287 real-time 
d ocllw/10-year warranty) 

• 64k Cache SRAM expandable to 1MB onboard 
• 4MB RAM 70ns expandable to 32MB onboard 
• 1.2MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC) 
• 120MB IDE HOD • CE HOO/FOO Controller 
• SpeedS!arPlus, 1MB,16-bit VGA card, Hi Sierra color 
• 14' Super Mul!iscan,1024x768,non-int. 0.28dp,(Relisys-1422) 
. 1ParalleV2 Serial Ports • Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 
• Mid Tower case (Heavy duty), 230W UL PIS &digital display 
• MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compatible mouse 

M cxa- ti. 

486-33 SERVER $6995 


• Intel 8048&33MHz CPU Upgradable to 50MHz • 256K Cache 
• Fault-Tolerant Operation 
• Dual Maxtor 380 MB, 0.5ms Drives w/Hard Disk Mirroring 
• ESDI Disk Caching controller (DPT) 
• 16MB 60ns RAM expandable to 32MB onboard 
. 1.2MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC) 
• Orchid ProDesigner tis VGA card w/1 MB, Hi Sierra Color 
• 14' SVGA- NI Monitor, 1024 x768, 0.25dp (Sony CPD-1304) 
• Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) • 1 ParalleV2 Serial Ports 
• Tower Case w/10 drive bays/digital display/275W PIS 
. American 600W Smart UPS • MS.DOS 5.0 

Hord DlskMi1TDringellnina!05 
llMI neao for baclc·upS and 
prolflCll dala. The sys!em 

:=::u:·~~~ 
ld<lnlical dllla as on the Hrst 
drive, In Ile went ol hanl disk 
lailunt-

I I 

l ~ 
@ 

I I' 

1,1 -L.... l 
" ,. 

We offer superior products, and the best values 
in the industry at u n b e a t p ii l c s ! 

Intelligent Choices 


FREE ON-SffE 
SN ce t anost 

• The Intel Inside L990 is aI ocat i ans . trademark of lnlel Corporation. 

MC ~O-L 

386SX-V20 Notebook 1655 
• Intel 80386SX-20 MHz, Micro-LI Vanda Notebook 
• 2MB RAM • 40MB HOD & 1.44MB FOO • 1 P & 1Sport 
• LCD VGA CCFT Back-Ii! (640 x 480), 32 Grey scale 
• Super low-profile86 key keybd (12 function keys) 
• Dim: 12.2' (W) x 10.0' (D) x 1.7' (H) • wiFREE Travel Bag 
• Wt: 6.2 Lbs (w !HOD, FOOi battery) 
• OPTION: 2MB Memory kit - add $210 

• 	We otter competitive pr ices. superior products. 
customer support. and the best values in the mail 
order industry. In addition. we ofter: 

• 30-day money·back guarantee tar detec1i ve items. 
• One·yearWarranty {labor & Parts) 

• Prices reflect 3°~ cash discount. 
• Sti ipp 1n9 non-retundab1e on returned items AMA JI is required . 
• Cal11orma residents add 8 , ~0 0 sales 1a1 
• Allow 10 working days for checks to clear. 
• iscc re·slockrng fee o_n non-defective retvrns 
•Government. University & r:ortune 1000 P.O. S· Net 30 add 3°0 
• Opened sol!ware is not relurnable 
• \'le weleome ln1erna1iona1 accounts. m1 n1mum order 5250 
• APO s. FPO s. & Overseas orders we lcome. 

Standard System Features: ('Unless specified dlllerenlly In pedals) 
• Motherboard - Intel CPU • 2 seria!/1 parallel/1 game ports 
• 4MB 70ns RAM on-board • 101 Keytronics keyboard Additional information for various 
• Math co-processor socket • DesKtop case w 200W UL I PS Motherboard conf1qurat1ons, 
• 1.2MB and 1 .44MB FDs(Teac) OPTIONS: Mid-Tower add-$60 specifications, and prices 
• Dual IDE HOD/FOO controller Full-Tower add-$100. - please ca ll. 

SYSTEMS: (Prices below do not include Hard disk drive, monitor I card) 

486-33 E/SA wl64k cache (Micron/cs MB)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1,995 
486-33 ISA wl64k cache (MCI/Symphony) upgradable to 5fJMHz •••••••••••••••••••••••• $1, 195 
4865)(/20 wl641c cache (Symphony) upgradable to 33MHZISOMHz •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $965 
386-33 w/641c cache , (Symphony) upgradable to 40MHz •••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• $895 
386-25 (Symphony) BOMB /DE HOD, SVGA monitor, upgradable to 33MHz/40MHz ........ $1,585 
386-SX20116 •...••.•.•..•••..•...••..•.••..•.•.••••..•••.....••••••.....•••••••....$6851655 
3865X-16 LAPTOP 2MB RAM, 40HDD, Mono VGA, 10.9 lbs (SportSX) .••••••••••••••••• $1,455 

M C~O-t!. 
386·33 CACHE (Symphony) 1845 

• Intel 80386-33MHz Processor - Upgrades to 40MHz; 
Socket for removable crystal allows for CPU changes 

• AMI BIOS, Symphony™ Chipset, Dallas DS1287 
real-time clock (w/10 year warranty) 

• 64k Cache SRAM expandable to 1MB onboard 

• 4MB RAM 70ns expandable to 32MB onboard 

. 120MB, 15ms IDE HDtFD contrlr • 1.2 & 1.44MB FOO (TEAC) 

• 16-bit VGA Card with 1MB, flicker-free, (Genoa 7800) 

• 14' Super Mul!~scan, non-int,1024x768, 0.28dp(Relisys-1422) 

. 1 Parallel/2 Serial Ports • Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 

• Deluxe BabyCasewith200w UL Power Supply/6-bays 

• MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compatible mouse 

• OPTION: 386-40 SVGA system - add $75 

• OPTION: Mid-Tower - add $60 

M C~0-1§ 
386-SX/16 SVGA $1295 

• Intel 80386-SX/16MHz Processor • AMI BIOS 
• 2MB RAM expandable to 8MB onboard 
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC) 
• 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC) 
• Hard Disk/Floppy Drive controller 
• 40MB 17ms IDE Hard Disk Drive 

. 1 Parallel/1 Game/2 Serial Ports 

• Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 

• 16-bit VGA card wl512K (Flicker Free) 

. 14• SVGA Monitor 1024 x768, 0.28dp (Relisys RE-9514) 

• Deluxe Baby Case with 200w UL Power Supply/6-bays 

• MS-DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 and MS compatible mouse 

• OPTION: 386SX-20 SVGA system - add $35 

• OPTION: 386SX-25 SVGA system - add $70 


46757 Fremont Blvd ., Fremont, CA 94538 . 
we c h et di lo r o u g 
f 	 o s t o I mrne m:ratr dBl 

Orders 1 
Only -800-777-2219 

, 

Hours: Mon thru Fri • 8:30am to 6 :00pm (PST) De al ebn,ui·i e\!li>l come . 
Sat • 10:00am to 4 :00pm IPSTJ 

Gorer n men/, C01p oral e & 
L'n it-er si f \ ' P.O. sMIc: 112' a LINE c::cJIVPUTc Cl 9 n"i>lcome! 

N C 0 R P 0 R A T E D F o iy o uir r o t e c t 

• Prices sub1ect to change w1lhout noti~e Info/CA Orders: (510) 770-1900 Phone: 011-86~7·34!>0025
• All trademarks belong to the ir respect.1ve co mpan1es 
• We are not respons1b :e for typograph ica l errcrs. Fax: (510) 770-1912 Fax: 011-886-7-345-0060 
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STOP & 
(800) 


831-2888 

Hi·Tech USA Monthly Specials 


All systems Include: 
Motherboard & CPU, 1 MB memory 
installed (512KB for 286 systems), 
1 :1 2HD/2FD controller , 1.2 MB or 
1.44 MB Floppy Drive, Internal clock/ 
calendar, Math coprocessor socket, 
2 Serial/1 Parallel ports, Enhanced case 
w/ Power Supply, 101-key Enhanced 
Keyboard, MS-DOS 5.0 or 4.01 

VIDEO OPTIONS 
14 • SVGA {1024x76B, 0.2B) Monitor with 
16-bit SVGA-512k card 
NEC 3FGX/4FG/40S/50 $ 67B/B2B/99B/1BBB 
Sony 1304 HG {1024x76B. 0.25) 
Nanao 9070U/9080i $ B9B/107B 
Oak VGA-256k {BOOx600, 16-bil) 
Trident 1 MB {1024x76Bx256) 
Orchid Prodesigner llS with 1MB 
Orchid Prodesigner llS w/ Hi-Color 
Orchid Fahrenheit 1280 
Diamond Speed Star with 1 MB 
Diamond Speed Star Hi-Color 
Video 7 1024i (512 KB) 
Video 7, VRA M 11 (1 MB) 

1. Litetime toll-lree technical support. 
2. 	 One year parts, 2 years labor warranty. 
3. 	 30 days satifaction money-back guarntee. • 
4. 	 We customize to your requirements 
5. Combinations of the best state-of-the-art components 
6. 	 72 hour burn-in test. 
7. 	 World wide shipping. 
8. Replacement parts shipped at no cost to you . 
9 . Superior reputation for service, quality & value. 

10. Purchase orders are welcomed and subject to approval. 

Circle 185 on Inquiry Card. 

$ 4B 
$BB 

$ 17B 
$ 218 
$ 29B 
$ 17B 
$21B 
$ 1BB 
$ 34B 

Why Hi-Tech USA! .& 

Hard Drive+ 
4 0 ME 8 0 ME 1 0 MEVideo Upgrade 20 0 M ,

1 2" mono + MGP card $266 $366 $436 $636 
14" VGA + VGA card $436 $536 $606 $806 286-20 
14" SVGA (1024 x 768) 

$526 $626 $696 $896 $388+ SVGA Card '" ~ 14" SVGA (non-inter) $606 $706 $776 $976or 3.3. + SVGA Card 

$ 33B 

$ 56B 

HARD DISK DRIVES MISCELLANEOUS 
40mbl28ms (IOE) $ 178 Citizen 200GX (9-pin} $ 16B ,
80mb/18ms (IDE ) $ 2 78 Citizen GSX-1301140+ (24-pin) $ 25B/32B 

100mb/16ms (ID E) $ 298 
Citizen GSX-145 (24-pin I $ 39B 

120mb/16ms (IDE) $ 34 8 
Color option for Cilizen printer $ 4Bl6B 286-16Panasonic Printers $Call 

13 0mbl15ms (IOE ) $ 348 Windows 3.0 + Super Mouse II $ 6B 
20 0mb/ 16 ms (ID E) $548 Internal Modem 2400 baud $ 4B 
240mbl15ms (ID E) $ 578 Fax Modem(9600 Fax.2400Modem) $ BB 

Logitech Mousemanserialtbus $ 64174340mbl15ms (IDE or SCSI) $ 9 4 8 
Best prices on memory upgrades $Call676mb/16ms (ESDI or SCSI) S 1398 

Free 3-button mouse with a complete system purchase 

T e r amrs'.llo n d i t i o n s 
A Prices and spec1!1cations sub1ect to changewilhoul nolice 

. & 	 ·Guarantee will be honored only for IBM 1~!!.Dilr,' reasors. covers oriy H~Tech USA 
brand computers. and excludes cornptJter penpherals. software.and Sh;~ng cha1ges. All 
o\her re\1.tns S1..1b,ect to 15%restockrVJ fee No retlKlds atle 30 days 

& Pnces reflect cash discounl 
& All !egos and trademarks are registered trademarks of their respective comparnes. 

Order Number 1-800-831-2888 
Technical & Service 1-800-831-2780 
International Orders ( 408) 262-8688 
FAX Orders (408) 262-8772 
1562 Centre Point Drive Milpitas, CA 95035 

FEBRUARY 1992 • BYTE 297 
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486/33 MHz Plus 


128K High Speed Cache 
4 MB RAM (70ns) 

1.2 MB & 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive 
130 MB l 5ms IDE 64K Cache Drive 

16-Bit 1024x768 SVGA Card with 1MB 
4" Non-interlaced .28dp Color Monitor 
(VESA Standard for Flicker-free Display) 

2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports 
Enhanced 101-key Keyboard 

Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse 
Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 

$1775 


.128K High Speed Cache 
4 MB RAM (70ns) 

1.2 MB & 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive 
130 MB 15ms IDE 64K Cache Drive 

16-Bit 1024x768 SVGA Card with 1 MB 
4" Non-interlaced .28dp Color Monitor 
(VESA Standard for Flicker-free Display) 

2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports 
Enhanced 101-key Keyboard 

Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse 
Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 

$1725 


2 MB RAM (70ns) 

1.2 MB & 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive 


52 MB 15ms IDE 64K Cache Drive 

16-Bit 1024x768 SVGA Card with 1 MB 


14" Non-interlaced .28dp Color Monitor 

(VESA Standard for Flicker-free Display) 


2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports 

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard 


Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse 


• Same configuration as our 486/33 
except this system has 8 MB RAM, 
21 OM B 1 5ms IDE 64K Cache Drive 
Diamond SpeedStar Hi-Color Card. 

$2575 


436/33 MHz SVGA 
256K High Speed Cache 


4 MB RAM (70ns) 

1.2 MB & 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive 


130 MB 1 5ms IDE 64K Cache Drive 

16-Bit 1024x768 SVGA Card with lMB 


14" Non-interlaced .28dp Color Monitor 

(VESA Standard for Flicker-free Display) 


2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports 

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard 


Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse 

Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 


$2095 


336/25 MHz SVGA 
4 MB RAM (70ns) 

1.2 MB & 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive 
85 MB 15ms IDE 32K Cache Drive 

16-Bit 1024x768 SVGA Card with 1 MB 
14" Non-interlaced .28dp Color Monitor 
(VESA Standard for Flicker-free Display) 

2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports 
Enhanced 101-key Keyboard 

Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse 
Free Microsoft DOS 5.0 

Free Microsoft Windows 3.0 

$1545 


1.300.969.2123 


COMTRADE 

Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 

"Where Q u I a i I ~vetwth'1ng" 

101G-B Lawsm St •City of lnduslf'I •CA 91745$1295 
Fax: 818.%4.2492 • T e 8la.964.6688 

Circle 171 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 172). 



POWER to SHARE 

with Printer Sharing Solutions 

from Buffalo Products 

Now your work group can share expensive printing equipment. Each member 
of your team can have access to the maximum printing power of the whole 
group. Using Buffalo Products peripheral sharing devices, each PC can be 
connected to all of your output devices. Expensive, high-powered peripherals 
(like high performance laser printers and plotters) can be shared by everyone. 

Advanced Features + High Quality + Low Cost = Industry Leader 


SL 

Rapid Data Transfer 

User Upgradable Memory 

Reliable Automatic Switching 

Model Ports 
PCs/ 
Printers 

Memory 
Available 

Priced 
From 

SL 6 Ser/4Par Any 
Combination 

256KB-4MB $495 
SLP 8 Par/2 Ser Any 

Combination 
256KB-4MB $495 

HXS 4 Serial Any 
Combination 

256KB-16MB $295 
HXM 2 Ser/ 2 Par Any 

Combination 
256KB-16MB $295 

HWP 5 Parallel 3/2, 4/1 256KB-16MB $295 
HXP 4 Parallel 212, 3/1 256KB-16MB $245 
HCP 2 Parallel 1/1 256KB-16MB $225 
AS31 4 Parallel 3/1 None $175 
AS41 5 Parallel 4/1 None $195 
AS81S 9Ser/1 Par 8/1 None S189 

No PC RAM Memory Required 

Toll-Free Application Consulting 

Toll-Free Technical Support 

45-Day Money-Back Guarantee 

BUF/i4 

US and Canada Toll-Free 

(800) 345-2356 

FAX (503) 585-4505 

Buffalo Products, Inc. 


2805 19th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302-1 520 
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Moduless Upgradeables 

Carry AGrt1ater 
Lode In The Future 

Easy and inexpensive upgrades are 
built right into your Lodestar com

puter. Unlike conventional modular 
upgradeable systems from other compa
nies, you can upgrade your Lodestar 
systemat a fractionof the cost-all theway 
from 386DX to 486SX or 486DX. at any 
clock speed. 
Timlks to our unique non-proprietary 
Moduless Upgmde design. Lodestar sys
tems can be upgraded by simply plug
ging in the new chip and oscillator that 
comes in their inexpensive upgrade kit. 
AnotherbrightideafromLodeStar-lt's just 
that simple! 

Every LodeStarcomputerisfully loaded 
with value. Thisincludes1~ 

quality throughout. To make certain of 
this every system is individually pre
tested and burned-in for 7 2hours prior to 
shipment. And of course. we stand be
hindourqualitywith our comprehensive 
Five-Way Personal Guarantee. You will 
see this quality all the way from our 
StarView SVGA Non-Interlaced Monitors 
withflicker-free image. toourownStarKey 
extended keyboards. And we pack in 
even extravalue by pre-loading MS DOS 
5.0 & Windows 3.0, aswellasaHi-Res400 
DP! serial mouse on every system. And 
our systems can be upgraded to include 
optional cache, RAM more hard disk 
capacity, larger monitor. and a host of 
other enhancements you may require. 
Add it all together - stellar performance. 
brilliant quality, and guarantee that out
shinesallothers-andyou've gotLodestar. 
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1 386 33MHz 
$1989 


Intel 80386/33 Plocessor 

64K Cache RAM (E;qxmdable to 256KJ 


4MB RAM (fjcp:mdable to 32MBJ 

I 25MB IDE Hard Drive with Cache 


Teac l.2MB 5.25" & I .44MB 3.5· Drives 

!MB '!NGA Non-interlaced Color Card 

14" '!NGA Non-Interlaced 1024x768 


Flicker-Free Color Monitor 

2Serial, I Parallel. & I Game Port 


MS 005.0 & Nllndows 3.0 

Starkey I02 Keytxx:nd 


Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

Desktop CPU Case (Ve1ticals optional) 


Upgradeable to 40 MHz & 

486sx 20. 486 33/50 


'386 40MHz 
$2049 


Case Options 
Every LodeStar system comes 
with four C.P.U. Case options: 
The Desktop, or the Mini, Mid 
or Full Vertical Cases. 

386 Systems 

~86 25MHz * 
$1839 


Intel 80386/25 Processor 


64K Cache RAM (E;qxmdable to 256KJ 

4MB RAM (E;qxmdable to 32MBJ 

85 MB IDE Hard D1ive with Cache 


Teac l.2MB 5.25" & I .44MB 3.5" Drives 

!MB '!NGA Non-interlaced Color Card 

14· '!NGA Non-Interlaced 1024x768 


Flicker-Free Color Mcru'tor 

2Serial. I Parallel. & I Game Port 


MS OOS 5.0 & N&Sndows 3.0 

Starkey 102 Keyboard 


Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

Desktop CPU Case (Verticals optional) 


Upgradeable to 33/40 MHz & 

486sx 20, 486 33/50 


' * 

386sx 16MHz 

$1299 

Intel 80386SK/16 Processor 


2MB RAM& 42 MB Hard Drive w/Cache 

Teac l.2MB 5.25" & l.44MB 3.5" Drives 


!MB '!NGA Color Card 

14' SVGA 1024x768 Color Monitor 

2Serial I Parallel. & Q:nne Port 


MS OOS 5.0 & IWindows 3.0 

Starkey 102 Keyboard 


Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

Desktop CPU Case (Verticals optional) 


386sx 25MHz 
$1349 


486 Systems 

* 
486 33MHz 
$2399 


Intel 80486/33 Processor w/8KB internal 
Cache &Built-in Math Coporcessor 


64K Cache RAM (E;qxmdable to 256KJ 

4 MB RAM (E;qxmdable to 32MBJ 

125MB IDE Hard Drive with Cache 


Teac l.2MB 5.25" & l.44MB 3.5· Drives 

I MB '!NGA Non-Interlaced Color Card 

14· '!NGA 1024x768 Non-Interlaced 


Flicker-Free Color Monitor 

2Serial, I Parallel, & G'.Ime Port 


MS oos 5.0 & NASndows 3.0 

Starkey 102 Keyboard 


Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

Mid-Vertical or Desktop CPU Case 


Upgradeable to SOMHz 


48650MHz 
$3279 


* 
486sx 20MHz 
$2169 


Intel 80486sx/20 Processor 
64K Cache RAM (E;qxmdable to 256KJ 


4MB RAM (E;qxmdable to 32MBJ 

125MB IDE Hard Drive with Cache 


Teac l.2MB 5.25" & l.44MB 3.5· Drives 

!MB '!NGA Non-Interlace<;! Color Card 


14· '!NGA 1024x768 Non-Interlaced 

Flicker-Free Color Monitor 


2Serial. I Parallel & Q:nne Port 

MS OOS 5.0 & Nl!lndows 3.0 


Starkey 102 lCeyboard 

Hi-Res Seiial Mouse 


Mid-Verticol or Desktop CPU Case 

Upgradeable to 33/50MHz 


•Mid &Full Verllca/1 mayb1 additional on same syil1m1. 

1.800.875.7568 




CONTROL UP TO 96 PC 

FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD 


AND MONITOR USING••• 


COMMANDER 

by cybe>< 

• 	No external power 

• "One-Touch" selection 

• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/ AT 
and PS/2 

• "AUtOBOOt" Feature 
boots attached 
computers without 
operator intervention 
after power f allure 

• Shows PC power status 
• Mouse support available 

• TTL <MDA, CCA, ECA> 
up to 600 feet away 

• 	VCA up to 400 feet 

• 	Each unit accommodates 
from 2 to 8 PCs 

• Up to 12 units can 
be cascaded 

• 	Mounting kit available 
for 19" rack installation 

Dealer Program Available 

Cybex corporation 
2800 H Bob Wallace Ave. 

Huntsville, Alabama 35805 P CP. c I 'lfT,CAJr and P s .Qr!! trademarks of 
international Business Machines CorP. (205) 534-0011 

FaX(205>534·0010 
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- • • 	 ;> ... 

SmartCache~Rlus: the .·grQw-as-yoU~go/,,,· 
.:approach to SCSl controllers ··· · 
f , ;~ , I 	 ~1 

..' \, t 

. 	 ' 
START WITH THE BEST... . 

. DPT's entry level SrnartCache Plus·board offer.s 
unrivaled price/performance for single:user . 
systems. j tfeatures ISA or EISA bus mastering, : 
and universal SCSI disk compatibility for all PC 
operating systems. Smart Diver !ioftware •: 
supports S CS 2 peripherals like tape and 
optical dr ives. 	 · · 

.-. ~ .J 	 .,, 

\1 ·'' ' ~ . ; .,· .;'. - .••, " 

NOW ADD CACHING!. I • 

Get DPT's award-winning caching·technology in ·> 
' a plug-in module! Move LP to disk cac~ing , , 
. speed without investing·in a·new controller. With . · '., · 

an integral 512K cache,- the module provides up . ., 
· to 5X performance gains for workstatiqns·, ,; · 
power users, and small mult iuser systems. .· 

.{ ..... 
• 	 'I,') ' , . •·.) ,I • 

ADD ·MORE USERS, ADD MORE CACHEr , ·· . 
Plug in a 2' MB or 4 MB memory module and • . 
accommodate up·to,18,users. from a single.card 
slot-. Ideal for medium-sized networks or ·} · 
mul~iuser systems. , .· ·: ~ ·.·· 

,. .. ·. " . 
:,· 	 :;·, '• ~'i - ,, '· ·.:· ~ . ' 

'{ 	 ' I \ ~ • '· • .', 

HOW ABOUT DISK MIRRORING? . 

DPT's SrnartCache mirroring rnodule provides 

100%·disk fault tolerance:by simultaneously c - , 


writ ing all data to a second "mirrored." drive. No :" 

· more data loss or costly system down-ti.me due ·. ,. t" 
to disk failures. And unlike sof!ware mir(oring~ · · 

:s chemes, fault tolerance.is achieved wit~ ho :· .· . 
performa~ce pen,a! tie.~ : ·. " , · ~ .: _._" . :. -. : , 

., f 
1~(-. ~· :;· • - • • • ' ... ,. t' :: . . . .._ .. . . 

PLUS STILL MORE CACHE; . . .· · " . { ·. : · '~ 
; AND THEN·SQME·.. .- ·. ·:.:~ .. \ <"'· '. : ~- \. ' · 

· Cable over to DPT's 4 MB Cache Expansion Card·. . ,'. ;-_ 
: ··. · · then grow.ybu'r system' to··16 MS-by adding more ··' 

plug-in memory modules-enough i;iower to~ .;~ · . 
· .64-plus u·sers ! . . · · · , ,. , ·. ' -. '. ·:;:_' ·1

• ~ 
) •' 	 ~ I • -i ~ ' ' 

'· DPT has your s.olLition -:"-no matt'erhow .~. ' ·. ·; :... 
you grow: Perfornfance, compat ibility' a.nd ·"' ' .. , .. 

L!PQradabllity make SmartCache Plus the . . , ;. 
only SCSI c_ontroller you 'll ever need. F.c:fr :',._' ,.. . 

. details, contact Distributed Processing , ' ' ; 
· ._ Technology, 140 Candace Drive, Ma.it- "·::,, . 

' land, FL 32751 .Phone (407) '830-,5522; · · _.::'.. 
> FAX (407) 260-5366. ,'. - • ;; 

.alOP-t.....·· 
' 	 ._ • • ,I A. 

" 	 Circle.234 on lnq~iry C~rd (RE~EL~E~S: 235). • 
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http:compatibility'a.nd
http:down-ti.me


It's not only the memory that makes 

the difference, it's 'The Source!" 


IBM MEMORY 


PS/l 
2MB IBM PNN/ A .... ..... $ 119 

PS/2 30/286, 1497259 
2MB Kit 30F5360 ... ...... ...... $109 

PS/2 35SX:LS,40SX,50Z,55SX;LS,65SX;LS,70 
l MB 6450603 ...... .. .... ... .. $59 
2MB 6450604 .... ....... .. .. $119 

PS/2 70-A2l ;A6l ;B2l;B61 
2MB 6450608 .... .... .. .. ... $129 

PS/2 35SX;LS,40SX,55SX;LS,65SX;LS,34F30XX 
4MB 34F2933 ....... .. ...... $269 

PS/2 35SX; LS, 40SX 
8MB 6450129 ..... .......... $589 

PS/2 57SX, 90, 95 
8MB 6450130 . .. $509 

PS/2 80-141 
IMB 6450375 $79 

PS/2 80-111 /3 ll 
2MB 6450379 . $139 

PS/290, ?5 and P75 <Install In polrs) 
2MB 6450902 ......... .. $119 
4MB 6450128 . . .. . $209 

Expansion boards for all models 50 and 60 
2-8MBw/2MB 1497259 .. .... ... $319 
2-16MBw/2M 6450609 ... . .. .. $339 

Expansion boards for all models 70 end 80 
2-14MBw/2M 34F3077 .. $349 
4-16MB w /4M 34F301 I .... ... $459 

NEC MEMORY 
Powermate SX 

2MB Brd. APC-H855 ........ ..... $499 
4MB Brd APC-HB53 ... .... .. $729 

PowermateSX Plus 
l-2MB Brd APC-H850E ... .. $239 
4-8MB Brd APC-852E .. ... . . .. $629 

Powermote SX/20 
2MB CPU OP-410-8101 . ..... . $199 
2MB Brd OP-410-8102 ........ $239 

LAPTOP MEMORYSX/NOWI PROCESSOR UPGRADE 
Kingston Technology Corp.'s SX-Now! 


is the undisputed performance champ. 

-PC Magazine October 29, 1991 

Landmark Speed Test (I.I) 

0 

J4.9 

AST 
Executive Notebook lMB .......... $79 

4MB"...... $219 
- PSf2Mo<l el .S0160 c::J PS12 Mo<Jd65SX COMPAQ 
-PS/~Modcl5016 0 ->20 Mllz SX/Now'. 

Porloble LTE386S/20 IMB ..... .. . $179 

- PS/2 Modd YllW '+" 25MHz SXINo w\ 4MB ........ $379 

Po1toble l TE 286 IMB .... ...... $89 
4MB ..... ... . $219 

Don't replace your system ... 
Sll-286 IMB .. .... ... $129 

4MB ......... $449 
SX/Nowl 80386SX Processor features: N o l'CIVOiloble for: 

Upgrade your 286 to a 386SX with Kingston's SX/Now! 
SLT·386 IMB ......... $129 

v Available in 20 or 25MHz t/ IBM PS/2 25/286, 30/286. 50. 50Z, 60 4MB.......... $399 


IBM 
l40SX laptop 2MB ......... $129 

v 16 Kbytes of Cache Memory v Original IBM AT 
t/ Onboard High Speed Clock t/ AST Premium 286 and Bravo 286 

4MB .... ... .. $219
v Requires No Expansion Slot v Hewlett-Packard ES286/12 8MB .... $449 
t/ 80387SX Co-Processor Socket TOSHIBA 
v 5-Vear Warranty TIOOOSE/LE/XE, T2000SX 

TIOOOLE, T2000SX 
I~ill!Uit!U! 

SX/Now! provides true multitasking and background operation for Windows 3.0, 
OS/2, and 386 specific software. Improves system performance up to 350%! T2000SXE ~ 

SX/ Now! 20MHz Accelerator .......................................... $439 

SX/Now! 25MHz Accelerator .......................................... $539 
 Tl200XE, Tl600, T3100E 

Powermote 386/20 
2MB 

Powermole 366/25 
2fVB 

Vectro QS/16S; 20PC, RS/20PC; 25PC, 20C 
IMB Kit Dl540 /1640A ..... ... $69 
4MB Kit Dl542/1642A ...... $199 

Vecla 386/16N, 386/20N 
2MB D2406A ......... .. .... $159 
8MB D2404A .. ... $609 

Vectra 486 PC Clnstoll In Pairs) 
I MB D2150A ... .. ... ... .. .... $69 
4MB D2151A ..... .. $299 

Vectra 386/25,486/251, 33T <Install in Pairs) 
2MB D2381A .. .... . .. . .. $129 

Vectra 486PC and 386/25 PC 
8MB D2152A ..... $549 

2MB 
4MB 

Brother Hl-8, BE 
2MB 

Panasonic 44501 and 4420 
2MB 
4MB 

Toshiba Page loser 6 
4MB 

Oklloser 400 
I MB 
2MB 

Texas Instruments Mlcroloser end XL 
IMB 

Epson EPL 6000 

Please call for any Item not listed. 256XQ-80 .... .. ... .. .. . $15 256X 1-80 .... $1.BO 


PRINTER MEMORY 
Hewletl-Pockord LaserJet llP, 111, lllP, 1110 

2MB 33475B .. ..... ........ .. .. $125 
4MB 33477B .... .......... $199 

Hewletl-Pockord Loser.let II end 110 
2MB 33444B ...... . .. . $125 
4MB 33445B ... ... .. ......... ...... $195 

Hewlelt-Pockmd OeskJet 500 and Plus 
256K 22707B .. . .. ... . . . .. .... .. $99 

IBM Loser 4019 and 4019e 
2MB 1039137 ... .. $149 
3.5MB 1038675 ... $219 

IBM Loser 4029 All Models 
11 83334 . . .... .. $179 
1183335 •••...•. ..... ... .... $359 

PN NIA .. ......... ...... .... $249 

MB-B20 ..•.... .. ... $199 

KX-P441 .... . $149 
PNN/A .. .•• .. ..... . $239 

LS6-NBOIOO .. ...... $219 

70014701 ......... .... .. ... $1 09 
OKIPNN/A..... .... $149 

2555739·0001 .... .. ........ $79 

2MB IBS401 .. ..... .... .. .... .. $149 

SIMM I DRAM 
SIMMS AND SIPPS DRAM CHIPS 

4MX9-80 ...... ... ,.. $169 IXl-80 .•...•. . $4.50 
1MXQ-80 ............... $48 256X4-80 .... $5.00 

T3100S X. T3200SX, SXC 

T3200COMPAQ MEMORY T5100 

,. 


T5200, T5200C, T8500 
OeskPro 386-20, 20Eond25 

IMB 113131-001 ... ... ... ... $89 NEC
4MB 113132-001 .. ...... .. $219 


Powermote Port. SX 
DeskPro 386S/16 

IMB 113646-001 ...... : .... $89 
ProSpeed 286, 386SX16 

4MB 112534-001 ... $219 
DeskPro 286N, 386N and 3B6SX/20 

ProSpeed SX20 
lMB 118688-001 ..... ..... . $69 

2MB 1 IB689-00I .. ... $1 19 


ZENITH4MB I 18690·001 . . . $269 
OeskPro 386-33, 486-33 end SystemPro MostersPort SL ,,~ 

OK Boord 116569·00 I ... ... ... . $229 MastersP0113B6SX i:t'Jr 
2MB 115144·001 .......... $129 S.S. SX, 286E, 51Jm1PO!I 
8MB 116561-001 .......... $419 SuperSport SX 

OeskPro 386-20e end 2Se SuperSport286, 286E 

IMB Boord 113644-001 ..... .... $139 SuperSport 286E, SiimsPort 

4MB Boord 11 3645-001 .... ...... $309 TurboSport 386, 386E 

2MB ........ $229 

4MB ......... $359 

8MB .... .. ... $789 

2MB ......... $229 

4MB .. ... $359 

8MB ........ $789 

2MB ........ $129 

2MB ........ $129 

4MB ........ $229 

3MB .... .... $229 

2MB . $129 

2MB . ....... $129 

8MB .... .. .. $469 


2MB ..... ... $399 
8MB ...... $1399 
IMB ..... ... $129 

4MB .. ... .. . $399 
IMB ........ . $159 

4MB. . $449 

2MB . ...... $209 
2MB ........ $209 
2MB ....... $169 
2MB ....... . $169 
lMBkll ... $119 
4MB ..... ... $449 
IMB .. ..... . $169 

OeskPro 3865 
IMB Boord 11 3633-001 ... $139 
4MBBoord 11 3634·001 ...... . $329 ZENITH MEMORY 

Zenith 486/33ET 
~ 4MB Kit ZA-4200-MZ ....•. .. $293 AST MEMORY 
•'"' 16MB Kil ZA-4200·M8 ...... $1279 

Premium 386C, 386-16 ZenilhZ-386/20/25/33 and 33E 


4MB Kit 500510-0JB .. .. .. $18 9 
 IMB ZA36/3BOOME .. .... . $69 

Premium 386, 386·20 4MB ZA3800MK .......... $299 


4MBKit 500510-004 .......... $249 

Bravo 386-SX, WS/286, 386 


2MB Kit 500510-002 ... .. .. .... $99 

4MBKot 500510-0JB•••....... $1 89 
 EXPANSION BOARDS 
8MB Kit 500B24 -00 1 .•. ....... $389 

Premium 386/25;33,Premlum II 386SX/16;20 
IMB w/WPB 500780-003 .... ..... ... $69 B ocmlln /( A'I u s 

Up to BMB fa·any AT or 16 b "itcompatible 
2MBw/WPB 500718-004 .... ..... $129 

All Premium end Brovo486 Models 
mac hines running up to 33MHz. Otters all 

8MB w/WPB 500780·00 I $459 1ypes of memory. provides o maximum of 
Premium II 3B6SX/20 and 3B6SX/l 6 8MB LIM/EMS 4.0. 


4MBw/WPB 5007B0-004 .. ..... ... $229 
 2MB with DRAM' or SIMM ....... .. $ r 9 


We also stock memory lor Acer ,ALR,Apple, ArcheTechnologies , AT&T, Austin, Bondwell, Chinon, Cil!zen, Commodore.CompuAdd, OoloWorld,Oe11,Dll(. Everex, Gateway, GRiO, Hyundai, Intel, leading Edge, 

Magnavox, Micro Express, Mldem, Mlps, Mitsubishi, NCR, NeXI, Northgote , Olivett!, Packard Bell, PC Brand, Poquet. Samsung, Silicon Graphics, Smith Corona, Swan, Tandy, Unisys, Wong, Wy~ Zeos and Others. 


DELIVERY GUARANTEEDPRICE, QUALITY, AND SUPPORT FIRSM 
Follow your package every step ol the way wilh 3 day lnternatlonal 

Delivery Avo!loble •All Products User Installable• No Surcharge on Visa 
•Some Day Shipping• FreelechnicolSuppo1t • Overn!ghtond Saturday 

delivery via Federal Express, UPS, or OHL . Fast, Inexpensive, dependable 

0r Mastercard • APO/FPO/lnternotionol Orders Welcome • Purchase delivery anywhere In the world! lntormotlon In tracking shipments Is 
Orders Acceopted from Gov't, Unlversilies, and Quolihed Firms ovolloble at yOtJ" request.S~Y.R~E
-~ " T tan I ::Your fc<Ja o mp u Me mo;r! · 

Outside the U.S. Fox line 

1-714-588-9866 1-714-588-9872 
BUSINES HOURS: Monday - Friday BAM - 5PM FAX YOUR ORDERS 24 HOURS A DAVI 1-800-535-5892 


I Moil Orders to: FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 36 ARGONAUT. STE. 140 ALISO VIEJO, CA 92656 I 
Terms and Conai!ions All p roducts a1e t11lrd party end monutocture1s pail numbers ore for your convenience A I products car yo rur· monuiocturer '> worron!y A I producl'> are guaranteed lier\ comcotlble or your money bock A'l lrelght charges ore non 
rarundOb'a A~ re5tOCk11 1g lee w~ be criorgea on 0 1 non aeiacllva ra1u:n1 unopenaa anamlu$ador cancelled oraers ~ 1 1em$mus1 b ararumeaw1m1n 15 aay$ wllh ongtnol aocumentot1on ona poc11og1ng. !lelurnea Merchond11a A•,11ho11 ~011onn•,..mbar 
Is requ11ed P1•casond civo l':lbl11vare subiect tocrmnge wlrhoutno!lce Mlnlm11morderol SSO Al purchmeprlces 011he 1ime o! oraer o re lino F1ri.1Source n1e<no1 ono1cannot be responsible ror erro1sln typogropriyoi photography We wi l beo!onyoave1•1sed 
price voi~a only on 1aanllcal blOnd;, ar!er nor good to1 SMM! or Dr<AM A 111oaemor~s ona 1egl;'01ea 1rademo11ts ore al !hen 1e1oect1ve companies 
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TOSHIBA 
MEMORY 
ForT1000SE, T1000LE, T1000XE, , 
T2000, T2000SX, T2000SXE, 
T2200SX,T3300SL,T4400SX 

TCBHI BNlODE MIDNSAL E 
24008 I n t eModlim f oTr1 oo, T 1 oo , 
T 1 201 '°° 1'31 00T 3 1 °"3 1 OOS , ·~~:.11T 300S XT, 3200!I Cl 500, T5200, and l5200C -llllllll~lillA•-llltllll-• 

L AP<DP/ NOTEB061JP E BAL 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX125C BOMB WITH BMB RAM.... $4,238 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 3B6SX125C 60MB WITHBMB RAM .. .. $4, 12B 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX125 BOMB W/THBMB RAM .... $2,698 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 3B6SX125 60MB WITH BMB RAM ....$2,44B 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX120 60MB WITH BMB RAM .... $2,32B 
ASTPREMIUM EXEC 3B6SX120 40MB WITHBMBRAM ....$2,07B 
EVEREX TEMPOILX 386SX120 60MB WITH SMB RAM .... $2,31B 
EVEREX TEMPOILX 386SXl20 40MB WITH SMB RAM.. .. $2,14B 
SHARP PC-6661 60MB W/TH6 MB RAM••.• ..••_ ... _.•....• $ ;12 1 8 
SHARPPC-6641 40MB WITH 6 MB RAM•••••••.•••••••••- •.. .$~ 
SHARP PC-67B11PC6BB1 BOMB WITH BMBRAM.... $CALL 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2000 20MB WITH3MBRAM....$1,158 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2000 40MB WITH 3MB RAM ....$1 ,468 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WINSX BOMBl6MB RAM......$3, 17B 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WINSX 60MBl6MB RAM. ...... $2,958 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 60MB WITH6MB RAM .... $2,668 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 40MB WITH 6MB RAM ....$2.44B 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 30MB WITH6MBRAM .... $2,41B 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 20MB WITH 6MB RAM .... $2,258 
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 3B6SX 60MB W/1H4MBRAM....$2,B2B 

UPGRADEIDS-11 BAUPEBAL 
T5200C 200MB WITH 14MBRAM.............. .....................$6 ,188 

T5200 200MB WITH 14MB RAM.... ......... .... .... .......... .... $3,BSB 

T5200 100MB WITH 14MBRAM................... ................ $3,598 

T5100 100MB WfTH4MBRAM..... ........ ............ ...... ..... .$1 ,978 

T5100 40MB WITH 4MB RAM...... ........... ... .... ... ........ .... $1 ,598 

T4400SX 85MB GAS PLASMA W/TH 10MB RAM... ........ .$CALL 

T4400SX 85MB LCD WITH10MBRAM.............. .. ............$CALL 

T3300SL 85MB WfTH 10MBRAM.. ........ ................... ....... $CALL 

T3200SXC 120MB WITH 13MBRAM....... ..... .. .................... $6,288 

T3200SX 120MB WITH 13MBRAM.................... .............. $3,268 

T3200SX 40MB WITH 13MB RAM.................................... . $2,898 

T3100SX BOMB WITH 13MB RAM.... ...... ........... ..... .... .. ..... $2.958 

T2200SX 60MB WITH IOMBRAM... ..... ............................. $3,768 

T2200SX 40MB WfTll 10MB RAM............... ............ ....... ...$3,538 

T2000SXE 60MB WfTH 10MB RAM..... .... .... .... ....... ....... ... ... $2,998 

T2000SXE 40MB W/1H 10MBRAM................ .. .. .. ... ... ... ... ...$2,75B 

T2000SX 60MB WfTH9MBRAM........................ ... ........... .$2,758 

T2000SX 40MB W/1H 9MB RAM...... ......... .. .... ... ...............$2,528 

T2000SX 20MB WITH 9MB RAM...... ........ ......... .... ............ $CALL 

T2000 40MB W/1H 9MB RAM........ ............... ...... ..... .. .. . $2,518 

T1600 40MB WITHSMB RAM.... .. .... ....... ............ .......... $1,738 

T1600 20MB WITH SMB RAM....... ... .... ......... ..... .. .. ... .. .. $1,338 

T1200XE 40MB WITH SMB RAM...... ........ .. .. ... ..... .... .. ..... .. $1 ,968 

T1000LE 20MB WITH9MBRAM........... ................... .. . .. ....$1 ,898 


1-800-9-LAPTOP 

(1-800-952-7867) 

PHONE: (415) 578-1901 

FAX: (415) 578-1914 

MORliPECI AL S 
SHARP PC-6340 ......................... ................................. ......... $CALL 

CONNER CP-2024 20MB HARD DRIVE ........ .. ... .... ... .. ... ........ . $128 

NEC MUL TISPEED 2400B INTERNAL MODEM .... ... .. ......... ... .. $78 

SHARP PC-6641/TI TM3000 60MB HARD DRIVE .... ...... .... ....$498 

TOSHIBA T1200XE 40 MB HARD DRIVE ..... .. ....... .................. $468 

TOSHIBA T5200 200 MB HARD DRIVE .............. ......... ........... $748 


U P GR A D"'EOD A 'IAN OS Al E ! 
TOSHIBA Tl 200XE1T5100 ~MB UPGRADE $98 

APPLE POWERBOOK 214/6MB UPGRADE ... ... .... $1281$2481$328 

APPLE CUADRA 16MB UfJGRADE ........ ... .. ......... .......... .... .....$698 

AST PREMIUM EXEC 1MBl4MB UPGRADE.. ........ ... .. ..... $481$168 

COMMODORE CLT2861386 2MB UPGRADE ........ ................. $128 

COMPAQ L TE1386s 4MB UPGRADE ...................................... $288 

COMPUADD COMPANIONISX 2MBl4MB UPGRADE .. ... $88/$178 

EVEREX TEMPOILX 2MB14MB UPGRADE ........... .... ... ..$1281$228 

GRID 172011750 2MBl4MB UPGRADE ............ ................ $1281228 

HP 95LX PALMTOP 512Kl1 MB12MB UPGRADE ... . $2281328/$B68 

IBM PS2 L40SX 2MB14MB18MB UPGRADE .......... $1281$198/$378 

NCR 3125 512Kl1MB UPGRADE .................. ........ ..... .......$2281328 

PANASONIC CF170 lMBUPGRADE ................. .. .....................$68 

PANASONIC CF2701370 2MB UPGRADE ...... ........ .. .. ..... ........ $128 

PANASONIC CF2701370 4MB UPGRADE .... ... ..... ... ... ... ... .... .. .$228 

POOUET PALMTOP 512K/1 MB UPGRADE .................. ... $2281328 

SANYO MBC-17NBl18NB 2MB UPGRADE ....... .... ... .... ........... $128 

SHARP PC-6641frl TM3000 2MB14MB UPGRADE ......... $881$178 

TANDY 2810H01381 OHO 2MB14MB UPGRADE ....... ....... . $1281248 

TOSHIBA T3100 & T3100/20 2MB UPGRADE ..................... ...$268 

TOSHIBA T3100SX 4MB UPGRADE (1 SLOT) .. ..... ... ... ..... ... .. $178 

TOSHIBA T3200 3MB UPGRADE ........ .. .. ........ .......... ....... ..... .. $168 

TOSHIBA T5200 2MB18MB UPGRADE ............................ $981$398 

ZENITH MASTERSPORT 386Sl.1386SX 2MB UPGRADE ...... $128 

ZEOS 2861386SX NOTEBOOK 2MB UPGRADE ............. ..... ... $128 


LA~R PRI NlllENIORY 
APPLE LASERWRITER lli NTX 1 MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............. $5B 

APPLE LASERWRITER llNTX 4MB MEMORY UPGRADE ... ........ $168 

EPSON EPL-70002MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............ ...... ....... ...... $12B 

EPSON EPL-7000 3MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............................... $17B 

FACIT PB010 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE .. ........................ .... ......... $13B 

FACIT PB010 3.5MB MEMORY UPGRADE ...... .... .............. ... ..... .... $19B 

HP llnlD 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............................... .... ............$11 B 

HP llnlD 4MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............ ....... .................. ......... . $19B 

HP llPlllP-tllllnllDnllP 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE ... ... .... ................$10B 

HP llPlllP-tllllnllDnllP 3MB MEMORY UPGRADE ......................... . $14B 

HP llPnlP-tllllnllDnllP 4MB MEMORY UPGRADE ......... ........ ......... $17B 

IBINLEXMARK 401914019E 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE .............. .$13B 

IBINLEXMARK 4019/4019E 3.5MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............$19B 

OKIDAT A OKILASER/400 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE ................... $118 

OKIDATA OKILASER 800/B20 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE •.... ... .... $11B 

OKIDATA OKILASER BOOIB20 3MB MEMORY UPGRADE ........... . $15B 

OKIOATA OKILASER BO!YB20 4MB MEMORY UPGRAOE ............$19B 

PANASONIC KX.P44201KX-P44501 2MB MEMORYUPGRADE ........$11B 

PANASONIC KX-P44<'01KX-P44501 3MB MEMORY UPGRADE ........ $158 

PANASONIC KX-P44<'01KX·P44501 4Mll MEMORY UPGRADE ..... ...$1BB 

OMS PS4102MB MEMORYUPGRADE ............................................ ....$12B 

OMS PS410 3MB MEMORY UPGRADE ................ ................................ $168 

OMS PS410 4MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............................................... .$19B 

OMS PS8151PS8252MB MEMORY UPGRADE ......................... ........... $158 

OMS PS815'PS825 4MB MEMORY UPGRADE ................................ ....$238 

OMS PS81WS825 6MB MEMORY UPGRADE .............. ...................... $30B 

SHARP JX-9500PS POSTSCRl'T 1MB MEMORY UPGRADE ............. $61! 

SHARP JX-9500PS POSTSCRPT 2MB MEMORY UPGRADE. .......... $12B 

11 '-'CAOlASER PS171PS35, '-'CROlASER?CL 1MBUffiRADE.......•..... $6!1 


AB SOL Ul\E LN6AL ES 
TODOMESTR6SELLERS 

Some prices may reUect cash d iscounts. 

Not responsible for typographical errors. 


tote-a-lap 

550 Pilgrim Dr. Suite F • Foster City, CA 94404 

5.25" 1.2 MB 

EXTERNAL DRIVE 


FOR ALL 

TOSHIBA LAPTOPS 


JUST 


$168 


NEW! 
60MB HARD 

DRIVE UPGRADE 
FOR 

GRID1720 

PANASONIC CF-270 

TANDY 2810HD 

$648 

SHARP PC-6220 


Tl TRAVELMATE 

TM2000 


COMPUADD 

COMPANION 


MEMORY 
UP GRAD 

1MB••.$98 
2MB ... $188 

NEW! 
40MB HARD 


DRIVE UPGRADE 

FOR 


SHARP PC6220 


Tl TRAVELMATE 

TM2000 


COMPUADD 

COMPANION 


$548 

ALL MEMORY 


UPGRADES COME 

WITH A LIFETIME 


WARRANTY& 

A48-HOUR 

EXCHANGE 


GUARANTEE! 


SE 

HABLA 


ESPANOL 

Pregunle por Hector 
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FOR PC'S, MONrr,ORS, DISK DRNES, 
KEYBOARDS, MODEMS, CABLES, 
CONNECTORS, SOFTWARE, ICS, 
PROGRAMMING PRODUCTS, TEST 
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS & MOREi 

INTERFACE CARDS 
16-BIT IDE MULTI 1/0

$6995 
• 28613861486 COMPATIBLE 
• SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES 
·TWO SERIAL. ONE PARALLEL & ONE GAME PORT 

MCT-IDEIO .......................... ...... ..... ................. ... $69.95 

MCT-IOEFH IDE HARD/FLOPPY CARD .. .. ..... $29.95 

MCT-10 MULTl 1/0 CARD FOR 8088 SYSTEMS ... .. ... $59.95 
MCT·AIO 16-BIT SERIAUPARALLEUGAME PORT ...... $49.95 

MCT-EEMS 16-BIT EEMS CARD .. .......................... .... $149.95 
SIMMPLY ·RAM 8MB SIMM MEMORYCARD(OK) ... $199.95 

~Seagate 
HARD DRIVES 89MB 
IDE 3·1/2" ST-351A 44.7MB 28MS $199 
IDE 3·112" ST-3096A 89.1MB 16MS $359 
IDE 3-1/2" ST-3144A 131MB 16MS $459 
IDE 5 .1/4" ST·2274A 241MB 16MS $1195 
IDE 5•1/4M ST·2383A 338MB 16MS $1295 
IDE 3·1/2M ST-1480A 426MB 14MS $1595 

NOTE: ST·MHW REOUIREOTOMOUNT IN 5·1/4" SLOT. .. .... $9 .95 

FLOPPY DRNES 
F00-1.44X 144MB 3.5" FLOPPY - BLACK ........... ..... $79.95 
F00·1.44A 1.44MB3.5" FLOPPY - BEIGE ................. $79.95 
FDD-1.2 5.25" DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2MB ........... $89.95 
FD-55GFV 5.25" TEAC DOUBLE -S IDED HD 1.2MB . $99.95 
FD0-360 5.25" DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K ... $69.95 

BREADBOARD 
ON·A-CARD 
• 80811 CARD ACCESSES ALL 62 110 SIGNAL CONNECTIONS; 
16· BI TCARD ACCESSES 96 • ACCEPTS UP T024 14-PIN IC' S 

PDS600 8·BIT CARD ...... .............. .. .. .. $49.95 

PDS-610 16-BIT CARD VERSION ................................... $59.95 

PROTOTYPE CARDS 
W/ SILK·SCREENED LEGENDS 

JOR-PR2 8-BIT WITH VO DECODE LAYOUT ....... .......... $29 .95 
JOR·PR10 16-BIT WITH VO DECODE LAYOUT .. .......... $34 .95 

UNIVERSAL 
PROGRAMMER/rESTER 
• PROGRAMS EPR OMS. EE PROMS. 
PALS. Bl-POLAR PROMS. 8748 & 8751 
SERIES, 16V8 & 20V8 GALS • TESTS 
TTL. CMOS. DYNAMIC & STATIC RAMS 

MOD-MUP REQUIRES HOST ADAPTOR BELOW ... $499.95 

EPROM PROGRAMMING MODULES 
·PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPROMS. CMOS EPROMS & EEPROMS. 
16K TO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER 

MOD-MEP REQUIRES HOST ADAPTOR CARD ........ $119.95 
MOD-MEP-4 4-EPROM UNIT ................................... $169.95 
MOO-MAC HOST ADAPTOR CARD .......... .. ....... $29.95 

POSTCODE $Aft95 
DISPLAY CARD ~- -
READ DISPLAY AND CHECK MANUAL FOR 
POWER-ON SELF-TEST CODE 

• 28513861456 COMPATIBLE 

1024 x 768 $349 95 

VGA MONITOR 
• 1 :1 ASPECT RATIO: 0.28 DOT PITCH 

• 14" DIAGONAL SCREEN 
·COMPATIBLE WITH ALL VGA ADAPTORS 
VGA·MON-1024 ................ .... $349.95 

VGA·MON-1024N NON-INTERLACED VERSION ... $479.95 

1024 x 768 $49£195 

VGA PACKAGE 
• 8088 & 28613861486 COMPATIBLE CARD 
& 1024 X 768 INTER-LACED MONITOR 

• 1 :1 ASPECT RATIO; 0.28 DOT PITCH 
VGA-PKG-1024+ ................... $499.95 

VGA-PKG 640 X 480 VGA PACKAGE .. ..... . 

101 ·KEYENHANCED WITH CALCU.ATOA S69.95 

101·KEY ENHANCED WITH CLICK .... ...... . $84.95 

3-BUTTON MOUSE 
·ACCURACY 290 -1450 DPI 

·MICROSOFT & MOUSE SYSTEMS 
COMPATABILITY MODES 

• OPTO-MECHANICAL DESIGN 

•WINDOWS 3.0 COMPATIBLE 

JDR·MOUSE-3 ..................... $14.95 

' • I 

DYNAMIC RAM ~ ~ 

PART # SIZE SPEED TYPE PRICE 

41256-100 262144x1 100ns DIP 1.99 
41256-80 262144x1 eons DIP 2.19 
41256·60 262144x1 sons DI P 2.59 
414256-80 262144x4 sons DIP 7.95 
1MB·100 1048576x1 100ns DIP 5.49 
1MB-80 1048576x1 eons DI P 5.99 
1MB-60 1048576x1 60ns DIP 6.99 
41256A9B·80 256K x 9 sons SIMM 21.95 
41256A9B-60 256K x 9 60ns SIMM 25.95 
421000A9B-10 1MBx9 100ns SIMM 49.95 
421000A9B-80 1MB x 9 sons SIM M 54.95 
421000A9B·60 1MB x9 60ns SIMM 64.95 
424000A9B-80 4MB x 9 sons SIMM 199.95 
424000A9B-60 4MB x9 60ns SIMM 249.95 

MATH CO-PROCESSORS 
MANUAL, SOFTWAREGUIOE & 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

PART# SPEED PRICE PART# SPEED PRICE 

....I 8087 5 MHz 89 .95 80287· XL T 12 MHz 94.95 

i :~:~:~ lg~~~ ~~:::~ :~~:~:~~p ;; ~~~ ~~:::~ 
80287·XL 12 MHz 94.95 80387·SX20 20 MHz 149.95 
83D87·16 16 MHz 199.95 83D87-40 40 MHz 239.95 
83D87-20 20 MHz 209.95 83S87-16(SX) 16 MHz 129.95 
83D87· 25 25 MHz 219.95 83S87-20(SX) 20 MHz 149.95 
83D87-3333 MHz 229.95 83S87·25(SX) 25 MHz 159.95 
2C87-8 8 MHz 79 .95 2C87-12 12 MHz 99.95 
2C87·10 10 MHz 89.95 2C87-20 20 MHz 139.95 

l6Mffz MINI 386-SX $29£195 

•NORTON SI 11.1 •LANDMARK AT SPEED20.0 

• EXPANDABLE TO 16MB ON-BOARD • AMI BIOS • SIX 
16 -BIT AND TWO 8-BIT SLOTS • CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY 
CHIPSET • SOCKET FOR 80387-SX CO·PROCESSOR 
• 8.5" X 13" SIZE FITS MINl-286 AND FULL-SIZE 286 CASES 
MCT·M386SX $299.95 
MCT-M386SX-20 20MHZ MINI 386-SX $349.95 

MCT-M386-25 25MHZ MINI 386 $499.95 
MCT-C386-33 MINI-SIZE 33MHZ CACHE 386 $699.00 

MCT-C386-40 MINI-SIZE 40MHZ CACHE 386 $899.00 

MCT·M486-33 MINI 33MHZ CACHE 486 $1295.00 
MCT-M286-16 MINI 16MHZ286 $199.95 

MCT-M286-12 MINI 12MHZ286 $179.95 

MCT-TURB0-10 10/4.77MHZ 8088 $69.95 

UPRIGHT CASE $9995 
· FOR STD • FULL AND MINI-MOTHERBOARDS 
•MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY AND 4 HARD DRIVES 

·TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES 
• SPEED DISPLAY, POWER. DISK LEDS 
CASE-1 OOA ........... .. ...................... $99.95 

PS-250TW 250W POWER SUPPLY . $129.95 

PS-300TW 300WPOWERSUPPLY .$149.95 
POWER SUPPLIES ARE UL APPROVED 

MORE CASES ••• 

2400 BAUDs4995 
MODEM 
• 2400112001300 BPS INTERNAL 
DATA MODEM· FULL HAYES AT 
COMPATIBILITY· INCLUDES 
PROCOMM SOFTWARE 

MCT-241 ................. .............................................. $49.95 

9600BAUD 
V.42 BIS MODEM 
• CCIT V.42BISN.32/V.22BIS/BELL 

212A AND HAYESA T COMMAND 

SET COMPATIBLE liiiiiil 
• 2 YEAR PROMETHEUS WARRANTY 

PR0-96E .................... ... ..... .......................... ..... . 

PCCB6201 INTEL SATISFAXTION 16-BIT FAX CARD $399.95 

PCEM7296 INTEL 2400B INTERNAL MODEM ........... $499.95 

VIVA-24E VIVA 2400BPS EXTERNAL MODEM ........... $119 .95 

. $149.95 
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BEST BUY 486/33i 
lntel486n. 33MHz " 8MB RAM " 256K 
Cache " Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD " 
Quantum 21 OMB IDE HOD w/64K 
DisCache® buffer (15ms) " ·caching 
controller w/4MB " 14" Seiko 1450 SVGA 
monitor (1024x768) " Orchid Pro-lls SVGA 
card w/1 MB " 120MB tape backup " 2 serial, 
1 parallel, & 1 game port " 101 keyboard" 
Tower case " Windows 3.0 " DOS 5.0 " 
Hi-Res Mouse " s 
1yr..TRW on-site J 698 
service. I 

SX/20 NOTEBOOK 
lntel386™ SX/20MHz " 1MB RAM 
upgradeable to 5MB "Teac1 .44MB FDD" 
Conner 40MB IDE HOD " VGA CCFT 
backlile TSTN type LCD monitor w/16 
shades of gray " 1 serial & 1 parallel port " 
80 key keyboard " 3 hour battery life " 6.3 
lbs. w/battery " carrying case " battery 
charger " supports external VGA monitor 
and keyboard. Optional Fax/Modem only 
$160. Extra 
batteries $75. s1,795 

components, blazing-fast for "Speed And Reliability At 

II POWER BEYOND 
YOUR DREAMS.II 

When it comes to of

fering the highest quality 

For Your Dollar." BYTE 

Magazine applauded Acma 

,., 
· 

' .d". ~ 

who said Acma offers guarantee it with a "No 
386/25 & 33MHz"Power Beyond Your Questions Asked" 45-Day 
lnte1386™ 25 & 33MHz • 4MB RAM 

Dreams," and "A Solid Value Money-Back guarantee! expandable to 32 &64MB • 64K Cache 
33MHz • Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD • 
Quantum 105MB IDE HOD w/64KFEATURES & SERVICES DisCache11 butler (17ms) • 14" Super VGA 
monitor (1024x768) • 16-b~ SVGA card .,. 45-Day "NO QUESTIONS ASKED" Money-Back Guarantee• 
w/1 MB • 2 serial, 1parallel, & 1game port• 

.,. One-Year Parts And Labor Warranty 101 key keyboard• Windows 3.0 • DOS 5.0 

.,. FREE One Year On-Site Service In Most U.S . Locations • Hi-Res Mouse• 1yr. TRW on-s~e service. 

.,. FREE Lifetime Toil-Free Technical Support (Mon. - Sat.) 25MHz $1,795 

.,. FREE 24 hour, 365 days a year, tech-support bulletin board! 33MHz $1,895 

.,. Major credit cards honored (not charged until order ships) 

.,. Net credit terms avaliable for qualified businesses 
486/33MHz EISA .,. Windows 3.0 & DOS 5.0 preloaded FREE (except notebook) 

.,. FREE Return Shipping Of Replacement Or Repaired Perts.. lntel486™ 33MHz ,, 8MB RAM " 256K 

.,. NEW PRODUCTS! Fax/modem card, $115 » Programmable Cache " Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD " 
Quantum 21 OMB IDE HOD w/64Kkeyboard, $125 » l .2GB hard disk drives, Call Today! 
DisCache® butler (15ms) " 15" NEC 4FG 

.,. Personal And Business Leasing Plans Super VGA flat square screen monitor 

.,. Special GSA And Ouantily Discounts (1024x768) " Orchid Pro-lls SVGA card 

.,. SPECIAL! $1 .00 Upgrade Program w/1 MB " 2 serial, 1parallel, & 1 game po11 " 
101 key keyboard " Windows 3.0 " DOS 5.0 
»Hi-ResMouse» 

.,. 48 Hour High-Temperature Burn-in 

1yr. TRW on-siteGSA# GSOOK91AGSS1 07 
SJ 895service. ICall Toll-Free 800-456-8809 

ORDER TODAY TOLL·FREE! 

800-456-1 81 8 
Open 6am-7pm Weekdays and 8am-4pm Saturdays (PST) 
International 51 0-623-121 2, 24 Hour Fax 51 0-623-0818Acma 

© 1991, Acma Computers. Inc.. 48501 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539 All prices and specifications are subjecl to change withoul notice. 'The 45-day money-back guarantee 

performance, 

friendly service, 

and unbeatable 

value, Acma ranks 

among the best! 

Just ask the experts 

at PC Magazine 

386SX/20MHzAn Outstandingw.. , lntel386™ SX/20MHz " 2MB RAM 
I I Price." Clearly, if expandable to 8MB "Teac 1.2MB &1.44MBl_J 

FDD " Quantum 52MB IDE HOD w/64K 
you demand the DisCache® buffer (17ms) " 14" Hyundai - Super VGA monitor (1024x768) " 16-bit
best, you won't find VGA card w/512K" 2 serial, 1parallel & 1 -

rl .. 
game port " 101 key keyboard " Windowsa better choice than 
3.0" DOS 5.0" Hi-Res Mouse" 1yr. TRW 
on-site service. 

~-~l~I~ 
"The Perfect Windows an Acma com
3.0 Workstation 11 "Our $1,295
Favorite ls TheAcma" pule r. And we 

coversAcma brand computers with Impression Plus or Hyundai monitors only (software, printers, peripherals, and shipping are not included). All brand names are registered trademarks of 
their respective companies. ''Customer pays shipping to Acma for partsreplacement or repair ,and Acmapays return shipping to customer. Call today to confrrmcomplete details. 
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• • 
your 

w1nn1ng 
•:ord from 

Notional 
Design's

Volante Series 

..,I w 
I 
I i ' I i I 
I ! I L...J 
I j 
I ~ r-1 
I I 

! -!!!!.. -! j

•
IU~I~l~ l~I~ 
EDITORS' 
CHOI ' E 

June 25. 1 ~ 1 

Na1,ona1 v o1an1eAr1000 

of high speed graphics boards. 
All Volante high speed graphics boards offer: 

• Built on ISA, MicroChannel or VME bus 

• Video memory upgrades to 4 MB 

• Program memory upgrades to 4 MB 

• Razor sharp resolutions from 1024x768 up to 
1600xl280 

• Blazing color selection from 8-bit to 24-bit true color 

• Optional TI TMS34082 floating point processor for 
enhanced 3D acceleration 

• Superior speed of the TI TMS34020 graphics engine 
paired with National Design's advanced ASIC technology 

• LIFETIME WARRANTY - no gamble here! 

Whether your game is CAD, Microsoft Windows, graphic arts, multi-media or medical 
imaging, Volante has a card for you at a fraction of the cost charged by the competition. 

Call 800-253-8831 now for infonnation 
on the breathtaking Volante series. 

Phone: 512-343-5055 Fax: 512-343-5053 
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ABTECH 486/33 

64K Cache 

• ABTECH 486133 Mhz Motherboard 
• AMI BIOS/ Intel CPU 
• 4MB RAM -to 64MB 
• 1.2 MB FD (5.25") 
• 1.44 MB FD (3.5") 
•IDE Ctrl. w/2serial,l parallel,l game 
•Desktop Case w/200W P.S. 
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard 

386/33 Mhz $999 
386/25 Mhz $899 
386SX/20 Mhz $799 
Same standard feature as above 

+OPTIONS+ 
Add to above configuration 

Hard Drives Monitors w/video card 
40 MB HD $189 12" Amber display monitor $79 80 MB HD $299 14" Amber display monitor $119 120 MB HD $379 14" B&W display monitor $119 200 MB HD $579 14" Mono VGA monitor $169 
345 MB ESDI $1,499 14" SVGA color monitor (1024x768) $389 
760 MB ESDI $1,799 14" SVGA non-interlaced monitor $469 
1.2 GB ESDI $2,899 Call for 20" Monitors pricing 
Internal CD-ROM $399 Med. Tower Case w/ Power supply add $25 
120MB Tape back up $269 Full Size Tower Case w/ Power supply add $45 
250MB Tape back up $329 

SERVICES: 
1. Complete UNIX System turn key and consulting 
2. Complete healthcare turn key and consulting . 
3. Worldwide delivery of computer system and hard dnve by DHL. 
4. OEM and distributors welcome. 

ABTECH 386SX/16 Notebook 

Dual Battery (7 hrs.)•2M13 RAM - to 
8M13•4DM13 HD (60M13 option)•VGA 

LCD/64 gray scales•Interchange 

modules -Fax/modem, voicemail, 

scanner etc .. 386/25 & 386/33 available. 


Ions 

A 8 T E IA H g e n t i n a A 8 s T R A arh n 0 I 
Buenos Aires. Argentina Burcrest. Romania 

Tel: 7 8 3 . 2 2 6 6 Tel: l o 2 7 3 
Fax: 7 8. 2 6 8 9 0 Fax: 1 12 5 13 

Byte Outlook 92 

Computer Buying World 


Computer Shopper 


(() 818.575.0007 
24 HOURS 

FAX 818.575.1500 

~~~ii~~ 
0 g y A 8 T E &l:lzil 

Sao Paulo.Brazil 
Tel: 2 l ~ 5 5 9 

The sign of 
excellence in 
performance 
and quality 

The 
assurance 
of quality 
conponents 
In each 
ABTECH 
system 

One year
The 
assurance parts & 
of support laborand service 

warranty 

On-Site 
ServiceFree for all 

Corporate C);)Accounts 
Option 

Our trained ttt 
technicians 
can provide TECH
solutions SUPPORT 

Solbourne 
Spare 
Station 
Authorized 
Dealer 

I NC®POR\TED 

1431 N. Potrero Ave. Unit B. 
A 8 T E CH i n a S. El Monte, CA 91733
Beijing. China 

USA 

tU 99l AIJfECH Inc. The bnnd' 0 rn.rnte. mentioned uetudeim.rk,, of their ~vemmpmics. ABTECH ;ii n d it' logo;, ;ii tademuk of ABTECH Inc. &hippirig, h.iindling ;iind .iipplinble t.u;eur e excluded in prices. Pri~ ue subject lo ch•nge. Theuwge of 
ot:dit cud1.uesubiectto1un:h11R.e. 3J d1VI monrv b;iidr. i.wuntee. 
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We've got you covered at Data Hut. 

Here's six at our 6000 products. 

Ethernet Cards:Most companies make an 
average Ethernet adapter. But, for superior 
quality. reliability, and performance, all you have 
to do is choose Gateway. 

Our award -winningG/Ethernetand G/EtherTwist 
LAN adapters give you the widest selec tion of 

IF_..,ii"'"""llh adapters, the most complete line of 
operating system drivers, and more. All 
at the best price. 

Gateway also supplies the perfect 
G/EtherTwist hubs for any application

lffi~~m'i'!~ Whether it's coax. UTP or Fiber Optic, 8 
Port to 22 Port , with management. 

adaptec 
.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t 

T he EISA S CSI Master 

FastDalaTranslerRetes: 
•33 MBytesrsec C<l 1hC EISA 

""'• IOMBytcsfsccsyncn Fast 
SCSlda1orntc 
• 5 MByt11:slscc sync. SCSI 
data rale 
• 2 MBytcst sec async. SCSI 

Complete High-Pertormance EISA SCSI Host Adapter Kit - Featuring the 
AHA·1740 32-bit EISA-to-Fast SCSI Intelligent Bus Master Host Adapter 
Also Includes: ASW-1410 DOS Software Manager allowing support 
for up to seven SCSI devices• ASW-1440 Novell NetWare 286 and 
386 Software Manager• ASW-1420 OS/2 Software Manager• ASW
C174 Configuration Software File with Installation Guide• Full 
support in SCO XENIX, SCO UNIX, and ISC UNIX • Internal SCSI 
ribbon cable• Software Information Card• Product Registration Card 

DSK3 1.NLM.Novcll Ne:warc 386, 
lnlel486/33 MHz. WREN VH AHA-
i 1-1.0 u11 1111nig oporat1f19 syi:. lo:Pi 
CBC1M;JEIS A. C111:J111'1fl l los1A.cJ.ip.11M 
Uhh ln'IQOrtio;11 tJC .>Cr..<! 

RO!l' •AltA· l 1"41l1EnN1ncC<J l.lod1t 

MAXOPTIX 

TAHITI® FAMILY 


1 - gigabyte Erasable Optical Disk Drive with SCSI Controller . Tahiti 1 
is an erasable optical disc drive with performance characteristics equal to 
magnelic disk drive technology. It oflers seek times lasler than that of 
traditional removable disk pack drives: and in most cases, higher 
capacity. Using a unique spl it opt ics mechanism. the T ahiti 1 can achieve 
25 to 35 msec average seek time over 325 megabytes of a single side, 
high capacity 1 gigabyte cartridge or ANSI/ISO standard 650 megabyte 
cartridge, respectively. The 1 gigabyte cartridge can provide up to 500 

megabytes of capacity per side. The Tahiti 1 optical disk 
drive features an embedded SCSI controller within a 

5.25 inch form factor, permitting installation in high 
performance personal computers and work stations. 

External Kil· 
Everything You Need $8,900 

Flashdrive Parallels 

Flashdrive Parallel AC Only Hard Drive The Flashdrive Parallel 
Hard Drives ofler an easy way for you to add a hard drive through the 
parallel port to any laplop, notebook, PC/ AT Desktop and PS/2 
Computer. So compact and portable, you will take the flashdrive 
anywhere the laptop goes. Bes! of all is !he tow tow price of this top 
seller! Measures: 9.5'L X 6" X 2.5"H 23 MS Access 
Fla shdri ve Pa rallel Batlery/AC Power Hard Dr ive: The ftashdrive 
battery vers ion includes Nicad Batteries with an average of 4-6 hours of 
battery ti me, in a package that weighs only a pound and a half. 
Measures 5"W X 5.25L X 1.5"H.Total Package 150KB transfer rate 
19MS access time. Comes in 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 204, or 340MB. 
Access timesva1yfrom 15MS to 23MS. 

~SyQuest 
Ideal for 
applications 
requiring: 
-High Pe1formance 
-Data 
Transportability 
-Data Security 
-Privacy of Data 
Files 
-Fas! Backup 
-Fast Retrieval of 
Archival Dala 
-Unlimited 
Capaciity 
Unlimited 011-Une 
Storage 

5.25-lnch High Per formance Remov able 
Cartridge Disk Drive - Migration Between 
Systems and Platforms Made Easy 

Key Features: Removable 44 MByte Formatted 
Cartridge Media• lnduslry S!andard Half-Heigh! 
5.25-inch Form Factor• 20 Millisecond Average 
Seek• Data Transfer Rate of up to 1.25 
Megabytes per second •Fully Embedded SCSI 
Controller• 8K Buffer• 1:1 Interleave• Self-
Diagnostics at Power Up• Transparenl Defect 
Management with Track and Sector Sparing • 
Automalic Error Correclion and Retires •Field 
Proven Reliability of 30.000 Hour MTBF Optional: 
Host Bus Adaptor for IBM PC XT/AT BUS. 1/0 
Device Driver Soflware Recognizes and Manages 
Cartridge Interchange. 

Black Ir Beige 

$499 

The Maxtor Panther® 1 SCSI Family 
.8, 1.2 and 1.7 Gigabyte - 5.25 inch Magnetic Disk Drive w/ SCSl-2 
Command Se! & 100,000 Hour MTBF. 

Oflering a tow SCSI command overhead of <500 usec, 
sychronous data transfers of 5 Mbytes/sec. and a diflerential 
interface option. The Panther 1 SCSI family of drives sets a new 
level of SCSI capability, with significant systems performance 
advantages, including more 1/0 per second at lower service request 
times. In the systems environment, Panther 1 SCSI disk drives 
provide faster job processing, faster terminal response l ime and a 
wider range of new application possibilities. 

1.2G $2,999 

•No surcharge on credit 
• COD & Purchase Orders Accepted 
•All Pricing & Availability subject to change 1-808-487-8488

without notice ~• #6 North Ct. St .• Owingsville. KY 40360 We Carry Over 5000 Products· Free Technical Support 
• Hours: M-Sat 9AM - 8PM EST Risk Free 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
• FAX 606-674-391 7 l..riiitl ·~~~ - f1:'\DATA HUT• LOCAL 606-674-3916 .. 1::E1 ~ ~ ~~'J 1111:® 
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m...El<·TEK maxe 
A<n TOO LOO TOO T<n 

1 . 2 9 9 14.99 13.50 1 !R' 9 1 3 - 9 
3.99 5.50 5.50 5.99 5.50 

.35.99 

Conner Hard Drives 
3000 42MB 3.5" IDE 28ms 
3104 l 04MB 3.5'' IDE 25ms 
3204 209MB 3.5" IDE l 9ms 
Seagate Hard Drives 

$179 
' 349 
. 575 

SEASTl 57 A 40MB IDE 3.5" 179 
ST225 KIT 20MB w/Cont. XT 229 
ST238 Rll 30MB 
ST25l - l 40MB 
ST4096 BOMB 

RLL XT w/Cont. 239 
28 MS 1/2 HT 249 
28 MS _ 489 

Micrapalis 
1355 l 59MB ESDI FH 28MS 
1558 338MB ESDI FH l SMS 

. 469 
1199 

Plus Develop.ment Hard Drive Cord s 
Hord Cord llXL 50MB . 309 
Hord Card llXL l 05MB _ 459 

Mountain Internal!ope Backups 
40/l 20MB XT or AT . 
80/300MBAT 
Archive Tope Bock-up 

- 249 
. 499 

AlterDark for Norton Uti lities !I. 
W'1dows $26.99 The New 

The Farside Pri nt Shop 
Compu ter Calendar ProCom Plu• 
forWindows 49.99 V2.0 

JK Lasser's Income Pub lisher's 
Tax .... 42,99 Power Pak far 
Laplink Pro . 89,99 WordPerfect 
Lotus 1-2-3 for OuottroPro 
Windows 399.99 QEMM 386 V6 

MS Excel V3.0 for w/Manifest 
W indows 314.99 QuickenV5.0 43.99 
Norton Common er Stacker V2.0 
"WhileSupplies Tobias Toxcut 
Lost" _ $29.99 Turbo Tax '91 

Norton Des top or TurboTax\Quicken 
Windows . 79.99 5.0 Bundle 

We Stock 2 5 CXDher Software Titles 

.. ASE••• Nrms 

40MB Internal XT or AT 249 
BOMB Internal AT 325 
Irwin Tope Back-Up 
Accutrak l 20MB Internal Drive . 179 
Accutrak+ l 20MB External Drive . 309 
Accutrak+ l 20MB Internal Drive 239 
Accutrak+ 250MB Internal Drive 299 
Sony CD-ROM 
Ext. 7205AT/XTw/LoserLibrory 569 

Includes: Compton's Family Encyclopedia, 
Languages of the World, T oolworks, 
World Atlas and mare . ., 

'LOPIDRI VIS 
T ashiba Disk Drive Kits 
ND 04D I 12 HT 360K IPC/XT) '$59 
ND OBDEG l2MB IPC/AT) . 75 
ND 356T3.5" l .44MB AT Kit . 75 
Sony Disk Drives 
3.5" 720K IPC/Xf IAT) . 59 
3.5" l 44MB Slimline Bare - 59 
3.5'' l .44MB . 59 

MONI r ORS 
Ponosonic 14" Color 1024 x 768 
Cl 381 i l.28mm) . . $349 
Cl 395 non-interlaced l.28mm) _ _ 479 
Pockord Bell 14" Color 
8551VG VGA 640 x 480 I 51 mm) 199 
8539VG VGA 640 x 480 1.39mm) . 249 
8528SVSVGA l024x768128mm) 349 
NEC Multisync Color 
2A 800 x 600 14" 399 
3FGX 1024 x 768 15" 639 
4DS l024x 76816" . 999 
5D l 280 x l 0 24 20" 2099 
Sony 14" Color 
l 304HG l 024 x 7 68 Multiscon ' 599 
l 320 640 x 480 VGA 419 

I NPmEVI CIS 
!!! "" ,, 5 mar t Mceu s e 

.J~s:non SeriolMouse 
• l 00 / 800 DPI Resolution 
• Microsoft & PC Mouse Modes $25 
Etranics Wotto-Shaotoh Joystick $10.99 
Gravis Analog Joystick . 31.99 
IMSI Serial/Bus Mouse . 39.99 
IMSJ Pet Mouse . . 19.99 
Logitech Mouseman Combo 69.99 
Logitech First Mouse Serial . 39.99 
Logilech T rockmon Serial . .69.99 
Logitech Portable T rakman . 99.00 
Microsoft 
Ballpoint Mouse for Laptops 119.99 
Microsoft Serial Mouse w/Wind. 135.99 
Microsoft Mouse Serial/Bus . 79,99 
Mouse System 
Omnimouse II 
w/Point Bus/Ser. . . 49.99/35.99 
PC Trackball Bus/Serial 
w/Designer DOS _ _ . 59.99/44.99 
Summa Sketch 12 x l 2 . 339.99 

~!!~~a~!on 256 - - . . $279.99 
MouseSystems HondScan w/OCR 149.99 

1----=--::~'7::'"-"'--'i="--'~=~=cy=~":'::':'.:"'-- :!:O:U:h.:;;~t~c~~;7!~ 
[limit 1 per iystcm) Purc::h. s.cporole· 

l..\!:~~~~.!!!!J!!Lj=c!l.&'!;2!~~nm41.11.1<~cg.i;~[!!!J!!m worronty!!l 1y: cofry·in or moil-in 1 'I ' 

• 80C386SX/20MHz • 2MB RAM e•p.SMB •2400Blnt.Modem $I 8 
• 40MB Hord Drive • 3.5" l .44MB FDD with send/fox 99 
•Free Carryi ng Case • 6 40 x 480 VGA • l yr. depot warranty 

MATH COPROCESSORS Ml MORW,..ADI $om BM 
Intel Math CoProcessars Legend IBM'M Compatible PS/2 
8087 j5MHz) . . . $85 Memory Upgrades 
80872 J6/8 MHz) . 119 529795 5 l 2K 30-286 _$49 
80871 ll OMHz) 159 529802 2MB 30-286 . . 125 
80287XL 16.8, l OMHz) 529810 lMB70-E6l,70-l2l 79 

and 80C287 ll 2MHz) 79.99 529828 2MB 70-E61,70 -l2l . 129 
80287XL T Compaq L TE/286, 529836 2MB 70-A2l . _ 129 

and Tandy 2800 . . 79.99 529844 l MB 80·041 . . . . . 99 
80387SX-251SL·25MHz) . 145 529852 2MB80- l I l ,80·31 l . 149 
80387SX jl 6MHz) 119.99 Legend Memory available far Toshiba 
80387SX 120MHz) . 129.99 Laptops, AST,HP, Mac & Others. CALL 
80387 116, 20, 25, 33MHz)199.00 

BOARDS80487SX 120/25MHzJ 459.00 
Intel AboveboardCyrix Math CaPracessars 
Above Boord Plus w/5 l 2K $28982S87 18-20MHz 80286) . 79 Above Board Plus w/2MB - 39983D87-16 j l 6MHz 80386) 179 Boca Boards 

83D87-20 120MHz 80386) 179 Boca 1/0 2 Ser., l Par .4983D87-25 125MHz80386) 179 
Boca AT Plus OK - 10983D87 -33 j33MHz80386) 189 
Baca AT Plus 2MB - 22583S87 -l 6 I l 6MHz 80 386SX) 109 Baca VGA Basic .69

83S87-20 (20MHz80386SX) 119 lnlochip 
CHI ,,_,DS MMS Expanz Doto Compre ~\ ion Boord . 99 
256K loll speeds) CALL 

N1rwoRK•~•oDucrs
l MB lol l speeds) CALL NE\000 8-bit Ethernet . $134.99
Simms Modules !all speeds) CALL NE2000 16-bit Ethernet . 169.99
Sipps !All Speed>) . CALL 3COM 3C503 Etherlinkll PC/XT/AT199.99 
ACCIL IR~SRADI SMC Arcnet PC-130 8-bit board . 99.00 
BOARDS SMCArcnet PC- l 30E 8-bit board 119.99 
Sota Lontostic l OMBPS Starter Kit _ 499,00 
2861 Accelerator $199 Lantostic l OMBPS 
386SI Accelerator . 299 Ethernet Adopter . 229.00 
Express 386SX l 6MHz Upgrade 299 NEW Novell Networe Lite .69.00 
Expre» 386SX 20MHz Upgrade 349 Xircom Adopters . . CALL 
1/0 - II Drive Controller .... 89 

=- T R u N i=u " >I DEN& 
2400 Baud External no soflwore $69 

"'l 0 °AHayes Compalible 241Dnidhternolw/V.d2no soflware119 
"' 2 year warranty NEW 9600 Baud lntunol w/V .d2 & sohwore 279 
2400 Baud Internal w/soflwore $49 NEW 9600 Baud E...ternol w/V . .d2 no software 349 
2400 Baud Internal w/V.42 & software 95 

1'J \brba11m.fiPN'\!DI SIC/Ens 3M 
l3t/2 ' mnn 

31/2DSHD 

5 1/4" OS D D 

5 1 /D4S"H Dlll!TJ>I 
 9,997.50 9.99 9.99 8.99 

In addition to the above, we stock preformatted & color diskettes. 

3M DA r AcMr RI DGE s 
Regulor Pre-lormotted 
DClOOA{Mini) s 41 . 9 9 DClOOO(Mini) 14.50 DC600 HC/lotomo1 Tr.1 525.50 
DCJOOXL/P 20.00 DC20001Mini) .. 14.99 DC6150/Zelomot'" 28.00 

~rn~~ .-•u·~~ ~~j~?:~ous -~rn ~~~1~~§~~-~-•irn 
DC6525 . . 34.00 D<i,eCleoner 19.99 DC2120/Ximol'" 25.50 

. . .65.99 

. 45.99 
289.99 

.64.99 

. 82.99 
39.99 
49.99 

.72.99 

Okidata loser 400' . . . . CALL 
Okidato OL 830 w/PostScr ipt CALL 
Epson 
ActionLoser II.. 699 
EPL 7000.. I EPL 7 500.. _799/1999 
Panasonic 
4420' 8pgs/min. . . . . 705 
4450i' I 4455' 11 eqs/min. 1099/1799 

DOrMAr •• x EPSON'PRI Nrms 
LXS l 0 ../FX850.. /l 050' 157/289/399 
LQ200.. . 225 
LQ570.. /1070.. 266/369 
LQ870.. I l l 70.. • • • • 446/615 
LQ860..1Color)/2550'1Color) 549/859 
DFX5000' /8000' . __ 1289/2199 

D-...sonic . -=~=·.:.rn 
l 180.. I l 695.. 159 / 379 
1123 .. /1624" 199/339 
l l 24i .. I 1654.. 289 / 579 
2624"' Superquiet . . . . 389 
NEW Panasonic Colar Capable Printers 
2180" 9 -pin, 80 col. CALL 
2123 .. 24-pin, SO col. . ... . CALL 

OIQO\TA 
320· I 321 • CALL 
390+' I 391+· CALL 
393+' I 393C+' . CALL 
Diconix Ink Jet Printers 
l SOSI Parallel' I Serial!I09.99 / 319,99 
•1 Yr. Warranty 0 2 Year Warranty 

HPLASIRir p AC I F 
I NHANC I ME Nr• .s . •. ,.,,,, 
25-IN-I Font Cartridge ll/llP/lllP/111 $259 
l MB Memory Boord llP /111/lllD 99 
2MB Memory Boord llP/111/lllD 149 
Po•tscript Cartridge for llP/llD/111/lllD 349 

MODIM9ND 'AX BOAR 5 
Heyes Internal 
2400 Baud with Software . . . $239 
9600 Baud V.42 w/Sohwore 499 
I n le triayJs CompoJib Js I w isollwore} 
Practical Peripherals 
2400 I 2400 V.42 ' 75/169 
2400 IBM PS/2 199 
9600 V.42 . . . . . . ' 379 
Heyes E x le r• anlmftware i n c f • J 
2400 Baud .. . . ' . 329 
2400 Baud Pocket Edition 129 
9600 Baud V.42/V.42 Ultra .499/649 
Hayes Optima 9600 Baud Ext. 429.99 
Ex tmof Hayes Compatibles 
Intel 9600 Baud with Software 459 
All U.S. Robotics High Spee::l Models CALL 
Practical Peripherals 
24ooSA I 2400SA V.42 •• 169/199 

~~ - ~ 
2400 Pocket Modem . . . . 99 
2400V.42 Pocket Modem w/send fax 159 
Fax Boards 
Frecom Fox 96 Board . 99 

:~~~~~t~~~~~rJi~~~~~~ 2400 c!~~ 
Send/Receive FAX w/9600send/recv. 139 

tn~POlllTE'"CUSl01'1ERSl~~TE~D::~~~---;;;;;;~m;;;~~e ='=='=='=='=='=="="='=='=='=='=='=='===:=:=~~~~~~Wfi;trit~el,lo~r<~~ee~co~to~log~.~~~~~ 
We offer large bid opportunities. DUNS # 09-718·0517 Prices subiect ta change; eroducts subject fO ovoilobtlity. 

OPEN ACCOUNTS ··Nct 30 rcrm .~ OV(lilcble 1o O&B Not responsible for prinlin9 or typesetting errors. 

Pono1onic Flotbed 1, 11 , and Ill ... CALL C II I L Q t't p · · Coll for Wholesale Pricing on 3M Computer Ta~. Et ronics NEWlnternol 2400 Send/ Receive 
E mn Deskta~ Color Scanner 1099.00 ° or arge uan 1 Y ming. r - fax Modem w/9600 •end/receive , 99 

occountsroted 2A l or better, ocluol lreigh1 charges FOB Skokie, IL RETURN POLICY·· All soles ore final e:itcepldefectives which will be 
Phone (as above} lox orders lo Corporate Accounts 708-677-7168, replaced w ith id C!'rl ~cnl merchand ise only. Computers ond lar ge 
moil P.O.'s (as above) to Depl. C 1132. peripherols ·-3 work days ofter delivery; most small items, 30 co lender 
PREPAIDACCOUNTS··Use Visa, MasterCard, check, money order (no 7350 North Linder Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60077 days, ofter which manufacturer's worTtmty opp lies. No returns will be 
cash or c.o.d." s p!eosel.When ordering by mail please call in advance accepted wilhaut an RMA number. Urn;11.11horizlll!d re lurns and refused a o o 3 9 5 1 o o o 
!or shipping and handling charges. Shipments ta IL add 7.75% tax. • • In IL: 708-677-7660 shipments subject la 15% restocking charge. ALL ELEK·TEK 

M~/92m mdec $15 00_Circle 158 on Inquiry Card. ET Volueline is the telemarkefing and mail order department al Elek-Tek, inc. MERCHANDISE IS 8RANDNEW, flRSTOU AlllY AND co~{6~Tf1 L 

http:2400V.42
http:V.42/V.42
http:Serial!I09.99
http:PC/XT/AT199.99
http:33MHz)199.00
http:59.99/44.99
http:49.99/35.99
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286-12 @$285 386-SX16@ $399 386-SX25 @ $444 386-33 @ $599 486-20SX @ $699 
286-16 @ $299 386-SX20 @ $439 386-DX25 @$549 386-40@ $699 486-33 @$899 
*A/ltheabovesysterr6 include: CPUMJtherboard, 1 fff Ram, greatlooking Chasis, 20fWPIS, 1 . di 1 . 4E3 Drive, 1 : ROI HCController 

386-25 sx 
• 1MB Ram 
• Power Supply, Chasis 
• 40 MB Hard Disk 
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk 
•Keyboard 
•VGA Card 
• 1 024 x 768 Monitor 

$1,099 

386·25DX 
• 1MB Ram 
• Power Supply, Chasis 
• 40 MB Hard Disk 
• 1.2 & 1 .44 Floppy Disk 
•Keyboard 
•VGA Card 
• 1024 x 768 Monitor 

$1, 199 

386-33 
• 1MB Ram 
• Power Supply, Chasis 
• 40 MB Hard Disk 
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk 
•Keyboard 
•VGA card 
• 1024 x 768 Monitor 

$1,299 

486·20SX 
• 4MB Ram 
• 1 OOMB Hard Disk 
• Case & power supply 
•Keyboard 
•VGA Card 
• 1 024 x 768 monitor 
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk 

$ 1,599 

486-33 
• 4 MB Ram 
• 100 MB Hard Disk 
• Case & Power Supply 
•Keyboard 
•VGA Card 
• 1024 x 768 Monitor 
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk 

$1,799 
MOTHER BOARDS MEMORY MODULES MATH CO-PROCESSORS FLOPPY & HARD DISK CASES&POWERSUPPLY 
XT-12 ....$49 4464 DRAMS .... $1.75 80287-10 .......$89 CONTROLLER Baby AT Case with 
286-12 .........$89 41256 DRAMS . . . $1.25 80287-12 ... . .. $129 IDE Controller FD/HD $29 200W PIS . .. . . . $79 
286-16 ..... . ...$99 44256 DRAMS ... $4.50 80387-16SX ..... $139 MFM Controller 2:1 .. $69 Full Size Case with 
386 SX-16 ... .. . $199 1 x 1 MEG GRAMS . $4.25 80387-25SX .. $169 MFM Controller 1 :1 .. $89 200W PIS .... .. $99 
386 SX-25 . . . . .. $249 1 x 8-80 SIMMS . . . . . C 80387-20DX ..... $175 1:1 ALL Controller . $109 Mini Tower Case with 
386 DX-25* . . . . $159 1 x 9-80 SIMMS . . . . . A 80387-25DX . ... . $175 ESDI HDC/FDC 200W PIS ......$125 
386 DX-33* ..... $199 4 x 8-80 SIMMS . . . . . L 80387-33DX ... $175 Controller .... $159 Full Size Tower Case 
386 DX-40* ......$29 4 x 9-80 SIMMS . . . . . L 80387-40DX ..... $249 SCSI Controller ... $149 W PIS .. $170 
486-33* . . . . $299 HARD DISKS UltrastoreController $179 MONITOR & KEYBOARD ADD ON CARDS 
486 SX-20 . . . . . . $499 

MGC . .. . ...... $29 40 MB !DE .. . ... $179 MODEMS & FAX Monochrome Monitor $99 
• C Pnot included 

CGC .......... $29 80 MB ...... . . $299 CARDS VGA 1024x768, .31 dp$299 
TAPE BACK UP VGA 250 . $49 100 MB ....... $329 2400 BPS INT . . . . $49 VGA 1024x768, .28 dp$350 
120 MB . . . . $259 VGA IMB . . . . . . . $99 120 MB . . • . . . . $399 2400 BPS EXT .... $79 101 Keys Keyboard . $45 
250 MB . . . . . . . $399 Antivirus Card . . . . . $99 200 MB ... .... $599 960012400 Fax Modem $89 

Sound Blaster Card . $169 9600 BPS Modem . $399 [•II•] llll!!Jllll 
TOSHIBA, COMPAQ, AST, ZENITH, MACINTOSH MEMORY AVAL/BALE, TOO. ONE-YEAR WARRANTY • = '' ~ 

Purchase orders welcome 14451 Newport Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680 
Prices subject to change without notice. Add 4% for Mastercard 
or Vi sa orders. Net terms p lease add 5% to the total. Shipping(714) 731-5489 FAX: (714) 731-1538 and handli ng charges extra . Th ese are COD prices. 
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PC DIAGNOSTICS MADE EASY 
- ~- .. ,...... _.... __,.SPEED .. ... ' ·-- - ··-· - --~ 
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YOUR PC - ·i.J,.,:'iri!""T.:r~'l'.:r..'t,.,,, 1' 
You've seen the •li'iliilllMlilil· ;..· J,,..!-... t ~."i.. ,T~· 
1.1Jndmark Speed .- .\.;J.'T':Y1--:: ...~..T'~r"r..-.h,.t"
Ratingadverlised by ' ......~.::........ ...,. ..~ . __,,... ~ . 


many major PC manu
facturers, now you can have your own copy of the Landmark 
s.vstem Speed Tesr. Accurately measure CPU, math, and 
video speeds to make an informed purchasing decision, 
determine the best PC fer the jOO er maybe just win some 
bets in the office on whose PC is reallyfaster! Includes the 
Landmark AT CMOS RAM Setup program to update your 
system configuration on-the-fly. CALL for current pricing! -

PC WON 1TBOOT? THEN JUST 
KICKSTART IT! 
Don't replace your motherboard, use KickStart 2 'When 
serious hardware problems occur, nothing gets you up and 
running as fast. KickStart 2 measures power within 2 . 5 % 
on all four voltages, shows Power-On Self-Test (POST) 
failure codes, and features on-board ROM-based diagnos
tics allowing you to determine and remedy the problem 
Quickly, easily, and inexpensive/y1 

Built-in serial and parallel VO allows for testing via modem. 
or simply logging results to a remote terminal, printer or 
laptop. Vou can configure your own test routines and store 
them in KickStart 2's battery backed-up CMOS RAM saving 
valuable se tup time. Includes serial and parallel loopback 
plugs and Landmark JumpStart'"AT ROM BIOS for testing 
PCs that don't issue POST codes. KickStart 2 tests your 
system regardless of O/S (even UNIX). 

On-board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow com
plete control over testing in systems lacking video or disk 
(ideal for motherboard or system burn-in). 

KickStart 2 is the ultimate SECURITY CARD too! With both 
supervisor and user levels of password protection, you can 
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental run
ning of destructive tests. CALL for current pricing! 

KickSta1t 2 is ideal for permanent installation. It eliminates the need 
for an l/Ocard. provides remote and on-site diagoostic capabilities 
for quick repair time and otters a solid hardware based solution to 
unauthorized access with impenetrable password ptolection. -SLASH DOWNTIME AND 

OPERATING PROBLEMS 


THE 5 MINUTE SOLUTION TO 
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE 
With Alignll'"you can clean, diagnose, andalign your flop
p "rives in minutes without ascope. Patented technology 
requires only ascrewdriver to perform ANSI-accurate 
alignments (.3 mil). 

Align!! is ideal for corporate users with 2 or more PCs be
cause ii includes a "GOLD STANDARD" feature so you can 
align all your PCs to the same in-house standard, guaran
teeing that all your floppies are perfectly interchangeable 
between PCs. 

80% of all floppy drive failures can be fixed with Alignlt. So 
don't replace your drive, save time and money instead. 

Includes dual size floppies, (both high and low density) 
and no-mess pre-lubricated cleaning diskettes (both sizes) 
good for 180 uses. Replacements and single drive size ver
sions available. For all PCs and compatibles. 
CALL for current pricing! -PROFESSIONAL LEVEL PC 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
Landmark Service Diagnostics·· is ideal for professionals 
requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic test capabilities. 
Each module is CPU specific, including PC, XT, AT, 386/ 
486, and PS/2. Since 1981 major manufacturers like 
Wang, Xerox, Prime, Sony, DEC, NEC, and NCR have relied 
on Service Diagnostics to tackle their toughest operating 
problems. 

Intended for professional service and repair technicians 
Service Diagnostics is also easy tousefor the novice. ' 
Clear, concise on-line help and intuitive menus make 
finding system problems a breeze. Tests all CPUs, math 
chips, all memory, floppy, fixed and non-standard disk 
drives, standard/non-standard printers, system board, 
video, com ports and all keyboards. Utilities include low
level reformat, log bad sectors, edit bad sector table; the 
partition editor allows you to set up multiple parti tions; 
back-up program transfers hard disk image on unformat
ted floppies and allows for restore after reformat. 

Ideal for UNIX and other operating systems, the self
booting version doesn't require DOS. The manual offers 
troubleshooting tips to the component level. Also available 
in acomplete Kil including: all CPU specific software, dual 
sizefloppyalignmentsoftware (see Alignlt), and PC/XT & 
AT ROM POSTs. PC Magazine Editor's Choice 8190. 

-HOW TO DEBUG ADEAD PC 
Need an inexpensive solution for dead or problematic PCs 
and motherboards? Try KickStart 1 'Or JumpStart ROM 
POST'", two quick and easy to use debugging tools. 

KickStart 1test card shows power status on all four volt
ages and binary PORT 80 Power-On Self-Test codes. The 
manual translates error codes for easy failed circuit isola
tion. CALL for current pricing/ 

JumpStart ROM POST is a plug-in chip designed to replace 
your motherboard BIOS for testing purposes. Tests include 
CPU register and logic, 8087 math coprocessor, 8253 tim
er, 8237 OMA controller, 8259 interrupt controller, parity 
error and memory refresh logic, erroneous maskablelnon
maskable interrupt detection, display adapter (MDA, CGA, 
EGA), keyboard, keyboard controller, floppy controller. 
drive A: read Base memory at normal & slow refresh rates, 
and POST checksum. Display of motherboard switch 
configuration. CALLforcurrent pricing! 

"Overall, Service Diagnostics: 

Auousl 1990 
$~'VIC<>!.l•FIQ<"OS!'~ !~"Kl 

The Kil was the best performer. L.__ ____ _ _. 

(You can} locate and identity most of the computer 
problems you'll ever encounter. If you're running a 
service department, Service Diagnostics is not an option, 
it's a necessity." Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine 

• ::.erv1ce u1agnos11cs 1'111;1 1\11...::.i;vt ~~ t-ALL NUVV • 


•Service Diagnostics PS/2 Kil.SAVE$$ CALL NOW• 

• XT ROM POSLSAVE $$CALL NOW• 

•AT ROM POSLSAVE $$CALL NOW• 


-- Individual pncing available on all kit components, please inquire •. 


Circle 165 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 166). 

With PC Probe'" you'll save time and money when your PC 
starts acting up. In one easy-to-use package you get 
Diagnostics, Virus Protection (for over 7 O fkoown virus
es), Benchmarks, Pe1formance Enhancement Utilities, and 
System Information. Combined, this arsenal of tools will 
keep your system up and running at peak performance and 
remove the mystery about what's inside. 

PC Probe diagnostic testing quickly isolates the source of 
hardware problems, even locating bad RAM chips. It tests 
system board, RAM, video, keyboard, com ports, floppy 
drive, hard drive, Ethernet card and more. Run PC Probe 
tests in batch mode or single pass, remote or on-site. 

PC Probe allows you to increase your hard drive data 
transfer rate by determining optimum interleave and 
changing ii, prevent catastrophic data toss by performing 
data revitalization, reformat the hard drive, run external pro
grams, display and edit CMOS RAM on-the-fly, prevent 
accidental hard drive data destruction with passwords, 
diagnose problems with device drivers installed. 

The 200 page on-line manual has built-in table of contents. 
topic/text search, and troubleshooting tips. PC Probe comes 
with dual size floppies and 9 & 25 pin serial/parallel port 
loopback plugs. For PC XT, AT, 386, 486 and compatibles 
using DOS 2.0 or higher. CALL for current pricing! 

·Toll-Free Lifetime Tech Support 
• 90 Day Money-Back Guarantee 
• Federal Express Shipping 

CALL(800)683·6696 

F ai(813) 443-6603 •Vo i (811!) 443-1331 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

nIANDMARK 
R E S E A IR !It fl Ill ~ ~ N ~ 0 RJ Ff1 TA I 0 N 

Firstin PC Testing... Since 1981 
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() 
386/486 Mini Tower 

200 Watt Power Supply 

AMI BIOS 


VLSI Chipset 

INTEL Proccessor 

Seven 16 Bit Slots 


2MB BOns SIMM Memory 

(Expandable to 16MB) 


TEAC 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy 

Two serial, One parallel and 


One game port 

BOMB Hard drive 


Super VGA Card w/5 l 2k 

KFC Super VGA monitor 


(1024 x 76B) 

101 Full size keyboard 


DOS 5.0 


S)'IW Price S.1.495-00 * 

Computers 

Built to your 

Specifications 


at Competetive 

Prices!! 


12 Month 

Parts & I...ahor 


Warranty 


64K CACHE 

200 Wall Power Supply 


AMI BIOS 

OPTI Chipset 


INTEL Proccessor 

Eight 16 Bit Slots 


4MB 70ns SIMM Memory 

(Expandable to 32MB) 


TEAC 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy 

Two serial, One papallel and 


One game port 

BOMB Hard drive 


Super VGA Card w/512k 

(1024 x 76B) 


KFC Super VGA monitor 

(1024 x 76B) 


101 Full size keyboard 

DOS 5.0 


Syst.em Price $1895.00 * 

386/486 Full Tower 

256K CACHE 
200 Wall Power Supply 

AMI BIOS 
ETEQ Chipset 

INTEL Proccessor 
Eight 16 Bit & One 32 Bit Slots 

4MB 60ns SIMM Memory 
(Expandable to 64MB) 

TEAC 1.2 & 1.44 MB Floppy 
Two serial, One parallel and 

· One game port 
130MB Hard drive 

Super VGA Card w/lMB 
(1024 x 76B) 

KFC Super VGA monitor 
(1024 x 76B) 

101 Full size keyboard 
DOS 5.0 

SJiteaa Price SU9S 

OPTIONS FOR ABOVE SYSTEMS 

IRWIN ACCUTRAK 250MB TAPE BACKUP W/SOFIWARE $275.00 
IDENTITY INTERNAL 2400 BAUD MODEM W/MNP-5 & SOFfWARE 129.00 
CARDINAL INTERNAL TX/RX FAX MODEM W/AUTO DETECT 185.00 
IDENTITY INTERNAL 9600 BAUD MODEMV.42 BIS & MNP-5 399.00 
PANAMAX MAX4 4 OUTLET SURGE PROTECfOR 69.00 

ORDERS 800-524-1005 
* Prices and availability subject to change according to market conditions, and without notice! 
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Feature Products 

MOTHERBOARDS 

486-50 MHz .......................... $CALL 
486-33 MHz 256k Cache ...... CALL 
486-25 MHz 128k Cache ...... CALL 
386-40 MHz 64k Cache ........ CALL 
368-33 MHz 64k Cache ........ CALL 
386SX-25 MHz ...................... 249.00 
386SX-16 MHz ...................... 215.00 
286-16 MHz ........................... . 125.00 

l OCONTROLLERS 

Multi 1/0 IDE HDD/FDD w/ 
2S/1P/1G Port ..... ....... ......... .. $29.00 

IDE HDD FDD Controller ... 18.00 
AT 1/0 2S/1P/1 G port ............. 18.00 
Adaptec 1522 KIT .................. 187.00 
Adaptec 1542 KIT B~master 290.00 
MFM-AT Controller ............... 77.00 

. COMMUNICATIONS 

MODEMS 
Identity Int. 2400 BAUD with 
software ................................. $ 98.00 

Identity Int. 2400 BAUD modem 
MNP-5 w/software ............... 129.00 

Identity Ext. 2400 BAUD with 
software .................................. 120.00 

Identity Ext. 2400 BAUD modem 
MNP-5 w/software ............... 165.00 


Identity Int. 9600 BAUD with 
MNP-5, V.42 BIS ................. 415.00 


Identity Ext. 9600 BAUD with 
MNP-5, V.42 BIS ................. 475.00 


FAX MODEMS 
Identity Int.TX/RX ......... .... $135.00 

Adtec Int. TX/RX ............. ..... 135.00 

Adtec Int. TX/RX with auto detect 
voice/fax .... .. ... ....... ....... ...... ..... 189.00 


Cardinal Int. TX/RX with 
MNP-5 ... .......... .. ... .... ........ ...... 195.00 


Identity 2400 BAUD POCKET 
modem MNP-5 .. ................... 189.00 


VIDEO 

Trident 8900C w/256k .... ...... $ 79.00 

Trident 8900C w/512k ..... .... .... 99.00 

Trident 8900C w/lMB .......... 129.00 

Oak VGA wf256k ................ ... .. 69.00 

Oak S-VGA w/512k ................. 89.00 

Paradise w/256k .... .. .... .............. 69.00 

Paradise w/512k .............. .. ........ 89.00 

Cardinal w/256k ..................... 112.00 

Cardinal w/512k ...................... 149.00 

Cardinal w/lMB ... .................. 185.00 

Enhanced-VGA 1280 x 1024 


(XGA) ....... ............................. 215.00 
32k color w/software (ROM) 59.00 
CEG Chip w/software ............. 69.00 

MONITORS 

KFC 
14" SuperVGA.28 DP 
1024 x 768 _,_.._,,_, $334.00 

14" Super VGA .39 DP 
1024 x 768 _,,___,,_.. 285.00 

14" SuperVGA.28 DP 
Non-interlaced _,,_.. 370.00 

14" Multisync .28 DP 380.00 
11' Super VGA ...- ..-· CALL 

IDENTITY 
14" S-VGA .28 DP ............ .. . $335.00 

14" S-VGA .41 DP ..... .... ........ 280.00 

14" VGA .31 DP ..................... 295.00 

14" VGA .41 DP .................... . 249.00 


AOC 

14" Super VGA .28 DP ···· ··· $348.00 

14" VGA .31 DP ······ ··············· 295.00 

14" VGA Mono······················ 135.00 


PACltARD BELL 

14" S-VGA .28 DP ............ .. $355.00 

14" S-VGA .39 DP .... ...... ..... .. 275.00 

14" VGA .39 DP .... ................. 255.00 


DATA TRANSFER 

MAllDAT A 8Wl1'31D 
AUTO DATA..IWJICBJ!S 

GDD CllalRS 
NV.oDEK .Aall90 
~ 

PlllNT B VPFERS 
~ ~'lmllil 

LINE 800l5TElt8 

WE CARRY A COMPLETE 

LINE OF CABLES . 


•AND ACCESSORIES 

Printer cable 6 Ft ...... ..... ....... .... $5.50 

Printer cable 10 Ft ...... .. .............. 7.00 

Printer cable 15 Ft .. ...... .. ... .... ... 13.00 

Printer cable 25 Ft .......... .. ........ 25.00 

Printer cable 50 Ft .................... 35.00 


NETWORKING 

16 Bit ARCNet card ...... .. .... $108.00 
8 Bit ARCNet card ............... ... 65.00 
ARCNet 8 port active hub ... 173.00 
ARCNet 4 port passive hub ... 10.00 
16 Bit ETHERNet card ........ 156.00 
8 Bit ETHERNet card .. ..... ... 138.00 
C-NET ARCNet pocket adpt 210.00 
C-NET ETHERNet pocket 275.00 
3Com Ether Link II 3C503 CALL 
3Com Ether Link + 3C505 CALL 
3Com Ether Link 16 3C507 CALL 

POWER BACKUP and 

SURGE PROTECTION 


Leadman 550V A .................. $299.00 

w/Novell interface .......... ........ 39.00 


Leadman 1lOOVA ............ .. .... 599.00 

American Power Backup ..... CALL 

Panamax MAX4 Surge ... ...... .. 59.00 

Panamax MAX6 Surge .......... . 69.00 

Panamax SUPERMAX ...... .. 109.00 

QVS 6 outlet surge ......... .... ...... 20.00 


STORAGE DEVICES 

BARD DlllVPB 
SEAGATE 

WESTERN DIGITAL 
MAXTOR 

( Can °"' ri ce pSl' o d a11rti I a b i I i 

FLOPPYDlllVPS 
TAEC l.2MB ............ .... ... ....... $69.00 
TEAC 1.44MB ............... .......... 69.00 
TEAC 2.88MB ....... ........ .. ....... 125.00 
Toshiba 360 .. ...... ...................... 79.00 
Toshiba l.2MB ......................... 75.00 
Toshiba 1.44MB ....... ... ... .. .. .. ... 69.00 

TAPE BAClltUP 
Irwin 120MB Accutrak ....... $210.00 
Irwin 250MB Accutrak ......... 275.00 
Irwin 120 External Plus ..... .... 365.00 
Irwin 250 External Plus ......... 445 .00 
Identity 1201250 Internal ...... 255.00 
Identity 120/250 External .. ... 375.00 

PRINTERS 

IBM/Lexmark 9-pin narrow $CALL 
IBM/Lexmark 9-pin wide ..... CALL 
IBM/Lexmark 24-pin narrow .. CALL 
IBM/Lexmark 24-pin wide ........ CALL 
IBM/Lexmark Laser 5 ppm ....... CALL 
IBM/Lexmark Llser 6 ppm ....... CALL 
IBM/Lexmark Laser 10 ppm ..... CALL 
PANASONIC ....... .......................... CALL 
STAR MX:ronics ............................. CALL 

MISC. 

Media Vision Thunderboard $154.00 
Pro-Audio Spectrum .......... ... 355.00 
TRAX midi board ......... .. ....... 139.00 
Navstar PC interface .... ..... .... CALL 
DRAFIX Windows CAD ..... 595.00 
DRAFIXULTRA4.0 ........... 350.00 
ULTRA 386 Upgrade ......... .. 175.00 
DRAFIX QwkStart ............... 119.00 

Addi ti tiMa U~~ products 
PLOTERSDI G'll !llGTABLET-SJll CEMEMJRYPRODUt:SANDUFGRADESBM"ERI ES 


KEY BOARO.S:ASES POW: RSU PP ES-CD ROl\JIRVES-MU lJ" ME DA BOARDS 

TCS HI .lBCOP I E RSAX MACHN ES-TE Rl\llAL S MAT H:OP ROCE SS ORS 


Pri.ces and availability subject to change according to market conditions, and without notice! 

Not responsible for typographical errors. All returns must be in orignal packaging. 


Sales 800-S24-:IOOS Fax~ 508-778-:188? Tech suppott 508-778-:1897 


We a C CEp MAST" ER CAR Ir, S Ito serviceCM) ()~c COMPUTER DESIGN, Inc. 
. charge. Sor rip o4MEXo rC. CDl.

2 7 OCo ITill'lltni cat i o'Wl y -#40 

Hyannis~ 02601 
 ~ CHECSand M~LCCME~we p r odJ t sna yb es u b j El a 2 O % 
Fax(508)778-1887 
Phone (508) 778-1895 

res ct IDi ti g EN ore" me ftei Octcy s 

Business boon: Monday· Friday 9 A.M. to ILM. ~ 9 A.M. t os P.M. Eash!rn Standard n..e 
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Circle 183 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 184). 

Sending Your Computer to Medical 

School ..... Helps You Stay Healthy! 

Is that indigestion ... or a heart attack? Doctor Schueler's Home 
Medical Advisor gives you an enormous amount of accurate medical 
information with afew keystrokes. Developed by Board Certified Emer
gency Physicians and currently used in doctors' offices. 

The Symptom File's question and answer format generates over 600 
illustrations and 450 diagnoses. 

The Disease File gives info about the symptoms and treatment of over 
450 diseases. Know EXACTLY which specialist treats your problem. 

Learn how to treat over 130 injuries with the lnlurv File, everything 
from frostbite to ankle sprains. 

Identify and learn the side effects of over 800 prescription and over
the-counter drugs with the Drug File. 

Included are a Test File of medical tests and a Poison File listing 
household ingestions-greatfor mothers with toddlers. Registered users 
will be eligible for updates at a cost of five dollars, so YOUR medical 
encyclopedia NEVER goes out of date. Call now. This indispensable 
reference tool prints medical information for family and friends and makes 
learning FUN! 

Manufacturer's suggested price: $99.95 

Introductory offer: $69.95 s12K RAM EGA/VGA 

Same Day ShippingI IBM &Compal. 

See your software dealer or call 1·800·788-2099 
PI XE ICIE RF E QI l\IC. 

10460 S. Tropical Tr., Merritt Island, FL32952 


AMT INTERNATIONAi. 
(408) 432-0552. (408) 432-1790 
COMPAQ MEMORY 

DeaPIO 281 -E, 3811-20/2DE/25 
1MB 113131-001 ............ $125.00 
4MB 113132-001 ............ $33000 

DeaPIO 2HN, 386N ••d 3HSX 
2MB 118689·001 ............ $200.00 
4MB 118690-001 ............ $545.00 

DeaPro 3865 
1MB 113646-001 ............ $125.00 
4MB 112534·001 ............ $315.00 

DeaPm 388-33, 488-33 &SyslemPm 
2MB 115144-001 ............ $200.00 

AST MEMORY 
Brno·2B8, Worbt111on 

512K Kit500510·010 .. .......... $59.00 
2MB Kit 500510·002 ........... $150.00 

Premium 386·16/2DC 
1MB Kit500510·007 ............ $95.00 
4MB Kit500510·00B. ...$275.00 

P19mlum 3H·2D 
1MB K~ 500510-003 ......... $150.00 
4MBK~ 500510-004 .... ...... $350.00 

Bmo·388SX 
4MB K~ 500510-00B ............ $369.00 

P19mtum 388-SX/25133 S488·25 
1MB 500718-002 .............. $80.00 

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY 
Vect11QSl18S 

1MB 01540A....... .... $112.00 
4MB D1542A ........... .. $325.00 

2393 QUME DRIVE, 


SAN JOSE, CA 95131 


Vectro QS/2DPC, RS/25PC and 2DC 
1MB 0164 0A ... . .$126.00 
4MB 01642A ..... .$365.00 

Veclra 486PC 
1MB 02150A .. $115.00 
4MB D2151A .. $390.08 

IBM PS/2 MEMORY 

Models 30-286, E1p. Board 1497259 
512 KKil 30F534B .......... S54.00 
2MB Kit 30F5360 ...... .$175 00 

Models 70·E611121, 55SX, 65SX 
1MB 6450603 .. .... $95.00 

Models 70·E611121, 5DZ, 55SX,85SX 
2MB 6~50604 ........ $1·79.00 

Models 55SX, 65SX, 34f3077 &34F3011 
4MB 34F2933 . ... .. $370.00 

Models 70-A21 
2MB 6450608 ...... $150.00 

Models 80·141 
1MB 6450375 ...... $145.00 

Models 80·111/311 
2MB 6450379 .......$220.00 

All Models 70 ..d80 
2-BMBw/2M 6450605 ....... $489.00 
2· 14MB w/2M 34F3077 .. $500.00 
2·16MB wl4M 34F3077 ...... $92500 

Models 50, 50Z, 55 SX &60 
2-BMB 1497259 ...... $599.00 

LASER PAINTER MEMORY 

HewleH-Packard Laser JeUIP, Ill & HID 
1MB 334748 .. ...... $110.00 

DAAMIMGXI DRAM HXI 
1 MGXM20NS ... $500 4164-150 . ... 12.00 
1MGXMOONX ..•.. 5.25 4164 ·120 ..... 2.50 
1MGX l·B il'X .. 550 4164·100 . 2 75 
1MGXl-70NX 5.75 4164·80 ·· ... 3.oo 
1MGXl· 60NX .... 7.50 

2MB 334758 ......... $150.00 

4MB 334778 ....... $215.00 


HewleH·Packard LISI! JelllP & llD 
1MB 334438 ... .. $110.00 
2MB 334448 ....•... $150.00 
4MB 334458 ....... $215 00 

IBMLaser4019 ••d 4019e 
2MB 1039137 ....... $369.00 
3.5MB 1038675 . ... $469 00 

Canon LBP-811, 811R, Bill 
2MB S63·1BBO .... $225.00 
4MB PaillN/A ..... $439.00 

LAPTOP ANO PORT ABLE 

MEMORY 


TOSHIBA MEMORY 

1MB Model 1000SEIXE ........ $265.00 

2MB Model 1000SEIXE ........ $325.00 

2MB Model T1200XE ........ .... $230.00 

2MB Model 11600 ... .. ........... $230.00 

2MB Model T3100E ........... .. $175.00 

2MB Madel T3100SX ........... $175.00 

4MB Model T3100SX ....... .... $395.00 

2MB Model T3200SX ........... $175.00 

4MB Model T3200SX ........... $395.00 

2MB Model 5100 ................ $215.00 

2MB Model T5200.TB500 ..... $185.00 

BMB Model T5200.TB500 ..... $950.00 


ZENITH MEMORY 
1MB SupeiSpo11 286 & 2B6E$199.00 
2MB SuperSpo112B6 & 2B6E$350.00 
2MB SupeiSpo11 SX/Alpha ... $350.00 
4MB SuperSporl SX/Beta ..... $350.00 

DRAM - DRAM - DRAM 
DRAM64X4 

'46'·15 .............. 11.50 256Xl-120NS .. 1.99 


LOWEST PRICES 
SAME DAY SHIPPING 

Fax: (408) 944-9801 
COMPAQ MEMORY 

1MB Pmla ble LTE 286 .......... $175.00 
2MB Portable LTE 286 .. ........ $225.00 
1MB SLT-286 ....... ............ $225.00 
4MB 5LT·2B6 ............. ....... $775.00 

NEC MEMORY 
1MB Prospeed 286 ....... $270.00 
2MB Prospeed 386 .......... .. $450 00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
Zenllh Z·386/20fl5/33 & 33E 

1MB ZA36/3BOOME ............ $100.00 

4MB ZA3BOOMK ................$525.00 


Zonllh Z·386/20/20/25 &33 
2MB ZA3600MG . ......... $199.00 

Zenllh Z-386 SX 
2MB Z·605·1 ... ········-······ ··· $225.00 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
INTEL 

BOB7·5 MHz ........................$70.00 
8087·18\lHz ...... . . .. . ····-· .S7000 
8087·1 IOMHz S135 00 
80287-66MHz .... .. ...... $7900 
80287·8 BMHz ..•. •..... ...$79.00 
B02B7XL B/10MHz .. .................... $89.00 
B02B7XTL 11MHz (!>plop} ........$9900 
80287·10 10MHz 58900 
80C287-1212MHz .......... ........$109 00 
B03B7SX-16.. S129.00 
B03875X-20 . ................5135.00 
B03870X-20 . . S140 00 
80387DX·25 ... ............ . ....SIB5.00 
8038 7000 .... s195 00 

DRAM256X' AAA 2800-08 .......... 3.00 

256X<·120NL...... $5]0 MA2800·07 .......... 3.25 


4464 -12 . -·~· .. 1 93 256Xl-100NS •....2.00 256X4-100NS _..,....... 5.50 MA2800-60 .•.......... 4.50 
4464-10 ........ ..... 2.50 256Xl·80NS . 2.25 256XHONS . ... __ __5.75 1X4-80ZIPP ····---~·· 35.00 

DRAM ZSIXI 256Xl·70NS ...... 2.35 ZSIXl·STATC COL 1XHOSTIZtPP ··- 39.00 
256Xl· 150NS .......... $1.79 256Xl·60NS ........ 3.99 5125BP-10 .. .......... 1299 1x<-1osrr ZPP ..... 3900 

B03B7DX·33 ......................... S195.00 
WEITEK 

3167·2020MHz .. $300.00 
3167-25 25MHz ....... ........ $45000 
3167·3333MHz .... . ... ...........$500.00 
4167-25MHz ............. .$600.00 
41 67-33 MHz ... . $70000 

CYRIX 
BC87·8 . S5900 
BC287·10 7500 
8C287·12 .. ...... 8500 
BC2877-20 .. 8500 
BCJBMO ... .. $15500 
BC387-25. Sl5800 
8(381-JJ .5 17500 

llT 
BCB7-B ... ............... .. ... . ... ... ...... $69.00 
BC2B7·10 .. .. .... ·-··· $79.00 
BC2B7-12 ..... .......... $89.00 
BC2B7·20 . .. ........ $99.00 
8C3B7·20 ... . .. . .$175.00 
BC3B7-25 .. $17500 
BC3B7-33 ....... $200.00 

AMO 
BOC2B7·10 ............ $89.00 
BOC2B7·12 ····················· $110.00 

SIMM MODULES 
IBM TYPE 

Alldl t .aa1ors1PPS 
4Mx9-80 ..... . . S145 00 
4M:r.9 -70,,.. .145 00 
1Mx9·60.. . 40.00 
1Mx9-10... .. 40.00 
1Mx9-80 .. 4000 
1Mx9·70.. .40.00 
25619·70, 1200 
256.-.9- ·10 . 1000 
256x9 ·80 11 00 
156•9·60 ... ........1200 

APPLE· MAC 
1MxB·70 .. .... $50.00 
1MxB-10 ..... .............. ........... $40.00 
1MxB·BO .$45.00 
4xB·BO .... ...... ................ $190.00 
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The Only Thing More Reliable 

. Than Our Products 
Is Our Customer Service. 


Wemay carry the 
widest selection of 
the most dependable 

products in the industry but 
it's our customer service that 
sets us apart. And when you 
want to upgrade your com
puter, that's important. 

At Universal, we're knowl
edgeable about all of our 
products. So we'll be able to 
help you figure out what you 

need and how to install it.iitiAnd we'll do it in away 

that'll be very understand
able. 

We'll help you in other 
ways, too. 

Our prices are very com
petitive. And every product is 
checked for quality before it's 
shipped. Plus; you can have 
your order sent same day, 
overnight or whatever way 
you want. 

And after you receive your 
order, you won't have any
thing to :orry about e~ther

Because everything we sell 
comes with a5year warranty, 
a30 day, money back guaran
tee and is guaranteed to be 
compatible with your com-

be happy to give you the 
information you want. 

Overall, no one else works 
with you as much as we do. 

So if you want to upgrade 
puter. So you're covered .:your computer and you 
no matter what ~ need more than a 
happens. ~ I I . product listing, call 

Also, you can ~ 
always phone, ·::::111 ilirnl coM P 

fax or mail us ·· 
with any questions 
regarding our com-
pa;~~~!uc~. And w: ll. , 

11oRcHI [)lliQ~.8 ~8'ftKUW~QU :§:_::,fig, Intel ~Megg~~~ §.~. ··.·. 
Uf!UU1~~1[•1a:t•1!13•1'W
Orchid Technology 
Ramquest 16/32 

OK $229 2MB $329 

2-8MB for PS/2 50/55/60/70/80 

Ramquest8/160K$149 2MB $245 


BOCA Research 
Bocaram At Plus 
OK$119 2MB $199 2-8MB LIM 4.0 AT's 
&icaram AT/10 PLus 
OK $157 2MB $257 up to 4MB 
wIser &par ports 
Bocaram 2fer PS/2's OK$159 2MB $259 
Bocaram Xr-PS/2 30 lMB $159 

AST Research 
6pak 286 OK$109 2MB $209 

Rampa~ Plus 286 OK $239 2MB $309 

up to 8MB for AT UM 4.0 

Fa<;tram 2861 MB $279 

Cupid 32 OK $250 


Intel 
Above BoardPlus 8w/2MB $499 

VIDEO GRAPHICS CARDS 
ATI 

8514 Utra 512K PS/2 or BA BUS $469 
Graphirn Ultra 512K& mouse $565 
Graphics \!J~a~ w/512K $399 
N El'I V.GtlStereoXLw/1MB$375 
VGA Wo n ll/;d Mvll'mouse $239 

Orchid Technology 
Fahrenheit 1280 w/1MB &Sierra$399 
Prooesigner l!S 512K$2291 MB $289 
Prodesigner llMC forPS/21MB $399 

BOCA Research 
l'D'.:ASuper VGA 512K$139 1MB $179 

PRINTER UPGRADES 
Hewlett Packard 
Laserjet llP.111. lllD. lllP 

1MB $69 2MB $119 4MB $199 

Lase~et ll. 110 
1MB$95 2MB$1494MB $249 

Panasonic 4420 & 4450I 
1MB $109 2MB $149 4MB $249 

4450 1MB $179 4455 2MB $269 


Epson EPL 6000 &EPL 7000 
lMB $129 2MB $1514MB $255 

IBM 4019 & 4019E 
1MB $115 2MB $145 3.5MB $209 

OKl400, 800,820,830,840 
1MB $119 2MB $1694MB $219 

Canon 
LBP4 2MB$229 LBP 82MB $119 

•w1~wc•M111:11w-i:uc•l•11J!i1 
DRAM 

1X1-70NS$5.25 256X4-80NS $5. 15 

1X1-80NS $4.95 256X4-100NS $4.95 

256X1-80NS $1.99 256X1-120NS $1.75 

256X1-100NS $1.85 256X1-150NS $1.50 

64X4-80NS $3.00 64X1-100NS $1.75 

64X4-IOONS $27564X1-120NS $160 


SIMM/SIPP Modules 
4X9-70NS $199 4X9-80NS $169 

1X9-70NS $491X9-80 $45 

1X9-100NS$44 


MATH CO-PROCESSORS 
ULSI 

US83C87-16, -25. -20 &-33 $199 

US83C87-16SX $115-20SX$139 

New US83C87-40 $279 


Intel 
80387-16. -20, -25 &-33 $249 
80387-16SX $139 -20SX $189 
80287-10$8980287XL $125 

IBM PS/2 UPGRADES 
18MPS/2 Memory 
6450604 2MB MOD 50Z. 55SX. 70 $99 
6450608 2MB MOD 70A21 $119 
34F2933 &774MB PS/2SIMM$209 
30!15360 2MB for30-286 $99 
6450128 4MB MOD 90 &95 $269 
6450902 2MB MOD 90 &95 $129 
6150609 2-8MB MOD 50. 50Z. 60 $350 
6450605 2-8MB MOD 70 &80 $350 
34FJ077 2-14MB MOD 70& 80 
w/2MB$355 
34F:l011 4-16MB MOD 70 &80 
w/4MB$477 

Procom PS/2 Hard Drives 
Zero 2lot 124MB MDL 50 $795 
124MB MDL 50Z, 55SX. 70 $740 
200MB MDL50Z 55SX. 70$1065 

PS/2 Accelerators 
Model 50 &60 Intel Snap-in 386 
386SX-20MHZ $435 

Kingston 
SX-Now 386SX 20MHZfor50. 60. 50Z 
&30-286 $359 25MHZ $459 

Same day shipping by UPS, Federal 800/678-8648Express or OHL Order worldwide by 
P.O C.O.D., Af'O. FPO & credit card with 
no surcharge added. 20% restocking fee 
on all non-defective returns. UNIVERSAL 

· Universal. We'll 
11 L m111111111 i:::::: provide you with 

products and 
service that'll help 

you every step of 
the way. 

COMPA UPGRADES 
Compaq Deskpro 

Deskpro 386/20. 25. 20E. 25E &386S 

4MB Mcxlule $279 4MB expboard $327 

1Xskpro386/33 486/25 Systempro 

2MB Mcxlule $149 6oocketexp. brci 

w/2MB $395 


1/3 height floppy disk drives 
1.44MB$129 1.2MB $139 

Portable LTE 286 
1MB $99 2MB $169 4MB $449 

Portable LTE 386S/20 
lMB $209 4MB $469 

Portable 386/20 
1MB Upgrade kit $145 4MB exp/ext 
brd $375 


SLT2861MB $119 4MB $429 

SLT3861MB $129 2MB$255 

4MB $435 


LAPTOP UPGRADES 
Toshiba 
T1200XE/SE. T1600. 1:3100E.1J100SX. 
1'3200SX. 15100, 15200, 2MB $119 
1:3200SXC 2MB $159 4MB $329 
T1000SE/XE/LE& T2000SX 1MB $119 
2MB$229 
T1000LE &T2000SX 4MB $429 
T3100SX. 1:3200SX 4MB $239 
1:3200 3MB $254 

Megahertz Laptop Modems 
2400 BO internal $149 w/MNP5 $210 
2400/9600 FAX/Modem w/MNP5 $367 

I -VISA DP.A6SS · -UNIVERSAL MEMORY PRODUCTS 
15451 Redhill. Suite E, Tustin, CA 92680 
Phone: 714/258-2018 Fax: 7141258-2818 

"'------------M E M 0 R Y P R 0 D U C T S----------- 
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Circle 167 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 168). 

VLTIMA EL Efll"DNI CISORP . 
MAIN OFFICE 
9F , NO. 18. ALLEY 1. LANE 768, SEC. 4, PATE ROAD. 
TAIPEI. TAIWAN, R.0 .C. TEL: 886·2-7885470 (REP.) 

FAX: 886-2-7885657, 7885655 

USA BRANCH 
1156 ASTER AVENUE. SUITE A, SUNNYVALE, 
CA 94087, U.S.A 

TEL: 408-246-9208 FAX: 408-246-9207 

DENMARK 
UNIPRO SCANDINAVIA BIAKEMOSEVEJ 32, 8361 

HASSELAGER. DENMARK 
TEL: 4586286366 FAX : 4586286870 

HOLLAND 
SOECOMA COMPUTERS NED. BV DOMMELSTRAAT, 

ZUID 23·25 5503-NA VELOHOVEN THE NETHERLANDS. 

TEL: 31-40-533515 FAX · 31-40-544535 

HUNGARY GERMANY 

HUMAN soft Electronics ltd. A,. P SUPEAWAVE ELECTRONIC GMBH M. 

11 - 1149 Budapest. Angolu, 24/b HUNGARY VON RICHTHOFEN STA. 15. 1000 BEALIN 42 

TEL : 361·183 3930 FAX: 361·18311789 TEL : 030-788·040 FAX: 030-786·41 47 

GERMANY TUt 1B14 19 BURVA 

ELITO ELECTRONIC GMBH NUMBERGER R+ P COMPUTER GMBH OUERSTUCKEN 

STA. 41 8570PEGNITZ/OFR. GERMANY 3A, 2000 NORDERSTEDT. 

TEL: 09241/5065 FAX: 09241/1508 TEL: 040·524·50·38 FAX: 040-524-29 -01 

ALL IN ONFJ----------. 


Fax, Scanner, Printer, Copier 

WHAT-YOU-PRINT-WHAT-YOU-FAX 

SEND faxes directly from any Windows 
application in the same format as if you would print 
it to LaserJet printer . 

RECEIVE faxes as files and print them to 
your Laser I et printer. 


SCAN full page documents, and save them as 

PCX, TIFF , MSP or DCX files . 


COPY documents on plain paper via LaserJet or 

directly on fax paper. 

Or n.n off your PC and use ETFAX7 as a 


STAND-ALONE FAX MACHINE 

COMPEX INTERNATIONAL INC. 
3 1l Broadway Street Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 39SA 

(617)354-5045, FAX (617)864-9516 
AMEX, VISA, MASTER CARD, DINERS 

$595 


1-800-626-8112 

Or call Get-a-Fax at 617-354-1133 from 
your fax machine, and ask for document ti 3011 
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Accessories/Supplies • Add-In Boards 

Pro-tecT Computer Products 

Pro-tecT,™ "The Keyboard Protector" 
All computer keyboards are vulnerable,Pro-tecT _ 
open to attack! Dust, food, liquid, spills, "A 

"ThKeeyboRr dt e t 	 61~A5TER WAITING TO HAPPEN." 
Pro-tecT Computer Products, the 

leader in Computer Protection, has 
designed a transparent, flexible, durable 
custom keyboard cover that remains in 
place during keyboard use! Highest Quality 
Keyboard Protector available on the market 
today, or full refund guaranteed! Available 
for most popular keyboard makes and 
models. When ordering always specify 
keyboard make and model. List$ 2 4 . 9 5 

Toll-free 1 IJ. O O - 6 6 9 - 7 7 3 
Fa.601-295-7786 

Distributors wanled CeBIT Booth A4 U S A # 6 

. 

9 

Circle 224 (RESELLERS: 22S) on Inquiry Card. 

PCS-EQUIPMENT 
Printers • Displays • Scanners • Drawers 

PC Card which .turns your PC into a POS Terminal 

SINCE 1928 

Zaehringerstr. 326 
0-7800 Freiburg 
Germany 

Phone 49-761-552719 ° 54915 ~~ 
FAX 49-761- 5 68 81 ~ 

Circle 194 on Inquiry Card. 

LOW COST 

Interface & Data 


Acquisition/ 

Control Cards for 


PC/XT/AT 


IIEEE-488 Card [PC488A/C] ....... $145/2951 

• Includes DOS Device Driver & Sample Comm. program 
• PC488C card contains Built-In Bus A nal- zer hardware & software 

RS-485/422 Card [PC485A/B] ... $125/175 
• SerialAsync. Comm up to4,000ft; 2 or 4 wires; NS16450 
• PC485B card has 2 independent channels (UARTs); Coml-4 
• Protected vers. uses trans. volt supress. & auto reset fuses 
• Hi h s eed AF version (256KB) - $165; All include software 

Digital 1/0 & Counter [PCL720] ........ $175 

• 	 32 Digital Input I Output Channels, 3 channel programmable 

counter/timer; User-configurable clock source; Breadboard area 

\ 12BlT AID/A Digit.1/0 [PCL711s] .... $2951 
• 	 8 single-ended Anlg IN, 2 Anlg OUT; AD574; Conv. time 25ftS 
• 	 16 Digital In ut/Out ut channels; Wiring Terminal Board incl. 

12Bit A/D/A & Counter [PCL812] ..... $395 
• 	 16 single-ended Anlg IN 2 Anlg OUT; AD574; Conv. time 25ftS 
• l!: 0 \!:,5V. ± JV; Programmable counter /timer (8254) 
• OMA and interrupt capability; Utility softwar for Basic incl. 
Call for more Information. MC/VISA/AMEX 

750 N. Pastoria Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA 
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521 

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card. 

Add-In Boards 

433 N. MATHILDA AVE. • NNYVALE, A94086 • (408) 746-1590 • FAX (408) 746-1593 

Circle 1 86 on Inquiry Card. 

DISK AND DRIVE 
EMUIATORS 

New PCE/2-SR 
SRAM Emulator 

• Multiple models, EPROM, flash, battery-backed 
SRAM technologies 

• Capacities from 180K to 14MB, single and dual disk 
emulation under MS DOS 

• Autobooting- On-board programming 

CURTIS, I NC. 2837 No. Fairview Ave.• St Paul, MN 55113 

MSDOSisatrademarkofMicrosoH 612/631-9512 FAX612/631-9508 

Circle 193 on Inquiry Card. 

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYST1EM II 
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE 

FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES' 

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN, 
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE ... 

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound 
editing allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (lo 20 KHz) and 
compression levels. Afour-voice music synthesizer is included also! 

VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard 
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or entertainment 
programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once-more from disk. 

HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone 
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturd y vinyl-clad steel. 
Attaches to parallel printer port without affecting normal printer operation (U.S. Patent 
4,812,847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (110 volt UUCSA listed), 
and comprehensive user manual included. 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95 
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 MON-FRI, 8 AM TO 5 PM PST 

Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders. CODs (with prior approval) 
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type 
when ordering. Add $ Sshipping charge for del ivery in USA and Canada. Foreign 
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM configurations available. 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. 

@ CO\IOX iNC. 
675 Conger Street 
Eugene, Oregon 97 402 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT 

CATALOG TEL (503) 342-1271 
FAX (503) 342-1283 
BBS (503) 342-4135 

Circle 191 (RESELLERS: 192) on Inquiry Card. 
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Add-In Boards • Communications/Networking • Computer Systems 

Fastest ESDI Performance 
for the Fewest $$$$ Spent 
AT compatible with 64K cache 
Completes ESDI command in 25 microseconds 
Power sequencing/Spare sector 
Programmable drive split & head/cylinder skew 
1:1 interleave/56-bil ECG 

Onboard BIOS wilh color EDIT windows 
Supports: . 
10, 15, 20 & 24 MHz ESDI drives 
NOVELL, DOS, Xenix, Unix & OS2 
Floppy drives & 3rd tape drive 
Up lo 2 GByle per drive under DOS 
Duplexing & mirroring under NOVELL 

I 

256 bytes/sector HP drives (MH-11 66) Maple Systems, Inc. 
512 bytes/sector drives (MC-1165) 2380 Qume Dr Suite B 

JLJADIC San Jose, CA 95131 

w~N~ 408 456-0355 FAX 408 456-0356 

PCSS-81 
Intelligent 

Serial Coprocessor 

Circle 206 on Inquiry Card. 

• On board processor handles serial 

communication tasks. 

• 32K-128K Dynamemory. 

• Eight ports per board. 

• High performance  low cost! 

• DOS, SCO XENIX, SCO UNIX drivers included. 

To order call toll-free 1-800-282-GTEK(4835) 

GTE K ® ,INC. 

Development Hardware & Software 

P.O. Box 2310, 

Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A. 

M ississippi & Technical Support (601) 467-8048 •Fax: (601) 467-0935 

Circle 197 on Inquiry Card. 
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THE $99.95 
EMBEDDED 
EDUCATION 

Le am how to program and interface atthe 
machine level with the PRIMER 

'--- ---  ------' TRAINER. The8085-based PRIMER 

TRAINER comes complete with a Monitor OS, digital I I AYO ,D A. timer, 
speaker, display and keypad. The 75-page Self-Instruction manual takes you from 
binary number systems to processing interrupts, to interfacing temperature 
sensors. Start programming with machine language, then move on to Assembler, 
and then continue on with multi-tasking BASIC or Forth compilers. Ideally suited 
to beginners as well as advanced high-level programmers. EMAC micro training 
systems start at S 9 9 QuSn\'ki\ 10, for the PRIMER kit. 

-rn -'-. . 618-529-4525 F ax;618-457-0110 c I .u.L.. I ncP. <Box 2042, Carbondale IL62902 

Circle 196 on Inquiry Card. 
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Computer Systems 

ROM Based AT Systems 

• Run DOS from ROM 
• PC code compatible 
• Large memory space 
• NEC V53 uP 
• Passive backplanes 

KS !NEC V53 uP(286eq). 5 Serial, 2 bmg1e f:jOara t.;Ompurer
Par., Clock, Watchdog. Max: 4M 

Ram, 2M Rom, 512K Sram. $399-ql c.cccr:. 
oem c. cc c.. 
KS :3\140 uP. 3 Serial, 2 Par., Clock, c 'C.. c c:::=' c 
Flop, Keyboard. Max: 512K Ram, 303-444-7737
512K Rom, 384K Sram. $249-ql oem 

Fail03- 786- 99 
Easy steps to burn code and DOS in 655 Hawthorn Ave., Boulder CO 8030· 

Circle 203 an Inquiry Card. 

Rackmount Solutions 
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - OTY 2 5 PRICING 

Rackmounl Chassis 19"x7"x17" $183 
RackmounlVGA Monitors $531 
Rackmounl Monitor Shelf $113 
Rackmounl Keyboard Shelf $88 

RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - Oly 1 Pricing 
RMS286·12 $549 RMS386-33 $1095 
AMS386SX-16 $795 RMS486·33 $1695 
System Platforms include 7' Rack mount Chassis, 
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory, 
IOE. FOG. 2·Ser. Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Oisk 
Drive, 1Year Warranty 

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS -15 Models up lo 20 Board Slots 
SLOT CPU BOAROS - 486, 386. 386SX, 286 
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome 
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21' to 96' high 

2468 Armslrong Street 
Livermore CA 94550 
(510) 447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559 

Circle 226 on Inquiry Card. 

50 MHz 80486 ISA/EISA 24 MIPS 

FEATURES 
• 641256K Write Back Cache 
•Burst Mode Design 
•Shadow RAM on Video & BIOS 
• 64MB 32 Bit Memory Expansion 
•Baby-size with Eight Expansion Slots 
• UNIX, OS/2 & Novell 100% Compatible 
•One Year Full Warranty 
• Made in the USA 

- Complete DesklopSystemwith 1 -2 MB Floppy 
MODEL CACHE MIPS OK 4M HD/Floppy Controller. 101 Keyboard and 
486/50 64K 24.0 CALL CALL 4MBMemory 
486/33 64K 15.2 11 95 1395 
486/25 64K 11.2 1095 1295 MODEL BASE MONO VGA486/20SX 64K 9.0 895 1095 486/50 CALL CALL CALL386/40 64K 9.8 695 895 486/33 1795 1970 2245386133 64K 8.3 625 825 486/25 1695 1870 2145 
"256 Cache Available 486/20SX 1495 1670 1945 

386/40 1295 1470 1745 
Third Generation Feather Light 386/33 1225 1400 1675 
SONIC 386/20SL NOTEBOOK 

·Fee, UL & CSA Available 
'Towe<-Add $200 Hard Drive Available 

386SX with IDE/2S/1P 

BOARD 
366SX-16 ...................... .... .. .. ........... 230 
366SX-20 ................. ............... ..... .... 269 
386SX-25. . ......... 269 

• Latest lnlel 386/20SL Chip Set 
• Intelligent Power Management 
•Total Weight 4.8 lbs. 
• 2 Mb of RAM (Max 8 Mb) 
• 0/16/64 KB Smart Cache Architecture 
•Crisp 640X480 VGA Display 
• 1.44 Floppy Disk 
•Whisper Quiet40 MB Hard Disk 

60/80 Mb Optional 
• 1 Serial, 1 Parallel Pmt 
• 80 Key Keyboard with Full 101 Key 

Emulation 
• J-Key Mouse Design 
• 3 Hours Battery Pack 
• FCC Class B Pending 

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC. 

BARE BONE SYSTEM UUFCC B 

366SX-16 ............ ... ....... ................. ... 370 

366SX-20 .......... ............................... .409 

366SX-25 ................ .. ................. .. .... .429 


HARD DRIVE 

QUANTUM !DE 52MB .. ....................215 
QUANTUM !DE 105MB..... .. ...339 
QUANTUM IDE 200MB....................699 

47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538 
Tel: 510·623-3818 FAX: 510-623-3840 
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Data Acquisition • Disk & Optical Drives 

*COMMUNICATION 
* INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 
*PC INSTRUMENTS 
* SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE 

Circle 207 on Inquiry Card. 

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition 

•Inputs t o 235K samples pe r second 
•Outputs to 250K samples per second 

FFT and FIR-filtering 
Digitlll Signal Processing at 10 MIPS 
16 MHz CPU with DRAM to 5!2K 

DAPL'" Operating System 
•I 00+ standard commands 
• Custom 

commands in C 

2265 116lh Avenue NE 
Send for FIE E catalog. Bellevue, WA 98004 

Or call ms( 2 0 Q p 3 - 2 3 4 5 FAX (206) 453-3199 

Circle 209 on Inquiry Card. 

Instrument Control and Data Acquisition 
Free 1 9 2catalog instrumentation 
products for PCs, workstations, and 
more . Features I E - E 4:8 l:tnterfaces 
and software, plug-in data acquisition 
boards, VXlbus controllers, DSP 
hardware and software, and signal 
conditioning accessories. Application 
software for compl e te acquisition, 
analysis, and presentation of data, 
including graphical interfaces . 
Application tutorials and training 
classes also detailed. 

512-794-0100 F A '612-794-8411 

1-800-433-3488 ( U .&!Lanada) 


National Instruments, 6 5 OB4idge Point Parkway, Austin TX 7 8 7 3 

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card. 

NEW SHARE A SIGEN 250MB PORTABLE NEW 
TAPE BACKUP & REDUCE COST/USER 

No controller card required. Connects to parallel port. Installs in less than 3 minutes. 
Greatfor Laptops. 9.5 MB/min transfer rate. 

Capacity 
60/100 MB 1/4" cartridge


250/500 MB 1/4" cartridge 

1200/2000 MB 4mm DAT 


~ No?~K§:~86
NOVELL* Unix, Xenix 

Industry standard S VTO Btus 
software and for file server based 
NLM and VAP Tapeware. 

z 

O 

Fax Boards/Machines • Keyboards • Memoty/Chips/Upgrades 

FAX·O,M,A~IC ". P!"'""'"''I" 
. , •ll~ ~ ~l~ -r ffl 

• ~,~~ obt~~ 
' O, _ _ _ ~ · v,~ 

1.urlUl l "'lr ... , 

FAX-0-MATIC™ 
plain paper fax 

solution 

A receive-only fax which 
prints out incoming faxes 

on plain paper through a laser printer or inkjet printer. 
512Kmemory saves to 30 pages. Prints at 150 dpi or 
300 dpi. Scales to receive legal or A4 European size 
paper. 2-yearwarranty. 60-day money-back guarantee. 

$399 
T AL II'RE.llS YS TEMS

11~WEEK 
ANALYSTS CHOICE 

2 5 8!1. Bay sUmd"~a !Pdt oCA 9 4 3 0 
( 4 14>!:1 3 9 a IP h o n(e 4 I <D!:I 3 - 7 6 ax9 

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card. 

CUS10M KEYBOARD PRODUCTS 
• Custom Key Imprinting-all brands! 
• Custom Colored keys for IBM~ DEC~ 
Wyse~ Key Tronic~ Cherry~ and more! 

• Full color keyboard templates made to 
your exact specifications. 

• Custom and stock keytop label kits for 
software support & languages. 

• Custom membmne & full-travel keyboards. 
• Express turnaround services. 
• A total line of keyboard enhancements. 

CUSTOM HafLINE 800 937-1337 
fro m the leader in Keytop lnnovationsni P.O. Bad 3 l(l)e pBYJE 

Corn vAilll6:~ 2 5 

602 634,7515 
FAX 602 634-4620 

Circle 199 on Inquiry Card. 

I Cs PROMPT DELIVERYlll Same day shipping (usually) 
Quantity one prices shown for December 22, 1 .. ! 
DYNAMIC RAM EPROM 

4M BoardforhpLl'sw/2MB $125.00 27C4001 s121<xe 150 ns s2e.oo 
SIMM 4Mx9 eons 155.00 D2eF010 128Kx8 150 ns 24.00 
SIMM 1Mx9 60 ns 55.00 27C1000 128Kx8 150 ns 10.00 
SIMM 1Mx9 eons 44.00 27C512 64Kx8 120 ns 6.95 
4 Mbit 4Mx1 eons 25.00 2112e 16Kx8 250 ns 3.40 
4 Mbit ~Mx4 eons 2e.oo STATIC RAM 
1 Mbit 1Mx1 eons 4.55 1 Mblt 128Kx8 Pseudo 12.50 
41256 256Kx1 eons 1.90 62256LP 32Kx8 100ns 5.90 
41256 256Kx1 100ns 1.75 Sat dol. on Fed·Ex orders recoived by:
44256 256Kx4 eons 5.25 Th: S-2 1-4 lbs S0.25 Fr. P-1 1 lb 5 17.00 
4464 64Kx4 100 ns 1.50 FED-EX COO +$5.00 .. . .. 

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC. 
24,000 S. Peor ia Ave., Beggs. 0 K 74421 
MasterCarcUVISA or UPS CASH COD • No minimum order . (918) 267-4961 
$1 t or packing materials . Shipping and Insurance extra. 

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card. 

LAPTOP MEMORY 
UPGRADES FOR ALL POPULAR MANUFACTURER S, INCLUDING: 

• Toshiba • Compaq 
• Epson • Hewlett Packard 
• Panasonic • Sanyo 
• IBM • Leading Edge 
• Texas Instruments 

• NEC 
• Packard Bell 
• AT&T 
• Sharp 

• Zenith 
• AST 
• Everex 
• Bondwell 

The MEMORY Depot 
" Y 0 Ur SrhEDrp<yRi p fid if S 

All Pmducts Covered By Manufacturers's Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
Guaranteed 100% Compatibility. We accepl VISA. Mastercard. C.O.D. and P.O.'s 

Call Now For Current Prices! 800-237-2447 

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card. 
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Phone (408) 737-3904 ·Fax (408) 737-3910 
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Modems/Multiplexors • Multimedia 

9600 bps MODEM $169 
Compucom is one of the few modem manufacturers 
who develops its own modem technology. 95+% of all 
modem vendors use third party designs and/or chip 
sets. They're modem manufacturers...Compucom's the 
modem innovator. See for yourself I int I ext. 

• Speedmodem Champ, 9600 bps esp $169 / 199 
• Star, 14,400bps v.32/32bis,csp, v.42/42bis$499 / 539 
• Storm, 9600bps v.32,csp, v.42/42bis $299 / 339 
• Remote Pro, remote access software $59 
• Voicemail, fax, caller I Cbpt.-- 30 day money back trial 

CALL NOW 
(800) 748 6840, (415) 499 7600, Fax (415) 499 3366 

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card. 

IMAGING CARDS MODEL 1-800-292-1160 
-512/24 512x480x24 - New 

Full 24 bit color board, mull. in, 
24 bit RGB out ....................$ 7 9 

-512 512x480x8 - Adv a n c d 
grayscale board. Multi res/multi 
image, 4 inputs, in/out LUTS, 
dual ping-pong buffers, RGB 
out... ........... ...... ........ ... ..... ...$ 7 9 

-02 256x240x8 Workhorse 8 
bit grayscale. 2 inputs, 24 bit 

Vi d EFa me gr ab bfears RGB out, cursor ..... ....... ... ... $ 4 9 5 
t h KT/ /ff I 8 6 -03 256x240x6 Economy 6 bit 

version of -02 above ... ..... ...$ 3 9 5
• Real time grab/display 
MCNISNCOD

• Complete with software 

• 60 &.50 ~z. Video Contra/Vision
• Quahty since 1987! 

Box 596 Pittsburg. KS 66762
• Money back guarantee 316-231-6647 Fax : 231 ·58 16 

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card. 

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 
PCX, TIF, GIF and more file formats. 

IBM PCIXTIAT Compatible, NTSC & PAL 


VGA VIDEO GALA ...•....•....$595.00 Three boards in one: VGA+ VCR output +Live video in a 

window. Captures 640 x480 true color. 

VIDEO GALA .......................$499.00 Captures 640 x480 true color in real time. 

GALA GS ........•...................$399.00 Capture 640 x480 with 256 shades of grey in real time. 


HRT 512-8 ..........................$995.00 
Multifeatured high pertormance industrial model with 
an Image Processing Library. 512 x512 i1 256 shades 
of grey. 
HRT 512-24 .. .................... .. $1995.00 
Same as HAT 512-8 except in 24 bit color. 

•'lflRlJlll}f
P.O. Box 76, Lewiston, New York 14092 U.S.A. 
Tel: 416 -497-6493 Fax:416-497-1636 

Circle 198 on Inquiry Card. 
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Multimedia • Programmable Hardware 

Video Capture and 
Image Processing 

• Low-cost 
• Frame Grabber 
• S/EVGA-Compatibility 
• 8116 bit Capture 
• Full JP Functionality 

• Windows 3.0 • Easy-to-use • Video Calibration

Ama,..l·nWc • Radiometric Calibration 
:::I • Device Independent 

LJfOmQ iOn 603-598-3400 • Fa:~ 603-598-3422 
Circle 228 on Inquiry Card. ______,,......""" s s d 

-115~~~-I(~.... "'"·...;· uper oun .. 
1;:;=~-1....._.,.._..... :~;o.;,::\' •it.I Best Value! 

••'!it ~lg Easy To Use Too! 
~·Jii\if- ........ .,_ ~. '." : :£.~ - Digital Audio Authoring 


""' ._ .,... .,, ~ 1 -· ,! Workstations 5239 - 5640 

· """' .._. - II t;it=I Ha\·ing Problems Wieh Hig Name Prnducts or-


G~~~~1~;;~~~~twi1tJ~J,,;ooib~~k;'v\0~uT~1l18~d;i~1·~~e 
our DLLs, Create SuperSound, SoundBlaster, Covox, 

Disney Sounds; Import sound files from Mac, Amiga 


IBM-PC DOS DIGITAL AUDIO from $20 ~,:;:~~~;:~~:;:•;::::; 
USA Made High Quality,30 Day Money-Back Guarantee 
•ll~EHAVING A CASSETTE TAPE AECOAOER IN A PC. e No Exlre Charge torTechnlcel Suppon on ourproduct1. 
• Festes1, eule,t Editors w!th the most features !or the price. • OOS Extender Vertlon. Up To '6 MS Wor~lng Space. 
•Simple hardware / 1oflware 1n,1allation· NO OMA Jumpers. •Programmer'• Llbrarl111 !or Popular Languages. 

Products by Silicon Sfrnck. 4760 Castlewood Dri\'c, San Jose, CA 95129 
Ph:408 - 446 - 4521 FAX: 408 - 446 - 5196 

T 11: hln!o./Orders: 800 - 969-4411 Ask for F R ERflODUCT CATALOG. 

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card. 

EP· 1140 E/EPROM & ~tcontroller Programmer 

<> Supporls lhe NEC 8 -0-SingleEXEfileforeosy 

Mbit EPROM and all updates 

EEPROMs from 2716 to <> Lifetime FREE soflwore 

16-bit. 4 megabit updoles available via 

<>Connects lo the slon· BBS (713) 461 ·4958 or 

dord parallel prinler port US Moil 

on IBM and compolible <> Coll 1 8 0 0  2 5 · 
<> Qualified and rec- 2 1 Oaf.lo complete Iii· 

ommended by Intel, eroture packet and demo 

National Semican- dis k 

ductar, Signeticsand <>Mode in the USA 


olhers $895.00 

BP~ 

Houston, TX 77043 • PH: (71 3) 46 l ·9430 • FAX: (713 ) 461·74 13 

© 1991 BP Mic•o~ystem5 , Irie 

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 202 on Inquiry Card. 



Programmable Hardware 

SuperSite™ 
Programs it All! 

for only $695 

PLO, GAL, Micro, PROM, EE/PROM 


Get the best 40 pin-device 

programmer today and receive a 

free CUPL Starter Kit. 


14 Day Money Return Policy. 


For more information call: 


Vail Silicon (305) 491-7443 
Circle 205 on Inquiry Card. 

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER, EMULATOR, & TESTER 

TUP-400 $745.00 NW 

I New Improved hardware and software. 
I The most complete PC-based Universal Programmer, 

Programs PLO [ P IA A. L ,EPLDfPBEL,L\l;\X, 
MACH...), E(E)PROM, (up to !6Mbit), F~sh EPROM, 
BPROM,Special PROM, MPU ( 7.lX 6, B 11Ki'SDJOJ, 
PIC16XX, TMS320EXX, UPD75PXXX, HD637XXX ...). 

I Covers DIP, PLCC, QFP, SOP, and PGA with 8 to B4 pins. 
Gang Progamming adapters available also. 

I EPROM EMULATION capabilily. 
I Tes!s digilal !Csand DRAMs [SIMM /SIP adapteravailable). 
I Freesoftware updates and new device added upon request. 
I IC Manufacturers' approval. 
I I-year warranty, 30day money-backguaranlee. 

C A 1 0 DFAlRY<IORE INFORMATION. 

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 220). 

Tape Drives • CAD/CAM • Communications/Networking 

9 Track Tape Subsystem 
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2 

• Best Quality 
• Lowest Prices 
800/1600/3200/6250 8 P I 

CAL L1 800- 886- 48 

#Laguna Data Systems 
~g4 · 1 Cab at Ra~ td ,n lalli la sCA92653 

T e:l 714-367-0497, F a x7:14-367-0508 

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card. 

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem 
#1-selling 9-track system on desktop. 

Oualstar's low cost 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming 
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to 
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the 
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any 
mainframe or minicomputer in the world. 

Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible 
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability 
1600 oc 6250 BPI capability rray be used for disk 
backup as well as data interchange. 

Ca Ill st o d aijoi details and
QLJRLSTRR: to order: Fax (818) 882-4081 
~ - Phone(818)882-5822 

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91311 
©1989 Oualstar Corp. 
All product and company names and lrademarks are the exclusive property of their resp ective owners . 

Circle 213 on Inquiry Card. 

smARTWORK~ PCB Software 

The first printed·circuit
board program for the IBM 
PC, and still the first choice 
for designers of 2·sided 
PCBs,occasional users. and 
educators. The program's 
features include unmatched 
ease of use, continual 
design-rule checking, auto
matic pad shaving, trace 
filleting, soldermasks, and 
silkscreen. smARTWORK 
with autorouting is $895 
($495 without) and has a 
30-day money-back guar· 
antee. Call (800) 742-6809 
or (317) 448-1903. 

Circle 221 on Inquiry Card. 

• • • • 
DECVT 32firrHJ I at f afdi ars o fMn do ws 3 . 0 

• 1 3 Gblumn display • Automatic window sizing 
• Cut and paste • Ooublehighlwidecharacters 
• Kermit file transfer • LATor TCP/IP support 
• WindONsstylehelp • Modemdialer/Phonebook 
• Local or ANSI color • Command language 

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. (:IJ3) 4479251 
FIX (:IJ3) 4411406 TII t 1 dlfJSIOn mu I aatl i som a va i I a 

Circle 195 on Inquiry Card. 
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SUPERPROTM 
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 

Special offer of this month at 
$699 (U.S. only) includes at 
no charge one of • 4 socket 
adapter or• PAL compiler or 
• EPROM eraser (9 chips) 

XELTEK 
SUNNYVALE.CA (408)745-7974 
FAX(408) 745·1401 885(408) 745-7256 

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card. 

Instant Microcontroller + Instant C = 
Instant New Product 
Use our Little Giant' .. and Tiny Giant''" miniature 
microprocessor-based computers to instantly 
computerize your product. Our miniature control
lers feature built-in power supplies, digital f/O, 
serial 110 (RS232 I RS485), AID converters (to 
20 bits), solenoid drivers, time of day clock, 
ballery backed memory, watchdog, field wiring 
connectors, and morel Designed to be easily 
integrated with your hardware and software. 
Priced from $159. Core modules as low as $59. 
Low cost, interactive Dynamic c·· makes seri 
ous software development easy. 

Z-World Engineering 

1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 USA (916) 757-3737 


Fax: (916) 753-5141 Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618 

(For automatic fax call from your fax, request catalog #18) 


Circle 223 on Inquiry Card. 



Communications/Networking • Education • Graphics 

"Bulletin boards become amajor 
f . t' " means 0 COmmumca JOO -Wall Street Journal 

Lots of users (up to 256 at the same time), from all over the 
world or all around your office, can call into The Major BBS~ 
using modems, your Novell LAN, or X.25 networks such as 
CompuServe. Wit h a single PC AT, PS/2, 386, 486 o r 
compatible, using DOS 3. 1 o r later, you can provide: 

• E-mail & fi le transfers • Online order entry 
· • Public message areas • Multi-user databases 

• Modem server features • Polls & ques tionnaires 
• Teleconferencing ... 24 hrs/day, 7 days/week! 

ICall 305/583-5990 or fax 305/583·7846 I 

0GALACTICOMM 
EARN YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE AT HOME 

In Ce>mpu.ter Science 
Get the opportunity and earning power a college degree confers-without 

leaving home and without spending thousands of dollars. 

• Approved for tuition reimbursement by leading corporations 

• ALL COURSES BVCORRESPONDENCE ---• 
• Most courses interactive AMERICAN 
• Approved Ada course available 

• Qualified instructors available on telephone help lines 

!![U,!,!!!; 
COMPUTER 

Phone: 1-205-323-6191 • FAX: 1-205-328-2229 SCIENCES 
2101 BYX Magnolia Ave. • Suite 200 • B'ham, AL 35205 1~·10•.11'R"1,.,,11.""'"" 

FLOW CHARTING 3 
Powerful new features - for greater 
speed, flexibility, and ease-of-use! 

•Single-page, multi-page or canvas 
charts - portrait or landscape 

•Custom fonts support high resolution 
laser and 24-pin dot matrix printers 

•35 standard shapes, 10 text fonts 
•Suggested retail price: only $250 

See your dealer today! or, 
for a "live" interactive demo disk, 

call: 800·525·0082, ext 1214 
International: 408-778-6557, ext 1214 

fax: 408·778-9972 

PATION &PATION 
S oftware Corporation 

Circle 211 on Inquiry Card. 
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Programming Languagesflools • Windows 

Intel Development Tools 

infel. 


Choosing the right architecture 
for your embedded design is one 
of the most important dec isions 
you face today. Fo r successful em
bedded microcontroller develop
ment, Intel offers you a complete 
I ine of emu lators, compilers, 
debuggers and much more for the 
MCS®-51, MCS®-96, i960™, x86, 
lntel386™, and lntel486™ famil ies 
of Intel architectures. 

Call or write us for your free copy 
of our Development Tools Catalog. 

Intel Corporation, Development Tools, 
5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, ]F l-15, 

Hi llsboro, O R 97124. 
1 8 0 0 - 8 7 4o r lb a\5c305- 6 9 6 - 4 6 

Circle 201 on Inquiry Card. 

Cross Assemblers, Simulators, 

Disassemblers 


Processor Families: 
8051 8096 8048 
Z80 64180 6301 
6805 6800 1802 
6811 6502 68k 
8085 6801 Z8 
Join Thousands of Satisfied 
Customers Worldwide. 
Call: 

PseudoCorp 
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA 23606 

Tel: (804) 873-1947 •Fax: (804) 873-2154 

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card. 

How to Make Great 
Color Images! 

Image-In-Color software for Windows 3.0 is the most advanced true
color, CGA, VGA or 24-bit image processing system available for the PC! 
Spectacular functions provide a darkroom on your desk, with precise 
control of pressure, density and size of retouching tools such as pencil, 
paint brush, air brush and others. Clone items in an image instantly! Use 
photographic filters for powerful dimensions in design. CMYK color 
separations are super fine-tuned and calibrated by Agfa Compugraphic. 
Suppo11s HSV and AGB color, with intuitive color picking. Supports all 
popular 16· or 24-bit video boards and scanners including: 

Epson ~~ IBM 3119 
HP {/.~ Microtek 
Howtek '-~ Ricoh 

Sharp
IMAGE-IN 
INCORPORATED 

1-800-345-3540 
406 E. 79th St.• Minneapolis, MN 55420 • FAX612-888-3665 

Outside N. America call CPI, Geneva ++41-22-436-800 

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card. 



The Cream. 	 The Crop. 


There are plenty of places to get information in this 
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality 
information, there's only one that rises to the top: 
BYTEWEEK. 

BYTEWEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same 
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each 
week, the most important news and information 
from the previous week is presented in a readable 
and concise manner. BYTEWEEK offers you what no 
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly
evolving computer industry as it happens with the 
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE1s 
experienced editorial staff can provide. 

C Ip C opm tHe1e 

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special 
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and 
Canada). Your subscription to BYTEWEEK also 
includes a free subscription to BIX, BYTE1s exclusive 
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this 
opportunity! 

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in 
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit 
card or we1ll bill you. 

One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 0 3 4 5 8 . 

BYTEWE E~fers a money-back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied. 

---~--------------------------------------------------------

0 	YES! Sign me up as a subscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTEWEEK at the special subscription 

rate of $395 a year for 50 issues ($495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada). 


Name _________________ 

Title---------------- 
Company ________________ 

Mail Address 

City/State/Zip ------------- 

Business Phone - ------------ 

On eP h o e nMi I II a n e 
P e t =:du g li';l'H 03458 

0 MasterCard 0 VISA 
0 Check enclosed 0 Bill me 

Card# --------------- 
Exp·----------------~ 
Signature --------------~ 



THE BUYER'S l\tART 

A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers to 
easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each BUYER'S 
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in 
requesting information from participating advertisers. 
Effective January 1, 1992. 
RATES: 3 issues-$625 6issues-$600 12 issues-$525 13 issues-$500 
P r e p a in D'I fl! lb: tc o m" ill oi ~ s e ltlSA/Mai A c c e p t e d . 


AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must 


ACADEMIC COMPUTING 

Transputer Education Kit 
Get started with Parallel Processing 

$396 
Kit includes ready-to-use PC add·in board with T«Kl 
transputer, 1M8 of RAM, and PC inlerface. Complete with 
Occam2 and C compilers, assembler, source-level debug
gers, example programs, and 1500 pages o! documentation 
(incl. schemalics}. Expandable! 

Computer System Architects 
950 N. University Avenue, Provo UT a4so4 

(800) 7~CSA (801) 374·2300 F Al(ecnl 374-Z306 

Inquiry 701. 

ACCESSORIES 

RADIOACTIVE? 
Plot it on your PC witll The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR 


Serial or prinler port. Detects: ALPHA•~A·GAMMA• X--AAY. 

MicroR, 1000 times the resolu1ion of standard geiger cOlllters. 


Excellent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources. New: Version 2. 7 

+ WINDOWS, Plo t:• Background • Cosmic Rays• Clouds• Foods 


Gaff/Write for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube 

VISAIMCIEURO Phone Olders. Not satisfied? Full refund. 


800-729-5397 o rTel/Fax: (302) 655-3800 

Aware Electronlcs Corp. 


PO. Box 4299, Wilming1on. OE 19807 $f49.50 


RECYCLE PRINTER RIBBONS 
Stop discarding expensive printer ribbons. Re-ink them 
up to 50 times with our Wf1. Ribbon Re-inkerl 

•Easy to use 
• Accommodates most ribbons 
• Bener-than·new print quality 
• Clean operation 
• Choose from 3 models 

BLUE RIBBON INK, LTD. 
3773 Cheny Creek North Dr., Suite 500, Denv0f, CO 80209 

(800) 477-3465 

Inquiry 702. 

CUT RIBBON COSTS! 
Re·ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all 
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black 
professional print since 1982. !bu can choose from 3 
models: Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50 

Electric E·Zee Inker - $94.50 
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00 

1 O OcfJB;a ft· uu/i 11 ri. Mo 9111}fbraa: *I e e. 
BORG INDUSTRIES 

525 MA IN ST.. JANESVILLE. IA 50647 
1-800-553-2404 In IA: 319·987·2976 

Inquiry 703. 

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE 
Extension with EXTENDER 
Splitting with COMPANION 

Switching with COMMANDER 

Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs with 
one keyboard and monitor. 

CYBEX CORPORATION 
2800H Bob Wallace Ave., Huntsville, AL 35805 

Phone 205-534-0011 Fax 205-534-0010 

Inquiry 704. 
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furnish typewritten copy.Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), des

criptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be 

accommodated), plus conixiny name, address and telephone number. Do not send 

logos or camera-ready artwork. 

DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For exam

ple: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE 

BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 

For more inlormation call Joseph Mabe at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683. 


ACCESSORIES 

ANTI-LOCK-UP PRODUCT! 
(SYSTEM WATCH) 

The a"''"'" for any unattended PCs in use 24 hours a day. 
SYSCPs-VOICE MAIL, etc. Grecll; !l'U IMlrJ 30 seconds and 
"'bool& upon no signal. Includes boaid,softwa"' & cables. (board 
does not use PC slol) TWENTV MINUTE INSTALLATION. Re
Quires internal re·set switch. VisalMC $t59. ("°I. prices avail.) 

STREETWISE SYSTEMS 

1600 S. D i xH Wf!f Boc;a Raton, FL 33432 


800-654-0910 


Inquiry 705. 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Buy - Sell - Trade 

Laser Jet 11/110 Color Pro (7440) 
laser 2000 2 Meg/4 Meg upgrades HP·7550A 
Desk Jet Oral! Pro DXUEXL 
Rugged Writer Draltmaster Ill 
Electrostatic Plotters C1600 (D Size)IC 1601 (E Size) 

Science kcessories Corporation Sonic Digitizers 
35• x 48" (2750) 60" x 12" (3175) 

T. E. Dasher & Associates 
4117 Second Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222 

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108 
(800) 638-4833 

Inquiry 706. 


ARRA V PROCESSORS 


I SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR 
25 MegaFLOP Floating Point Array Processor with 
256K+ static memory. Easily programmed by call
ing 598 routines from your C, FORTRAN, or Pascal 
PC programs. 512x512 FFT 1.18 secs. Single slot 
board with software: $2,495.00. 

EIGHTEEN EIGHT LABORATORIES 
1247 Tamarisk, Boulder City, NV 89005 
Tel: 800-888-1119, Fax: 702-294-2611 

Inquiry 707. 


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 


LISP Ilka never before.•. 
N for clabl e! 

Softw,..e Engineer v.2.0 is the most P"""rlul LISP for Windows. 
It was designed to put the power of LISP into ire hands of 
individuals. It includes a text e<itor, a dialog box designer and 
an icon editor. Functionality includes: OOP, stand-alone EXE's, 
adebugger; ODE, Menus, WindowsAPI calls and on-line help. 
Sug. Retail $249.95 

Raindrop Software Corporation 
833 ArapahoRoad, Suite 104, Richardson, Texas 75081 
(214) 234·2611 Fax: (214) 234-2674 

Inquiry 708. 

AUDIO 

DigPak"' 
The Standard for P CDigltized Sound! 

Use a single API for all PC sound boards 

with DigPak digitized sound drivers 

and ACOMP for 6-to-1 compression. 


THE Audio Solution, Inc. 
P.O. Box 11688, Clayton, MO 63105 

314/567-0267 

Inquiry 709. 

BAR CODE 

LABELING SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM.OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flex
ible design on one easy screen. Any formatlsize. 
Up to 120 fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3"-readable 
at 100'. AIAG, MIL-STD. 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, 
Code 39. File Input & Scanned logos/symbols 
(PCXJ-$279. Other programs from $49. 30-day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St ., Sanla Cruz., CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT. AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232 
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top rated 
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix, 
Novell, Alloy, ·ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
4l7·A Ingalls St., San1a Cruz.. CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

PORTABLE READER 
Battery-operated, handheld reader with 64K static 
RAM, 2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, Real
Time-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program 
prompts and data checking through its own key
board. Easy data transfer by RS-232 port or PC, 
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 30.day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St .. Santa Cruz. , CA 95060 

(408) 458·9938 (800) 345-4220 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 
FROM YOUR PROGRAM 

Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your 
program. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar 
codes: UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, 
Oki, IBM dot matrix text up to 1k". LaserJet up to 
2". Font ca1tridges not required. $179-$239. 30-day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St .. Sanla Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345·4220 

BAR CODERE ADERS 
Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2'!; all 
clones and any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent 
to your operating system. Available with Steel 
wands. Lasers. Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same 
day shipping, 30-day money-back guarantee. 
One.year warranty. Re seller discounts available. 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless. TX 76040 

(BOO) 648-4452 (817) 571·9015 FAX (817) 685·6232 

http:2,495.00


BAR CODE 

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE 
• MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS 
• 9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX 
• H-P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II 
• MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT 
• CODE 39, I 215, UPC AIE, EAN S/13 
• BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040 

(SOD) 64S-4452 (S17) 571-9015 FAX (S17) 6S5·6232 

PORTABLE BAR CODE READER 

Batlery operated, handheld reader with 64K RAM, 54 key 


~:r=~·s~~:!':~~~.2tcli~;n~mYi i~~t~~~!'-
gram geruaor suppor1s multiple programs and data files. 
lnter1acesto PC & PS/2 keyboards. RS-232 terminals, and 
~~~~SA~¥~t"tible modems 30-DW MONEY-BACK 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040 

(SOD) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

BAR CODE READERS 
$149.00 


Complete with Wand 


COMPUTER RESOURCES GROUP 

629 Silverdale Drive, Claremont, CA 91711 

CALL (714) 624-8734 
Inquiry 710. 

BAR CODE WEDGE &WAND: $179 
AGGRESSIVE PRICING I. , . Reseller discounts. Also high 
performance LASER, CCO, bar code slot readers, magnetk: 
stripe. User soltware-transpaienl keyboard emlJa!ion for PCs, 
clones, PSl2, Macintosh and RS-232 termilals. Scans all 
popular bar codes. Label and Bar code printing software. 
30-day rooney back. Vcsa/MC/AmEx. 

D4T A H.JNr ER 
6181 Medford, Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

(714) 892-5461 Fax 714-892-9'?68 

Inquiry 711. 

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions 
Bar codes are east using our FULL line of readers & printers. 
They plug & play with your existing CPU/primer/terminals/ 
software systems in your office, store, truck, factory or 
warehouse. ITS' bar code DOS programs print on matrix 
or laser printers. 30 day relund, 1 year warranty. 
OEMIVAA/ Dealer discounts. · 

I n I er nTaethinoonl allll~)i !!!lse ms 
655-K Nmlh Berry St.. Brea, CA 92621-INeslern USA 
13 INelwyn Court, Richmond, IA 23229-Eastern USA 
(800)228-9487 (714)990-1880 (804)741-6725 (FAX)990-2503 

Inquiry 712. 

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, 
so scanned data looks just like it·was typed in! 
Choose from stain/essstee/wand, laser gun, card 
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also, 
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. Great 
warranty. Generous dealer discounts. 
Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052 

206-451-8966 

BAR CODE 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code, Magnetic Slripe Readers & Smar!Card Encoder/ 
Reader for microcomputers & termin Is, ira:luding IBM P$J2 
& olhers, DEC. Macintosh, Al&T, CT. Wyse, Wang. AD readers 
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to al sofl· 
ware. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, & por· 
table readers are also available. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA 
1·800·526-5920 FAX: 415·856-3843 

Inquiry 713. 

TIMEWAND II 
RUGGED/ZED PORTABLE BAR CODE READER 

The TimeWand II is madewith a durable cast metal case 
to give your data full protection. Three memory sizes 
of 32K, 64K or 128K are available. Standard features 
include a 19-button keypad and a 32·characterdisplay 
which shaNs the barcodethathas been scanned along 
with the date and time. TimeWand II starting at $698.00. 

Call today for a free Information kit. 

VIDEX, INC. 
1105 NE Circle Blvd .. Corvallis, OR 97330 (503) 758-0521 

Inquiry 714. 

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD-$195 
"EASY.PC" for single-sided and multilayer boards 
to 17" x17" with up to 1500 /Cs including surface 
mount. Phenomenally fast and easy lo use. Over 
10,000 copies sold. Needs PC/XT/286/386 HERC/ 
CGAIEGA/VGA. Output to laserjet/inkjet/dot matrix 
printer, pen-ploller, photo-ploller and NC Drill. Not 
copy protected. VISAIMCIAMEX welcome. For full 
info circle inquiry # or contact us direct. 

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD. 
Harding Way, St. Ives. Hunt1nodon, Cambs, EnQland. PE17 4WR 

Tel 011-44-480·61778 Fax 011-44-48-494042 

Inquiry 715. 

VIEW CAD DRAWINGS 
SlrllnVIEW Allows non-CAD users lo view AuloCAD 
DWG, DXF & HPGL files on PCs. Print, Plot, atlach 
notes and hyper-link between files. Change views and 
layers. Accurate! Query databases to locale & highlight 
objects on the screen. 
Also, linkable SlrllnVIEW/LIB allows developers lo add 
vie wing capabilities to their own applications. 

Slrlln Computer Corporation 
25 Orchard View Dr., Ste. 14, Londonderry, NH 03053 
(603) 437-0727 Fax (603) 437-0737 

Inquiry 716. 

CAD/CAM 

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL 
FROM APRINTER PORTI 

Indexer LPT'"' softwareNEW VERSION 2.1 $249 
VISAIMC 

• Controls up to six motors simultaneously 
• Linear and Circular lnterpotalion. 
• New features to accommodate machine control. 
• Easy-10-use DOS device driver. Super Manual. Co r p . 
• CAO·CAM interlace available. 

Corpmation. 1422 Arnold Ave.. 

Ability systems igi1~~.1~6~?J~rn15l6514338 
Inquiry 717. 

FREE TECHNICAL REPORT! 
Just request Info about the: 


"CAD/CAM Developer's K i tS!!ries 

C Librar es foi'CAOICAM, Engineering and GIS Applications 

650+ routines for DXF input/output graPihical display, line/ 
arclellipse/NURB spline construction/ediling, and much more 
than can be described here. 


Phone or FAX (617) 899·4350 for more inlorrnation. 

Bulldlng Block Software Inc. 

371 Moody S1ree1, Waltham, MA 02154 

Inquiry 718. 

CAD/CAM 

GREAT NEWS AutoCAD USERS 
KIS Scaling "The Problem Solver" makes R11 Vporl 
scaling easy. Create R11 Dimsty s 1'€ln The Fly" with 
KIS DIM Module Icons. KIS Scaling, REAL control of 
text, arrows & LTScale for R10 or R11. AuloDwglDad lets 
you load drawings with popdown menu. New EXTEND
TRIM.LSP-Tutorial + AutoSizing + Aulosavo. Mulli
scale dwgs are easy, so is ordering eo<>A.1.~547. ONLY 
$249. 

KIS SOFT~RE, INC. 

Box 663, Pearisburg, VA 24134 


Inquiry 719. 

CD-ROM 

FACE THE FACTS! 
Discover lhe Advantages of lhe New and lmProved 

Waylllla WO~d Faclbook 1991 
iJ dale. this iS Weyiata's highest QualilY release rJ the 11«1rld ttctbooll <JI CO-ROM. 
llprojec.ts our highes1 S1anda1dslor maps andlhe mosl Qlnent Wor~1in boll 
text an:! databaseorspreadsheel ltr!Ms. This CDROMalsoc.onlails OOITeifNaie 
rellMI soflware iltl is useable b c.omparis011S belween countries on ii maier 
d:lla.and c~lM>lewittiaHsp-eadsheeland~~s.MilJbleimmedialePJ 
for the Macillosh and IBM PC or comPalibtes and comes will our staflf.ytJ 61).oay 
mon~-Oadi:. guaran!ee. Suggested reta~ iwte ts $12900 > Order now for our sale 
prlte of Sti9.00I Call er wre us !or moie inl'ormation! 

VAY ZATATECl-NOLOGY I NC 
PoS'I Office Box fJR. Grill'ld A1pllfs. Mlmesotl 5574" 

Td' 800-735-7321 028132"591 Fo" r28l 326-0598 

Inquiry 720. 

CLIP ART 

BBS SYSTEMS 

•• BBS Package now available with "Programmer 

Fresh" shareware on CD ROM. Have a going 

BBS within days. Complete start-up package 


available @ best prices. 

GREAT HOBBY - GREAT AVOCATION •• 


PO Box 431. Excelsior. MN 55331

Isla ~ch Inc. 80<»\22·9724. 6121934-2024 (lloiee!" 
6121934-1824 (Rix) 

Inquiry 721. 

. COMMUNICATIONS 

SDLC, HDLC AND X. 2 SUPPORT 
Use Sangoma hardware and software lo provide 

cost effective, robust and easy-to.use SDLC, HDLC 
and X.25 links from MS-DOS, UNIX, PC-MOS, etc. 

All real time communication functions performed 
by intelligent co-processor card. 

Full function SNA emulation packages also 
available. 

Sangoma Technologies Inc. 
(416) 474-1990 1-800-388-2475 

Inquiry 722. 


COMPUTER INSURANCE 


I NSBESYOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides 
replacement of hardware, media and purchased 
software. As lillle as $49 a year covers accidents, 
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all. 
Call 8 am-10 pm ET.(Sat. 9 to 5) 

TOLLFREE1800-848-3469 
(Local 614-262-0559) 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

Inquiry 723. 


CROSS ASSEMBLERS 


CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

Universal Linker, Librarian 


Targets for 42 Microprocessors 

Hosts: MS-DOS, UNIX, VAX VMS 


ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312, 811 W. Fifth SI. 


Lansdale, PA 19446 

Tel: 215-362-0966 Fax: 215·362-2404 


Inquiry 724. 
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CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS 
New unique full-function simulators for the 8096 and 
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupts, 
plus the HSI, HSO, and AID functions. 
We also support the 8048/49, aoao1as, 8051152, and ZBD 
controllers with excellent, reasonably priced Cross 
Assemblers and Simulators. 

Lear Com Company 
2440 Kipling St., Sia. 206, LakeiMJod, CO 80215 

(303) 232-2226 FAX: (303) 232-8721 

Inquiry 725. 


CROSS DISASSEMBLERS 


PROFESSIONAL PC/DOS SOFTWARE 


CROSS-ASSEMBLERS/DISASSEMBLERS 


8051, 8048, 8096, 8080/85, ZS0/180, ZSOOO, SPARC, 
6800, 6809, 68HC11, 680XO, 6502/C02, 6301, 9900 

COMPLETE, OPTIMIZED DEVELOPMENT TOOL SETS 
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL 

CALL (408) 773-8465 
PO BDx &1929, SUNtMIALE CA 9-1006LOGISOFT FAX: (408) n3-8466 

Inquiry 726. 


DAT A ANALYSIS 


FORECASTING 

PATTERN RECOGNITION 


• DynaMind~ Neural Network Soflware 
• Developed with Intel • PC Based 

• Neurolink~-link a Neural Net to your C-code 
• Menus, manual, full-color graphic interface 

• Processes dala from spreadsheets 

ONLY $135! ~6"~~y~~~x. inc. 

FREE Brochure: 303/442-3539 ~~~:ii~:a~: 
Inquiry 727 . 


DATA RECOVERY 


CRASHED? 
Your valuable data can be recovered! 

• 95% success rate • Fast turn around 

• Priority service available • Clean room 


• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, Unix, 

Xenix, OS/2, Bernoulli, Sun and morel 


ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC. 
6321 Bury Dri119, Eden Prairie, MN 55346 

1-800-872-2599 • 612-937-5161 

Inquiry 728. 


DATA/DISK CONVERSION 


CONVERTING YOUR DISKETTES? 

ENTRUST THEM TO US! 


2500 IJVord Processor & Computer formats, 

31h", 51/4", 8" Disks, Mag Tapes, Mag Cards, Cartridges, 


Cassettes & eMM Custom Conversions, Programming 

& Applications Development 


DISK DUPLICA TIDN 

OCR SCANNING SERVICES 


Cell us !or Quality, Best Prices and Quickest Turnaround Time. 


COMPANY COMPENDIA, INC., ss E. W"hlngton St, 
#237. Chicago, IL 60602 TEL: 1·B00·374·DISK FAX: 312·419·1390 

Inquiry 729. 

Quality Conversions 
Tape - Cartridge 


Disk - Scan 


Lowest Price 


Call .. . 1ST Run Computer Services Inc. 

(800) 833·2207 (outs;de NY) 

(212) 779·0800 On NY) 

Inquiry 730. 

, t 

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION 

THE #1 CHOICE 

In disk & tape conversion 


for many leading corporations, government agencies, 
law firms, and companies in f!Nery industry-world.wide. 

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed 

Graphics Unlimited Inc. 
3000 Second SI. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411 

(612) 588-7571 FAX: (612) 588-8783 
1-800-745-7571 

Inquiry 731. 

IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY 
FASTER EASIER TO USE 
Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM 
PC <to> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, 
compatibles to interchange files with Hewlett
Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s. 

Oswego Software 
Box 310 708/554-3567 
Oswego, IL 60543 FAX 708/554-3573 

Inquiry 732. 

CONVERSIONSERVICES 
Convert any 9-lrack magnetic tape lo or lrom over 
3 o llo01ats including 3 'h'5 y, 8" ~isk formats & 
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan· 
ning Services. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlington Hgls. Ad., Dept #8 

Buffalo Grove. I 600Sg (800) Convert 

DATABASE 

NOTEBOOK II 
• Database mgr. for unlimited text • Research Notes 
• Inventory • Client profiles • Collectables • Full text 
editor • Concept analysis • 12 pages text per record 
• Menu-driven interlace • Excellent tutorial • 30-day 
money-back guarantee. From $189. 

Pro/Tem Software, Inc. 
3790 El Camino Aeat, Suile 389, Palo Alto CA 94306 

Call toll-free 800/533-6922 FAX: 415/323-0611 

Inquiry 733. 

DISK DRIVES 

IBM PS/2 HARD DRIVES 
30MB MOD 30, 30·286 $350 
30MB MOD 50Z, 55SX 450 
60MB MOD 50Z, 55SX, 70 695 

120MB MOD 50Z, 55SX, 70 795 

New, genuine Big Blue Product with 1 yr. Warranty. 

Cal for Model 60/80 drives. Terms: COD/MC/Visa 


COMPUTER TECHNIQUES 
Merrill Island, FL 32953-3484 


Phone/Fax (407) 453·8783 


Inquiry 734. 

EDUCATION 

B. S&.M. SlnCOMPUTE!f!ICI ENCE 
The American Institute fCf Computer Sciences olfers an in
depth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of 
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science 
at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC, 
PASCAL, C, Data File Processing, Data Structures & 
Operaling systems. M.S. program includes subjects in Soft
ware Engineering and Artificial Intelligence. 

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
2101-BY Magnolia Ave. South. Ste. 200, Birmingham, AL 35205 

800·767-2427 205-323-6191 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Go, NEMESIS, Go 
G o a Zen game. So appealing, it has endured 4.000 
yea1s. So useful, governments study it. 
NEMESIS Go Junior entices novices of any age. 
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiates the addicted. 
Windows, Macintosh and DOS versions available. 

Chaos Manor User's Choice ANard (BYTE/1990) 

Toyogo, Inc. (800) 869-6469 
PO Box 25460-Y, Honolulu, HI 96825-0460 

(808) 396-5526 fax: (808) 396-4126 

Inquiry 736. 


FAULT TOLERANCE 


No*stop Network 
No·s1op Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant 
software product that allows MIRRORED 
SERVERS and CONTINUOUS PROCESSING in 
any PC/LAN. Supports Novell, Microsoft, IBM, 
Banyan, etc. Any server environment-DOS, OS/2, 
Unix, Wang, DEC, etc. 

Nonstop Networks Limited 
20 Waterside, New York, NY 10010 

212-481-8488 

nquiry 737. 

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE 

BrainMaker: 
"The most fascinating computer soft 
ware I've ever seen ... learn about this 
stuff."John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks, 
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive 
manual. Menus. 12,000 sold. PC or Mac. 

Still only $1951 

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/477-7481 
California Scientific Software 

Inquiry 738. 


FLOW CHARTS 


New Windows 3 . Diagramming Tool 
ADS Diagrammer is a general purpose diagramming 
tool which can be used to create flow charts, block 
diagrams, structure charts, OFOs, and more. Customize 
for your type of diagram by adding your own symbols 
and line terminators to the existing libraries. Draw sym
bols within symbols. Link Objects. Manipulate curves 
directly. Call for free trial disk. 

$250 Atlantic Design Systems 
Phone: (BOD) 745·6095 or (603) 524-2943 

Fax: (603) 524-3657 

Inquiry 739. 

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129 
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for 
flowcharts & org charts. Requires Microsoft Win
dows3.0. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal 
lines and curves. Aulo line routing and re-routing. 
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move 
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free 
trial disk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1053 Banyan Court, Loverand, CO 80538 

Phone: (303) 663-5767 FAX: (303) 669-4889 

G.l.S. 

Digital Base Maps 
Local Street Maps, State Maps, and World Maps 


for AuloCAD®, MicroStation", 

Atlas*GIS, Maplnfo", or DXF" 


Gigabytes of Map Dala available! 


Micro Map & CAD 
(303) 988-4940 

Inquiry 740. 
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HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 
A LS) 

DATA RECOVERY 
FAST TURN!! CALL FOR DETAILS 

H&W micro labs, inc. 
528 -C Fore st Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30050 

404·366·1600 Fax: 404·366·0040 

Inquiry 741. 

CAPACITY MFM/RWESDllSCSl/IDE LOWEST 
DISC DRIVE 

REPAIR 
PRICES 

10 19 Mb $5 5 
2 0 29 7 5 
3 0 39 85 
4 0 49 1 0 5 
5 0 85 1 4 0 
86 12 0 175 
1 2 1 6 02 0 5 
1 6 1 3 5 02 5 9 
351 700395 

Inquiry 742. 

Jb TECHNOLOOIEI, INC. 

5105 Mauree n Lane 
Moorpark, CA 93021 

....... 1800) 688·0908 
FAX: (BOS) S29°7712 

HARDWARE 

DOS & WINDOWS PROBLEMS 
can be resolved with an Award BIOS ROM 
Upgrade. Windows 3.0 and DOSS.a support. 
Add IDE drives, 31h" 1 .44Mb floppie s, more. 

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS 

NEW! 20MHz 16·bll FORTH Single Board 
Controller with Bch 10-bil AID, 3ch 8-bit DIA 

TDS2020 FORrH CONTROLLER ANO OOA·LDGGER- 4'x3' lloord llSe5 Hrta<IU 
16-blt Hl!/532 CMOS ,.P. Screams along at 3M!PS, but runs on only 30ma. 
On-board high-level easy FORrH language and assembler-no need lor 
i1H11cuit emulalion! Upto512KNVRAM,45KPROM.AUachkcyboard, led, 12C 

~=~:r;,~~~~i~~::~~~·d;~~~~~:ar~~~f~ti!~P~o~r~-;~~h 
PC. Usefor machine control. dala-logging. insPecl!On. mbciics, remole roo itor
ing. etc. $299 l25s). STARTER PACK $499. 

Cllll NOW FOR DETAILS! Sale.or-return 
S a e liQpmp any te/:( 7 11 1 5 · 

Eu10P•llfl T•chnology ra.r: I 1 ,, r 5 . 

Inquiry 747. 

SC/Fox~ EMBEDDED COMPUTERS 
PC Parallel Coprocessor Plug-In Boards: 15 MIPS a'-9 50 MIPS 
bu1'St using the SC32 32-bit CPU or the 16-bil Harris ATX 2000~ 
VME Master/Slave System Controller SBC: '18 MIPS avg 10 MIPS 
burst, usesATX2000cpu, SCSI, 2sa, 1 ptr ports, to640Kbytas. 
Stand·Ak>ne Single Boird Computers: 18 MIPSavg 60 MIPSburst. 
3J or 1QQ)l100mm Eurocard-size using either SC32 or RTX 2000. 
Ideal for embedded reaktime control. data acquisilion, roboics. and 
signal processing. OEM sollwaredeveloprnenl system included. 

S I LI arxMfP 0 S E II fl Q.15) 322-8763 
208 California A110nue, Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Inquiry 748. 

SDK-386™* 
"386 is a trademark of lnlel Corporal!on. Used by permission 

BRAND NEW AND AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA, 
INC. along with the URDA SDK-85 and SDK-86 educa· 
tional trainers and microprocessor development systems. 

The URDA SDK-51 will t:e available next year. Other 8, 
16, and 32 bit systems are available. 

Phone URDA, Inc. 
1-800-338-0517 or 412·683-8732 

Inquiry 749. 


JAPAN MARKET 


Looking for Suppllers 
How about entering the Japanese market? We'd like to help 
you. The enormous trade surplus encourages Japan to pur 
chase foreign producls. Generating great demand for com
puler hardware and software, the Japan market is a Uracting 
worldwide altention. If lhis market appeals to you, contact 
us by fax todayl We would appreciate catalogs depicting your 
producls well. 

Glken Shoji Co., Ltd. 
Fax: 81-052-972-6577 Phone: 81-052-972-6544 
6F Soar Bldg. 2·3. 1-chome, Izumi, Higashi-ku, Nagoya 461. Japan 

Inquiry 750. 

LANS 

FREELAN 
Complete LAN solution at LAN CARD price 

_.. 2 user Ethernet Starter kitfor $229, inc luding:• Two B-bit 
Ethernet ca1ds (w/drivers) • Two terminators and one 15' cable 
• NetworkOperatingSyslemfortwo users._.. 2 user Arcnet 
Slarter Kit for $159. • Additional user: Ethernet $119, Arena! 
$84. • LAN cards and NOS separalely available. 

Crystal Computing Corporation 
3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite200, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Tel (408) 748-0125 ( 8 12816:lo9 Fax (408) 748·0879 

Inquiry 751 . 

The 25 Network 
Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN 

• Connect 2 or 3 PCs. XTs. ATs 
• Uses serial ports and 5-wire cable 
• Runs at 115K baud 
• Runs in background, tolally transparent 
• Share any device, any file, any time 
• Needs only 	14K of RAM 

Skeptical? We make believers! 

Information Modes 
P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202 


817-387-3339 Orders 800-628-7992 


Inquiry 752. 

753 
8 3 5 

LANS/SOFTW ARE 

NetRunner 
Remote Control Program for just $19.95 •I 

•Control remotecomputeracrossWAN o r LAN• Run
ning on NetBIOS, Novell, RS-232 and Modem • Key· 
board locking • Remote execution • File transfer. 
$19.95 per user, $24.95 starter kit, $99.95 unlimi ted. 
•Network Operating System available for $39.95, w ith 
File/Record locking, Printer Spooling, Peer-to-peer. 

Crystal Computing Corporation 
3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite200, Santa Clara. CA 95054 
Tel (408) 748-0125 (BOO) 726·6209 Fax (408) 748-0879 

Inquiry 753. 


LAPTOP COMPUTERS 


SAVE/ ILAPTOPS*NOTEBOOKS ISAVE/ 

TOSHIBA • EVEREX • ZENITH • AT & T • lANDON 

AST • SPWO • SHARP • BONDWELL • ALA • LIBREX 


PANASONIC• ALTIMA • LEADING EDGE • FORA 

PPD<ARD BELL • SAMSUNG • llEC • Tl • CCM'AQ 
 '. 
•We ALSO carry a full line of accessories • 

Computer Options Unlimited 
12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805 

CALL: (BOO) 424-7678 Need Help?:908-469-7678 
9-9 M-F 9- 5 Sal. 6 days Worldwide Sales 

Inquiry 754. 

IBM CONVERTIBLE 
MEMORY-128K $79 256K $225 3B4K $295 
MODEMS-Standard $75 Enhanced $175 
CRT ADAPTER-for monitors $99 
SERIAUPARALLEL ADAPTER-$120 
MONITORS- Monochrome $ 115 Color $249 

~~:~iftct;~i-,~ase SJ~ATTERY -$89 
I"" HARD DRIVES-20 Meg-$495 40 Me9-$695 

MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 
COIVPUTER RE SET 

P.O. Box 461782. Garland. T X 75046 
Phone ( 2 1! q )6 · I I S F2 A OC 2 1! q tl 9 2 0 

Inquiry 755. 


LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 


LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 
NEW LOW PRICES ON: 

• Battery Powered Printers 
• P ortable Hard Drives 
• Laptop Expansion Systems 
• 	 Backlites AND MORE! 

Call for free catalog 

AX ONI X CORPORATION 
(800) 866-9797 

Inquiry 756. 

LAPTOP POWER ADAPTERS 
AC and DC input 

TOSHIBA INTERNAL CARDS 
Fax/modems: 9600/2400bps, sollware, acoustic port 
Modems, exp: 2400 bps, acoustic or serial port Modem, 
dedicated: 2400 bps (nolebooks, T31&3200SX) Serial 10 
cards: RS232. RS422, SCS I, HPIL, barcode 

Contact us for more information: 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif.) 
805/546·971 3 Fax 805/546·9716 

Inquiry 757. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

tha t you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYE R' S l\MR T 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable inquiries for your company! 
Call Joseph Mabe for more information 

603-924-2656 
or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

Inquiry 758. 
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Call for our FREE Catalog. 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Park view Blvd. , Pittsburgh, PA 15215 
0 R 0 B 8482 3 • i;a, (4 1tl,11~.0384 Fa • !412)782·5011 

Inquiry 743. 

EllERY'fll NGYOO NEED . • 
Low prices on industrial and personal computers, 
monitors. works tations, peripherals, drives, 
modems, boards, LAN & network products. I/Cs 
memory, co-processors, ribbons, software, etc. 

EJPOR.JfMOS/ 11 WEEXft)RT I 

Llmatub Import-Export, Inc. 
3590 S. State Ad. 7 Suite 16, Miramar, FL 33023 

TEL (305) 963·7722 FAX (305) 963· 7733 

Inquiry 744. 

MAINFRAME POWER 
Microcomputer Price! 

• Mulli-Task • Unlimited Users* 
• REAL DOS • Ethernet Compatible 

ONLY...$99500 ' WhiO h ;""""" 
• New ~SI 40 MEG HD (17msec) 
• Como1ete setup v.1tti utilities. OOS & DOS lits. menu & S)'SE11 manual. 
•Can boot regular OOS also 

OCTOPUS SYSTEMS Inc. 
''Many DOS arms to seNe )'OU" 

404 - 448- 4980 
Inquiry 745. 

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS, INC. 
THE Independent Prr:Nider, serving the Dealer, 
Professional, Corporate, Government, and 

· Educational Buyer since 1 9 B. 5 
A PPLE "' I I & M A CINTOS H"' 
SYSTEMS• PARTS• EXCHANGE REPAIRS 

Call for a Catalog ... 800-274-5343 
lnt'I: 617-275-4600 • Fax: 617-275-4848 

20 5 BURLI NGION ROAD• BEDFORD, MA 01730 

Inquiry 746. 

.. 
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PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 

Keep Track of Bug Reports 
New tool gves instant access to information about pend· 
ing bug reports/suggestions on the products you main· 
lain or support. Eases planning of new releases. No 
more paperwork, lost reports or hunting for customers' 
example files. Multiple users (development, marketing, 
QA) can independently categorize, prioritize, and re
arrange records. KeyTrack $495 

C Street Software 
(805) 486·7807. (800) 350·8649 • Fax (805) 483-7809 
3L Ud (UK) +44 506 41 59 59 Fax +44 506 41 59 44 

Inquiry 759. 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

DON'T DEVELOP NETWORK APPLICATIONS 
w l tNAPCpa PDWtrlul library sub-routine package that handles all 
the details of NelBIOSor IPX programming! NPPC supports hiph-level 
programcommunicationsat the message level for all server/client and 
peer-to·peer models. If y oar11 using Cor Assembler~ NPPC aiiaNS 
you to write asingle applicalion that runs on BOTH IPX ANO NetBIOS 
without any modifications. NPPC is compalible with any true NetBIOS 
emulato1: therefOfe applications wriUen wiith NPPCwill w::111c with most 
LANs in the marketplace. We ofler a 30 day money back guarantee. 

NPPC for IPX or NolBIOS: $195.00. w I s I oh u$315.lll : 
SOFTWAREHOUSE CORPORATION 

326 State Street, Los Altos, CA 94022 
(415) 949·0203 FAX: (415) 949·0208 

Inquiry 760. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

$1.00 PER DISK 
NO MINIMUM ORDER! 


Free Catalog of 700 + Programs 

Many Unique, Hard to Find Titles. 


(Wilch For Our On-Line BBS-Coming Soon/) 

Northern Micro Systems 
16 Man St Absarokee, MT 59001 

(406) 328-4343 

Inquiry 761 . 

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM®/clones 
TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full 
of our best selling software-FREE. Great 
games, programmer's utilities, business, 
educational, and desktop publishing. Pay 
only $5.00 shipping/handling. Credit cards 
only. Call Todayl 

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
619-931-8111 

Inquiry 762. 

FREE CATALOG 
FOR IBM PD AND SHAREMRE 


SELECTED PROGRAMS 

LATEST VERSIONS 


Low as $1.50 


SOFTSHOPPE, INC. 
TEL: 800-829-2378 • 313· 761· 7638 

FAX: 313-761-7639 
P. 0. Box 3678, ANN ARBOR, Ml 48106 

Inquiry 763. 

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT 

CoreMan 
The Computerized Restaurant Management System 
for restaurant success with control and competitive 
edge. Order Entry, Kitchen's Order, Customer's Receipt, 
Worker's time keeping, Sales and Cost-Profit analysis, 
Inventory and much more. Complete system (IBM PC, 
printer and software) starting from $2,500. 

Demo sollware $9+$1 s/h. VISA/MC. 

MegaChomp Company 
7230 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19135-1016 

/215) 331·2748 Fax: (215) 331-4188 

Inquiry 764. 
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ROM BIOS UPGRADES 

AMI, PHOENIX & MR BIOS 
Upgrade ~url8M PC, XT. AT or compatible. Also 3865X 
& 386 versions. Supports 2 user-defined hard drives, 
101/102 KB, 360, 720. 1.2 & 1.44 floppies, setup in ROM. 
All Video, Windows 3.0 Diagnoslic in ROM AMI 286 & 
306 versions only. CALL. New version just came in. 

Advanced Software 
4'h Marlboro Road Suile 2R, Derry NH 03038 

800-835-2467 603-432-1532 

Inquiry 765. 

SECURITY 

FI GR Pl RAl:V! 
Since 1986. c~es worldwide have been choosing Az-Tech 
security producls. If you demand the sllongesl prO!ection a\'ailable, 
why not choose one of these "proven leaders": 

• EVERLOCK Copy Protection 
• EVERTRAK Software Security 
• EVEAKEY 11 "The Lock" 

For IBM and Compatibles. 30 day money back guarantee. Free info 
and demo disk a\'ailable. 

Az.:rech Software, Inc. 
201 East Franklin, Richmond, MO 64085 

(816) 776-2700
(800) 227•O644 Fax: (816) 776-8398 

Inquiry 766. 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
• Completely Menu Driven Quite Simply 
• Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers The Best 
• No Source Code Changes m.ys To 
• Multiple l.ayering Protect Your Vs/usbl~ 
• No Damaged Media Sottwsre Investment 
• Full Hard Disk & LAN Support 
• Unlimited Metering, FREE Demo Disk 
STOPVIEW"' STOPCOPY PLUS• (800) 679-2224 
BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. (301) 871-1094 
14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906 

FAX: (301) 460·7545 

Inquiry 767. 

HYPER-LOCK 
If you search for a powerful copy protection system, 

you also can have privileges of HYPER-LOCK. 

• Protecls on slandard diskettes • Machine And/Or Hard disk 

install • LAN supporl • Cannol be copied by any device 

• No source code reQuired • And/Or password protection 


• Cos! effeclive • FREE demo disk and ~fa 


GUVEN COMPUTER LTD. 
Talimyeri sk. 7f3 Macka/lslanbul TURKEY 
(90) 1·136 10 07 Fax: (90) 1·160 36 46 

Inquiry 768. 

Cop's CopyLock 11 
The professional software protection with 

TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe. 

Supports OS/2, Windows and Trace. 

LINK Computer 
lnt'I: +45 31232350 Fax +45 31238448 
US/CAN: 800-344-2545 Fax 408·923-7061 

BIT -LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS proves effectiveness of 
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption 
algorilhms. PARALLEL or SERIAL port·lransparenl 
security device. Complemented by economical KEY
LOK• and mullifealured CDMPU·LDCK" including 
countdown, timeout, data encryption, and muUiproduct 
protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac). Also, access control. 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122 

(303) 770·1917 

Inquiry 769. 

SECURITY 

HANDS OFF THE BOARD® 
1 r.BIZE SECURITY BOARD 

Stop floppy boot - Require password to boot PC 
Real-lime disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus 
Prevent DOS FORMAT/FDISK and low-level formats 
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF 
Ti.m floppies, printers and COM ports ON/OFF 
IBM XT. AT Bus - DOS V3.0+ - $149.95 + $5.00 S/H 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209. Pittsburgh. PA 15238 

(412) 781·5280 

Inquiry 770. 

HALT DATA THIEVES! 

Cypherlink 

"'4 automatically encrypts your transmitted data, 

.,.. restricts dial-up access, 
.... offers US gov. approved DES encryption. 
... $795 (Volume discounts avail) CALL TOOAY 

Triton Systems, Inc. 
109 E. Scenic Dr., Pass Christian, MS 39571 

(800) 367-7191 Fax (601) 452-2007 

Inquiry 771. 

SERVER MIRRORING 

No*stop Network 
No'stop Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant 
and Backup software that allows MIRRORED 
SERVERS and CONTINUOUS PROCESSING in 
any PC/U\N. Supports Novell, Microsoft, IBM, Ban· 
yan, etc. Any se1ver environment-DOS, OS/2, 
Unix, Wang, DEC, etc. 

NONSTOP NETWORKS LIMITED 
20 Waterside, New York, NY 10010 

212-481-8488 

Inquiry 772. 

SHAREWARE 

Latest Version SHAREWARE 

Available! 


GENEROUS PREMIUMS 

given toward purchase of CD ROM 


PLAYERS & EQUIPMENT. 

Catalog available: Call 1·800-722-9724 

PO Box 431. Excelsior, MN 55331Isla Tech Inc. 
(Voice) 6121934·2024; Ila<) 612/934-2824 

Inquiry 773. 

FREE KIDS SOFTWARE FOR IBM® 
TRY USI GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full 
of our best selling software for kids-FREE. 
Great games, puzzles, tutorials, and educa
tional programming. Pay only $5.00 ship· 
ping/handling. Credit cards only. Call Today! 

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
619-931-8111 

Inquiry 774. 

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS 1111LS 
• GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH OAOllNVNlORY 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 
• JOB COSTING •JOB ESTIMATING 
• BILL OF MATLS • SALES ANAL\'SIS 
•PAYROLL 	 • ACCOUNTS B\YABLE 

$99/$198 ea + S&H 

d Alf.MA II VSEl'M ~red. Card-Check-COD 

B586 Miramar Place, San Diego, CA 92121 


(619) 452-0044 (BOO) 223-9963 


Inquiry 775. 



SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING 

WLT/CURRENC~CCOINTI NG 
• Keep accounts in any currency 
• Evalua le balances with 3 exchange rates 
• Compute gain/loss on exchange 
• Full.featured LAN GIL $199.95+s&h 
• Fully functional Demo $5 
• VISA/MC. 30 days money back. Dealers welcome. 

vertech Inc. 
19 Ch. Chavanne, CH-1196 Gland, Switzerland 
Tel 011-412-264-5490 Fax 011-412-264-5393 
BBS 011-412-264-5343 

Inquiry 776. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 
Full featured. heads-down data entry 


with two-pass verification, edit language, 

operator stats, much more! Designed for 

the PS/2® , PC, XT, AT or compatibles. 


PCs from $395 LAN version available 


FREE30dayt rial 
Computer Keyes Tel: 206/776/6443 
21929 Makah Rd., Fax: 206/776-7210 
Wr:xJ&lay, WA 98020 USA: 800/356-0203 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Analog Circuit Slmulatlon 
• P Can d Macintosh CAE • E1tlensive Model Libraries 
• Schematic Entry • Wawform Analysis 
• 	SPICE Simulator • Reporl-Ouality Planing 


using Extended Memory •Full SPICE programs 

• Monie Carlo Analysis starting at $95. Complete 
• Parameter Sweeping S'jStems from just $890. 

P. ra s.n intusoft011». Peaa CA so133.0110 
(213) 833-0710 FAX (213) 833-9658 

Call for your Free Demo and information kit. 


Inquiry 777. 

MICROSTRESS CORPORATION 
Announcing MICROSAFE 20/30 Rel. 3.10 

Structural Analysis Program for IBM PCs & compatibles. 
Number of nodes, elements & loading conditions limited by 
disk space & model bandwidth (11000 d.o.I.) Color graphics 
support on various display cards (EGA, VGA, VEGA, HER
CULES etc.) $350. SAFEACAO (bi·directional AUTOCADD 
interface ver. 9+) $110. SAFELIBs (Beam Element Libraries 
for steel, wood & concrete incl. complete AISC Database) 
$85. Does no! incl. shipping. 

P.O. 	BOX 3194, BELLEVUE, WA 98009 
TEUFAX (206) 450-0316 

Inquiry 778. 

M XEfJMODESI MULJfl ON 
TopSPICE/plus S 1 S 9 

Upgrade to the power of true Analog/Digital/ 
Behavioral mixed-mode circuit simulation for PC. 
SPICE2g6/3 compatible. Built-in event-driven logic 
simulator. Behavioral modeling. Graphics 
postprocessor. FREE demo. 

PENZAR DEVELOPMENT 
P.O. Box 10358, Canoga Park, CA 91309 

(818) 594-0363 (800) 272-0674 Fax(818) 340-6316 

Inquiry 779. 

Worstcase Gets Even Better! 

ECA-2 Analog Circuit Simulator 

Offers the best Monte Carlo and Worst·Case Analyses 

TWICE the speed at HALF the cost! 
• Interactive/batch modes • Full Nonlinear Simulator 
• On line, Real Time Graphics • Mulliple Plots 
•AC. DC, Transient, Fourier, Temperature 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
P.0 Box 1263, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106-1263 

(313) 663-8810 

Inquiry 780. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

Postscript from C 
c_pslib function library 

Order today for $149.00 


and receive FREE source code! 


Barton Creek Software 

2222 We srt ifrails S t 11!6, A u s tr 008745 


512-441-8354 
Inquiry 781. 

NEW VERSION! 
TGL Professional v. 4.0 

"Th " I I I On\1 Ill I eC A a t •• It ri !F Is n e • 
TGL 1he most complete toolbox ol 20 & 30 geometric routines available 

today! Now o~r 600 routines including NURBS, OXF. G1aphics. Surfacing, 

Hidden Line, l/o1umes.A1eas. hnslcxms, Pe~Ctiw:s, Pol)'l)'Jll (lrilUnion/Oiff), 

Clipping, Tangents and more. With lull source. 30 day ~antee. $500.00 

Si.H Incl. Foreign $535.00JS. S&.H via In!'! A~ Posl inCI. US.e VISA Of Master· 

C.Jd.Alechnica\paperonTGl...isavai.i>e ~ reQuesl. 


Disk Software Inc. 
2116E. Arapaho Rd., Suite487, Richardson, TX USA 75081 

Phone: 214-423-7288 - 800·63S·7760 - FAX: 214-423-7288 


Inquiry 782. 

RAINDROP™ 
FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users ANO 

developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary 

size· 6 kbyte. 14 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate, 

colorize and more. 'CALL' from user-written programs. 

Complete 9- & 24·pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet 

library $44.95+$3 sih. 


ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 
8106 SI. David Ct., Springlield, VA 22153 

(703) 440-0064 Fax (703) 455-8965 

Inquiry 783. 

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter. Fast 

hi-res output, no jagged lines. Vary line width, color. 

Screen preview with zoom and pan. Sland-alone, 

background, and device driver modes. WCYks with most 

CAO and graphics programs. Supports most printers. 

New version 3. $119+$3 S&H. 30 day money back. 

VISA/MC/Check/MO. 


FPLOT Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103 


718-545-3505 . 


Inquiry 784. 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LASTI UselhePrtSckeylo make quality scaled B&W 

er color reproductions a your display cn any dot matrix, 

laser, or inkjet printer (incl. Postscript) in up to 64 shades 

al gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS also creates PCX & 

TIFF files. Supports Windows 3.0 or DOS application 

graphics - EGA, VGA, Super VGA, Hercules screens. 

Linkable/OEM versions available. 


Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
130 Nickerson St., Suile 105, Seattle, WA 98109 

1 (800) 284-2574 (206) 285-6860 

Inquiry 785. 

FORTRAN GRAPHICS 
GRAFMATIC - FORTRAN callable graphics Library for 

creating 2·0 and 3-D graphics, contour plots and solid 

models. PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide high 

resolution FORTRAN callable printer and plotter drivers 

for your graphics. NO ROYALTIES. $249.95 ea. 


Suppons MicrosofUlahey/RM FORTRAN compilerS. 

Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
130 Nickerson St.. Suite 105, Seallle, WA 98109 

1 ( 8 0314-2574 

Inquiry 786. 

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGES 

lntegrAda 
Standard Air Force PC Ada Compilers & environ
ments for MS-DOS and UNIX. Integrated program
ming systems include validated Ada compilers, 
language sensitive editors, complete libraries and 
other Ada programming tools. FREE demo. 

AETECH, Inc. From $395 
380 Stevens Ave., Ste. 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075 

(619) 755-1277 Fax: (619) 755-7540 

Inquiry 787. 

SOFTWARE/MA THEMATICS 

Mathematica! Modeling On Your PC 

Science Engineering Business 

•Faster, Easier, more Powerful than other methods 
• Nonlinear Algebraic and Differential Systems 
• Solve For Any Parameter Values • No Programming 
• Complex •Vectors • Natural Mathematics Editor 
• Simulation • Oplimization • Graphics 

New Chico Solver 2.3 (916) 342-3279 Only $399 

Full refund for 30 days ii not satisfied. VISl\/MC/PO# 

Chico Software Company PO Box 5174. Cl>co. CA 95927 

Inquiry 788. 

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING 

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 
LET' STALK LABELS 

We do disk labels (SY•" & 3112 ") 

• Beller • Faster • Cheaper • 


Because we specialize in disk labels... Let's Talk 


We also have Tyvek Sleeves 

Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages 


We are a complele software packaging service. 

Free Catalog 


Hice & Associates 
8586 Monticello Dr., West Chesler, OH 45069 

513-777-8586 

Inquiry 789. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

Perform engineering and scientific 
calculations taster ... and with fewer errors! 
MathCAO combines equations, text, and graphics on your 
PC, Macintosh, or UNIX workstation. Over 120 buill-in func· 
tions handle formulas, exponenlials, differentials, cubic 
splines, FFTs and matrices for virtually arry applicalion
special oller $395. Call let a free demo disk. 

1-800~MATHCAD 
FAX 617-577-8829 


MathSoll, Inc., 2 0 Btoadway, Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 


Inquiry 790. 

FREE CATALOG 
A great selection of scientific software products 

for plotting, non-linear curve filling, chemical equi
librium, simulalion. statistics, symbolic algebra. and 
more. Prices from $150. Call: 

1-8'01-943-0290 

MicroMalh, Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550 

Inquiry 791. 

GEOMETRY/TRIGONOMETRY CALCULATOR 
Apollonlus - Sketch-based geometry/trigonomet1y 
solver. State-of-the-art variational geometry system lets 
you sketch your geometry or trig problem and auto
malically solves for distances, angles and areas. Inte
grated equation calculator, graphs and tables plus DOE 
and clipboard support. Ideal for surveyors, engineers, 
machine shops. students, architects, or anyone who 
uses trig. Runs under MS WindOYtls 3.0 $98 

Saltlre Software 1-800-659-1874 

Inquiry 792. 
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SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT·TECH SORT/MERGE 
Exlremely fasl SorVMerge/Selecl ulilily. Run as an MS· 

.DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most 
languages and file types including Btrieve and dBASE. 
Unlimited file sizes, mult iple keys and much more! MS
DDS $149. DS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 

Opt-Tech Data Processing 

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

nqui ry 793. 

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX 

MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS 
Multi-Voice Tools is a complete development Toolkit for Pascal or 
"C" toaccessall lhefeatures fCJ" most speech processing boards 
avaiablo today. II helps yoo wrile MLLTI-LINE VOICE APPLCA· 
TION eystems in minutes. A number of programming examples are 
prtwided. M progams and libraries CJ'e deliwred wkh s01rce code 

Oialogic, Rhetorex, Pika, VBX: $599. Walson (Single Line): $99. 
ALSOAAILABLE: FAX Programmer's Toolkit ($199). Sased oo CAS 
specilications. Visa/MC accepted. 

ITI Logiciel 
4263 Cristophe·Colomb. Montreat. Quebec. Can. H 2 J 3G2 
TEL (514) 597-1692 FAX (514) 526-2362 

STATISTICS 

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA 
MCA+ transforms most marketing and social 
science data to easily understood perceptual maps. 
Communicate complex relations with ease using 
presentation quality cha11s. Most printers sup
porled. Demos available 

Bretton-Clark 
8 9 Headquarters Plaza, Morrislown, NJ 07960 

(201) 993-3135 FAX: (201) 993-1757 

I n q u194ty
'' 

STATISTICS 

NCSS 5.x Series - $125 
Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
T--lesls. ANO/A (up lo 10 faclors, rep. measures, 
covariance}. Forecasling. Facla, clusler, & discriminanl 
analysis. Nonparametrics'. Cross Tabulalion. Graphics: 
histograms, box, scalier, elc. Reads ASCII/lotus. Many 
new add-on modules. 

NCSS 
329 Nor1h 1000 East, Kaysville, UT 84037 

Phone: 801-546-0445 Fax: 801-546-3907 

n q u19!fy 

TRANSLATION 

TraJ o atanslales and localizes your technical 
documentation into the following languages: 

+ French + Russian 
+ Spanish + Arabic 
+German +Italian .. . 

Turnkey service: Desktop Publishing, typesetting 
and printing of your brochures and manuals. 

205 Gibson Rd.. Annapolis, MD 21401 
(301) 267-8655 FAX (301) 267-8180 

n q u191iy 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 

ELIMINATE LAN DOWNTIME AND IJITA LOSS 
APC prolects more LANs than any other brand of UPS. Call 
for your FREE power protection handbook detailing: 

: ~t'fssc~~~~~~~?;~~:l~~!~~~~'ffgzine's E!U11s· Choice1
• PC1M!rChute aulomalic shtAdCJNn software !or aR major OS 
• SurgeArresl network gaOO Sll(J! proledioo 
" 0 mg~est marks go to the SmarWPS 900" BYTE 5191 

American Power Convernlon APC Europe 
132 F a i r ~ m 3l mi ~ ~· Age SI. Claire Del'il~ lognes.
W e ~ i n !Ill !!J2892o n 17447 Mame la Valee Cedex 2, 
800·541·8896 · ~~~~JifM~B«Xl 

I n q u197:y 

UTILITIES 

$29 MATH COPROCESSOR 
• 287, 387. Xf!l emulator 
• See BYTE ~1991 p. 90, PC Magazine 2/1991 p. 302 

$5 SUPER PASSWORD SOFTWARE 
•No one can break it • Double lock protection 
• Invisible password • Movable password 

$39 VIRUS PROTECTION CARD 
• Immune to virus after installation 

.;'y8,:irt!;::cr:~,·:~R~~. i~~s~~er Pmword FREE 

MU ll" I XI, N C4 B1i11<'1 Dr . Soile 7. Dallas TX 75244 
To i: (214) 23!H9119 Fax: (214) 23U826 "'""" """"'' ..r ~" 

n q u 79i!y 

·.. 
Why You Want BATCOM! 

BAlCOM is a balch file compiler that transforms your 
.bal files lo .exe files lo make lhem fasler. BlllCOM ex
tends DOS w'rth many rew commands so you can read 
keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more. In 
addttion, B<IJCOM pro!eciS l'QUr soun::ecode. No ru,oalliosl 
Only $59.95. Order lodayl 

Wenham Software Company 
5 Burley St.. Wenham, MA 01984 

(508) 774-7036 

n q u19~ 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special compuler product or service 


that )<JU pr<Nide belongs in print. 


THE BUYER' SMART 
can help )<JU reach compuler professionals and pro

duce valuable inquiries for )<lur company! 
Ca UJoseftAlllbtJomorientnai i c n 

603-924-2656 
or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

n q u806,t 

1988-89 
U. 
For 

. L)elivery $ 3 . 00 

January 

February 

March 

eign Delivery $ 4 . 0 

1988 1989 

1990-91-92 
U . L)elivery $ 6 . 0 0 
Foreign Delivery $ 8 . 00 
Canada & Mexico$ 6 . 5 0 

1990 1991 1992 

BYTE 
ISSUES 

BACK 
FOR SALE 

The above prices include postage in the US. European cus
tomers please refer to Back Issue order form in International 
Advertising section of book. 
Please indicate which issues you would like by checking(,.....) 
the boxes. Send requests with payment to: 

April 
BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458, (603) 924-9281 

May D Check enclosed Charge: D VISA D MasterCard 

June Card/I 

July 
Exp.. Date 

Signature 

August 

September 
Address 

October City 

November State Zip --- ---- 

December A11 orders must be prepaid. Please allow four \\eeks for delivery. 

Special 
Issues I 

Outlool<'92 D Issues 
Available 
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BRAND NAMES 


LOW 

PRICES 


LEADER 

SINCE 1983 


We export to Europe, Asia 

& the Far East 


We Honlli.nwfct ur er' s 
wars tt i es 

Call for details 

MEGACUBE ISA BUS 
486-33 System 
8 meg 128K Cache ESDI 
16 meg 128K Cache ESDI. .....................CALL 


Step 386-20 MHz System 
1 meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo .... CALL 


Step 386-25 MHz System 
1 meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo .. .... CALL 


Step 386-33 MHz 	System 
2 meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

150 meg Drive 1024x768 VGA Combo ... CALL 


PS/2 model 55SX-60 meg ... .......... .... .. 1985 
PS/2 model 70-120 meg .. ................. 3195 
IBM model 35-40 meg ..... ... ... .. ...... -. .1795 
PS/2 model 70-A21 ... ....... .. ...... .. .... ... 4195 
PS/2 model 95-320 meg ... ............ .. ~14950 

* * * Monitor Extra* ** 

CDmPAQ 
DeskPro Models 

286E-40/120 meg ..... ....... .. ... .. ....1595/1695 
386S-20MHz120 meg .. ..... .... ......... .. 2375 
386/20E-120 meg .. .. .. ....... ... ............ . ..2795 
386/25E-120 meg ... .... ..... .... .. ..... ......4085 
3So/33M-120 meg .. .... .. ... .. .... .. ...........4995 

*Call for other models  Monitor Extra * 

~ N0 V E L L SPECIALS 
Netware Version 2.2 

5 users............................................. 595 
10 users.. .. .. ..... ................... .... .........1395 
50 users .... .............. .. .......... .. .........CALL 

100 users ........................... .. .... .... .. .... CALL 
Netware 386 V.3.11 

20 users.................... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..........2195 
100 users .. ..... .......... ........... ......... .. .... CALL 
250 users .... ... ... ....... .... ...... .. .. ... .. .. .... CALL 

AST LAPTOPS 

EX386SX20 MDL 60 .............. . ...... ... .. .. .. .... .. ... 2 3 7 5 

EX386SX20 MDL 80.. ....... ... ... .. ................. . ..C A L L 

EX386SX25 MLD 60 ... ... ............ ..... .. . ......... 2 5 7 5 

EX386SX25 MDL 80. ...................... .. .. .. .... . C A L L 
 AST Bravo 386SX20 MDL 1 ......... 1070 

EX386SX25C MDL 60... ....... .. ... ... .... .. ..... ... .. .. .4 3 9 5 
 AST Bravo 386/25 MDL 1 ...... ...... 2295 

EX386SX25C MDL 80 ......................... .... ..... .. ...C A L L 
 AST Premium 386SX20 MDL 1.. ..1295 

AST Premium 386/33 MDL 1 ....... 2225LAPTOPS 
Compaq LTE/286 40 meg ......... .. ..... .. . .. .. 1 I 5 

Compaq LTE/386 60 meg . . ...... .. .. ... ... .. .... 3 2 9 5 

Toshiba2ooosxE40 meg .. ... .... ... .... ................. 2 6 5 a INTEL COPROCESSORS 

Toshiba 2200SX 60 meg .... . .. .. . ... .. .. . ... . .... 3 3 g 5 80287 XL .. .. .. . ....... .. ............ .. .... .. .. ..... ..... .$99.00 

Toshiba 3200SXC 120 meg .... .. ... .... ........ .. ...... .....5 6 5 a 80387 SX-16 ... ... ...... ..... ... .... .. ... ... ....$135.00 


80387 SX-20 .. . ..... .. .. .. .. . .. .. ........... .. $149.00 

Call for pricing on other brand name models 80387 DX25/33 ................ . ................. ....$205.00 


WE STOCK 	 CITIZEN HITACHI NEC 
OKIDATA TALLGRASS ALATOSHIBA EPSON ARCHIVE WYSE 

AeS Computers Made 
in 

® All systems include USA 

• Intel CPU (MICRONICS) 
• 4 meg RAM memory expandable to 64 meg 

- Desktop or tower case 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel 
• 101 keyboard 
• 1.2 & 1.44 Teac drive 
• SVGA card w/1 meg & SVGA monitor 
•MS DOS 5.0 
• MS Windows & mouse 

486/33 with 200 meg HD ... ... .......... 2795 

386/33 with 120 meg HD ......... .. ... :1995 

386SX/20 with 40 meg HD ... ... .... ..... 1420 


One year limited warranty 

~ 

NOVELL 

Authorized 

Dealer 
LAllOAROS 


8 bit Arcnet ..... ..... ... . 1 1 b 

16 bit Arcnel ............ ... 2 2 I 

8 bit Ethernet ........... ...1 II 

16 bil Ethernet .......... .. 2 7 i 


HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS INTEL 
MICROSOFT PC MOUSE 

SUMMAGRAPHIC CALCOMP 

LASER 

PRINTERS 


HP Laser lllSI .... 3595 

Hp Laser I 11 O.. ....CALL 

HP Laser Ill ....... 1525 

HP Laser 111 P........CALL 

OKI OL 400 .............665 

OKI OL 800 .. . .....CALL 

OKI OL 840 P.S .. 1720 

Panasonic 4420 .....835 
8 port Active Hub ... ..... 3 2 ! 
 Panasonic 4450 ...1295
Token Ring Card ........ . 3 9 ! 

Toke nhub 4-port ...... ... 3 5 ! 
 NEC 


Call for other 
 Silentwriter 2 ... .... CALL 
LAN Accessories 

Corporate Accounts 

Welcome 


Call for Discounts 

on Volume 


And 

Consultant Orders 


Exports 

Available 


Computerlane inc. 

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482 
Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253 

7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6, Saturday 10-6 

Compaq is a Registered Trademark o I Compaq. IBM is a Regislrered Trademark of International Business Machines 

PRINTERS 


Epson LQ 200 .. .. .. ... . .. .. ..2 4 

Epson LO 570 .... .. ......... 2 g 


Epson LQ 870 ......... ... . .. . 4 

Ep son LO 1170 ... .. ..... ....6 2 


OKIDATA 320 .. .. .. ... . ...3 3 

OKI DATA 390 .... .... ....... .4 6 


j 

0 

J 

Citizen HSP-500 ....... . ..3 3 p 


Mad ems 
Everex ...... . .. ............ .. ...C A I L 
Hayes .... ... .... ... .. .. ...... .. .. . C A I L 
US Robotics .. .. .... ., .. .. . C A I L 
NEC 3DS/4DS .. ... ... ... . , .. C A I L 
NEC 3FGX ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..6 4 15 
Vie wsonic 4C SVGA ... . .. ...3 9 5 
Viewsonic 6A N.I .... .. ........ .4 3 15 

ALL QUOTED 

PRICES ARE CASH 


PRICES ONLY 

Visa, MasterCard 


and 

American Express 


are higher 


Prices subject to change 

without notice. 


*Quantities are limited 


Circle 156 on Inquiry Card. 	 F E B R UAR1'992 • B YT E 333 
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It Simply Costs Less 


The Intel Inside logo is a 
trademark of Intel Corporation. 

Circle 1 70 on Inquiry Card. 
of IBM Corporation. 486 is a trademark 
91 by ASTRIX Corp. All rights reserved. 

486-33 PLATFORM - $1,291 

• 33 MHz Intel 486 

• 2 5 6Gilche 

• I MB RAM 

• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive or 
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive 

• IDE Hard Disk Controller 

• I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 

• I 0 I Key Keyboard

• Desktop Case Ismail foo1prin1J

• 200W Power Supply 

Benchmarks: 14.8 MIPS, 151.9 
Landmark 

Guaranteed I00% IBM AT and 
Novell compatible. Lifetime 
technical support. I year parts & 
labor warranty. 30-day money
back guarantee. Custom 
configurations available. 

486-33 COMPLETE-$2,591 

PLATFORM system Cleft column) wi1h: 

• 200 MB, 15ms IDE Hard Drive 

• 4 MB RAM 

• Second Floppy Drive 

• 14"ColorSVGAMonitor, 1024x 
768, non-interlaced 

• 16-bit, IMB Super-VGA Card 

• MS-DOS 5.00 

• Tower Case with 10 Drive Bays

• 300W Power Supply 

To get your 486for $1,291, 
call ASTRIX, toll free: 

(800) 445-5486 
In CA: (408) 9.i6-2883 ~ 

Fax: (408)946- 1610 ~ 

486-33 SERVER- $8,791 

PLATFORM systcm(lcft column) wilh: 

• Fault-tolerant operation 

• Dual 380 MB, (J.5ms Drives 
with Hard Disk Mirroring'

• 16MB RAM 

• ESDI Caching Disk Controller' 

• 500W UPS' 
Super-VGA Display, 1024x768 
MS-DOS 5.00 
TowerCasewith I 0 Drive Bays 

1HarcJ disk mirroring prolccls data. In the 
event oflrnrd disk failure . the system auto· 
matically swilchcs to a second hard drive 
conlaining a mirror image of the first drive. 
Mirroring climinalcs the need 10 maintain 
backups. 

2A caching disk conlrollcr reduces tJrivc 
access tim e 10 0.5ms (fram 16ms). It also 
increases throughput by 400%. eliminating 
disk bonlcnccks. 

)A UPS (Unintcrrupliblc Power Supply) 
keeps the server running in the even! of n 
power f nilurc. 
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REE PRODU·CT INFORMATION 
Mail Your Completed Card Today. For Quicker Response, Fax to 1-413-637-4343! 

Circle the numbers l)'1 Inquiry Card which correspond to Check all the appropriate answers to questions " A' · Print 'rllur name and address and mail, or fax to 
inquiry numbers assigned to items of interest to you. through "E". 1-413·637-4343 

r------------------------------------------

CITY STATE ZIP 
( 100Yes 110No 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. A. What Is your primary lob lunctlon/prlnclpal area ol D. What operating systems are you currently using? (Check all 
responslblllty7 (Check one.) that apply.) 

NAME 10 MISIDP 40 Sales/Marketing 12 O PC/MS·OOS 15 0 UNIX 
2o Prngrammer/S~slems Ana l~st 50 tngineer/Scien!ist 13 O DOS + Window; 160 MacOS 

TIT LE 3o Administration/Managemen! 6O Other 1400S/2 l lO VAXNMS 

B. What Is your lever ol management responslblllty7 E. For how many people do you Influence the purchase olCOMPANY 
7O Senior-level go Prolessional hardware or soltware? 

ADDRESS 80Middle· level 1B0 1-25 20 O 51-99 
19 o 26·50 210 100 01 moieC. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer, Consullant)7 

PHONE FAX 

Inquiry Numbers 1-493 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 

103 104 105 106 107 108 109 TIO 111 TI2 TI3 TI4 TI5 TI6 TII TI8 TI9 
mmmm~mmmmmmmmmrnm~ 
137 138139 140 141 142143 144 145146 147 148 149 150 151152 153 
~~~w~~~~m~~-~~~~m 
171172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 18< 185 186 187 
188189 190 191 192 193194195 196197 198 199 200201202203204 
205206207208209 210 2TI 212 213 214 215 216 211 218 219 220 221 
mmmmmwmm~rnmmrnmmmm 

m~wmw~ru~wm~~rn~~~m 

&~m&~BmE™B™™™&mmm 
273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 
m~mm™m~mmmD~~m~nn 

nn•m~mmmmmw~n•~mm 
mmmmmm~~mmDmammmN 

~~~~--W-~BBmm~••& 

•~Bmmm•m•&a&mmmmm 
mmmmm•~mm~••w™~BB 
mm~mamama~~e~e~~a 
409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421422423 424 425 
mmmm~mmGQmgmma~ww 

w~w~wmffl~~w~~w~ww~ 

•m&w~m•w••mmmrummm 
rnmmsmww•m•w•~~mwm 

L---------------------------

Inquiry Numbers 494·986 

aaam••~B•m~~~naam 
STI 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 521522523 524 525 526 527 
528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540 54 I 542 543 544 
~~~~~~~~m~~5fil~5~~ 

~~~-~~B•~mmm~m~m~ 

m•~~-~~•w•~~~--~• 
596 597 598 599 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607608 609 610 6TI 612 

w~runrunn~~mm~mmmmm 
630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 638639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 
wrn~~~rnrnrnru~rn~B~mBE 
664 665666667 668 669 670 671672 673 6746756 76 677 67B679 680 
~•rn™m~w~~-~--~•~w 
~~~m~~~~~w~~mnmmrn 
715 716 717 718 719 720 721 722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729 730 731 

mmrnm~rn~rn~~mm™IB~W™ 

m~~~m™~™m~~~™~™™™ 
166 761768769 770 771772773774 775716777778119780 781782 
163 764 785 786 781 788 789 790 791792 793 794 795 796 791 798 799 
BOO 801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808809810 8TI 812 813 814 815 816 
wnm~mmm~e~mmm~~mm 

~~-·~~~~~w~•~w~•~ 

mw~~~-~~~~w•••~~
~~~~mm~~mmm~~wmm• 
~~w~~~mw~m~~-~~~~ 

o~~e~~~o~nmmmenmm 
nmmmm~mmmmm~mmmDm 

936 937 938 939 940 941 942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 950 951952 
~~~~lli6BB™E~~~&~~™ 
mmmm~mmmmm~~m~~-~ 

D Please send me one year of EtfJ'E Magazine for 
$24. 95 and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and 

possessions only. F E B R U A R 

Inquiry Numbers 987-1479 I R S D 0 2 

-~~mmm~~•mwmmm~mm 
10041005 10061007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 !018 1019 1020 
10211022 10231024 1025 102610271028 1029 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034 1035 t036 1037 
10381039 104010411042 10431044 104510461047 104810491050 1051 1052 !053 !054 
1055105610571058 1059 1060 1061 1062 1063 ll64 1065 1066 1067 1068 1069 1070 1071 
10721073 10741075107610771078 107910801081 10821083 10841085 t086 1087 1088 
10891090 109110921093 1094 1095 1096 10971098 1099 TIOO TIO l TI02 TI03 TI 04 TIOS 

TI06 TIO/ TIOB 1109 mo TITI TI12 Til3 TI14 TIIS TI 16 Tiii 1118 TI19 TI20 1121 TI22 

TI23 TI24 1125 TI26 TI27 TI28 TI29 TI30 TI 31 1132 1133 1134 TI35 TI36 1137 TI38 TI39 

TI40 TI 41 TI42 TI43 TI44 TI45 TI46 TI47 TI48 TI49 1150 TISI 1152 1153 TI54 1155 1156 

1157 1158 1159 TI60 TI61 1162 TI63 TI64 TI65 TI66 TI67 TI68 TI69 TIIO Tiii TI72 TI73 


~~nmm~•~B~™•~•~•• 
TI91 TI92 TI93 TI94 TI95 TI96 TI91 TI98 11991200 12011202120312041205 1206 1207 
120812091210 121112121213 1214121512161217 12181219122012211222 12231224 

122512261227 1228 1229 12301231 1232 12331234 1235 1236 12371238 1239 12401241 
1242 1243 1244 1245 1246 1247 1248 1249 125012511252 1253 1254 1255 1256 1257 1258 
12591260126112621263 12641265 1266 12671268 1269 127012711272 1273 1274 1275 
1276127712781279128012811282 12831284 12851286 1287 1288 1289 1290 12911292 
129312941295 129612971298 1299 1300 13011302 1303 130413051306 13071308 t309 
1310 13TI 1312 13131314 1315 1316 1317131813191320 13211322 1323 1324 1325 1326 
1327132813291330133113321333 13341335 1336 1337 1338 1339 1340 134113421343 

134413451346 134713481349 1350 13511352 1353 1354 1355 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 
13611362136313641365 13661367 1368 1369 1370 1371 1372 1373 13741375 1376 1377 
137813791380138113821383 13841385 138613871388 1389 1390 13911392 13931394 
1395139613971398139914001401 14021403 1404140514061407 1408 1409 1410 1411 
1412141314141415141614171418 1419142014211422 1423 1424142514261427 1428 
142914301431143214331434143514361437143814391440144114421443 1444 1445 
t44614471448 14491450 14511452 14531454 14551456 1457 1458 1459 14601461 1462 
1463146414651466146714681469147014711472 1473 1474147514761477 1478 1479 

NO POSTAGE 

NECESSARY 


IF MAILED 

IN THE 


UNITED STATES 


BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 176 PITTSFIELD, MA 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

B\JTE 
READER SERVICE 
PO Box 5110 
Pittsfield, MA 01203-9926 
USA 

lll1tttt1ll1tl1lll,,,,,11.1.1,,1,1,,,,1,1,11,,1,,1,1 
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FRE~~~ 	 ~FORMATIO 

Mail Your Completed Card Today. For Quicker Response, Fax to 1-413-63743431 

Circle the numbers on Inquiry Card which correspond to Check all the appropriateanswers to questions " A " Print Your name and address and mail, or fax to 
inquiry numbers assigned to items of interest to you. through "E". 1-413-6374343 _______________________________________.____._. ....._____._...________ 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

IJ\JTE 
READER SERVICE 
PO Box 5110 
Pittsfield, MA 01203-9926 
USA 

lll111111ll11l1lll11111ll1l1l11l1l1111l1l1ll .. 1•• 1.1 

---~-----------------------------------------------------
Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 	 A. What is your primary job lunclion/princlpal area ol D. What operating systems are you currently uslng1 (Check all 

responslblllly1 (Check one .) that apply.) 
10 MIS/OP 40 Sales/Marketing 	 11 0 PCIMS DDS 1S0 UNIXNAME 
2D Programmerl Syslems Anal~'St 5O EngineerlSc1enlis! 1J O DOS + Wmdoos 160 MacOS 


TITLE 3D Adminislra tian/Managemen1 6D Olher 1400511 170VAXNMS 


a. What Is your level ot management responslblllly1 	 E. For how many people do you influence the purchase of
COMPANY 

70 Senior·le'Jel 9O Proressional 	 hardware or sollware7 
B0 Middle-ltvcl 	 1B O 1-1S 10 O S1-99 

19016-SO 21 D 100 or more 
ADDRESS 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer. Consullant)1 

NO POSTAGE 

NECESSARY 


IF MAILED 

IN THE 


UNITED STATES 


BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 176 PITTSFIELD, MA 

CITY 	 STAIE ZIP 100\IOs 110NoI 
P~ONE 	 FAX 

Inquiry Numbers 1-493 

I 1 J 4 s 6 B 9 10 11 11 1J 14 1S 16 17 
18 19 10 11 11 1J 14 1S 16 17 1B 19 JO J1 J1 JJ 34 
JS J6 JI JB J9 40 41 41 4J 44 4S 46 47 4B 49 50 51 
S1 5J 54 SS S6 SI SB 59 60 61 61 6J 64 65 66 67 6B 
69 70 71 71 IJ 74 IS 76 77 IB 79 BO B1 B1 BJ B4 BS 
B6 Bl BB B9 90 91 91 9J 94 9S 96 97 9B 99 100 101 101 

10J 104 10S 106 107 10B 109 TIO m 111 113 n4 11S 116 117 11B 119 
110 11111111J 114 11S 116 117 11B 119 1JO 1J11J11JJ 1J4 1JS 1J6 
1J7 1JB 1J9 140 141 14114J 144 14S 146 147 14B 149 1SO 1S1 151 1SJ 
1S4 1SS 1S6157 158 1S9 160 161 16116J 164 165 166 167 16B 169 170 
171 1711/J 174 17S 176 177 17B 179 1BO 1B1 1B1 1BJ 1B4 1BS 1B6 1B7 
~~~mmmmm•mm~~m•~~ 
10S 10610710B 109110 11111111J 11411S11611711B 119110111 
mmrnmmmmm~mmm rnmmmm 

m~mmm~mmwNm~~~m~~ 

~w~~~mwru™••m••mmm 
mmmmmmm~wwm™~••m~ 
~~mmamMWMm~~BEDeD 
JOI JOB J09 J10 JTI J11 J1J J14 J1S JT6 J17 J1B J19 310 J11 J11 J1J 
~mmmmmmmmm•m•m~~~ 

~w~~m~wN~~mmw~BBW 

BB~BBE™lli&&B&mmmmm 

mmmmm~~m•~••m~•~m 
~m~m••••~~a~~ea@a 
409 410 411 411 41J 414 41 S 416 417 41B 419 410 411 411 41J 414 41S 
ama~~mwrn~mqmm~~ww 

~™w~w~m~mmw~ illill W~~ 
460 461 46146J 464 46S 466 467 46B 469 470 471 471 47J 474 47S 476 
mmm•w•~•ww•w~~m~~ 

Inquiry Numbers 494-986 

~~&&•&B~Dm~~DD~~~ 

S11 S11 S1J S14 S1S S16 S17 S1B 519 S10 511 51151J S14 S1S S16 S17 
~m~~mm~m~m~~~~w~~ 

S4S 548 547 54B 549 550 551 55155J 554 5S5 556 557 558 SS9 560 561 
~m~~-~••m~mmmmmmm 

m~~~~~-~~~•~msm~~ 
ill•~-~~Be~~~-~~~~m 

61J 614 61S 616 617 61B 619 610 611611 61J 614 61S 616 617 61B 619 
~~mm~e~m~m~w~oowoo~ 

W-~~~~~~~-~B~BW~E 
~-~w~~~mmmmma~mm~ 

~-E••~w~~~B&E~~-w 
698 699 700 701 701 70J 704 70S 706 707 /OB 709 710 711 711 71J 714 
71S 716 717 l lB 719 710711 71171J714 71S 716 71771B 7197JO 7J1 

7J17JJ 7J4 IJS 7J6 737/JB 7J9 740 741 7417 4J 744 74S 746 747 74B 
749 7SO 7S1 751 753 754 755 ISB ISi 758 7S9 760 161 761 763 764 765 
™™™~mmmmmmmmmm~mm 
™™~~mm~~mmmm~~mmm 
~~Be~eawa~nmmm~mn 
wn~~~~m~m~m~~~mmm 

~mmm~~~w~oooooo~w~~~ 

~~~~~5~B~~~EE~E&& 
~~mmmm~mammm~~~E~ 
E~W~~~~~E-~~-~~~D 
901 90J 904 90S 906 907 90B 909 910 911 911 91J 914 91S 916 917 91B 
919 910 91191191J 914 91S916 917 91B 919 930 9J19J19JJ 9J4 9JS 
~mme~w~~~~~w~m~~B 
~~lliill~~BB~&E™EB~BE 

mmmm~mmmmm~~•m~•~ 

D Please send me one year of BiTE Magazine .!Jr 
$24.95 and bill me. Offer w1/id in U.S. and 
possessions only. FEBRUARY 
Inquiry Numbers 987-1479 fRSD02A 

9B7 9BB 9B9 990 991 992 99J 994 99S 996 ~97 99B 9991000 10011001100J 
1004100S 10061007 100B 1009 1010 10TI 1011101J 1014 101S 1016 1017 101B 1019 I010 
1011 I011101J1014101S I0161017101B 1019 IOJO 10J1 IOJ1 IOJJ 10J4 10JS10J6 10J7 
IOJB IOJ9 10401041 I041104J 1044104S 1046 I047 I04B I049 IOSO 1051 I051 I05J I054 
10SS 10S6 1057 10SB 10S9 1060 I0611061106J 1064 I06S 1066 1067 1068 1069 1070 1071 
1071107J1074107S 1076 107710/B107910BO10B1 10B110BJ 10B410BS 10B6 T0B710BB 

•=~m~~--~--~~~~~~ 
1106 1107 110B TI09 1110 1111 1111 111J 1114 111S 1116 1117 111B 11 19 1110 1111 1111 
m~~gwm~~~~~~~~w~~ 

~0000000000~00~00~~~~~~~ 

~~~m™~m™E•m•am@mm 
~mmmmmm~••~••~-~~ 
1191 1191 119J 1194 119S 1196 1197 119B 1199 1100 1101 1101110J 1104 110S 1106 1107 
110B 11091110 11111111111J 1114 111S 11161117 111B 1119111011111111111J1114 

111S 11161117111B 1119 11J011J111J111JJ t1J4 t1JS 11J611J7 11JB t1J911401141 
1141114J 1144114S 11461147 114B t149 11SO 11S111S111SJ t15411SS 11S6 t1S711SB 
11S9116011611161116J 1164 116S 1166 1167 116B11691170 1171117111731174117S 

~~~~~~~~™-~§~~---119J1194 119S1196 1197119B 11991300 1J01 IJ011JOJ 1304 1JOS 1ll6 !JOI !JOB IJ09 
1J10 1J111J111J1J 1J141J1S 1J16 IJ17 1J1B IJ19 1310 1J11 IJ11 1J1J 1J14131S 1J16 
1J17131B 1J19 1330 1JJ11JJ11JJJ 1JJ4133S 1JJ61JJ7133B IJJ91J401J411J411J4J 

1J441J4S 1J461J471J4B 1J491350 1JS11JS11JSJ 1JS4135S 1JS61J57 1JSB 1JS9 1J60 
1J6113611J6J 1J64 136S 1J66 1367 1J6B 1J69 1370 1J711J711JIJ 1J74 137S 1J76 1J77 

~~~~-oo~••~~~~~==-
1J9S1J961J971J9B 1J99140014011401140J 1404140S 14061407140B 1409 1410 1411 
1411141J 1414 141S 14161417 141B 14 19 141014111411 141J 1414 141S 14161417141B 
1419 14JO 14J114J1 14JJ 14J4 14JS 14J6 14J7 14JB !4J9144014411441144J 1444 1445 
14461447 144B 1449 14SO 14S114S1 14SJ 1454 14SS 14S614S714SB 14S9 1460 14611461 
146J 1464 146S14661467146B 146914701471147114/J 1474147514761477 14/B 1479 



READER SERVICE 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 

Inquiry No. PageNo. 

8·9 ABACUS SOFTWARE . . . . 189 


152-153 ABTECH .... , . . . . .309 

453-454 ACE CAD . . S-36 


154 ACMA COMPUTERS INI .307 

186 ADD ON AMERICA . . . 319 


10·11 ADVANCED LOGIC RES . . .. 161 


13 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 16,17 


406-407 AGCELECTRONICS CORP 661S-31 

12 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS . 270 


408 AMOS EUROPE LTD . . . 661S-21 


" AME INSTIT FOR COMP SCI . . 324 

14-15 AMERICANMEGATRENDS. .69 


16 AMERICAN POWER CONV . .256 


409 AMERICAN POWER CONV 661S-47 


17 AMERICAN SMALL BUSI COMP 133 


155 AMT INTERNATIONAL.. . . . . 316 

41G-411 AOC INTERNATIONAL ... 661S-40 


' APPLE COMPUTER INC . 12,13 


589 APPRO INT"LINC . 66S0-7 

• APS TECHNOLOGIES. .. .294 


412 ASP COMPUTER PROD 661S·42 


18·19 ASTRESEARCH INC .. 169 

170 ASTRIX COMPllT•<H"m .334 


20·21 ATRONICS , .... , . . .221 

187 B&CMICRO .319 


240-241 BAYTECHN .269 


22 BIT SOFTWt 262 


450 SIX . . ... • . • .343 

242·243 BUNK INC . , . • .245 


25-26 BORLAND II .. 11 

23-24 BORLAND INT'L .61 


27 BOURBAKI INC . . . . • . 194 

188 BP MICROSYSTEI 322 

399 BUFFALO PRODUCTS. .299 


28·29 BUREAU OF ELEC PUBLSHING .88 


BYTE BACK ISSUES. , . . • . . . 332 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE . . . • . . 278 


45 BYTE/DEMOLINK 341 


182 CAD ONE COMP DE 314,315 

30 CALERA RECOGNll YS . . 139 


31 CANONUSAINC , . . ... .193 


32 CAPITALEQUIPMENTCO . .152 


33 CAPITALEQUIPMENTCO. .153 

592-593 CBIS INC 66PC-11 

456 CDIS . . .. .. . . . , . . . .. 661S·30 
402 CENTRAL COMP SYS . 66UK-12 

414 CHERRYMIKROSCHAL TERGMBH 6615-48.49 
415-416 CLARION SOFTWARE .... 661S-33 

417-418 COMPEX .,.. , , , .. , .. ••1c;.35 

229 COMPEX It 318 


463 COMPUCLASSICS . . • . ;.45 

189 COMPUCOM CORP 322 


401 COMPUMART . 66UK-11 

421 COMPUSAVE INT'L . 661S-39 


34 COMPUSERVE . , •.. , . . 115-117 


36 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES. . . . 33 

37 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 


COMPUTER/BYTE BOOKCLUB(N.A.). . 6~11-0 


COMPUTER/BYTE BOOK CLUB 82,83 


156 COMPUTERLANE UNLTD ..... 333 

422 COMPUTER QUICK ...... 661S-24 


405 COMPUTER SERV &ENGNR 66UK-14 

' COMPUTER SOLU . .. 661S·52A-B 


171-172 COMTRADE . . " .. 298 

190 CONTROL VII .. 322 


COPIA INT'L '. ' 113 

38-39 CORE INT'L . ' ' ' . . 157 


40 COREL SOFr 


191-192 COVOX INC . .... 

14 5 CREATIVE LA " 87 

193 CURTIS INC .. ' 319 

173 CYBERRESEAR• .. 292,293 

157 CYBEX CORP . 
 302 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

• DAN TECHNnl n!'.:v Pl r ' ~61S-5 


178-179 DATA HUT . . . . 310 


41·42 DATALUX CORP ... _ ... 108 


43 DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA) Clll 

44 DELLCOMPUTERCORP(NA) CIV 


DELLCOMPUTERCORP . 98A-J 


DELL COMPUTER C 0 ~ N .lll.4A-B 

557-558 OERBYTECH COMPUTERS66NE-16 

567-568 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS66PC-15 

579-580 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS 6650-8 


194 DIETRICH POS EQUIPMENT .319 


DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. .101 


DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . _ .103 


46 DIGITAL RESEARCH INC(NA).181 


234· 235 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSINr' .303 

195 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER . . .. . 323 


413 DOWTY COMMUNICATION SIS·7 


158 ELEKTEK 311 


423·424 ELIASHIM MICROCOMP .. 6615·26 

48·49 ELIASHIM MICROCOMP(NA) .165 


EL ONEX. . . . . . . . • . 6615·2 
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY 

Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue. 
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears. 

Company, Pase# Inquiry# 

A D M s 
ABC Interactive, 23 Darius Technology, 52 1273 MacProducts USA, 158 1158 The Santa Cruz Operation, 23 
Abraxas Software, 60 1295 Day Star Digital, 158 1151 MacroMind-Paracomp, 217 1232 Sanyo/Icon International, 158 1193 
Academic Software Library, 342 DEC,23,96, 11 1, 123 Maxis, 67 987 Seattle Telecom & Data, 158 1169 
Acius, 23 Dell Computer, 162 1310 McCaw Cellular Servio, 23 
Adobe Systems, 23, 151, 229, 271 DFM,36 1210 Communications, 23 Silicon Composers, 158 1194 
Advanced Logic Research, 162 1308 Diamond Computer Systems, 158 1180 Metz Software, 178 1426 Silicon Valley Bus, 56 1291 
Advanced Network and Digi-Fonts, 288 Microdyne, 23 Software Tool & Die, 111 

Services, 111 Digital Research, 91 Micro Engineering Solutions, 66 1307 Solaris, 91 
Advance Micro Research, 54 1282 Doctor Design, 64 1302 Micron Technology, 158 1159 Solbourne Computer, 2 3 
Alacron, 158 1176 Dove Computer, 158 1152 Microsoft, 23, 47, 56, 67, 85, 91, Solution Systems, 60 1292 
Alias Research, 271 Dun & Bradstreet Software 96, 151 ' 217' 229, 259, 265, 288 988 Sony, 23 
Alps America, 53 1277 Services, 23 1206 Sota Technology, 158 1170 
AMD, 23, 96, 123, 151 Du Pont Imaging Systems, 158 1181 1223 Spectre, 158 1195 
Analogic, 64 1300 DynaMicro, 158 1153 1233 Stanford University, 137 
Aox, 158 
Apple Computer, 10, 23, 91, 96, 

151, 158, 229, 271 

Applied Engineering, 158 
Applied Optical Media, 217 
Arche Technologies, 6 7 

1146 

1147 
1225 
1148 
1229 

976 

E 
Eastman Kodak, 198 
Elan Software, 62 
Employment Solutions, 23 
Exceller Software, 288 
Extended Systems, 158 

1235 
1298 

1182 

Microtech International, 158 
MicroWay, 158 

Mips Computer Systems, 96 
MIT, 137 
Mobius Computer, 277 

1290 
1160 
1161 
1187 

STB Systems, 54 
S3, 151 
Strobe Data, 158 
Suncom Technologies, 53 
Sun Microsystems, 123, 277 
SuperMac Technology, 151 
Symantec, 67, 178, 229 

1283 

1196 
1278 

985 
Argonne National Laboratory, 111 
Ariel, 56 1286 
Ashlar,66 1304 
ASP Computer Products, 56 1288 
Asymetrix, 217 1230 
AT&T, 23, 105, 137 
Atlantix, 277 
Atta Technology, 158 1149 
Autodesk, 67 977 
Avalon Design and Manufacturing, 

158 1177 

B 
Backus·Naur, 60 1293 
Bell Labs, 23 
Berkeley Systems, 229 
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, 111 

F 
Facit, 198 
Fairchild Clipper, 96 
Farallon Computing, 23, 39 
Fibronics, 23 
Fifth Generation Systems, 178 
Focus Systems, 288 
Fusion Data Systems, 158 
Futurus, 56 

G 
GenRad, 23 
Georgia Institute of 

Technology, 137 
Graphics Press, 342 
Great American Software, 62 

1236 

1212 

1422 

1154 
1287 

1297 

Moscow State University, 137 
Motorola, 23, 96, 105, 123, 151 

N 
Nantucket, 23 
National Science Foundation, 111 
National Semiconductor, 23, 151 
NCR, 229 
NEC, 23, 52 1274 
Nemonix, 158 1162 
NetLabs, 257 
Network Information Center, 277 
Newbridge Microsystems, 158 1163 
Newer Technology, 54 1284 
Newmarket Computers, 52 1272 
North Carolina State 
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Symbolics, 158 
Synaptics, 137 
Synoptics, 23 
Systran, 158 

T 
Tadpole Technologies, 52 
Tallgrass Technologies, 158 
Tandy, 217 
Tangent Computer, 162 
Technology Works, 158 
Tech-Source, 54 
Tektronix, 158 
Texas Instruments, 137, 151 
T/Maker, 67 
T /Maker Research, 6 7 

1425 
1197 

1198 

1271 
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1234 
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1172 
1281 
1199 

978 
983 

Borland lnterna tional, 23, 259, 288 H Novell, 249, 265, 277 Togai lnfraLogic, 158 1173 
Bourbaki, 178 1420 Harris Laboratories, 158 1155 NovySystems, 158 1164 Tokyo Electron, 23 
British Telecom, 23 Haventree Software, 66 1306 Now Software, 178 1424 Tool Technology Publishing, 178 1427 
Brown-Waugh Publishing, 85 
The BSE Co., 67 
Business ResourceSoftware, 62 

c 
Cabletron Systems, 23 
Caltech, 137 
Carver Mead of the California 

1222 
982 

1296 

hDC Computer, 178 1423 
HelioComputer, 158 1183 
Hewlett-Packard, 23, 53, 123, 198 1237 

1275 
Hiroshima University, 137 
HNC, 158 1184 
Hyperspeed Technologies, 158 1185 

nuLogic, 54 

0 
Open Software Foundation, 91 
Opus Systems, 158 
Oracle, 23 
Orange Micro, 158 
Orchid Technology, 158 

1285 

1188 

1189 
1165 

Toshiba, 47 
Total Systems Integrat ion, 158 
Traveling Software, 67 
Tricord Systems, 162 
Truevision, 158 

u 
Ungermann-Bass, 23 

1207 
1174 

984 
1312 
1200 

Institute of Technology, 123 O'Reilly & Associates, 257 Univation, 158 1201 
Cayman Systems, 233 1228 
C-Cube Microsystems, 151 
Central Point Software, 178 1421 
Cheetah Computer Systems, 158 1150 
ChipCom, 23 
Chips & Technologies, 123 
ChipSoft, 23 
Coherent Research, 158 1178 
Committee on Institutional 

Cooperation, 111 
Compaq Computer, 96, 162, 229 1309 
CompuStar, 288 
Computervision, 66 1305 
Connect ix, 271 
Corel Systems, 67 979 
Corner Stone Technologies, 288 
Creative Labs, 217 1231 
Crescendo Communications, 23 
CSP, 158 1179 
Cyrix, 23, 151 

IBM, 10, 23, 91, 96, 123, 137, 
158, 249 1186 

IBM/Lexmark, 198 1238 
IEV, 158 1156 
UT, 151 
Image Processing Software, 288 
Insignia Solutions, 96 
Intel, 23, 85, 96, 105, 123, 151, 

158, 249 1157 
1221 

Interactive Image Technologies, 6 7 981 
Interactive Systems, 277 
Irvine Sensors, 137 

J 
Jandel Scientific, 64 1301 

K 
Kansai Electric, 56 1289 
Kensington Microware, 53 1279 

Outbound Systems, 233 
Output Technology, 53 

p 
Paper Direct, 288 
ParcPlace Systems, 23 
Pa~k Technologies, 23 
Parsytec, 158 
Pennant Systems, 23 
Performance Systems 

International, 111 
Phoenix Technologies, 23 
Pioneer Communications of 

America,67 
Polywell Computers, 158 
Power Up Software, 288 
Prometa USA, 158 
PSI Integration, 54 
Publishing Technologies, 259 
Pure Logic Systems, 137 

1227 
1276 

1190 

980 
1166 

1191 
1280 

Unix System Labs, 91 
UR Micro, 158 
UUNET Communications 

Services, 111 

v 
Visible Systems, 64 

w 
Walt Disney Computer 

Software, 23 
Ward Systems Group, 158 
Warren New Media, 23 
Weaver Graphics, 288 
Weitek, 47, 151 
Wells American, 288 
WindowDOSAssociates, 178 
Wollongong, 277 
WordPerfect, 23 

x 

1175 

1303 

1202 

1209 

1428 

L 
Lexmark International, 42 1205 

Q 
Qantel Business Systems, 158 1192 

Xircom, 277 
XTree, 178 1429 

Light Source, 23 
Logicraft, 233 
Lotus Development, 23, 4 7 
Lousig-Nont & Associates, 62 

1226 
1208 
1299 

OMS, 42, 198 

Quadram, 158 
Qualitas, 265 

1204 
1239 
1167 

v 
Yale University, 342 
Yarc Systems, 158 1203 

Lynx Real-Time Systems, 60 1294 Quarterdeck Office Systems, 67 986 
Quicksoft, 288 

R 
Radius, 151, 158 1168 
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FREE Software 
Instantly On-Line 
With BYTE 
DEMOLINK 


/ 

Download free demo software from top publishers directly ( 
to your computer.. .for just the cost of a phone call! 

\ 
BYTE DEMOLINK lets you preview software instantly by calling the \ 
telephone number in the city nearest you. All you need to access BYTE \ 

DEMOLINK is a PC, a modem and a telecommunications program. The I 
)

latest demo software is at your fingertips for your evaluation. / 
/ 

(Call BYTE DEMOLINK today to connect with these 
free software demos-It's only a phone call away! \ 

\ 

)--

B~TE Free Demo Download 

LINK 617·861 ·9767* 

Here are the newest software 
packages available on DEMOLINK: 
AutoPACK Tutor 
A powerful interactive computer-based AutoCAD training program for 
novice or experienced users. Tutor starts with an introductory module 
on the basics of AutoCAD, includes an exercise module that takes the 
user through step·by-step instruca·ons of object snap, dimensioning, 
blocks, etc., and has a complete on·line reference system that replaces 
AutoCAD "Help" with animated examples and clear explanations. 
AmoPACK Tutor by Grabert Systems, Inc. 

Select the file aptdemo.exe 

MultiScope Debuggers for Windows 1.03 
The MultiScope Debuggers for Windows provide you with the 
most powerful solutions available for debugging your Windows 3 8 6 
Enhanced, Standard, and Real Mode applications. See your application 
while debugging it on the same screen, instantly pinpoint the cause 
of those elusive "Unrecoverable Application Errors" even after the 
fact, and if you have a second machine MultiScope gives you 
remote debugging. 

Select the file mscope.exe 

TropicSoft Ct+ Classes 
A set of the most efficient and complete C+ + classes for building 
MS-DOS Windows application interfaces. Designed to dramatically 
reduce memory and exe size, increase execution speed and reduce 
lines of code by as much as 8 0 'lt.lso features the flex "C" 
programming to compile in any memory model and run in any 
Windows mode. (Source code available.) 
Select the file tsdemo.exe 

HyperWriter 3.0 
Ntergaid lnc.'s latest update to HyperWriter1, an easy to use, general 
purpose authoring system for creating interactive hypermedia and 
multimedia documents. HyperWriter 3 . f£tures multiple fink types, 
integration of text, graphics, audio, video, animation and extensive 
navigation tools. 
Select the file hwdemo.exe 

WINFAX PRO 2.0 
Send and receive laser quality faxes from any Windows 3 application 
directly to any fax device or your PC. WINFAX PRO is recognized 
by Windows as a print device so a single fax can be composed from 
within pages of different Wndows applications Specify at what date 
and time the fax wil be sent, and WINFAX PRO w~ send the fax to 

•call the nearest DEMOLINK office anytime. Telecom settings: 2400 or 1200 baud, 
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. Enter DEMOLINK at the prompt. 
Chicago Denver Los Angeles New York San Francisco Toronto Washlnglon. DC 
3 1 26- · 6118 I 11 · 2 2 0 • 0 3 2 8 2 Z ·1 ll I B I I I ll I I e t 4 I 1i I 2 ti 3 ~ II 6 3 

Circle 45 on Inquiry Card. 

either one recipient or a group of recipients. Faxes can be printed or 
viewed upon receipt. WINFAX PRO manages fax numbers. recipients 
and groups with its built-in phonebooks. Cover pages can be fully 
customized to include log files, ASCII text files and fax merge 
capabilities. Cal I 0 8 · 2 6 lfoF r&orli ilfci"mation. 
Select the file winfax.exe 



PRINT QUEUE 

HUGH KENNER 

Glitzers Anonymous 

Don't Jet overbearing screen designs 

mar your programs 

I
recall a bleak screen that said just, in white on black, "In
file? <RETURN>" .... Calling up such a memory, I 
feel like the oldest inhabitant of computerdom. (Will the 
last inhabitant please turn out the lights.) 

For screens nowadays are glitzy: red backgrounds, cyan 
borders outlined in blue; up above, a header bar in brown; 

below, an overlaid emergency bar, black with polychrome bor
ders. Worse are windows, superimposed, strident chromatics 
clamoring for attention, the whole mess atop a blue background 
with a double-ruled yellow boundary .... 

All of which can well drive the computer-innocent back to 
pencil and scratch pad, a side effect that computer-drunks 
don't seem to grasp. Yea, colors! Colors we've got! And the 
more the glitzier! On, Stunner! On, Glitzen! Onward toward 
HyperGlitz! 

A cure? Call it Glitzers Anonymous: a weekend with Edward 
R. Tufte's Envisioning Information, a quietly handsome book 
in which horrors such as the above utter their silent screams at 
the bottom of page 88, right across from a cool example of what 
might just as easily be. A calm white window has gray de
markers, a cyan header, a yellow border. Behind it, another 
window in two shades of gray, awaiting activation, lies quiet for 
now. Cyan and yellow may invest it once it's active, and what's 
now assertive will recede into gray. 

For yes, as we oldest inhabitants concede, "color can im
prove the information resolution of a computer screen." But let 
us not therefore invoke a rainbow deluge with our eyes shut. 
Color's first office is to "calm video glare, the effect of staring 
at a light bulb." Next, "color defines edges"; thus, "for fram
ing fields, the appropriate color should be light in value" but 
also "relatively intense and saturated," so we'll quickly spot 
the active window. And the only color that meets both require
ments is yellow-and don't fussily stick a border of some other 
color inside it. 

Tufte, who teaches "statistics, graphics design, and political 
economy" at Yale, came to wider notice in 1983 with The Vi
sual Display ofQuantitative Information, now in its tenth print
ing. He's (rightly) meticulous enough to have issued both books 
from his own Graphics Press (P.O. Box 430, Cheshire, CT 
06410), to which you send your order. One section of Envision
ing Information even uses 12-color printing. The quality is, 
yes, evident-quietly. 

Here, on page 83, is an "exuberantly bad example": a U.S. 
Census Bureau map with colored blobs designating home-heat
ing fuels. OK, except that the map got enclosed in a thick white 
border atop a blue field, and the one thing that clings to your eye 
is that thick white border, "the map's dominant visual state
ment," and it's meaningless. 

Worse (page 33), a price-of-diamonds graph, 1978-1982. It 
came from a Time, Inc., publication and might as well have 

come from USA Today. The graph surged up and down in a way 
that suggested to someone a seated cutie's leg. Then her legs 
and thighs got crosshatched (a graph, see?) and she got 
equipped with a vapid face and a top hat, and it all became (in 
four colors) a creative concept. Tufte calls it "chartjunk ." 

"Chartjunk promoters imagine that numbers and details are 
boring, dull, and tedious, requiring ornament to enliven." But 
"if the numbers are boring, then you've got the wrong num
bers," and, sure enough, the cutie-chart "mixes up changes in 
the value of money with changes in diamond prices"-this in a 
time of high inflation. So it says nothing except "See here!" 

"No one can write decently," wrote E. B. White, "who is 
distrustful of the reader's intelligence." Nor can any designer 
of a visual display grab attention save by assuming that we want 
to know. For we want to know all we can. Not aware what fa
tigues us, still we are fatigued by gross simplification, pizzazz. 
So, "a most unconventional design strategy is revealed: to clar
ify, add detail." "God is in the details," and may as well be on 
your screen. 

Short Subjects 
If you're interested in computerized aids to writing but have 
found Grammatik a tad naive, you may want to look at Editor, 
which in fact doesn't edit but simply makes suggestions that 
you compare against a printout of your text with the sentences 
numbered. 

Editor was written "for typical college-level writers ... who 
may be lazy, inexperienced, or weak," and its dictionaries "are 
based on a long-term study of undergraduate writing." Thus, 
"many of the words and phrases it flags are not problems when 
good writers use them." Good writers might conceivably have 
a use for the word definitely, but Editor flags it without any 
mercy. 

Editor's four programs (Fix, Tighten, Polish, and Consider) 
are menu-based and can be run separately or with one key
stroke. They are very fast, and their output goes to a menu
viewable file. Editor sells for $45 from Academic Software 
Library (North Carolina State University, P.O. Box 8202, Ra
leigh, NC 27695, (800) 955-8275). • 

Envisioning Information, Edward R. Tufte, Graphics Press, 
1990, $48, 128pp., ISBN0-961-3921-1-8. 

Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor ofEnglish at 
the University of Georgia. He writes for publications ranging 
from the New York Times to Art & Antiques. His recent books 
include Mazes and Historical Fictions. He can be contacted on 
BIXas "hkenner." 

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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Where Do You Go for Help When 

You're the Expert? 


BIX-the On-Line Service for 

People Who Know Computers! 


et answers, 
advice and code 
from top 
programmers, 

designers, and consultants. 
BIX is home to hardware and 
software engineers, systems 
designers, independent 
consultants, technology buffs 
and computer industry 
celebrities. All sharing 
information on their favorite 
subject ... computing! 
And the resources on BIX 
are substantial. 

More High-Quality Tools 
and Information on BIX. 

Our software libraries 
are packed with the latest 
high-quality tools, programs 
and code to help you do a 
better job. So, whether you're 
looking for a special utility, 
TSR, highly qualified advice 
or just stimulating 
conversation, you'll find 
it on BIX. 

Get Answers in These 
Conferences and Many Others: 
borland 	 Borland International 

official technical 
support 

c.plus.plus 	 Discuss the C++ 
programming 
language 

ibm.windows 	IBM/Microsoft 
Windows 

ibm.os2 	 05/2 Operating 
System 

ibm.utils 	 Utility software for 
IBM Computers 

microsoft 	 Products from 
Microsoft 

Subscribe to BIX On-line 
for Only $39 a Quarter Now! 

Just set your telecom
munications program for full 
duplex, 2400 or 1200 baud, 
7bits, even parity, 1 stop bit. 
Get your Visa, MasterCard, 
or American Express card 
ready. Have your modem call 
617-861-9767*, enter "bix"at 
the prompt. When you are 
prompted for "Name?" enter 
"bix.deal" and complete 
on-line registration. 

Money-Back Guarantee! 
Try BIX for 30 days and if 

you're not completely satisfied, 
call Customer Service and we'll 
refund your subscription fees. 
But if you decide BIX is for 
you, we'll give you an 
additional 30 days on your 
annual subscription. 

EllX 
*Connect to BlX locally via BT Tymnet- call 800-336-0149 for your local access number, fees are outlined on-line. BlX handles billing for BT Tymnet 
connect fees. Other access available. Call BlX at 800-227-2983 or 603-924-7681 for more information. 
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STOP BIT 


LEONARD 
L E E .COMPUTERS 


OUT OF CONTROL 


I
n 1945, when a team of Navy programmers first 
used the word bug to describe a programming error, 
they could scarcely have guessed that use of the 
word would become so ubiquitous. Software errors 
are an inevitable part of writing programs, but as 

computers grow more sophisticated, the consequences 
of bugs are growing at an alarming rate. 

The year 1991 may be remembered as the year that 
the general public first became 

Seemingly obscure aware of the software crisis. 
More than 12 million people

software bugs Jost theirphone service in July 
because of a software error incan have disastrous phone-switching computers. 
Businesses lost millions of dolconsequences 
lars by not being able to reach 
out and touch customers or 

branch offices. Take away people's phones, and they'll fi
nally sit up and take notice. 

When a Scud missile struck a barracks in Dhahran, 
Saudi Arabia, during the Gulf War, killing 28 Desert 
Storm soldiers, the Army claimed that Patriot missiles 
ignored the Scud because it had broken up in flight. Sub
sequent investigations showed that a software error had 
caused the Patriot system to shut down and ignore the 
incoming Scud. 

All this comes as little news to software professionals. 
They have been aware of the software crisis for years. 
Anyone who's tried to debug a program or watched a 
screen full of hard work disappear into oblivion because 
of a bug knows what I'm talking about. 

What's changing is that, as the uses for computers 
mushroom and their complexity grows, the consequences 
of these bugs are becoming much more severe. A bug 
in a navigation system that puts jetliners on collision 
courses or a tiny software error in a radiation-therapy 
machine that kills three patients with radiation over
doses is light-years ahead of bugs in simple spreadsheets 
or word processing programs. Errors in a program flying 
a 747 or running a medical diagnostic computer can eas
ily endanger lives. 

For the first time, people have become aware of how 
important computer software is when it fails. They've 
become aware of how much of their daily lives comes into 
contact with computer software. Software is embedded in 
car engines, microwave ovens, and VCRs. It runs airlin
ers, air traffic control, Patriot missiles, Stealth bombers, 
and nearly every business. The need for more reliable 
computer software has never been greater. The current 
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industry average of one error per thousand lines of code 
is no longer good enough when modem programs often 
grow to be millions of lines long. 

New technologies have promised to improve the man
agement of large software projects and the reliability of 
the code produced. Sadly, these promises assumed that the 
programming community could quickly and thoroughly 
digest these huge and complex new methods. But the 
average code error rate has not dropped significantly. 

Unfortunately, solutions may have to come from the 
federal govemment (although everyone admits that this 
is far from desirable). But as the world's largest user of 
software, only it has the clout to mandate sweeping 
changes. Tighter standards may be needed to ensure that 
programmers write software using established methods 
that are proven to write reliable code. In Great Britain, 
programmers write software forthe defense industry ac
cording to a standard known as Def Stan 0056. 

Programmers understandably balk at the idea of man
dated standards for software. No one wants to see more 
government interference in yet another industry, espe
cially one as rapidly changing as the computer industry. 
(One would hate to see computers go the way of Am
trak or the Postal Service.) 

Still, the time has come to make software engineer
ing a science rather than an art. Software engineering 
standards must be codified, and programmers must strict
ly adhere to those standards. Writing software programs 
is no less important than building a bridge, and it should 
be treated as such. It is time to recognize that software en
gineering is no longer the highly individualistic enter
prise that it was in the dawn of the computer age. 

As computers become more sophisticated, so too 
must the methods of writing the programs that run them. 
Failure to do so will only mean more catastrophes. The 
price we pay for these failures grows every day. • 

Leonard Lee is the author of The Day the Phones 
Stopped: The Computer Crisis-The What and Why of 
It,andHowWeCanSolvelt(Dona/d/. Fine, 1991). He 
is a reporter with KSTP-TVin Minneapolis and a former 
JBM systems engineer. You can reach him on BJX c/o 
"editors." 

Stop Bit is a forum for informed opinion on personal com
puting topics. The opinions expressed are those of the author 
and not necessarily those of BYTE. Your contributions and 
comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix 
Mill Lane, Peterborough, N HO 3 4 5 8 . 
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-------

THROWTHIS IN THE 

MAIL N01ftl50YOU DON"I 


THRuWYOUR 

MONEYAWAYI AIER. 


Send for the brand new Dell product catalog, Plus, get the details on our newest line of PCs, 

loaded with information on all our award-winning notebooks and servers. 

computers, service and support. Return this card today, or call us. 

TO OR D E ie: IA L ~ L E A S E R E F E ffil N 

800.-873.-1130 DELL 

COMPUTEHOURS, 7AM-9PMCTM-f 8AM-4PMCT SAT 10 AM-3PMC TSUN 

CORfORArl 0 
IN CANADA 800- 668 3011N MEXICO 9 5 - 800 0 66'1 ------- 

Start saving money now, send for your free Dell product catalog, 
loaded with information on all our award-winning computers, 
service, support and remarkably low prices. Plus, get the details on 
our newest line of PCs notebooks and servers. Return this card 
today, or call us at (800) 873-1130. In Canada, call (800) 668-3021. 
In Mexico, call 95-800-010-0664. 

D Please have a Dell Representative call me. 

Name: (M ) ~, - ,M~----------------~--~-,
Title:______________________ 

Company: _"'""'.- -,---------------- - ""
Address: ____________________ 

City: State: ___Zip: _ _ _ _ 

TypeofBusiness: _____ ____ _____ ____ 

Approx.# ofEmployees in Company:__________ 
Home Phone: (___)______________ 
Business Phone:(___)_ _____________ 

Fax#: (__)______________ 

1 Which products are you most interested in? 
D i386'"SX-based systems D i486-based systems 
D i386-based systems D UNIXJ'based systems 
D i486'"SX-based systems D Notebooks 

O O ther: _______ _ 

2. 	Are you interested in com£!:1terproducts for: 

D Home D Business D Resale 


3. 	If fer resale, please identify your primary customers: 
D General Business D Government D Education D Medical 

4. 	How many PCs does your company plan to purchase in the next 
twelve months? 
~ limeframe T1meframe 

Less than I month 6-12 months 
___ 1-3months More than 12 months 
--- 3-6 months 
5 .What do you plan to use computer products for? 

Start saving money now, send for your free Dell product catalog, 
loaded with information on all our award-winning computers, 
service, support and remarkably low prices. Plus, get the details on 
our newest line of PCs, notebooks and servers. Return this card 
today, or call us at (800) 8i3-1130. In Canada, call (800) 668-3021. 
In Mexico, call 95-800-010-0664. 

D Please have a Dell Representative call me. 
Name:(M ) 

(r!..·.1..' l"' •n!)Tide:__________________ _ ___ 

Company:-,--,--:-:c,----------- -------- 
Address:_'''_''_*_·'_'"__________________ 

City: State: ___Zip: ____ 
Type of Business: _ ___ ______________ 

Approx.# ofEmployees in Company: --------- 
Home Phone:(___) ______________ 

Business Phone: (_ __)______________ 
Fax#:(__)_______________ 

Which Products are you most interested in? 
D i386'"SX-based systems D i486-based systems 
D i386-based systems D UNIX-~based systems 
D i486"SX-based systems D Notebooks 

OOther:_______ _ 

2. Are you interested in com£!:1terproductsfor: 
D Home D Business D Resale 

3. 	If for resale, please identify your primary customers: 
D General Business D Government D Education D Medical 

4. How many PCs does your company plan to purchase in the next 
twelve months? 
~ T1meframe 	 limeframe 

Less than 1 month 6-12 months 
1-3 months 	 More than 12 months 
3-6 months 

5 .What do you plan ro use computer products for? 

6. How many PCs do you have installed now at your company? 6. How many PCs do you have installed now at your company? 

7 Are you interested in leasing? D Yes D No AD CODE 51E60 7 Are you interested in leasing? D Yes D No ADCODE51E60 
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7 NOTEBOOK USERS 

WERE LOCKED IN A ROOM. 

LESS THAN 4 HOURS LATER, 


6 OF THEM WERE DEAD. 

OK, we didn't really lock anybody up. But an independent laboratory 

did nm P Cl\lagavne's Battery Rundown Test on 7 leading notebook 
computers. And we're happy to report that Dell came in dead last. 

In fact, Dell's power management system and NiMH battery helped 
the 320N+ nm a full 30 minutes longer than the nearest competitor. 
More than enough to get you through the next marathon meeting or 
epic plane flight. 

And, Dell has found a way to make your budget last longer too. Because 
at $2 , 999, the 320N+ costs up to a third less than most of the competition. 
And still includes Dell's award-winning service and support. Which 
can get a trained technician right to your home, office or hotel room; 
usually by the next business day.C. 

Just what you'd expect from a company that's become a $546 million 
imemational business in just 7 years. And one of the most awarded 
P Cmanufacturers in the world. 

So call us and order a Dell'" 320N+ today. Either way, you won't have 
to be afraid of dying any more. 

YcJtt cluirge less. 

De I I Jt2 ON 4 ; Oi11 u r l.< 

3 : 121,e.r, I 
Cu111/x1<1LTE 3,%.1/_\ 1 3:05 l!n111.1 l 

2 3 J-J" "' I 
l : 1 6 I ,J , , 1 ·.1 

A '.'ITl'rc 1i1m1 E.Xc·c 1: Ll8 I lrn<r.1 I 
l!lM l'S/2 ;'dcc,/d IAOSX I 5: .'.Hnur.< I T.:st in <Cc·ccn·d""'" cci1/c re M111 '.«:i11/s lc'<ling /><ll'dlllelc'", 

We cltarge less. 

De I I 3 240~AMa 1 6'10 MBi .Die i v e $2,999 
li1.1hihaTWOOSXc-4 M[3 RM cmd60 M[3 Di.1k IJ 1 i t c $4. I 78 
Co 111//..i[iJj38fo/20-4 M[3RAMrnul60M[30i.1kD1i t c' $4,297° 
T I1imd11wcc 3000-4 M[3 RAM cn tc. I6ll M[3 Di.1k Ori ,. $3 ,498 
ZcnirhMm rcr.1Pccrc 386SL 4 M[3 HAM cn11.IWM[3Di.1 hDritc $4, 798 
ASTP 1 "'mll.x"c.m4M[3R_\,! cmd80M[30i_,ld)ri1 c 
lOM l'S/2 Modcl L40S'X-4 M[3 /lAMc 1116:0 M[3Di.1k l )ii t c 

$ l 295* 
$'4 :s -1 s 

Acriurl (C I ' rJ1id.'.~ JUll_"fl .'llJ ) • 

DELL320N+ $2,999 

TE C H S TUFF 


Dell 320N+ 20 MHz i386SX System 1!ffll' Lease o: 


$112/M0.**-6.8 lbs -8'hx11" footprint riff' Full 


travel keyboard t({(f' 4 hourbatterylife on NiMH battery 


tflll' System includes 60 MB Hard Drive. VGA Edgelit 


LCD. 4 MB RAM - 80 MB Hard Drive also available 


SE R VI C E A ND SUPPO R T 


Nationwide on-site lapside service contract included in 


the sys tem price the f irs t year• ...,.___Toll -free 


technical support hotline ...,.___S elf-diagnostic 


software ...,.___ Free factory installation of selected 


MS-DOS• software applications 


CO MP A NY AWARD S 


Dell has won P av~e Corporate Satisfaction Polls an 


unprecedented 8 times *Dell ranked Best Personal 


Computer in Small to Medium Sized Businesses in the 


JD.Power and Associates® Customer Satisfaction 


Index * Dell has won P QVo r Id 99;1 World Class 


Award for Best Service and Support/Hardware 


To order. call. Please reference 11 ESB 

soo .. 34s .. 61so 
Mon.Fri between 7am-9pm CT. Sat Bam·4pm CT. Sun 

1Oam-3pm CT r- In Canada. CBOOl 668-3021 r- In 

Mexico. 95-800·010-0664 r- Shipped with a 30-day no 

questions asked money-back guarantee 

DELL 

COMPUTER 

CORPORATION 




Leaseo: from $192/MO.** Lease: from $123/MO.** Lease: from $104/MO.** Lease: from $67/MO.** 

>ell• Powerline••SE * Series fff' 

.vailable with i486'"DX 50 MHz or 33 

~Hz processor, i486SX 25 MHz or 20 

1Hz processor'*" 128 KB external 

iche on i486DX systems fff' Processor 

pgradeable via board fff' Up to 128 MB 

:AM fff' Integrated non-interlaced 1024 x 

68, 256 color VGA fff' Starting at 

$5,299 for complete systems. 

Dell Powerline DE <•Series fff' Available 

with i486DX 50 MHz or 33 MHz 

processor, i486SX 25 or 20 MHz 

processor f(lflr' 128 KB external cache on 

i486DX systems fff' processor upgrade

able via board fff' Up to 96 MB RAM fff' 

lnt~grated non-interlaced 1024 x 768, 

256 color VGA fff' 1 MB video RAM fff' 

Starting at$3.299 for complete systems. 

Dell 486D * Series fff' Available with 

i486DX 33 MHz processor. i486SX 25 

MHz or20 MHz processor fff' Processor 

upgradeable via chip fff' Up to 64 MB 

RAM fff' Integrated non-interlaced 1024 x 

768. 16 color VGA fff' Video RAM 

upgradeable to 1 MB fff' 'Start ing at 

$2.799 for complete systems. 

Dell 325P ~ 386DX 25 MHz processor, 

33 MHz also available fff' Upgradeable to 

i486DX 33 MHz processor fff' RAM 

expansion to 16 MB• Integrated non

interlaced 1024 x 768, 2 color VGA fff' 

256 KB video RAM. upgradeable to 512 

KB fff' Starting at $1,799 for complete 

systems. 

IF YOU ALREADY BOUGHT 

AN EXPENSIVE COMPUTER.BURN THIS 


BEFORE YOUR BOSS READS IT. 


-~--·
- a 

tSource: Toshiba pub~sht>d price as of 12/17191- Actual deolcr J')"ices may 1101Y. ''Source: Compaq Computer FT<.-:.s Release 11/4/9 1 All o ther suggesied re1o~pricesm ol 1115/ 91. All prices and s,ecilicotionsore subject to changew1lhouh 

1991 J D. Power and Assoc1oles11 Compv1er End User So1islocrionStudy: Phase I: Q I/ice BosedSmolho Medium Sized Bvs1nesses. Responses from Business End lJserso1 I ,784 businesssiles.SmolltoMedium Sized Businesses wereb< 

Intel 1486'" m1croprocessor_Intel is a registe1ed trademark and i386. i486 and lhe lnlel Inside logoore rrodematks of lnlel Corporolion. MS·DOS i5 o feg1slered trademark ol Microsofl Corporolioo.Dell d15doims proprietary irilere~ 
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Lease: from $53/MO.** 

I 3116SX l(ffll' 3B6SX 16 MHz 

ocessor. 20 MHz also available l(ffll' 

~M expansion to B MB l(ffll' Integrated 

•24x 768. 2colorVGA l(ffll' 256 KBvideo 

\M, upgradeable to 512 KB l(ffll' 2 Serial. 

Jaralleland 1 Mouseport l(ffll' Startingat 

$1.399 forcomplete systems. 

Lease: from $93/MO.** 


Dell 320N * l(ffll' 1386SX 20 MHz ~ 


processor l(ffll' 2 time award- ~ 

winner l(ffll' 6.4 lbs ""' 3-4 hour 'l::i~"l' 


battery life l(ffll' Up to 5 MB RAM 
~ 


l(ffll'40 MB or 60 MB hard drive l(ffll' 


Data/Fax modem option l(ffll' Starting at 


$2,499 for complete systems. 


SERVICE AND SUPPORT 
On-site desk-side se11vice contract included in the system price the first year·' 

__.Toll-free technical support hotline -- Toll-free TechFax""' line for 24
hour system information __. On-line Bulletin Board communication with 

technical staff and other users -- Self-diagnostic software __. Free 
factory installation of selected MS-DOS" software applications __.support 

Forum on CompuServe Information Se1vice 

COMPANY AWARD S 

Dell has won P OX/ee ~orporate Satisfaction Polls an unprecedented 8 times * 

Dell ranked Best Personal Computer in Small to Medium Sized Businesses in 


the J.D. Power and Associatess Customer Satisfaction Index *Dell has won 

PC Wor Id '1991 World Class Award for Best Se1vice and Support/Hardware 

To order. call. Please reference 11 E59 

8 0 0 .. 3 4 8 .. 6 1 5 1 
Mon-Fri between 7am-9pm CT.Sat 8am·4pm CT. Sun 1 Oam·3pmCT~ In Canada. 
CBOOJ 668-3021 ~ In Mexico. 95-800·010·0664 ~ Shipped a with 30-day no 

questions asked money·back guarantee. 

- % F''<·•· ~ &•-· - -- 
~--
--= 

Finally, computers for users who need hlazing speed, hut don't have money to hum. Notehooks, desktops and servers 

packed with features and priced significantly lower than cumparahle machines sold through traditional retail channels. 

And all hacked hy Dell , the company that's huilt a $546 million international husiness hy a lways going ahove and 

heyond the call. By putting them through tests the Marines would he proud of. And hacking each one 

with a service and support package descrihed as "overkill" hy the editors of I' C\Xtek DELL' 
So if you need a computer you can fire up without getting tired, call Dell today. \Xie promise you 	 COMP UTE 

CORP ORJKI 0won't get humed. 	 ------ 

Circle 43 on Inquiry Cord. 

di-ce. ' "Poymenl based on 36 -mon1h, a~n·end lease. ¢ leasing armnged by leosing Group, Inc. In Canada and MeJ11co. conligumlionsond prices may vif'f. Dell is a reg1S!ered tmdemo1lt, Powerl.ne is o !rodemm~ and TedfoK iso ~vice mark al DellCompu!e1 Corporolion 

5ed an office S•"=::Swilh between 1and 499 employees. Best Personal Compu1er in Ollice ikised End User S.tisloclion tn Smoll 10 Medium Sized liusinesses. J. D. Power ond Associo1es is o registered se1vice motk al J.D. Power end Associates. -:'1Con toins on Intel• 1386'~or 

irt !he marks and names of othe1s. L<.Se1vice pmvided by third port\' servicer. On-sile service may nol beovoiloble in ce1loin remo1e locolions. Shipping. handling and applicable soles tax nol included in lhe pr.ce. ·G1972 Dell Computer Cmparol1on. All nghls 1eseived 

http:Powerl.ne
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RED 

PURPLE 


BLUE 

VIOLET 

GREEN 

BEIGE 


BROWN 

BLACK 


YELLOW 

MAUVE 


MAGENTA 

PINK 


ORANGE 

NAVY 


SIENNA 

OLIVE. 
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Lease': $145/MO~ 

THE DELL 325NC 25 MHz 
i386'" SL SYSTEM. 

SYSTEM INCLUDES 60 MB HARD DRIVE, 

CplORVGALCD.4 MB RAM~ 


BLACK 

,WHITE 

'AND 


'TOCJMUCH 

'GREEN. 


Actual dealer prices may vary. 

TOSHIBA T2200SX 20 MHz 
i386SX SYSTEM 

SYSTEM INCLl.cJDES 60MB HARD DRIVE. VGA ECD. 
4MBRAM. 

For up to $779 less than a Toshib: 

bl~1::k ·and white notebook, you can ge 

a new Dell<$ 325NC. With a Lm sctee1 

that lets you pick from ~ palette of ove 

262.000 colors. And you still get Dell 

legc~dary service and support. So ifpa 

ing too much green is making you se 

red, order a 325NCtoday. 

TECH STUFF 

i386'"SL microprocessor runnin~ at 25 MHz tflfll' 64( 

480 passive matrix color LCD f!l!ll' 4 MB R A 

expandable to 12 MB f!f!l!I 64 KB cache memory 1 

3.5" 1.44 MB floppy - 3 hour battery life usi 

Nicl;el Metal Hydride battery !1!!11' 6.9 lbs tffr 85" x 1 

x ~.3" - 85-key keyboa'rd with inverted " 

cursor control ~ IJ 0 AB Hard Drive also availablE 

SERVICE AND SUPPORT 

Nationwide on-site lnpside service :ontract incluc 

in the system price the first year• ,...__ Toll-fr 

· technica! support hotline ,...__ Toll~·free TechFa 

line for 24-hour system inftrrnation ,...._ On-I 

Bulletin Board communication with technical staff< 

other users o;a-- Self -diagnostic software "" 

Free f Jctory installation of se:ected iiAS-DO 
. ' 

softwa:·e applications ,...__ Suppc.rt Forum 

CompuServe lnforrration Service 

To order. call. Please reference 11 EB2 

800-348-614 1 

Mon-Fri between i'am-9pm CT. Sat 8am-4pm CT.~ 

1Oam-3pm <!'"' Ir Canada, CBOOJ 668-3021 ~ -
Mexico; 95-800-010-0664 ~ Shipped witl 

30-day no questions asked money-back guarante 

DELL 

COMPUTER 

CORPORATION 


' • ' Circl'I 4 ""1 Inquiry Card. 

http:Suppc.rt
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